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PREFACE.

The delay which has occurred in the appearance of the

present volume has been due to several causes, and prin-

cipally to the difficulty of collecting the Oriental types re-

quired for the work. Some it has been necessary to gather

from various and friendly sources, and others, being beyond

the capabilities of English founts, it has been necessary

to cut. Then, again, the Congress has been compelled to

pay the penalty of the cosmopoKtan character of its

Session. To it came Oriental scholars from all parts of

Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, many of whom gave

us the valuable results of their studies and learning; and

to such, in the majority of cases, it was found necessary

to forward proofs of their dissertations. Under these cir-

cumstances it will be readily understood by those to whose

lot it has fallen to see through the press works of a

similar kind with the present, how rapidly days, weeks, and

even months have slipped away, and that the sixteen months

which have elapsed since the materials were first put into

my hands for publication is no unprecedented interval.

I am fully aware that much anxiety and some im-
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patience has been expressed at the delay whicli has thus

arisen. Indeed, one French Member, past the prime of

life, so far despaired of seeing the following pages with

mortal eyes that, when lately asked if he had left his

address with the Editor that his copy might be sent him,

he answered, " Oui, mats pas pour Vautre mondeJ* It is at

least a satisfaction to me to know that this omission was

immaterial, and that before many days are over the pub-

lishers will have forwarded to him, as well as to every

other Member of the Congress, ^a copy of these " Trans-

actions."

Robert K. Douglas.

May Zrd, 1876.
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS,

DELIVERED ON MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14th, 1874,

ROYAL INSTITUTION,

BY

SAMUEL BIECH, Esq., LL.D., President.

This second meeting of the International Congress of Orientalists is

an event of more than ordinary importance in the annals of Oriental

studies. The fortunate idea of bringing together these students of

congenial pursuits to interchange thoughts, to discuss points of com-

mon interest, and to make each other's acquaintance, is due to the

^exertions of M.de Rosny, who, I am happy to say, has given us the

favour of his company to-day. It was founded in Paris in 1873. The

warm interest ever shown by France in Oriental studies, and the high

distinction long ago attained by the celebrated men of that country,

most of whom have unfortunately passed away from us, but whose

labours adorned the country to which they belonged, made Paris a

most appropriate site for such a Congress. At the close of that

Congress—September 6, 1873—the vote of those present determined,

notwithstanding brilliant offers and pressing invitations from other

countries, that this second Congress should be held in England, and

in this great city, distinguished for its extent as well as for its de-

votion to the study of the East, and connected with that East by a

thousand ties, the interests of commerce, the spread of civilization,

missionary labours, and the duties of governing Oriental Dependencies
~

1



2 INAUGURAL ADDRESS.

of various tongues and sites in that Eas^ which is to-day the object of

our meeting and the subject of our thoughts. In order that the

Congress of Paris might have a successor, it was necessary to elect a

President in this country, and the nomination fell upon myself. In

undertaking the duties of such an office, I was well aware of the

difficulties involved in the task. A President, gentlemen, at the

present day is not merely a name or a sinecure, he is a reality, an

administrator ; and, however ably seconded by his secretaries and his

committee, he has yet a great deal of detail to manage and many

arrangements to effect. In the presence of so many who are more

versed in the duties of affairs than myself, there is but one thing to

ask you, and that is your cordial co-operation with one who accepted

the office under the feeling of his own deficiencies for the task, and of

the necessity that some one should promptly step forward to continue

the work which had been begun, and which promises to be of such

great advantage to Orientalists.

Our first duty is to announce the favour with which the movement

has been received by the different States and Sovereignties of Europe,

delegates from whom are present here to-day. Besides those gentle-

men who appear as representatives of the different powers of the

North and West, others have come from the far East to add by their

presence, by the information they bring and the objects they display,

to the pleasure it will afford us to make their acquaintance. Here,

gentlemen, I must tell you that the application made to the Secretary

of State for India was received in the most kind and prompt manner,

and that the Hindoo savants designated as likely to contribute by their

presence to the success of the Aryan Section were at once consulted

by the Indian Government, who offered to send them to Europe to be

present to-day at our first meeting. If from various causes they are

not here, India is not without its representatives. An eminent Civil

Servant of the Indian Government is here from the Presidency of

Bombay, and wiU, I am sure, carry back with him to that Presidency

the remembrance of the warm reception which you will accord him.

There has been every desire on the part of the India Office to do all

that has either been asked or lies in its power on behalf of the Con-

gress, and you will see on the occasion of your visit to that Office that

an admirable museum^and an extensive library show that_tbe.i)ffiQe is

not indifferent to Oriental learning and studies.
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The advance of civilisation is marked "by the increased attention

paid to the pursuits in which we are engaged. The spread of know-

ledge has not only rendered that popular which was at one time

reserved for a narrow circle, but has elevated these studies in public

estimation. In this country the bond which holds us to our Asiatic

Empire, the links that connect our commerce with all the nations of

the East, have rendered the intimate acquaintance with the languages,

thoughts, history, and monuments of these nations not a luxury, but

a necg|sity. Probably persons could be found in so large a city, if

required, who could speak any dialect under the sun or read any

writing upon the planet. To whatever branch of Oriental learning

any of those who have honoured the Congress with their presence to-

day is attached, he will be sure to find some congenial mind to take a

warm interest in his pursuits, interchange thoughts with him, or aid

in the solution of his difficulties ; nay, the pursuit of these studies is

a kind of touch of nature—it makes us all akin, just as in the study

itself everything that is individual disappears from the mind, except

the pursuit itself. Orientalists, too, are all, so to say, men bom of

the same family, and, like a family, mutually interested in the suc-

cess of their respective studies. Before that, as students, all the

distinctions of race, creed, and nationality disappear or are forgotten.

Even criticism ought neither to be nor become personal, inasmuch as

Science places for its object the highest scope of the mind—truth,

which is in most cases difficult to find, and no reproach to miss.

The nineteenth century has seen the revival of Oriental learning,

and the great discoveries made throughout the East, in Mesopotamia,

Egypt, India, and Persia, have thrown an entirely new light on the

ancient monarchies, religions and languages of the Eastern world as

it existed forty centuries ago. This has been due to several causes,

chiefly to the improved facilities of access, by which travellers and

others have visited these countries and their monuments, and have ex-

cavated their remains, and partly to the advance made m Europe

itself, which has enabled the monuments discovered to be more

accurately copied. The extensive excavations made throughout the

East and the continuous explorations of modem travellers have left

no accessible monument uncopied ; and the quantity of the material

now placed at the disposal of the student is consequently immense.

With the increased number of texts of the old East has come the
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mOTe accurate knowledge, based on the power of comparison now

given to the student. These materials were unknown to inquirers of

the previous century. Empires have been exhumed, and for the first

time a contemporary history of recorded events has been found. In

Egypt the more recent excavations of M. Mariette have added con-

siderably to the knowledge of history and geography, by the discovery

of the numerous names on the Pylon of Kamak, recording the foreign

conquests of Thothmes III. These, in a paper lately read before the

Academy of Inscriptions, enabled him to attempt a more accurate

classification of the Egyptian names of countries. In Mesopotamia

the missions of Mr. Q, Smith and his excavations amidst the mounds

of Kouyunjik have added extensively teethe completion of Assyrian

texts, elucidating the history and religion of that people; while in

India the labours of General Cunningham promise to bring to light

and classify the different monuments and antiquities which he ex-

plores and records. The first discoveries of these ancient languages,

itwni_be_remembered, were due to the unearthing of important,

monuments, and it appears almost a subject for the consideration of

the Congress to recommend that every reasonable facility should be

accorded in the East to excavations undertaken purely from a

scientific point of view ; for those branches of excavations which

follow up the hints afforded by monumental information require con-

tinually this discovery of fresh materials to stimulate the student, and

without them the study languishes. It will also be remembered that

the oldest languages are found almost exclusively on monuments, and

that with the exception of Egypt, all the ancient records, which were

of fragile and perishable materials, have been lost or destroyed. Con-

tinuous excavation is therefore requisite to obtain fresh material ; for,

as already remarked, without fresh material these studies languish,

and the interest in their pursuit diminishes. It is not possible here

to enter into details of all the most important of the monuments, and

their contribution to the advance of Oriental knowledge ; but there

are two of supreme importance, discovered in times comparatively

recent, which rise to the mind at once—the tablet of Canopus, found

by Professor Lepsius amid the ruins of San, the ancient Tanis, and

the bilingual inscription of Dali obtained by Mr. R. H. Lang in the

ruins of Idalium in Cyprus. The tablet of Canopus has proved

beyond a doubt, if such still lingered, the truth of the discovery of
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the Egyptian language and the decipherment of the hieroglyphs;

the inscription of Dali has led to the decipherment and interpretation

of the ancient Cyprian language, about which erroneous notions had

hitherto prevailed, but which has now been discovered to belong to

the Aryan family and to the Hellenic group of that section of lan-

guages. These indeed are only the most striking examples of the

philological value of newly-discovered inscriptions ; but those from

Mesopotamia and Egypt are scarcely less remarkable for their con-

tributions to the historical knowledge of those ancient empires ; while

the celebrated Moabite stone or inscription of Dhiban has presented

a new page to the history of the Semitic people conterminous with

Judea, and is one of the oldest texts in character of the Phoenician

alphabet and its different classes. It is a most valuable document

of the Palaeography of the Semitic family emancipated from the

cumbrous and perplexing syllabaries of the various kinds of cunei-

form writing.

From the importance of the Congress's encouraging, by its sympa-

thies, further excavations, I turn to another point which might

engage its attention, and that is the transliteration of Oriental texts

into European characters. Great progress in this direction has been

made of late years, and many schemes have been proposed. In some

instances, the learned societies and scientific journals have insisted

on the adoption of particular systems for papers admitted into their

pages. There are many members present of all the Oriental Societies

and Academies of Europe, and it will be for them to consider if

some mutual agreement can be arrived at on this subject ; and for

most Oriental languages a decision favourable to one universal trans-

literation would be of the highest importance, as it would in many

instances supersede the necessity of printing in various characters

and different Oriental types, an expensive and difficult process. It

would not, indeed, effect this for languages written with syllabic

characters, but for those only which have an alphabetic one, and

the same mode of transliteration would be an invaluable aid to the

simplification and rendering of words in these languages, and making

them universally intelligible. This subject will be no doubt sub-

mitted to the consideration of one of the Sections of the Congress.

It is, indeed, one of the subjects which it would be the especial

object of the Congress to regulate, or at all events to initiate. That
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some such necessity exists and is felt is proved by the constant

changes made by individuals in their transliteration of the words

of Oriental tongues, whether living or extinct; the older systems

already adopted not answering to their special notions of the manner

in which these languages should be transliterated. Should the Con-

gress be able to pronounce any opinion on this difficult subject, that

opinion would no doubt carry with it great weight, even should it

not finally decide the question, and lead to a further consideration

of this pressing want of Philological unity. _

It is not, perhaps, necessary for the Congress to consider how

far it would be desirable to discuss the question of an umversal

alphabet—such a one as would supersede for Orientals themselves

the necessity of writing in their own different characters the dif-

ferent languages distributed over the East. Could such be devised,

itjwoTLLd be a great advantage for the acquisition of those languages

by the West, months and perhaps years being now spent in master-

ing alphabets and syllabaries of complex kinds. Among the Poly-

nesian islanders the European script has been successfully introduced

and adopted, because they never had, till the appearance of European

civilization among them, a mode of writing ; and there was conse-

quently no national amour-propre to contend with, nor any script

already in use to supersede. It is not so in the East, amongst the

various nations attached, from various causes, to their respective

characters. But it is evident that, clothed in an European alphabet,

there would be no greater difficulty in mastering many of the Aryan

and Semitic languages by the Western scholars than in acquiring

the different languages spoken in Europe—a task much facilitated

by their having nearly one common mode of printing and writing

^he same sounds. It may be considered that the first step to unity

among the European nations will be this adoption of a common

alphabet, when entirely carried out, and nothing would more power-

fully connect the East and the West than the removal of those

barriers which prevent an easy acquisition of those keys of thought

necessary for the mutual understanding and happiness of mankind.

It is a natural transition to pass from this subject to the con-

sideration of the attempts made to introduce universal communication

by means of Pasigraphy, or writing by ciphers. This system has

been for some time in use in the West, and different ways have
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been proposed to arrive at the result. One is the mode of com-

municating by signals, consisting of numbers, at sea. Certain

sentences of general use are numbered and translated into the dif-

ferent European languages. The flag which carries the number

speaks the same sentence, when hoisted, to vessels of all other

nationalities; in fact, the number is an universal medium of mari-

time communication. A flag with a few numbers asks a question

;

another with fewer or more gives the answer. Now, this device

contains the elements of an universal language, limited indeed to a

few stereotyped sentences such as are generally wanted in maritime

intercourse. A modification of this system has been adopted for

the purposes of commerce, for the Transatlantic and other telegraphs,

to supersede the necessity of long and continuous messages, which

would take too much time and trouble in transmission. But the

works compiled for this purpose are in the English language only.

A modification of this principle will be laid before the Ethno-

graphical Section, consisting principally in the substitution of num-

bers for words, the same number answering to the same equivalent

word in all . languages. It is evident that when dictionaries on this

piinciple shall have been compiled, it will be possible for a limited

communication to be held in writing with Orientals, of whose

language the European is ignorant, in the same manner as by mari-

jtune signals. It is a step towards universal language, and, although

a feeble one, probably the only step which will ever be made. Its

value and defects will no doubt occupy the attention of the Ethno-

graphical Section. It is not a language properly so called, but a

means of interchange of thought, and might prove of the greatest

value where other means are not at hand. Thosje_jdiyided Jby

sounds will be united by numbers.

The Presidents of the various Sections will deliver their inaugural

addresses, after which the papers accepted will be read before these

different Sections, and the verbal communication will then be made.

As some of the Sections have many more papers than can possibly be

read or discussed at a sitting, the President of the Section will have it

in his power to adjourn the sitting, should he deem it necessary,

to another day, so as to admit of other papers being read. But it

is evident that, in consideration of the numerous papers and subjects

for deliberation with which the Congress has been honoured, it may
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be impossible to read all comnmnications, and some can only be

noticed as received. Besides the sittings of the Sections, which are

detailed in the Programme, the Congress will visit in the daytiBie

the principal museums and institutions which contain objects of art

and antiquity connected with the East. Its first visit will be to

the British Museum, where such members as are interested in the

different Sections will find abundant materials of the old and modem

East to occupy their attention. The great Egyptian and Assyrian

collections deposited in its galleries, and the numerous Phoenician,

Punic, Himyaritic, and other Semitic inscriptions, are particularly

worthy of notice, and the visit will be preparatory to the sitting

of the Semitic Section, to which it wilUform an excellent intro-

duction.

In order to reduce the labours of the Congress to a definite order,

the meetings have been reduced into Sections, one for each of the

five days from the 15th to the 19th inclusive. These Sections are

the Semitic, Turanian, Aryan, Hamitic, Archaeological, and Ethno-

logical. They embrace all the topics, linguistic and scientific, con-

nected with the East. The Semitic Section will consider both the

extinct and modem Semitic languages; in other words, to that

Section has been relegated th& consideration of such Semitic lan-

guages as are written in Cuneiform characters, for the Cuneiform

inscriptions include some certainly not of the Semitic family. But

the mass of the inscriptions of Assyria and Babylon are Semitic,

and the characters and languages were extant from above twenty

centuries b.c. to almost a century a.d., or the days of the Roman
Empire. The discovery of the reading of the Cuneiform by Grote-

fend in 1803 was one of the most marvellous applications to the

resolution of the problem of an extinct language of which there

existed no bilingual inscription as a key. Since the evolution of

the name of Darius, the study has advanced in an unprecedented

manner, no fewer than five languages—^viz. Persian, Median, Baby-

lonian, and two sorts of Assyrian—having been deciphered and

interpreted, and the history of these Oriental empires having been

examined from their original documents and contemporary sources,

thus relieving us from the necessity of relying upon secondary in-

formation afforded by Greek and other authors. The discovery of

the Persian by Grotefend, subsequently perfected by the labours of
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Bumouf, Lassen, and Eawlinson, was succeeded by that of the

Babylonian and Assyrian by Hincks and Eawlinson ; and it is pre-

cisely these last two languages which have produced a golden harvest

of results, when their reading is completed by the labours of Prof.

Oppert, Mr. G. Smith, and Mr. Fox Talbot. A light entirely new

has been thrown on the mythology and history of these old Semitic

nations. The fact of another language called the Accadian or

Sumirian, extinct like the Assyrian, but not easily referable to a

particular stem, although supposed to be of the Turanian stock, is

an unexpected addition to the knowledge of the languages of Western

Asia. It is not to be supposed that discoveries so startling have

been received without incredulity or opposition. The nature of

these languages, written in a complex syllabary which only finds its

parallel in the abnormal script of Japan, and the difficulties which

first attached to the decipherment of the names of gods and kings,

caused the first attempts to be coldly received by scholars especially

devoted to Semitic studies. These doubts have, however, since given

way to convictions, and the truth of Assyrian researches has been

finally recognized.

The study of these ancient languages, which may be classed as

extinct, in contradistinction to those which, though no longer spoken,

have yet had their knowledge preserved by tradition, and which are

called the dead, is strictly inductive. The examination of the logical

deductions to be made from the position of a word in different

passages is found to be as important, if not more so, in determining

their meaning as their comparison with words in existing or dead

languages supposed to be cognate. The consideration of some of

these points will occupy the attention of the Semitic Section, as

well as the nature of the grammar and structure of the Sumirian,

the Elamite, and the Median. Besides these linguistic questions,

others in connexion with the history and mythology of the old

Semitic nations will be considered in that Section. 'Nor is it more

than necessary to revert to the priority that these early languages

have in the study of comparative philology, owing to the undoubtedly

remote age of the early monuments on which the languages appear,

and their showing its change and development in the course of cen-

turies. It is impossible to exclude these old grammatical structures,

these oldest of all words, from the arena of that study, for without
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them the study must be considered as incomplete. The same ob-

servation also applies to the researches into comparative mythology

and the evolution of ancient religions, for it is only by the consider-

ation of the Semitic myths that a true appreciation can be made of

the extent to which Western Europe was influenced by the tradition-

ary legends of Babylonia and Assyria. The researches also into the

astronomy of Babylon and Assyria are scarcely less interesting, and

the evidence of the cuneiform records of these people goes far to

confirm the high antiquity traditionally handed down of the astro-

nomical observations of the Chaldeans. If that branch of the subject

is at present incomplete, at all events the labours of M. Oppert and

Mr. Sayce have approached the subject, and it will be impossible

to write the history of ancient astronomy, in which the Babylonian

and Assyrian observations and astronomical knowledge are omitted.

If, indeed, the astronomy of these nations was disfigured by or due

to a superstitious astrology, intermingled with omens, some bearing

a great aflSnity to the practices of the West, there still remains the

comparison of the astronomy with that of Greece, which was derived

at a later time from the Alexandrian schools.

The historical inquiries have resulted in a still greater conflict of

opinion, and M. Oppert will bring these divergences before the

Section ; for it cannot be concealed that the comparison of the

chronology of the Jews and the Assyrians, as it at present stands,

does not harmonize—there is a want of synchronism. It is not

possible to decide at present where the error lies, but nothing but

an act of violence, such as the alteration of text, or the forced

hypothesis of an omission of years in the Assyrian canons, can at

present reduce them to a common level. The difficulty has many

bearings, and affects history generally; and could these differences

be reconciled, that alone would entitle this Congress to be regarded

as marking an epoch in the annals of ancient historical investigation.

The unfortunately defective state of the present knowledge of the

history of Babylonia, owing to the want of adequate monuments,

which still lie inhumed in the country, prevents the investigation

of the history of that country from being more accurately known,

and some doubtful chronological and historical points from being

settled. Considerable service to the publication of papers and

memoirs on this subject has been rendered by the learned societies
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in this country, particularly tlie Eoyal Asiatic Society, tlie Eoyal

Society of Literature, and the Society of Biblical Archaeology, and

by different scientific journals, especisillj the Zeitschrift fur Aeffyptische

Sprache of Berlin.

The Turanian Section comprises all the languages of that class,

and will in the present Congress consider subjects connected with

the Chinese language and literature. It is not necessary here to do

more than briefly allude to the extent of the literature of China

and the mass of old writings which have survived the repeated con-

flagrations which have overtaken it. Notwithstanding the labours

of the Erench Sinologists, especially M. Stanilas Julien, numerous

points of historical interest remain to be considered. One that came

under their notice was the history of the Han dynasty, a period re-

markable for its relations with other States, and its political reforms
;

for it was in that remote period that the system of competitive ex-

aminations was first introduced into the political organization of the

Chinese Civil Service. A translation of the most important works

of that time was proposed at the Congress of Paris, 1873, and, could

it be carried out, would add considerably to the knowledge of the

geography and ethnology of Indo-China. So many subjects of in-

terest about Japan were discussed at the Paris Congress, that there

remains scarcely any of great importance to treat of in the present

Congress; but the study of Japan, its language and its literature,

deserves our highest sympathy, from the remarkable phenomenon of

the welcome Japan has offered to Western civilization, and the fact

of its interesting peculiarities of language and writing, notwith-

standing the impress it has received from the Chinese script and

literature. The comparison of its language with others of the

Turanian family deserves great attention.

One of the subjects which will be referred to in the Turanian Section

is the interpretation of the Etruscan language. That tongue, which

belongs to the extinct class, has exercised the ingenuity of Europe

for more than a century, and the difficulty of solving the mystery has

always been a reproach to the power of decipherment and interpretation

exhibited in the rapid progress made in the Semitic Cuneiform and

Hamitic Egyptian. Since the work of Lanzi, various inquirers have

referred it to the different European languages, Lanzi himself to the

Greek and Latin, Sir William Betham to the Irish, M. Judas to the
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Hebrew, another inquirer to the Teutonic, and the Rev. Isaac Taylor

to the Turanian stem. Mr. Taylor proposes laying his views before

this Section, and the subject is one worthy of the attention of the

Congress, as in the discussion that will very likely ensue it will

probably be shown whether it should be considered a Turanian or an

Italian dialect, to which latter class the opinions of scholars have

generally inclined to assign it. The views of Mr. Taylor will, how-

ever, have specially to be considered, and the proofs he wishes to

bring forward in favour of his hypothesis will be passed under ex-

amination. The great difficulty about the Etruscan language is that

the words do not appear to bo directly connected with the Italian

dialects as they are at present known, and the inscriptions are,

although numerous, too short to enable sfffficient comparisons to be

made to determine logically the meaning of words not being proper

names which are found in the different texts.

The Aryan Section will have papers on the Sanskrit literature and

subjects connected with it, and the flood of light which the study of

this language has thrown on the history of European languages has

made its study the most favoured of Oriental languages. There is

supposed to be found the original source of the very tongue in which

this Address is delivered. It is, as all are aware, a literary, not a

monumental language, as no monuments inscribed in Sanskrit or its

nearest Indian dialects are older than the fourth century b.c. It is a

problem yet to be solved, what was the oldest Aryan alphabet ? Was
it Greek, Syrian, or Lycian ? As yet none is known older than the

seventh century b.c, and of course they are all comparatively recent

compared with the Egyptian and Babylonian. Among the languages

of the Aryan Section attention should be directed to the Lycian, as it

is certainly one of the oldest which appear on the monuments. This

dialect, limited to a small locality in the south-western coast of Asia

Minor, and written in a mixed Greek and Phoenician alphabet, has

not yet been interpreted to any extent, although the alphabet has

been deciphered. It was in 1839 that the late Sir C. Fellowes first

brought to England trustworthy copies of Lycian inscriptions. Several

of these were bilingual, and the language has been supposed to re-

semble the Zend; but the interpretation has been suspended, and

although attempts have been recently made to affiliate it to the

Slavonic and even to one of the Celtic languages, it must still be
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classed, like the cognate Carian, among tlie extinct or unknown

languages of Asia Minor.

The Hamitic Section will represent the progress made in Egyptology

since the first discovery of the mode of deciphering and reading this

pictorial language of Ancient Egypt in 1817. It is not necessary

here to enter into a detailed exposition of the mode of decipherment

and interpretation of the hieroglyphs which was aided by the tri-

lingual inscription of Eosetta, and did not require so great an effort of

the mind to discover as the cuneiform. The only difficulty was to

divest the mind of the idea that figures and representations of objects

were not used as pictures, but as phonetic ciphers. That point

reached, the difficulties rapidly disappeared, and the inductive method

pursued with a mathematical rigour by the first inquirers and by

later students has evolved alike from the grammar and the dictionary

the relation of the Ancient Egyptian to the Coptic. So great has

been the progress made that the purport of all texts and the entire

translation of most is no longer an object of insurmountable difficulty.

As in the case of Assyria, the history of Egypt has been revealed

from the monuments, and a mist which hung over the learned labours

of the past century has been dispelled, and although the chronology

of Egypt presents unfortunately too many gaps to justify precise

determination, yet sufficient evidence has been obtained to prove the

immense duration of the Egyptian Empire. It is, however, one of

the marvels of Egypt and its early civilization that it starts already

full grown into life in the valley of the JN'ile as a nation highly

advanced in language, painting, and sculpture, and offers the enigma

as to whence it attained so high a point of development. There is no

monumental nation which can compete with it for antiquity, except

perhaps Babylonia, and evidence is yet required to determine which

of the two empires is the older. As far as an opinion can be formed

from archaeological considerations, there is a greater weight of

evidence in favour of gradual development in Babylonia. Some of

the linguistic tablets in terra-cotta found in that country have re-

corded the transition in that region in characters gradually developing

from the purely pictorial into the conventional cuneiform; but no

Egyptian inscriptions, as yet discovered, are written exclusively, or

even mainly, in hieroglyphs used as pictures only in contradistinction

to sounds. All, even those of the most remote antiquity, are full of
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phonetic hieroglyphs. The arts of Egypt exercised an all-powerful

influence on the ancient world—the Phoenicians copied their types,

and Greece adopted the early Oriental style of architecture, for the

Doric style came from Egypt, the Ionic from Assyria, the later Corin-

thian again from Egypt. If Phoenicia conferred an alphabet on

Greece, Egypt suggested the use of such characters to Phoenicia.

Already, in the seventh century before Christ, the hieroglyphs repre-

sented a dead form of the Egyptian language, one which had ceased

to bo spoken, and Egyptians introduced a conventional mode of

writing simpler than the older forms, and better adapted for the

purposes of vernacular idiom. Egyptian philosophy—the transmi-

gration doctrine of Pythagoras—^that of the immortality of the soul

of Plato—pervaded the Hellenic mind ivdfa the colleges of Thebes.

The wisdom of the Egyptians was embodied in ethical works of

proverbs and maxims as old as the Pyramids, and as venerable for

their hoar antiquity as the days of the Exodus. The frail papyrus,

the living rock, the temple, and the tomb, have all preserved an

extent of literature found nowhere else. The motive was a religion

which looked forward to an eternal duration or the return of the past

to the future. The national poem of Pentaur is found on the walls

of Thebes, and the papyrus of Sallier. The Book of the Dead was

alike sculptured on the tombs and written on the roll—it embodied

much of the symbolic though less of the esoteric doctrine. The

Elysian fields, the streams of Styx, burning Phlegethon, the judges

of the dead, are Egyptian conceptions ; the Sun-worship is Egyptian

;

medicine and astronomy, geometry, truthful history, and romantic

fictions, are found in an extensive literature. Many dogmas and

practices of an Egyptian origin have descended to the present day,

and exercise more influence than is generally supposed on modem

religious thought.

Here it is not possible to do more than allude to the services

rendered to Egyptian interpretation by Professors Lepsius, Brugsch,

Lauth, Ebers, and Eisenlohr, in Germany ; M. Chabas, the late

Yicomte de Rouge, and M. Maspero, in France; and Mr. C. "W.

Goodwin and M. Le Page Renouf, in this country. But it is in

Berlin alone that a journal specially devoted to Egyptology appeals

to us as the recognized organ of students for the language and an-

tiquities of the Yalley of the Nile. From Brugsch Bey, who attends
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this Congress as the representative of that enlightened ruler the

Khedive of Egypt (who has done so much for the revival of the

knowledge of the ancient condition of the country over which he

rules by the excavations he has sanctioned or undertaken at the sug-

gestion of M. Mariette, and by the valuable publications of Brugsch

Bey and M. Mariette, the heavy cost of which His Highness has

undertaken), the Hamitic Section will hear a lecture of great interest

on the point of departure of the Exodus from the Land of Bondage.

The subject of Archaeology^ both local and general, has been the

object of so many Congresses that only a small part of this vast

subject can fall into the scope of the present Congress. Archaeology

treats of the ancient Oriental ethnology—of the earliest and the

existing civilization of the East. Both enter extensively into the

"history of the human race, and without their aid no description of

ancient life, however brilliant, is complete. The ancient monuments

of India will come under the consideration of the Archaeological

Section, as also the always interesting subject of the Great Pyramid,

about which many opinions have prevailed, although the only one

received by Egyptologists is that it was the sepulchre of a monarch

of the fourth dynasty. There is one subject connected with the

archaeology of the East to which your attention should be specially

directed, and that is the extensive forgeries of Oriental inscriptions

and other objects perpetrated in late years at Jerusalem and in Arabia.

"With the increased value placed on works of ancient art, the atten-

tion of forgers has been directed to the production of spurious monu-

ments. Some of these are too gross to effect the deception they wish

to effect ; but others require a considerable practical knowledge of

works of ancient art to detect. INow, the labours of the philologist

are incomplete without the advice and assistance of the archaeologistj

,

without which erroneous ideas may be entertained as to the relative

value, the truth or falsity of ancient monuments. Hence an archaeo-

logical section which shall discuss such difficult points is essential;

besides that, it serves also to connect the studies of art and literature.

In some branches of archaeology—such, for example, as the study of

gems or engraved stones—the number of recent imitations is greater

than that of the really ancient remains, and this, unfortunately, in

proportion to their beauty and excellence, so that archaeologists are

accustomed to look with great scrutiny and suspicion at these works
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of ancient art. Nor are there present in these objects those criteria

which, as in the instance of coins, aid to determine the authenticity

of the particular object under consideration. The philological inquirer

^pften, on the hand, renders equal aid to the archaeologist by. deter-

mining the relative age of different objects of antiquity.

A Section of the Congress is devoted to Ethnology—that is, the

jconsideration of the present actual condition of the different racesjpf

the East, just as archaeology considers their past civilization. Ethno-

graphy is intimately connected with another branch of inquiry—viz.

anthropology^ which is limited to the relative physical conditions of

.the races of men. In the Ethnological Section those subjects will

be considered which do not belong to the province of philology or

archaeology. They are all most intimately connected. In fact, a

knowledge of ethnology is essential to the study of archaeology, just as

in the natural sciences the intimate acquaintance with living species,

fauna, and flora is essential to the due comprehension of extinct races

of animals. Many obscure points in archaeology are cleared up by

ethnological studies, which teach what is going on at the present day

among peoples not more highly advanced in civilization than the pre-

decessors of the most highly civilized races at the most distant period

to which archaeology can point as the most remote historical age. In

the consideration of the diversities of race, ethnology also renders

invaluable aid to the philological considerations which guide us in

the determination of the relative periods of the oldest civilizations

of the East. Eor language alone is not a sufficient criterion for

deciding a point so remote from observation and so delicate, change

of language not always implying diversity of race. It is to ethnology

as well as to archaeology and philology that we must look for the

solutions of the problem, whence came the first inhabitants of the

valley of the Nile, the alluvial plains of Mesopotamia, the valleys of

the Himalayas, and the banks of the Yangtszekiang, the isles of

Japan, the shores of Indo-China, with all their internal varieties, the

Ainos, the Miautsze, the natives of the Andaman Islands—in short,

the general state of the question of the early immigrations which

were made before history was written, or tradition definitely handed

dowTi_. Some of these questions will occupy the attention of the

Ethnological Section, and will receive ample illustration from the

contributions and memoirs offered to it. IFnder the head of ethnology
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have been classed the sciences, and the products, natural and artificial,,

of the East. The glyphic and graphic arts have indeed been assigned

to the Archaeological Section ; but the arms, implements, weapons,

the manufactures, the products of human ingenuity in any shape, are

portions of the study of ethnography, and as such will be considered

under that department. The development of the so-called stone and

bronze ages of the East, their contributions to the general knowledge

of the conditions of the first inhabitants of the globe, are particularly

interesting to all inquirers, when it is borne in mind that the cradle

of mankind has, by universal consent and uniform tradition, sup-

ported by direct historic proofs, always been placed_jin the East_^

and that the early European races emerged subsequently from an

originally uncivilized condition. These younger children of time

derived the first elements of their civilization from contact with the

East, then, relatively, far more advanced, placed under more favour-

able circumstances, and surrounded by those productions of nature

which have ever contributed to the comfort, luxury, and refinement

of mankind and to the development of the arts and sciences. These

natural products it is impossible to do more than allude to, they are

so numerous—valuable metals, precious woods, gums, spices, the

teeth of animals, the ivory of the hippopotamus and the elephant,

the nutritive fruits almost superseding the necessity of the cultiva-

tion of grain, the thousands of products of the animal, vegetable, and

mineral kingdoms have at all times directed the attention of the West

to the East, just as in the East itself they have called forth some of

the greatest efforts of human ingenuity, and have given rise in past

ages to discoveries relatively as great and important as those which,

in modem Europe, cease to astonish us, simply because of their uni-

versal diffusion and daily use. All these can be made objects of

inquiry, but it will be impossible in a single sitting to do more than

allude to the subject, or to read such papers on these points as may

be submitted to the Section. In the present Congress, however,

there are many present who can throw light upon whatever it may

seem desirable to discuss under these several heads.

There only now remains to mention the assistance rendered to

Orienta]_studie8 by the Universities and. learned societies of Europe,

who, in addition to the interest with which they have received

memoirs on subjects connected with the East, have many of them

2
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sent delegates and representatives to the present Congress. In this
^

jgotuitry the Royal Asiatic Society has generally encouraged the ad-

vance of Oriental learning, especially the Aryan and Turanian

sections. The Royal Society of Literature has also, besides Greek

and Roman antiquities, promoted the study of Egyptian hieroglyphs.

The new_ Society of Biblical Archaeology has also, though last, entered

with the greatest interest on the route of Semitic and Hamitic lan-

guages, as well as the archaeology of lands connected with the Bible.

In order to bring this knowledge before all classes of the public by

the publication of the ''Records of the Past," and in order to revive

the study of Oriental learning, it has proposed a series of lectures on

Assyrian and Egyptian philology. The Journal Asiatique in France^

and that of the German Oriental Society at Leipzig, are the known

organs of all Oriental languages in those countries, and the special

sections of Egyptian and Assyrian research have been well repre-

sented in the Zeitschrift fur Aegyptische Sprache und AUerthumsJcunde

of Berlin. It is to be hoped that all these exertions will not have

been in vain, and that this Congress, demonstrating the growing

importance of Oriental studies, will attract fresh inquirers to these

studies, and such as will sustain hereafter the brilliant reputation

achieved by those now present in the pursuit of Oriental inquiry.

Nor can this Address be closed without asking you to join with me
in an expression of our thanks for the countenance afforded to

jfchis Congress and this country by the Governments of Europe, by

Germany, Italy, Portugal, Russia, Egypt, and others, whose en-

lightened rulers have sent representatives from Universities and

other public institutions.
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THE SEMITIC SECTION,

ADDEESS

Majoe-Geneeal Sie HEIS'EY RAWLINSOI^, K.C.B., Peesident.

The Section of the Congress which I have now the hononr to address

has been organized for the purpose of giving to Orientalists an oppor-

tunity of interchanging their ideas, with regard to that group of

languages to which the conventional name has been given of Semitic.

This group has always possessed an interest beyond, and independently

of, its linguistic peculiarities, in consequence of its having been the

medium, to use the words of Dr. Pritchard, " of handing down and

perpetuating the dictates of divine revelation." Semitic studies,

indeed, have been cultivated in all ages, mainly from their connexion

with the Hebrew Scriptures, and even now discoveries in this field

of research are chiefly valued by the public for the light which they

throw on the Mosaic account of the early history of mankind. The

Congress of Orientalists, however, will, probably, attach more im-

portance to philological than to historical or religious considerations,

and will be disposed to discuss Semitic literature and the Semitic

languages in their general, rather than their special, relations. The

time is hardly yet come, perhaps, for sound generalization in regard

to the origin, development, and scientific classification of the Semitic

languages. At any rate I have not the requisite knowledge or

leisure to grapple with such a question. All that I propose to do in

opening this Section is to draw attention to the very enlarged propor-

tions that have lately been given to Semitic research. !N^ot only have

our Phoenician materials been more than doubled since Gesenius
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wrote his famous text-book on the relics of that language, but

Southern Arabia has yielded a mass of inscriptions from copper plates

and sculptured rocks, which have brought the old Himyaritic lan-

j
guage fairly within our grasp ; and more recently Assyria has been

j
added to the list, sustained inquiry having opened up to the investi-

gation of scholars that ancient language, which, as far as our present

knowledge extends, would seem to be one of the earliest members of

j the wide-spread Semitic family. Educated Europe was very slow to

admit the genuineness of Cuneiform decipherment. It was asserted

at first as a well-known axiom, that it was impossible to recover lost

alphabets and extinct languages without the aid of a bilingual key,

such as was afforded to Egyptologists by the famous Stone of Rosetta.

Our efforts at interpretation were thereiore pronounced to be em-

pirical, and scholars were warned against accepting our results. I

have a vivid recollection, indeed, of the scornful incredulity with

which I was generally received when, in 1849, I first brought to

England a copy of the Babylonian version of the Behistun Inscrip-

tion, and endeavoured to show that, by comparing this version with

the corresponding Persian text, I had arrived at a partial understand-

ing of the newly discovered records of Assyria and Babylonia. I did

not assume to have done more than break the crust of the difficulty,

and yet I obtained no attention. Hardly any one in England, except

Dr. Hincks and Mr. Norris and the Chevalier Bunsen, was satisfied

of the soundness of the basis of inquiry. Nor, indeed, did the study

make much progress for a long time afterwards. Semitic scholars,

like M. Benan, accustomed to the rigid forms and limited scope of

alphabets of the Phoenician type, were bewildered at the laxity of

cuneiform expression, where phonetic and ideographic elements were

commingled ; and refused to admit the possibility of such a system of

writing being applied to a Semitic language. Biblical students,

again, were not favourable at first to the idea of testing the authen-

ticity of the Hebrew records by comparing them with the contem-

porary annalfi of a cognate people, and for a time ignored our results

;

wliile the Classicists of this country, who followed the lead of

the late Sir George Comewall Lewis, calmly asserted the superiority

and sufficiency of Greek tradition, and treated our endeavours to set

up a rival school of historical criticism, derived from a barbarian

source, almost with contempt. Struggling thus against disbelief and
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prejudice, our progress in this country was for many years slow and

unsatisfactory; but at length, as material increased, and competing

intellects, engaged in the study of the inscriptions, arrived at almost

identical results, the attention of Europe was aroused and Assyriolo-

gists received a more respectful treatment.

It would be out of place on an occasion like the present to trace in

any detail the early stages of Cuneiform decipherment, or to attempt

to apportion among the first pioneers in this difficult branch of study

their respective shares in the credit of discovery. Still, there are

some names, both among the living and the dead, to which, even in

this hasty sketch, I cannot help referring. The obligations which

Assyriologists owe to the late Dr. Hincks and the late Mr. ^N'orris can

hardly be overstated, while there is still one among us who, if he did

not commence work quite so early as his English fellow-labourers,

carried on his researches with an energy, a perseverance, and a happy

boldness, which soon enabled him to outstrip them. I allude to Dr.

Jules Oppert, of Paris. If any one has a right to claim the paternity

of Assyrian science, as it exists at the present day, it is certainly this

distinguished scholar, who-, having enjoyed the advantage pf a per-

sonal investigation of the Assyrian and Babylonian* ruins, now

twenty-three years ago, devoted himself on his return to Europe to

the prosecution of cuneiform studies with a vigour and ingenuity,

neither deterred by opposition nor discouraged by neglect, which

ultimately led to a complete success, gaining as he did for himself

the Quinquennial Prize of the French Academy, and thus obtaining

the attestation of the first critical body in Europe to the genuineness

and importance of the studies on which he was engaged. This,

indeed, may be considered the turning-point of cuneiform research;

hitherto there had been doubt and disparagement; henceforward

Assyriology took its place within the recognized pale of Oriental

science, and the study of the inscriptions steadily advanced. France

well sustained her claim to the prominent place which Dr. Oppert

had first acquired for her. M. Menant, who was at an early period

associated with him, exerted himself to popularize a difficult subject

;

while the indefatigable Frangois Lenormant, following closely on

their footsteps, has since pursued a brilliant career of discovery and

daring research, which in his particular line of study has placed him

far ahead of all competitors. Waldemar Schmidt in Denmark, Finzi
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in Italy, and Naville of Geneva, have also joined our band of Assy-

riologists ; while Germany, although coming late into the field of

Assyriology, has at once assumed a leading position in regard to the

most essential branch of the inquiry, from which she is not likely

to be soon displaced.

It is, indeed, a searching and elaborate critical power, combined

with intense application and a thorough mastery of the Semitic

languages,—rather than conjectural translation, however happy, or

premature generalization, which is too apt to mislead,—that is now

required for the advancement of Assyrian knowledge ; and as such

qualifications arc pre-eminently possessed by Professor Schrader and

Dr. Pra3torius, who are at the head of the cuneiform scholars of

Germany, I am inclined to look to them «I!B our future leaders in this

interesting study. The contribution of England of late years to the

science of Assyrian philology has perhaps hardly kept pace with its

early promise. Mr. Norris's Dictionary and the three volumes of

inscriptions which I have published for the British Museum have

supplied, no doubt, very useful and extensive materials for scholars

to work upon ; while the independent labours of Mr. George Smith, of

Mr. Fox Talbot, and of the Eev. Mr. Sayce have thrown much light

on the history and geography and half-developed science of the

Assyrians, as well as on their mythology, and especially on their

primitive legends and traditions ; but, notwithstanding the wide

extent of these researches and their great merit, as additions to our

knowledge of the early world, I am bound to say that nothing has

lately appeared in this country which, in my opinion, is equal in

value, in a philological point of view, to the researches of Schrader

and Oppert ; and I am further inclined to think that until some

accomplished Semitic scholar, such as the late Dr. Leo or the late Dr.

Cureton, shall take up cuneiform inquiry in England and devote him-

self exclusively to it, we must be content, as far as critical accuracy

is concerned, to follow in the wake of our Continental brethren.

At the same time I am far from wishing to disparage the labours

of the English school of Assyriology, or to deter young disciples from

joining our ranks. What I complain of is—and I am fully as

culpable as my fellow-labourers in this matter—that we have hitherto

devoted ourselves to the sensational rather than the practical branch

of the inquirj', and have thus built up a superstructure on insecure
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foundations. Historical discovery and the illustration of obscure

points of etlmology and chronology are no doubt more attractive

studies than dry disquisitions on grammar and etymology,—more at-

tractive in their nature, and more likely to command the attention of

the public ; but the dry studies, nevertheless, are, or ought to be, a

necessary preliminary to the others, whose very attractiveness, indeed,

is almost in an inverse ratio to their philological value. While I

congratulate, therefore, Mr. George Smith on his great achievements

in recovering the lost history of early Babylon ; in bringing to light

the primitive traditions which the Babylonians held, in common with

the Hebrew colonists who migrated from Chaldsea to Palestine; in

fixing by means of Assyrian records the chronology of Western Asia,

and giving for the first time a consistent and continuous account of

the Assyrian Empire ; and while I also congratulate Mr. Sayce on the

general accuracy of his readings, and especially on his success in

partially explaining the astronomy and astrology of the early Chal-

daeans ; I do most earnestly recommend both of these scholars to pay

more attention in future to the rudiments of the study than to its

higher branches. It would be desirable, I think, in all future publi-

cations, to accompany the translation of every sentence with its

grammatical and etymological analysis, especial care being taken to

compare the corresponding roots and inflections in the cognate lan-

guages, not at random or from a fancied resemblance of sound, but

according to the established rules of euphony and grammatical change.

As matters stand at present, we are far from having overcome the

elementary difficulties of phonetic representation. ^N'otwithstanding,

indeed, the numerous alphabets and syllabaries that have been pub-

lished, there are still many cuneiform characters of doubtful power,

while the vernacular names of the gods, which enter so largely into

the composition of Babylonian and Assyrian proper names, and are

thus essential to historical identification, are for the most part

rendered conventionally and provisionally. For my own part, I

should hail the determinate reading of these names—a result, which

in default of direct evidence can only be obtained by a very large and

laborious induction—as a more substantial advance in Assyriology

than the discovery of a new dynasty of Kings or the complete ex-

planation of the whole series of astronomical tables.

Let me, then, impress upon all young Semitic scholars who desire
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to take up the study of the Cuneiform Inscriptions to begin at the

beginning ; to leam thoroughly the alphabet and grammar of the

Assyrian language before they attempt independent translation ; and

only gradually to ascend into those higher regions of inquiry which

will be brought before the Section by the experienced scholars around

me.

In the mean time we are doing good service in this country to the

common cause in accumulating materials. Mr. George Smith, during

his last two visits to Assyria, has added several thousand fragments

of tablets and cylinders to the already large collection deposited in

the British Museum ; and our fourth volume of the Cuneiform In-

scriptions of "Western Asia is now on the eve of publication.

It is a satisfactory proof of the high pMce which Assyriology has

now taken in the estimation of Semitic scholars that the communica-

tions which are promised for our Section are all, with one exception,

connected with the study of the Cuneiform Inscriptions ; and, indeed,

as I make no pretension myself to any extensive or critical knowledge

of the Semitic languages, it can only be to my early connexion with

Cuneiform decipherment and the interest which I have ever taken in

the subject that I am indebted for the high honour of being called

to preside over this Section. I now declare this Section to be open,

and invite the members to proceed to business.
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ON DR. HINCKS'S

PERMANSIVE TENSE" IN THE ASSYRIAN YEEB

;

"With special reference to the First Person Singular,

terminating in -kti.

By the Eev. G. C. GELDAET, B.A.

[Frincipal Assyrian Authorities.—1. Dr. Hincks's Specimen Chapters of an

Assyrian Grammar, Eoyal Asiatic Society's Journal, December, 1866.—2. Dr. Oppert,

Grammaire Assyrienne, seconde edition, 1868.—3. Eev. A. H. Sayce's Assyrian

Grammar, 1872.— 4. Prof. Schrader's Die Assyrisch-Babylonischen Keilinschriften,

1872.]

As not a decipherer in Cuneiform, I should feel bound to apologize

for this paper, were I not convinced that specialists in that line will

find it impossible to bar the judgment of the general philologist upon

the linguistic facts they present to him. If this is not desired, it

were better not to transliterate ; for they can hardly decline his com-

ments upon that to which they invite his attention by rendering it

legible for him. Of course the non-decipherer must confine himself

rigorously to that the reading of which is undisputed. For instance,

in Assyrian, the only language here concerned, I simply pass by the

word which Dr. Hincks and the Eev. A. H. Sayce read saltak,^ while

Dr. Oppert and Prof. Schrader give salta epus;"^ but, as a matter of

fact, the mass of unquestionably ascertained Assyrian words and

forms is so large, that there is ample material for the non-deciphering

philologist to work upon.^

^ Hincks, chap. v. § 16 ; Sayce, Gram. p. 66.

2 Oppert, Pref. p. xxi. ; Schrader, p. 359.

' Let me here express my cordial concurrence in Prof. Schrader's desire that some

uniform system of transliteration could be adopted. Throughout I have, as far as

possible, preserved each author's peculiar method; but the result is, that the same

word appears in different parts of the paper in different forms, as sarraku^ sarracu.
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I have to acknowledge some assistance from Mr. Sayce, given with

the more kindness and candour because I am unable to accept certain

conclusions of his excellent and copious Assyrian Grammar.

I.

When, in 1850, the process of Assyrio-Babylonian decipherment

opened with Sir H. C. Rawlinson's^ description of the third column

at Behistun, no statement excited more astonishment than the fol-

lowing: that the language, closely allied as it was to Hebrew,

exhibited nothing corresponding to the perfect ^i?",
^"f*,^!?, etc., i.e. a

tense constructed only by affixes without preformatives. The Persian

forms, which were evidently preterites, were represented on the

Semitic side by the manifest analogues of ^^?J^y ''9l??> ^*^- ^^^

progress of research, however, discovered something that looked a

little like the Semitic perfect. There appeared forms in -ku clearly

connected with the first person singular, as sarrahu ' I am king ;

'

and since -ku is the afformative of that person in the ^thiopic perfect,

as inC^Yl': gahar-ku 'I made,' Dr. Hincks,^ in 1866, assuming a theme

733, placed a form paglaku, with Babylonian variant paglak, at the

head of a tense which he named the ''Permansive." Then, as there

were other forms which seemed like third persons, he set these at the

bottom, and filled up the gaps with so-called "restorations," i.e. with

imaginary combinations of his theme with personal pronouns, as,

from ^^^-\-atta, second person singular pagilta, etc., etc. Thus did

he construct something which, though corresponding in form with

a Semitic perfect tense, did not so in power; since it bore no re-

ference to time, but merely affirmed the connexion of a certain base

as predicate with the personal pronouns as subjects. For he did not

pretend that sarrahu was the precise temporal equivalent of ^^PPO,

though he maintained it was just as much a verb;' while that it

etc. What Hincks and Schrader write aaltak, would be with Oppert ^ffT^ , and is

with Mr. Sayce saldhaq. His c = k of H. and Sch., and D of 0.; his A:=0.'8 p,

H.'s qy and Sch.'s k ; while his q, introduced in the middle of the Grammar, repre-

sents the indefinite character whereby in Cuneiform J, 3, and p are alike expressed at

the end of a syllable. "Would not, for the consonants, the Hebrew alphabet be most

convenient, with some modification of the points for the vowels ?

1 Royal Asiatic Society's Journal, Vol. xii. part ii. p. 413.

2 Chap. V. § 8.

3 This is implied in his comparison of it with malakta, II. Sam. ill. 21, chap. v. § 15.
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answers in meaning to the Assyrian anaku sarru, Heb. "H?.^ *?3t? ' I

am king,' is admitted on all hands.

Against this figment of a tense, foreign Cunealogists raised a protest,

in which I am compelled in some measure to join. Pirst, they ob-

jected decidedly to the ''restorations"; next, they denied that sarraku

was a verb at all, and, consequently, that it was any part of a tense.

^

But here let me at once define the position I propose to maintain,

which is that of conciliation between the two parties, viz. Dr. Hincks,

with his latest follower Mr. Sayce, on the one side ; and Dr. Oppert,

with his ally Prof. Schrader, on the other. I hope to prove that

while the foreign scholars are quite justified in refusing to Hincks'

s

sarraku, etc., the title of ''verb," they are not borne out in their

rejection of certain other instances produced by him and Mr. Sayce

;

and that while Mr. Sayce is quite right in claiming for these examples

the designation of "verb," he went too far in asserting it for certain

of those to which his colleagues abroad deny it. We shall then essay a

definition of the use of the afformativ€ -aku, broad enough to reconcile

these seeming discrepancies ; and shall, lastly, show that this usage,

such as we describe it, is by no means unique in Assyrian, but

capable of illustration and confirmation from other Semitic languages.

II.

Eejecting, then, all words of which the reading is contested, as

saltak, uzla.ku, zihdka, let us turn to the series of eleven forms in -aku

referred to by Hincks,'' and piinted at length as, "for this mode of

expression, the classical passage," by Prof. Schrader. Among them

we have : 1st, sarraku 'I am king;' 7th, ristanaku 'I am foremost;'

11th, zikaraku 'I am manful.' How Hincks,^ with these words

^ Oppert, Pref. p. xix. ; Schrader, pp. 304, 391,

2 Ch.. V. § 15 ; Schrader, p. 305—" sarraku bilahu nahdaku gisraku kabdaku

surruhaka (sic) ristanaku ursanaku karradaku [? karradaku, " qar-rad ili,^' ' warrior

of the gods,' Mr. G. Smith's Assurbanipal, p. 217, inscript. 1. 5.] dannaku va

zikaraku Assurnasirhabal sarru dannu sar Assur " anaku."

3 Hiacks's misconception of the grammatical value of sarraku, etc., seems to have

arisen from a notion in his mind that because every proposition implies a verh, it

must explicitly exhibit one. Hence, chap. v. § 17, he talks of a passage where anaku

is "used as a verh, there being no other in the sentence." This annihilates at once

the distinction between verb and pronoun ; because in such phrases as T\y\\ ^3N

,
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before him, could regard the formation, of which they are types, as

one ** specially,"^ or "distinctively pertaining to verbs," is to me as

"inconceivable"' as to Prof. Schrader. With the latter I find it

impossible to suppose that the vowels of rtstanahu, %ikarahu, could

ever have belonged to any part of a verb. Again, if ristan-aku be a

verb, then is riatan a verbal base, instead of what we know it to be, a

numeral adjective of highly complex construction. Starting from ris

'beginning, first,' we have ristu 'first part,' then riatan 'first ordinal

number.' And so probably of the other words in this paragraph,

which, as Schrader says, are formed on bases which, "by the very

nature of the case, never do, nor ever can appear as verbs." But there

remains the question—are none other of these compounds m aJcu ever

formed upon verbal bases? What is to "fie said of Hincks's sentence,

unnoticed by either of his opponents, nor quoted even by Mr. Sayce

—

sa.ni.na .... la i^sa.a.ku^ 'rival I have not'? Can it be affirmed

that the root ^^'*, with which the pronoun anahu is here combined,

ever appears in any other form than those belonging to verbs ; or

that the compound isaakuy including the pronoun as subject, and

governing the noun sanina as object, is not as much a verb as the

single words haheo, exfo, or Gothic haha and aih? Take again the

forms cited by Prof. Schrader :
* ' To Merodach I am constant ' {ka-ai-

N-in 1^3 , K'''Nn nriNI, unless the nouns are to be called verbs, there is no other word

but the pronoun to bear that name. And so, no doubt, since the proposition sarraku

' I (am) king,' contains but one word, that one must be a verb. But surely the right

account is, that in such cases the verb is not present at all, but understood. And

here, perhaps, we may adduce an illustration which, though brought to the present

subject from a distance, can hardly be called far-fetched, if we compare the way in

which such sentences are treated by the Scoto-Gaelic language and its degenerate

sister, the Manks. In the former, ' I am the door,' is in the Authorized Version,

thus expressed. Is mise an dorus, where mise is the emphatic pronoun of the first

person, and the verb is the copula. But from Manks, is, in its use as a copula, has

been lost ; and the same sentence is therefore rendered thus : Mish y dorrys ; mish

being identical in etymology and almost in sound with Scoto-Gaelic mise. Yet surely

the grammatical description of the latter sentence is not, that in it, mish, which in

Scoto-Gaelic was a pronoun, has in Manks become a verb ; but that ir Manks, now

deprived of the verb, the verb has to be mentally supplied. Exactly the same con-

trast between the two languages is displayed in ^ the texts hereafter cited for the

use of the Syriac eno.

1 " besondere verbal-form," Schr. in loe. eit.

2 " unbegreiflich," pp. 391, 392.

3 Ch. V. $ 18.

* p. 306.
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-na-ak)) 'I fail not' {la ha-at-la-ah). Prof. S. himself admits haainak

to be based on the form hayan, which he deduces from the root \0
;

and if the vowels of kaainak are not exactly what we should e:$:pect in

any part of the tense of a verb, they present no violent discrepancy

from such. Eut what is there in the vowels of hatlak to disqualify it

as an inflexion of the Arabic and Aramaic verbal root '^^ai , ''^f , more

than in the vowels of the first pers. sing, i^ 4^^ hataltu, ri'Pt3|l heteleth?

and the word itself is to all appearance simply a verb intransitive.

Yet further, Mr. Sayce affords us at least two specimens of the ku

form which are not only ''distinctively and specially verbs," but, like

isaakUf transitive ones governing an object. I refer to the passage,

puputa rahacu acala dahsacu ^ ' crops I increase, com I mature.

'

TJnless, then, the reading be disputed, which it has not been in Prof.

S.'s critique of Mr. Sayce's Grammar, I think we have here two

words which are as genuine and complete verbs as any in the compass

of language. Action and subject of the verb are united in the forms

rahacu, dabsacu; and the object expressed separately in puputa and

acala. I quite agree with Mr. Sayce that, ''however possible it may
be to imagine a substantive in sarracu, zicaracu, this is

altogether out of the question with rahacu and dahsacu,^'' and, substi-

tuting "verbal forms in 6;w" for "Permansive Tense," I can adopt,

without limitation, his statement that "these two words alone are

quite sufficient to establish " the existence of such in Assyrian.

Taking, then, this position, that sarraku and ristanaku are not verbal,

but substantival and adjectival forms, and that rahacu and dahsacu are

true verbal forms and nothing else, the question arises, what compre-

hensive definition or account of these forms in -ka are we to give so as

to reconcile these adverse conclusions? Here two views presented

themselves to my own mind as conceivable. First, should the date of

the inscriptions justify it, might we not consider this a case of lin-

guistic {sprach-historisch) development in time, and place the forms in

a series whereof sarraku shall be the first, and dahsacu the last, term ?

the process of pronominal combination having originated with nouns,

and terminated with verbs. This, of course, postulates that the in-

scription with dahsacu should be comparatively recent, and that with

p. 67.
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ristanaTcu, ancient. But a personal reference to Mr. Sayce* informs

me that clironologically '*it is impossible to give any priority to either

of these forms ; indeed, so far as one's evidence goes, the latter would

be older than the former." This conjecture then vanishes, and leaves

us apparently but one other way of treating the case, viz. to arrange

these -ku forms not in a line, but in a circle, and to affirm that, during

the whole Assyrio-Babylonian period of Semitic, this afformative -AKUor
-AK, which subsequently, as the ^thiopic language shows, became restricted

to verbal bases, was capable of attaching itself indifferently to these, to

substantival, to adjectival, and, in short, to all bases susceptible of in-

flexion-, and only fortuitously became subject to the limitation which we

find in ^thiopic.

III.

For that the ^thiopic form of first pers. sing. perf. in -Tcu, as in

gabar-ku, is identical with this Assyrian -aku, there can, I think, be

little doubt. Such a form could never have been evolved within the

^thiopic itself, such as we know it; because in it, as in Arabic

and Aramaic, the first personal pronoun wants the palatal terminal

element which appears in Assyrian, Hebrew, Moabitic, Egyptian, and

Sub-Semitic ; and which must therefore have come down from that

primitive unity of Semitic speech, whereof Assyrian is the truest

representative, as in Aryan is Sanskrit. In JEthiopic, Arabic and

Aramaic ''I" is ana, and, eno; but not anaku, ^PJS, "j^X, anok, nee,

etc. And further, the identity of this -ku termination with that

afformative of the first person which appears in Arabic as c:j tu, in

Hebrew and Moabitic as *n , and in Aramaic as H" , also seems pretty

certain, on account of the general resemblance ^ of the whole ^thiopic

perfect to the same tense in the cognates, both in form and in prin-

' In Mr. Sayce's Principles of Comparative Philology, p. 87 (TrUbner, 1874),

will be found a letter embodying my views of the subject when the Hebrew forms,

Jer. xxii. 23, had first suggested to me the idea of searching the cognates for illustra-

tions of the Assyrian formation in -ku. The far more important Aramaic analogies

had not at that time presented themselves.

2 The main peculiarity of the ^thiopic perfect is, that in all pronominal inflex-

ions a n is exchanged for a D ; but however this variation is to be accounted for, its

absolute uniformity implies regularity.
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ciples of formation; notwithstanding the change of temporal value

from dalsacu ' I ripen,' to '•ri^l'^^ 'I softened,' and the conversion of

the Assyrian and ^thiopic palatal D into the lingual n of the other

languages. Thus does ^thiopic become the link whereby, at this

point, Assyrian passes into a chain of harmonious connexion with its

kindred of a later generation.

lY.

But, further, have we nowhere in Semitic any parallel to this

deliberate erection of a personal pronoun as subject of a verb together

with a verbal base, into the semblance of a tense ? Anahu is separable

into the two elements «wa+^w; the latter being, as we said, absent

in the Aramaic form of the pronoun. Yet that language in both its

branches habitually constructs a present tense by the attachment of

and Chaldee, eno Syriac, as an afformative to the participle present.

Schaaf,^ Winer, ^ and Fiirst,* in their Chaldee Grammars, give copious

instances of the form ^i^^\> for N^ij^+^P.i^ ' I (am) killing.' We have

NJ-lDl a remember,' ^^rfl^ '1 send,' ^^5V1i 'I know,' etc., etc., and

this formation was extended to the second person, as ^^\> for J!1N+7D|^

'thou (art) killing,' and included both genders and numbers, as well

as the participles of all conjugations. Piirst even adds a Eabbinical

form ^^?3i?=^^^?+^3i5; and in Biblical Hebrew, as Schaaf reminds us,

1 The root ^1*1, allied to tJ'DD, etc., is not in actual use in Hebrew. Vide
' I- T '

'

Gesenius and Fiirst sub voc.

' Opas Aramseum, pp. 334-336.

3 Grammatik des Chaldaismus, 2te Aufl. p. 42.

* Chaldaische Grammatik, p. 119. WeU worthy of observation are Fiirst's

remarks (note, p. 118) on the disappearance of this participial form from the more

recent MSS. and the editions of the Targums, in consequence of its real character

being forgotten and confounded with the perfect. In my own copy of Onkelos,

i^Dy'l'' corresponding to Hebrew '•nVT ^
Gen. iv. 9, is pointed 'l''

j
to the utter

confusion of the sense, because the latter form is the first person plural of the perfect,

and therefore the equivalent of Hebrew ^yi'V ' we knew. ' Fiirst's Eabbinical

example hardly looks genuine. Schaaf, however, has (p. 336) "'JT'Sli^p (sic) eabbali-

zatus sum. Rather ? cabbalizor. It is worth remarking that in 7\'TT' and ''JilS^*"'

,

Schaaf prints the Kholem full (i), wherein he seems not to be borne out by the

editions. Yet one would think that unless the word had stood m'PI''"' , the punctua-

tors would hardly have felt compelled to treat it as other than a Perfect. "•flJiplO is

the only instance which the D preformative absolutely proves to be a participle.
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we have words which the Masoretic punctuation treats as comhinations

of the participle with the second pers. sing, feminine. He instances

Gen. xvi. 11, i^l^^l 'et paries;' and in Jerem. xxii. 23, ''J^^^*' 'quae

habitas tu,' and also ^^^Sj^p 'quae nidificata es tu;' omitting, I know

not why, a third example in the same verse, ^^^C?., participle Niphal

of |,3n (? 'quam miseranda es tu'); but adding Jer. li. 13, ^^??K'

' quae habitas tu.' But to return to Aramaic, far more complete is

the illustration from Syriac. In that language the classical Peshito

version yields us, so far as verbal bases are concerned, passim, the

form p1 ^"^ij^ qoteVno for qofel+eno *I (am) killing,' where the linea

occuUans causes a perfect fusion (as,to sound) of the pronoun and parti-

ciple into one word, which indeed, in some^cases, can be written as such,

e.g. first plural ^^1 \^ qotUnan, ' we (are) killing ; ' and the system

comprehends all persons, even the third, as 0C31 >\^ qoteVu, or

OOl ^o^4^ qotela^w, * he (is) killing,' etc., etc. Ddhsacu, then, is

fully represented by qotelno ; but as regards bases other than verbal,

the modes in which pronouns may be combined with them are various,

and I must leave to the professed Syriast an exhaustive description of

them. First, however, there seems no reason for supposing that a

Syrian would have indulged in any such large and unrestrained use

of eno united to a noun as we see when the Assyrian king flushes

forth his egotism in a stream of eleven forms of anaku in conjunction

with a braggart epithet or title. But (I.) "i direct affiimations, the

most common case of the subordination of eno to another word not a

verb, and of semi-absorption by the same, is (a) where that word is

eno itself repeated instead of the copula. Thus John x. 9, 'I (am)

the door,' is t^SZ |j( |j| eno''no tar])o; vide also x. 11, and vi. 48,

xi. 25, XV. 1, 5. However, (/3) the second eno may be understood; and

then the pronoun stands singly and entire, as J. i. 23, where ' I (am)

the voice' is |.J^ pf eno qolo. But (II.) in oratio ohliqua, whether

eno be used once or twice, the combination may take place at the end

of the word or words which constitute the predicate, as (7) in I. Cor.

i. 12, a passage which is worth quoting at length

—

]j1 ^DDoloaj W* '^15 .nniV) A*1j ]2\ -^l _-i> Ijoi

hode den omar*nOj dith menkun domar, ''eno d'pawlos^ no:'* 'This,
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then, I (am) saying, that there is of you who (is) saying, "I of Paul

I :'" where we see eno first, after the model of qotelno, subordinated

to a participle and half-absorbed into it, in omar^no; and secondly,

affected in the same way by the word d^pawhs, as it also is thrice

again by the three other proper names which follow in the sentence.

Here, therefore, begins the resemblance to the Assyrian in the union

of the first person with quasi-substantival bases; but (8) J. xix. 21,

we have it carried out to a perfect analogy. 'Write not that he

(is) king (001 (Hl\V)> , d'malkd'w, for malho-^hu), etc., but that he

said that I (am) king, etc. ' (til ]n\V)> *^'\ 001> d'hu emar

d'malkd'no), where not only do we see a substantive combining with

itself a pronoun of the third person in malka'w, but between malko'no

=.{malho'\-eno) and the Assyrian sarrahi ={sarru-\-anaku) the sole

difference is, that in one the former, in the other the latter, element

of the original ana-\-ku is taken as afformative with the noun signify-

ing 'king.' Here, then, we finally arrive at all that we sought.

To revert now to Dr. Hincks's " Permansive." Besides his pagla-

kUy -k, he does not pretend to produce any instances except of third

persons ; and these I decline to discuss ; because the indications of

them, if real, are very far from distinct, and their origin, whatever it

be, is not explicable on the ground of conscious attachment of a pro-

nominal fragment as an afformative. Of the first plural and the

second persons it will be time to speak when any specimens of them

put in an appearance ; and with respect to Hincks's rashness in

venturing on their ''restoration," I must concur in the opinion of his

foreign critics.^ But as to the true designation of these forms in -ku,

I am not so much concerned to find one for them as to define their

true character ; and will therefore only suggest that we stamp them

with the same name that their Syriac analogues in -no receive when-

ever one specially appropriate shall be minted for these. Sarraku

and malkono of course we strike out of the category of verbal forms,

and dabsaeu, which we admit among them, we may name just what

^ Oppert's Pref. p. xx. ; Schrader, p. 391.
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the grammarians would term qotelno. One might rather regard the

Syriac formation, at the head of which stands qotelno, as a tense in

embryo, than a tense fairly bom into the world
;
yet, I little doubt

that dabsacu is to the Hebrew ''W^'^r j^st what the foetus is to the

infant ; i.e. they differ only as to stages of form and power, but con-

stitute one identity. Dabsacu is the prime member of that which

afterwards became the Semitic perfect; the afformative being pre-

served without change in JEthiopic alone, while the temporal value

the whole tense ultimately acquired was merely conventional and by

no means inherent.

Our conclusions are suggestive of thotf^hts not uninteresting to the

student of mind and of language. We are admitted, as it were, to

attend upon the genesis of a tense. The recent Aramaic formation

unveils to us the primitive Assyrian process, whereby in the early

Semitic period, the form of the perfect was originated, though as yet

unendowed with its peculiar powers. Then in later days the newer

language, in want of a present, revives the archaic expedient of tense-

making by means of pronominal afformatives consciously affixed.

Again, how slowly the distinctions of time were evolved in the

Semitic mind we discern in the absence^ of any definite past tense in

the oldest Semitic language. And how far inward conceptions may

lag behind outward development, we learn from the fact that the

Assyrian, with his high proficiency in Science, mechanical and

military, and his great attainments in Art, pictorial and scriptorial,

left posterity to elaborate the distinction between history and

prophecy.

1 Nor does it dimimsh our surprise at this defect, when we discover that Mesha,

whose epoch lies within the Assyrian period, well knew, as early as the ninth

century b.c, how to say "»nD70, Inscript. 1. 2 and 3, *I reigned;' ^Tl^a, 21, etc.,

*I builded;' TWi^, 23, etc., ' I constructed;' >mD, 25, «I digged;' *nDD^ 29, 'I

collected.' (Noldeke, die Inschrift des Konigs Mesa, etc., Kiel, 1870.) Hence Mr.

H. Fox Talbot's statement (Records of the Past, vol. i. p. 6) respecting the sub-

stantial identity of the inscribed Babylonian language all through the thousand years'

interval between Khammurabi and Nebuchadnezzar, raises the suspicion that latterly

its forms may have been those rather of an archaic monumental language than of a

living and spoken one. StUl this does not destroy the fact, that in the earliest in-

scriptions wherein this defect is observable, Assyrio-Babylonian culture and civiliza-

tion already stand very high.

1
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ON THE MEDIAN DYNASTY;

ITS NATIONALITY AND ITS CHRONOLOGY.

By Professor JULIUS OPPERT.

The Persian kings wrote their architectural documents in three lan-

guages and three distinct kinds of writing, the first of which is the

Old Persian, and the third the Assyrian. The second kind had been

called formerly by Eawlinson, Westergaard, and De Saulcy Median

;

but, as this language is clearly a Turanian one, and as the known

geographical names of Media are almost all Aryan, I proposed,

already in 1851, to call that kind of scriptures Scythic, and this

name was adopted by Korris and Spiegel. I must confess that this

denomination was erroneous, and I am now able to prove that this

second kind of writing represented actually the language of the

second great dynasty of Asia, called Median by the ancient writers.

Herodotus (vii. 62) states that the Medes were called formerly Arioi,

and they adopted afterwards the latter name. As Mada is itself the

Sumerian word signifying land, this change of name coincided exactly

with a Turanian invasion. The Turanian name became a geographical

one, in spite of all Aryans inhabiting the soil, and who caused the

Aryan name to survive the intruded one ; to-day the land has re-

covered the old name of Iran.

Many reasons can be given to prove that, geographically, the second

kind of the trilingual inscriptions was that of Media. Some scholars

believed the language to be the Elamite or Susian. "We have the

inscriptions of Susiana, for which we are indebted to the British

explorer, W. Kenneth Loftus. The name Elamite is badly chosen for

these texts, as the term would point out rather a Semitic tongue j on
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the contrary, the language of the Susian inscriptions is of the same

family as the Median, but by no means identical, and offers a good

deal of distinct flexions and words. The Medians call Susiana (the

Persian Uvaitty the Assyrian Elamti) Hapirtip or Halirdip ; the sagacity

of Edwin Norris pointed out the identity of the name with the Amardi

of the Greeks, who inhabited the northern part of the Susian land

in proximity to Media. The same word is to be found in the Susian

inscriptions, but it is quoted as a part of Susiana ; the texts of Susa

quote Hahirdip, accompanied by Hussi
( Uvakay Khozistan), Kussi (the

Kosseans of the Greeks), Nime (the Nimma of the Assyrian texts), all

names of parties in Susiana; the Semitic name of Elam is the only

one wanting.

In the Susian texts the rivers Tigris and Euphrates are quoted as

Tiklat and Purat ; as well-known streams, they had their own names

in this language. The Medians, dwelling far fi'om these rivers, were

obliged to take these denominations from the neighbouring nations,

and gave to them the sound of Tigra and Ufrato, as did the Persians.

The seat of the people that spoke the second kind of the trilingual

idioms inhabited a region distant from Mesopotamia.

But this nation was near to Assyria, the Median name of which

is, except that of Persia {Parsan), the only geographical term taking

the Median termination an\ Assyria is called Assuran. Moreover,

the Egyptians had their own Median name, that of Mu%%ariyapy which

is not a transcription of the Persian Mudraya, but denotes that the

nation had direct intercourse with the Nile regions, and that these

connexions took place by the way of the Semitic Assyria, where

Egypt was called Muzur.

The northern Scyths have the name of Sakka, which the Persians

borrowed from the Medians, who did not employ the Assyrian deno-

mination of Gimirri or Oomefy the Cimmerians of Herodotus.

The Median metropolis Rhagae is not quoted in the Median text as

** a city of Media," as that is the case in the Persian and Assyrian

texts ; but the Median translation names it merely Raggan (with the

characteristic aw), vdthout any further indication, as are quoted

Babylon, Ecbatana, Arbela, and Pasargada {Paisiyduvddd in Persian).

Because the inhabitants of Media bore formerly the name of Arioi^

the true Medians are the only people who distinguish in their

texts Ormazd as the "god of the Arians," even with the Aryan
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genitive form Arni/anam, in order to show the distinction between

the Ariya and the Mada inhabiting the same soil, according to

Herodotus.

Media itself is named Mada and Madapej the Medias, the lands.

And this name of Mada is the single one which does not take for

the derivative terms the syllable rra. A Persian, an Armenian, or

Babylonian, are, among others, translated by Parsarra, Armtmiyarra,

Bahilurra] we even read Hahirdirra^ a Susian; a Median is called

Mada, and not Madarra, and this is the single case of this kind. In

the idea of the men who wrote the inscription of Behistun, the

Medians were a people, and the land had gotten its name from the

Turanian conquerors.

Common sense compels us to admit that the language placed be-

tween the Persian and the Assyrian, and before the last, must have

been the idiom of a great and powerful nation, of some important

people and dynasty. In fact, it was the language of the second great

empire of Asia, of the kings of the so-called Median dynasty.

The names of these kings have been transmitted to us in two

distinct lists, and in each there are quite different names ; one is the

list of Herodotus, the other that of Ctesias. We are not allowed

to eliminate historical statements without examination ; unfortunately,

modem science is often addicted to this method of criticism ; but, in

fact, this method is highly uncritical. It is, indeed, easier to reject

what we do not understand, than to understand what we ought not

to reject. The two lists represent the same individuals, at least for

the four latter kings transmitted by Herodotus.

The names given by Herodotus are the Turanian names of the

monarchs, aryanized by the Aryan Medes ; viz. Dejoces, Phraortes,

Cyaxares, Astyages (or Astiyges). These forms have, in the Aryan

language, a meaning quite different from the Median original : the

names given by Ctesias, followed by Diodorus, Eusebius, and Moses of

Chorene, are the mere translation of the original Median meaning, in

Persian or Arian language; viz. Artaeus, Artynes, Astibaras, Astyages.

This is the rule for the four latter names. Diodorus gives five

former kings, who have been reduced to three by almost all scholars.

These five names are Arbaces, Modaces, Sosarmus, Artycas, and

Arbianes. The two latter kings are evidently different Turanian

names of Dejoces and Phraortes j Arbaces is a Median word signify-
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ing the first, the foregoing ; Modaces and Sosarmus have not yet been

explained. Here follows the explanatory figures :

Median name, with Aryanization, with Aryan translation of
signification. signification. the Median meaning.

Arbek, the foregoing Arbaka

{Maudaces)

(Sosarmus)

ITartaukkUy establisher of law Artuka (Artycas)

Varbiyanna, assembling of all (nations) Haruviyana (Arbianes)

JDayaukku, establisher of law i)aAyMAa(Dejoces) Artayu (Artaeus)

Pirruvarti, assembler of all (nations) Fravartis (Phraortes) Earumna (Artynes)^

Vak-istarra, lance-bearer Uvakshatara, having

good mnles (Cyaxares) Arstibara (Astibara)

Arse-tiffffi, having good soldiers „ Arstiyuga, combating

with lance^ (Astiyges) Ufpada (Aspadas)

The fact of the aryanization of Susian names is proved by the

Behistun inscriptions. There occur the following names

:

Original Susian. Aryanization.

Assina Athrina

Humhadarava Upadarma

Issa'insakri Cincikhri.

The Susian originals are guaranteed by the Median text ; moreover,

Umhadara is quoted in the Asurbanhabal inscriptions as a Susian, and

i8Ban and sdkri are also Susian words, existing in the texts of Sutruk-

I^akhunte, '^ mighty ruler of the plain of Susunqu."

"With respect to the Median Kings of Diodorus, it is possible, also,

that Artycas and Arhianes are merely other Persian forms for ArtaeuSf

as may be the case with the perhaps corrupt Artyms.

The canon of the Median Kings, quite in conformity with M. de

Saulcy's statements, runs as follows :

Arbaces

Maudaces

Sosarmus

Dejoces (Artycas, Artaeus)...

Phraortes (Arbianes, Artynes)

Cyaxares (Astibaras)

Astyages (Aspadas)

B.C. B.C.

788—760

760—740

740—710

710—657

657—635

635—595

595—560

^ Perhaps Aryrnes, the same as Arbianet,
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These are just the 228 years which Herodotus (i. 130) accords to the

Median Kings' reigns since their liberation from the Assyrian yoke.

The two dynasties of Media and Persia were quite distinct in

nationality and religion. The accession of the Achaemenides with

Cyrus marks the victory of the Aryan and of the Zoroastrian faith.

A century before that epoch, the last independent king of Persia,

and the sixth of his family, Achaemenes, had been superseded by the

Mede Phraortes.

GKAMMAR OF THE MEDIAN LANGUAGE.

All Median scholars are greatly indebted to the grammatical out-

lines of Norris, whose conscientious labours in this new science can-

not be overrated. Nevertheless, many points have not been elucidated

by him, and notably the Median conjugation.

We will not insist upon the modifications to be introduced in the

decipherment of the characters ; we will not explain the declensions

and suffixes ; these are to be exposed in a larger work. Here follows

only the conjugation of the Median regular verbs.

The regular verbs are in some instances monosyllabic, very few

derived are trisyllabic; the great majority of them are dissyllabic,

finishing in a, i, or ^, w or o. Ex. hutta, to do ; vaggi, to bear, to

bring, to send ; vite, to go ; rilu, to write ; appanto, to sin.

The conjugation is either active or neuter. The latter of these

forms is that of passives.

The primitive form is to be found in the shortened first person of

the historical preterite tense ; for example :

hutta, I made

;

vaggi or vaggiya, I brought
;

tite or titeya, I lied

;

Mdu or hiduva, I pulled out

;

appanto or appantova, I sinned.

All personal terminations can be proved, except that of the second

plural person. "We have only the imperative mood of this person ; in

the other instances it has been supplied by analogy.

The preterite tense forms with the addition of ta or ti the plu-

perfect or imperfect ; with ra, the indefinite preterite ; with we, the

precative mood.
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We choose for paradigm the verb in i, kuti, to bring.

Active Yeeb of the Kadical Poem.

PRETERITB.

Sing. 1 p. kutiya or kuti^ I brought

2 p. kutiki

3 p. kutia

Plur. 1 p. kutiyut

2 p. kutikip

3 p. kutiyas or kutia

PLUPERFBCT OR IMPERFECT.

Sing. 1 p. kutita or kutitif I had brought

2 p. kutikita

3 p. kutista

Plur. 1 p. kutiyutfa ^
2 p. kutikipta

3 p. kutiyasta or kutista

INDEFINITE TENSE.

Sing. 1 p. kutira, I have brought

2 p. kutikira

3 p. kutisra

Plur. 1 p. kutiyutra

2 p. kutikipra

3 p. kutzyasra (kutisra)

PRECATIVE MOOD.

Sing. 1 p. kutine, may I bring

2 p. kutikine, mayst thou bring, imperative

3 p. kutisne

Plur. 1 p. kutiyutne

2 p. kutikipne

3 p. kutiyasne (kutisne)

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing. 1 p. kutivan or kutivara, I bring

2 p. kutivainti

3 p. kutivanra {kutivan)

Plur. 1 p. kutivaniun

2 p. kutivaintip

3 p. kutivampi

FUTURE TENSE.

Sing. 1 p. kutin, I shall bring

2 p. kutinti

3 p. kutinra

Plur. 1 p. kutiniun

2 p. kutintip

3 p. kutimpi
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IMPERATIVE.

Sing. 2 p. hutis, bring thou
Plur. 2 p. Icutis, bring ye

INFINITIVE.

hutivana, to bring

GERUNDIVE.

hutivanra, in order to bring.

Passive Con^jugation.

Flexion of the Neuter Yerbs.

PRETERITE.

Sing. 1 p. hutigit, I was brought
2 p. hutikti

3 p. Tcutik {IcutiTclca^ hutiha)

Plur. 1 p. kutigiyut

2 p. Jcutiktip

3 p. kutipj kuttippif kutippa^ perhaps instead of kutikpS

PLUPERFECT OR IMPERFECT.

Sing. 1 p. kutigitta, or ti, I had been brought

2 p. kutiktita

3 p. kutikta

Plur. 1 p. kutigiyutta

2 p. kutiktipta

3 p. kutippa^ kutippiha

INDEFINITE TENSE.

Sing. 1 p. kutigitra, I have been brought

2 p. kutiktira

3 p. kutikra

Plur. 1 p. kutigiyutra

2 p. kutiktipra

3 p. kutipra^ kutippira

PRECATIVE MOOD.

Sing. 1 p. kutigitne, may I be brought

2 p. kutiktine

3 p. kutikne

Plur. 1 p. kutigiyutne

2 p. kutiktipne

3 p. kutipne
PRESENT TENSE.

Sing. 1 p. kutivagit, I am brought

2 p. kutivakti

3 p. kutivak

Plur. 1 p. kutivagiyut

2 p. kutivaktip

3 p. kutivap, kutivappif kutivappa
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IMPERATIVE (neuter verb).

Sing. 2 p. kuti, be thou brought

Plur. 2 p. kuti, be ye brought

PARTICIPLE.

Sing, kutik, kutika, brought

Plur. kutipy brought

Derived Veebs. .

Causal Form.

KuTENA, to cause to bring (conjugated like a regular verb in a).

ACTIVE PRETERITE.

Sing. 1 p. kuttna, I caused to bring ^
2 p. kutinaki

3 p. kutinas

Plur. 1 p. kutinayut

2 p. kutinakip

3 p. kutinavas {kutinas)

PLUPERFECT.

Sing. 1 p. kutinata, I had caused to bring

INDEFINITE PRETERITE.

Sing. 1 p. kutinara, I caused to bring

PRBCATIVB MOOD.

Sing. 1 p. kutinane, may I cause to bring

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing. 1 p. kutinavan, kutinavaray I cause to bring

PUTURE TENSE.

Sing. 1 p. kutinan, I shall cause to bring

2 p. kutinainti

3 p. kutinanra

Plur. 1 p. kutinaniun

2 p. kutinaintip

3 p. kutinampi

IMPERATIVE.

Sing. 2 p. kutinas, cause to bring

INFINITIVE.

kutinavana, to cause to bring

GERUNDIVE.

kutinanra, in order to cause to bring
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Passive of the Causal Poem.

PASSIVE PRETERITE.

Sing. 1 p. kutinagit, I have caused to bring

PLUPERFECT.

Sing. 1 p. kutinagitta, I had been caused to bring

INDEFINITE.

Sing. 1 p. kutinagitrttj I have been caused to bring

PRECATIVE MOOD.

Sing. 1 p. kutinagitne, may I be caused to bring

PRESENT TENSE.

Sing. 1 p. kutinavagity I am caused to bring

IMPERATIVE.

Sing. 2 p. kutinaj be thou caused to bring

PARTICIPLE.

kutinakj kutinaka

Intensive Form.

Kut(i)katoeea, to bring forth (conjugated like kutina, the causal).

Desideeative Foem of the Simple Veeb.

KuTiNiiJNYu, to will bring (conjugated like a neuter verb).

PRETERITE.

Sing. 1 p. kutiniunyugitf I would bring

2 p. kutiniunyukti

3 p. kutiniunyuk

Plur. 1 p. kutiniunyugiyut

2 p. kutiniunyuktip

3 p. kutiniunyvp, kutiniunyuppi {a)

PLUPERFECT.

Sing. 1 p. kutimunyugitta, I had had the intention to bring

INDEFINITE.

Sing. 1 p. kutiniunyugitraj I have had the intention to bring

PRECATIVE MOOD.

Sing. 1 p. kutiniunyugitne, may I have the intention to bring

Sing. 1 p. kutiniunuvagitj I will bring

IMPERATIVE.

Sing. 2 p. kutiniunyu, will thou bring
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Derivative Foem op the Causal.

KuTiNANiuNTTj, to havG the intention to cause to bring.

Rectpeocal Form.

KuTiVANLu, to bring to each other (conjugated like a neuter verb).

PRETERITE.

Sing. 1 p. hutivanlugit, I brought another

2 p. kutivanlukti

3 p. kutivanluk

Plur. 1 p. kutivanliigiyut

2 p. kutivanluktip

3 p. kutivanlup ^
PLUPERFECT.

Sing. 1 p. kutivanlugitta, I had brought another

INDEFINITE.

Sing. 1 p. kutivanlugitra, I have brought another

PRECATIVE MOOD.

Sing. 1 p. kutivanlugitne, may I bring another

PRESENT.

Sing. 1 p. kutivanluvagit, I bring another

IMPERATIVE.

Sing. 2 p. kutivanlu, bring another

Reciprocal Form op the Causal.

KuTnTAVAia.u, to cause to bring each other.

There are most certainly existing other forms, that are not trans-

mitted to us by the texts.

The neuter verbs are conjugated as the passives.

Several verbs are irregular, and of another conjugation ; for in-

stance, girij to be ; wa«, to say.

ginif I am. nangi^ I say.

ginta nainta

ginri nanri
giniyut ? nangiyut
gintip naintip

ginripi nanripi
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There existed also a neuter form of the verb gin

:

ginnigit ginnigiyut

ginnikti ginmktip
ginrik ginrip

The substantive verb is da and du. Duva or dava, I was ; dus or

das, he was ; duvan or davan, I am.

The Median language has a much greater affinity to the Tatar
j

idioms than the Sumerian;^ but it forms a separate class together !

with the Susian. I have, for twenty years, paid attention to these
j

most difficult texts, and there are a great number of passages now

easily to be understood by the aid of our scanty Median knowledge.

My explanations have been laid down in a paper addressed to the

first Congress of Orientalists held at Paris (vol. ii. p. 179 ss.).

Unfortunately many Median important words, as the numerals,

and many substantive nouns, are only written in ideograms. The

phonetic values of two or three only of these are known : these are

unan, king; umman, house, family.

^ This is the true name of the original Anarian tongue. The false name of
\

Accadian, for which no reason has ever been put forth, must be abandoned. The I

language of Accad is the Semitic Assyrian idiom. The proof of this scientific truth
\

is to be found in my paper, Etudes Sumeriennes, first article in the Journal Asiatique, I

Fevrier, Mars, Avril, 1875. The arguments I suggest in order to support this ;'

opinion are, I beheve, irrefutable.
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RESTORATION OP THE BEROSUS CANON

By Peofessoe JULIUS OPPERT.

I SHALL concisely unfold my discoveries in Babylonian chronology,

which fix, in an undeniable way, and in accordance with the highly

valuable statement made by Mr. George Smith, the commencement

of the historical times of Babylon at 2517 b.c. The Chaldaeans

knew the period of 1805 years, or 22,325 synodical months, equal

to 24,227 draconitic months, after which the eclipses return in the

same order. This period is quoted in the texts of Sargon, who states

its end in 712 b.c.^ Prof. Schrader, in his reply to my views, con-

fessed this point to be unattachalle.

The date of 2517 b.c. as the date of the Aryan conquest stated by

Berosus is confirmed by the famous list of the same author, combined

^ The passage runs as follows

:

ultu yume rukuii adi igidti Sin

inde a diebus remotis usque ad nodiperiodum Luni.

This translation is supported by almost all Assyriologists, as MM. Menant, Lenor-

mant, Delitzsch, Schrader, Eneberg, and other scholars. It agrees with the clause

in the mutilated stele of Lamaca now at Berlin, which can be easily restored

:

[ultu] yume rukuti Sibit (mat) Asaur

inde a diebus remotis fundatioms Assyriae,

\adi muan] na

usque ad hunc annum.

Traces of the an in the second line are still visible on the stone. The first

passage is one of the most intelligible : ultu from, and adi until to, are the well-

known correlatives ; igidti is expressed by I, as in the syllabaries ; and Sin is written

AN. 818. Ki, as in the Ziirich bilingual tablet, and Norris's Diet. p. 938. No one has

understood until now, the king Until, who Mr. Smith now finds in the clause where
he formerly discovered Arabian tribes.
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with some valuable information given by Herodotus. The real

figures of the Berosian dynastic canon are thus handed down in the

Armenian text of Eusebius :

—

Modes 234 years.*

Elamites 224 „

Chaldaeans 458 ,,

Arabians 245 ,,

Semiramis 42 ,,

Assyrians 526 ,,

Duration of the Median Empire {Herod, i. 130) 228 „

1957

These 1957 years, added to 560 b.c, the date of the end of the

Median empire, will give exactly 2517 b.c. for the date of the Aryan

invasion. The statement is corroborated by the cuneiform inscrip-

tions. As the capture of Susa took place in 648 b.c, the capture of

Babylon by the Elamites, and the accession of this dynasty 1635

years before, falls in the year 2283 b.c, which date, added to 234 of

the first dynasty, equally leads us to 2517 b.c

The canon of Berosus, restored only so far as it was applicable to

Babylon, runs thus :

—

B.C. B.C.

... 2517—2283Medians

Elamites

Chaldaeans ... .

Arabians

Semiramis ... .

Assyrians,. , ... .

Phul, the Chaldsean

2283—2059

2059—1601

1601—1356

1356—1314

1314— 788

788— (?)

* There is not a single number invented or changed. The corrupt Armenian text

gives for the Median dynasty two numbers, 234 and 224 ; for the second, not named,

the number is wanting in the text ; but a marginal note gives 48. This 48 is only

2*24 misimderstood. The reign of Semiramis is not stated. All the ancient docu-

ments give 42 years. It is easy to change numbers, but more difl&cult to explain

those which exist. The two numbers, 234 and 224, were believed to be identical, on

account of their almost equal value. It is possible that the number 224, now well

confirmed, was rejected by the compiler, on account of the curious coincidence that

the first two dynasties according to this computation together lasted 458 years, which

is the same number of years as the third dynasty itself lasted. But these coinci-

b
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This date of 788 b.c, established by M. de Saulcy, for the defini-

tive accession of Phul and Arbaces,* is clearly confirmed by the

eponymous list, which gives for the last annual officer of Assumirar

792 B.C., three years before the downfall of Ninive. This is, more-

over, the only date possible that will agree with the Solar eclipse of

the 13th of June, 809 b.c, and the sole date reconcilable with the

unimpugnable testimony of Biblical history.

I regret that I cannot now explain that the scanty Assyrian

chronological texts can neither be understood nor interpreted without

the aid of the historical texts of the Kings, and that all chronology

neglecting or disdaining these statements will be overthrown.

Diodorus (ii. 32) states that the Chaldaeans admitted from the oldest

time until Alexander, a period of mor^than 473,000 years to have

elapsed. As the antediluvian times fill up 432,000, they admitted

41,000 years from the Deluge to Alexander. Berosus gives to the

two first fabulous kings 5100, and to the other monarchs of the

mythical period 34,080,^* together 39,180 years. From 2517 b.c. to

Alexander 330 b.c. are 2187 years; in all 473,367 years. But how
can the evidently cyclical number of 39,180 years be explained?

As the Babylonians knew the period of the moon, they did not

ignore the so-called Sothiac period, in which time the commencement

of the year of 365 days turns backwards through all seasons. This

period is known to be of 1461 short, or 1460 (4x365) Julian years.

dences abound in history. The Roman Republic and the Parthian Empire both had

a duration of the Salomonian number of 480 years. The three Prussian princes, the

Grand Elector, Frederick I., Frederick William I., reigned together 100 years, as

did their immediate successors Frederick II., Frederick William II., and Frederick

William III. And in Berlin there is certainly neither myth nor cycle.

1 Arbaka, not easily explainable by any Iranian language, is an aryanization of

the Median erbeky the first, the foregoing. With regard to Phul, some scholars

have had the idea of identifying him with Tiglathpileser. This opinion is re-

jected by all testimonies ; and it is only supported by the axiom that all Biblical

statements must be wrong. Nevertheless, there are a great many Biblical state-

ments which are true; they are consistent with themselves, and repose on a

historical chronology. It can be shown, by mathematical demonstration, that there

existed a real era from the Solomonian temple, connected traditionally with a pre-

sumed date of the Exodus. This imavoidable supposition of a fixed era explains the

whole actually historical epoch of the king's synchronisms.

' In the corrupt text of the Armenian, as it is now, the 6100 years are confounded

with the 34,080 years. But it can easily be shown that this 6100 years are necessary

to make out the 473,000 years. Moreover, there ought to be the statement of the

remaining pretended 28,980 years, which is wanting.
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I^ow, the number of 39,180 years, attributed to the first postdiluvian

heroic dynasty, is nothing else but

12 Sothiac periods of 1460 = 17,520

12 Lunar periods of 1805 = 21,660

39,180 years.

Moreover, the Egyptian Sothiac period finishes in 139. In count-

ing backwards we arrive to the dates of 1322, 2782, 4242, 5702,

7162, 8622, 10,082, 11,542 B.C. Searching the Chaldaean lunar

periods retrospectively, they give the following dates: 712, 2517 b.c,

and for the mythical time 4322, 6127, 7932, 9737, 11,542 b.c.

This marvellous coincidence is not a mere hazard. I have neither

invented nor changed a single number. The chronology of Berosus is

therefore restored. The Babylonians placed the Deluge in the year

41,697 B.C.

In all cases the reader can take for granted that the date of 11,512

B.C. reposes on a real historical tradition, and that the two periods,

the Chaldaean moon period and the Sothiac period (whether it was

Egyptian or not), have the same origin. By mathematical calcula-

tion I have been enabled to fix the date of a double phenomenon

which struck the sight of men, consisting in an eclipse, and in an

apparition of Sirius^ visible only during this eclipse, on Tuesday,

1 The latitude of Sirius is austral 39° 28', and as it was in 1000 a.d. it approached

to its nearest point to the equator, the epoch of 11,542 b.c. coincides almost with its

most southern possible position, viz. 62° 30' austral declension. The star was there-

fore invisible to all regions more northern than 27° 30' l.b. Thebes is situated at

25° 42' boreal latitude. Sirius at this time rose only 1° 48' over the horizon; it

may be, in consequence, regarded as almost invisible in the morning or the night,

on account of the fog which darkens the horizon in those climates. We obtain the

half arc e of the parallel circle described by the astre in admitting its declension

(5), the latitude of the spot (A.), by the equation

:

cos €=tg 5 tg A.

The arc 6 will be in this instance 22° 24', and Sirius remained only 3 hours over

the horizon of Thebes. But as the longitude I of the sun on the 28th of January

was 307°, in quoting to the obliquity of the ecUptic at this epoch, the right ascen-

sion (a) of the sun will be given by the figure

:

cot a=cot ^cos w.

We obtain therefore the right ascension of the sun 309° 6'. That of Sirius being

then almost 274°, we find that the astre remained in the sky from 8h. 15m. until

llh. 15m. in this date. It is highly probable that during this time the eclipse took

place, which rendered the sudden apparition of Sirius perceptible to men. These
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i 27th of April, Julian, or the 28th of January, Gregorian. But as

;
at this epoch Sirius was not visible to !N"orthem or Middle Egypt,

; on account of the equinoctial ^precession, civilization must start from

. a more southern point.

considerations exclude also a more southern spot than Thebes. "We may therefore

suppose that Thebes, or any place in the neighbourhood, was aheady, in these re-

motest epochs, one of the cradles of human civilization. All the calculations con-

cerning this matter are contained in a larger work which soon, I hope, will appear.
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ON A CASE OF

SINGULAR LITEKARY FORGERY.

By Professor JULIUS OPPEET.

All chronologists formerly admitted, upon tlie authority of Simpli-

cius, in his commentary on Aristotle de coelo, that Callisthenes sent

to Aristotle the Babylonian observations during 1903 years, viz. from

the beginning of Babylonian history. This number of 1903 has

been employed by Prof, von Gutschmidt in a system of chronology

in which this scholar attempted to show that the real system of the

Chaldaeans consisted merely in the supposition that between the

Deluge and Cyrus 36,000 years were elapsed. But the number itself

is a forgery of the Latin translation of Simplicius made by the

Aldi, and the original number is not 1903, but 31,000 years.^ It

can be proved that the erroneous opinion of Prof, von Gutschmidt

is much older than this scholar, and comes perhaps from the middle

ages ; it is based on the 45th chapter of Isaiah. The pious substitu-

tion of 1903 for 31,000 results from the opinion that Cyrus began

a new era for the Babylonians, which the documents prove to be

quite inadmissible. Cyrus was a Babylonian king of Babylon, as

Cambyses was an Egyptian king of Egypt.

Here is the arithmetical proof: Admit that from the Deluge to

Cyrus there are 36,000 years, there wiU be 36,208 from the Deluge

to Alexander (538—330=208). Then the corrupt text of Syncellus

1 M. Martin (de Reimes) has already pointed out this fact. It is highly probable

that the true number was 41,000, and that this famous statement is nothing else

but that of Berosus and Diodorus (473,000—432,000).
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assigns 34,090 years to the mythical period, and 215 from thence

to Semiramis ; that is, 34,305 years from the Deluge to Semiramis.

Now the difference of 36,208 and 34,305, or the time elapsed be-

tween Semiramis and Alexander, is just 1903 years. "We discover

hereby the origin of this substituted number. Moreover this number

has merely been obtained by the previous hypothesis, that from the

Deluge down to Cyrus there was an interval of 36,000 years. It is

impossible, in consequence, to deny that the idea of Prof. Gutschmidt

existed in the time of the Aldi ; but, also, the forgery overthrows his

system.

I have furnished the proofs on which I found my chronological

ideas in a work called Palaea.

i
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THE TURANIAN SECTION

ADDRESS
BY

SiE WALTEE ELLIOT, K.C.S.I., Peesidei^t.

[This Address was prepared in the expectation that the Section would meet daily

during the week, after the manner of the British Association. But as the arrange-

ments adopted only allowed of a single seance, it was judged advisable to forego its

delivery altogether ; and, after a few prefatory observations, to request the authors

of the several original papers to state the substance of them shortly, viva voce, and

to limit each person taking part in the discussions to a space of ten minutes.]

In opening the Turanian Section, it may be well to define the limits

of a term that has been recently introduced, and the propriety of

which has been questioned. I have been asked repeatedly what it

signifies ? To which I have replied, that originally it meant merely

the countries bordering on ancient Persia. To the Aryan dweller in
\

^at country whatever was not Iran was Turan, and all foreigners
I

were to him Turiyan or Turanis. But, virtually, the terms were'|'

restricted to the people on the northern and eastern borders of Persia, 1

the Scythians or Sacae of the Greeks, then, as now, remarkable for |

their nomade and equestrian habits. In the Aryan dialects tura }

signifies swift, turaga a horse. Hence, from the plundering incur-
j

sions of these horsemen, in which they swept off everything portable,

slaves, cattle, valuables, they came to be designated Turushkah, a \

name still recognized in their Turkman descendants, whose noble
\

breed of horses, equal to the Arab in blood, but superior in size,

enables them to execute those wonderful chapus for which they are

stiU famous. Properly speaking, therefore, the term Turanian should
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be confined to modem Tartary; but the Chevalier Bunsen, in a Report

on the ''Results of Egyptian Researches, with reference to Asiatic

and African Ethnology," presented to the British Association at

Oxford in 1847, proposed to include under this designation all the

languages of Europe and Asia which are neither Semitic nor Aryan.

In that sense it has been accepted by subsequent writers, and so it is

now adopted in like manner by the organizers of the Congress.

Thus extended, the Section is found to include a great variety of

peoples and tongues, exhibiting considerable diversity both of feature

and speech. The former have been classed by ethnologists under two

of the great divisions of the human family. The latter do not admit

of so simple a limitation. The great number and variety of dialects

form, it is true, several well-defined groups ; but these, again, do not,

at first sight, appear reducible to a common standard. Nevertheless,

philologists think they have found an attribute, running through all,

which links them together as members of one great family, whilst it

separates them unmistakeably from the Aryan and Semitic tongues.

This characteristic has received the name of agglutination j and

consists in the addition of particles as prefixes or suffixes, to mark

inflections of person, number, tense, case,— of conjugation or de-

clension, etc.,—which increments are never, as in other languages,

absorbed or lost in the altered form of the word to which they are

conjoined ; but are simply affixed, or glued on as it were, to the root,

and at once separable from it.

To account for such a peculiarity, it has been suggested that the

conditions of a nomade life, to which so many of the Turanian

peoples are addicted, render it necessary for distant tribes to com-

municate when they meet ; and it is further argued that their restless

habits are inimical to the growth of a more refined and artificial

grammatical system. But it is to be observed, on the other hand,

that the same habits have prevailed from the earliest times in Meso-

potamia, Syria, and Arabia, without exciting any such influence on

the Semitic dialects ; and wherever a Turanian people have found a

permanent resting place, as in India, China, Hungary, etc., they have

cultivated their language, and produced a copious literature, without

losing this feature of the family likeness.

In assigning the Turanian nations to two principal varieties of

the human race, I follow the arrangement proposed by Professor
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Huxley in 1872, not as being the latest, but as being tbe one that

best commends itself to my judgment.

Looking from the standpoint of a biologist, at physical characters

only, without reference to language or history, he finds one of the

best-marked types of mankind in the indigenous population of Aus-

tralia. Out of that region, the same characters are presented in a

well-defined form by the Hill tribes of Central India, and in a some-

what modified shape by the ancient inhabitants of Egypt, and their

Coptic descendants. The Professor cites, in support of his view, the

examples presented among the crew of a recently returned Indiaman,

who, however, have little connexion with the mountaineers of the

Dekhan ; but any one familiar with the Hindu population of Southern

India must see how remarkably it partakes of the same type, modi-

fied on the coast and in the open country by commixture with other

races, and traceable more or less as far as the Himalayas. Among

Dravidian Brahmins even, in spite of their exclusive twice-born pre-

tensions, we occasionally meet with examples referable to the Austra-

loid type of feature,^ showing them to be descended from proselytes

admitted by the earliest Aryan missionaries, after their disseverance

for ages from their countrymen in the north. The order in which

Professor Huxley enumerates these examples of what, for want of

a better title, he calls the Australoid type, might lead (although he

nowhere says so) to the inference that it had spread northwards from

Australia. But I consider the reverse to be more probably the fact,

and would rather trace its course southwards, from a Trans-Himalayan

source, at a period coincident with the earliest dispersion of mankind.

Indeed, I will even go farther, and state my belief that the first

occupants of Europe, as well as of Asia, were derived from this stock.

In India, horde after horde poured in from the north and west,

each driving their predecessors onward, till the earliest occupants
,

were arrested by the sea, where now their names only survive in L

traditions of demons and monsters l^pisdehas and rdkshasas'],^ who, [I

^ A definition of Dravidian physiognomy is given by Logan, in an essay on the

Ethnology of the Indo-Pacific Islands, chap. v. sec. i. Journal Eastern Archipelago,

vol. vii. p. 302. See also Hodgson's Physical Type of Tamilian Form, Journal

Asiatic Society Bengal, vol. xviii. p. 710.

* Similar contumelious terms are often applied by the strong to the weak whom
|

they have expelled : witness the Scandinavian Ogres ; the Teutonic Jotuns and ;

Thursen ; the Greek Titans and Cyclops, etc. i
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despite their evil reputation, are allowed to have attained to some

proficiency in literature and the arts.

The progress of extermination was more searching and complete

in the west. The other Turanian family—Huxley's Mongoloid type

—pressed upon the earlier (or Eu-Turanian) settlers towards the

south-west, and pushed them onward. But it was by alien races

that the work of extirpation (or it might be amalgamation with the

new-comers) was completed. Celts, Teutons, Slaves, swept over the

land ; so that, save lingering remnants in the Basque provinces, and

" the ethnological islands" of Iberians in Ireland, in Wales, in south-

east France, and also in Sicily,^ no living representatives of the

race remain.

Ample traces, however, of former widespread dominion, exist in

the survival of Turanian customs connected with marriage, inherit-

ance, religious belief ; and their primitive sepulchres (four slabs of

stone covered by a fifth) stud the steppes of Asia, from the seats of

the Tschudi to the plains of Hindustan, where the pandu-kulis find

representatives in the kistvaens and dolmens of Cornwall, Brittany,

and in Kits Coty-house in Kent ; whilst the number of dolicho-

cephalic skulls exhumed from rifled barrows, perhaps, too, the sub-

merged lake-dweUings, bear testimony to the extent of their range.

The other great division of the Turanian stock, the Mongoloid

type, is the most widely diffused of aU the races of mankind, occupy-

ing an area lying east of a line roughly drawn from Lapland to Siam,

and including the whole of the New World.

The people roaming over this vast area have many points in com-

mon with the preceding type, in the genius of their language, their

wandering habits, and some of their customs and superstitions. It is

by physical characters and physiognomy that the typical Mongol is

mainly distinguished. In the east of Asia the form of the cranium

gradually changes from the round to the elongated form, and so

passes into America, where it is perpetuated among the Red Indians.

The same change is observable among the Chinese, who, however,

retain the oblique eye and other Mongoloid features ; and similar

variations are found in the Asiatic islands. From their original seat

in the centre of Asia they appear to have spread mostly to the north

' Professor Boyd Dawkins's Report, British Association for the Advancement of

Science, 1873, p. 142.
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and east. Again and again their swarms,—Huns, Saracens, Tatars,

—

bursting their bounds, threatened to overwhelm the whole of Europe

;

but, after partial success, were rolled back by western chivalry, to

cause fresh displacements in other directions in the seats from whence

they came. Inured to the severity of the seasons, they were probably

the first to occupy the northern parts of Europe ; and the frequent

intermixture of the two characteristic forms of skull in the same

barrows in our own island points to relations either as neighbours or

successors.

It is impossible for one so little versed in the subject to give a

comprehensive view of the vast number of dialects coming under the

extended field assigned to the Section. It will suffice to notice

shortly the principal groups under which they may be classed, so as

to assist in the arrangement of the papers presented to us, and to

regulate the order of discussion.

As far as I can learn, the most important of these communications

are connected with the Tartar languages, by which I mean those of

northern Asia.

It is only since the beginning of the present century that these

have been submitted to scientific criticism. Eask 1821-6, Castren

1830-45, Schott 1836-49, have paid much attention to their affinities;

but the conclusions at which they have arrived do not always tally.

There seems to be no question, however, that the dialects spoken in

the region of the Ural Mountains form one well-defined group. They

have been called the Ugrian family, among which may be specified

the Einnish, the Wogul, the Ostiak, the Magyar. In connexion with

these, we are promised a paper by the distinguished Hungarian Pro-

fessor, M. Hunfalvy, of Pesth.

The Turki or Tartar tongues form another extensive group, the

centre of which, resting on the Altai chain, is the seat of the typical

Mongoloid race. The conquests of Gengiz Khan and Timur gave a

certain coherency to the hordes between the frontiers of China and

the Caspian ; but their dialects continue distinct, and vary in fullness

from the poor and simple forms of the Tunguse and Mongol, to the

more cultivated literature of the Osmanli.

The most interesting subject of investigation connected with the

Tartar family of languages is that of the archaic dialects, brought

to light by the cuneiform inscriptions, relating to primaeval Turanian
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rule, before the rise of Semitic power in Mesopotamia. Much yet

remains to be discovered in this new field, opened by the labours of

Messrs. Hincks, Norris, Oppert, Sayce, and others. It will be brought

under the notice of the Section by a paper received from Mr. Isaac

Taylor, whose researches into the vext question of the Etruscan lan-

guage must be fresh in the minds of all ; and who, in the communica-

tion in question, proposes to strengthen his relegation of the tongue

of the Rasenna to a Turanian source by illustrations drawn from the

grammar, affinities, mythology, etc., of the Babylonian dialects of

Sumeri and Ackad. Their philological relations have likewise been

investigated by Mr. Hyde Clarke, from whom two papers have been

received.

The Turanian dialects of northern, are divided from the more

polished languages of southern Asia, by the vast steppes and lofty

mountain ranges of the centre of the continent. The natural strength

of this region has enabled the hardy mountaineers of Tibet, Nepal,

Bhutan, and other Alpine states, from the Paropamisus to Cathay, to

preserve their independence, while its inhospitable and unhealthy

fastnesses have afforded retreats to a vast number of refugees from

intestine revolutions, or from the ebb and flow of successive migra-

tions.^ Secluded from intercourse with more civilized neighbours,

they have undergone little change, and still, by the co-existence in

some instances of a dominant and a servile class, exhibit traces of

social dislocations anterior to their own. Conspicuous by their alien

customs and unknown speech, they stand the living monuments of a

lost or almost forgotten race. For the most accurate knowledge we

possess of these outlying communities, we are indebted to Mr. Brian

H. Hodgson, for many years British Minister at the Court of Nepal,

and Chevalier of the Legion of Honour (an acknowledgment by France

of merits unrecognized by his own Government). He has described,

in a series of essays, published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society

(and of which Triibner has just announced a collected edition), some

* A toncliing evidence of the extremities that drove these fugitives from death or

slavery into a tract deadly to all but those inured to it for ages, is furnished by the

name of Awalias, applied collectively to the " broken tribes " of the Tarai, from
au7a/= malaria. Centuries must have elapsed before the constitution became proof

against a poison fatal to all others from April to November.—Journal Asiatic Society

Bengal, vol. xviii. p. 709.
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20 or 30 tribes, in and around !N"epal, with careful analyses of their

dialects. These he divides into two classes : the one with a more

complicated structure, approaching the Dravidian (or Australoid?)

type, which he designates pronomenalized ; and the other of simpler

form, affined to the Tartar (or Mongoloid) class, he calls unprono-

menalized. The farther he pushed his inquiries, the more convinced

he became of the unity of all Turanian tongues, including Chinese,

Polynesian, Caucasian, and other allophyllian forms of speech. Eut

he has only crossed the threshold of a storehouse of ethnological dis-

covery, promising important results, in which, as yet, he has had few

followers. The same serial contains memoirs of a few detached tribes,

without adding much information of linguistic value. Mr. Robinson,

of the Bengal Education Department, has given grammars of the Assam

valley dialects, and several missionaries have contributed the results

of their vernacular studies, as Mr. Phillips's Santal Grammar, and

Mr. Puxley's Yocabularies ; Mr. Hislop's Gond Lists ; Mr. Stoddart's

Garo Primers ; the Uraon Grammar of Mr. Batsch, etc. ; and the

German Missionaries, who sacrificed their lives in Gondwana, and the

Americans in the Karen country, have done good service. The

first European who mastered the Kond or Kui dialect was the late

Captain J. P. Prye, of the 22nd M.JN".!., Assistant to the Governor-

General's Agent for the suppression of human sacrifices in Orissa.

He prepared several elementary works, employing Telugu letters to

express Kond sounds ; but the series was cut short by his early death.

An '' Introduction to the Kond Grammar," using Uriya characters in

place of Telugu, was presented to me in 1853 by Lingam Lakshmaji,

an. officer of the Agent's establishment,—a very creditable specimen of

native scholarship. But none of these grapple with the subject as Mr.

Hodgson did. A vast field still remains to be explored. Innumerable

tribes, unknown even by name, are secluded in the wild tracts be-

tween Tibet and the frontiers of China proper, of which we only

get occasional glimpses. Captain Lewin introduces us in Chittagong

to the ''Sons of the HiUs" (Toungtha), and the ''Sons of the

Biver " (Kyoungtha), with some of whose many subdivisions we

come in contact oftener as enemies than as friends, through the mis-

conduct of our native frontier officials. Col. Dalton's handsome

volume of the ethnology of Bengal enumerates upwards of 50 tribes,

several of which had already been dealt with more critically by Mr.
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Hodgson. Even within our own territories, the various hill-races,

and the nomade castes wandering over the plains, present obvious

subjects for investigation, without exposure to danger or much cost of

labour.

An attempt has been made by Mr. "W. "W. Hunter, of the Bengal

Civil Service, to generalize the information already collected. But

the results are not commensurate with the zeal and ability of the

author, as he himself was ready to admit. His materials were chiefly

derived from Mr. Hodgson, who had largely utilized them already,

while the period allowed for the completion of his task was far too

short for the treatment of so large a subject. The plan embraced a

comparison of vocables only, and did no^touch on structure ; and the

want of a recognized phonetic scheme, as the author allows, is un-

favourable to an exact estimate of the value of roots expressed in

Roman characters by different writers. Nevertheless the conception

is worthy of all praise, and with a wider range of comparison and

more accurate appliances, it promises to yield a rich and interesting

field of ethnological research. If, as seems not improbable, the

Turanian occupation of Australia took place at a time when that

great country still formed an integral part of Asia, it may be assumed

that the people, cut off by later geological changes, have been little

altered by external influences. A critical examination of their

numerous dialects, compared with those we have just been consider-

ing, and those of other rude tribes, of whom we know not even the

names, or if we do, but little more, as the Ainos of Japan, the Miautz*

("Sons of the Soil") of China, the Jaddahs and Mincopis of the

Andamans, the savages of the Nicobars, the Yedars of Ceylon, the

aborigines of the interior of Formosa and the other islands of the

Archipelago, and these again with the Talains of Pegu, the Karens

of Siam, the Kolarian tribes of India, and the robber hordes of

Beluchistan, etc., may yield data for tracing more completely the

origin and ramifications of the Turanian family.

The languages spoken in the division of the Turanian province

to the south of the mountainous region form four well-defined

groups. 1. The so-called monosyllabic tongues of China and Japan

on the east. 2. The Dravidian languages of India on the west. 3.

Between these, the dialects of Arakan, Siam, Burma, etc., with a

monosyllabic structure, and an Indian phonetic system, to which the
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name of tlie T'hai family has been given, from the principal or

Siamese member of the group. 4. The language of the Malays,

vernacular in the Grolden Chersonese, and the coasts and islands of

the Archipelago.

Of these I will first notice the Dravidian, with which I am the

best acquainted. It is represented in its most perfect form by the

Tamil spoken in the Camatic, the Dravida-desam of the natives,

whence the generic name. The influence of Aryan supremacy has

there been felt the least. The more northerly dialects of Telugu

and Canarese, as also Malayalim, have adopted the phonetic system of

Sanskrit. Tamil alone retains its normal rugged alphabet. It wants

altogether the aspirated letters, and has some two or three sounds and

characters peculiar to itself. It has been cultivated and refined by

native poets and grammarians, and under the princes of the Pandyan

dynasty the College of Madura was celebrated for its learning and for

the refinement and polish it imparted to Tamil literature. Kot less

important has been the influence of western scholarship. The Jesuit

missionaries, in particular, have left their impress on the language.

Koberto de Kobili, an Italian Father (1607), composed many works

in the latter half of the seventeenth century ;
^ the most celebrated of

which, the Iniydna-upadesam, is written in Shen or High Tamil. He
was also the author of the so-called fifth Yeda, foretelling the advent

of a superior race of Brahmans from the west, which passed current

till its spurious character was exposed by the late Mr. Ellis. But

Father Constantino Jos. Beschi, who arrived in 1700, has established

the highest reputation. His grammars still form the best introduction

to the language, and his Sadar-agarddi, a dictionary of the Shen or

High Tamil, is the standard lexicon of that dialect to this day.

Among his voluminous writings a metrical history of our Saviour

—

the Tembdvanij composed about 1726—is considered one of the most

elegant and classical works in the language. The original autograph

MS. of the poem was purchased by the late F. A. Ellis from the

son of Beschi' s disciple in the beginning of the century, but was

lost for a time after that able student's premature and unexpected

death in 1818. It was my good fortune to recover it, and it is

now deposited in the Library of the India Office, from whence it

has been sent for exhibition to the Section this evening.

* He died at St. Thome, 16th January, 1666.—Asiatic Researches, vol. xiy. p. 58.

k
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The language continued to be cultivated by the missionaries of the

Christian Knowledge Society, and in 1728 the Scriptures, translated

by Ziegenbalg, were printed in Tamil type at Tranquebar. A copy

of this edition, now of extreme rarity, is also before us. The names

of Eottler, Ehenius, and other Danish scholars in the same mission,

are conspicuous for useful works. Still later. Dr. Caldwell, by his

Comparative Qrammwr of Dravidian Languages, of which a second and

improved edition is about to appear, has thrown a flood of light on

this class of tongues ; and more recently Dr. G. Pope has appended

a grammar of the Toda dialect to Col. Marshall's account of that

tribe [1873], in which he traces analogies between the Tamilian

and Celtic tongues. Mr. Bumell, of the Civil Service, besides

making catalogues of the Sanscrit libraries of Tanjore and other

places, has also paid considerable attention to the vernacular litera-

ture. Nor must I omit to mention the German scholars connected

with the Basle mission. Dr. Moegling has edited lithographed

editions of the most remarkable Canarese classics under the title of

: Bihliotheca Ca/rnatica, and his fellow-labourer. Dr. Gundert, has pro-

I
duced a Malayalim Dictionary, published in 1872, admirable for its

' fullness and arrangement—a model of lexicography. Mr. Brigel has

contributed a grammar of Tulu; and Mr. Metz, who has long laboured

among the inhabitants of the Nilagiri mountains, has collected ample

vocabularies of the aboriginal castes found there.

I may add that within the last few months Mr. H. "W. Bellew,

C.S.I. , of the Bengal Medical Service, has published a grammar and

vocabulary of the Brahoe language, in a Narrative of a Journey from

the Indus to the Tigris (1873). No papers have been sent to this

division of the Section ; but Baron Textor de Eavisi, lately Governor

of the French Settlement of Karical in the Camatic, will address the

Section in commendation of the study of Tamil literature, and the

importance of its more critical cultivation in this country.

The languages of China and Japan, especially the latter, were

largely discussed at the first Congress. In this department the

French Sinologists, from the time of Abel Eemusat and Stanislas

Julien, have held a foremost place. Nor have our own countrymen

been behindhand. "We can boast of worthy successors to the veteran

Morrison, two of whom, Mr. Beal, translator of the travels of the

earliest Chinese pilgrims, and Mr. Edkins, who has done much to
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elucidate the local dialects, have submitted interesting 'papers, which

will now be read ; after which M. de Rosny, the distinguished Presi-

dent of the last Congress, desires to offer some observations.

In connexion with this branch I may call attention to the diction-

ary of the Chinese dialect of Amoy, by the Rev. Carstairs Douglas

[1873], which possesses this remarkable quality, that the Chinese

signs are represented by Roman characters, an ingenious experiment,

carrying out in some degree the suggestions thrown out in the

President's Address for the adoption of an alphabet suited to all

languages. I may also notice the Rev. Dr. Legge's translation of the

Chinese classics, comprising seven works, and filling eight volumes,

five of which have appeared, as of the greatest value to every one

engaged with the literature of the Celestial Empire. Dr. Legge is

still continuing his valuable labours.

Of the T'hai languages I can say little, and of the Malayan still

less. Leyden's essay on the Indo-Chinese languages, in the tenth

volume of the Asiatic Researches, gives an excellent compendium of

their affinities, as applicable now as at the time it was written. The

Journal of the Eastern Archipelago, commenced in 1847, will be

found a storehouse of information, to which I can confidently refer

any one desirous of becoming better acquainted with them. The

work was edited by Mr. J. R. Logan, he himself being a principal

contributor, particularly in the departments of philology and ethno-

logy, in which he did not confine himself to the topographical limits

indicated by the title of the serial, but extended his investigations to

the languages of India as well. After carrying the Journal through

eleven volumes, it closed abruptly with the issue of the first part of

the tweKth, in 1859. In the fifth volume wiU be found a notice of

the T'hai Grammar of Bishop Pallegoix, Yicar Apostolic in Siam

(1850).

I will now call on Professor Hunfalvy to read his paper.
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ON THE STUDY OF

THE TURANIAN ^.ANGUAGES.

By Professor HUNFALYY.

The notion of the Turanian languages generally accepted by the

linguistic literature of this country is as ill-defined as its results are

in the whole of a negative character. But, I believe, a description

of any of those languages, showing clearly the relations existing

between that and other ones belonging to the same group, may con-

duce to some positive results, which will be of great value in the

classification of languages. For both these purposes I choose Hun-

garian, examining firstly the fundamental stock of words in its

vocabulary, and then the grammatical forms of the words. The

other languages with which the Hungarian words will be compared

are the Vogul, the Ostiak, and the Finnish.

The fundamental portion of the vocabulary of every language

consists of words which denominate the parts of the human body,

the principal events of physical and moral life, the facts and pheno-

mena of nature, the first elements of social life, economy, industry,

religious belief, and science, the numerals, the pronouns and (pre- or)

post-positions. The last two categories of words lead us to the

grammar, about which any considerable mistake is almost impossible.
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A.

Hitman Body.

English. Hungarian. Vogul. OSTIAK. Finnish.

1 head fej, fbv, m pong — paa

2 cranium agy — og aju

3 eye szem sem sem sLlma

4 tear

6 ear

6 mouth

7 tooth

8 tongue

9 throat

kony

fiil

sz&j

fog

nyelv

tor-ok

(sem-vit)

pal

sop

ponk

n'elm

tur

pal

(ong)

penk

n'alim

tor

kyyno

suu

pii

(kieU)

turkku

10 gum, jaw

11 skin

iny

haj

egn

sau

angen

sah

—

12 hair

13 hand

fan

kez

pun
kat

pun

kate (kasi)

14 arm, elbow,

bosom ol tal tel syK

15 finger

16 ring-finger
^h <ijj

nevetlen tajj

tul'c

nimtal tul'c nemla luj

(sormi)

nimiton (sormi)

17 span arasz — soros —
18 elbow

19 breast

20 liver

21 mark

konybk

meUy
mkj

majl

majt

valem

kavan

mejl

mugol

velim

kynara

maksa

ytime

22 blood ver ver vir veri

23 heart szU, szti sim sam sybmi, sydame

"We may be sure that these twenty-three words do not exhaust all

the terms for the parts of the human body. Every language has

some words peculiar to it, every one has certainly lost some words of

the common stock. For instance, in the old Hungarian translation

of the Eible (about 1466) we find the word tii^i/ ' cheek,' which

corresponds to the Finnish t^Icd ' apud,' ' penes.' In Modem
Hungarian this word tiig^ is quite obsolete.

Besides the resemblance of the words themselves, we must also

observe the mutations of sounds; such mutations, following definite

rules, are always the surest proofs of the genealogical relationship of

languages.

The initial consonant of the words numbered 1, 5, 7, 12 is in

Hungarian /, in the other languages p. We may expect, then, that

this will generally be the case.^

1 I. F=P.
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At the end of the words numbered 8, 16, the Hungarian has r,

the others m. The Hungarian nev ' name,' becomes in the others

nem, nim; hence Hungarian nev-etlen is there nem-tal. (The 'ring-

finger* is called in these languages 'the finger without a name.'

We shall find opportunity to recur to this fact.) ^ In such words

the Hungarian v or j is sometimes absorbed by a long vowel ; hence

21, veU for velej in Yogul and Ostiak, is valem, velim ; and 23, ss.U

for 8%u is in the others sim, sam^ syomi, or syddme. In correspond-

ing words we find also p for v, j ; for instance 6, the Yogul sop

' mouth,' becomes in Finnish suu, as if it were suv or suj, in Hunga-

rian 8%dj.

B. ^

Physical and Mokal Life.

In citing verbs I cite the roots, not the infinitive. When a syllable

or letter does not belong to the root, attention is called to the fact.

English. Hungarian.

24 soul

25 mind

26 to live

27 to be, exist

28 to die

29 to hear

30 to lie

31 to go

32 to stand

33 to sit

34 to swim

35 to regard

36 to see

37 to do

38 to eat

39 to drink

40 to bear

41 to take

42 to become, to

43 to believe

44 to caU

46 to be borne

46 to swallow

161-ek

6sz

el

val

hal

hall

h^
men
611

ul

u-sz

ne-z

\ki

te*, tev

e', ev

i'
.
iv

vi*, viv

ve', vev

be le', lev

hi', hiv

hiv

sziil-et

nyel

VoouL.

lil

ol

ol

kal, xal

kul, xul

kul'

min

I'ul

unl

uj

uont

te

aj

vi

vi

jejm-t

au-t, ag-i

vau

tel

n^

Ostiak.

lil

vol

ul

hal

kul,hul

hal

man
lol

unl

ni

vant

U
ja

vi

vi

ji

ev-il

vog

ti, ti-il

nel

Finnish.

aist-i

el-a

ol-e

kuol-e

kuul-e

nah-

vaat (Esthonian)

teh

8y5

jao

vie

ot

Ue

synt

* II. Final v ovj=m, sometimes =p.

)Uo '^^^ lUr
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English. HUNGAB IAN. VOGUL. OSTIAK. Finnish.

47 to lick nyal __ n'ol-id nuol

48 to flow M pul pu puh

49 ta freeze f&z pol' pot —
60 to fear fel pel pil Pelj

51 voice sz6 suj sij —
52 to speak sz61 sujt sijal —
53 to read, count olv-as lau lung- luk

64 to stand up kel kval kil kay

65 to kiU bl al vel

56 to find lei — — loy

67 to shut 15 li jou-t luo

68 to bite mar pur pur pur

69 to vanish vesz U08 us -—

60 to make vanish vesz-t uos-t u§-t —
61 to laugh mev-et, nev-et mau-int noh —
62 sleep, dream &lom ulem olim, \}]\m —
63 to sleep alu, alv aj (al') — —
64 to dream &lmod ajlmat — —
65 to ascend h&g kang kang —
66 to give ad — • — ant

The word numbered 24 lel-eh, Ul, * soul/ offers us an opportunity

for observing the difference between formative syllables and suffixes.

The formatives joined to the roots form different categories of words,

and can be added on one after another. For instance, the root Ul,

with the formative Tc, becomes leleh, to which other formatives [such as

i, e, eilen, il, s6g\ can be joined, as lelk-i 'belonging to the soul';

lelk-es 'having a soul,' lelh-etlen 'being without soul,' lelk-ii which

is always preceded by some adjective, as Ms lelM 'low-minded,'

nagi/ lelku ' great-minded,' lelk-es-seg and lelkix-seg, abstract substan-

tives, meaning ' soulhood,' if such a term were allowable. The

suffixes do not form new words ; they are only exponents of the

different relations in which the words stand to one another. For

this reason they cannot be added on one after the other. The suffixes

constitute the "cases" of the nouns and the terminations of the

verbs. In the words hitherto cited, or which may hereafter be

cited, formatives may sometimes be found, but never suffixes.

Having made the foregoing observations, we now cite as examples

the words numbered 9, 18, 24, where the Hungarian words appear

with the formative k j other examples will follow.

Continuing our observations upon the mutations of sounds, we

find that in 28, 29, 30, 65, the initial of the Hungarian words is A,
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answering to A; of the corresponding words. But 13, 18, show that

sometimes k is retained in the Hungarian words themselves.

The Hungarian and Finnish languages make a distinction between

the vowels a, o, w, called hard or low-sounding, and ii, o, ii, called

soft or high-sounding, and e, i, called middle-sounding. The harmonic

sequence of vowels depends on this distinction, according to which a

low-sounding root, i.e. one containing hard vowels, requires formatives

and suffixes with hard vowels, and vice versa ; a high-sounding root,

i.e. one containing soft vowels, requires formatives and suffixes with

soft vowels. The root containing middle-sounding vowels is capable

of receiving formatives and suffixes belonging to either class of

vowels. Now, roots consisting of hard vowels change the initial k

into h in Hungarian ;
^ but roots consisting of soft vowels retain the

initial h. Hence the Finnish hitol, kuul, become in Hungarian hal,

hall] the Finnish kdy, kdt, are in Hungarian kel, kez (hand).

But there are many cases also in Hungarian in which an initial h

corresponds to s, or some other consonant ; for instance, Mt ' seven,'

is in Finnish seits, in Vogul sat, in Ostiak lab'it, as we shall see when

speaking about the numerals.

14, 15, 17, 32, 38, show a very curious change of sounds.' The

Hungarian words, it will be seen, begin with a vowel, but the corre-

sponding words have before that vowel l, s, h, t. We shall soon have

more examples of this peculiarity.

48, 49, 50 follow the rule I.

In 1, 7, 33, 36, 45, 53, 65, 66, the nasal n, in Yogul, Ostiak, and

Finnish words, is inserted before g, I, t,^ and, as we shall see, the

nasal m also before p, h. This nasal is not found in the Hungarian

words ; but instances of its use in Hungarian might also be adduced,

as the Hungarian ^ww/;a, 'labour,' 'fatigue,' compared with Ostiak

muka.

Sometimes an initial m is changed into n, and I into v, even in the

same language; for instance, the old Hungarian mevet 'to laugh,'

v^p * to stride,' are now nevet and Up.^ The final m changes gener-

ally into n in Finnish, as syddn 'heart,' for syddm, from syddme.

* III. Initial h=km hard-sounding words.

* IV. Initial vowel is preceded by / or a or A or t.

' V. Nasal inserted.

* VI. Initial m=«.
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C.

Facts and Phenomen-a of I^attjbe.

English. Hungarian. VOGUL. OSTIAK. Finnish.

67 name nev nim nem nimi

68 earth ma, mo* mu mu maa
69 sky em, in* elm, ilm* — ilma

70 water viz vit (jink)
^

vese (vesi)

71 fire tttz taut, tut tuget, tut tuli

72 stone M, kfJv kav kevi kive

73 mountain hegy ah, ah au-t —
74 cloud MU, felleg (tul) paling pilvi

75 wind szel (vuat) (vat) tuuli

76 fume fiis-t pos-im pus-ing —
77 star hugy* * kus kus, hus —
78 winter tel tal tel talvi

79 autiimn (isz takuB sugus, sus sykys, syksy

syys

80 spring tav-asz toja, tuoja tovi suvi

81 ice jeg Jang Jong jaa

82 coldness fagy pel' pot-im —
83 rime lom — lon'-z lumi (snee)

84 to boil f^v (fai) pol' pam pal

85 lake tav, to tur tu —
86 lake (small) lap — ~ lampi

87 river j6*** ja jog-an jok-i

88 wave hab kump hump —
89 sun nap naj naj —
90 morrow hol-val hol-ejt hol-ejt —
91 evening est at jet-n eht-oo

92 night ej jej at yo

93 moon ho, hold (jongop) (tnis) kuu

94 gold arany sarn'i some —
95 silver eziist ezis (sirjan) — —
96 tin on aln uln —
97 lead 61om — lolpi —
98 copper vas**** vog vog vaski

99 tree fa (jiu) (jug) puu

100 grass fiiv, fii pura pom —
101 horse 16, lov lu lovi hepo, boo

102 dog eb amp amp —
103 sable nynszt n'ohs n'ogos —
104 marten nyest — — naata

105 sheep juh OS, 08 OS uuhi

106 grease, butter vaj voj voj voi

107 mouse eg^r tanger tenger hiiri

108 goose Md lunt lunt lintu (bird)

109 swan hattyu kateng hading —
110 crane dam tari tor —
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English. Hungarian VOGUL. OSTIAK. Finnish

111 crow

112 swallow

varju

fecske

— voringa varekse

paaski

113 nest fesz-ek piti — pesa

114 egg

115 louse

mony
tetu

mongi

takom

mun
tevdim

muna
tai

116 maggot

117 game, venison

118 fish

nytt

vad

hal

ning

kul

ning

voj

hul kala

119 salt s6, sav §ah, «ah — —
It may be opportune to remember here that Hungarian has not

come to its present state without losing several words and forms.

Besides the above-mentioned iiiffi/
' cheek,' 68, 69, 81, are instances

of lost words. * Earth,' in 68, is called now foldj in Finnish pelto,

which does not appear to be the German /e/i^' field,' because, firstly,

with the Hungarians mezo is ' field
'

; and secondly, because in Scan-

dinavian f)'eld, from which the Finnish pelto could be derived, signifies

' mountain.' The Hungarian fold and Finnish pelto seem, therefore,

independent of eitherfeld ovfjeld. ' Earth ' is called in Finnish maa,

in Vogul and Ostiak mii, mo. The Hungarian language has preserved

this word only in the proper name ma-gyar, the ancient form of which

was ma-ger^ mo-ger, a compound from ma^ mo, * earth, ' and ger or gger

' man.' This gyer is the root of the diminutive gyer-ek (an expres-

sion in daily use) * a boy ' or ' little man.' It must have existed also

in the shape of gyerm, for we have also the diminutive gyerm-ek

' little man.' Both find their corresponding words in the Vogul kdr,

harem, 'man,' the diminutive of which is likewise kdr-h or kdr-kuj

^ar-^t'*=Hungarian gyer-ek * little man.' The original gyer, accord-

ing to the law of the harmonic sequence of vowels, is changed

now into gyar in ma-gyar ; but some centuries ago it was still ma-ger

or mo-ger, that is, ' man of the earth, man of the land.' The word

foldi signifies now the same, like the Esthonian md-mis * land-man,

man of the land.'

69, em, in, is very rarely found by itself, but it occurs in com-

pounds em-her and in-seg. The Finnish ilma denotes ' sky
'

; this

in Vogul is Urn, elm; in Sirjan ««, en, with the signification 'God.'

The Vogul mythos of creation calls man elm-kah or ilm-kaU ' mortal

of the sky, of heaven.' The Hungarian em-her comes from em-gyer,

signifying the same ; here gyer does not change its vowel, for em is a

soft-sounding word.

^^^j>.>, w^\^i^ c^ir
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The Fiimisli ilma denotes not only 'sky,' but also ' emptiness,' in

consequence of the sky or air looking empty ; when employed as a

preposition, it corresponds to the English 'less.' Hungarian retains

this signification also, for in-sig denotes ' denudation,' ' poverty.'

The Hungarian hugy, 77, survives still in the modern Hungarian

Bible, in the signification of ' star,' but neither in the common speech

nor in the modem literature does this word occur.

87, yd 'river,' is also obsolete as a word standing by itself, but we

find it included in several proper names of rivers ; for instance Sa-j6

(for Saj-j6) 'salt river,' like the German 'Salzach'; S^e-j6 (following

the vocal harmony, Se-jo) 'warm river,' Tdp-j6, Si-j6^ Berek-j6 (now

Berettyd) river of Tap, Si, Berek.

98, vas, is properly not copper, but iron. The words which are

compared with it show that they all might have signified originally

brass.

Returning now to the mutations of sounds, we find that the final

consonant in the Hungarian vh, tuz, fesz-ek (70, 71, 113), compared

with vtt, vet, taut or tut, pit, has changed into z or sz.^ This was also

the case with 13. Additional examples will be seen hereafter; for

instance szdz, 'hundred,' in Yogul, etc., is sat. The change of t into

z, 8, occurs also in the middle of words; for instance, ezer 'thousand,'

in Vogul sater.

The curious mutation of sound mentioned above (Rule lY.), re-

appears here in 79, 97, 107, where the Hungarian words begin with

a vowel, whilst the corresponding words have a consonant preceding

the initial vowel. Two instances may explain this. The Ostiak

sugus or sus (79), the Finnish sghg (syhys) or syys, is in Yogulian

tdhus, but in Hungarian bsz, i.e. ' autumn.' The succession is there-

fore tdkus, sykys, sugus, siLs, syys, osz. In 107 the succession is as

follows : Yogul tdnger, Ostiak tenger, Finnish Mire, Hungarian eger,

i.e. 'mouse.' The Finnish hiire shows, too, not only the change of

the initial, but also how the guttural disappears between two vowels

(as in the French eau from aqua). Hiire for higir, hijir (Morduin

sejer), the g of which had lost the nasal (Rule Y.), like the Hungarian

eger. The same disappearance may be observed in 71 in the Ostiak

tuget, Yogul taut^ Hungarian titz. The dental and labial, likewise,

* VII. t changes into «, a.
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sometimes disappear between two vowels as (in French ph^e^ mkre,

frere, from pater^ mater
^ frater), see 115, where tevdim, taiom, tetu, and

tdt\ 'louse,' correspond. Compare also the Ostiak lab'it= sett= sat, het,

i.e. * seven.' * This vanishing or disappearance becomes possible, by

the consonant being previously changed into a vowel.

At the end of the words t changes not only into %, 8, but also into

I, and both are sometimes dropped in Hungarian.' 20, 'liver,' is in

Ostiak mugol, Finnish maks-a {mags or -I), Vogul majt (for mags),

where the guttural changes into a vowel, and Hungarian mdj. The

same will be seen in 140, where the Ostiak jugol 'bow,' the Vogul

jaut oTj'aJt, and the Hungarian ij) ijj or w correspond.

D.

The Family and the First Elements of Social Life.

English. Hungarian. Vogul. Ostiak. Finnish

120 father |
atya . (j^g) azi —.

is (jig) is isa

121 mother
anya angue anki —
era — imi ema

122 masculus him kum hoj, ho

123 female, wife no ne ne naj

124 man em(-ber)» elm(.kal8) (hanne-ho) imeno (?)

125 son fi pi POg pojk-a

126 daughter l&-ny, lye&-ny aj,jea evi —
127 father-in-law ip up up appi

128 mother-in-law nap — anoppi

129 son-in-law v«, vej vap-s veng vavy
130 daughter-in-law meny marf men' minia

131 half, partner £61 pal pal puoli

132 house-wife (as

partner) feles6g — — puoliso

133 house haz* kvol kot koti

134 master, lord <xr — uort uros, uroh
135 servant, slave 6r»* — ort orja

136 village falu paul pugol

137 town v&r-08*«* U08,U8 u§

138 garden kert kart hart kartano***
139 door aj-t-6 aui ovi ovi

140 bow ij,iv jaut, jajt jugol jout-si

141 arrow nyfl n'al, n'al n'ol nuoli

* VIII. Guttural, dental, labial, disappear between two vowels.
• IX. Final t changes also into /, or is dropped off.
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I

English. Hungarian. VOGUL. OSTIAK.

142 handle, shaft nyel nal nal

143 to shoot 16 U,lu jout

144 to cut vag vuong vuong

145 knife kes kesaj kezi

146 to fish — kul'-t hoi

147 net h^lo kul'p holip

148 net vesz(-h^l(5) uos-em voz-im

149 net (hal^sz6-)pon pon (holti-)pon

150 to spin fon — (puln= nettle)

151 to weave sz(5 sau sevi

152 to knit kot — —
153 to put on

(clothes) olt (ul) (ul)

154 clothe, garment olto ulem ulam

155 dress mez mas —
156 girdle 6v — —
157 law szer ser sir

Finnish.

pun

kuto

The nouns denoting family relationships are surely of as great

interest as those which concern social life. But hefore we enter into

full consideration of them, we must premise some remarks upon the

following words.

'No. 124, ember, and its Yogul correspondent elm-hah, have already

been explained ; but it is very curious that the origin of the Finnish

imeno {im-eno) or ihmis is unknown. Perhaps there may be found

some relation between the Hungarian and Yogul e?n-{her), elm-(Jmls),

and the Finnish im-{eno), ihm-{is).

The Hungarian haz (133) has now become hd%, with a long a, and

this looks like the German ' hause.' But the resemblance is quite

fortuitous, for the Hungarian word is originally ha%, which is proved

"hj ha%a 'to one's home, home,' and ha%ul 'from home'; still more

is it proved by the corresponding Yogul, Ostiak, and Finnish words.

The word 'garden' (138) seems likewise foreign; but the Yogul

and Ostiak kart signifies ' court.' Or should we compare this hart

with the English-Korman ' court ' ?

6r ' servant, slave,' is now antiquated, being replaced by the

Slavonian 8%olga (sluha), but we find it in a memorable decree of S.

Ladislaus.^ By this example we may see how words sometimes fall

1 S. Ladislai Decretorum, lib. iii. caput 2 :
—" Prsecipimus etiam ut idem Regis

nuncius palam faciat omnibus, tam nobilibus quam ignobilibus, imprimis Episcopis,

Abbatibus, comitibus, postea vero minoribus : quod a tempore regis Andreae et ducis

Belse et a descriptione judicis Sarchaa nomine, apud quemcunque aliqui civium vel
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out of use when supplanted by other words, although the words by

which they are supplanted happen to be foreign ones.

* Son-in-law ' in Hungarian is ro', a contraction for vej, vev, vevo,

i.e. one who purchases or takes, for in old times to take a wife was

to buy a wife. The Finnish vdvy looks quite identical. The Ostiak

veng differs somewhat in form, but we found that the Hungarian v

sometimes corresponds to ng; for instance, 1, where the Hungarian/^*,

fov, 'head,' corresponds to the Yogul pong. So also here the Hungarian

vej, vov, corresponds to the Ostiak veng. In general the sounds ng, ny,

change into w;^ for instance, the Hungarian torom (German 'thurm')

becomes torony, just as the Ostiak nah becomes mav-int in Yogul,

and mev-et, now nev-et, in Hungarian. The Ostiak veng seems still

more widely different from the Vogul vaps; but it is really the same as

the Hungarian vev, vo, the final v being in Vogul p, to which is joined

the formative «. This will become clearer by the following examples.

The noun in question is derived from the verb 41 ; other examples

may be seen in 26 and 55.

Finnish.HUNGABIAN. Vogul. Ostiak. Fi

40 ve' vi vi vie

participle

26

\'6 (vev) vip, vap

ol

vip

vol

vieva

ela

participle

54

m (elev)

ol

olip, olp

al

volip, volp

vel

elava

participle 516 (olov) alip velp

To the participial form in p Vogul and Ostiak join the formative

8 {as), thus forming nouns, as vep-8 ' son-in-law,' volp-as * life,' velp-as

' arm, killing arm.'

(illonim) aliorum qui dicuntur Ewrek vel servi detinentur in Assumptione S. Mariae

regi praesententur." The King alludes to the revolt of the Pagan Hungarians against

Christianity, after the expulsion of " Petrus Alemannus," who reigned some years as

successor of S. Stephan. Andrew and his brother Bela, the descendants of the

Arpadian family, were called home from their flight by the popular party which was

uprooting all the Christian institutions. The old office of dignity was then revived,

which Constantinus Porphyrogeneta (De Administratione Regni) names Kapxas, and

which (as we may conclude by the expression of the Decree) seems to have heen that

of judge, who decided questions of property. This dignitary reinstituted the slavery

which had been abolished by S. Stephan. A slave was called ewr=6r, in the plural

0ictek=6rek.

* X. ng, ny, change into m.
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E.

l^tTMEEAIiS.

In all languages tlie numerals have a place amongst the most un-

erring indications of linguistic affinity. They are only surpassed in

philological importance—if indeed they are surpassed—by the per-

sonal pronouns and the case-endings of the nouns.^ This we must

grant, however, with some reservation as regards personal pronouns

;

as we hope to have an opportunity to observe, that these pronouns,

and some of the demonstrative ones, seem to belong equally to very

different classes of languages. But let us first consider the numerals.

HuNGAKTAJf. VOGUL. OSTIAK. Finnish.

1 egy akv it,i yht (yksi)

2 kat, ketta kit, kiti kad, kadn kaht (kaksi)

3 h^rom korom, horom khoUm, hoHm kolme

4 negy nUe nel, nil nelja

5 ot at vet, vuet viit (viisi)

6 hat kat hot, hut kuut (kuusi)

7 het sat labit seitse-man

8 nyol-tz n'ol-lu n'i-il kahde-ksan

9 kilen-tz antel-lu jert-(irr-)]ang yhde-ksan

10 t'lz lau, lu Jang kymmenen
20 hfisz kus hus kaksi kymmenta

30 harmin-tz v^t holim-jang kolme „

40 negyven nelimen nel-jang nelja „

50 otven atpen vet-jang viisi „

60 hatvan katpen hot-jang kunsi „

70 hetven sat-lau labit-jang seitseman „

80 nyolczvan n'ol-sat niil-sot kahdeksan „
90 kilenczven antel-sat jert-sot yhdeksan „

100 szkz sat sot sata

000 ezer sater soris, fores (tuhannen)

Here, as in some preceding cases, certain words are placed in brackets.

These exhibit the Finnish nominative, because the comparison requires

that the roots should be given. Tksi, kahsi, viisi, kuusi, are nomina-

tives. Sometimes the words in brackets indicate the equivalents.

The numerals from 1 to 7 are almost identical, even in their out-

ward form. For ' one ' the Finnish yht is the fullest form ; the Hun-

garian egy {egi, eg) has lost the final t (as in 20, 140), as also the

Vogul dkv, akv, but the t is replaced by y, j, and v. The Ostiak it

shows the same relation to the Finnish yht, which appears between

^ Isaac Taylor's Etruscan Researches, p. 108 ; London, 1874.
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the Hungarian and Yogul Ut, hit and the Finnish kaht. The Ostiak

t for it is the shortest form.

The word for 'two' has, in the three first languages, a double

form, the first being attributive, the second, which is a dual, absolute.

The Hungarian ketto and the ancient monnd ' both,' are now the only

remains of the dual which exist in Vogul and Ostiak.

For 'seven' the Finnish has seitse-mdn. The primitive is seit or

seits, the syllable man is a formative. In Hungarian hete-v^ny

'Pleiades' or 'seven stars,' corresponds to seitse-mdn. Comparing

seit or seits with the Ostiak labit, we see that this is the fullest form,

of which the initial I corresponds to « and h of the other words,

according to the Rule YIII. of mutation of sounds.

The numerals ' eight ' and ' nine ' are compounds expressing a sub-

traction 2—10, 1—10, which is clearly shown by the Finnish kahde-

ksaUj ykde-ksdn. The Hungarian 'eight' nyol-tz, has, as an equivalent

to the Finnish kahde, the obsolete word n'ol, which is identical with

the Vogul n'ala or n'ol in n'ala-lu (2—10), and n'ol-sat (2—100, for

20—100). By this last example we see that Yogul and Ostiak repeat

the substratum in forming the numerals for 80 and 90.

The words for ' ten ' are different in the four languages. But the

compounds from 20 to 90, formed by multiplication, show the closest

relationsliip between Hungarian and Vogul.

The numerals now cited tell us much respecting the ancient history

of the Finno-Ugric people, but we must now proceed to the con-

sideration of the pronouns.

Peonotjns.

Personal Pronouns.

English. HUNOAKIAN. Vogul. Ostiak. FiNNIS

I en am, am ma mina

thou te nang, nag nang, ning sina

he, she 6(vo) tau, tav lu han

we mi, miv, mtt

mink

man mung me, met

you ti, tiv, til

tik

nan neng te, tet

they -, iv, ii

6k .

tan li he, het
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The Yogul and Ostiak have a dual too, which we omit the relat-

ing of.

The Personal Pronouns in Hungarian have only two forms, the

genitive possessive and the accusative. Thus :

—

English.

Genitive Possessive.

Hungarian. Vogul, Ostiak.. Finnish.

mine enyem anom maotem mmun
thine tied, tied nangen ningoted sinun

his, her ove — — hanen

our mienk — — meidan

your tietek — — teidan

their ovejek, ovek

. Accusative.

heidan

me engem anom ma,nem minun

thou teged nangen ningen sinun

him 6t tauen, tavame luel hanen

us minket manau munau meidan

you titeket nanan ningilan teidan

they «ket tananl Hel heidan

For expressing the other cases of Personal Pronouns, Hungarian

employs the postpositions suffixed by the possessive suffixes. For

instance, ndl *by,' tol 'from.'

by me nMam by us n^unk
by thee n&lad by you nalatok

by him n&la by them n§ilok

from me taiem from us toliink

from thee taied from you tmetek

from him tole from them tolok

These possessive suffixes, m, d, a,ja\ unky tok, ok^jok, are joined to

every noun, in accordance with the laws of vowel-harmony in Hun-

garian and Finnish,—which can be scarcely seen in Yogul and Ostiak.

Take, for instance, the words he%, kat, kdt, ' hand.'

kezem * my hand

'

keziink * our hand

'

kezeim * my hands

'

kezeink ' our hands

Hungarian.

kezed * thy hand *

kezetek * your hand

'

kezeid ' thy hands

'

kezeitek ' your hands

'

keze * his, her hand

kezok * their hand

'

kezei * his hands
*

kezeik ' their hands

'
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VOGUL.

katem katen kata

katu katanem katanl

katanem katanen katana

katanu katanen

OsTiAK (yoX'hand').

katananl

joiem

jo^eu

jollam

joslau

joien

jo2en

joslan

joslan

Finnish.

joiel

joiel

jollal
•

joilal

kateni katesi katensa

katemme katenne ^ katensa

The Piimisli nominative does not express the difference between

the singular and plural of the possessor; but this difference is ex-

pressed in the other cases ; for instance, kddessd signifies ' in the

hand,' kddessdni 'in my hand,' but kdsissdni ' in my hands,' 'in our

hand,' and * in our hands.'

The possessive suffixes in the Lapp language are strikingly identical

with the Hungarian.

Lapp.

giettam * my hand

'

giettad * thy hand

'

gied'as 'his hand'

giettamek * our hand

'

giettadek ' your hand

'

gied'esek ' their hand

'

gied'aidam * ray hands

'

gied'aidak thy hands

'

gied'aides ' his hands

'

gied'aidemek * our hands

'

gied'aidedek ' your hands

'

gied'aidesek ' their hands

Demonstrative Pronouns.

English. Hungabian. Yogul.

this ez, te tit, ti

OSTIAX.

that az, to tot, to

sit, si,

ti, ta

it i, to

Finnish.

-ma

tuo

The Hungarian words ez, a%, correspond to the Vogul tit, tot, and to

the Ostiak sit, the sound preceding the vowel being dropped according

to Rule IV., and the final i being changed into %, according to Rule

VII. The other two Hungarian words te^ to, are exactly the same as

the Vogul, Ostiak, ajid Finnish ti, to or td^ to.
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Interrogative Pronoun.

English.

who
what

which

Hungarian.

ki

mi

melly, milly

VOGUL. OSTIAK. Finnish.

kan-ga

man
mat

hoj

muj

mada

ku-ka

mi-ka

mniinen

Hungarian melly, milly, derived from med, mid, joined by the

formative ly {med-ly, mid-ly= melly, milly). The same formative

appears in the Finnish millinen, which is derived from min and linen.

It exists also in the Yogul hum-lye ' what manner of.'

G.

Postpositions.

The case-suffixes are the most ancient and also the simplest of the

postpositions, the origin of which is not now clear. These answer the

question 'quorsum?' with a, or e, i; 'ubi?' with n ort; 'unde?' with

I. The a, e, i, is combined also with n, and the I with t. The Ostiak

suffixes are : a, na, el\ or eul ; the last receiving ta becomes el'ta or

eulta. The Hungarian simplest suffixes are : a ot e, n ov t, and 61, ol,

which is exactly the Ostiak eul. A combination with n' gives nyi,

nyut or nyot, nyul or nyol. Such a combination with n is also found

in Yogul and Finnish.

The case-suffixes are joined also to the postpositions, of which

there is a great number in every Finno-Ugric language. Some

examples may show how they proceed. The Hungarian fe {fej, fb)

and the Finnish 'pdii signify ' head
'

; the formative I makes a new

word : fel, pddl ' being over,' ' what is over.' To this are joined

fel81

the case-suffixes :

t 81= fele

or

feletti

na Ita= /paalne

paalle

paalna

paalla paalta

1 By a mistake of analogy tt instead of i. The demonstrative pronouns are, as

we know, ez, az (oz), originally ed, ad {od).
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and the possessive suffixes

:

a).

felem fel6d fel^je; paalleni

fel^nk feletek felejek; paallemme paallenne paallensa

b).

felettem feletted felette; paallami paallasi paallensa

felettiink felettetek felettok

;

paallamme paallanne

feWlem

felcilUnk

fel«led

feiaietek

felole

;

felolok

;

c).

paaltani

imme paaltanne

msa

paaltansa

The Ostiak og signifies also 'head,' the formative ta, ti (instead of

/), makes a new word: ohta^ ohti {ogt), * being over.' To this joining

the case-suffixes «, na, el'ta, we shall have ohtija, ohtinaf ohta-etta.

But oht receives also the possessive suffixes, thus

:

ohtem ohten ohtel ' over me

'

* over thee ' ' over him

'

ohtemu ohten ohtel ' over us

'

* over you ' * over them

stly to the possessive suffixes can be joined the case-sul

ohtem-a ohtem-na ohtem-el'ta

ohten-a ohten-na ohten-el'ta

ohtel-a ohtel-na ohtel-el'ta

ohtemu-j -a ohtenu-na ohtemu-el'ta, etc.

"We will adduce some postpositions of more uncertain origin. The

one numbered 6 is an exception.

1 Hunff. al *8ub' al-§i al-att al-61

Vog. jol „ jol-e jol-n jol-el

Oati. il „ ill-i iU-i il-ta

Finn. aU „
r all-e

( alel-le

all-a

alel-la

al-ta

alel-ta

2 Sung. el 'ab' el-e el-att el-61

Vog. el „ el-e el-n el-ol

Osti. jel „ jeU-i jeU-i jel-ta

Finn. ete „ ete-he ede-lla ede-lta

3 Hung. kiv 'ex' kiv-e
kin-n

kiv-n
kiv-iil

Tog. kvon „ kvon-e kvon-n kvon-el

Oati. kam „ kamm' kam-e-n kam-e-lta

Finn. __ __
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4 Hung. koz 'inter' koz-e koz-ott

Vog. kvot' „ — —
Osti. kut „ kud-a kut-na

Finn. keski (keskel) keskel-le keskel-la

5 Sung. liosz ' secundum

'

— hosszant

Vog. kosa koeai kosa-n

Osti. hu huv-a hu-na

Finn. kauk-a „ kaua-s kauka-na

6 Eung. fel ' latus '
* dimidium

'

fel-e fel-ett

Vog. pal pal-i pal-n

Osti. pel pel-a pel-na

Finn. puol
puol-ne

puol-le

puol-na

puol-le

7 Eung. hoz * ad, apud

'

hozz-a —
Osti. hoz' „ hoz'-a —

koz-ol

keskel-ta

kosa-nl

hu-lta

kaua-lta

fel-ol

pal-el

pel-ta

puol-ta

The word ' half' /e7 is employed also in such connexions as/e7 s%em,

felful, fel Hz, fel lab (half-eye, half-ear, half-hand, half-foot), i.e. one

eye (of the two) or one-eyed, one-eared, etc. In Finnish the word half

follows the noun, as silmd puoli, kdsi puoli, korm puoli, jalka puoli.

We must now as briefly as possible consider the verb.

H.

The Yeeb.

The verb of every language provided with grammatical forms

expresses the personal pronoun more or less distinctly. These pro-

nouns are the subject of the verb; in 'habeo,' 'sto,' 'habeor,' 'sequor,'

in TiOrjfjLL, TiOefiatj Tinrno, Tvirrofiat, the subject of the verbs is ex-

pressed by Of or, ^i, fiac, co. The verb may be named, according to

its different significations, verb subjective-active, subjective-passive

or reflexive, subjective-neuter or deponent; and abstractly from its

different significations it might be simply named verb subjective^ be-

cause it is by the subjective suffixes that any word becomes a verb.

The Finno-TJgric verb expresses distinctly the subjective suffixes ; for

instance, in the verb ' swallow ' or * devour '

:

English.

I

thou

he, she

we
you

they

Hungarian. Vogul.

nyele-k

nyel-sz

nyel-

nyel-iink

nyel-tek

nyel-n-ek

n'ale-m

n'ale-n

n'al-i

n'al-u

n'al-an

n'al-et

OSTIAK.

nelle-m

nelle-n

n'eU-

nell-u

nelle-ta

nell-et

Finnish.

niele-n

niele-t

niele-e

niele-mme

niele-tte

niele-vat

6
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Oh.—The Ostiak verb has one peculiarity, viz. it assumes I in the

present. Take, for example, the verb ' to go '

:

VoGUL mine-m mine-n min-i; min-u min-an mine-t

Finnish mene-n mene-t mene-e ; mene-mme mene-nne mene-vat

Ostiak man-l-em man-l-en man-1; man-l-u man-l-en man-l-et

The TJgric verb can express also the object of the verb. The

Hungarian verb expresses the object of the second person by I, and

that of the third person by v, j\ j'a, without distinguishing the

singular or plural of the object. This form of the verb must be

called the ohjective verb. The Hungarian verb has both a

Subjective Conjugation and an Objective Conjugation.

I know tud-o-A

thou knowest tud-«z

he knows tud-

we know tad-unk

you know tud-^o^

they know tud-n-o/fc

taA-L-aJc, I know thee, you.

The Vogul, Ostiak, and ITorduin^ express the object of every

person, including, of course, the object of the first, and they are

capable of distinguishing also the singular and plural of the object.

Take, for instance, the verb vi 'take,' 'bear' : vi-m. '1 take,' vi-l-em

' I take it,' vidum 'I take the two,' vidnem * I take the many,' vi-n

* thou takost,' vtlen ' thou takest it,' vidn ' thou takest the two,' vidn

'thoutakest the many,' vi 'betakes,' vita 'he takes it,' vidgd 'he

takes the two,' vidnd 'he takes the many,' etc.

The Finnish languages, properly so called (Lapp, Finn, Esthonian,

Livonian, Karelian, Yotian), do not possess an objective conjugation.

Hungarian has more tenses than any one of its congeners. Besides

several periphrastic forms, it has a praeteritum historicum and a prse-

teritum exactum. The following exhibits the whole scheme of the

Hungarian tenses, compared with those of the Yogul and Finnish :

I know (it, these) tud-o-M

thou knowest „ tud-o-D

he kifows „ tud-JA

we know „ tud-j-w^

you know „ iud-sA-tok

they know „ tud-JA-A

English. HUNGAIIIAN. VOGUL. Finnish.

he goes men- min-i mene-e

he went
men vala (imperf.) — —
men-e (prset. hist.) — men-i

he is gone men-t min-s men-nyt

he was going
ment vala

ment volt

minim oli

minim ols

mennyt ole

he will go menni fog minung pati meneva oli

1 The Sirj an, Votiak, and Permian show but some remains of the objective

conjugation.
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Infinitive.

English. Hungarian. Vogtjl. Finnish.

to go men-iii min-nngv men-na (men-ta)

man-uhv

Nomen actoris,

men-(i (ev) mini-p mene-va, etc.

In the languages belonging to the !Finno-TJgric group, the deriva-

tive forms of the verbs are in great abundance. These, however, we

must pass over.

I.

Religion.

Religion is of the greatest moment in ethnology. We may properly

wish to learn whether there are any remains of a common religion

amongst Hungarians, Yoguls, Ostiaks, and Finns.

The existence of the Finnish epic, the ^'Kalevala," is well known,

and it may readily be supposed that some mythology may be con-

tained therein, though the names of Jumala^ lima, and Ukho are not

80 celebrated as those of Jupiter, Minerva, and Apollo. Yery little is

known about the mythology of the other cognate races
;
yet the name

of Tarom, the first god of the Yoguls and Ostiaks, is not altogether
)

unknown. Tarom signifies in Yogul 'heaven, sky, time, greatness, ')

and as a personification of God.' He has the same origin as the
) 7 7'<>.

Aryan deva-s, fev-?, deu-s. His name in the mythos and songs is
'

Numi Tarom azem ' the supreme God, my Father.' In the Ostiak

language his name is Torim. Some distinction is made in that lan-

guage between ' God ' Torim, and ' heaven ' Turum ; but etymologi-

cally torim and turum are one and the same. In the Ostiak songs

{ar-et) he is paralleled by jelem or jielem, thus : num torim azem ' the

Supreme God, my Father,' num jelem jigem 'the Supreme jelem, i.e. ,

God, my Father.' The Ostiak jig (see 120) is identical with aze
\

' father,' j£/«m seems to be identical in signification with tarom. '

In Hungarian terem signifies 'fit,' 'oritur,' 'crescit,' terem-t sig-

nifies ' create,' teremto ' creator,' termeszet ' nature.' This Hungarian

word is the same as the Yogul tarom and Ostiak torim or turum.

In the most ancient Hungarian text we read : Menyi milosthen ter-

umteve eleve miv isemueui Adamut ' in how much grace eleve (God)
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created our father Adam.' This eleve is generally taken for ^lo

* vivus,' and the passage is thus translated :
' in quanta gratia creavit

Yivens patrem nostrum Adamum/ But it seems strange that the

writer of the " Allocutio Funebris" should have omitted the proper

name of God. Eleve, pronounced elo^ elev, is the same as the Ostiak

jelem, the final m of which corresponds to the Hungarian v, as in

valem, t;o/m= Hungarian veld (21) ; the initial j in the Ostiak is like-

wise explained by the postposition yi^/=«/.

According to the Yogul mythos of creation, Numi Tarom let down

from heaven a man and a woman, who were hanging in a silver

cradle. They had a son Elm-pi or Em-pi ' son of the sky or of

heaven.' This son, when grown up, creates the earth and the sea,

' mortal man ' {elm-haU, em-kals, ' mortal of the sky '), fishes, and

animals to be hunted ; he institutes marriage ; he teaches men how

j
to make nets for fishing, bows and arrows for hunting ; finally, he

1 brings upon earth death itself—aU in accordance with the orders of

Numi Tarom. Elmpi or Empi is of course a Demiurges. He has his

representative in the Finnish Impi, who, as the songs of the Kalevala

tell us, descends likewise from heaven into the sea, and creates the

earth, isles, etc.

We have already observed that the Hungarian em-her is derived

from em-gyer, signifying ' sky-man.' Ember therefore is the equiva-

lent of the Yogul elm-kals, em-kals, just as the Hungarian terem,

teremto, termhzet, are of the same origin as the Yogul-Ostiak tarom,

torim, and as the old Hungarian elo, elev, seems to be identical with

the Ostidik jelem.

For 'to worship' Hungarian has did, 'benedicit,' ' sacrificat,' from

ji
an ancient participle of which, dldoma, there is derived dldomds

I

* benedictio, sacrificium.' This dldomds is one of the most interesting

j
remains of the ancient religion. Buying and selling are still con-

f firmed with an dldomds, i.e. a draught of wine, etc., not only amongst

\ the Magyar, German, and Slavonian peasants of Hungary, but also

amongst the WaUachians and Saxons of Transylvania. The well-

known " Anonymus regis Belae Novarius," the historian of the occu-

pation of Hungary by Arpad and his people, finds many occasions to

tell us that, having gained a victory, his heroes ** fecerunt magnum

dldomas," i.e. a sacrifice combined with a banquet.

*To pray' is in Hungarian imddni\ the most ancient text has
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vimddni. This is a compound of vim and did. Vim is the remnant

of the Finnish jumala, which in Cheremiss sounds jum. In this

language (the Cheremiss) we find also ult, which is the same as did,

and the Cheremiss ultemas ' sacrificium,' which is quite identical with

dldomds. The Cheremiss says Jum-uU, just as the Hungarian says

vim-aid, imdd 'precatur.' From imdd are derived imddsdg 'preces,'

and imddsdgos 'belonging to prayer,' imddsdgos konyr 'prayer-book.'

Every Hungarian, Catholic and Protestant, when saying his imddsdg

(prayers), repeats still the name of the ancient God, vim, jum, jumala,

and sacrifices did to him.

We know from the history of Christianity what great zeal was

evinced in destroying the heathen gods amongst the converted nations.

It is well known also that the Eeformation destroyed even those

remains of the ancient religion which were not destroyed by the

Eoman Catholic Church. So much the more, therefore, were we

surprised on discovering—in several documents dated about the years

1570-1590, from Tokay, Tallya, Ratko, etc., where Calvinism had

prevailed—that the god Ukho still held his ground. The Finnish

Ukko was the god of the seasons and of fertility. He was prayed to

in spring, after the seed-time, and after the harvest, when com or

grain was brought in, which in Finnish is called elo, as in Hungarian

elet, i.e. life. In the feast then made the gohlet of Ukko 'TJkon malja,'

was ceremonially used. The Calvinist magistrates of Tokay, Tallya,

etc., at the end of the seventeenth century, in executing formal

documents of buying and selling vineyards, relate with official

gravity that ^N". present has sold to T^. present this or that vineyard

;

and that all being perfectly concluded, '' We drank its dldomds, and

the goblet of Ukko was lifted up hy iY." ^ Ukko was, according to these

testimonies, with the Hungarians, too, the god of fertility during many

centuries, and the lifting up of his goblet legalized public transactions.

',,§eyen ' was a holy number with all the cognate nations ; it has

its place in every popular tale, where the hero generally is engaged

in ' seven' (Jieted-het) different places, or carrying on ' seven' different

enterprises. The ' week ' in Hungarian is Mt, in Yogul sdt, in Ostiak

lahit, signifying ' seven.' The idea of the week came not by the way

of Christianity to the Hungarians. It is found still to this day

^ "Mii §ildoin^s&,t megiv6k, UkJcon pohardt felemele N.N."

y-
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amongst the heathen Yoguls and Ostiaks. * Four weeks ' negy-Mt, in

Vogul nile sdt, make a month ; ket het, kit sat, make a half-month

;

and thirteen months make a year, amongst the Voguls, Ostiaks, etc.

This was the custom also amongst the Esthonians. 13 X 28 being

364, the Esthonian peasants' calendar interpolated every year a day,

or, when necessary, two days to complete the year. This must have

been the custom also amongst the Hungarians, for they still call the

intercalary year and day szoko ev, szoko nap, i.e. the overleaping year,

the overleaping day. The periodical changes of the moon were for

these nations the regulators of year, month, and week. I feel sure

this also was the reason why they counted only as far asjeyen, and

why they had not origmally the decimal system. For we have seen

that their words for eight and nine are compounds, signifying two

minus ten, and one minus ten. It is certain that they all formed

these compounds in a later time, on the introduction amongst them of

the decimal system. The time when and the cause through which

this happened are unknown; but it must have happened at a time

when the Finno-Ugric nations had already begun to part asunder one

from another, because they did not choose the same words either for

eight, nine, or ten. By means of these numerals we can determine

also the direction of the separation then begun. The Firms, properly

80 called, moved westerly, thus avoiding contact with the Turkish

nations, and falling under the influence of the Germans ; but, as they

always kept together, the compound numbers are the same in every

Finnish language. The Ugrics, who have the objective conjugation,

stayed whore they originally had lived, or moved easterly, where

they came in contact with the Turkish races. But they did not keep

closely together ; they became more dispersed ; and hence their words

for ten and the other compound numerals are not the same. By these

same evidences, however, we know that the Hungarians continued to

be near neighbours of the Voguls.

Taking now a retrospect of the facts before mentioned, let us ask

what information they supply us with.

They tell us, firstly, that the words cited above present striking

resemblances, and that, judging by them, we cannot but conclude

that the great stock of the words in the Hungarian, Vogul, Ostiak,

and Finnish vocabularies have had one and the same origin.
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They tell us, secondly, that the grammatical forms also present

very close resemblances, and that when we consider them in their

whole importance, we cannot but conclude that the grammar of these

languages has heen formed in one and the same mould. The testimony

of all the facts hitherto related here is, as I believe, of such weight

that by them every language of the Pinno-TJgric group can say to

every one of the others: ''Thou art flesh of my flesh." The lan-

guages belonging to this group form a family separated into two

branches, the Finnish and the Ugric. This being so, how can this fact

be explained ? What could have been the originating cause of the

common stock of words, and of the common mould of the respective

grammars? The cause is found in the very long period of time

during which the ancestors of the Hungarians, Yoguls, Ostiaks, and

Pinns lived close to one another, and separated geographically from

other nations speaking other languages. The modem representatives

of the various branches of the family, whatever may be their present

state, wretched or happy, are without doubt the successors of those

ancient ancestors from whom they inherited their language. By

means of the facts hitherto mentioned, we may judge also of the

moral and social development of those ancestors. They were not

totally uncultivated savages. They had already some domesticated

animals—the dog, the horse, the sheep. Eut it is worthy of remark

that the reindeer had not heen domesticated by them. It was either an

object of the chase only, or they were not even acquainted with it,

for they have no common name for it.^ They were hunters and

fishers, but still had attained some degree of civilization. They had

not only houses, but also villages, and even towns, i.e. places in some

degree fortified. There existed amongst them a distinction between

master and servant, and an established order of family life. They

manufactured instruments for fishing and hunting, they knew the arts

of spinning and weaving, and had a variety of clothes and garments.

They had a religion of their own ; they had of course also religious

traditions or myths. They had songs, and a certain species of poetry,

consisting in alliteration and parallelism, common to the Pinnish

runo-8, the Yogul eri-s, Ostiak ar-s, and ancient Hungarian poems.

^ The Lapps call it boaco or pocoj; the Finns peura,pefra, poro ; the Esthonians

podr; the Yoguls kunnd and salt; the Northern Ostiaks kalmg, kaleng ; the Southern

Ostiaks vetttj vela ; the Hungarians of course have no name for it.
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They could not have horrowed the alliteration from the Germans, or

the parallelism from the Hebrews, amongst whom each of these

existed separately from the other ; for, as far as I can see, nowhere

else are alliteration and parallelism found together. The Vogul invo-

cation runs thus: ^'Numi Tarom azem, Numi Taromjdgem^^= Sui^Teme

Tarom, my father. The Ostiak also is " Num Torim azem, Num
Jelemjigem?^ A Hungarian adage says: "^zegeny ember «zandokat"

= poor man's intention. *' ^oldog isten Mrja " = the blissful god

governs it." The whole framework of the Vogul and Ostiak mythos

is based on alliteration and parallelism, which is the poetical form

also of the Finnish Kalevala. In general, judging from the facts

shown above, we may safely conclude that the condition of the

ancestors of the modem Hungarians, Voguls, Ostiaks, and Pinns,

could not have been much lower than that of the ancient Germans,

as represented by Julius Caesar, making allowance for the possible

diflference of climate.

The general result of our disquisition does not accord with several

theoretical views adopted by various authors. One of these views

makes a difference between nomad languages and settled languages.

The Turanian languages are nomad, the Semitic and Aryan settled.

To hand down languages, as the Semitic and Aryan languages have

been handed down, is possible only among people whose history runs

on in one main stream, and amongst whom religion, law, and poetry

supply well-defined borders which hem in on every side the current

of language. "Among the Turanian nomads no such nucleus of a

political, social, or literary character has ever been formed. Empires

were no sooner founded than they were scattered again like the sand-

clouds of the desert ; no laws, no songs, no stories outlived the age of

their authors."—(Max Miiller, Lectures on the Science of Language,

6th ed. vol. i. p. 335, London, 1871.) We may ask, when then were

languages formed? And I am sure we must reply, in prehistoric

times, when there could not have existed any idea of a state. Pre-

historic times may differ chronologically in regard to different lan-

guages. It is possible that the Dravidians began the formation of

their language earlier than the Sanscrits. It is not only possible, but

almost probable, that by its geographical position the Einno-TJgric

nucleus of languages was formed in a later time. But surely the

formation of every language and nation falls in a time prehistoric to
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its own Mstory, wlien people lived by fishing and hunting, before

even the beginning of nomad life.

Another theoretical view adopted generally by ethnologists, main-

tains that before the immigrations of the Aryan nations, Finnish

people occupied Europe. The Finno-TJgric family of languages must

have been in the course of formation for a very long period of time,

during which the people of that race lived together, and were

geographically separated from people speaking other languages. I^ow

if the above-mentioned view had any historical ground-work, the Finn-

ish people must have been subjected to three great inundations, viz.

those of the Celtic, German, and Slavonian nations ; and after having

been three times overrun, it must not only have established itself once

more in the rear of the Germans and Slavonians, in a continuous line

from the borders of the Atlantic to the great river Oby, but must

also have been able to produce epic poems like Kalevala ; and even,

under the name of Bulgarians and Hungarians, to become conquerors

of other nations. That this could have taken place, when viewed in

the light of all other facts of known history, seems to amount to an

impossibility.

But a third view also has been maintained, viz. ''that the very

absence of family likeness constitutes one of the distinguishing

features of the Turanian dialacts."—(Max Miiller's Lectures, etc.,

p. 334.) This view does not acknowledge that these numerous dialects

form several distinct families, each of which has its own nucleus,

which must be treated like the Finno-TJgric family. The further

question, whether those different nuclei point to one common nucleus,

cannot be answered in the present state of the knowledge of them

we possess. The Turkish and Samojedian languages, which are

geographically the nearest to the Finno-TJgric family, constitute two

different nuclei, which cannot be included in the Finno-TJgric one.

Every misapprehension about this must cease if one considers the

Samojed and Turkish numerals, and such categories of words as are

quoted above, under A, B, C, D, etc. The Dravidian languages have

their source likewise in a different nucleus.

The chief argument for considering all these languages included in

the Turanian conception or theory consists in the existence of what

is called agglutination. But does not agglutination exist also in the

Aryan and Semitic languages ? True, it is said, the agglutination of
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the Aryan languages resembles a perfect mosaic, that of the Turanian

languages likes an imperfect one. It is so in many instances, but it is

not so in others. On careful examination, we shall find that in this

respect there exists scarcely any difference between Aryan and Tura-

nian. The English formatives : ship, head, hood, ness, less, ly, ing,'

etc., are joined as loosely to the roots or trunks as any Hungarian

formative. What difference can be found between hodhami and

TTvdofiaL, and tudok or tudom ? The agglutination of the latter

is even more artificial than the Sanskrit or Greek. What differ-

ence again exists between the Vogul Icietvea ' he is sent,' and missus

est?

We are told ''that the idea which a Turanian connects with a

plural is that of a noun followed by a syllable indicative of plurality;

a passive with him is a verb followed by a syllable expressive of

suffering, or eating, or going."—(Max Miiller's Lectures, etc., p. 339.)

The sharpest linguistic eye cannot detect such indicative of plurality

in the Finno-Ugric plural k, h, t, or the Turkish plural lar, nar ; nor

could it be guessed that in the Yogul v {kiet-y-es) there is concealed

a syllable expressive of suffering or eating. The Aryan and Semitic

agglutination has been named flexion, and this denomination is re-

garded as very different to the Turanian agglutination; yet nobody

pretends that Aryan and Semitic are cognate because both are

flexional. Why then should or can we pretend that the agglutinative

languages must be cognate for this reason alone ? I cannot help de-

claring that the morphological classification reaches not the history of

nations and their languages, which cannot be explained or understood

without the study and discovery of their genealogical relations.

Another argument for the great extension of the Turanian theory

consists in the harmonic sequence of vowels, which is best seen in the

Hungarian, Finnish, Turkish, and Mongol languages ; and this seems

to be an argument of far greater weight than that which is founded

on mere agglutination. But as the grammatical gender of the Aryan

and Semitic is no foundation for any genealogical relation, so the

harmonic sequence of vowels, which seems to stand in the place of

grammatical gender, cannot afford a foundation for such a relationship.

Next come the compounds of the numbers eight and nine, which

we find clearly in the Turkish languages {doks-an, seks-an), and even

in the Dravidians (Telugu eni-midi ' eight,' tom-idi ' nine ') ; of which
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remains are seen also in Bask {zor-ci 'eight,' ledera-ci 'nine'). But
\

if my supposition is well founded, that the phases of the moon were

the regulators of time amongst the Finno-Ugric nations, why could

they not have held this office also amongst other nations whose lan-

guages were not agglutinative ? Do not the Sanskrit astau^ the Greek

OKrioy Latin octo, exhibit a dual, as if the number two must have had

something to do with their formation ? The English leap-year surely

signifies not intercalary year, but overspringing year, which is the

consequence of the existence of a year of thirteen months. The

existence of compounds of the numerals eight and nine is therefore

ho proof of any linguistic relationship. This proof must be furnished

by the forms of all the simple numerals.

Another still more striking fact is the following : the ring-finger is )

called 'nameless finger ' in Hungarian {nev-etlen ujj), in Yogul {nim-

tal tule), in Ostiak {nem-la luj), in Esthonian {nime-tis sorm), in »

Pinnish {nime-tbn sormi), in Yotiak {nim-tem cini), in Morduin {lem-

ftemd sur), in Jurak-Samojed {nim-d'eda t'ea), in Turkmen {at-siz=

nameless), in Jakut {ata-suox=nsime-Jio), in Manchu (yeJw-a^6=name-

no). How it is called in Dravidian I cannot find in Caldwell, the

only source .of my information regarding these languages.^ "What

might have been the cause of this widely-spread term I know not

;

but it testifies, like the compound numerals of eight and nine, that

some conceptions or ideas were not restricted to any one group of

languages.

The personal, demonstrative, and interrogative pronouns cannot be

adduced to prove a close relationship, because in this respect we find

a surprising resemblance between the whole of the languages of the

Aryan and Turanian classes. Considering this notable fact, one is

inclined to pre-suppose the existence of a stage of language preceding

equally both the one class and the other. And, like the pronouns,

there may also be several single words, as papa, mama, etc. There

may also be other visible remains of that ancient language.

Even mistakes are not wanting which have misled some authors.

It may be allowed to me to point out some of these.

Max Miiller cites several times a passage taken from Gyarmathy,

who, after Sajnovics, first proved the affinity of Hungarian with

^ It is called the ' nameless finger ' also in Sanskrit, and the Sanskrit word has

been adopted by the Dravidian languages.

—

M.
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Finnish in 1799, and who compared the Hungarian and Esthonian

verb as follows

:

Hungarian. Esthonian. English.

lelem leian I find

leled leiad thou findest

leli leiab he finds

leljiik leiame we find

lelitek leiate you find

lelik leiavad they find

Gyarmathy did not know the great difference between the sub-

jective and objective conjugation in Hungarian. He never guessed

that what seems almost identical involves in reality a fundamental

difference. The forms which can be compared are only :

lele-k leia-n

lel-sz leia-d

lel- leia-b

lel-iink leia-me

lel-tek leia-te

lel-nek leia-vad

not be compared are

:

lele-M

lele-D

lel-i

lel-j-iik

lel-i-tek

lel-i-k

In the subjective Hungarian conjugation the third personal singular

has no pronoun or personal exponent ; the Esthonian has h. But the

exponents of the objective conjugation cannot be expressed in Estho-

nian.

Caldwell, treating of the Tamil plural, says :
^ "In modem Tamil

mar is suffixed to nouns signifying parents, priests, kings, etc., as a

plural of honour, like the Hungarian mek.'*^ The Hungarian reader is

astonished by this meh, which has never existed. Where could Cald-

well have found it? In Bunsen's ** Outlines of the Philosophy of

Universal History," where Max Miiller, in his letter about the Tura-

nian languages, mentions the Kanarti plural andir of cognation,

quoting Gyarmathy too: "Habent autem tam Hungari quam Lappones

* A Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian or South-Indian Family of Lan-
guage, p. 191. London, 1856.
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praeter pluralem hunc (with k) etiam alium pluralem numerum, qui non

in omnibus ohservatur vocibus, sed tantum in nominibus cognationis (Lap-

ponum leh, Hungarian mek). Duplicem hunc pluralem Hungari

possessivis tantum nominibus tribuunt, Lappones vero nominibus cog-

nationis simplicibus." Of course Max Miiller means, this Lapponic

plural might illustrate the Kanarati plural andir. The case is this

:

In the Pinnish language, e.g. velji signifies 'brother,' veljekse ' one of

the brothers,' plur. veljekset * Gebriider.' The Finnish form veljekse

sounds in Lapponic veljec, in plural veljecek or veljeceh. The plural,

therefore, is the common exponent k ox h joined to veljec. The

Hungarian says, e.g. atydm 'my father,' atydme 'my father's thing;

'

to this is joined the common plural k, atyame-k ' all belonging to my
father.' We see that neither in Lapponic nor in Hungarian is there

any such plural form which could be compared with the Kanarati

andir, or the Tamil mar, and Gyarmathy was greatly blamed for

taking mek for a plural formation.

Caldwell (p. 427) says: "The present infinitive of the Finnish is

apparently identical with the Dravidian, being also in a, e.g. oll-a ' to

be ' ; but it appears probable that this a was originally preceded by a

nasal, for the corresponding Esthonian infinitive is ollema, and the

sign of the infinitive in Hungarian is w*." To show the mistake, we

must put here the Finnish and Hungarian forms of the infinitive.

In Finnish one infinitive is in ta, not in a, the other is in ma ; both

forms are common to Finnish and to Esthonian ; e.g. ol 'to be,' with

the exponent ta=ol-ta, by assimilation olla\ with the exponent ma=
ole-ma, both in Finnish and Esthonian.

In Hungarian the one infinitive is in ni, differing from the Finnish,

but resembling the Yogul ng ; the other is also in ma, but exists only

in derivatives. For instance, from tud 'to know,' we have the in-

finitive tud-ni 'to know,' and the unusual tudoma, the derivatives of

which are tudomd-s and tudomd-ny 'knowledge,' 'science.'

Therefore Caldwell was mistaken in stating that any resemblance

existed between the Dravidian and Finnish infinitive.

The same author writes (p. 291): "The Dravidian numerals are

almost as closely allied to the Finnish as are those of the Magyar

itseK." And why does he suppose this ? Because he found that in

Yotiak og signifies 'one,' like the Telugu oka, and nala is 'four' in

Tamil. With the Greeks "one swaUow made not spring," and I
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think that in this instance two swallows will not make spring. How-

ever, we must see also whether the pretended bird is really a swallow.

Now the Votiak og is explained by the Yognl ahv, aku, which on its

side is explained by the Finnish yht. A standard rule in comparing

words must be always this : the fullest forms must be taken as the

basis of comparison. Taking the words as they stand, the Telugu oka

and the Vogul aku seem similar ; but if we wish to attain to certainty,

we must seek for the original forms of both, and if we cannot find

them, we must delay coming to a conclusion. As far as I can see the

Ugric and Dravidian numerals, I cannot detect between them any

resemblance which seems more than fortuitous.

A surprising analogy between Dravidian and the Morduin and

Samojed appears in the appellative verbs, as they are called by Cald-

well, e.g. kdn 'king,' kdnen ' I am king,' kdnei 'thou art king,' etc.

;

kdnin * of the king,' kdninen *I am the king's (man),' kdninem 'we

are the king's (men),' etc. Eut morphological resemblance is quite

different from genealogical relationship. The New-Persian is able to

say from merd 'man,' merdem ' I am a man,' etc.

Very strange mistakes are to be found in "Etruscan Eesearches,"

by Isaac Taylor, out of the number of which I quote one, and surely

not the strangest, by which the Etruscan leine is explained as follows.

The correspondencies may be thus exhibited

:

Etruscan 1 ei n e he lived

Hungarian 1 e nn i to be

Hungarian 1 e n y existence

Turkic ol a n being

Finnish el e n da life

Vogul ol a n t life

Lapp 1 ei he was

Here we find three different verbs compared with the Etruscan

Uine, and of these verbs different tenses and moods are taken. The

verbs are

:

1) hjQ. defective verb substantive in Hungarian, Finnish, and Lapp,

the equivalent to which in Turkish is i-mek (CS^\), not ol-mak.

The Hungarian lenni is for lev-ni 'to be,' and cannot be compared

with the Lapp lei 'he was,' for to this corresponds the Hungarian

form leve or Ion. The Hungarian leny is a new formation, like the

English hu8 for omnibtts, which bus would be a very curious tool in

comparative linguistic science.
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2) ol 'to be,' the equivalent to which is the Finnish o?-ta, the

Hungarian defective vol, the Yogul regular verb o?, and the Turkish

oZ-mak. ^ow with the Turkish olan 'existing, being,' the Hungarian

mlo^ the Yogul olne^ the Finnish oleva, are to be compared, but no

one of the adduced forms.

2t) el ' to live.' From this is derived the Finnish eliintd {elenda is a

corrupted copy) 'life,' to which corresponds the Hungarian elet, with-

out nunation. The Yogul olant is perhaps a corrupted form taken

from Klaproth, whose linguistic aKpi^eca is very small, and who

must never be cited when a perfectly accurate form is required.

As an instance of a strange method, may be cited the derivation of

the Etruscan numerals imagined by Mr. Taylor. He supposes that

finger, hand, or arm, and eye, were the source for the sounds of

numerals. A lifted finger must be one. Now, continues he, parmach

denotes a finger in seventeen Tatar dialects, hence pir, per, hir, is

' one ' in the Turkic family ; the Finnic languages took the other half

of the word, the machy losing the m, and we find there aku, akt, egy,

etc. Therefore the Etruscan mach is ' one.' If by lifting a finger

the numeral one was formed, we might suppose that the lifting of

two fingers must have formed the numeral for two. But Mr. Taylor

finds that " finger, hand, eye is perhaps a way of counting one, two,

three, as natural and convenient as finger, hand, foot." Hence he

imagines that in any language where there are two primitive words

denoting hand or arm, one of these will be almost certainly used to

m.Q2in five, and the other to mean two. The whole chapter treating of

the numerals affords a striking example of a method which should not

and cannot be applied anywhere ; for on this way the play of the

imagination is unchecked.

I hope, by all which we have hitherto seen, it will be undoubtedly

clear that the genealogical method of studying languages, which has

alone produced the linguistic science of Aryan and Semitic, must also

be applied in the study of the Turanian ones. Nothing caused a

greater mischief in respect of these than one view of the current

theory about Turanianism, which holds that the genealogical method

of studying were not fit for these languages. In contrast to it, I hold

that the genealogical method must be fit for every language which

points to a common nucleus with other languages; and where that

seems impossible, there our knowledge is insufficient. Now, if this
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insufficiency is only a subjective one, we must study the facts so much

the more, till we might gain a sufficient knowledge about them, before

we hazard any general theory. But if the facts by themselves are

sufficient, let us gather them together as rarities, put them in our

museum, and, without theorizing, wait for further information.

There cannot eidst any language without history, or the people speak-

ing it must be the most degraded of human beings. Perhaps the

existence of such a people is possible ; but, if so, what a great mistake

it would be to take such a people and such a language for a basis of

any general theory.

Taking for granted that the genealogical method of studying lan-

guages must be applied to the investigation of the Turanian too, we

may be well aware, in the mean time, tnat grammars made with the

apparatus furnished by the genealogical method are still not to be

had on many languages. What was not existing some short time ago

on languages which were studied the most during many centuries and

by all civilized nations of Europe, we cannot expect to find it yet

made on languages which have not the privilege of being cared for by

the whole of learned Europe. The material for the comparative

science of languages is to this very day scanty and defective. The

greatest part of existing grammars and dictionaries is made without

any knowledge of the genealogical method. In our days this

method begins to prevail in many literatures ; but the new and

better works are generally written in the respective languages,

which causes a new difficulty. But, be it as it is, only grammars

written in view of the genealogical method can furnish fit materials

for the comparative study. An instance may be adduced for illustra-

tion. I know that the Bask and Finnish question claims interest in

English literature. I read last Saturday, in some Review, that this

question is already placed beyond all doubt. Therefore, in the

opinion of the writer of this notice, the relationship between these

two languages is already determined; consequently the relationship

too, which existed in prehistoric times between Bask and Finnish,

has assumed a certain definite shape. We see the question is of

very great moment, both for linguistics and for ethnology. But I ask,

is the Bask language yet studied in view of the genealogical method,

as the Finnish is actually studied by Wiedemann, Ahlquist, and

Donner, in St. Petersburgh and Helsingfors ? And the Bask scholars,
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are they well acquainted with the studies of the Finnish scholars ?

Perhaps it is so, and I should be very glad if it be so : I could learn

much from them. For, comparing the Bask and Finnish verb, com-

paring the numerals of both languages, and such categories of words

as I have exposed here, I still confess that the Bask and Finnish

question, so far as I can see, is by no means determined.

Surely I must now have tired this honourable assembly. I there-

fore finish now, vindicating once more the genealogical method for

the study of Turanian languages.
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THE

STATE OF THE CHINESE LANGUAGE

AT THE TIME OF THE

INTENTION OP WEITING.

By the Rev. J. EDKINS, D.D.

Section 1.

—

Time of tJie Invention of Writing.

The time of the invention of Chinese writing is said by native writers

to have been b.c 2300. Can we rely on them ? On what trust-

worthy traditions do they base their belief in this fact ? Their oldest

books profess to come from b.c. 1100. But in them are portions

which are older. There are poems of the Shang dynasty b.c. 1700

to B.C. 1100, and historical records of that and the Hia dynasty

which preceded it, and stretched over four centuries, which date,

therefore, from 2100 to b.c 1700.

As might be expected, these old historical records have lacunae.

Some portions bear marks of later manipulation. In the Han
dynasty, after the burning of the books, there was great zeal in re-

storing the classics exhibited by prince and people. Temptation was

strong at that period to invent and to gain credit and currency for

old writings. Doubtful paragraphs and chapters would at that time

readily attain the character of genuineness. To detect the newly-

added passages, has been a favourite subject of criticism in the
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present dynasty. There has been a good amount of success in

separating the old from the new.

We are not called on to take sweeping measures however. To

reject the whole of the writings which the Chinese ascribe to a time

earlier than b.c. 1000, would he too revolutionary. They do not

bear a very mythical looking character. Some incidents look ex-

tremely unlike the work of an inventor. The positions of the stars

which mark the equinoxes and solstices are not what would have

been assigned in the Han dynasty. The Emperor Yan would not,

at a later age, be made, I suppose, to give at the same time his two

daughters as wives to his successor, the Emperor Shun. This inci-

dent would not be invented by any Han writer.

Some English writers, such as Dr. Legge and Mr. Chalmers, while

adopting the sceptical side on this question, have not perhaps suffi-

ciently considered the force of the argument from linguistic develop-

ment. Changes in language take a long time to effect. The period

assigned by the Chinese to the invention of writing does not seem

too ancient, if we duly estimate the alterations that have taken place

in the language. In the absence of secure chronological data, we

may employ as a test the rate of slowness which marks the progress

of variation in the language. To serve this end we may, for

example, conveniently select the twelve hundred years that have

elapsed from the time of Hiuen Tsang, the Buddhist traveller and

translator from Sanscrit, as a period which admits of sharp defini-

tion, and has included in its range some most important linguistic

changes.

Section 2.

—

State of the Language 1200 Years since.

There is this advantage in taking Hiuen Tsang's time as an epoch.

He was a translator from Sanscrit, and wrote with Chinese characters

many Sanscrit names.

In his time there were four tones, each of them well marked.

There are now five, the first having become divided into two. Chinese

investigators into their own language tell us, that in the rhymes of

the Book of Odes three tones are aU that we can find traces of. This

seems to be quite such a statement, based as it is on a thorough ex-

amination of the data for forming a judgment, as we can accept.
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Taking tkis mode of estimating the rate of linguistic change, we

have furnished to us two epochs of tone f-ormation

:

The Ma pHng tone belongs to a.d. 1800.

„ Ch'u „ „ .
A.D. 1600.

,, shang ,, ,, b.c. 600.

If we follow this method of testing linguistic growth, we are taken

back to B.C. 1800 years as the time when the language began to tend

towards tonic development. For the distinction between the two

remaining tones is alphabetic, being that between mute and nasal,

or vowel endings. Over the whole of China, at present, there is a

distinction maintained by tonic pronunciat^n between the two classes

shang and hia, into which the first tone is divided. This distinction

was unknown in Hiuen Tsang's time. The change then has been

very thorough, and it has been accompanied by various other radical

changes, extending through many parts of the pronunciation and

grammar. During this time the initial sonant letters have disappeared

from four-fifths of China, and the final mutes h, t, p, have also been

lost from two-thirds of China. The sonant initials have been changed

for surds, and the final mutes have been dropped altogether.

Thus the dictionary Kwang yiin, 1200 years old, gives the syllables

hat and hak. But these will be called pa or pai or pe by the northern

or western Chinese of the present day. The old sonant b has been

thinned off into p, the t and k dropped, and the vowel lengthened or

modified. In Canton and Amoy they will be called pat, pak.

Fortunately, in the Kwang yiin, the syllables are divided according

to their initials. B and p are not confounded j they are kept care-

fully apart. So with g and k. So with d and t. The proof is in a

nutshell. We hav6 here a sure stepping ground in our backward

search into the early condition of the Chinese language.

F and ch are both new letters in the Chinese natural alphabet.

They were, as we learn from the Kwang yiin, coming into use when

that dictionary was compiled. At that time there was no trace

whatever of the modem coalescing in Mandarin of h and «. This

coalescing means that the letter h before the vowels i and u is fast

taking the sound «. This remarkable and important phenomenon

is the converse of the Greek and Celtic change of » to h. It is
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registered in no book of the Ming dynasty^ and therefore ought to

be regarded as not more than two centuries old.

For the pronunciation of 1200 years ago there is no better guide

than the Kwang yiin ; and, having this book, there need be no diffi-

culty felt upon the state of the pronunciation at the time it represents.

The same period has witnessed the upgrowth of the modern

Mandarin language. It differs much from the old literary style ; and

is probably diverging from it more and more as time goes on. The

earliest Mandarin books are not more than 600 years old. Authors of

the Sing li philosophy were the first to write in it, the celebrated Chu

hi being among them. These men wrote in two styles, the classical

and the Mandarin. Their motive in choosing a colloquial style was a

consciousness that they had important thoughts to teach their pupils,

and that thought is superior to style. The reading public of China

needed to be convinced that thought ought to be expressed in simple

language, its value being in itself, not in its costume.

The philosophers were followed by romancists and play-writers.

Their usage tended to lower the Mandarin language as a literary

style. The moral philosophers, by their employment of it, did less

to elevate its claims than the writers of fiction did to diminish its

honours. During the two dynasties that have ruled China for the

last five hundred years, the ancient style has prevailed, as it does at

present ; and the Mandarin style has failed to acquire any high posi-

tion in the esteem of scholars.

Yet the Mandarin language, as a spoken medium, has lived and

grown with no check and with no foreign admixture. It is distin-

guished for more fulness, exactness, and clearness than the book

language. Among the various patois of China it is the best for sweet-

ness, intelligibility, and general adaptedness. Spoken by 200,000,000

of people, and remarkable as it is for flexibility and extent of phrase-

ology, it has made scarcely any progress as a literary medium. Yet

this is a matter of taste and of fashion. The old book language was

once vernacular. The difference between it and the Mandarin is a

difference between an old and new colloquial. The book language

was once as much on the lips and in the ears of the people, as the

little-esteemed Mandarin of to-day.

During the Han dynasty there was a rich development of native

literature, especially in the departments of history, poetry, diction-
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aries, and classical criticism. Important works on physical philo-

sophy, alchemy, astronomy, and the first Buddhist treatises, date

from that time.

It was an age notable .for archaeology and thorough scholarship.

As an instance, let me refer to the Fang yen. This book, made when

the Chinese had not learned to spell, is a collection of synonyms from

existing dialects. Every dictionary of a language is, in fact, very

much the same thing. It is a book in which one word is explained

by others ha^-ing the same meaning. This is specially true in Chinese,

where knowledge is limited chiefly to one language.

In the Fang yen, let the words for ' great ' be examined. We have

moh,^ dim, gut, dap, kok, get, tok, pong, Jong, kang. Gut was the

favourite in the kingdoms Tsi and Sung. Each word had its locality
;

each region had a special fancy for some one term. Thus synonyms

became numerous, and, while a certain predilection reigned among

scholars for particular words and turns of expression, the dialects

were ruled by a local liking which tended to keep certain expressions

current for a longer time than the use of scholars would have per-

mitted.

When we arrive at the Han dynasty, the syllabic spelling of the

Kwang yiin fails to be useful to us. Kwo p'u seems to have been the

first to employ it, and he belonged to the fourth century. In his

time we can judge of the existing pronunciation by his spelling.

Before his day there was no idea among the Chinese literati that a

word was di\'isible into letters. Alphabetical analysis was as strange

to them as the analysis of water, or air, or light, to Western

chemists before the discoveries of modern science. Our only sources

of inquiry as to ancient sounds in older times are the rhymes of

poetry, the use of characters for each other, and the phonetic principle

in writing.

Section 3.

—

State of the Language in the Time of Confucius.

I now proceed to the era of Confucius. Great maturity marks the

language as it was in the Cheu and Ts'in dynasties from B.C. 1100 to

I * Should any one be surprised not to meet -with the common Indo-European root

,
mag in Chinese, Mongol, or Japanese, he will find it in this old book, viz. mok,

! "above given.
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B.C. 200 ; and that time or its middle point, B.C. 650, may be taken as

a convenient way-mark for testing the progress of development.

The writers of that age were in possession of what is called the

Ku wen as their medium for expressing their ideas in a written form.

That this was not identical with the colloquial language of the day

may be argued from the fact that the founder of the Wen chang or

modem literary style, and the founder of modem poetry, both

lived within that period. Tso kieu ming, whose amplification of the

Ch'un ts'ieu of Confucius has been recently translated by Dr. Legge,

is greatly admired as a master of style. His book is used as a guide-

book in the art of sentence-making, in the effective use of particles,

in judiciousness of grouping, and in a vivid and pictorial arrangement

of facts in a narrative.

But in attaining this excellence it is manifest that he was refining

upon the popular language, and helping to found a new style. He

must be regarded, then, as an epoch-maker in the development of the

book language. Under him it began to diverge more widely than

before from the colloquial style. In proof of the existence of dialects

in the time of Tso kieu ming, reference may here be made to some

dialectic words which have been pointed out by Legge. In proof that

the book language was once colloquial, it is sufficient to refer to the

more popular of the Odes. They must have been in the language of

the common people.

The poet whose appearance helps to mark a great turning-point

in the development of the literary language was C'hii yuen in the

third century b.c. Under his hands the ancient poetry, which was

thoroughly colloquial, became more cultured. Instead of being the

simple outflow of feeling, put into words bearing a rhythmical form

but colloquial, poetry became distinguished for a specially ornate

phraseology. The poems which Confucius collected were vernacular,

or chiefly so, and differ in this respect from those of C'hii yuen.

The existence of the Er ya and other dictionaries of archaisms

pubKshed in the Cheu and Han dynasties, is of itself a proof of the

fact that Confucius looked back on a lengthened time of literary

antiquity preceding his own. It had then become necessary to ex-

plain old words. Obsolete names were constantly increasing in

number. The language was stereotyped in its characters, but the

living words which those characters represented were constantly
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changing, as in all languages. Many of their modifications in sound

were so prominent to the speakers that they felt prompted to make a

change in the character, or originate a new one. l^o new words were

introduced. All that appear to be such are merely old ones trans-

mogrified.

Hence new characters arose which to some extent chronicled the

successive changes that occurred in the history of words, as they

acquired new senses, abstract or concrete, or lost old ones. There

can be little doubt that j^ t's'i, fi|f si, t& ts'i, ^ clii, ^ sh'i, all having

the meaning this, are modifications of a single demonstrative.

The way in which writers of the time of Confucius, or earlier,

allude to ancient times, is instructive. When they speak of their

history, they look on it as real, and there if such a substratum of solid

fact in it, that it seems correct to look on much of it as real rather

than mythical. They were men without any great amount of super-

stition; with as little as has been possessed by the learned of any

ancient nation : e.g. Tso explains that a comet is not a portent

of evil. Confucius had indeed a veneration for the past, which

in a superstitious age might have misled him ; but in a practical,

thoughtful, critical, and learned time, such as his time was, would be

less likely to render his judgment eri'oneous. There is no doubt that

he looked at the facts of the Shang dynasty as truly described in the

Shu king. He traced indeed his own genealogy to the imperial

house which then ruled China. In regard to the Hia dynasty, his

praise of its calendar, and his allusion to the costume that then pre-

vailed, should be allowed to imply not only the existence of that

dynasty, but the possession of books which described with a certain

minuteness the condition of China at that time. But this implies

that writing was in use in the Hia dynasty, that is, in the period

extending from b.c. 2100 to b.c. 1700. This agrees very nearly with

the time for the origin of writing asserted by the Chinese, viz. b.c.

2300. The existence of a calendar implies the existence of the art

of writing.

The age previous to the time of Confucius witnessed the produc-

tion of the poems embodied in the Shi king and in the Stone Drums,

recently translated by Dr. Bushell. All the odes of those times are

in rhyme, and therefore contain evidence as to the state of the lan-

guage when they were written. Thus, the final consonants were ng^
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n, m, h, t, p, as in the Canton and Amoy dialects at present. In

those dialects there are some irregularities, which may be corrected by

the tonic dictionaries and the poetry. In the rhyming consonant

finals, if we wish to know which is right, when the usage of the

dialects or of the poems is observed to differ, an umpire will be found

in the tonic dictionaries, by whose decision we may prove the dialectic

usage to be irregular.

It is a great step in our researches to know that the six final con-

sonants assert themselves beyond contradiction in the rhymes of the

Shi king. It also appears by the same authority that there are

perhaps 100 common words which had the finals Ic, t, or p in B.C. 800,

but had lost it in a.d. 600. Thus we learn that during the time of

Confucius, of Ts'in shi hwang the conqueror, and of Si ma t'sien

the historian, one important tendency of the language was to drop

its final mutes. We also learn that in those times there was no such

great revolution proceeding in the language, in regard to final letters,

as during the period from a.d. 600 to the present time. The phonetic

elements of the language were then in a state of comparative steadi-

ness and quietude, anterior to the great changes afterwards to occur.

Section 4.

—

The Chinese Writing as a Body of Characters is an Index

to the State of the Language at the Time it was Invented.

The phonetic principle in the formation of characters is based on

identity of sound in the words written with the same phonetic. Just

as final k rhymes uniformly with final Ic in the old poetry, so A in the

phonetic part of characters where it appears as a final keeps its place

in the same phonetic in all characters formed from it. For example,

in the inscription on the third of the Stone Drums, ^ lah 'pleasure,'

rhymes with |g lok 'dry land,' here used for 'sword,' and also with

If^
siak 'let go,' ^J shak 'to shoot,' and some other words. JT final

therefore existed in the sound of these words in north-western China

2600 years ago.

So the words Jg ma ' horse ' and ^ "ma 'to revile ' are known to

have had the same sound at the time of the invention of writing,

by their being written with the same phonetic. In this case the

phonetic is a picture of a horse. Sometimes the origin of the phonetic

is not known. Thus from the use of the same phonetic in j§ luk
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* wealth and honour,' and ^ luh ' green,' we learn in the same

way that k existed in both these words. The k now found in j^ hak

* white,' was also there when the characters were invented about

B.C. 2200 (as I think), in the words written with the same phonetic,

"jg" pak 'hundred,' ^g pek, the third title of nobility, the leg of the

Turks, who received it from China in the Han dynasty; in *g]^ p^ak

* the animal soul,' and ifg p^a 'fear,' where it has been since lost. The

character for ' white ' was first invented and called lak, which was

the common name for the colour at that time. 'Cypress,' 'animal

soul,' the 'third title of nobility,' 'fear,' 'hundred,' 'to assist' BSJ,

'blue,' 'azure,' 'green' ^, Jg p^e 'to strike with the hand,' |pg

p^a 'a napkin,' ^ pe 'pressing' 'urgent,'
^]^ pe 'a ship,' i^ pe

' dregs of wine,' were all written witl^his character, or that for a

hundred "g, only differing from it by a stroke. An appropriate ideo-

graphic element is added. The radical hand is added for the sense of

' striking,' rice for that of ' wine dregs,' walking for that of ' urgent,'

and so with the others.

The existence of final t, final p, and the finals ng, n, m, may
be shown in the same way. Thus ||j Urn 'forest,' is used in ^ lim

'water dropping.' So also ^ dam or Vam 'reaching,'' extending

to,' is used in Vam ' deep,' sacrifices offered seven months after the

decease of parents, to ' feel with the hand,' to 'think,' to pay before-

hand for things bought, to 'talk,' a 'dark-coloured horse,' 'edge of

a sword,' 'take into the mouth greedily.' Each meaning has its

appropriate ideographic sign, viz. water, sacrifice, hand, heart, ancient

shell money, viz. ^ pei, words, horse, metal, mouth.

Thus the same sort of syllabic constitution belonged to the language

when the writing was invented as now. The Canton and Amoy
dialects also are seen by this process of proof to retain at the present

day the final letters which existed so many ages ago. The Chinese

characters furnish their own key in a manner most satisfactory and

convincing.

But there was a past in the Chinese language anterior to the inven-

tion of the characters. Its words were undergoing changes at an

earlier period. It would be a very interesting result if we should be

able to find out what alterations in the syllabary were silently pro-

ceeding {e.g. final p to final m) at the time the characters were made
;

and also, if, from the evidence furnished by the words themselves, we
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should be able to learn what changes had completed their course, or

nearly so, before the characters were made (e.g. d to 5, sA, V). To

show what can be done in this field, I must proceed to letter-changes.

The appearance of ch, /, and %, was probably subsequent to the

formation of the characters. Ch comes from t and d. F comes from

p. -5" comes from Tc. When did these three changes take place ? In

the Amoy and Tiechiu dialects we find evidence that they are still

^proceeding. The Mandarin ^ chai 'to break,' Jg chi 'regulate,'

'heal,' 1^ c^ha 'tea,' i^ chung 'middle,' ^ ch^e an 'imperial order,'

^^ c^hang 'joyful,' 'extending,' $1^ c'hau 'tide,' are in the Tiechiu

vocabulary ti'a 'break,' ti 'rule,' te 'tea,' tang 'middle,' t'eh 'im-

perial order,' tiang 'joyful,' tie 'tide.' The tonic dictionaries also

give t, P, and d as the initials of these words. N'ow let it be con-

sidered that in the phonetics there is no appearance of any difference

between ch and t. IS'early 300 phonetics are now found with the

initial ch occasionally occurring. Most of them have also the initial

t, either in Mandarin, or in the Amoy and Tiechiu dialects, or in the

tonic dictionaries. The direction of change is always from t to ch,

never from ch to t. The further we go back, the less do we find of ch,

and the more of t. Under the Han dynasty, the Turkish word Tengri

for 'Heaven' was transferred into Chinese by a character now pro-

nounced Ch^eng, but then evidently called T^eng. Pan ku, the historian

of the Han period, has preserved this word. In the Book of Odes,

where natural sounds are frequently written phonetically, it is

advisable always to change the Mandarin ch to t or d. Going back to

the time of the invention of writing, there is no proper place among

the phonetics for ch as an initial. T, t\ and d meet the requirements

of each phonetic much better, as will be found by trial.

A special advantage we have in examining Chinese sounds is the

limitation of the field. The monosyllabic type has never been inter-

fered with. The primitive monosyllable is a monosyllable still. The

intrusion of r and I after the initial mute, so common in European

languages, is still a future possibility, and no more, to the speaker of

Chinese. These facts lend to the language a wonderfully primeval

aspect, which should attract to it the earnest study of all who are

interested in the examination of the oldest facts in human speech.

On this account the appearance of certain letters in the syllabary for

the first time assumes in Chinese a special importance. This gradual
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appearance of new sounds can be more exhaustively studied and more

easily mastered where the syllabary is so limited as in Chinese, than

in the complicated syllabaries of the West. For example, / occurs in

late Chinese, never it would seem in early Chinese. As with cA, the

further we go back, the more frequently is the modem / resolved

into p. Thus Fo for Buddha is Put in Amoy ^, Where this

character is used in the Odes, the native critical scholar tells us to call

it hut. Feng ' wind ' was anciently lam. For the negative fei ^
'it is not,' H 'a bad person,' |j^ 'to speak against' 'slander,' ^
/wA.'not,' wffi 'to oppose,' 'act perversely,' 'contradict,' embracing

two phonetics, we have ^ put ' not,' as an equivalent. But /f, put

' not ' is also called feu in ^ 'is it so or not ?
' If we look on the

sound as originally put or pit in all cjfSes, and upon / as a derived

initial much later in time, we obtain a solution of the problem. If

we then take any of the numerous phonetics which are used with the

initials^ or/ indifferently, we shall find that the circumstances will

be best met by the hypothesis that p, p', and b existed at first, but

not/. In Morrison's Dictionary the cases where /and p are attached

to the same character in the directions for pronunciation are numerous.

All such facts tend in the same direction. The late appearance of /
is shown by dialects, by old dictionaries, and by phonetics. The

proof is not absolute, because we cannot adduce it in every ease ; but

it is cumulative and of great strength, and therefore deserves full

recognition.

The true history of / as a letter of late development is obscured

in some languages by the fact that it sometimes occurs irregularly

;

for example, in place of ^ in cough, laugh, and other English

words. Such a change cannot be said to belong to the great track of

letter mutation, for it is local and limited. The Chinese fact of /
proceeding from p is according to a wide law, which may be seen

operating on an extensive scale, not only in Chinese, but elsewhere,

as in Hebrew, for example.

The third case is that of h from k. Just as in the change of t to ch,

and^ to/ recent facts show that these are processes still going on, so

is it with h from k. In Amoy and Tiechiu fy king ' to walk ' is

kiang, c^ hi ' to breathe ' is kUp, ^ hwei ' to paint ' is kwai, p^ hi

'crevice' is kHa, PJJ hwang 'still further' is k^wang. When the

Hindoos transcribed the name Ganges into Chinese, they chose a
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character »jg heng ' constant,' which has h at present in all accessible

dialects. But three centuries afterwards, in Hiuen Tsang's time, it

was changed for a word whose initial was g, and is now k'. Thus it

seems plain that 1400 years ago k was rapidly changing to h.

In the phonetics we find k and h undistinguished. There are as a

rule no phonetics with initial h which have not also a value k. Thus

•y wang 'king ' has the value A in ^ hwang ' imperial,' and ^ in g
k'wang '

sl basket.' By analogy h has here proceeded from k or rather

g, as will soon be explained, and the phonetic element now pro-

nounced hwang has changed its initial g into h, and dropped it in

watig ' king
' ; ^ hivang and ^ wang being, as is probable, origin-

ally one word. In south-eastem China h in hwang is usually not

heard.

Another change which has taken place since the invention of

writing is the transition of sonants to surds. G, d, and h have be-

come h^ or k, P or t, and p^ or p. These initials are always kept

separate in the old tonic dictionaries. The key to the pronunciation

of these words is found in the Old Middle dialect, viz. that of

Shanghai, Mngpo, Sucheu, and Hangcheu. The Hindoo and Chinese

translators of Buddhist books adhered as a rule to the use of the Old

Middle g for g, k for k, d for d, etc.

We can watch the process as it is now going on in the dialects of

the border-land between the Mandarin and Old Middle dialects. G
in the lower first tone becomes k' aspirated in Mandarin, but in the

lower second, third, and fourth tones it becomes pure k. Thus, un-

doubtedly, by a most extensive law still in visible operation, the

aspirated series and the pure surd series both flow out of the sonant

series. The action of this law constitutes a sort of Grimm's Law for

China, and in a way that is now open to observation. Probably the

theory of Grimm's Law in Europe may be made more complete by

comparing with it the working of a like law in Eastern speech.

Then the question occurs, what was the state of the alphabet as

regards surds and sonants at the time of the invention of writing?

Some phonetics are predominantly surd, e.g. g king 'a, stem,' 'a foot-

path,' 'the neck,' 'transverse,' 'to pass over,' 'streams,' and (with

the aspirate) ' light in weight.' Some phonetics are mixed, as #^
king 'to honour,' 'to guard against,' 'feel cautious,' but with g 'to

raise with the hand.' Compare the phonetic of jg kwo 'to pass,' tg
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hwo 'calamity' {Ji sonant). Some phonetics are predominantly sonant,

e.g. ^ hwa ' flowery.'

It must however be maintained, that although surd and sonant

were distinct at the time of the invention of writing, the same

phonetics were quite commonly used to express both. There was no

binding necessity upon the inventors to apply one set of phonetics

exclusively to words having surd initials, and another set exclusively

to words having sonant initials. Thus f^ ti ' brother,' has initial d

with the sense 'brother,' 'brotherly regard,' 'sister,' but the aspirated

t with the senses ' ladder,' ' weep,' ' shave,' 'tears,' and some others.

If we could find no trace in the language of these words having

changed their initial from d to t aspirate since the invention of the

phonetic, we should be obliged to coif^lude that the phonetic was

used irregularly. It is possible however that, with a fuller know-

ledge, this irregularity may disappear. For example, when we find

a word ' to weep ' pronounced di, and another called tH, it is possible

that the last may have been changed from the former.

The initials tv and y were at the time of the invention of writing

in many cases y (or k) and d (or t). Thus
|J1

i/e ' also ' was dap, as

in l^ ti 'earth,' -^ shi 'to give,' jj t/i name of a savage tribe, J^
c'h'i ' a lake,' where the initial is reducible in all these words to d or t

and the final to p. This seems clearly to be a change subsequent to

the invention of writing. Ye also thus connects itself with the verb

j^ ta 'to touch with the hand,' 'connect.' Shi 'give' should be

compared with ch'i or tip ' a present,' written ^ and also meaning

'hold in the hand.' In the Chwen character we have for ye
<^f,

ioTsM 'give' J^, for ti 'earth' PJ,
for c'M 'lake'

J(g,
for t'o 'to

draw ' fg we have
!f^,

for she
JJg

' serpent '

J«J.
Here we see in the

Chwen character the phonetic she 'serpent,' and t'o 'to draw,' agreeing

with that of c^h'i ' lake.' Dap, t'ap, or tap seem to be the ultimate

root of all such words.

Does any one doubt whether the modem syllables she, shi, ti, Po,

ye, yi, can be all represented by the one syllable dap as their common

source ? Let him consider that yi with the radical for words =1^ yi

'self-sufficiency,' 'loquacity,' 'boast,' has in dictionaries the three

sounds yt, ski, to. Compare also J^ yi 'spread out,' 'disperse,' also

called sip 'put away,' 'flow out,' and }^ yi 'expand,' sip 'desist,'

' flow away.' Here we see evidence of s by some process becoming
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y. The principle is the same. Throughout the Chinese vocabulary

«, sA, ^, dy /, ch^ ts, are closely related, and easily run into one another.

To 'remove,' 'extend,' is either gJO yi 'remove to' a higher degree, or

Jg yi 'remove,' ' extend to ' (also sJii to 'give'), or |^ yi 'remove

grain,' 'change,' 'remove,' or J^, or |^ yi 'remove.' "With it is

probably connected JlJl shi 'relax a bow,' ' let go.'

The ideas 'profligate,' 'boast,' 'insult,' 'to be loquacious,' are

found with the phonetics ^ tap, jjj dap, ^ t^ap or dap, ^ sJii 'age,'

as in the words |^ Po ' lying boasts ' (also called yi ' boast'), k^ ch'i

'profligate,' 5^ read yi ' seK-sufficient.' Eead she 'loquacious,' gW

yi, ?W shi ' much talk.'

The group of phonetics which by such comparisons of meaning

may be seen to be closely allied, embraces |jj ye, with its compound

forms Jg shi 'give,' and ^yi 'extend,' -{g shi 'age,' 'generation,' '30

years,' ^ to 'many,' ^ yi 'extend,' ^ Po 'bear,' 'carry.' Of these,

three begin now with a vowel. In the words written with these

three there are however examples where 8 and ch remain, indicating

that an initial d is lost.

The old substantive verb ^ wei ' to be,' ' to do,' has lost an initial

g, as we learn from the word wei 'false,' |g wei, old sound ngwei,

written with it. But this is not the only proof; we have also Jg
hwei 'to rend,' 'to split,' 'to point out with the hand.'

In such cases the phonetic teaches us the old history of words. If

we wish to compare the Chinese substantive verbs with the Mongol

for instance, it is important to discover by the phonetic what was the

original state of the word. In this case, the oldest form of this verb

at which we can arrive is ga. The rhymes of the (Shi king) Book of

Odes require us to read the vowel as a, while the phonetic requires

us to restore a lost g.

While showing the loss of d and g, or t and Tc, from many words

beginning at present with y and w, the fact of a lost final p has come

into view. The loss of final p, accompanied by that of h and t, is

one of the most interesting discoveries which we owe to the ancient

phonetic writing. It is shown in this way. The word hwa for

' flowery ' ^ bears no trace in the present state of dialects of a final

p. But as a phonetic the character occurs with ^ in ^ yep 'glorious,'

JH
' clear,' 'white.' P then belongs to the phonetic originally. The

Chwen form is ^. The connexion in meaning between this word and
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>5t hwa 'flower,' requires us to hypothecate a final p also to that

word, which is probably only the old form with surd initial of the

original sound gap, with sonant initial. But hwa 'flower' "^ is

formed with >f^ hwa 'to change,' 'renovate.' Hwa 'flower,' then,

is so named from the metamorphosis daily witnessed in plants when

they burst into flower. The Mongol helilhu is the equivalent in that

language, and means 'to change,' 'metamorphose.' The word ^
hwo 'goods,' 'commodities,' means that which is exchanged. It is

kap.

The time when p final was lost in these words was before the date

of the composition of the Odes, and after the invention of the charac-

ters. This we know from the Lu shu yin yiin piau of Twan yii tsai,

which places this phonetic in the first t(^e, where final p is impossible.

This statement that p was lost in such words soon after the inven-

tion of writing may be confirmed by facts respecting the loss of k.

In the phonetic "j^ kau 'high,' we have a word which in the Book of

Odes is made to rhyme with final k, and was called kok. The loss of

k in this phonetic was therefore somewhat later than that oi p m hwa

' flowery.' In no poetry later than the time of Confucius is kau

' high ' made to rhyme with words in final k.

The rhymes of the Book of Odes enable us to fix the syllabary for

the age b.c. 1100 to 700 in the way here illustrated.

Changes in letters before the invention of writing form a very

interesting feature in this investigation. Among them I shall include

the transition of the finals k, t, p, to ng, n, m, and the change of final

m to final ng, with the occasional change of final p to k and t.

The change of final ^ to w is not a recent phenomenon. In modem

times t is only dropped. That it formerly changed to n can be made

plain, at least highly probable. Thus ^ fen or pun, ven or hun,

'divide,' is cognate to glj pit or hit 'different,' 'separate.' So ^|
fan or pan ' extend,' ' spread out,' is cognate with ^g pan ' spread

abroad,' 'divide out,' and with g fa or pat 'send forth.' pp kin

' hatchet,' and ^i] kat to ' cut,' are cognate, gj; sa7i to ' scatter,' and

H^ sat ' sow seed,' are written with the same phonetic, showing that

the inventors of writing were conscious of the connexion.

The change of final k to ng occurs in }^ kwok to ' widen,' formed

phonetically from ^ kwang ' wide.' The other phonetic used for this

word is jp kwok, which always means 'wide,' whether used for a ' coffin
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case,' the 'desert land outside of cities,' to * expand,' or for the

broader part of the leg below the knee. But this phonetic is

compound and is formed from J hiang ' to enjoy,' which is reducible

to kong. The Chwen form 3^ is a picture probably of an ancient

vessel, and contains an allusion to sacrifices. In both phonetics the

order of invention of the written signs is the opposite of the order of

etymological derivation. The etymological derivation had already

taken place. Indications such as we have here show how we can

discover the outline of the history of Chinese words before the inven-

tion of writing. A people sufficiently civilized to make written

signs of words must have a language suitable for their use, with an

extensive variety of words abstract and concrete ; and the steps in

derivation by which these words are formed wiU often be recoverable.

Another example of ng from ^ is in the phonetic ^ yih to * change,'

found in Jg sih ' tin,'
J.g

yik a ' dike ' or * boundary,'
;j;g yik ' flame'

;

and with one horizontal stroke more, in ^ gang 'light,' j;g gang

' flame,' to ' fuse metals.' The last example agrees in sense with j|S

gik ' flame.' If these words were one originally, the name for ' tin

'

and the verb to ' melt ' may be derived from the idea of transforma-

tion, tin being easily melted, and the root of all these words will be

dik or tik to ' change,' to ' melt.'

An example of^ changing to m is found in ^ fiem or tup, tem or tep,

a 'hostelry,' a 'point,' to 'divine,' to 'try the weight of anything,'

'sweet.' With p final it means a 'saucer,' 'plate,' 'card,' single

sheet of anything, etc. Tem is 'sweet,' 'happily resigned,' tep is

' quiet and resigned,' ^w^ ' self-gratified ' is read tep, tem, cJiam. This

is a very convincing instance of the change from final p to final m.

If others are doubtful, this can scarcely admit of doubt. "We have

W' t£» ^^^^^ ^^Pi ^^^ l^y Ji) fi5j
called cham. The change from p

to m in the last three of these characters would take place after the

invention of writing.

The conclusions at which we arrive are that (1) k, t, and p began

to change to ng, n, and m before the invention of writing
; (2) that

at the time of the invention of writing this process of change was

going on, and was especially prominent in the labial region
; (3) that

not very long after the invention of writing this process ceased and

another commenced, viz. the di'opping of k, t, and^, a process which

has continued ever since, and is still observable.
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That we are now able to notice these facts is because of the

phonetic nature of Chinese writing. The original ideographs were

quickly made the depositories of that kind of linguistic phenomena

for which they were adapted. The genius of the people being prac-

tical, they at once commenced, long before the invention of the

alphabet in "Western Asia, to shorten the labour of the scribe, by

making almost every ideograph a phonetic sign used to write words

whose sound was the same or nearly the same. Each character thus

invented is a sort of photograph, which, through 4000 years, has been

preserved from fading, because the love of learning in that country

has transmitted the original sound from tutor to pupil in each

generation down to the present time, only modified by those

changes in letters over which neither ^tor nor pupil ever had any

control.

One most striking and important change is that of final m to ng.

This must have taken place chiefiy before the invention of writing,

for it does not appear in the phonetics to any large extent. Perhaps

we have it in the sign J nim a 'load,' to 'carry,' which also is called

Ving. The letters t and n used as initials are cognate, as may be

shown. The V here is in fact d, the old initial of ^ tHng 'palace,'

* court,' ' hall.' In the Chwen character jen and tHng are still dis-

tinguishable in form (HJ/iew, ^g, J^ tHng) in Morrison's examples, so

that the proof of ng coming from m in this phonetic is not complete,

but nearly so. When we are guided by natural laws, we are secure.

The caprice of early scribes may mislead us. "We have the derived

meanings to guide us, and the changes of letters. These rightly

understood will prevent our being misled.

Among the derivatives of this root we find g ching^ old form ding^

'present a petition,' i.e. take or send it up. The honorific notion of

' upwards ' is inherent in the word. Here our root is the phonetic.

Sheng g 'holy,' from an older sound ting, as we are told by the

phonetic, rhymed with the other words when writing was invented.

So also jg c^heng 'road,' 'travel,' 'a measure,' etc.,
jfg

c^heng 'naked,'

^ cheng ' wake up ' (= sing g ' to wake ').

The phonetic
Jfj]

k^eng ' a pit,' ' to sink any one into a pit,' agrees

in sense with kiem * a pit,' ]^ ' to fall into a pit,' and with |5g hiem,

Pg hiem or gam, 'fall into a pit.' The word^ hiem 'ring of a wheel,'

'a ring,' 'sink down,' may be compared with ^ hiem, gam, 'to

V fl
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swallow,' * gormandize,' and with g] ham or gam ' contain,' and with

-^ han or gam 'hold in the mouth,' and with jJJ ham, gam, 'contain

in the mouth.' Let these words be compared with -f^ hang or kang

'the neck' or 'throat,'
*5t ^^^9 *^ 'swallow,' 'neck of a bird,'

JpJ

hang ' covetous,' and ^ Mem or gam the ' crop of a bird.' The neck

then is called hang and king, because it is used in swallowing. Words

that mean 'covetous,' 'greedy,' 'contain in the mouth,' and some

names of tastes, are in many cases sprung from this root.

Compare the following pairs of words: sim 'the mind,' stang to

' think,' lim to ' drip,' ' rain falling,' ling ' efficacious ' ^ (the radical

here is yii 'rain,' as if the sort of efficacy chiefly referred to were

that of rain falling). Another is sheng or dim ' string,' and ^ lam 'a

cable.' Another, ^ Mem 'connected,' 'joined,' and ^ kung 'with.'

Another W tiem ' a shop,' 'inn,' ^ t'ang or dom a 'house' or 'hall.'

Sam ' three ' ^, and |g tang a tripod for hot wine, ^ ting a tripod

of bronze, of which nine are placed in the court of imperial audience.

Another, ^ dzam 'silk-worm,' ^ c'hung or dung 'insect,' 'worm,'

'reptile.' Another, Ji| t^san, t'am, 'chop,' 'cut,' |^ shang to 'wound.'

Another, lim 'granary,' ^ ts'ang * granary.' Zam ^ 'blue,' ^
tsang ' blue.' Tiem ^ to ' add ' (here the phonetic ^ is sim ^jj, old

sound tim), }^ tseng to 'add.' Ts^am ^ 'blend with,' 'mix with,' ;^
iiang 'together.' Tsiem jg 'to ford water,' t'ang 'to ford water' (both

words refer to the act of trying the depth of water, g^ t'am to 'try,'

' feel,' ' explore '). Tarn ^ ' carry,' and ^ tang ' bear.' T'am

' extend,' 'wide,' j^ tang 'wide.'

It is possible that, by pursuing research in this field, the final ng

may be entirely eliminated from the vocabulary ; the greater part of

the examples being reducible to m, and a smaller portion to k. When
final ng is thus eliminated, the Chinese syllabary becomes the same

as the Semitic, and words may be compared.

I now come to a very important law, the parallelism of s and sh

with I. ]^ote that 8 and sh are cognate in Chinese.

^ shwang 'fresh,' 'cheerful' ^ Hang 'cool,' 'fresh.'

|g „ 'frost' 7J^leng 'cold.'

Jf ,,
* a pair' "^ Hang ' two.

^

^ The character ^ tHen is here phonetic only in regard to the initial t'i.



•t ./'«<(<) *head'

« ..
' old age

'

^J shan * mountain

'

M **'"^^ ' revolve

'

il «»««i7
* side apartments *

^sut ' proportional

'

g- «w»y 'high»
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^/w(0 'head,' 'skull.'

^ lau{t) * old.'

^lan 'mountain,' ^summit of

mountain.'

^ lun 'wheel,' 'revolve.'

^ lanff ' side apartments.'

g lu{t), 1^ ?w^, ' notes of music'

^lunff 'high.'

The cause of this parallelism, so striking in these and many other

examples, is common derivation from the letter d. That initial has

always been giving off colonies. In one set of words it has changed

to t, in another to sh, in another to «, in another to ts, in another to

ch. It would be possible to draw up lists of words having equivalent

meanings under the leadership of any two of these letters. I have

chosen » and sh on one side, and I on the other, because the contrast

is most striking. Z and s do not interchange. The reason of the

resemblance in meaning found in a long list of words of which

they are the initials can only be that both come by natural ch^ge

from d.

The phonetics differ in all cases. "We may therefore conclude

that the double process of letter change just described, one of sibili-

zation, and one of lingualization, took place before the invention of

writing, that is, in the third millennium before the Christian era.

The question then arises, were the Chinese separated from the rest

of mankind while these changes were slowly taking place, previous to

the invention of writing ? Did the Chinese bring the art of writing

with them into their country ? Had it a common origin with the

Cuneiform writing of Babylon ? It would be very interesting to

know whether the art of writing had but one origin for the Chinese

and the Babylonians.

The Cuneiform monuments have already revealed the Accadian, a

lost Turanian language, of which nothing is known but by means of

those monuments. Since it is more nearly allied to the Finnish than

to the Mongolian or Dravidian sub-families, it is necessary to place

any epoch of connexion between Accadian and Chinese at a much
earlier date than the time when these bricks were in the hands of

the Babylonian scribes.
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Section 5.

—

The Wltole Body of the Characters is an Index to the

Nature and Extent of the Vocalulary^ and to the Advance then

Made in Civilization,

Among the words -writteii with the phonetics we find a full supply

of abstract terms, including all words descriptive of moral ideas.

Political terms, ranks of nobility, and words suitable for the expres-

sion of feudal ideas, are all found. Thus ^ meng, and ^ tet ' oath,'

were used for the oaths sworn in ancient China when the feudal barons

made treaties with each other. Terms connected with divination and

the old Chinese sacrifices are, as might be expected, very complete and

numerous. A remarkable abundance occurs in the names of sacrifices,

indicating the large place held by religion in men's thoughts. Geo-

metrical and arithmetical conceptions are so fully expressed that when

Euclid's Elements were translated three centuries ago, it was not

necessary to introduce a single foreign word. The number of simple

conceptions expressed by monosyllables in this language is extra-

ordinary and unique. JN'ot that the Chinese do not make compounds.

They do so to a large extent. But while they multiply their com-

pound phrases, they still keep the simple expressions> and these are

all as old as the characters.

The language was such, when the characters were made, that the

scribe, the agriculturist, the carpenter, the bricklayer, the fisherman,

the boatman, the trader, the legislator, the schoolmaster, all had their

special vocabularies. "Words adapted to the several occupations of

men and to their social relations were in common understood use.

The word nin was equally applied to man or woman, but sex was

distinguished by the words nam and nu or nok, noTc meaning the weak

one. The gender of animals was marked by mut for the male and

pHm for the female. The Chinese never apply ji?'m to woman, as we

do the Latin femina^ which so curiously resembles it. The reason of

this is in the fact that there was an old-established order in the use of

words which they had learned to respect, and which no one would

venture or wish to contravene.

Words for weights and measures were very full. Among them are

the inch, the foot, the measure of ten feet, the tenth of an inch, a

land measure of about the sixth of an acre, a pound weight, an ounce,

which was one-sixteenth of a pound, a short mile of 1250 feet.
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Almost all of these measures and weights had ideographs invented to

express them.

The same is true of several of the beasts of burden and other commoti

domestic animals. Some have ideographs, others not. The fowl, the

goose, the duck, the donkey, and the mule, are spelled phonetically.

The horse, sheep, cow, swine, have pictures drawn of them, J^, ^,

The metals are written phonetically, except gold, which is ^ Mm,

and this is also used as a common name for all metals. There seems

no reason to doubt that silver, copper, iron, and tin were known at

the time of the invention of writing. Iron is mentioned in books as

early as any other of the metals. Coin^ money was a later inven-

tion. The precious metals were weighed out by the pound and the

ounce, the pound being a hatchet-shaped weight, and called from that

circumstance kin.

The extent of the vocabulary may be judged of from the number

of words which, at the option of the speaker, may be used for any

one idea. Thus
}J|

kien or ^ kien, g siuen, ^ lien, J^ tse or dak, j-^

t'iau, are all used in the sense to * choose.' By applying the preced-

ing laws of letter-change, these five verbs are reduced, to three.

Sitien=.lien. Tse or dakzutiau.

Those who wish, in Darwin's way, to account for the origin of

moral ideas, will get little aid from the Chinese names, which have

now attained, since they were written down, the venerable age of four

millenniums. Such terms, so far as they can be examined, come in

almost each case instinctively out of man's moral nature. ^ ' bene-

volence,"' comes from Jen 'man,' just as humanitas does from homo.

The sound of the word is the same, and the character is formed from

that for 'man.' ^ ?iiau 'filial piety,' is etymologically connected

with the word kiau to ' instruct,' both in meaning and in the form of

the character, gjj kiau 'to instruct,' again, is connected with the

idea of ^ ' imitation ' hiau, of ^ ' learning ' hok, and of ' making

strokes ' hwak. These are all probably one word originally. The idea

of loyalty is based on the centre of human nature. It is called ^
chung^ and so also is the human mind and heart, which is represented

in the oldest Chinese moral system as sent down from heaven and im-

planted in man as a gift from above. The words for 'right' and

' wrong ' are identical with the simplest words for affirmation and
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negation, sM ^, and fei 4fc. To the primitive Chinese mind the

substantive verb expresses what is right, and its contradictory that

which is wrong. This is only consistent with the instinctive theory

of the origin of moral ideas. Another point to be here noticed is

that the Chinese words for 'right' and 'wrong' have also the meaning

'this' and 'that.' The oldest sounds traceable for the common demon-

stratives are dih and pit. The Chinese words for 'reason' g| le{t),

1^ ' ceremonies ' le{t), ' moderation in conduct ' ^ tset, are connected

with the root || dit or di 'order,' JJ liet 'arrange in order,' 'arrange-

ment.'

The word for 'rectitude,' ^ * or ge or get, 'is probably identical

with the other common demonstrative ^ kH or gi or get^ and derives

its origin from it.

'Conscience,' and 'the consciousness that what I do is right,' is also

expressed in Chinese by a compound phrase, which means ' good

heart ' liang sin.

The words for ' good ' and ' bad ' are connected with the words for

' loving ' and, ' hating.' ff hau ' good' (on the Stone Drums JJ), and

^ shan ' virtuous,' both take a verb force ' to like,' or ' to regard as

good.' So with g ah ' bad.' As a verb it means ' to hate.' Liking

and disliking were the originals from which the adjectives were

formed. Here we are left in uncertainty. Goodness may come from

liking, or liking from goodness.

The strength and definite outspokenness of the moral consciousness

in the Chinese mind thus reveals itself in the earliest form of the

language, which we can now examine, as it does throughout the most

ancient literature, and the writings of the most famed national teachers.
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SIJR LA RECONSTITtJTION

DE LA

LANGUE CHINOISE ARCHAIQUE

Pab le Peopessetje LEON DE KOSNY.

{Resume de la Communication.)

Je demande au Congr^s la permission de lui soumettre quelques uns

des resultats philologiques des etudes que j'ai ete appele a entreprendre

pour composer la partie de mon Histoire de la Race Jaune relative aux

langues de la Chine et de I'Asie orientale.

J'ai essaye d'etablir I'annee demiere, k I'une des seances de la

premiere Session de ce Congres, que le monosyllahisme, qui est d'ordi-

naire, non point le caract^re d'un groupe linguistique, mais celui

d'une periode particuli^re, d'un age de la vie des langues, jouait un

role tellement essentiel en chinois, que, malgre I'insuffisance de cette

denomination, il n'^tait guere possible d'en choisir une meilleure pour

les langues parlees dans le Celeste-Empire et pour les idiomes de

I'Inde-Transgangetique qu*on a consideres jusqu'd present comme etant

de la meme famille.

Seulement il est necessaire pour se former une idee exacte de ce

qu'etait anciennement le monosyllabisme cbinois, de reconstituer la

prononciation archaique des signes, tr^s-alteree dans le houan-hoa ou

langue vulgaire generalement repandue dans I'empire. J'ai essaye de
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reconstituer cette prononciation archaique, a I'aide des mots dont la

notation phonetique avait ete conservee par les peuples qui ont entre-

tenu dans les anciens temps des relations avec la Chine, et en outre

au moyen do lois de permutations fondees sur I'etude comparee de la

langue mandarine et des dialectes provinciaux de Canton et du Pouh-

kien. La connaissance du Japonais m'a apporte, pour ce travail, lo

plus inappreciable secours. Les insulaires du Nippon ont, en effet,

emprunte un nombre considerable de mots aux Chinois, k une epoque

ou la langue de ces demiers n'avait point encore subi les alterations

qu'on y constate surtout depuis la dynastie des Tang. Lorsque les

Japonais commencerent d etudier la litterature chinoise, on faisait

encore usage, dans la patrie de Confucius, de la vieille prononcia-

tion a laquelle ils ont donne le nom de ^ ^ Kan-won, ' sons de la

dynastie des JSan.^ Outre d'autres particularites qu'il serait trop long

de signaler ici, cette vieille prononciation distinguait d'une fagon

toute speciale les mots affectes du ton musical y^ ^ juh-ching ou

*ton bref des missionnaires. Ces mots formaient des monosyllabes

biliteres, c'est k dire, composes d'une voyelle simple ou d'une diph-

thongue entre deux consonnes. Avec de tels themes biliteres, on obte-

nait des mots absolument analogues aux racines primitives des idiomes

semitiques et aryens. De nos jours encore, ces themes se rencontrent

dans les memes conditions, en cantonais, en fohkienois, en annamite,

en coreen, etc. L'examen des mots empruntes au bouddhisme, et

dont les elements sanscrits avaient du etre notes avec toutes les res-

sources qu'oflfrait pour ce travail de transcription I'ecriture ideo-

graphique si peu favorable k la representation des sons etrangers,

devait egalement confirmer d'une fagon eclatante ces premiers

resultats. Un seul exemple suffira pour expliquer ma pensee en ce

moment : etant donne le mot Sanscrit ^^ lalccha * cent mille,' les

Chinois choisirent pour le noter phonetiquement a I'aide de leur

ecriture ideographique les deux signes f^ ^ qui se lisent aujour-

d'hui Idh-tchaz. Au premier abord, on se demande pourquoi ils

adopterent le son Idh pour rendre la lettre devanagari *5r ?«, alors

qu'ils possedaient dans leur langue des signes qui se lisent la; on

pourrait se demander egalement pourquoi, possedant le son cha, ils

ont rendu la lettre devanagari ^ kcha par tcha'i. Eh bien ! ils ont

precede aussi rationellement qu'ils pouvaient le faire. S'ils eussent

pris des signes se prononcant la et cha, ils auraient forme le mot
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lacha et non lalcha. Au contraire, ils ont pris le caract^re Jg par-

ceque ce caractere, etant affecte du ton bref ou rentrant, se trouvait

represente dans le langage oral par un monosyllabe bilit^re compose

d'lme voyelle entre deux consonnes, comme la syllabe indienne lah,

et parceque J§ se pronongait lak, ainsi que nous I'indique notamment

I'orthograpbe Japonaise kan-won
( j^ rahii)

;
quand au second

signe J5 nous trouvons, dans les dictionnaires qui nous foumissent

cette demiere orthograpbe, qu'il se lisait anciennement cJia (^ ^).
La transcription chinoise f§ ^ reproduit done aussi exactement que

possible le mot Sanscrit lakcha.

La desinence consonnaire des monosyllabes cbinois affectes du ton

iah ne souffre point d'exception ; et tons les peuples qui ont eu jadis

des relations avec la Chine en ont conserve des temoignages. Dans

une legende traduire du siamois et ins6ree dans le premier volume des

travaux de notre premiere Session, nous trouvons notamment le nom

du pays natal de Confucius transcrit Roukok (cbinois jg» g Lou-

kou^h).

J'ai dit que les Japonais nous ont conserve, sous le nom de Kan-won,

' sons des Man,^ la prononciation qu'avaient les caracteres chinois au

commencement de notre ere, et meme k une epoque plus ancienne.

Leurs dictionnaires, aussi complets que les meilleurs dictionnaires

chinois, sont, a cet egard, d'une immense utilite pour la philologie

comparee. Je n'ai pas cru cependant devoir considerer comme acquise

la prononciation archaique d'un monosyllabe chinois, alors que je

n'avais recueilli sa prononciation Kan-won que notee en ecriture sylla-

bique du Nippon (ordinairement en kata-kana). J'ai pens^ qu'il

fallait corroborer 1'exactitude de cette notation d I'aide de rapproche-

ments empruntes a d'autres sources. J'etais, par exemple, incertain

si le son des caracteres prononce aujourd'hui tsze
(^J, g, etc.) etait

bien %i (^^) comme I'indiquent les lexicographes japonais; ou Ui

comme certains rapprochements philologiques me portaient a le

supposer. J'ai du reconnaitre I'exactitude de la notation archaique

«», en la retrouvant dans la transcription de mots chinois faite

par des peuples qui n'avaient certainement eu aucune connais-

sance de I'orthographe des Japonais. Le nom de la tribu des Man-

tsze (^ ^) notamment, se pronon^ait encore Manzi k I'epoque de

Marco-Polo, et c'est de la meme fagon {^j}-:*^) que les voyageurs

arabes nous en ont mentionne I'existence.

fl
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J'ai poursuiyi, d'apres la meme metliode, la recherclie des pro-

nonciations archa'iques de chacune des phonetiques cliiiioises, mais je

dois avouer que, dans plus d'un cas, je suis reste dans I'incertitude

sur la valeur des resultats obtenus. Tin eminent Sinologue anglais,

dont je n'ai pu malheureusement me procurer tons les travaux, le

Rev. J. Edkins, a entrepris sur I'ancienne langue chinoise un travail

analogue au mien. Faute sans doute de connaitre quelques uns de

ses savants ecrits, j'ai ete plus d'une fois a me demander les raisons

qui I'avaient porte a admettre certaines prononciations comme veri-

tablement archaiques. Je crois que le son antique de chaque phonetique

chinoise en particulier, ne doit etre admis qu'apres avoir ete etabli

d'une iaqon definitive, en faisant usage de toutes les ressources de la

pbilologie modeme ; et, lorsqu'il s'agit de signaler des affinites de

I'ancien cMnois avec d'autres langues asiatiques, comme I'a fait M.

Edkins, il me parait necessaire de justifier tout d'abord de la forme

qU'on attribue a chacun des mots restitues de la langue antique avec

lesquels on veut operer des comparaisons.

Jusqu'd present les comparaisons qu'on a tentes du cbinois avec

d'autres langues de I'Asie orientale, meridionale et centrale, il faut

I'avouer, n'ont amene qu'a d'assez maigres resultats. II ne sera done

pas inutile de determiner ici dans quelles conditions doivent etre faites

ces comparaisons pour avoir un caractere vraiment scientifique.

II s'agit tout d'abord d'etablir la forme arcbaique des mono-

syllabes cbinois : ce travail n'a pas ete accompli, autant que je sacbe,

mais des resultats considerables sont dejd obtenus.

Le probleme qui se presente aussitot apres, et qui n'est pas k

beaucoup pres le plus simple d resoudre, est celui qui repose sur le

systeme d'accentuation tonique et musicale des mots chinois. J'ai

dit qu'en ce qui concernait le ton juh ou rentrant, nous etions deja

arrive aux resultats desirables. II n'en est pas ainsi des autres tons,

notamment du ton 3i ping ou egal, qui nous foumit une foule de

monosyllabes ayant dans le Kouan-hoa, pour desinence un son nasal

habituellement transcrit par ng. La prononciation des San {Kan-

toon), -q^q nous ont conserve les dictionnaire japonais, supprime cette

nasale et la remplace par un u long qui se combine avec la voyelle a, o,

e, ou «, des monosyllabes affectes du ton ping. L'absence de la nasale

parait cependant pen probable dans la langue antique, bien qu'elle

dut etre moins sentie qu'elle ne I'est aujourd'hui.
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Une autre question, qui se pose inunediatement a cote de celle-ci,

se rattache aux changements, non seulement de ton, mais encore de

vocables, dont un mot chinois est susceptible, lorsqu'il acquiert une

nouvelle nuance de signification, lorsqu'il prend une acception qui,

au point de vue de nos langues, le fait passer d'une categoric gram-

maticale dans une autre.

J'ajouterai, pour appeler 1'attention des sinologues et des linguistes

sur une face importante du probleme qui me parait etre encore fort

obscure, qu'un memo mot change parfois de ton en passant d'un

dialecte dans un autre. II y a Id une loi que je soupqonne, mais

que je suis encore loin d'avoir decouvert d'une maniere satisfaisante.

On dit que bien poser un probleme, c'est fipntribuer d le resoudre. Je

serais charme que les specialistes puissent reconnaitre dans les de-

siderata que je signale rapidement au Congres, quelques traits de

I'esquisse du probleme relatif a la condition archaique, si non absolu-

ment primitive de la langue chinoise.

II est un autre sujet sur lequel je desire appeler tout particuliere-

ment I'attention des sinologues et des linguistes qui me font I'honneur

de m'ecouter. Je veux parler de I'influence de I'ecriture ideograpbique

sur I'ancienne langue parlee du Celeste-Empire.

S'il est vrai de dire que toutes les langues ecrites ont subi des

alterations en rapport avec la nature des caracteres employes pour leur

notation, il faut certainement le dire d'une fa^on toute exceptionnelle

pour les langues auxquelles a ete adaptee, plus ou moins complete-

ment, I'ecriture dite figurative ou ideographique de la Bace Jaune.

C'est k cette ecriture d'ailleurs que les mots chinois doivent leur

forme en quelque sorte immutable, stereotypique, et I'absence de

toute agglutination entrainant une modification quelconque dans leurs

elements phonetiques constitutifs. Mais cette influence a ete bien autre-

ment considerable, en ce sens qu'elle a empeche la creation en chinois

d'aucun systeme de filiation, de derivation entre les diff'erents mots du

langage, de sorte qu'on pent dire de cette langue qu'elle possede

autant de racines que de mots, et que tons ses mots sent des racines.

Reste cependant a savoir ce qu'il faut entendre, philologiquement

parlant, par un mot chinois. Je crois que faute d'avoir suffisamment

elucide cette question, on a rendu, si non impossible, du moins fort

difficile pour le moment, toute comparaison serieuse du chinois avec les

autres langues.
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Un mot chinois resulte-t-il de la prononciation affectee a chaque

signe de I'ecriture ideographique ? En d'autres termes,—et pour

rendre ma pensee plus aisement intelligible,—faut-il voir, dans le

dictionnaire de I'empereur Khang-hi notamment, 42,000 mots chinois

dans les 42,000 signes environ qu'il renferme. Je ne le crois pas d

beaucoup pres, et je vais essayer de le prouver.

Si I'on examine la signification donnee par les lexicograpbes de la

Chine aux signes de leur ecriture, on trouve qu'une foule d'entre

eux representent des idees essentiellement secondaires ou derivees, et

qui ne sauraient etre, chez aucun peuple, de ces idees primitives d

I'aide des quelles se produisent les racines du langage. Pour ne citer

que pen d'exemples, est-il possible de considerer comme des radicaux

des mots qui ont des significations analogues a ceux-ci

:

^ me'i, ' choses devenues noires par I'effet d'une pluie continuelle '

(Ees a pluvia continua denigratae, Basile).

j^ li, une liqueur qui se fabrique en la distillant pendant une nuit

(A liquor made by being distilled one night, Moeeison).

||g 2/en, un animal ressemblant au genre rat, mais qui est grand

comme un boeuf et aime a se coucher dans les rivieres et d boire de

I'eau (An animal resembling the mouse kind, but as large as an ox,

loving to lie down in rivers and drink the water, Medhfest).

Tous les mots techniques, les noms d'animaux, de plantes, de

mineraux, d'objets et d'ustensiles de toutes sortes, sont de la meme
fagon representes par des signes speciaux dans I'ecriture ideograph-

ique ; mais il n'est guere possible de voir des mots primitifs, des

racines dans les monosyllabes suivant lesquels ces signes sont pro-

nonces d la lecture.

L'examen general du vocabulaire chinois m'a amene k conclure

d rexistence d'un petit nombre de racines primordiales, des quelles

decoulait, dans I'ecriture, une quantite considerable de derives homo-

phones et ideologiques. De la sorte, chaque monosyllabe de la

langue chinoise orale represente une ou plusieurs idees premieres (le

plus souvent moins de cinq), susceptibles, comme toutes les racines

des langues connues, de produire une serie plus ou moins considerable

de modifications ou plutot de nuances de sens. Pour expliquer ma
pensee d cet egard, je prendrai pour exemple la racine monosyllabique

TCHi, laquelle exprime ' un mouvement en avant, une tendance vers

un but.' Avec ce monosyllabe radical, on a forme

:

k
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TCH:i=attein(ire L

^ tchi, a, aller k, atteindre ; J, le supreme degre ; c, grand, bon

(parfait).

^ tchiy aller L

g tchi, aller d un point donne.

fh tchif promener.

gjj[
tchi, «, se rendre a, faire une visite; J, etre d la tete de, gouvemer.

^ tchi, choses qui arrivent au meme point, qui se reunissent, qui

arrivent d etre en contact.

JUJ;
tchi, atteindre un objet avec la main; designer du doigt, etc.

^ tchi, saisir avec la main, atteindre
;
pousser d I'extreme.

^ tchi, saisir par violence.

^ tchi, saisir.

i^ tchi, prendre, saisir.

^ ^cA*, montrer du doigt, indiquer un objet eloigne.

*g tchi, marcher lentement.

i^i^ tchi, marcher (lentement), flaner.

^ tchi, marcher (rapidement), courir.

^ tchi, courir, fuir.

jg tchi, tendance, inclination, but.

U tchi, tendance vers le passe, souvenir, histoire, se rappeler.

Q* tchi, intention, volonte.

jjjil;
tehij le but de la vie atteint, bonheur, felicite.

jj^tchi, repos, bonheur.

Jjt tchi, parole qui atteint, qui touche, accuser.

jjo tchi blesser, porter un coup.

^ tchi, chatier, corriger.

Jg tchi, chatier, corriger.

^ tchi, chatier, corriger.

TCH:i=supreme.

g tchi, le plus haut degre, supreme.
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gj tchij beaucoup.

ki^tchi, grand, etendu, prodiguer.

^ tcM, grand, large, etendre, augmenter.

Ig tchi, grand, large, etendu, augmenter.

J5 ^^^h beaucoup de viande (g).

TCB:I= obstacle.

Jg tchi, desirer atteindre le but, mais eprouver des embarras pour

cela (Morrison).

^ tchi, embarras dans la circulation d'un cours d'eau ; congelation,

concretion.

^ tchi, embarras ou empecbement moral ()jj), disaccord, brouille.

fg tchi, embarrasse, arrete.

^ tchi, qui arrive mal an but, fou, esprit derange, malade (J^).

if.
tchi, arret, s'arreter ; seulement.

O tchi, seulement.

^ tchi, seulement.

jMc tchi, faire balte.

1^ tchi, balte, faire halte.

^ tchi, s'arreter.

g^ tchi, embarras, hesitation.

pi tchi, qui n'avance pas, qui fait de vains efforts pour avancer.

TCHI=separe.

•^ tchi, a, separer, diverger ;

—

I, brancbe (de bambou).

^4 tchi, eaux qui coulent dans differentes directions (diverging

waters).

y^ tchi
J
id. (diverging streams).

1^ tchi, separe; disperser, repandre.

m tchi, id.
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II resulte des exemples qui precedent, exemples que I'examen d'un

Dictionnaire cliinois tonique foumirait d'un bout a I'autre, que les

signes de I'ecriture ideograpliique, loin de representer, tous, des mots

ou des racines chinoises, ne sont souvent que la notation graphique

d'une nuance particuliere attachde dans certaines circonstances a un

mot cliinois. En d'autres termes, on pent etablir que recriture ideo-

graphique a ete I'objet de developpements considerables, alors que

le materiel des mots de la langue orale restait peu considerable, et

memo se reduisait a cinq ou six cents monosyllabes differents, si Ton

ne tient pas compte de 1'accentuation tonique et musicale qui, meme

avec ses modifications les plus delicates et les moins sensibles, ne

foumit tout au plus qu'un materiel ^ trois k quatre mille mots

phonetiquement distincts.

II devient ici necessaire d'etudier la question des origines de

I'ecriture cbinoise, et de discuter dans quelle mesure les donnees des

indigenes a ce sujet peuvent etre acceptees par la science philologique.

Les Sinologues se sont surtout occupes jusqu'a present de traduire

des textes : ils se sont peu preoccupes de les critiquer. l^ul ne

saurait leur faire un reproche d'avoir precede de la sorte ; il est tout

naturel de collectionner d'abord les faits dans leur ensemble, sauf

d les soumettre en suite k une discussion analytique de detail.

Plusieurs savants ont done demande aux Chinois ce qu'ils pensaient

de I'origine et des developpements successifs de leurs caracteres, et

ils ont place au point de depart, les legendes de Fuh-hi, cberchant

sur la voute celeste les elements de I'ecriture, et de Tsang-hieh, imagi-

nant ces elements a I'instar des traces laissees par les animaux en

courant sur le sable. Avec de tels contes, on arrive k nous exposer

le systeme adopte aux temps prehistoriques pour conserver par des

images le souvenir des objets materiels qui frappaient la vue de

I'homme
;
puis, on nous rapporte, que pour exprimer les idees abstraites

on avait eu recours soit a des signes k formes opposees, soit a des

caracteres dans lesquels plusieurs images reunies servaient a indiquer

une idee derivee. Enfin on nous montre I'ecriture arrivee sous le

nom de tchouen-chou a une perfection qu'elle n'a guere depasse

depuis lors. II s'agit ici d'une epoque conte'mporaire ou anterieure

a Confucius. Je laisse pour I'instant de cote la question de date

precise.

Si maintenant, partant des donnees des auteurs chinois, donnees que
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je viens de rapporter ici de la faQon la plus succincte, nous cherchons

les monuments qui permettent d'etablir 1'exactitude de leurs doctrines

au sujet des ages primitifs de I'ecriture dite ideographique, nous nous

trouvons des I'abord en presence de difficultes et de contradictions

inattendues. Pour ne pas abuser de vos precieux instants, je me

bomerai k citer quelques unes de mes observations k cet egard.

L'ecriture attribute a Pouh-hi et a laquelle on a donne le nom de

Koua, appartient k un systeme qui n'a rien a faire avec celui de

l'ecriture chinoise proprement dite. II faut done demander ailleurs

des specimens des epoques primitives de cette ecriture. D'apres les

indications des auteurs indigenes, les caracteres figuratifs formes k

I'aide d'images plus ou moins exactes des objets que I'on voulait

indiquer, et done les orientalistes ont publie de nombreux speci-

mens, seraient les signes caracteristiques de la plus ancienne ecriture

chinoise. Mais ou trouver des textes ecrits avec ces images? Les

recueils d'inscriptions antiques publics avec tant de zele et d'exacti-

tude par les archeologues du Celeste-Empire, du moius ceux que

j'ai pu examiner minutieusement,—et ils sont en assez grand nombre,

—^n'en renferment point un seul. Je dirai plus ; c'est a peine si, de

loin en loin, dans les inscriptions authentiques des ages les plus

recules, on pent decouvrir un signe qui puisse rentrer dans la cate-

goric des signes images attribues k I'antiquite chinoise. Toutes ces

vieilles inscriptions, au contraire, sont composees dans des caracteres

purement conventionnels et qui ne ressemblent en rien, par exemple,

aux signes didactiques des Mexicains d'avant la conquete. La celebre

inscription erigee sur la mont Seng-chan, par ordre de Yu-le-Grand,

en commemoration de I'ecoulement des eaux diluviennes, a ete I'objet

de memoires importants par lesquels Klaproth, Hager, Pauthier, et

d'autres, ont etabli sa haute et incontestable antiquite. Eh bien

!

cette inscription, comme celles que nous possedons de la dynastie

des Chang, est composee de signes dans lesquels I'element figuratif

n'a plus laisse que des traces le plus souvent effacees et qui n'ont en

tout cas aucune ressemblance avec les images grossieres publiees dans

les Memoires concernant les Chinois, dans la Lettre de Peking, dans

le Dictionnaire de Morrison, et ailleurs.

Jusqu'^ preuve du contraire, je ne crois pas,—et je suis a cet

egard en opposition avec 1'opinion generalement accreditee, — k

rexistence de textes ecrits en caracteres absolument figuratifs ou

Siang-hing. 9
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A la place d'une hypotliese gratuite que I'etude des monumeiits

n'a pas permis de constater, quel systeme d'ecriture trouvons nous

en usage dans les inscriptions chinoises des ages les plus recules!

Ma reponse, encore une fois ne s'accordera gu^re avec les idees gene-

ralement acceptees sur la question. Nous trouvons des textes ou

I'element phonetique, au lieu d'etre un annexe, un complement de

I'element ideographique ou figuratif, est au contraire I'element essen-

tiel. A ce point que pour un signe aujourd'hui trace k I'aide d'uno

clef le rattachant le plus souvent a un certain ordre d'idees determine,

et d'une phonetique dans laquelle il ne faut voir que le son et

oublier I'image, la clef a disparu, laissant d la seule marque du son

le soin de rappeler a la pensee le mot de la langue parlee qu'on a

voulu noter par ecrit. Les textes qui foumissent de nombreux

specimens de cette maniere d'ecrire, ne remontent evidemment pas

aux epoques tout k fait primordiales de I'invention de I'ecriture,

mais elles datent de la premiere periode durant laquelle les Chinois

ont commence d faire de I'ecriture un usage general et en quelque

sorte populaire.

Puis en descendant le cours des temps, on arrive, en se rapprochant

de plus et plus du commencement de notre ere, k trouver des textes

chinois savamment composes a I'aide des signes des six classes, lou-

chou, que nous font connaitre les auteurs indigenes, et qui deviennent,

apr^s des modifications relativement pen considerables, les signes de

I'ecriture aujourd'hui generalement adoptee dans 1'Empire du Milieu.

La notation du son etait done la notation essentielle, dans les textes

chinois des siecles les plus recules parmi ceux qui nous sent connus.

TJne autre etude que j'ai entreprise dans le but de poursuivre mes

investigations relatives a la langue et k I'ecriture de l'antiquit6

chinoise,—I'etude du mode de notation graphique du Chou-king et

surtout du Chi-Ung,—est venue me confirmer dans cette idee, dont

les Sinologues comprendront toutes les consequences, non seulement

au point de vue de la philologie comparee, mais memo pour I'inter-

pretation et la critique des textes ant6rieurs au siecle de Confucius.

Aujourd'hui que nous possedons, grace au zele laborieux et k la

profonde erudition de M. James Legge, une savante et magnifique

Edition des Livres Sacre des Yers, il est facile de constater dans les

antiques poesies I'emploi frequent de signes homophones les uns a la

place des autres.
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Ce fait une fois admis,—et je ne le crois pas contestable,—il s'agirait

de composer le Dictionnaire phonetique des mots du Chi-hing et de

quelques parties du Chou-Jcing. A I'aide de ce Dictionnaire, dans

lequel on ne devrait tenir compte que dans certains cas speciaux et

avec la plus grande prudence de la notation figurative, on obtiendrait

de precieux elements pour la reconstitution de la langue vulgaire des

anciens Chinois. Et ces elements serviraient, ainsi que j'en ai deja

acquis la conviction, d elucider le sens de bien des mots des Livres

Canoniques que les lettres cbinois ne comprennent plus eux-memes, et

sur lesquels ils ont composes des commentaires aussi longs qu'obscurs

et inadmissibles.

Je regrette que le temps ne me permette pas de developper les

aperQus qui precedent comme le comportent des questions aussi graves

de linguistique et de pbilologie. Pour repondre au desir qui m'a

ete exprime par plusieurs des savants membres de ce Congres, j'ai du

formuler brievement quelques uns des resultats des etudes auxquelles

je me livre depuis pres de vingt annees. Je suis tout dispose a fournir

a I'assemblee les explications subsidiaires qu'elle pourrait desirer sur

les idees que je viens de soumettre k sa haute appreciation.
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EESTJLTS OP

AN EXAMINATION OF CHINESE BUDDHIST BOOKS

IN THE

LIBRARY OF THE IND^l OFFICE.

By the Rev. SAMUEL BEAL, B.A.

I MUST apologize for taking up your valuable time this evening ; and

I assure you I shall be as brief as I possibly can be in submitting

what I have to say to your notice.

Having been appointed in September, 1872, to examine and report

upon the Buddhist portion of the Chinese Books in the Library of

the India Office, I beg now to communicate some of the results of

this work.

I find that altogether there are 72 distinct Buddhist compilations in

112 volumes among the Chinese Books in the Library. Of these 47

are translations from the Sanscrit. It is to these my attention has

been directed.

1. There are two copies of a work styled the Mo-ho-pan-nyi-pan-

king {i.e. the Mahaparinibbana Sutta). I was anxious to determine

whether this work resembled the Sutra known by the same name in

the Southern School (Ceylon, Burmah, etc.), and, if not, to investi-

gate so far as possible the degree and character of the divergence.

Mr. Tumour had, fortunately, published a brief outline of the

Mahaparinibbana Sutta from the Pali, in the Asiatic Society's

Journal of Bengal.
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It was easy, therefore, by a partial translation of the Chinese

version, to observe the resemblance, if any, between the two works

in question.

I found that whilst the general outline of the Chinese version was

perfectly in accord with the Southern work, that in detail and in

spirit the two were in no way allied.

The general outline is this: Buddha, on a certain occasion, pro-

ceeded to Kusinagara, and entering a grove of Sala trees, there

reposed. He received a gift of food from Chunda, an artizan of the

neighbouring town. After partaking of the food, he was seized with

iUness. He discoursed through the night with his disciples, and

disputed with certain heretical teachers. At early dawn he turned
\

on his right side, with his head to the IN'orth, and died. The Sala
j

trees bent down to form a canopy over his head. The account then

proceeds to relate the circumstance of his cremation, and the sub-

sequent disputes between the Mallas and others for his ashes.

In these main features the Korthem Sutra is in agreement with

the Southern ; but when considered in detail, the divergence between

the two is great. The whole of the Eirst, and some portion of the

Second, Book of the Chinese edition is occupied by the narrative of

Chunda' s offering ; the details are most minute and wearisome, con-

sisting of sections of a regularly recurring order.

In the subsequent Books the narrative is occupied with laboured
j

proofs that Nirvana is not the cessation of Being, but the perfection
j

of it, and that the four characteristics of Mrvana are these. Person-

1

ality, Purity, Happiness, and Eternity. One chief peculiarity of this

Book is the particular stress it lays on the fact that it was the first

made of all the Yaipulya class of Buddhist works, and for that reason

it sometimes gives expression to doubts whether or no it would be

acknowledged as belonging to the Canon. The history of Buddha's

controversies vsdth the heretical Doctors, Kasyapa, Basita, and others,

is of an interesting nature, the point of the argument in every case

being to prove that ITirvana is the one true and universal condition

of Being, in opposition to all pre-existing theories respecting a future

life in Heaven, or that unintelligible state of existence supposed to be

enjoyed in the Arupa worlds.

From the consideration of this Sutra it seems likely that the plan

adopted in the later (Northern) school of Buddhism, in the composi-
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tion of their works (the Mahayana and Vaipulya Sutras), was to take

the shorter and more ancient Scriptures as a germ, and, by the inter-

polation of dialogues and discussions, and at the same time by tedious

expansion of trivial events occurring in the course of the narrative,

to produce a work under the same name of a totally different

character. This method of development, I think, may be observed

in nearly all the works of which we possess both l^orthem and

Southern versions.

2. The above remarks apply with equal force to the Fan-wang-

king, another Sutra in the Chinese Section of the Library. This is

a Northern version of the Brahmajala Sutra, a work well known

through the pages of the Ceylon Friend, \^ which Mr. Gogerly pub-

lished a brief translation of it. The Chinese version was made by

Kumarajiva about 420 a.d., but it has none of the characteristics of

the Pali work bearing the same name. As an instance of the dis-

similarity, the Chinese version speaks of the origin of the name

"Brahmajala" as connected with the curtain (net, jdla) that sur-

rounds the domain of Brahma or Indra,^ and compares the gems that

adorn that net to the countless worlds of space, over all which Yairo-

jana is supreme. Whereas the title is explained in the South as " a

net in which Buddha caught the Brahmans."

The Chinese translation is only a portion of the entire work, and

recounts the Rules which bind the Bodhisatwa in the same way as

the Pratimoksha deals with the Rules of the Bhikshus. All this is

so foreign to the drift and object of the Southern Sutra, that it is

plain there is but little connexion between the two, except in the

name, which was borrowed probably to give popularity and authority

to the expanded work.

3. I discovered that the Library possesses a Chinese copy of the

Abhinishkramana Sutra, under the name of Fo-pen-hing-tsi-king . No

translation of this work into any European language exists, as fa.r as

I know. I thought it therefore desirable to translate the Chinese

work in its complete form. This I have done, and I hope soon to see

it published. The chief interest attaching to this book is, the number

^ The expression, AindrajEla, is a well-known one to signify " jugglery." If the

net of Indra be the " Curtain of Stars " which seems to inclose the Atmosphere
(Indra), we do not wonder that the idea of jugglery should be associated with it.
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of episodes (Avadanas) and Jatakas contained in it. Some of these

will be found to explain the Temple Sculptures at Sanchi and Amra-

vati and Boro Bodor. I am inclined also to think that many of the

newly-discovered sculptures found by the Archaeological Surveyor of

India at Bharhut will be explained to some extent in this work.

It seems probable that the book under review is only the expansion

of the Fo-pen-Jbing-Icingy the earliest known translation of the life of

Buddha. (This work was produced in China about 75 a.d.) My
reason for this opinion is (1) the similarity of name; the addition of

the symbol ' tsi ' to Fo-pen-hing would indicate that the new work

was founded upon the more ancient one. (2) I find from the Bud-

dhist Encylopaedia Fa-yuen-chvr-lin, that passages quoted from the Fo-

pen-hing really occur in the Fo-pen-hing-tsi-Tcing. If my opinion is

correct, it will tend to a settlement of the question of the date of the

legends and stories which are mixed up in such a remarkable manner

in the history of the founder of Buddhism.

4. Perhaps the most interesting result of the examination of these

books is derived from a work entitled King-Tsang-yo-shwo. In this

book there are fifty Sutras, translated at different dates and by

various scholars, all of them from Sanscrit or Pali. The dates ex-

tend from A.D. 70 to a.d. 600. Among these Sutras is one called the

Chen-tseu-hing ; this I found to be a translation of the Sama Jataka,

which is in fact a part of the story of Dasaratha and Eama. This

Jataka has been briefly translated from the Sinhalese by Spence

Hardy {Eastern Mbnachism, p. 275), and I have identified it with

the Sanchi Sculpture found in plate xxxvi. fig. i. Tree and Serpent

Worship. The Chinese version of this Jataka is full and complete.

A singular circumstance connected with the title of this Sutra or

Jataka is this— In the history of Fa-Man's Travels, p. 157, it is

stated that, when in Ceylon, he witnessed on one occasion a Reli-

gious Festival, during which pictures of Buddha's previous births

were exhibited and hung up on each side of the road. Among

others he speaks of the ''birth as a flash of light" (the Chinese

word is ' chen^), Remusat and his annotators having adopted this

rendering in their version of Fa-hian^ I was led to do the same

in my own translation, although I had grave doubts at the time,

and tried to explain the character of this birth by the history of

the Pracolin given by Julien (ii. 336). I now find that the Jataka
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alluded to by Fa-Man is the S^a Jataka, of which the book under

review gives an account. It is interesting to know that this Jataka

was as familiar to the Buddhists in Ceylon at the time of Fa-hian^s

visit (circ. a.d. 410), as it was undoubtedly to the builders and

sculptors at Sanchi, some centuries (perhaps) before.

Another of the Sutras found in the work under consideration is

called Fo-shwo-yen-un-tsang-u-king, which indeed is a translation of

the Sangha Rakshita Avadana, known to us through the version given

by Bumouf (Introd. to Ind. Bud. p. 313, ss.).

The Chinese translation agrees in the main with this version. It

opens with an account of the Naga, which assumed a human fo^m

and became a Bhikshu ; having gone to sleep, accidentally, his true

nature was discovered : after having been instructed in the law, he

was dismissed to his Dragon Palace by Buddha ; here he was visited

by Sangha Rakshita, and further instructed in the Sacred Books.

The narrative then proceeds with the adventures of Sangha Rakshita

after having been dismissed from the Dragon Palace. (The details

are nearly the same as those given by Bumouf.)

A third Sutra in this work deserving notice is the Ta-shing-sae-fa-

hing, which is the same as the Arya Chatushka Nirahdra Ndma
Mahdydna Sutra, a translation of which has been made by M. Leon

Peer {Etudes Buddhiques, p. 131). On comparing the Chinese with

this version, I find the two agree in the main. There are one or two

passages, however, much more distinctly given in the Chinese trans-

lation. For example : at the opening of the Sutra, as translated by

M. Leon Feer, there is an obscure passage, which he renders '^n^ayant

tons pour vetement qu'un grand amulette^^ {Mdha-varma-sannaddha) \ in

the Chinese the passage runs thus— * Kai-pi-kin-ku-ta-sze-shai-kwan,^

that is, "all of them completely armed with the helmet of their

strong religious vows," a passage which, although somewhat obscure,

is yet common enough in Buddhist books, denoting the power of the

vow made by the Bodhisatwas not to give up their condition till they

had accomplished the salvation of men (and others).

Another passage, p. 134 (op. cit.), is thus given by M. Feer— ^' Ze

fih d'un dieu reprit Manjugri en faveur de Brahma qui a lea cheveux

noues au sommet de la tete et qui reside parmi les fits des dieux, etc.,^^

but in the Chinese version the rendering is, " The Deva once more

replied, Well said ! Ayushmat, the Bodhisatwa ought to be untiring
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in the works of his religious duties, as in old time was the Brahma-

raja Sikhin and his associates, etc." The conduct of Sikhin is

frequently alluded to in Buddhist books ; he is generally indeed

spoken of as one of the old Buddhas, but his exact religious con-

duct is the theme for constant laudation in the Abhinishkramana

Sutra. There are several discrepancies between the Chinese text

and the translation from the Thibetan, which I cannot enter into at

any length; the following will serve as examples :—iv. 1. '' Medita-

tiony Chinese: "Faith." iv. 2. " SagesseJ^ Chinese : ''Reliance

on a virtuous friend." v. ^^ Production de pensee a laquelle il serait

dangereux pour les Bodhisatwas de se confier.''^ Chinese :
" The Bodhi-

satwas ought to strive after a heart not capable of the four defile-

ments." vi. 3. '' La pensee qui eonsiste d. ne pas esperer en la maturiU

parfaite^ Chinese: '* A heart that does not anxiously look for the

reward of good actions." ix. 2. ^^ Production d^un pensee pour que

ceux qui transgressent, etcJ' Chinese: ''Having been wronged by

any one, not to remember the wrong done." ix. 3. " Sn quelques

contrees vastes et etenduSj etc.'''' Chinese: "I^Tot to remit any effort

although dwelling in the midst of plenty (5 desires)." x. 1. " Quand

on est dans une maison.^^ Chinese: "When leading a secular life."

X. 4. " Amoindrir les qualites de ragitation, etc^ Chinese: "To
practise the Dhuta rules." xi. 4. " Quand on a lie sa pensee d la pro-

mulgation de la hi, etc.''^ Chinese :
" Out of a glad heart ever to

speak well of the conduct of a Master of the Law (Spiritual Master)."

xvii. 2. "Z^ tresor cache de Venergie.''^ Chinese: "The treasure of.

dialectics; or, of logical discussion." xvii. 4. "Z^ tresor cache de la

benediction complete en richesses inepuisallesy Chinese: "The treasure

of worshipping or paying reverence to the highest riches, i.e. the

Three Gems, Buddha, Dharma, Sangha." [I may observe here,

throughout the translation from the Thibetan the expression "bene-

diction complete" (vi. 4, xvi. 4, xvii. 4, xxxiii. 2) corresponds to

Hwui-hiang in the Chinese, which is a phrase employed to denote

an act of external worship, or sometimes mental adoration.^

The Chinese version throws some light on the difficult passage xxii.

4, " JVe plus esperer en la transmigration d cause du d^sespoir de reussir

dans la realisation parfaite de toutes les qualitSs.''^ Chinese: "I^ot to

resent as a personal injury (with a view to retaliate) because a friend

has not been invited with others to partake of charity or hospitality."
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These remarks miglit be continued, but I pass on to observe, in the

work under consideration, there is also a Chinese version of the

*' Chatur Dharmaha,''^ according to the Great Vehicle. A translation

of this also has been made by M. Leon Peer, from the Thibetan {op.

cit. p. 68). The Chinese version dates from the Tang Dynasty, and

was made by Devakara, a priest of mid-India. It agrees very closely

with the Thibetan.

I shall now proceed to give a list of other Sutras, translated into

Chinese, and found in the work under review.

{a) Fo-shwo-fan-pih-un-sing-hing (Buddha declares the causes which

produce birth). [This may be the same as the Mdana Sutra.]

The scene is laid by the banks of the Jfairaiijana Eiver, under the

Bodhi Tree ; Buddha, lost in contemplation, dwells upon the falsity

of all sources of joy and sorrow in the world. On this Maha Brahma,

Lord of the Sa-va world, suddenly leaves the Heavens and appears

before Buddha. Buddha recounts to him the causes of existence

(Nidanas) ; these are the same as those commonly found in Buddhist

books, beginning with ignorance (avidya) and ending with old age,

disease, and death. "Whereupon Maha Brahma worships at the feet

of Buddha and departs.

(J) Fo-shwo-ta-sing-i-king (Buddha relates the great and secret

principles (Truth) of Birth).

The scene of this Sermon is the village of Kuru. Ananda having

been troubled with thoughts respecting the origin of life, resolves to

go to Buddha and request an explanation. Having arrived and

saluted the All-Wise, he spake thus: "World-adored! as I dwelt

alone and revolved in my mind throughout the night the causes of

life and death, I was greatly troubled. "Would that you would deign

to solve my doubts and explain my difficulties." On this Buddha

proceeds to show how the perpetual recurrence of birth and death,

and all the phenomena of life, result from ignorance of the causes of

these things. Thus old age and death result from birth : destroy the

seed of birth, and there can be no old age or death (and so through-

out the Sermon).

(c) Fo-shwo-u-hwo-hing (Buddha recites the history of TJ-Kwo)

{defend-country).

This Sutra recounts how Buddha, when residing at Kuru, departed
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on a round of visits for tlie purpose of preaching. Having come to

the village of To-lo (Tara ?), he was requested by a young Brahman

called U-Kwo to admit him into his society as a novice. Buddha

inquired if he had his parents' permission. On being told he had not,

Buddha declined to receive him. On this U-Kwo departs to his

home, and after a great deal of entreaty he persuades his parents to

permit him to become a Bhikshu. This having been accomplished,

U-Kwo after a time returns to his native village, and whilst there is

the means of converting the King of Kuru by his teaching. On this

the king becomes a Upasaka.

{d) Fo-shwo-wou-shang-hing (Buddha preaches on impermanency)

(Anitya).

This Sermon was delivered at Sravasti, in the Jetavana ; Buddha

declares in it that there are three things in the world that are univer-

sally abhorred, viz.—old age, disease, and death. Had it not been

for these, Buddha would not have come into the world. He then

recites some verses to the same effect. After which, all the audience,

filled with delight, worship him, and depart.

{e) Fo-shwo-tong-lai-pien-Ung (Buddha declares the changes of the

future).

This Sutra was delivered at Sravasti, in the Jetavana, in the pre-

sence of 500 Bhikshus, and all the Bodhisatwas. Buddha describes

the way in which Religion (the Law) will be destroyed by the neglect

of first principles—morality, submission, self-discipline, and so on.

He fells them that there will be jealousies and divisions amongst his

followers after his own departure, and warns them against the ruin

which will result.

(/) Shi-shen-nieh-taou-Tcing (The Sutra which relates to virtuous

principles, or, a virtuous Karma).

This Sutra was delivered in the Palace of Sagara, a JS'agaraja, in

the presence of 800 Great Bhikshus, and 23,000 Bodhisatwas Maha-

satwas ; Buddha declares that all the differences which exist in life,

and comparative conditions of happiness, result from the previous

conduct of the persons concerned.

He then lays down ten virtuous principles, by acting on which

there must result consequent perfection and supreme wisdom (Bodhi).

The ten virtues are purely moral and personal, relating to benevo-
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lence, love of men, seK-denial, energy, and watchfulness against

error.

(y) Fo'shwO'fa-yin-hing (Buddha declares what is the seal of the

Law).

This Sermon was delivered at Sravasti, before all the Bhikshus.

In it Buddha declares that the secret, or the seal, of the Law, is to

perceive the unreality of all phenomenal existence, and, by a convic-

tion of this, to arrive at deliverance. [Deliverance is spoken of as

threefold, and is thus denoted °^ .]

{h) Pu-sa-sing-ta-Jcing (The Sutra of the ground of the birth of a

Bodhisatwa).

This Sutra was delivered at Kapalivastu, under a Nyagrodha tree,

in the presence of 500 Bhikshus. A young nobleman, called Chamah,

comes to Buddha, and begs him to explain the nature of a Bodhi-

satwa' s conduct. On this Buddha lays it down that the fundamental

principle of a Bodhisatwa' s character is perfect patience and forbear-

ance, and this patience exhibits itself under four aspects. (1) When
reviled, the Bodhisatwa reviles not again. (2) When smitten, he

receives the blow without resentment. (3) When treated with anger

and passion, he returns love and good will. (4) When threatened

with death, he bears no malice. Buddha then recites some verses

(Geyas) to the same effect. Again, he says, there are four things that

distinguish every Bodhisatwa. (1) He loves the Scriptures, and the

way of salvation practised by the Bodhisatwas ; with his utmost mind

he defends the cause of Religion, and desires to instruct men therein.

(2) He removes himself from the company of all females, and will

have no business with them. (3) He ever loves to bestow charity on

Shaman and Brahmachari. (4) He avoids over-sleep, lest his heart

should become indisposed to Eeligion. Buddha then recites some verses

to the same effect. On this, Chamah removes from his neck a beau-

tiful string of pearls and precious stones, and offers them to Buddha.

Buddha, by his spiritual power, causes them to ascend into the air,

and form a canopy over his head. And now, from each precious

stone, there appears as it were a man, to the number of 500, each

wearing a similar necklace. On this, Chamah asks whence these

persons came — to which Buddha replies, they come from nowhere
;

they are unreal and apparitional only, as a figure in a glass, ©r the
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reflexion in a lake : and such is the nature of all phenomena, they are

unreal, projected on the surface of the one reality. Supreme Wisdom

(Bodhi). Such is the helief of the Son of Buddha, i.e. Bodhisatwa.

On hearing this, Chamah, the four kinds of disciples and all the

Nagas, rejoice and accept it.

{€) Fo-shwo-chuen-yeou-king (Buddha delivers the Sutra which relates

to the revolution of existence).

This Sutra was delivered in the Kalanda-venu-vana near Eajagriha,

in the presence of 1,250 disciples and innumerable Bodhisatwas.

Bimbasara raja having approached the place where Buddha was

seated, saluted him and stood on one side. On this Buddha addressed

him thus, "Maharaja, suppose a man in a dream beheld a lovely

maiden, bedecked with jewels; and suppose he dreamt of joys and

pleasures partaken with her —would there be any solid truth in such

fancied enjoyments ?" '' Ko !

" answered the Eaja, '' for it would be

only a dream." "And if a man were, nevertheless, to hold to the

fancy that there was such a real maiden as he had seen in his sleep

(or that the maiden were a real one), would this be a mark of wis-

dom ?" " 1^0 !
" answered the king, " for that dream-thought had no

substance and was utterly vain." Such, continued the Buddha, is

the nature of the teaching of all the heretical Doctors of Eeligion.

They use words to describe things which exist not. They receive

certain impressions from without, and then they lay hold of these vain

impressions and call them realities. They are thus bound by their

own fictions, and being bound, they become subject to all the evil

consequences of their own inventions, viz.— covetous desire, anger,

doubt (raga, moha, trishna), and perpetual cycles of birth and death.

By giving up such imaginary names and laying hold of the one

reality, a man escapes these consequences and is set free.

(y) Ta-fang-tang-sieou-to-lo-wang-hing.

This is another translation of the previous work, the title is a sin-

gular one, and may be translated thus—The Mahavaipulya-Sutra-raja

Sutra.

{h) Shan-hing-fa-siang-Icing (The Sutra which relates to the thoughts

present to those who practise Dhyana).

Delivered at Sravasti, in the Jetavana ; Buddha spoke thus to the
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Bhikshus :
" If a man, in tlie snapping of a finger, can realize in his

mind the thought of death, and remember, perfectly, that all which

exists must die—this is no small progress to have made—^this is not

the hesitation of the foolish, or the charity of the Arab {sih hwo yin).

How much more, if he can grasp in a moment, the thought of the

sorrow, the impermanency, the vanity, the folly, etc., of earthly

things—how much more has such a man advanced in the power of

Dhyana !
"

{I) San-hwei-wu-hiai-sse-sin-im-li-hung-tih-hing (The Sutra that de-

scribes the great merit attaching to the three refuges (tun-

sarana), the five moral rules, a loving heart, and rejecting

the evil).

Delivered at Sravasti, in the Jetavana, for the sake of Aniruddha

;

Buddha speaks of a rich Brahman, called Yirama, and explains that,

though he gave away all his wealth in charity, his merit would not

be nearly so great as one who professed belief in Buddha, Dharma,

and Sangha, and undertook to observe the five rules of a disciple.

(m) Fo-shwo-hi-yeou-kan-liang-Tcung-tih-hing (Buddha delivers a dis-

course concerning the Supreme source of merit).

This Sermon is directed to show the infinitely superior character

of merit resulting from a profession of belief in the three gems, to

all others.

(n) Li-hu-hwui-pu-saTi-sho-man-U-fo-fa-Tcing (Questions asked by a

Bodhisatwa, called Li-hu-htoui, as to the right way of paying

worship to Buddha).

This Sutra was delivered at Sravasti, in the Jetavana. The inter-

locutor is the Bodhisatwa named in the title. He asks Buddha to

explain the right method of worship. On this Buddha tells him that

he should, with all his heart, pay adoration to all the Buddhas of the

ten quarters, and afterwards prostrate himself on his knees, hands,

and head to Buddha himself, beseeching him to bring about the

salvation of all men, and cause an end to be put to all heretical

teaching. He then proceeds to direct him to worship each of the

Buddhas of the different Regions of space, beginning with Akshobya

of the Eastern Region, down to Yairojana, who is placed in the

Kadir.
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(o) Fo-shwo-ta-shinff-pih-fuh-siang-Tcing (Buddha declares what are

the hundred marks of merit belonging to the Great Yehicle).

This Sutra was delivered at Sravasti, in a Palace called Po-Miu.

The interlocutor is Manjusri. In it is given the names of the eighty-

inferior signs and the thirty-two greater signs on Buddha's person,

also eighty symbols or figures found on the soles of his feet.

{p) Man-chu-sse-U-man-po-ti-hng (Manjusri inquires as to the cha-

racter of Bodhi).

This Sutra was delivered in Magadha, on Mount Gaya, in the pre-

sence of all the Bhikshus, and those Brahmans who had been con-

verted by Buddha ; the subject of it is the nature of that condition of

mind called the '^ Heart of Bodhi " {Esprit de Bodhi).

{q) Wou-tsun-hwui-pou-sah-king (The Sutra of Akchayamati Bodhi-

satwa).

This Sutra was delivered at Rajagriha, on Mount Gridrakuta, in

the presence of 1,250 Bhikshus. The interlocutor is Akchayamati,

who inquires of Buddha the nature of the heart of Bodhi (as in the

previous Sutra).

(r) Ta-shing-sze-fa-hing (The Sutra of the four rules of the Great

Yehicle).

This is the same as the Mahayana-chatur-dharmaka Sutra. It was

delivered at Sravasti, in the garden of Jeta (and has already been

referred to).

(s) Fo-shwo-ta-shing-8ze-fa-hing (Buddha declares the four laws of

the Great Yehicle).

This Sutra has already been referred to.

{t) Fo-sJiwo-pou-sa-sheou-hing-sze-fa-hing. Another translation of the

above.

(w) Fo-shwo-tsing-nieh-chang-Mng (Buddha narrates the obstacles in

the way of a pure Karma).

This Sutra was delivered when Buddha was dwelling at Yaisali, in

the garden of the Amra trees, in the presence of 500 Bhikshus and

32,000 Bodhisatwas Mahasatwas. It relates to a conversation between

a courtesan and a Bodhisatwa called Yimalanirbhasa {wou-hu-hwong).

The former, having used her magic arts, prevails over the Bodhisatwa.
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After this, being seized with intense remorse, he comes to Buddha

;

the latter comforts him by an assurance that all such things are as a

shadow and a dream, on which the Bodhisatwa is re-assured. Man-

jusrl then enters into a discussion with Buddha relating to the cha-

racter of the Great Vehicle.

(r) Tchin-u-ta-shing-hung-tih-king (Buddha praises the superior ex-

cellency of the Great Vehicle).

In this Sutra Buddha describes the superiority of the Heart of

Bodhi, and from that proceeds to define the infinite virtue of the

Great Vehicle. (This Sutra was translated from Sanscrit by Hiouen-

Tsang.) ..

{w) Ta-sJiin-fang-Tcwang-tsung-chi-lcing (The Sutra which describes

the nature of the Dharani, used in the Yoga system of the

Great Vehicle).

This Sutra was delivered at Rajagriha, on the Gridrakuta Moun-

tain, in the presence of 62,000 Great Bhikshus. It contains certain

Dharani.

{x) Wou-shang-i-hing (The Sutra of the highest reliance).

This Sutra, which is in two parts, contains an account of the rela-

tive merit of various actions. It was delivered in the Kalanda-venu-

vana, before 1,250 Bhikshus and various Bodhisatwas.

(y) Fo-shwo-lo-niu-yin-king^ (The Sutra in which Buddha describes

the conduct of an aged woman).

This Sutra was delivered by Buddha at a place called Lo-Yin

(musical sound), before 800 Bhikshus and 10,000 Bodhisatwas. He
describes the conduct of an aged woman who desired to offer him a

religious gift. Having only two small coins (mites), she purchased

with them a little oil : taking this to a sacred place, she used it in a

lamp, to bum for his honour. The lights of all the Brahmans were

extinguished, and hers alone burnt incessantly.

{%) Fo-shwo-chen-taeu-King (Buddha relates the History of Sama).

This is the Sama Jataka referred to before.

(flfl) Tin-wong-tai-Ueu-Pi-Lo-King (The S^tra of Pi-Lo, the eldest

son of a Heavenly King [Devaraja]).

This Sutra gives an account of Devaraja-kumara-Pi-Lo's visit to
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Buddha, during which he recites the History, of the Great Brahman,

which is identical with the Avadana translated hy Stas. Julien, called

'' Ze rot et le grand tambour^^ {Les Avaddnas, Yol. I. No. 1).

{hh) Fo-shwo- O-che-shai-wong-shau-U-Jcing (The Sutra of Ajatasatru's

assurance).

This Sutra was delivered at Eajagriha, on the top of the Mountain

Gridrakuta, and contains an account of Ajatasatru's visit to Buddha,

and the assurance that he would hereafter become a Chakravartti

Raja.

{cc) Fo-shwo-tai-tseu-Muh-jpih-Tcing (Buddha declares the History of

Prince Muh-pih).

This. Sutra was delivered at Sravasti, in the Jetavana. Buddha

recounts the History of the Prince Muh-pih, the son of Yaraniraja.

He was a beautiful child, but unable to speak ; having consulted the

astrologers, they resolved to put him to death, by burying him alive

;

when on the point of being thus sacrificed, he opened his mouth, and

spake : he declared that, owing to rash words in a former birth, he

had suffered punishment in hell. He had resolved, therefore, to

remain silent, rather than risk a like punishment. (This Sutra is one

of the earliest translated into Chinese, a.d. 100.)

{dd) Fo-shwo- ng-wong-Ung (Buddha declares the history of the five

kings).

There were once five kings, one of whom was wise, the other four

were foolish. The Wise King, wishing to convert the others, asked

them their several ideas of happiness. The first said, '' l^othing would

delight me more than during the spring-time to wander through

gardens and parks, to see the flowers and watch the fountains. This

would be pleasure."

The second said, ** !N^othing would delight me more than as a king

to mount my royal horses, to dwell in a lordly court, and ever to be

surrounded by my faithful subjects paying me reverence."

The third said, ''Nothing would delight me more than the joys of

wedded life, surrounded by my children, beautiful and full of grace,

ever desiring to give me happiness."

The fourth said, ''Nothing would delight me more than to dwell

ever with my parents, in company with my brothers and sisters, with

the daintiest food, clothed in the costliest raiment, and enjoying the

10
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indulgences of sense." . The four having thus spoken, the "Wise King

replied, *'A11 these things are vain and perishable; for my part, I

would desire nothing so much as a condition that admits of neither

birth nor death, joy nor sorrow, or any other extreme." On which

the others replied, "And where shall we find a Teacher who will

explain how this condition may be reached?" "Whereupon the Wise

King conducted them to the presence of Buddha, at the Jetavana

Vihara. Buddha then enters on a discourse, in which he describes

the eight kinds of sorrow which are incident to all conditions of life.

In the end the four kings are converted.

(ee) Fo-shwo-hin-die-ng-fuh-ti-Ung (Buddha declares the five con-

ditions of happiness belonging to the virtuous man).

This Sutra was also delivered at Sravasti, in the Jetavana Yihara.

Buddha declares that the virtuous man is in this life rewarded in five

ways,—first, with long life ; second, with great wealth ; third, with

graceful form; fourth, with honour and renown; fifth, with much

wisdom. He then proceeds to explain the character of the truly

virtuous man.

{ff) Fo-shtDo-U-lan-pwan-Tcing (Buddha declares the Avalambana

Sutra).

This Sutra was delivered at Sravasti, in the Jetavana Yihara. Maha

Mugalan, by the exercise of his spiritual power, beholds his mother

suffering as a Preta from starvation ; on proceeding to her side and

offering her food, she was unable to receive it, as it was changed into

burning ashes in her hand. On this he went, with many tears, to

Buddha, and declared his great sorrow. "Whereupon Buddha ordains

a service to be held on the 15th day of the seventh month, for the

purpose of providing food for all those suffering torments of hunger

as Pretas. Mugalan, with great joy, performs this service, and so

provides his mother with food.

(jg) To-fong-Tcwang-fuh-Jiwa-yen-lcing-sieou-sse-fun (The charity sec-

tion of the Mahavaipulyavatamsaka Sutra).

This Sutra was delivered at Kajagriha, on the Yulture-peak Moun-

tain. It is a part of one of the most popular Sutras known in China,

viz. the Pa-yen-king.
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(hh) Fo-shwo-yin-un-sang-hu-hing (Buddlia narrates the history of

Sangharakshita)

.

This is the Avadana referred to before, and fully translated by

Bumouf.

I shall now proceed to translate a short Sutra called ''Buddha's

Dying Instruction" {Fo-wei-kiau-Tcing). The interest of this work is

derived from the fact that it is generally bound up in China with the

" Sutra of Eorty-two Sections," the first Buddhist work translated into

Chinese. It will be seen that it is of a primitive type, and deals

entirely with moral questions. It also speaks of the "Pratimoksha,"

not as that work is known to us, but as certain Rules of a simple pro-

hibitive character, affecting the life of the disciple. It would appear

from this that the bulky work now known as the Pratimoksha is a

later compilation, drawn up in fact after the introduction of con-

ventual life among the followers of Buddha.

6. " The Sutra of Buddha's Dying Instruction," translated by

Royal Command, by Kumarajiva, a Doctor of the Three Pitakas, in

the reign of Yaou (Hing), Prince of T'sin [397 to 415 a.d.] [T'«w,

a feudal state, occupying the Region of the Rivers Wei and King]

[vid. for the date Jul. i. p. 322].

Sakyamuni Buddha, when he first began to preach, converted

Adjnata Kaundinya (O-jo-kiao-tchin-ju) ; so, on the occasion of his last

discourse, he converted Subhadra. Having thus done all that was

appointed him to do, he reclined between two Sala trees, about to

enter Nirvana. It was now in the middle of the night, perfectly

quiet and still; on this occasion, for the sake of his disciples, he

delivered a brief Summary of his Law.

"Bhikshus! after my death, regard, I pray you, with much

reverence, the Book of the Pratimoksha, as a light shining in the

darkness ; or, a precious pearl found by a poor man. Let this Book

be your Teacher and Guide, even as I should be, if I remained in the

world. Keep the pure Rules of discipline, viz. these—iN'ot to enter

on any business engagements, whether buying or selling, or exchang-

ing ; to avoid all purchase of land or houses ; all rearing of cattle, or

dealing in servants or slaves, or any living thing ; to put away all

money, property, or jewels—as a man would avoid a burning pit.

Not to cut down or destroy trees or shrubs ; not to cultivate land, or
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dig the earth ; not to engage in the decoction of medicines ; not to

practise divination, or casting lucky or unlucky days ; not to study

the stars or the movements of confitellations ; not to predict times of

plenty or scarcity ; not to enter on calculations of any sort : all these

things are forbidden. Keep the body temperate in all things, and the

vital functions in quiet subjection. Have nothing to do with worldly

engagements, either in seeking places of authority, or pronouncing

incantations, or courting the rich, or planning for the welfare of your

worldly relatives. But, by self-control and right modes of thought,

aim at emancipation ; conceal none of your faults, but confess them

before the congregation; be moderate and contented with the food,

clothing, medicines, and bedding allo'v\*d you [Jul. i. 152], and be

cautious against hoarding up that which is allowed. These are the

llules of Discipline, the observance of which is the true source of

emancipation, and hence they are called ' The Rules of the Prati-

moksha.' Keep then these precepts in their purity, oh Bhikshus!

Let there be no careless negligence in this matter ; the man who care-

fully observes them shall have power to fulfil* all the duties of

Beligion ; the man who disregards them shall experience none of the

rewards which a virtuous life is able to afford. And for this reason

it is I bid you remember that the knowledge and practice of these

llules is the first and chief necessity for attaining religious merit and

final peace.

'*If, Bhikshus J ye have attended to this point, and have observed

the precepts religiously, then continue to keep the five organs of sense

in due check, not permitting them a loose rein, or to engage in the

pursuit of pleasure (the five pleasures)
;
just as a shepherd with his

crook prevents the cattle from straying into the neighbouring pastures.

But if you restrain not your senses, but permit them the indulgence

of the five pleasures, and put no check upon them, then, like a vicious

horse unchecked by the bridle hurries on and throws its rider into the

ditch, so shall it be with you
;
your senses getting the mastery of you,

shall eventually hurry you on to the place of torment, where you

shall endiire untold misery for the period of an age {aceculum), without

^ any mode of escape or deliverance. The wise man, therefore, restrains

his senses, and permits them not free indulgence—he keeps them fast

(
bound, as robbers are held in bonds, and doing so he soon feels their

/ power to hurt utterly destroyed. The heart (sin) is Lord of these
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senses
;
govern, therefore, your heart well ; watch well the heart, for )

it is like a noxious snake, a wild beast, a cruel robber, a great fire, >

and worse even than these. It may be compared to a man who is

holding in his hand a vessel full of honey, and as he goes on his way /

his eyes are so bent in gazing on the sweet treasure in his dish, that

he sees not the dreadful chasm in his way, down which he falls. It

is like a mad elephant unchecked by the pointed crook—or like the

ape which is allowed to escape into the tree, quickly it leaps from

bough to bough, difficult to re-capture and chain up once more.

Restrain, therefore, and keep in complete subjection your heart; let

it not get the mastery
;
persevere in this, oh Ehikshus ! and all shall (

be well.

""With respect to food and drink, whether you have received

common or dainty food, let it not excite in you either undue gratifi-

cation or regret ; and the same with clothing and medicinal prepara-

tions—take sufficient and be satisfied ; even as the butterfly sips the

honey of the flower and departs, so do ye, oh Bhikshus ! seek not more

than is necessary : be satisfied with what is given to you, just as the

wise man calculates the strength of the ox he uses, and gives it as

much food as is necessary for it.

"Be careful, oh Bhikshus! to waste no time, but earnestly to per-

severe in acquiring a knowledge of the true Law. On the first and

last nights of the month continue in the repetition of the Sacred

Books without cessation. It is sloth and love of sleep that cause a

whole life to be thrown away and lost.

"Think of the fire that shall consume the world, and early seek
}^

deliverance from it, and give not way to sleep. A man who indulges
\

in immoderate sleep can have no inward satisfaction or self-respect
; /

there is always a snake of dissatisfaction coiled up in his breast:
]

whereas he who denies himself this indulgence is like the man who (

rises early, and, sweeping out his house, expels all that is hurtful, and

so has continual safety and peace. Above all things, let modesty
;

govern every thought and every word of your daily life— a man )

without modesty is in no way different from the brute beast.

"Bhikshus! if a man should do you such injury as to chop your

body in pieces limb by limb, yet you ought to keep your heart in

perfect control ; no anger or resentment should affect you, nor a word

of reproach escape your lips ; for if you once give way to a bitter
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thought, you have erred from the right way, and all religious merit

is lost. Patience is a virtue {this is the literal translation of the passage

*Jin che wei tih^)\ to keep the Eules of moral restraint without

wavering, to exercise patience without tiring, this is the characteristic

of the great man. If a man, because he does not enjoy everything as

he would wish, loses patience, he is like a man who will not enter on

the Path of Salvation, because he cannot immediately quaff the sweet

dew {i.e. attain immortality)."

The Text then proceeds to speak of the advantage of moderation

in all indulgences (pleasures), the happiness of a solitary life ; **for

th«y who live in mixed society are like the birds that congregate

together in a tree, always afraid of the ^aps of the fowler ; or like

the old elephant in the mud unable to extricate himself. Continual

perseverance is like a little fire that keeps on burning, but he who

tires in the practice of Eeligion is like a fire that goes out. Such is

perseverance {virya).

''You ought, also, never to forget self-examination and reflection

(wm, i.e. sraddha) ; if you neglect these, then all progress is at an

end—^in the practice of these you put on, as it were, a helmet of

defence, so that no sword can hurt you, and no enemy get the ad-

vantage over you.

'' You ought to keep your mind fixed in contemplation {dhydna)

—^by perseverance, this power of fixed contemplation is always ready,

even as water kept in the house is always ready for laying the dust

out of doors. And so he who continues in the practice of dhyana

shall undoubtedly attain wisdom {PrajTia) ; and this is the Deliverance

spoken of in my Law. And true wisdom is this : to cross the sea of

old age, disease, and death, in a strong and trustworthy boat. It is

a lamp shining in darkness, a medicine for all diseases, a hatchet to

cut down the tree of sorrow, and for this reason you ought to aim

above all things to attain this wisdom, and so bring to yourself lasting

benefit. A man who has this wisdom is perfectly illuminated, and

needs no other eyes.

'' Again, Bhikshus, if ye would obtain' final release, you must put

away from you aU the foolish books (trifling discourses) met with in

the world. Think only on the words I have given you, whether in

the mountain pass or the depth of the valley, whether beneath the

tree or in the solitary cell ; think of the Scriptures (Law), and forget
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them not for a moment, persevere in studying them alone ; I, as the

good Physician, knowing the disease which affects you, give this as

a medicine fit for the case : without this, you die. Or, like the guide

who knows the way, I direct you where to go and what path to take

:

without a guide, you perish.

*'And now, if you have any doubts respecting the four great

truths which He at the bottom of my teaching, ask me, oh Bhik-

shus ! and explain your doubts ; for while you doubt there can be no

fixity."

This exhortation the world-honoured one repeated three times, but

neither of the Bhikshus propounded any question, for so it was, they

had no doubts.

Then Aniruddha, reading the hearts of the congregation, addressed

Buddha, and said :
*' World-honoured ! the Moon may diffuse heat and

the Sun cause cold—but there can be no difference as to the truth and

meaning of the four great doctrines which Buddha has placed at the

bottom of his system.

** There is the great Truth of ' Sorrow ' {dukha). Sorrow can never

co-exist with joy, or produce it. ' Concourse ' (the expression '' con-

course," generally translated '' accumulation," evidently refers to the

''rush" or ''concourse" of thoughts and events, experiences and

anxieties, as the true cause of sorrow), this is the true cause (of

sorrow), besides this there is no other. The ' destruction of sorrow'

is just the destruction of cause, ' no cause, no fruit
;

' and ' the way

'

is this very way by which the cause may be destroyed, and this is the

* true way,' and there is no other.

"World-honoured one! the Bhikshus are firmly fixed in these

doctrines : there is not the shadow of a doubt, there is no question or

difference of opinion in the congregation respecting them. The only

thought which affects the congregation is one of grief that the world-

honoured one should be about to depart and enter Nirvana, just as we
have begun to enter on the practice of his Law and understand its

meaning
;
just as in the night a flash of lightning lights up the way

for the weary traveller and then is gone, and he left to wander in the

dark ; this is the only thought which weighs on the mind of the con-

gregation."

Nothwithstanding the assurance of Aniruddha, the world-honoured

one, wishing that every member of the congregation should be strong
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in his belief, and attain perfect assurance, again, out of his com-

passion, addressed them, and said

:

''Bhikshus! lament not at my departure, nor feel any regret; for

if I remained in the world through the Kalpa {i.e. to the end of the

world), then what would become of the Church (assembly) ? it must

perish without accomplishing its end ! and the end is this :
' by per-

sonal profit to profit others.' My law is perfectly sufficient for this

end. If I were to continue in the world, it would be for no good

;

those who were to be saved are saved, whether Gods or men ; those

who are not saved, shall be saved, by the seeds of truth I have sown.

From henceforth, all my disciples practising their various duties, shall

prove that my true Body, the Body of the Law (dharmakaya), is

everlasting and imperishable.

**Be assured of this, the world is transitory; dismiss your sorrow,

and seek deliverance ; by the light of wisdom destroy the gloom of all

your doubts. The world is fast bound in fetters and oppressed with

affliction, I now give it deliverance, as a physician who brings

heavenly medicine. Put away every sin and all wickedness; re-

member that your ' body ' is but a word coined to signify that which

does not really exist—ford across the sea of death, old age, and

disease

—

Who is the wise man that does not rejoice in the destruction

of these, as one rejoices when he slays the enemy who would

rob him?

"Bhikshus! keep your mind on this; all other things change, this

changes not. !N'o more shall I speak to you. I desire to depart.

I desire Nirvana. This is my last exhortation."

6. Another Sutra worthy of notice is the Chong-Lun, or Pranya-

mula-shastra-tiha, by Nagarjuna.

I shall proceed to give the translation of the 25th Section of this

work on Nirvana.

(1) If all things are unreal.

Then how is it possible to remove

From that which does not exist

Something which, being removed, leaves Nirvana ?

This section argues that if all things are alike empty and unreal,

then there is no such thing as birth and death ; consequently there

can be no removal of sorrow, and the destruction of the five elements
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of existence (limited existence), by removal of which we arrive at

Nirvana (what is called Nirvana).

(2) But if all things are real,

Then how can we remove

Birth and death, real existence,

And so arrive at Nirvana ?

This section argues that we cannot destroy that which has in itself

, real existence, and therefore, if all things have this real being, we

cannot remove Birth and Death, and so arrive at Nirvana : therefore,

neither by the theory of ''Bhava," nor by the theory of " Sunyata"

(emptiness), can we arrive at the just idea of Nirvana.

(3) That which is not striven for, or " obtained,"

That which is not ''for a time," or " eternal,"

That which is not bom, nor dies.

This is that which is called Nirvana.

"Not to be striven for," that is, in the way of religious action

(acharya), and its result (fruit).

''Not obtained" (or "arrived at"), that is, because there is no

place or point at which to arrive.

"Not for a time" (or not by way of interruption [per saltum]);

for the five skandas having been from the time of complete enlighten-

ment proved to be unreal, and not part of true existence, then on

entering final Nirvana (anupadisesha Nirvana)—What is there that

breaks or interrupts the character of previous existence ?

"Not for ever," or "everlasting," for if there were something to

be obtained that admitted of distinctions whilst in the possession of

it, then we might speak of an eternal Nirvana ; but as in the condition

of silent extinction (Nirvana) there can be no properties to distinguish,

how can we speak of it as " everlasting "?

And so with reference to Birth and Death.

Now that which is so characterized is what we call Nirvana.

Again, there is a Sutra which says, " Nirvana is the opposite of i

' Being ' and ' not Being ;
' it is the opposite of these two combined

;
j

it is the opposite of the absence of 'Being,' and the absence of
|

'not Being.'
|

"So, in short, that which admits of no conditions such as are

attached to limited existence ; that is Nirvana."
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(4) Nirvana cannot be called '' Bhava;"

For if so, then it admits of old age and death,

In fact, both *' Being" and "Kot Being" are phenomena.

And therefore are capable of being deprived of characteristics.

This means that as all things which the eye beholds are seen to

begin and to end, and this is what the Sloka calls ''Life" and

'' Death" (or birth and death) ; now if Nirvana is like this, then it

would be possible to speak of removing these things and so arriving

at something fixed: but here is a plain contradiction of terms—for

Nirvana is supposed to be that which is fixed and unchangeable.

(5) If Nirvana is Bhava (existent).

Then it is personal;
^

But, in fact, that which cannot be individualized

Is spoken of as ''not personal."

This means that as all phenomenal existence comes from cause and

consequent production, therefore all such things are rightly called

*' personal."

(6) If Nirvana be Bhava,

Then it cannot be called " without sensation" (anuvedana);

For non-Being comes not from sensation.

And by this obtaiiis its distinct name.

This means that as the Sutras describe Nirvana as being "without

sensation" (anuvedana), it cannot be Bhava; for then abhava would

come from sensation. But now it will be asked if Nirvana is not

Bhava, then that which is "not Bhava" (abhava), surely this is

Nirvana. To this we reply

—

(7) If Nirvana be not Bhava,

Much less is it nothing (abhava)

;

For if there be no room for " Being,"

"WTiat place can there be for " Not Being"?

This means that "not Beiug" is the opposite of " Being." If, then,

"Being" be not admissible, how can we speak of "Not Being"?

(its opposite).

(8) If, again. Nirvana is Nothing,

How is it called "without sensation"? (anuvedana)

For it would be wonderful indeed if everything not capable of

sensation

"Were forthwith spoken of as Nothing.
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If, then, JS'irvana be neither ** Being" nor '' !N'on-Being," what

is it?

(9) By participation in cause and effect

Comes the wheel of continual existence,

By non-participation in cause and effect

Comes Nirvana.

As by knowing a thing to be straight we also know that which is

crooked, so by the knowledge of the elements of finite existence comes

the knowledge of continual life and death. Do away with those, and

you do away also with the other.

(10) As Buddha says in the Sutra,

Separate ''Being," separate ''l^ot Being,"

This is ^Nirvana,

The opposite of *' Being," the opposite of '^ N^ot Being."

''Being" here alludes to the three worlds of finite existence. The

absence of these three worlds is " not Being." Ged rid of both these

ideas, this is N^irvana. But it may now be asked, if Mrvana is not

" Being" and if it is not " absence of Being"—then perhaps it is the

intermixture of the two.

(11) If it is said that " Being" and " Not Being,"

By union, produce Mrvana,

The two are then one
;

But this is impossible.

Two unlike things cannot be joined so as to produce one different

from either.

(12) If it is said " Being " and " Not Being,"

United, make Mrvana,

Then Nirvana is not " without sensation"

;

For these two things involve sensation.

(13) If it is said " Being" and " Not Being,"

United, produce Nirvana,

Then Nirvana is not Impersonal

;

Por these two things are Personal.

(14) "Being" and "Not Being," joined in one,

How can this be Nirvana ?

These two things have nothing in common.

Can Darkness and Light be joined ?
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(15) If the opposite of '' Being" and '' l^ot Being"

Is Mrvana,

These opposites

—

How are they distinguished ?

'

(16) If they are distinguished,

And so, by union, become Nirvana,

Then that which completes the idea of ''Being" and '' J^ot

Being,"

Also completes the idea of the opposite of both,

(17) Tathagata, after his departure,

Says nothing of "Being" and "Kot Being"
;

He says not that his " Being" is not, or the opposite of this.

Tathagata says nothing of these things or their opposites.

"*' The question of Nirvana sums itself up in this, that whether past,

or present, or to come, it is one and the same condition of non-

sensational existence. Tathagata is ever the same ; if he be removed,

then Nirvana itself becomes a mere fancy.

*' The conclusion of the whole matter is, that Nirvana is identical

with the nature of Tathagata, without bound, and without place

or time."

From this Section of the Tchong-lun we can understand the character

of the entire work. It advocates the theory that the true condition

of Being (Nirvana), or the nature of Tathagata, is to be found in the

conciliation of differences. Neither Eternal, or non-Eternal, personal,

or impersonal—^but above and beyond all such verbal limitations.

Fo-shwO'Chen-tseu-lcing.

For
g^Jg

vid. 128 Jul. Meth., as in Kaugawbi.

Compare Fa-hiancap. xxxviii. ^, f^, g-^, ^. It is evident this is

the Sama Jataka.

Sama is said (E.M. 275) to have been the son of the hermit Dukhula.

In the Ramayana he is called Serwan, Talhoys Wheeler, vol. ii. p.

159, n.

The incident is illustrated in the Sanchi Sculptures. Tree and Serpent

Worship, pi. xxxvi.
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It is the 37th Sutra in the compilation known as King-tsang y6-

shwo.

Thus have I heard. Buddha was once residing in the country of

Pi-lo-lah, with a company of 1,250 Bhikshus, and a congregation of

Bodhisatwas, ministers, householders, and devout women without

number. Having on a certain occasion held a meeting, Buddha ad-

dressed the Bhikshus thus: "When my miud and senses are thus

thoroughly composed—^then I am able to look back through all time,

and see all that happened from the first moment I began to acquire

the merit of a holy life {Bddhisatwa's conduct).''^ Ananda having

requested Buddha to enter on this subject, he contiuued : ''In ages

gone by there was a certain Bodhisatwa, called Yah-tsai-mia-hing, con-

spicuous for his universal love and charitable conduct. Dwelling in

the Tusita Heaven, there instructing the Devas, he every day at three

periods of the day looked throughout the ten regions to see what was

the advance of goodness or crime amongst men ; and whatever piety

there was on the part of child to parent, or in other relationships, he

by his divine sight detected it at once.

*'At this time in the Ka-i (Kasi) country there was an old man who

had no child, and both he and his wife were blind. They desired to

become hermits. Then the Bodhisatwa thought thus : This man, being

blind, desires to become a recluse, and he will inevitably fall into all

kinds of dangers and perils. I wiU myself become his son. On this,

the Bodhisatwa's days in Tusita having come to an end, descended to

earth, and was bom in the house of the blind couple. And now they

were filled with joy, and doated on their child, and were resolved to

continue in the world, and not become solitary hermits.

*'When the child was ten years old, they called him Chen-tseu

(Sama-putra). He was a most dutiful child, and practised the ten

moral virtues incessantly—not to kill, not to steal, not to commit

adultery, not to deceive (K'i), not to drink wine, not to lie, not to

slander, not to envy, not to hold heretical views, and always day and

night to serve and honour his parents. And in every other way he

was gentle and complacent to all around him, and was the joy of his

parents' life. After arriving at the age of ten, Sama bowed down at

his parents' feet, and said, ' Dear parents, I wish to become a recluse,

and to give up the world ; would that you would permit me so to do,

and accompany me into the solitary mountains, that we might there
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practise the life of religious persons wlio have forsaken the world !

'

His parents having consented to this arrangement, Sama gave away-

all his worldly goods amongst the poor, and then, in company with

his parents, sought the solitude of the mountains. Having reached a

favourable spot, Sama constructed a shelter of leaves and branches for

his parents, and prepared a sufficient covering for them to take repose,

so that they neither suffered from cold nor heat. After living thus for

one year, provided by their son with every necessary—the sweet fruits

that grew in the neighbourhood, and the cool water that ran by—^pro-

tected from the rain and the sun's rays, surrounded by the birds and

beasts of the forest, who showed no signs of fear, but delighted the

blind couple with their songs and friendship, the deer coming at

Sama's call, and all the tenants of the forest following him wherever

ke moved—it so happened in the midst of all this that Sama went

down to the neighbouring stream, clad in his deer-skin coat, and with

his pitcher in his hand, to fetch some water for his parents, who were

now feeling the inconvenience of thirst, whilst herds of deer and

feathered fowls were also drinking by the river's bank, without fear

or thought of harm at Sama's presence.

** At this time it happened that the King of the country of Ka-i

(Kasi) had gone out to hunt in the mountain wilds. Coming near to

the river where Sama was, and seeing the herd of deer and the birds

assembled there, he drew his bow and shot an arrow into their midst.

The arrow pierced Sama in the midst of his body. The boy, feeling

the anguish of the poisoned barb, cried out in his pain, ' Who has shot

this poisoned arrow, and wounded me, a hermit boy?' {Sambddhi man).

The King, hearing his voice, dismounted from his horse, and went

straight to where Sama was. The boy then addressed the King, and

said, * An elephaut when dead has ivory teeth ; a rhinoceros is killed

for its horn, a kingfisher for its feathers, a deer for its skin ; but as

for me, who is it would kill me ? I have neither teeth of ivory, nor

horn, nor feathers, nor skin of deer ; my flesh is useless for food ; what

evil then have I done that I should be thus ruthlessly shot dead ?

'

'' The King answering said, ' But who are you, clad in that deer-

skin doublet, and consorting with the wild herds of the forest?'

** Sama replied, ' I am one of Your Majesty's subjects, who, with

my blind father and mother, am practising the life of a hermit. For

twenty years or more we have not been molested either by tiger or

1
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wolf, or poisonous insect, but now at last I am wounded to death by

the arrow of the King.'

'' Then the winds and storm arose, and wailed through the forest

;

the wild beasts and birds, the liona^ tigers, and wolves, began to utter

their cries, and the light of day was withheld, whilst the mountains

quaked, the fountains were dried up ^d the flowers faded, as the

thunders rolled and the earth shook. Then the blind hermits trembled

for fear, and said, ' What mean these portents ? Our son has long been

gone to fetch us water. Can it be some poisonous creature has wounded

him ? Hark, how the beasts of the forest cry ! E'ever before have we

heard it so. The winds are wailing loud on every hand ; the trees are

tossing to and fro. Alas ! there must be some calamity.'

'* Then the King, in great grief and with much remorse, exclaimed,

' I indeed, thinking to shoot a deer, have pierced this hermit through

with my arrow. Oh ! what a crime is mine ! This is the just reward

I reap for lusting after flesh ! ISTow would I gladly give my whole

treasury, my wives, and all my kingdom, could I but save the life of

this youth !
' And then the King essayed with his hand to draw forth

the arrow from Sama's breast, but so deeply was it seated that his

attempt was vain. Then the birds of the forest flew round, coming

from the four quarters, screaming with fear, whilst the mountains

shook, and the King trembled with fear. Then Sama said, ' Your

Majesty is not to blame ; it is I who in some former life have com-

mitted wrong, which now brings its just punishment. I regret not my
death on my own account, but I am moved with pity for my blind

parents. Alas ! they are very old, and their sight is gone ! When
I am gone, what can they do ? Alas ! they will have no one to

befriend them on earth! May the spirits and heavenly guardians

protect them !

'

*' Then the King said, ' May I undergo the torments of hell for a

hundred Kalpas, but oh ! may this youth survive !

' and then pros-

trating himself before Sama he wept from grief, and swore never to

return to his kingdom, but in case of Sama's death to abide in the

mountain wilds, and tend on the aged parents of the youth ; and he

called on all the powers of heaven to bear witness to his oath

!

** Then Sama replied, ' If so you act, then I die contented, and

your guilt will be removed.'

*' Then the King, having learned from the youth where his parents
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dwelt, and having been exhorted to break the news of his calamity

with gentleness and consideration to them, accompanied by a few of

his followers he proceeded to the spot. And then Sama expired,

while the birds, flocking togetheB from every side, endeavoured to

remove (lick) the flowing blood from his breast.

** Then the parents of Sama, hearing the King approach through the

forest, were filled with alarm, and said, ' Who ! who is this ! This is

not our child approaching.' Then the King replied, * I am the monarch

of Kasi ; hearing that you were dwelling alone in these mountain soli-

tudes, I desired to come and offer you some sustenance.' The blind

hermits then inquired if all was well with the King that he should

have come thus far, and that his aiTival^ should be accompanied by

such strange portents as had just occurred. The King assured them

that all was well, and then inquired how they could find any comfort

in residing there alone in the mountains ; to which they replied, ' We
are happy, King, in having a faithful and loving son called Sama,

who provides us with all we need. But let Your Majesty,' they said,

* sit down, and partake of the fruits we have, and Sama, who has gone

to fetch us water, will soon return.' Then the King, hearing these

words, burst into tears and sad lamentation, and said, ' Oh, guilty man

that I am ; whilst shooting the wild deer of the forest I have killed

your son ! alas ! alas ! and now am I come to acquaint you therewith.'

Then the parents began to tremble with anguish, as the great mountains

shake and the earth is moved ; whilst with their faces looking to

heaven they cried, * Our son Sama—the most dutiful in all the world,

guiltless of any crime, exemplary for every virtue—what has he done

that he should thus die ! Let the winds blow amain, and the trees

shake, and the earth quake, and the birds scream, for our Sama shall

never more return.' Then the blind mother being overpowered with

sorrow, her husband consoled her thus :
* No man living but must die

!

Impermanency is the universal Law !'

" Then the King related to the father all the words of Sama, on

which he replied, * Lead us, King ! to the spot where our son is

lying.' On this the King conducted them to the place where lay the

dead body of their child. Then the father embracing his head, and

the mother clasping his knees, leaning over his body they began with

their hands to smooth his body, and to feel where the arrow had pierced

him, and then looking up to heaven they cried, * ye spirits and
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heavenly powers ! ye guardians of the forest and the mountains ! bear

witness with us that in all the earth there was none so dutiful and so

pious as this our child ! Oh ! let not so dear a child be taken from us,

his parents, old and blind. Oh ! let him live.' And then they swore

that in virtue of his piety and dutiful conduct, when they withdrew

the arrow he should live again !

** On this the monarch of the Trayastrinshas Heaven—feeling his

throne greatly moved—looking forth beheld these two, the blind

parents of Sama, embracing their son and invoking the heavenly

powers. So also the King of the Tusita Heavens, hearing the same,

in a moment both Sakra and Brahma and the four Kings descended to

earth and came to the spot—and then, pouring some divine medicine

into the mouth of Sama, as they withdrew the arrow, lo ! he lived

again!

" At the same time the eyes of both his parents were opened, whilst

the birds around tuned forth a joyous chorus, and the gentle breezes

sighed, and the sun gave forth his light, and the fountains flowed

again, and the flowers burst into bloom, and the scented woods gave

forth their odour, and all the trees resumed their former beauty.

''Then the King rejoiced, and with unrestrained delight fell

down at Sakra' s feet, and afterwards at the feet of the parents and

of Sama; whilst he vowed that whatever treasures he possessed

he would bestow them on the followers of religion, and ever nourish

and cherish them to atone for his sin ! Then Sama said, ' Let the

King return to his dominion, and ever encourage piety and

virtue ; let the King no longer take life in the chase, for nought

but future misery awaits those who wickedly deprive others of

life.' Then the King, having seen the miracles which had been

wrought on Sama and his parents, returned to his kingdom, and

took upon himself the five rules of a religious person, and practised

continually the ten virtues of a professed disciple. And so he was

bom in Heaven."

Then Buddha said, '' At that time, Ananda ! I was Sama, the blind

father was Suddhodana, and the blind mother Maya. The King of

Kasi was Ananda ! Sakra Raja was the present Maitreya Bodhisatwa !

"

And then he added, '' It was because of my former piety as the child

Sama that now I have arrived at the condition of Lord of the Three

Worlds."

11
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Having heard this story, the Bodhisatwas, Bhikshus, Bhikshiinis,

Upasakas, and Upasakis, filled with joy, accepted it and departed.

In conclusion, I wish once more to record my hope that the Buddhist

Literature in China may be examined with that care it deserves ; for

I am persuaded that it will be found to contain valuable facts not to

be recovered elsewhere, relating to the History of India during a

period of great importance.
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ACCAD AND RBSEN;
OR,

The Eelations between the Languages of the Accadians and

THE Easenna.

By the Rev. ISAAC TAYLOR, M.A.

In my " Etruscan Researclies '* I have attempted to explain tlie

Etruscan records by means of tlie existing Altaic languages. To this

attempt it has been objected, with some plausibility, that, granting

the Etruscan to be an Altaic language, it must, at the most moderate

estimate, have branched from the Altaic stem at least three thousand

years ago, during which period the existing Finnic and Turkic

languages, destitute of a literature, and spoken only by hordes of

wandering savages, must have undergone dialectic changes so great

as to make them useless as a basis for the interpretation of the

Etruscan records.

A few years ago no answer could have been given to this objection.

Now, however, the Cuneiform inscriptions have made known to us

three Turanian languages of the Altaic type, whose written records

date from a period not less ancient than those of the Etruscans.

These three languages are the Elamite (Third Achaemenian), the

Susian, and the Accadian. As might be expected, they throw im-

mense light on the vocabulary and structure of the Etruscan,^ a

language of equal antiquity, and belonging to the same family of

speech.

Some of the chief points of agreement I will now proceed to

indicate.
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I.

—

Gkammah.

In Etruscan the genitive is usually expressed by position only,

without the use of any inflexion. The genitive follows its subject

:

e.g. Hinthial Patrukles 'the ghost of Patrokles.' The same con-

struction, exactly, is used in Susian (e.g. s'unkik Anzan 'king of

Anzan'); and also in Accadian (e.g. e dingira 'the house of God').

In Elamite we have also the genitive of position; but the genitive

here precedes the subject, as Kuras sahri ' Cyrus' son.' The Basque

and the Wotiak follow the same rule as the Accadian, the Susian

and the Etruscan ; the other Altaic languages, as a rule, agree with

the Elamite.^ ^

In Susian and Elamite, side by side with this genitive of position,

we have also a genitive of inflexion. This is expressed by the

suffix -na, a post-position which is used in Accadian to denote both

the genitive and the ablative. I need hardly remark that the use

of this post-position -na is one of the most universal and character-

istic features in the whole of the Altaic languages.

In Etruscan this post-position -7ia is freely used ; it has a genitival

or possessive force, meaning ' of ' or 'belonging to.' Thus from suthi

' a tomb,' we get &uthi-na ' a sepulchral offering,' literally ' that

which belongs to a tomb.' Gentile names are thus ordinarily con-

structed from an ancestral praenomen. Thus from the prsenomina

Vele, Tete, and Yeltur, we get the Gentile names Yel-na and Yelina,

Teti-na, and Yeltur-na.

Other Etruscan Gentile names, such as Sentina-te and Urina-te,

are formed from prsenomina by the addition of the post-position -tey

which must denote ' derivation from.' It may be compared with the

Accadian post-position -ta, which means 'from,' as well as with the

Yenissei Ostiak genitive in -da and the Koibal locatives in -ta and -da.

Accadian post-positions seem occasionally to answer to prepositions

in Etruscan. Thus the Etruscan preposition ir means 'from,' as in

ir Pupliana 'from Populonia.' We may identify this preposition

with the Accadian post-position -ra, which means 'from,' and which

sefems to be the same as the Elamite ablative in -mar, and the modem

Yenisseian ablative in -er.

The Etruscan preposition nah means ' to,' as nalc Achrum * to

^ Lenormant^ Et. Ace, vol. i. p. 176.
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Acheron/ This corresponds closely with the Accadian na-eu *to/ and

the Magyar nak 'to.'
^

The Etruscan ethnic suffix is -ach, as in Rumach ' a Roman/ Svep-

mach * a Sabine,' Vehnach ' a Yolscian,' and Fusach ' a Pisan.' In

Susian we find the same suffix, bearing the same signification, as

Susinah ' a Susian.' This suffix is still commonly used in the

formation of the names of Siberian tribes, such as Ostiak, Kosak, 1

Wotiak, Koriak, Aimak, Karakalpak, Usbek, Jurak, and Kalmuk. I

It may possibly be connected with the Accadian uku 'people,' but
,

more probably it is to be referred to the Accadian suffix ga, which

is used to form adjectives; thus from kal 'strength,' comes Jcal-ga

'powerful.' Traces of this adjectival suffix may, I think, be detected

in Etruscan. Thus from suthi ' sepulchrum,' comes sutMI: ' sepul-

chrale.' This would agree exactly with the Susian mode of forming

adjectives, e.g. libak 'strong,' from a root Uha.^

In Etruscan the article, or indeterminate case, is denoted by the

suffix -8, as Truials ' a Trojan.' In Elamite the indefinite article is

expressed by the suffix -ra, and the definite article by the suffix

-vaSy. which Dr. JS'orris identifies with the suffix -«,. which has the

same force in Mordwin.

The Etruscan participial sign was -an. The Accadian participial

sign was originally -an, afterwards cut down to -a.

In Elamite and Accadian the plural suffix is -mes. In Zirianian

it is -yas, and in Wotiak it is -yos. Prof.. Max Miiller believes that

the old TJgric plural was -as. This may be identified with -ar, the

Etruscan plural suffix. The change of s to r is exemplified in the

Turkic, Mongolic and Dravidian languages, which form the plural

in -lar, -nar, and -mar, respectively.

The numerals in Accadian and Etruscan are very imperfectly

known, but among the few which have been determined there are

some curious correspondencies.

Thus in Accadian sa is 'four,' a numeral apparently connected

with the Accadian su ' hand.' In Etruscan we have the same word

sa, also meaning ' four.'

In Accadian essa means 'three.' The Etruscan numeral for 'three'

is written in the two forms esal and %al.

^ It answers to the Elamite -ikki and the Tatar -Tte.

* Lenormant, Le Magie, p. 322.
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In Etruscan ki is ' two,' and kis is ' second.' In Accadian kas

is 'two,' and kz means 'with,' and Mr. Sayce thinks it may also

be a sign of the dual.

The Etruscan numeral mach ' one,' seems to be derived from on

Altaic word meaning ' finger-nail ' or ' finger.' This word may be

recognized in the Accadian amas ' a nail.' The Accadian numeral

for ' one ' is it, a word which originally denoted the ' hand
'

; the

idea of unity being denoted by holding up the hand, as in Etruscan

by holding up the finger. But in Etruscan this word it ' hand

'

becomes the source, not of the numeral 'one,' but of the numeral

'five,' which is written thu. The Samojed utte ' arm,' gives a trans-

itional form.

II.

—

Mythology.

In Accadian, as well as in Elamite, the divine determinative is

the prefix An-, which means ' high,' or ' God.' In Etruscan the

same syllable an or un also forms the divine determinative, with

this difference, that it is used as a suffix instead of a prefix to the

names of Divine Beings. Examples are Tur-an, Thes-an, Me-an,

Summ-an (Summanus), Char-un, Neth-un-s, Vulc-an and Di-ana.

The Accadian is helpful in two ways when we attempt to explain

the names of the Etruscan deities. In a few cases the same god,

bearing the same name, was worshipped both by Accadians and

Etruscans. In a larger number of cases the Accadian affords an

explanation, more or less perfect, of the names of Etruscan deities.

To go fully into these mythological correspondencies would demand

far more spaoe than I have at my disposal—a few instances of either

kind must suffice.

There is an Etruscan mirror of very archaic type, on which the

Sun-God and the Moon-Goddess are unmistakably portrayed under

the names of Apltjn and Lala. The Accadian serves to show, I

think, that the name Lala, here given to the Moon, is derived from

the likeness of a human 'face,' which is so conspicuously seen in

the full moon. In Accadian the word alala means 'image,' 'statue,'

V ' sculpture,' and is also used as an appellation of the Sun. Curiously

^
enough, this word, which means ' moon ' in Etruscan, and ' image

'

/ or 'statue' in Accadian, is used in Mongolian to denote both these

^ ideas. An initial / in Etruscan and in Accadian usually corresponds
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to a Mongolian s, and a medial I to r. Therefore the Etruscan

lala would appear in Mongol as sara. Now in Mongol sara means

the 'moon,' and sharai meems 'a face.' Thus the Mongol curiously

dovetails together the Accadian and the Etruscan words.

The ' Sun ' is also depicted on this mirror under the name

Aplun. The name constantly recurs on Etruscan mirrors in the

forms Apul, Apulu, and Aplu. It may, I think, be confidently

affirmed that no satisfactory Aryan etymology of the name Apollo

has as yet been propounded. When, however, we turn to the

Accadian, we find a satisfactory explanation of the name from the

word pil or hil, which means to ' burn ' or ' scorch.' The name of

the 'year,' which is pal in Accadian, and heul-gi in Elamite, is prob-

ably a related word.

The Accadian deitj Moul-ge *the Earth-God,' or 'the Lord of Subter-

ranean Eire,' reappears in the Turanian worships of Italy as Vulcan.

The final an in Yulcan is, of course, only the usual divine determinative.

Moul-ge forms one of the Accadian triad of great gods, Anna,

Ea, and Moul-ge, who preside respectively over the air, the water,

and the earth. M. Lenormant has identified this Accadian triad with

the triad of the Einnic Kalevala, where the same offices are respect-

;

ively discharged by Jumala (TJkko), Wainamoinen, and Il-marinnen.
;

In the Kalevala Il-marinnen is the heavenly smith who forges thet

celestial canopy. His symbol is the hammer. I believe that the (

first syllable of the name //- is ultimately identical with the Accadian (

Moul, and the Vul of Yulcan. /

Ea (Noah), the Accadian god who presides over the waters, is

identical with the Einnic Wainamoinen, and the Italic Janus or Eanus

(Cannes of Berosus), whose ancient symbol is a ship.

Anna, the first god of the Accadian triad, also called zi-anna ' the «

Spirit of Heaven,' is, I think, the same as tz-en or thi-an 'the Spirit / e//

of Heaven,' whose name and worship the Chinese borrowed from
j (3

the Mongols. Among the Etruscans he reappears as Ti-na^ "'the

supreme heaven,' answering to Jupiter, and also in the female form

as Di-ana ; and we may identify him with XJkko, Jumala, or Vanha ^,

taivahinen, the heaven god of the Finnic triad. ^

^ cf. the name Dingir or Dimir, the supreme heaven god of the Accadians, and

the Tatar Bengir * God.' The suffix ir heing only a formative, the root is Ding or

Dim. Dim or Dimma means ' spirit ' in Accadian.
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Several other Etruscan gods may be identified with Accadian

deities. Thus Hesychius tells us that the word ^sar meant ' God '

in Etruscan. The supreme national god of the Assyrians was Assur.

The primitive form of this name was Amar, which seems to have

been of Babylonian origin.^

The Etruscan Neth-uns, or Nept-une, seems to have been originally

a solar rather than a marine deity. Now in Accadian the word nap

means 'light,' and nab means 'divinity,' while in Elamite annap

means * God.'

The legend of the capture of Yeii, and of the transference of the

Juno of Yeii to Rome, indicates that the name and worship of the

non-Aryan Juno were borrowed by the Komans from the Etruscans.

Juno was the goddess of the * day.' I have elsewhere shown that

the word pervades every branch of the Altaic stem, from the Samojed

jum 'heaven,' and the Turkic kun 'day,' to the distant Basque egun

' day.' In the Accadian ugun, which means the ' day,' we have

doubtless the most ancient form of this wide-spread word.

The Etruscan lemures (of which the singular form would probably

be lem) may be compared with the genii, good or evil, which were

called lamma by the Accadians.

A female deity called Zasa appears on several Etruscan mirrors.

The name seems to be the same as that of the Chaldean goddess

Zaz, and the Zos of the Samojeds.

Another female deity depicted on the Etruscan mirrors is called

Munthuch. From her attributes, Gerhard pronounces her to be a

Charis, giver of grace and favour. The Accadian explains this word

completely. The first syllable mun means 'beneficent,' 'benefit,' in

Accadian, and may be compared with the word manus ' good,' which

occurs in the Salian hymn. The Accadian word tuo means 'to

possess,' and is apparently related to the Etruscan teke ' dedit.'

The name Munthuch would therefore denote the possessor or giver

of good fortune.

The Eastern deity known as Anaitis was the Magian Yenus, who

was borrowed by the Assyrians under the name Andhita. On an

Etruscan mirror Yenus is styled Tiv-anaiti. The first syllable is

apparently the Latin Diva in an Etruscan garb, and it may be

^ Lenormant, Le Magie, p. 274.
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questioned whether the rest of the name belongs to the genuine

staple of the Etruscan language and mythology, as the mirror is

obviously of very late date.

The Accadian words num ^high,' enum * heaven,' and nim 'to be

eleyatfid/ have been connected with the modem Wogul numen ' lofty,'

and the Ostiak noman 'heaven.' This word may be traced in the

^ti^'&QQiTrnoven-siles 'the heavenly lighteners,' a collective name for

the gods who possessed the power of the thunderbolt. It is not

improbable that the Latin numen, as a designation of deity, is of ^

Etruscan rather than of Aryan origin, in which case we should

refer it to the same root.

III. YOCABTJLARY.

IN'ot only do we find these correspondencies in the names of Divine

Beings, but a very large proportion of the small number of Etruscan

words whose meaning is certain or probable are identical in sound

and sense with words in the very limited Accadian vocabularies

which are accessible to the student. 'When M. Lenormant's pro-

mised Accadian Dictionary appears, it will doubtless be possible

largely to extend the list.

The primeval words which designate the family relationships

survive the mutations of languages and nations with a greater per-

sistency than any other class of words, and are therefore of the

utmost importance as evidences of ethnic and philologic affinities.

Two of these words, which in the Etruscan epitaphs are applied

to children, are seTc and etera. The first means 'daughter,' the second

means 'boy,' 'young son,' or simply 'young.' The Etruscan sek

'daughter,' maybe confidently identified with the Susian sak 'son.'

Moreover, in Elamite a ' son ' is saTc-ri, where the syllable ri is only

the common formative. The Elamite sacho-hut means 'we are descend-

ed,' and shows that the Elamite root sacho denoted filial descent.

The Etruscan etera 'young,' 'a young son,' may also be identified

with the Elamite tar ' a son.' The primitive meaning is seen in the

Accadian tura and tur, which mean 'small,' 'little,' and are also,

like the Etruscan etera, used in the general sense of ' son ' or ' child,'

while tur-U8 also means ' son,' literally ' child-male.' In the modem
Altaic languages the word survives in both senses. We have the
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Mordwin tsur ' a son,' and the Tscheremis idt/r ' a girl,' while

* young ' is edder in Yakut, and edor in Tungus.

The Etruscan suffix -isa, which means 'lady' or 'dame,' and

which is universally applied to wives and mothers in the Etruscan

mortuary records, may be identified with the Accadian word tsse,

which means 'prince.' This word, as an honourable appellation,

applied either to men or women, and meaning either ' lord ' or

' lady,' prevails among the whole of the modem Altaic nations.^

1 The well-known Etruscan word lar 'a lord,' corresponds pho-

netically, as I have elsewhere shown, to the Tatar Tzar ' a prince.'

We also find the word in Accadian, -^here sar means 'king.' It

appears in the name of Sar-gina 'rex primus,' the earliest monarch

of Accadian legend. Hence also comes the Assyrian sarru 'king.'

In Etruscan ma meant ' land.' In Accadian the same word pre-

cisely ma meant ' land,' or ' country.' In Esthonian ma also means

* land,' and the word is found in most of the Altaic languages.

In Etruscan W-mw denotes the 'spirit of the grave.' I have

elsewhere identified this name with the Finnic hal-ma, which in the

Kalevala is used to mean the 'grave,' and also the 'ruler of the

grave.' The Finnic words kuol 'to die,' and ma 'earth,' show that

hal-ma is etymologically the land of the dead. The Accadian pos-

sesses both elements of the Etruscan and Finnic name, ma meaning,

as we have seen, 'land,' and kul meaning 'to destroy.'

We are told by Festus that the word culina originally denoted,

not any kitchen, but the kitchen which was attached to the tomb

for the purpose of cooking the funeral feast. As Roman funeral

rites were mostly derived from the Etruscans, we may suspect this

to have been an Etruscan loan-word. I have already shown that

the common Etruscan possessive suffix -na meant ' belonging to.'

Culi-na would therefore mean * mortuary,' ' belonging to the dead.'

There are other Etruscan words in which this suffix appears.

Suth'ina has been already noted. We have also ka-na 'a portrait,'

or 'effigy.' In Accadian ka means the * mouth.' The plural ka-ka

means the 'face.' From ka 'mouth,' by means of the post-position

ba 'side,' or 'part,' we get the Accadian ka-ha 'the side of the

* It may, I think, be the source of the final s in certain Etruscan names of deities,

such as NethuQS, Sethlans, etc.
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mouth/ Hhe cheek,' identical with the Tatar ka-pa 'head.' By a

change in the post-position, w€ get the Etruscan ha-na 'an effigy,'

a word which would mean 'that which belongs to the mouth,' i.e.

'the face.'

According to Hesychius, the Etruscan word dru-na meant ' sove-

reignty,' ' government.' I have not succeeded in tracing the word

in the Altaic languages ; but in Accadian tar means ' to judge,'

and in Elamite tar-tu means 'retribution,' 'justice.' Since the suffix

-na means ' belonging to,' dru-na in Etruscan would be that which

appertains to judgment or justice, i.e. dp')(i], as Hesychius explains it.'

One of the haK-dozen words of the speech of the ancient Huns
|

which have been preserved by the Chinese historians is teulo, which •

denoted a ' tumulus ' or ' sepulchral mound.' In Accadian a ' mound ' ? "/-^V

is tul, a word which was borrowed by the Semites. In Etruscan the i -

—

plural form tul-ar (stem tul) means 'tombs.'

In the Etruscan mortuary inscriptions we several times meet with

the word am-h, meaning ' he expired,' ' he breathed his last.' The
j

root of this word is am, which must mean ' breath.' We may refer

it to the Accadian im 'breath,' 'wind,' and the Mongol am-en 'life,'

'breath.' The Etruscan ant(B 'winds,' and aiidas 'Boreas,' are

probably from the same root. U?itar was the name of the ancient

Finnish God of the Winds.

In the Etruscan inscriptions of dedications we find the verb ten-

ine, which must mean 'he offered,' or 'he deposited.' The root is

ten. In Elamite dun-is (root dun) means 'he gave.'

The Etruscan verb feh meant ' he gave.' This may be compared

with the Accadian tuc 'to have,' or, 'possess.'

The Etruscan theJce is equivalent to 'fecit,' and is related to the

Einnic teka ' to make.' In Elamite zik means ' to make.' The

Etruscan zek is doubtless a related word.

The Etruscan kevelthu ' he burned,' may be compared with the

Accadian gihil ' to bum.'

In Etruscan kahati is ' violent,' and in Accadian katti means ' to

seize,'* and gig means 'to be violent.' In Susian gik is 'powerful.'

The Accadian Sn 'incantation,' is doubtless the same word as the

^ The Etruscan regal name Tar-quin may be thus explained as the Tar-khan, the

" Judging Prince."

2 cf. the Ostiak kat-tem ' to seize,' and the Tatar hatti * violent.'
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Buriat em or im 'a remedy' or 'medicine.' Hence we may explain

the word ean, which is engraved on an Etruscan amulet.

Again, on an Etruscan drinking vessel the word an-sal is written.

Since sal in Etruscan seems to have meant a 'vessel' or *cup,' ^ we may

translate an-sal by Salutis Poculum, which is a well-known inscription

on ancient drinking vessels.

In Elamite as means a * chant ' or * hymn.' In Accadian the same

word as means an 'imprecation' or 'enchantment.' These words

may serve to explain the inscriptions isi and asu, which appear re-

spectively on an Etruscan amulet, and on an Etruscan amphora.

In Etruscan kehen and hen mean 'thj^.' In Accadian gan means

• this.'

The Etruscan suffix enna meant ' men.' In Accadian a ' man

'

is un.

The sheep sacrificed at the ides was called id-td-is (= ide-sheep).

Hence we may infer that ul meant a * sheep ' in Etruscan. In

Accadian the word for sheep is lu.

In Etruscan it would seem that atr meant ' day.' Taking the r

as the common formative, the root would be at. In Accadian a ' day '

is ud.

Local names are among the most permanent records- of ancient

speech. If the names of the Etruscan cities could not be explained

from Accadian sources, it might be doubted, in spite of other evidence,

whether the Etruscan and Accadian languages were really cognate

;

but in this department of the subject the evidences of linguistic

affinity are conspicuous.

The most superficial observer cannot fail to be struck with one

characteristic feature of Etruscan city names. A very large pro-

portion of them begin with the prefix Vel- or Vol-, which must denote

' town ' or ' dwelling.' "We have, for example, the cities of Velathri,

Volci, Velsuna, Yelsina, Voltumnae, Velimnas, and Vultumum. This

prefix may be referred with confidence to the Accadian val or mal,

which means ' to dwell ' or ' inhabit.'

In Elamite we have also ir-vael and ir-mali, meaning 'a dwelling,'

' a place of habitation.' This is no doubt the same word as the Ostiak

val 'to dwell,' the Magyar falu ' a town,' and the old Mongol halu

^ ef. Buriat auol * a vessel.'
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'a. city,* which we find in Marco Polo's Kan-lalu Hhe city of the

Khan.'

"We also find this root val in Eomanized Etruscan names. The

earliest site of habitation at Rome was the Falatine. This was the

original Etruscan fortress, and formed the germ of the Eoman city.

With the name of the Palatine we may connect the Pal-ilia, which

was the name given to the Eestival celebrated at Rome on April

21st, the day assigned by tradition as the anniversary of the founding

of Rome. Nor is it impossible that the name of the Palladium, the

tutelary image round which so many legends cluster, may be ex-

plained from the same source.

Another root very commonly found in the names of Etruscan cities

is Cor- or Cur-. We have Caere, Cora, Cures, Coreoli, Cortona,

and Corythus. These towns seem to have been hill fortresses rather

than dwellings on the plain. Those who have once seen it can hardly

forget the commanding site on which Cortona is perched. Cures, we

know, was built high among the mountains, and Yirgil speaks of the

ancient rock on which Caere was built—saxo fundata vetusto.

The root Icar or hur seems to correspond in meaning to the British

dun, which is applied to hill fortresses. The Accadian gives us this >

precise sense, kur meaning ' a mountain,' and the differentiated forms

kir and Tear designating 'a fortress' or 'town.' In Elamite, also, kuraa
j

or karas means ' a mountain.' We may connect the word with the
|

Wotiak and Zyrianian kar ' a town, ' as well as with the Wotiak !

gures and the Wogul keras, which mean * lofty,' ' high.'

The suffix in the name of the Etruscan city of Cap-ua may be

compared with the Susian ua 'a house,' which is the same word as

the Accadian ea ' a house.'

The Elamite danas 'people,' may perhaps be discovered in the word

Volcen-tani, the name given to the inhabitants of the town of Yolci.

The Basque ura ' water,' is from a wide-spread Turanian root,

which we may trace to the Accadian aria ' water.' Hence is derived

the Accadian aria-da ' a river.' The change of the post-position {na

' of,' instead of da * from ') gives us the modern Tatar ar-7ia ' a

channel for irrigation,' * an old river bed.' Hence we may explain .

the name of the great Etruscan river, the Amo.

A considerable number of Latin words appear to have no affinities

in any of the Aryan languages. We may suppose, with great pro-
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bability, that these isolated words were borrowed from the Etruscan.

Their affinities will therefore be with the Turanian languages, and

their primitive forms will have to be sought in the Accadian tablets.

The very word * tablet ' is one of these. In Accadian the clay tablets

which were used for writing were called dil, duppa, or dihlu. In

Elamite a tablet is dipt. In Etruscan inscriptions we have the

words tip-anu and %ip-na, which designate 'engraved mirrors,' and

the Latin word tab-ula is possibly of Etruscan origin.

The Etruscans were the teachers of the Romans in the art of

building, more especially in the art of building cyclopean walls, as

is shown by those huge substructures tl the Palatine which have

been recently unearthed. Hence we may believe that Latin words

connected with building may have been derived from the Etruscan

language. It is especially noteworthy that many words of this

class have no satisfactory Aryan etymology.

Thus neither Fick nor Curtius have any Aryan etymology to pro-

pound for the word turris, while it is easily explained by means of

the Accadian dur 'a fortress,' and id-dur *a dwelling.' This root

may probably be at the bottom of the names by which the Etruscans

were known to surrounding nations—Tyrrhenoi and Tursci.

In like manner, the Latin mosnia and murus may have been Etrus-

can loan-words connected with the Accadian words mun and mur,

which both mean 'brick,' and we may compare the word casa with

the Elamite liusi * to build.'

Again, we know that the Roman chariot races were introduced from

Etruria. Chariots and horses are depicted on some of the earliest

Etruscan monuments. The Latin words currus and curro have no

clear connexion with any Aryan roots, while they curiously resemble

the Accadian Icurra^ and the Elamite JcarrUy both of which mean a

* horse.' ^

Again, there can be no doubt that the Romans derived their know-

ledge of metallurgic art from the Etruscans, more especially the art

of working in copper and bronze. It is therefore not improbable that

the Latin cuprium ' copper,' may be an Etruscan loan-word. If so,

we might refer it to the Accadian kupar 'silver.' Such a change

of meaning in the names of metals is not uncommon. Thus the

^ cf. the Finnic words karo * a sheep,' kaura * a cow,' and karu * a bear.' The
root meaning seems to be * the hairy one.'
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Accadian urud ' copper,' is undoubtedly the source of the Pinnic rauta

' iron,' ^ while the Sanskrit ayas * iron,' is the same word as the Latin
| Sk

as * bronze.' 5.1-W 7 /

In like manner the Latin pilum may be connected with the Accadian

pal * a sword,' a word which reappears in the Magyar pallos.

Burrus, lurra^ and huris, the root-meaning of which was ' nose,'

must have been loan-words from the Etruscan, as we gather from

Hesychius. They may be referred to the Accadian hur 'head,' har

'top,' and larra 'high.' In several Turkic languages we have hurun

* a nose.'

Lastly, I would suggest the possibility of a connexion between

the Latin ac, a word whose Aryan affinities are by no means clear,

and the Etruscan enclitic -c, which means 'and.' With these con-

junctions we may compare the Tatar enclitic -ok ' and,' and the word

aah^ which means 'and' both in Elamite and Susian.

In several remarkable ethnic characteristics the Accadians re-

sembled the Etruscans. The custom by which the Etruscans

differed most conspicuously from the surrounding Aryan nations was

the practice of tracing descent, not through the father, but through

the mother, and of paying to her superior honour. A fragment of i

the Accadian laws has come down to us, by which it appears that

the mother was held in higher honour than the father, and a much

heavier penalty was exacted for breach of filial duty to her than

to him.

On the Etruscan monuments the worship of serpent gods and of/

catachthonian deities is so manifestly depicted as to strike the most

superficial observer. The same worships prevailed also among the

Turanian peoples of the Euphrates. The Accadians made the serpent

one of the attributes of the god Ea ; and the Proto-Medes, a Turanian

race, worshipped one of their chief gods under the figure of a serpent.

The practice of magic conspicuously distinguished both the Accadians

and the Etruscans from surrounding nations. This has been brought

out so fully by M. Lenormant, that I need not enlarge upon it.

One point is especially curious, and can hardly be accidental.

Among the Accadian Magi the power of the magician was supposed

to reside in his staff. In the Kalevala the same powers belong to

tlje magician's wand which the Etruscan augurs attached to the lituus.

*
cf. Lapp rude ' iron,' Sclavonic ruda * iron.'
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Lastly, according to Baron d'Eckstein and M. Lenormant, a chief

characteristic of the ancient Turanian races of Central Asia was their

proficiency in the arts of metallurgy. They supplied all the sur-

rounding nations of the East with bronze, copper, and iron. The

Etruscans, in like manner, were the metal-workers of ancient Europe.

The Etruscan iron foundries in Elba, as we are informed by Diodorus,

at one time supplied almost the whole civilized world ; and the huge

heaps of scorioe which the Etruscans have left at Campiglia and

Gherardesca testify eloquently to the enormous development attained

by their manufactures of bronze and copper.

/ The hypothesis that the mysterious Etruscan people were an Altaic

} race from Central Asia, closely akin to^e Accadians, the Elamites,

] the Susians, and the Proto-Medes, seems to me to be in harmony

j
with all the available evidence—philological, mythological, and ethno-

logical; while there is no argument of any weight, so far as I am

aware, that has been brought forward to disprove it. Till some rival

hypothesis equally probable is produced, I think I may at least claim

the provisional acceptance of my theory as a working hypothesis in

the attempt to decipher the Etruscan records.



THE ARYAN SECTION

ADDEESS

Peofessoe max MTJLLER, Peesident.

'No ON-E likes to be asked, what business he has to exist, and yet,

whatever we do, whether singly or in concert with others, the first

question which the world never fails to address to us, is Die cur hie ?

Why are you here ? or to put it into French, What is your raison

d'etre ? We have had to submit to this examination even before we
existed, and many a time have I been asked the question, both by

friend and foe, What is the good of an International Congress of

Orientalists?

I shall endeavour, as shortly as possible, to answer that question,

and show that our Congress is not a mere fortuitous congeries of

barren atoms or molecules, but that we are at least Leibnizian monads,

each with his own self, and force, and will, and each determined,

within the limits of some pre-established harmony, to help in working

out some common purpose, and to achieve some real and lasting good.

It is generally thought that the chief object of a scientific Congress

is social, and I am not one of those who are incapable of appreciating

the delights and benefits of social intercourse with hard-working and

honest-thinking men. Much as I detest what is commonly called

society, I willingly give up glaciers and waterfalls, cathedrals and

picture galleries, for one half hour of real society, of free, frank,

fresh, and friendly intercourse, face to face, and mind to mind, with

12
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a great, and noble, and loving soul, such as was Bunsen ; with a

man intrepid in his thoughts, his words, and his deeds, such as was

John Stuart Mill; or with a scholar who, whether he had been

•quarrying heavy blocks, or chiselling the most brittle filigree work,

poured out all his treasures before you with the pride and pleasure

of a child, such as was Eugene Bumouf . A jCongress therefore,

and particularly an International Congress, would certainly seem

to answer some worthy purpose, were it only by bringing together

fellow-workers of all countries and ages, by changing what were to

us merely great names into pleasant companions, and by satisfying

that very right and rational curiosity which we all feel, after having

read a really good book, of seeing what the man looks like who could

achieve such triumphs.

AU this is perfectly true
;
yet, however pleasant to ourselves this

social intercourse may appear, in the eyes of the world at large it

will hardly be considered a sufficient excuse* for our existence. In

order therefore to satisfy that outer world, that we are really doing

something, we point of course to_the_,papers which are read at our

public meetings, and to J;he discussions which they elicit. Much as

I value that feature also in a scientific congress, I confess I doubt,

and I know that many share that doubt, whether the same result

might not be obtained with much less trouble. A paper that con-

tains something really new and valuable, the result, it may be, of

years of toil and thought, requires to be read with care in a quiet

comer of our own study, before the expression of our assent or dis-

sent can be of any weight or value. There is too much hollow praise,

and occasionally too much wrangling and ill-natured abuse at our

scientific tournaments, and the world at large, which is never with-

out a tinge of malice and a vein of quiet humour, has frequently

expressed its concern at the waste of ''oil and vinegar" which is

occasioned by the frequent meetings of our British and Foreign

Associations.

What then is the real use of a Congress, such as that which has

brought us together this week from all parts of the world? "What

is the real excuse for our existence ? Why are we here, and not in

our workshops ?

It seems to me that the real and permanent use of these scientific

gatherings is twofold.
~ '
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(1) They enable us to take stock, to compare notes, to see wliere

we are, and to find out wliere we ought to be going.

(2) They give us an opportunity, from time to time, to tell the

world where we are, what we have been doing for the world, and
'

what, in return, we expect the world to do for us.

The danger of all scientific work at present, not only among

Oriental scholars, but, as far as I can see, everywhere, is^the tendency

to extreme specialisation. Our age shows in that respect a decided

reaction against the spirit of a former age, which those with grey

heads among us can still remember, an age represented in Germany

^j such names as Humboldt, Ritter, Bockh, Johannes Miiller,

Bopp, Eunsen, and others ; men who look to us like giants, carry-

ing a weight of knowledge far too heavy for the shoulders of such

mortals as now bej aye, men who were giants, but whose chief

strength consisted in this, that they were never entirely absorbed or

bewildered by special researches, but kept their eye steadily on the

highest objects of all human knowledge ; who could trace the vast

outlines of the kosmos of nature or the kosmos of the mind with an

jinwavering hand, and to whose maps and guide books we must still

recur, whenever we are in danger of losing our way in the mazes

of minute research. At the present moment such works as Hum-
boldt's Kosmos, or Bopp's Comparative Grammar, or Bunsen's^

Christianity and Mankind, would be impossible.. !N'o one would _

dare to write them, for fear of not knowing the exact depth at

which the Proto^enes Saeckelii has lately been discovered or the

lengthening of a vowel in the Samhitwpd^a of the Eig-veda. It

is quite right that this should be so, at least, for a time ; but all

^vers, all brooks, all rills, are meant to flow into the ocean, and all

special knowledge, to keep it from stagnation, must have an outlet

into the general^knowledge of the world. Knowledge for its own

sake, as it is sometimes called, is the most dangerous idol that a

^student can worship. We despise the miser who amasses money

for the sake of money, but still more contemptible is the intellectual

miser who hoards up knowledge instead of spending it, though, with

regard to most of our knowledge, we may be well assured and satis-

fied that, as we brought nothing into the world, sa^e may carry

nothing out.
"~

Against "this danger of mistaking the means for the end, of
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making bricks without making mortar, of working for ourselves

instead of working for others, meetings such as our own, bringing

together so large a number of the first Oriental scholars of Europe,

seem to me a most excellent safe-guard. They draw us out of our^

shell, away from our common routine, away from that small orbit

of thought in which each of us moves day after day, and make us

realise more fully, that there are other stars moving all around us in

our little universe, that we all belong to one celestial system, or to

one terrestrial commonwealth, and that, if we want to see real pro-

gress made in that work with which we are more specially entrusted,

the re-conquest of the Eastern world, ^sve must work with one

another, for one another, like members of one body, like soldiers of

one army, guided by common principles, striving after common

purposes, and sustained by common sympathies. Oriental litera?^

jture^is.of such enormous dimensions that our small army of scholars

can occupy certain prominent positions only ; but those points, like

the stations of a trigonometrical survey, ought to be carefully chosen,

so as to be able to work in harmony together. I hope that in that

respect our Congress may prove of special benefit. We shall hear,

each of us, from others, what they wish us to do. ''"Why don't

you finish this?" ''Why don't you publish that?" are questions

which we have already heard asked by many of our friends. We
shall be able to avoid what happens so often, that two men collect

materials for exactly the same work, and we may possibly hear of

some combined effort to carry out great works, which can only be

carried out virihus unitis, and of which I may at least mention one,

a translation of the Sacred Boohs ofJiankmii Important progress

has already been made for setting on foot this great undertaking,

an undertaking which I think the world has a right to demand from

Oriental scholars, but which can only be carried out by joint' action.

This Congress has helped us to lay the foundation-stone, and I trust

that at our next Congress we shall be able to produce some tangible

results.

I now come to the second point. A Congress enables us to tell

the world what we have been doing. This, it seems to me, is par-

ticularly needful with regard to Oriental studies which, with the

exception of Hebrew, still stand outside the pale of our schools and

Universities, and are cultivated by the very smallest number of
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students. And yet, I make bold to say, that during the last

hundred, and still more during the last fifty years, Oriental studies

have contributed more than any other branch of scientific research

to change, to purify, to clear, and intensify the intellectual atmo-

sphere of Europe, and to widen our horizon in all that pertains

to the Science of Man, in history, philology, theology, and philo-

sophy.^ "^e have not only conquered and annexed new worlds to

the ancient empire of learning, but we have leavened the old world

^th ideas that are already fermenting even in the daily bread of.

^ur__scliools and Universities. Most of those here present know

that I am not exaggerating; but as the world is sceptical while

listening to orations ^ro domo, I shall attempt to make good my
assertions.

At first, the study of Oriental literature was a matter of curiosity

£nly, and it is so still to a great extent, particularly in England.

Sir William Jones, whose name is the only one among Oriental

scholars that has ever obtained a real popularity in England, repre-

sents most worthily that phase of Oriental studies. Eead only the two

volumes of his Life, and they will certainly leave on your mind the

distinct impression that Sir William Jones was not only a man of

extensive learning and refined taste, but undoubtedly a very great

man— one in a million. He was o, good classical scholar of the

^d school, a well-read historian, a thoughtful lawyer, a clear-

headed politician, and a true gentleman, in the old sense of the

word. He moved in the best, I mean the most cultivated society,

^he great writers and thinkers of the day listened to him with

respect, and say what you like, we still live by his grace, we still

draw on that stock of general interest which he excited in the_

English^mind for Eastern sub[ects^__

Yet the interest which Sir William Jones took in Oriental litera-

ture was purely^aesthetic. He chose what was beautiful in Persian

and translated it, as he would translate an ode of Horace. He was

charmed with Kalidasa's play of Sakuntala—and who is not?—and

Jie left us his classical reproduction of one of the finest of Eastern

gems. Being a judge in India, he thought it his duty to acquaint

himself with the native law-books in their original language, and

he gave us his masterly translation of the Laws of Manu. Sir

William Jones was fully aware of the startling similarity between
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Sanskrit, Latin, and Greek. More than a hundred years ago, in

a letter written to Prince Adam Czartoryski, in the year 1770, he

says: ''Many learned investigators of antiquity are fully persuaded

that a very old and almost primeval language was in use among

the northern nations, from which not only the Celtic dialect, but

even Greek and Latin are derived ; in fact we find Trartjp and fnjrrjp

in Persian, nor is Ovydrrjp so far removed from docUer, or even

ovofia and nomen from Persian ndm, as to make it ridiculous to

suppose that they sprang from the same root. We must confess,"

he adds, ''that these researches are very obscure and uncertain, and,

you will allow, not so agreeable as an ode of Hafez, or an elegy of

Amr'alkeis." In a letter, dated 1787, he says: "You will be sur-

prised at the resemblance between Sanskrit and both Greek and

Latin."

Colebrooke also, the great successor of Sir William Jones, was

fully aware of the relationship between Sanskrit, Greek, Latin,

German, and even Slavonic. I possess some curious MS. notes

of his, of the year 1801 or 1802, containing long lists of words,

expressive of the most essential ideas of primitive life, and which

he proved to be identical in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, German, and

Slavonic.^

Yet neither Colebrooke nor Sir William Jones perceived the full

import of these facts. Sir William Jones died young; Colebrooke'

s

energies, marvellous as they were, were partly absorbed by official

work, so that it was left to German and French scholars to

^ring to light the fuU wealth of the mine which those great

English scholars hac"' been the first to open. We know now that

in language, and iit all that is implied by language, India and

Europe are one ; but to prove this, against the incredulity of all

the greatest scholars of the day, was no easy matter. It could

be done effectually in one way only, viz. by giving to Oriental

studies a strictly scientific character, by requiring from Oriental

students not only the devotion of an amateur, but the same thorough-

ness, minuteness, and critical accuracy which were long considered

the exclusive property of Greek and Latin scholars. I could not

think of giving here a history of the work done during the last,

* These lists of common Aryan words were published in the Academy, October

10th, 1874, and in the fourth volume of my Chips, p. 418.
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fifty years. It has been admirably described in Benfey's ' History

_of the Science of Language.' * Even if I attempted to give merely

the names of those who have been most distinguished by really

original discoveries— the names of Bopp, Pott, Grimm, Bumouf,

Rawlinson, Miklosich, Benfey, Kuhn, Zeuss, "Whitley Stokes—I am

afraid my list would be considered very incomplete.

But let us look at what has been achieved by these men, and

many others who followed their banners ! The East, formerly

a land of dreams, of fables, and fairies, has become to us a land

of unmistakeable reality ; the curtain between the "West and the

East has been lifted, and oi;ir old forgotten home^ stands before

us again in bright colours and definite outlines. Two worlds,

separated for thousands of years, have been reunited as by a magical

spell, and we feel rich in a past that may well be the pride of our

noble Aryan family. "We say no longer vaguely and poetically

Ex Oriente Lux, but we' know that all the most vital elements of

our knowledge and civilisation,^;—our languages, our alphabets, our

figures, our weights and measures, our art, our religion, our tradi-

tions, our very nursery stories, came to us from the East ; and we

must confess that but for the rays of Eastern light, whether Aryan,

or Semitic, or Hamitic, that called forth the hidden germs of the

dark and dreary West, Europe, now the very light of the world,

might have remained for ever a barren and forgotten promontory

of the primeval Asiatic continent. _"We live indeed in a new world,

the barrier between the "West and the East, that seemed insur-

mountable, has vanished. The East is ours, we are its heirs, and

claim by right our share in its inheritance.

"We know what it was for the Northern nations, the old barba-

rians of Europe, to be brought into spiritual contact with Rome

and Greece, and to learn that beyond the small, poor world in

which they had moved, there was an older, richer, brighter world,

the ancient world of Eome and Athens, with its arts and laws, its

poetry and philosophy, all of which they might call their own

^and make their own by claiming the heritage of the past. "We

know how, from that time, the Classical and Teutonic spirits mingled

together and formed that stream of modern thought on whose

* Geschichte der Spradiwissensckaft und Orientaliscken Philologie in Deutsckland

von Theodor Benfey. Miinchen, 1869.

/
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shores we ourselves live and move. A new stream is now being

^brought into the same bed, the stream of Oriental thought, and

already the colours^f the old stream show very clearly the

influence of that new tributary. Look at any of the important

wprks ^published during the last twenty years, not only on language,

but on literature^ mythology, law, religion, and philosophy, and

jou will see on every page the working of a new spirit. I do

not say that the East can ever teach us new things, but it can

place before us old things, and leave us to draw from them lessons

more strange and startling than anything dreamt of in our philo-

sophy. ^
i Before^all, a study of the East has taught us the same lesson which

I

the ^Northern nations once learnt in Rome and Athens, that there

are other worlds beside our own, that there are other religions,

other mythologies, other laws, and that the history of philosophy

from Thales to Hegel is not the whole history of human thought.

In all these subjects the East has supplied us with parallels, and

with all that is implied in parallels, viz. the possibility of comparing,

measuring, and understanding. The comparative spirit is the truly

scientific spirit of our age, nay of all ages. An empirical acquaint-

ance with single facts does not constitute knowledge in the true

sense of the word. AU human knowledge begins with the Two

orjtie Dyad, the comprehension of two single things as one. I£

we may still quote Aristotle, we may boldly say that '' there is no

science of that which is unique." A single event may be purely

accidental, it comes and goes, it is inexplicable, it does not call for

an explanation. But as soon as the same fact is repeated, the work,

of comparison begins, and the first step is made in that wonderful

process which we call generalisation^L-^and which is at the root of all

Intellectual knowledge and of aU intellectual language. This pri-

mitive process of comparison is repeated again and again, and when

we now give the title of Comparative to the highest kind of know-

ledge in every branch of science, we have only replaced the old

word intelligent (i.e. interligent) or inter-twining, by^ a new_and

more expressive term, comparative. I shall say nothing about the

complete revolution of the study of languages by means of the com-

__parative method, for here I can appeal to such names as Mommsen
and Curtius, to show that the best among classical scholars are
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themselves the most ready__to acknowledge the importance of

^e results obtained hy the intertwining _of^Easteni_and Western

philology.

Ent take mythology. As long as we had only the mythology

of the classical nations to deal with, we looked upon it simply as

strange, anomalous, and irrational. When, however, the same

strange stories, the same hallucinations, turned up in the most

ancient mythology of India, when not only the character and

achievements, but the very names of some of the gods and heroes

were found to be the same, then every thoughtful observer saw

that there must be a system in that ancient madness, that there

must be • some order in that strange mob of gods and heroes, and

that it must be the task of comparative mythology to find out,

what reason there is in all that mass of unreason.

The same comparative method has been applied to the study of

religion also. AU^religions are Oriental, and with the exception of

the Christian, their sacred books are all written in Oriental lan-

guages. The materials therefore, for a comparative study of the

religious systems of the world had all to be supplied by Oriental

scholars. But far more important than those materials, is the spirit

in which they have been treated. The sacred books of the principal

reKgions of mankind had to be placed side by side with perfect im-

partiality, in order to discern the points which they share in

common as well as those that are peculiar to each. The results

already obtained by this simple juxta-position are full of important

lessons, and the fact that the truths on which all religions agree far

exceed those on which they differ, has hardly been sufficiently appre-

ciated. I feel convinced, however, that the time will come when

those who at present profess to be most disquieted by our studies,

will be the most grateful for our support ; for having shown by

evidence which cannot be controverted, that all religions spring

from the same sacred soil, the human heart ; that all are quickened

by the same divine spirit, the still small voice ; and that, though

the outward forms of religion may change, may wither and decay,

yet, as long as man is what he is and what he has been, he will

postulate again and again the Infinite as the very condition of the

Finite, he will yearn for something which the world cannot give;

he will feel his weakness and dependence^ and in that weakness
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and dependence discover the deepest sources of Hs hope, and trust,

and strength.

A patient study of the sacred scriptures of the world is what is

wanted at present more than anything else, in order to clear our

own ideas of the origin, the nature, the true purposes of religion._^

There can be no science of one religion, hut there can be a science of

many. "We have learnt already one lesson, that behind the helpless

expressions which language has devised, whether in the East or in

the West, for uttering the unutterable, be it Byaushpitd or Ahura-

mazda, be it Jehovah or Allah, be it the All or the Nothing, be it

the First Cause or Our Father in heavea^ there is the same inten-

tion, the same striving, the same stammering, the same faith. Other

lessons wiU follow, till in the end we shall be able to restore that

ancient bond which unites not only the East with the West, but all

the members of the human family, and may learn to understand

what a Persian poet meant when he wrote many centuries ago (I

quote from Mr. Conway's 'Sacred Anthology,') '' Diversity of worship

has divided the human race into seventy-two nations. From among

all their dogmas I have selected one—the Love of God."

Kor is this comparative spirit restricted to the treatment of

language, mythology, and religion. While hitherto we knew the

origin and spreading of most of the ancient arts and sciences in one

channel only, and had to be satisfied with tracing their sources to

Greece and Rome, and thence down the main stream of European

civilisation, we have now for many of them one or two parallel his-

tories in In^iaT and in China. The history of geometry, for instance,

—the first formation of geometricar conceptions or technical terms

—

was hitherto known to us from Greece only: now we can compare

the gradual elaboration of geometrical principles both in Greece and

India, and thus arrive at some idea of what is natural or inevitable,

and what is accidental or purely personal in each. It was known,

for instance, that in Greece the calculation of solid figures began

with the building of altars, and you will hear to-day from Dr.

Thibaut, that in India also the first impulse to geometric science

was given, not by the measuring of fields, as the name implies, but

by the minute observances injbuilding altars.

Similar coincidences and divergences have been brought to light

by a comparative study of the history of astronomy, of music, of
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gi'ammar, but, most of aU, Jbj..a,.cpm|iarative study of pHlosopliic

thought. There are indeed few problems in philosophy which have

not occupied the Indian mind, and nothing can exceed the interest

of watching the Hindu and the Greek, working on the same pro-

blems, each in his own way, yet both in the end arriving at much the

same results. Such are the coincidences between the two, that but

lately an eminent German professor^ published a treatise to show

that the Greeks had borrowed their philosophy from India, while

others lean to the opinion that in philosophy the Hindus are the

jiupHs of the Greeks. This is the same feeling which impelled

Dugald Stewart, when he saw the striking similarity between Greek

and Sanskrit, to maintain that Sanskrit must have been put together

after the model of Greek and Latin by those arch-forgers and liars,

the Brahmans, and that the whole of Sanskrit literature was an im-

position. The comparative method has put an end to such violent

theories. It teaches us that what is possible in one country is

possible also in another ; it shows us that, as there are antecedents

for Plato and Aristotle in Greece, there are antecedents for the

Vedanta and Sankhya philosophies in India, and that each had its

own independent growth. It is true, that when we first meet in

Indian philosophy with our old friends, the four or five elements, the

atoms, our metaphysics, our logic, our syllogism, we are startled
;

but we soon discover that, given the human mind and human

language, and the world by which we are surrounded, the different

systems of philosophy of Thales and Hegel, of Yyasa and Kapila,

_are inevitable solutions. They all come and go, they are maintained
]

and refuted, till at last all philosophy ends where it ought to begin,

with an inquiry into the necessary conditions and the inevitable .

forms of knowledge, represented by a criticism of Pure Eeason and,
j

whatsis more important still, by a criticism of Language.
^

Much has been done of late for Indian philosophy, particularly by

Ballantyne and Hall, by Cowell and Gough, by the editors of the

BiUiotheca Indica, and the Pandit. Yet it is much to be desired,

tliat some young scholars, well versed in the history of European

philosophy, should devote themselves more ardently to this promising

branch of Indian literature. iN'o doubt, they would find it a great

A'
Aristoteles' Metaphysik, eine Tochter der Sankhya-Lehre des Kapila, yon Dr. C.

. Schliiter. 1874.
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help, if they were able to spend some years in India, in order to

learn from the last and fast disappearing representatives of some of

the old schools of Indian philosophy what they alone can teach.

What can be done by such a_cogibination of Eastern and Western^

knowledge, has lately been shown by the excellent work done by Dr.

Kielhom, the Professor of Sanskrit at the Deccan College in Punah.

Eut there is now so much of published materials, and Sanskrit MSS.

also are so easily obtained from India, that much might be done in ^

England, or in France, or in Germany— much that would be of

interest not only to Oriental scholars, but to all philosophers whose

powers of independent appreciation are rfbt entirely blunted by their

study of Plato and Aristotle, of Berkeley, Hume, and Kant.

i have so far dwelt chiefly on the powerful influence which the

East, and more particularly India, has exercised on the intellectual^

life and work of the West. But the progress of Oriental scholar-

ship in Europe, and the discovery of that spiritual relationship which

binds India and England together, has likewise produced praciical___

effects of the greatest moment in the East., The Hindus, in their

first intercourse with English scholars, placed before them the

treasures of their native literature with all the natural pride of a

nation that considered itself the oldest, the wisest, the most enlight-

ened nation in the world. Eor a time, but for a short time only, the

claims of their literature to a fabulous antiquity were admitted, and

dazzled by the unexpected discovery of a new classical literature,

people raved about the beauty of Sanskrit poetry in truly Orintal

strains. Then followed a sudden reaction; and the natives them-

selves, on becoming more and more acquainted with European history

and literature, began to feel the childishness of their claims, and to

be almost ashamed of their own classics. This was a national misfor-

tune. A people that cannot feel some pride in the past, in its history

and literature, loses the mainstay of its national character. When
Germany was in the very depth of its political degradation, it turned

to its ancient literature, and drew hope for the future from the study

of the past. Something of the same kind is now passing in India,

^new taste, not without some political ingredients, has sprung up

for the ancient literature of the country ; a more intelligent apprecia?-

tion of their real merits has taken the place of the extravagant

admiration for the masterworks of their old poets ; there is a revival_
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in the study of Sanskrit, a surprising activity in the repuhlication of

Sanskrit texts, and there are traces among the Hindus of a growing

feeling, not very different from that which Tacitus described, when

he said of the Germans: ''Who would go to Germany, a country

without natural, beauty, with a wretched climate, miserable to culti-

vate or to look at

—

unless it he Ms fatherland .^"

Even the discovery that Sanskrit, English, Greek, and Latin are

cognate languages, has not been without its influence on the scholars

and thinkers, on the leaders of public opinion, in India. They,

more than others, had felt for the time most keenly the intellectual

superiority of the West, and^ey rose again in their own estimation

by learning that physically, or, at all events, intellectually, they had

been and might be again, the peers of Greeks and Romans and

Saxons. These silent influences often escape the eye of the politician

.and the historian, but at critical moments they may decide the fate

of whole nations and empires.^

1 In the *In^n Mirror,' published at Calcutta , 20th September, 1874, a native

writer gave~utterance almost at the same time to the same feelings :

" When the dominion passed from the Mogul to the hands of Englishmen, the

latter regarded the natives as little better than niggers, having a civilization perhaps

a shade better than that of the barbarians. . . . The gulf was wide between

the conquerors and the conquered. . . . There was no affection to lessen the

distance between the two races. . . . The discovery of Sanskrit entirely revolu-

tionized the course of thought and speculations. It served as the * open sesame ' to

many hidden treasures. It was then that the position of India in the scale of

civilization was distinctly apprehended. It was then that our relations with the"

advanced nations of the world were fully realised. "We were niggers at one time.

We now became brethren. . . . The advent of the English found us a nation

low sunk in the mire of superstitions, ignorance, and political servitude. The advent

of scholars like Sir William Jones found us fully established in a rank above

that of every nation as that from which modern civilization could be distiactljl,

traced. It would be interesting to contemplate what would have been our position

if the science of jihilology had not been discovered. ... It was only when
the labours of scholars brought to lightJh^reasures of our antiquity that they per-

ceived how near we were to their races in almost all things that they held dear in

their life. It was then that our claims on their affection and regard were first estab-

lished. As Hindus we ought never to forget the labours of scholars. We owe them

our life as a nation, our freedom as a recognized society, and our position in the

scale of races. It is the fashion with many to decry the labours of those men as

dry, unprofitable, and dreamy. We should know that it is to the study of the roots

and inflections of the Sanskrit language that we owe our national salvation. . . .

Within a very few years after the discovery of Sanskrit, a revolution took place in

the history of comparative science. ]SLexei_wgre so many discoveries made at once,

and from the speculations of learned scholars like ... the dawnings oi mai^
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The intellectual life of India at the present moment is full of in-

teresting problems. It is too much the fashion to look only at its

darker sides, and to forget that such intellectual regenerations as we

are witnessing in India, are impossible without convulsions and

failures. ^ new race of men is growing up in India, jv-ho have_

^stepped, as it were, over a thousand years, and have entered at once _.

on the intellectual inheritance of Europe. They carry off prizes at

English schools, take their degrees in English Universities, and are in

every respect our equals. They have temptations which we have

not, and now and then they succumb : but we too have temptations

of our own, and we do not always resist.^ One can hardly trust one's

eyes in reading their writings, whether in English or Bengali, many

of which would reflect credit on our own Quarterlies. "With regard

to what is of the greatest interest to us, their scholarship, it is true

that the old school of Sanskrit scholars is dying out, and much will

die with it which we shall never recover ; but a new and most pro-

mising school of Sanskrit students, educated by European Professors,

is springing up, and they will, nay, to judge from recent contro-

versies, they have already become most formidable rivals to our own

scholars. The essays of Dr. Bhao Daji, whom, I regret to say, we

have lately lost by death, on disputed points in Indian archaeology

and literature, are most valuable. The indefatigable ^ Eajendralal

Mitra is rendering most excellent service in the publications of the

Asiatic Society at Calcutta, and he discusses the theories of European

Orientalists with all the ease and grace of an English reviewer. The

Rajah of Besmah, Giriprasada-sinha, has just finished his magnificent

edition of the White Yajur-veda. The Sanskrit books published at

Calcutta by Taranatha and others form a complete library, and

Taranatha's new Dictionary of the Sanskrit language will prove most

useful and valuable. The editions of Sanskrit texts published at

Bombay by Prof. Bhandarkar, Shankur Pandurang Pandit, and

others, need not fear comparison with the best work of European

scholars. There is a school of native students at Benares whose

publications, under the auspices of Mr. Griffith, have made their

journal, the Pandit, indispensable to every Sanskrit scholar. Eajara-

trutlis are even now visible to the world. . . . _Ck)inpaiative mythology and

comparative religion are new terms altogether in the world. , . . "We say

again that India has no reason to forget the services of scholars."
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masastrl's and Balasastri's edition of the Mahabhashya has received

the highest praise from European students. In the * Antiquary,' a

paper very ably conducted by Mr. Eurgess, we meet with contribu-

tions from several learned natives, among them from his Highness

the Prince of Travancore, from Eam Dass Sen, the Zemindar of

Berhampore, from Kashinath Trimbak Telang, from Sashagirisastrl,

and others, which are read with the greatest interest and advantage

by European scholars. The collected essays of Ram Dass Sen well

deserve a translation into English, and Rajanikanta's Life of the

poet Jajadeva, just published, bears witness to the same revival of

literary tastes and patriotic feelings.

Besides this purely literary movement, there is a religious

movement going on in India,, the Brahmosamaj, which, both
^t'""-'"^- - ...

^
...•- -

in its origin and its later development, is mainly the result of

European influences. It began with an attempt to bring the

modem corrupt forms of worship back to the purity and simpli-

city of the Yedas ; and by ascribing to the Yeda the authority of

a Divine Revelation, it was hoped to secure that infallible authority

without which no religion was supposed to be possible. How was

that movement stopped, and turned into a new channel ? Simply by

the publication of the Yeda, and by the works of European scholars,

such as Stephenson, Mill, Rosen, Wilson, and others, who showed to

the natives what the Yeda really was, and made them see the folly

of their way. Thus the religion, the literature, the whole character^

of the people of India is becoming more and more Indo-European.

They work for us, as we work for them. Many a letter have I

received from native scholars in which they express their admiration

for the wonderful achievements of European ingenuity, for railways,

and telegraphs, and aU the rest : and yet what, according to their

own confession, has startled them and delighted them most, is the

Interest wejiaye taken in their literature, and the new life which we
have imparted to their ancient history. I know these matters seem

small, when we are near to them, when we are in the very midst of

them. Like the tangled threads hanging on a loom, they look worth-

less, purposeless. But history weaves her woof out of all of them,

and after a time, when we see the full and finished design, we perceive

that no colour, however quiet, could have been dropped, no shade,

however slight, could have been missed, without spoiling the whole.
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And now, after having given this account of our stewardship, let

me say in conclusion a few words on the claims which Oriental

studies have on public sympathy and support.

Let me begin with the Universities—I mean of course the English

Universities^-and more particularly that University which has been

to me for many years an Alma Mater, Oxford . While we have

there, or are founding there, professorships for every branch of

Theology, Jurisprudence, and Physical Science, we have hardly any

provision for the study of^nental languages. We have a chair of

Hebrew, rendered illustrious by the greatest living theologian of

"England, and we have a chair of San^rit, which has left its mark

in the history of Sanskrit literature ; but for the modern languages

of India, whether Aryan or Dravidian, for the language and lite-

rature of Persia, both ancient and modem, for the language and

antiquities of Egypt and Babylon, for Chinese, for Turkish, nay

even for Arabic, there is nothing deserving the name of a chair.

When in a Heport on University Keform, I ventured to point out

these gaps, and to remark that in the smallest of German Univer-

sities most of these subjects were represented by professors, I was

asked whether I was in earnest in maintaining that Oxford, the first

University in what has rightly been called the greatest Oriental

Empire, ought really to support the study of Oriental languages.

The second claim we prefer is on the Missionary Societies. I

have lately incurred very severe obloquy for my supposed hostility

to missionary enterprise. All I can say is, I wish that there were

ten missionaries for every one we have now. I have always counted

missionaries among my best friends ; I have again and again ac-

knowledged, how much Oriental studies, and linguistic studies in

general, owe to them, and I am proud to say that, even now, while

missionaries at home have abused me in unmeasured language, mis-

sionaries abroad, devoted, hard-working missionaries, have thanked

me for what I said of them and their work in my lay-sermon in

Westminster Abbey last December.

Now it seems to me that, first of all, our Universities, and I

think again chiefly of ^Qjs^prdj.jnight do much more for missions

than they do at present. If we had a sufficient staff of professors

for Eastern languages, we could prepare young missionaries for

their work, and we should be able to send out from time to time such
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men as Patteson, the Bishop of Melanesia, who was every inch an

Oxford man. And in these missionaries we might have not only

apostles of religion and civilisation, but at the same time, the most

valuable pioneers of scientific research. I know there are some

authorities at home who declare that such a combination is im-

possible, or at least undesirable ; that a man cannot serve two

masters, and that a missionary must do his own work and nothing

else. I^othing, I believe, can be more mistaken. Pirst of all,

some of our most efficient missionaries have been those who have

done also the most excellent work as scholars, and whenever I have

conversed on this subject with missionaries who have seen active

service, they all agree that they cannot be converting all day long,

and that nothing is more refreshing and invigorating to them than

some literary or scientific work. I^ow what I should like to see

is this : I should like to see ten or twenty of our non-resident

fellowships, which at present are doing more harm than good,

assigned to missionary work, to be given to young men who have

taken their degree, and who, whether laymen or clergymen, are

willing to work as assistant missionaries on distant stations; with

the distinct understanding, that they should devote some of their

time to scientific work, whether the study of languages, or flowers,

or stars, and that they should send home every year some account

of their labours. These men would be like scientific consuls, to

whom students at home might apply for information and help.

They would have opportunities of distinguishing themselves by

really useful work, far more than in London, and after ten years,

they might either return to Europe with a well-established reputa-

tion, or if they find that they have a real call for missionary work,

devote all their life to it. Though to my own mind there is no

nobler work than that of a missionary, yet I believe that some such

connection with the Universities and men of science would raise

their position, would call out more general interest, and secure to

the missionary cause the good-will of those whose will is apt to

become law.

Thirdly, I think that Oriental studies have a claim on the colonies

jind the colonial ^ovemnients^ The English colonies are scattered

all over the globe, and many of them in localities where an immense

deal of useful scientific work might be done, and would be done

13
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with the slightest encouragement from the local authorities, and

something like a systematic supervision on the part of the Colonial

Office at home. Some years ago I ventured to address the Colonial

Secretary of State on this subject, and a letter was sent out in

consequence to all the English colonies, inviting information on the

languages, monuments, customs, and traditions of the native races.

Some most valuable reports have been sent home during the last

five or six years, but when it was suggested that these reports

should be published in a permanent form, the expense that would

have been required for printing every year a volume of Colonial

Reports, and which would not have ai»ounted to more than a few

hundred pounds for all the colonies of the British Empire, part of it

to be recovered by the sale of the book, was considered too large.

Now we should bear in mind that at the present moment some of

^the^^^bes living in or near the English colonies in Australia,

Polynesia, Africa, and America, are actually dying out, their lan-

guages are disappearing, their customs, traditions, and religions

will soon be completely swept away. To the student of language,

4he dialect of a savage tribe is as valuable as Sanskrit or Hebrew,

nay, for the solution of certain problems, more so; every one of

these languages is the growth of thousands and thousands of years,

the workmanship of millions and millions of human beings. If

they were now preserved, they might hereafter fill the most critical

gaps in the history of the human race. At Rome at the time of the

Scipios, hundreds of people might have written down a grammar

and dictionary of the Etruscan language, of Oscan, or TJmbrian

;

but there were men then, as there are now, who shrugged their

shoulders, and said, What can be the use of preserving these bar-

barous, uncouth idioms?—What would we not give now for some

such records ?

And this is not all. The study of savage tribes has assumed a new

interest of late, when the question of the exact relation of man to

the rest of the animal kingdom has again roused the passions not only

of scientific inquirers, but also of the public at large. Now what is

wanted for the solution of this question, are more facts and fewer

theories, and these facts can only be gained by a patient study of the

lowest races of mankind. When religion was held to be the specific

character of man, it was asserted by many travellers that they had
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seen races without any religious ideas ; when language was seen to be

the real frontier line between man and beast, it was maintained that

there were human beings without language. "Now all we want to

know are facts, let the conclusions be whatever tHey may. It is by no

means easy to decide whether savage tribes have a religion or not ; at

all events it requires the same discernment, and the same honesty of

purpose, as to find out whether men of the highest intellect among

ourselves have a religion or not. I call the Introduction to Spencer's

First Principles deeply religious, but I can well understand that a

missionary, reporting on a tribe of Spencerian savages, might declare

that they had no idea whatsoever of religion. Looking at a report

sent home lately by the indefatigable Governor of 'New South Wales,

Sir Hercules Robinson, I find the following description of the reli-

gious ideas of the Kamilarois, one of the most degraded tribes in the

T^orth-western district of the colony :

—

** Bhaiami is regarded by them as the maker of all things. The

name signifies 'maker,' or * cutter-out,' from the verb Ihai, haialli,

ham. He is regarded as the rewarder and punisher of men according

to their conduct. He sees all, and knows all, if not directly, through

the subordinate deity TurramUlan, who presides at the Bora. Bhaiami

is said to have been once on the earth. Turramxdan is mediator in

all the operations of Bhaiami upon man, and in all man's transac-

tions with Bhaiami. TurramUlan means ' leg on one side only,' ' one-

legge'd.'

"

This description is given by the Eev. C. Greenway, and if there is

any theological bias in it, let us make allowance for it. But there

remains the fact that Bhaiami, their name for deity, comes from a root

hhai, to 'make,' to ' cut out,' and if we remember that hardly any of

the names for deity either among the Aryan or Semitic nations, comes

from a root with so abstract a meaning, we shall admit, I think, that

such reports as these should not be allowed to lie forgotten in the

pigeon-holes of the Colonial Office, or in the pages of a monthly

journal.

.

"What applies to religion, applies to language. We have been told

again and again that the Yeddahs in Ceylon have no language. Sir

Emerson Tennant wrote ''that they mutually make themselves under-

stood by signs, grimaces, and guttural sounds, which have little re-

semblance to definite words or language in general." When these
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statements were repeated, I tried to induce the Government of Ceylon

to send a competent man to settle the question. I did not receive all

I wanted, and therefore postponed the publication of what was sent

me. But I may say so much, that more than half of the words used

by the Veddahs are, like Singhalese itself, mere corruption of San-

skrit ; their very name is the Sanskrit word for hunter, veddhd, or, as

Mr. Childers supposes, vyddha. There is a remnant of words in their

language of which I can make nothing as yet. But so much is cer-

tain: either the Yeddahs started with the common inheritance of

Aryan words and ideas ; or, at all even^, they lived for a long time

in contact with Aryan people, and adopted from them such words as

were wantirig in their language. If they now stand low in the scale

of humanity, they once stood higher—nay, they may possibly prove,

in language, if not in blood, the distant cousins of Plato, and Kewton,

and Goethe.

It is most essential to keep la carrihre owverte for facts, even more

than for theories, and for the supply of such facts the Colonial

Government might render most useful service.

It is but right to state that whenever I have applied to the

Governors of any of the Colonies, I have invariably met with the

greatest kindness and readiness to help. Some of them take the

warmest interest in these researches. Sir George Grey's services to

the science of language have hardly been sufficiently appreciated as

yet, and the Linguistic Library which he founded at the Cape places

him of right by the side of Sir Thomas Bodley. Sir Hercules

Bobinson, Mr. Musgrave in South Australia, Sir Henry Barkley at

the Cape, and several others, are quite aware of the importance of

linguistic and ethnological researches. What is wanted is encourage-

ment from home, and some systematic guidance. Dr. Bleek, the

excellent librarian of Sir George Grey's Library at the Cape, who has

devoted the whole of his life to the study of savage dialects, and

whose Comparative Grammar of the South African languages will

hold its place by the side of Bopp's, Diez's, and Caldwell's Compara-

tive Grammars, is most anxious that there should be a permanent

linguistic and ethnological station established at the Cape ; in fact,

that there should be a linguist attached to every zoological station.

At the Cape there are not only the Zulu dialects to be studied, but

two most important languages, that of the Hottentots, and that of
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the Bushmen. Dr. Bleek has lately been enabled to write down
several volumes of traditional literature from the mouths of some

Bushman prisoners ; but he says, " My powers and my life are draw-

ing to an end, and unless I have some young men to assist me, and

carry on my work, much of what I have done will be lost." There

is no time to be lost, and I trust therefore that my appeal will not be

considered importunate by the present Colonial Minister. ,^

Last of all, we turn to India, the very cradle of Oriental scholar- f^

)

ship, and hero, instead of being importunate and urging new claims

for assistance, I think I am expressing the feelings of all Oriental

scholars in publicly acknowledging the readiness with which the

Indian Government, whether at home or in India, whether during

the days of the old East India Company, or now under the auspices

of the Secretary of State, has always assisted every enterprise tend-

ing to throw light on the literature, the religion, the laws and

customs, the arts and manufactures of that ancient Oriental Empire,

^^ily last night I received the first volume of a work which will

mark a new era in the history of Oriental typography. Three valu-

able MSS. of the Mahabhashya have been photolithographed at the

expense of the Indian Government, and under the supervision of one

whom many of us will miss here to-day, the late Professor Gold-

stiicker. It is a magnificent publication, and as^ there are only fifty

copies printed, it will soon become more valuable than a real MS.

There are two surveys carried on at the present moment in India,

a literary, and an archaeological survey. Many years ago, when Lord

Elgin went to India as Governor-General, I suggested to him the

necessity of taking measures in order to rescue from destruction

whatever could still be rescued of the ancient literature of the

country. Lord Elgin died before any active measures could be

taken, but the plan faund a most powerful advocate in Mr. Whitley

Stokes, who urged the Government to appoint some Sanskrit scholars

to visit all places containing collections of Sanskrit MSS., and to

publish lists of their titles, so that we might know, at all events,

how much of a literature, that had been preserved for thousands of

years, was still in existence at the present moment. This work was

confided to Dr. Biihler, Dr. Kielhom, Mr. Bumell, Rajendralal Mitra,

and others. Several of their catalogues have been published, and

there is but one feeling among all Sanskrit scholars as to the value
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of their work. But they also feel, that the time has come for doing

more. The mere titles of the MSS. whet our appetite, but do not

satisfy it. There are, of cotirse, hundreds of books where the title,

the name of the author, the locus et annus are all we care to know.

But of books which are scarce, and hitherto not known out of India,

we want to know more. We want some information of the subject

and its treatment, and if possible, of the date, of the author, and of

the writers quoted by him. We want extracts, intelligently chosen,

in fact, we want something like the excellent catalogue which Dr.

Aufrecht has made for the Bodleian library. In Mr. Bumell, Dr.

Biihler, Dr. Kielhom, the Government possesses scholars who could

do that work admirably ; what they want is more leisure, more funds,

more assistance.

Contemporaneously with the Literary Survey, there is the Archaeo-

logical Survey, carried on by that gallant and indefatigable scholar,

General Cunningham. His published reports show the systematic

progress of his work, and his occasional communications in the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal tell us of his newest dis-

coveries. The very last number of that journal brought us the

news of the discoveiy of the wonderful ruins of the Buddhist temple

of Bharahut,^ which, with their representations of scenes from the

early Buddhist literature, with their inscriptions and architectural

style, may enable us to find a terminus a quo for the literary and

religious history of India, We should not forget the services which

Mr. Fergusson has rendered to the history of Indian architecture,

both by awakening an interest in the subject, and by the magnifi-

cent publication of the drawings of the sculptures of Sanchi and

Amravati, carried on under the authority of the Secretary of State

for India. Let us hope that these new discoveries may supply him

with materials for another volume, worthy of its companion.

It was supposed for a time that there was a third survey carried

on in India, ethnological and linguistic, and the volume, published

by Colonel Dalton, Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal^ with portraits

from photographs, was a most excellent beginning. But the other

Indian Governments have not hitherto followed the example of the

Bengal Government, and nothing has of late come to my knowledge

^ Academyf August 1, 1874.
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in this important line of research. "Would not Dr. Hunter, who has

done so much for a scientific study of the non-Aryan languages and

races of India, take up this important branch of research, and give

us, not only photographs and graphic description, but also, what is

most wanted, scholarlike grammars of the principal races of India?

Lists of words, if carefully chosen, like those in Colonel Dalton's

work and in Sir George Campbell's Specimens, are, no doubt, most

valuable for preliminary researches, but without grammars, none of

the great questions which are still pending in Indian Ethnology will

ever be satisfactorily and definitely settled. "No real advance has

been made in the classification of Indian dialects since the time when

I endeavoured, some twenty years ago, to sum up what was then

known on that subject, in my letter to Bunsen ' On the Turanian

Languages.' What I then for the first time ventured to maintain

against the highest authorities in Indian linguistic ethnology, viz.

that the dialects of the Mundas or the Koles constituted a third

and totally independent class of languages in India, related neither

to the Aryan nor to the Dravidian families, has since been fully con-

firmed by later researches, and is now, I believe, generally accepted.

The fact also, on which I then strongly insisted, that the Uraon

Koles, and Rajmahal Koles, might be Koles in blood, but certainly not

in language, their language being, like that of the Gonds, Dravidian,

is now no longer disputed. But beyond this, all is still as hypo-

thetical as it was twenty years ago, simply because we can get no

grammars of the Munda dialects. Why do not the German mis-

sionaries at Eanchi, who have done such excellent work among the

Koles, publish a grammatical analysis of that interesting cluster of

dialects ? Only a week ago, one of them, Mr. Jellinghaus, gave me

a grammatical sketch of the Mundari language, and even this, short

as it is, was quite sufficient to show that the supposed relationship

between the Munda dialects and the Khasia language, of which we

have a grammar, is untenable. The similarities pointed out by

Mason between the Munda dialects and the Talaing of Pegu, are

certainly startling, but equally startling are the divergences ; and

here again no real result will be obtained without a comparison of the

grammatical structure of the two languages. The other classes of

Indian languages, the Taic, the Gangetic, subdivided into Trans-

Himalayan and Sub-Himalayan, the Lohitic, and Tamulic, are still
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retained, though some of their names have been changed. "Without

wishing to defend the names which I had chosen for these classes, I

must say that I look upon the constant introduction of new technical

terms as an unmixed evil. Every classificatory term is imperfect.

Aryan, Semitic, Hamitic, Turanian, are all imperfect, but, if they are

but rightly defined, they can do no harm, whereas a new term, how-

ever superior at first sight, almost makes confusion worse confounded.

The chemists do not hesitate to call sugar an acid rather than part

Tvith an old-established term ; why should not we in the science of

language follow their good example ? ^

Dr. Leitner's labours in Dardistan should here be mentioned. They

date from the year 1866. Considering the shortness of the time al-

lotted to him for exploring that country, he has been most successful

in collecting his linguistic materials. We owe to him a vocabulary of

two Shina dialects (the Ghilghiti and Astori), and of the Arnyia,

the Khajuna, and the Kalasha-Mander. These vocabularies are so

arranged as to give us a fair idea of the systems of conjugation

and declension. Other vocabularies, arranged according to subjects,

allow us an insight into the intellectual life of the Shinas, and we

also receive most interesting information on the customs, legends,

superstitions and religion of the Dards. Some of the important

results obtained by the same enterprising scholar in his excavations

on the Takht-i-bahi hills will be laid before the Archaeological

Section of this Congress. It is impossible to look at the Buddhist

sculptures which he has brought home, without perceiving that

there is in them a foreign element. They are Buddliist sculptures,

but they differ both in treatment and expression from what was

hitherto known of Buddhist art in various parts of the world. Dr.

Leitner thinks that the foreign element came from Greece, others

think that local and individual influences are sufficient to account

for the apparent deviations from the common Buddhist type.

On this point I feel totally incompetent to express an opinion,

but whatever the judgment of our archaeological colleagues may

be, neither they nor we ourselves can have any doubt that Dr.

Leitner deserves our sincere gratitude, as an indefatigable explorer

and successful discoverer.

Many of the most valuable treasures of every kind and sort, col-

lected during these official surveys, and by private enterprise, are
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now deposited in the Indian Museum .in. London^ a real mine of

literary and archaeological wealth, opened with the greatest liberality

to all who are willing to work in it.

It is unfortunate, no doubt, that this meeting of Oriental scholars

should have taken place at a time when the treasures of the Indian

Museum are still in their temporary exile
;

yet, if they share in

the regret, felt by every friend of India, at the delay in the building

of a new museum, worthy both of England and of India, they will

also carry away the conviction, that such delay is simply due to a

desire to do the best that can be done, in order to carry out in the

end something little short of that magnificent scheme of an Indian

Institute, drawn by the experienced hand of Dr. Forbes Watson.

And now, in conclusion, I have to express my own gratitude for

the liberality both of the Directors of the old East India Company

and of the present Secretary of State for India in Council, for having

enabled me to publish that work the last sheet of which I am able

to present to this Meeting to-day, the Rig-veda, with the Commen-

tary of SayawaX-arya. It is the oldest book of the Aryan world,

but it is also one of the largest, and its publication would have been

simply impossible without the enlightened liberality of the Indian

Government. Eor twenty-five years I find, that taking the large

and small editions of the Rig-veda together, I have printed every

year what would make a volume of about six hundred pages octavo.

Such a publication would have ruined any bookseller, for it must be

confessed, that there is little that is attractive in the Yeda, nothing

that could excite general interest. From an aesthetic point of view,

no one would care for the hymns of the Rig-veda, and I can well

understand how, in the beginning of our century, even so discrimi-

nating a scholar as Colebrooke could express his opinion, that ''the

Vedas are too voluminous for a complete translation, and what they

contain would hardly reward the labour of the reader, much less

that of the translator. The ancient dialect in which they are com-

posed, and specially that of the three first Vedas, is extremely

difficult and obscure ; and, though curious, as the parent of a more

polished and refined language, its difficulties must long continue to

prevent such an examination of the whole Yedas, as would be re-

quisite for extracting all that is remarkable and important in those

voluminous works. But they well deserv^e to be occasionally con-
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suited by the Oriental scholar." l^othing shows the change from

__the purely aesthetic to the purely scientific interest in the language

^aM literature of India more clearly than the fact that for the last

twenty-fire years the work of nearly all Sanskrit scholars has been

concentrated on the Veda. "When some thirty years ago I received

_my first lessons in Sanskrit from Professor Brockhaus, whom I am

happy and proud to see to-day among us, there were but few

students who ventured to dive into the depths of Yedic litera-

ture. To-day among the Sanskrit scholars whom Germany has

sent to us— Professors Stenzler, Spiegel, "Weber, Haug, Pertsch,

"Windisch—there is not one who has notion his laurels on the field

of Vedic scholarship. In Prance also a new school of Sanskrit

students has sprung up who have done most excellent work for

the interpretation of the Yeda, and who bid fair to rival the

glorious school of French Orientalists at the beginning of this

century, both by their persevering industry and by that ** sweet-

ness and light " which seems to be the birthright of their nation.

But, I say again, there is little that is beautiful, in our sense of

the word, to be found in the hymns of the Eig-veda, and what

little there is, has been so often dwelt on, that quite an erroneous

impression as to the real nature of Yedic poetry has been pro-

duced in the mind of the public. My old friend, the Dean of St.

Paul's, for instance, in some thoughtful lectures which he deli-

vered this year on the * Sacred Poetry of Early Religions,' has

instituted a comparison between the Psalms and the hymns of the

Yeda, and he arrives at the conclusion that the Psalms are superior

to the Yedic hymns. "No doubt they are, from the point of view

which he has chosen, but the chief value of these hymns lies in the

fact that they are so different from the Psalms, or, if you like, that

they are so inferior to the Psalms. They are Aryan, the Psalms

Semitic; they belong to a primitive and rude state of society, the

Psalms, at least most of them, are contemporaneous with or even

later than the heydays of the Jewish monarchy. This strange mis-

conception of the true character of the Yedic hymns seemed to me
to become so general, that when some years ago I had to publish

the first volume of my translation, I intentionally selected a class of

hymns which should in no way encourage such erroneous opinions.

It was interesting to watch the disappointment. "What, it was said.
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are these strange, savage, grotesque invocations of the Storm-gods,

the inspired strains of the ancient sages of India ? Is this the

wisdom of the East ? Is this the primeval revelation ? Even scholars

of high reputation joined in the outcry, and my friends hinted to me
that they would not have wasted their life on such a book.

'Now, suppose a geologist had brought to light the bones of a

fossil animal, dating from a period anterior to any in which traces of

animal life had been discovered before, would any young lady ven-

ture to say by way of criticism, ''Yes, these bones are very curious,

but they are not pretty !
" Or suppose a new Egyptian statue had

been discovered, belonging to a dynasty hitherto unrepresented by

any statues, would even a schoolboy dare to say, '' Yes, it is very

nice, but the Yenus of Milo is nicer." Or suppose an old MS. is

brought to Europe, do we find fault with it, because it is not neatly

printed ? If a chemist discovers a new element, is he pitied because

it is not gold ? If a botanist writes on germs, has he to defend him-

self, because he does not write on flowers ? Why, it is simply because

the Yeda is so different from what it was expected to be, because

it is not like the Psalms, not like Pindar, not like the Bhagavadgita,

it is because it stands by itself, and reveals to us the earliest

germs of religious thought, such as they really were ; it is because it

places before us a language, more primitive than any we knew

before; it is because its poetry is what you call savage, uncouth,

stupid, horrible, it is for that very reason that it was worth while

to dig and dig till the old buried city was recovered, showing us

jvhat man was, what we were, before we had reached the level of

David, the level of Homer, the level of Zoroaster, showing us the

very cradle of our thoughts, our words, and our deeds. / am not

disappointed with the Yeda, and I shall conclude my address with

the last verses of the last hymn, which you have now in your hands,

—verses which thousands of years ago may have been addressed to

a similar meeting of Aryan fellow-men, and which are not inappro-

priate to our own

:

Sam gaMAadhvam sam vadadhvam sam yah manawsi ^anatam,

DevaA bhagam yatha purve ^ saw^^ananaA upasate.

SamanaA mantraA samitiA samani samanam manaA saha Httam esham,

* I read yathapurve as one word.
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Samanam mantram abhi mantraye vaA samanena vaA havfsha ^homi.

Samani vaA akutiA samana hridayani vaA,

Samanam astu vaA manaA yatha vaA susaha dsati.

** Come together ! Speak together ! Let your minds be concordant

—^the gods by being concordant receive their share, one after the

other. Their word is the same, their counsel is the same, their

mind is the same, their thoughts are at one : I address to you the

same word, I worship you with the same sacrifice. Let your endea-

vour be the same ! Let your hearts be the same ! Let your mind be

the same, that it may go well with you." ^

I declare the Aryan Section of our Congress opened.
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ON THE

HINDU DOCTRINE OP EXPIATION.

By Professor STENZLER.

The doctrine of expiation fprayu^cittaj is one of the most powerful

means in the hands of the Hindu priests for exercising an influence

on the people at large.

It generally forms the third principal part of the contents of their

law-hooks. The two other parts are the dcdra, the customs and

manners of family and social life, and the vya/vahara, or judicial pro-

ceeding, that is to say, civil and criminal law, the execution of which

constitutes a duty of the king.

There is one circumstance which affords a peculiar interest to all

historical researches on the gradual development of Hindu life in

its various spheres and directions. This is the possibility they offer

of tracing back almost every institution of the present time through

thousands of years, until we observe its first germ in the Yedic

times.

And this whole development of Hindu life has mainly proceeded

from the spirit of the nation itself.

Erom time to time indeed a foreign seed has fallen on Indian soil

;

the Hindus have nursed and assimilated it to their own life, but

it has not been able essentially to alter the national character of

the people. The present generation still remembers the same gods

whom their forefathers adored thousands of years ago. Even to-day

every father impresses upon the mind of his son those rules of

behaviour which we find traced out with such nicety in the ancient

law-books. Even now the goods and chattels of a father are entailed
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upon those members of the family who are entitled to inherit them

by the Bha/rmagastra of the Mdnavas,

The nations of Europe offer a remarkable contrast to this appear-

ance. One of the most important points is the change of religion.

The whole dough of Paganism has been leavened by Christianity,

the power of which even the Greek spirit, whatever we may think

of the charms of its productions or of the clearness and strength of

its argumentations, has not been able to withstand. Moreover, a

great many customs, originating in Roman Paganism, but afterwards

dressed in . a Christian garment, have been obtruded on the other

nations of Europe by the missionaries of the Roman Catholic Church,

under the pretence of their being essential elements of the Christian

religion.

From this point of view it will be of some interest to observe how

the doctrine of atonement or expiation, which even at the present

time has so enormous an influence on Hindu life, has originated and

has been gradually changed, so as to receive its present form.

I will try, as far as my literary resources allow, to give a broad

outline of the history of this doctrine.

The word by which atonement or expiation is designated is prd-

yagcitta, or in the older writings prayagcitti.

It does not occur in the songs of the Rigveda, but we find it very

often employed in the prosaic writings of the Yedic period, in the

Bruhmanas and in the Sutras, though in a sense different from that

which it has in later times.

It does not mean there an expiation of a sin committed, but merely

a remedy for redressing a grievance or removing a mischief. I will

quote only one of numberless instances; we find in the T. S. (2, 1,

4, 1) the following passage: asav ddityo na vyarocata, tasmai devdh

prdyagcittim aichan : ''Yonder sun did not shine, then the gods

sought for a remedy," where the commentary appropriately explains

it by pratiTcdra.

A very common application of the word is the following. "When-

ever in a sacrifice any negligence has been committed or an untoward

accident has happened, the success of the sacrifice would be entirely

annihilated unless a prdyagcitta, a remedy, were instantly applied.

So, e.g., when the sacrificer has incautiously uttered an improper

worldly word, the prdyagcitta consists in immediately pronouncing
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a verse addressed to Vishnu. Other pruyagcittas are ordained, when

the sacrificer by imprudence has chosen a priest who by some reason

is not entitled to co-operation in the sacrifice, or when any vessel

used in the sacrifice is broken by accident, and so in similar cases.

With the same meaning the word appears also in the ^rauta Sutras,

e.g. Agv. (^r. S. (3, 10): vidhyaparddhe prayagcittih, "When any

precept (regarding the sacrifice) has been violated, a prayagcitti must

take place," that is to say, a remedy must be employed to remove

the evil consequences of this violation.

In later times the word is more directly transferred to the moral .

sphere. In ParasTcara's Gri. Su. (3, 12) we find an avakirni-pra-

yagcitta, i.e. a prayagcitta of him who has broken the vow of chastity.

But even here it does not clearly appear whether Parasha/ra considers

the deed committed as a sin, to which the man has been tempted,

"drawn away of his own lust and enticed," and which, therefore,

he might have avoided by strength of will, or whether he takes it

merely for a mishap, which befell him without his own culpability.

Even the public confession of his sin, which ParasJcara ordains

(svakarma pa/riMrtayan), may be taken as pointing to either side.

Both notions seem to be blended with each other, and indeed we

observe that by and by moral evils, by which a man is visited, are

treated exactly in the same manner as corporal diseases. 1

Passing over to later times, we find the moral prayagcitta, or the

real atonement or expiation, treated of in the Dharmasutras, and in

their transformations the Dharmagdstras.

There is a remarkable passage in Gautamah Pha/rmasutra, which,

if I am not misled by the very incorrect MS. of the Berlin Library,

may be thus literally translated.

** I have declared the law of the castes and the law of the classes

(agrama).

"Now this person (or this soul? ayam.purushah) becomes defiled

by a reprehensible deed.

" Such a deed is : performing a sacrifice for a person for whom

one must not offer sacrifices ; eating forbidden food ; uttering words

which ought not to be said; not doing what is ordained, or doing

what is forbidden.

" Por such a deed he must perform an expiation.

" Some persons reason (mimamsante) he must not do it.
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"He must not do it, they say, because the deed does not perish.

** Others say ; he must do it."

The words, "the deed does not perish," which are here attributed

to the opponents of expiation, contain the substance of the ha/rmmi-

paJca, or the doctrine of the ripening of the deeds, according to

which every deed which a man commits draws on him those con-

sequences which it necessarily must have in the course of the natural

development of the universe.

I^ow the doctrine of expiation rests on the conception that a man

is able to annihilate the consequences of an evil deed by another

deed.
^

The doctrine of the karma/vipdka is indeed also held by Gautama;

he teaches it in the 20th chapter of his Dkarmasutra. If, neverthe-

less, he insists upon the necessity of expiation, the difference of the

opinions is this.

The opponents of expiation, to whom Gautama alludes, hold that

a deed once committed can by no means be reduced to nought ; its

consequences will inevitably ensue ; therefore expiation is useless.

This opinion Gautama states as the purvapahsha.

In giving then his own siddhunta in the words, " he must do it,"

he does not condescend to controvert the opposite opinion by reason-

ing, but, a true believer in divine revelation, he opposes to it the

authority of the Yedas, e.g. a passage of the ^atapatha-Brahmana

(13, 3, 1, 1), tarati sarvam papmanam, ta/rati Irahmahatydm, yo

^gvamedhena yajate, i.e. "he who performs the Agvamedha overcomes

all sin, even the murder of a Bruhmana.''^

In the Bharma^ustras, with the Muna/va at their head, we find the

doctrine of expiation much more fully discussed and systematically

represented,

I do not intend to enter into the single points of the doctrine,

but I will only try to select some leading topics, which may afford a

view of the different steps, by passing which the doctrine received its

actual form.

The first point is the classification of the different sins which have

to be atoned for by acts of expiation.

The class of great sins fmahdpatakaj , which in most of the Bh. Q.

stands at the head, appears already in a verse quoted in the Chan-

dogya- Upanishad. There is, however, one significant difference. The
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stealing of gold in general, whicli the verse mentions, is in most of

the Lh. Q. restricted to the gold of a Brahmana.

The Vishnu Bh.
f.

seems to stand alone in setting up a class of

excessive sins fatipdtahaj.

After the enumeration of the different transgressions, there follows

the karmavipaha, the ripening of the actions, above mentioned.

Before the sinner is bom again, he must remain a long time in one

of the different hells, in the description of which the lawyers have

givejL full play to their imagination. The Taittiriya-Aranyaka

mentions no more than four hells, whereas the Manava Bh. f

.

enumerates twenty-one, and in Buddhism their number is, according

to Sardy, raised to 1 36.

After having suffered an appropriate time in hell, the sinner re-

turns into this world, and is born here in a state such as he deserved

by his sins, either in the body of an animal, or in a low state of

society, or affected with some bodily deficiency.

Now in order to escape these painful consequences of a sin, a

man must perform expiation. Since, however, each peculiar sin can

only be removed by a peculiar act of expiation, it is of the greatest

importance that the sinner choose the correct expiation.

In order to be informed on this point, he must apply to a

pa/rishad, i.e. to an assembly or a. court consisting either of ten

persons fdagavaruj, who are acquainted with the Yedas, the philo-

sophical systems and the Bha/rmagastras, or of three persons ftrya-

varaj, or he may even consult only one person acquainted with the

Yedas.

It is on this institution that not only the influential position of

the priestSj but also their livelihood, seems even in the present time

in a great measure to rest.

I need not expatiate on their social position. It is well known,

that as early as in the Brdhmanas they are called the visihle gods.

"We find the same exaggeration in the early Christian church, e.g. in

the Constitutiones Apostolorum (ii. 26) it is said of the bishop

:

ovTO'^ v/jLa)u i7rLy6Lo<i ^eo? fiera deov, " this is your terrestrial god,

next to God." The high degree of their infallibility has found

a remarkable expression in Pa/ragara)s Bh. Q. :
" Whatever the

Bruhmanas, driving along on the chariot of the Bha/rmagustra,

with the sword of the Yeda in their hands, whatever they say,

14
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even ly way of jest fhrldarthamj, that is declared to be the highest

law.'»

With regard to the pecuniary profit accruing to the priests from

this institution, the regulations of the different law-books show a

conspicuous progress to their advantage.

In the first place it is but fair and reasonable that either the

members of the pa/rishad, or the single priest, who advised the sinner

on the expiation to be performed, should receive a fee for this advice.

"Waiving this point, there are some expiations which consist of a

religious act and a gift, and in these an important change takes

place in the course of time. For thebilling of a Qudra, Gautama

prescribes a religious act and the gift of ten cows and a bull. The

Manava J)h. Q. leaves the option between the religious act and the

gift of the cows. Now out of this alternative, an appraisement of

the different acts of expiation has arisen, which is fully repre-

sented in the modem works on expiation, and seems to be still now

in use.

A passage of the Dh. Q. of Samvarta forms the basis of the price

current of the expiations. There it is said: **If a man is not able

to perform the expiation called PrdjOpatya, he must give a milch

cow, and if he has no cow, he must give the price of it."

According to this calculation, -a man who has to perform another

expiation, which is reckoned seventeen times as heavy as the Prajd-

patya, may give seventeen cows, or the price of them in money.

This money, of course, falls again into the pockets of the priests

who formed the pa/rishad.

Here now I come to a point on which I have not been able to

find information in. the books to which I have had access.

I do not know how the formation of a pa/rishad is effected,

or whether there are certain regulations, by which a man,

who will perform an expiation, is directed to an individual

priest; in short, whether, there exists in civil communities a

kind of religious or ecclesiastical division, by means of which every

person belongs to a particular parish, or has, as it were, a fixed

confessor.

When I met Prof. Kielhom on his visit in Europe, three years

ago in Leipzig, I conversed with him on the law of expiation, and

he told me it happened very often that a pupil of Deccan College
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did not appear in the class, and was excused by the statement that

he had a prdyagcitta to perform. The Professor could not answer

my question, who it was that dictated to him the prnyagcitta, and

promised to make inquiries about it.

I have here brought forward this question in the hope that perhaps

one of the many scholars present may have had or will have from

actual observation an opportunity of giving us information on a

point on which the law-books are silent ; which, however, seems to

be of some importance for a penetration into the interior relations

of Hindu life.

In conclusion, I may be allowed shortly to hint at the coincidence

of the Hindu Law of Expiation with the Penitential Canons of the

Christian Church of the early middle ages, particularly with those

composed by Irish, British, and Anglo-Saxon priests.

I refer to the critical collection of these canons published by Prof.

Wasserschlehen of Giessen, Some of the points, in which they nearly

agree with the Indian law-books, are the following.

The four great sins of the Penitential Canon of Theodore are the

same as those of the Chand. Up. and the Dharmagastras.

The moral transgressions and their expiations are treated exactly

like bodily diseases and their cure ; even in the Roman Catechism,

which is now in use in the Roman Church, the priests are com-

pared to physicians, just as is done in the Indian treatises on

prayagcitta.

The redemption of an expiation by money is permitted on both

sides. Also the substitution of other persons in the performance

of an expiation is allowed in Europe as well as in India. In the

Dh. ^. of Angiras it is ordained, that for a child between five and

eleven years of age, his Guru or a friend shall perform the prd-

yageitta, and the Brahma Purdna says, that a sick person, an old

man and a child shall always have the prdyagcitta performed by

another person.

In the same manner the Venerable Bede allows a man, who is not

able to sing a number of psalms, enjoined to him as a penance, to

choose a righteous man who may do it in his stead and at his expense.

In King PJdgar^s Penitential Canon, an expedient is declared, by

which a rich man, who has to perform fasting for seven years, may
discharge himself of his heavy penance in an easy manner. He
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needs only to hire some 800 persons to fast in his stead, and they

will accompKsh his penance in three days.

I forbear entering into further particulars, because I am not in-

clined to derive this similarity from a historical connexion. But I

am of opinion that an accurate comparison of them will not

merely satisfy the transitory interest of curiosity, but by affording

a view of the moral state both of the Indian and of the European

nations, will lead us to form a just and mild judgment on our brother

people on the borders of the Granga.
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ON THE

INTERPRETATION OF THE VEDA,

By Professor HAUG.

>s^ H^ !

Books which are traced to divine origin, and consequently held

sacred, have, on account of their bearing on the modes of thought

and the religious and civil institutions of a people, always formed

one of the most appropriate subjects for the exercise of the mental

faculties in the way of speculations and interpretations of various

kinds. The more their origin is lost in the depths of antiquity,

the more the language in which they are composed has become

obscure and unintelligible, the greater will be the obstacles the in-

terpreters have to overcome. Of the utmost importance is here the

condition of the text which is to be explained, the greater or lesser

degree of correctness with which it has been preserved.

Since other sacred books, such as the Bible and the Quran, have,

from the very beginning, been committed to writing and exclusively

transmitted in this manner, the Veda is the only sacred code that

has been handed down to posterity solely by oral tradition, which

has remained even up to the present day the only legitimate way

of transmitting the ancient divine knowledge to the future genera-

tions of Brahmans. The wonderful state of correctness in which

the ancient Vedic texts have reached our time may well excite our

admiration, principally if we bear in mind that this is exclusively

owing to oral teaching, and not to the use of MSS. Although the

Brahmans are at present in the possession of MSS. of their sacred

books, they are never used for instruction. The Brahman boy has
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to acquire all knowledge of sacred texts from the mouth of a com-

petent and properly qualified teacher, but never from a MS. For

according to Brahmanical notions, which are still current, that Veda

only which is in the mouth of the Brahmans is the true Veda ; all

knowledge of it that has been acquired from MSS. is no longer

regarded as Veda. The use of them is only permitted in the way of

assisting the memory, after the oral instruction has been completed.

In former times the aid afforded by MSS. could be more readily

dispensed with, since oral instruction took about thirty years, whereas

it is now reduced to about half the time. In order to prevent those

who had learnt the Veda from the moufh of the teacher from ever

forgetting what they had committed to memory, it was made incum-

bent on them to communicate before their death their sacred know-

ledge to qualified persons. If a Brahman who is in the possession

of it should neglect this sacred duty, he is believed to turn, after

his death, to a ghost of the worst description, a so-called Brahma-

rdhshasa, which belief is still current among the Mahratta Brahmans,

who are considered as the best preservers of the Yedic tradition in

the whole of India. By such means it has been really brought

about that the Vedic texts, that is, the Mantras, Brdhmanas, Upani-

shads, and Veddhgas, rest so firmly in the heads of the professional

Vedics, the so-called Bhattas, that if all the MSS. should be collected

and destroyed, they could be restored in the very words, even to

each single letter and accent, from memory, as I was often assured

by trustworthy Brahmans during my six years' stay in the Mahratta

country. Hence one might justly attribute to texts obtained from

a body of renowned Vedics, both in the Sanhitd and Pada forms,

at least the same degree of accuracy and authority which is ascribed

to an edition prepared from a number of the best MSS. ; for all

really good MSS. have not been copied by the Bhattas from others,

but written from memory ; errors which may be detected in MSS.

are generally not corrected by consulting other copies, but on the

authority of the living tradition, viz. one of the Bhattas, since

any Yedic text which is written is never looked upon with the

same degree of confidence that is attached to oral tradition. The

superiority of the latter over all MSS. is also evidenced by the fact

that these are not always written in conformity with the rules laid

down in the FrdtUdkhyas, small deviations being tolerated. Had
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there been any character of sacredness attached to written copies,

as is the case with the Old Testament, where every letter, even its

very shape, is regarded as sacred, such a proceeding would be im-

possible, since there could not exist the slightest difference between

the recitation—^the rules of which are laid down in the S'ilcsMs and .

PrdtisdJchyas—and the MSS. On this occasion I may observe that

the S'ihshds and PrdtisaJchyas teach in fact nothing but the theories

for the still existing recitation of Yedic texts, as it must have been

in force for at least 2500 years.

Kow, if we consider the large number of hymns, sacrificial for-

mulas, liturgical and philosophical speculations, with which the

Brahmans had to burden their memory, it is not surprising to find

the understanding of the more ancient and difficult parts, such as

the hymns, much neglected by them. The character of sacredness

being attached to the word and the succession of words as trans-

mitted from times immemorial, their efficacy was always believed

to lie in their correct pronunciation, and consequently their meaning

was little cared for. I once had occasion to converse with a large
)

number of Bhattas, who are the legitimate preservers of Vedic

texts ; they told me, to my surprise, that the understanding of the

texts they were in the habit of reciting was regarded as perfectly use-

less, and was consequently wholly disregarded. They learn the Vedas

by heart for practical purposes, only to recite them at the sacrifices, ;

or before private individuals of the Brahman caste who may wish /,

to hear them for their weKare.

Although this opinion seems to have prevailed with the profes-

sional reciters among the Brahmans, it was fortunately not shared

by the more intelligent and inquisitive members of their caste,

who looked upon the Bhattas as a kind of beasts of burden,

carrying loads without knowing their nature. There exists, even

up to the present day, a very small class of scholars called Bhaffd-

chdri/aSy who do not confine themselves to merely committing to

memory the sacred texts, but who study their meaning. This class

of scholars is, however, not of recent date, but appears to have

existed from ancient times. To their exertions alone it is owing that

anything about the meaning of the FedaSj particularly the hymns,
is known in India.

The first traces of attempts at penetrating into the sense of the
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hymns are already to be met with in the Brahmanas and Aranyahas

or speculations of the Brahmans on the meaning of their prayers,

and the sense of the sacrificial rites. Starting from the maxim,

that the ceremony which is being performed must be in accordance

with the mantras and hymns which are recited, they tried to find

out some relationship in which the prayer stood to the ceremony.

They did not, however, rest satisfied with this, since they wished to

know the reasons why such and such a ceremony was performed in

such and such a way, but searched for the meaning and sense of the

rite and the prayer itself. Though these interpretations are of no

scientific value, just as little as the etymologies proposed, they are

not quite useless for exegetical purposes, and ought, therefore, to

be collected and critically sifted.

As in these Brahmanical interpretations great stress is always laid

upon the several words of a passage, or, at least, on some of them,

particular care had to be bestowed from the very first on dividing

the mantras which were recited, under the observation of the

euphonical laws, into their respective words. In this way the so-

called Pada text, in which the several words of the hymns are given

separately, irrespective of one another, has been prepared and handed

down along with the Sanhitd at a very early period. If we now

compare the latter, which is certainly the textus receptus, as it pro-

ceeded from the mouth of the Rishis, with the former, we easily

perceive that the Pada text is the work of grammarians. As it is,

for the most part, very trustworthy, it shows that those who prepared

it must have understood a considerable portion of the mantras; for

had it been otherwise, they would have been unable to divide the

continuous texts so well into their several words.

This separation of the connected Sanhitd text into its component

words being the first step in the way of a philological interpreta-

tion of the Vedic hymns, the Brahmans undertook it chiefly for

preserving the several words from corruption, but hardly with a view

to laying the foundation for a coiTect understanding of the Vedic

texts. The early descendants of the Rishis, the composers of the

Vedic hymns, did not care for a minute understanding of every par-

ticular in the songs of their forefathers ; they rested satisfied with

comprehending the general sense, because the language they spoke,

which, in its general features, has been preserved to us in the more
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ancient Brdhmams, did not differ considerably from the idiom of

the hymns, due allowance being made for the difference existing in

all languages between the poetical and prosaical forms of speech.

The only difficult points which needed explanation from the very

beginning consisted in the large number of allegorical and mystical

expressions with which many hymns are teeming. The meaning

of such terms may have been imparted by the composers to their

sons ; but from the time the mantras were made the subject of specu-

lation, they were often neglected, and became consequently obscure.

Besides, in the course of time, a good many words, chiefly local

and provincial terms, became obsolete, and were no longer under-

stood. In order to preserve the meaning of the most sacred texts

on which the influence and power of the whole Brahmanic race

was resting, it was deemed expedient to arrange lists of synonymous

words, and of such as needed explanation, as well as lists of the

different names of gods and divine beings. Two such lists have

reached our time ; the more important one is the so-called Nirukta,

which often goes by the name of Nighantavas, being properly con-

fined to the collection of synonymous words. It is taken for one of

the six Veddngas or auxiliary books for understanding the Vedas,

but it refers, as it appears, almost exclusively to the Rigveda. The

other belongs to the Atharvaveda ; it forms part of its seventy-two

FariSuh{as, and contains about the same division as the first one.

Kow these lists of words have always been studied, it appears,

by certain Brahmanical families from very ancient times, and served

as the foundation of an interpretation of Yedic works in India.

They were often commented on, but only two of those commentaries

have become known, viz. that by Ydska, and the other by Bevardja,

the former flourishing in the fourth or fifth century B.C., the latter

in the fifteenth a.d. The principal intermediate commentator was

Skandasvdmif whose work has not yet been recovered.

Considering the paramount importance of the JVtrukta, in its three

parts fNaighantuhay Naigama, and DaivataJ, for the subsequent in-

terpretation of Yedic texts on the part of the Brahmans, their origin

must be inquired into. Here, at the very outset, two different

opinions may be proposed. Some will be inclined to regard those

lists as mere gleanings from speculative works, such as the BrdJi-

manaSf intermixed with guesses at the meanings of obscure words
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from the contents of the hymns; whilst others will look at them

as conveying trustworthy explanations, to be traced back to the

times of the Rishis. They appear, at any rate, to be much anterior

to Tdshay who distinguishes (Nir. i. 20) three stages regarding the

knowledge of the sense of the mantras and the rites, viz. the imme-

diate intuitive knowledge on the part of the Rishis ; the direct and

complete communication of it by its possessors to those who did

not have it ; and, lastly, by the composition of the NiruUa, to hand

down, piece by piece, the meanings to posterity.

iN'ow this statement made by Ydsha contains some truth ; it shows,

as we might naturally expect, that when the Brahmans were no

longer able to fully comprehend the meaning of the mantras, they

first pushed on inquiries after the sense of obscure terms, respecting

which in certain families some correct understanding, based on very

ancient tradition, could be found, and embodied the results in such

lists as we find in the NiruUa. Since they contain some remnants

of direct and genuine tradition, their authority cannot be so lightly

set at nought. If we learn from them, for instance, that rita is

one of the names or epithets of water, that upardh is sometimes

used in the sense of * region, direction,* if vip is enumerated as

one of the appellations for 'finger,' and hrahma classed with words

meaning * food ' and ' wealth,' we cannot without careful inquiry

throw such meanings aside. If they cannot be discovered in passages

existing, they may have occurred in those which are lost.

Although the collection of synonymous words in the Nirukta is

of very great value, it is quite insufficient for a full understanding

of the Yedic hymns. Since some importance was attached to them,

they were naturally commented on. In the work of Ydsha we still

possess an ancient and valuable commentary on some parts of the

Nirukta, viz. the collection of obscure words and the names of

deities. From several indications contained in it, we learn that in

his time there existed several schools of interpreters, the more im-

portant of which appear to have been the Ndiruktas, i.e. exegetes

and etymologists, who derived aU from verbal roots ; Vaiydka/ranas,

i.e. analysers, grammarians ; and Ydjiiikas, i.e. sacrificial priests,

who interpreted all from a liturgical and theological point of view.

The opinions of the Ndiruktas seem to have been partly preserved

to us in Ydska^s work; for he himself belonged to their number.
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TdsMs explanations are chiefly etymological ; but there can be no

doubt that in his time many words of the Vedic language could be

readily understood which became obscure at a later period. Hence

great value is to be ascribed to the majority of his interpretations.

Though there may be [urged a good deal against Ydsha's etymological

proceedings, they are, nevertheless, in many cases, justified by the

nature of the Yedic language. IS'ouns often convey only that

meaning, or those meanings, which are implied in the root. One

of the most striking instances of this kind is the word vahni, which

means ' carrier,' from vah fveJioJ, * to carry,' and can be applied

to a horse as the carrier of men, or to fire as the carrier of the

sacrifice to the gods ; and since the god of fire, Affni, is, on account

of this service, regarded as a priest, the word may mean ' priest

'

also. But whatever its meaning may be, it can always be traced to

the primitive meaning of the root, which is * to carry.' Hence a

correct etymology is in many cases the only means for arriving at

the original sense of the word, which is used in a variety of mean-

ings, seemingly different from one another. There is no doubt that

not all the etymologies that have been proposed by Ydska can be

approved; but even if they are to be rejected, another and more

correct one is to be sought after, since this is, chiefly regarding

merely poetical words, the only means for arriving at the right

sense.

Ydska^s work must have enjoyed much celebrity; otherwise it

would not have been preserved to us. Por many centuries after him

Vedic studies appear to have had only a lingering existence until

their revival in the eighth century a.d. under S'ankara-dchdrya^ who
commented on the principal Upanishads, which have always been

more cared for by the Brahmans than the earlier parts of the Vedas.

Although there was no want of Brahmanical scholars, who laboured

in the same field of Vedic interpretation, as we may learn from

Bevardja and the names of commentators mentioned, the only

works of importance left to us are the great running commentaries

by Mddh(wa-dchdrya Sdyana Vidydranyasvdmij^ of the fourteenth

century, who was the head of the Vedantins at Sringeri in the South

^ The identity of Madhava-aeharya and Sayana, who had been taken for two
brothers, has been clearly proved by Mr. A. C. Bumell, in his valuable introduction

to the Vahsabrahmana.
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of India. They extend over the Rig-i Tajur-^ and Sdmavedas, and

their respective Brdhmanas, and may be justly regarded as the most

complete exegetic work on the Vedas which exists at present, and

will exist for many years to come. He enjoyed the special favour

of King BukJca, under whose reign he flourished, and he is still held

in the highest esteem by the Brahmans. The interpretations given

by him are only partly his own ; he embodies the opinions of other

Vedic scholars, without mentioning their names, except YdsTca^Sy as

is frequently the custom with Hindu scholars. Sometimes he alludes

to the opinions of Achdrya in genera^ The foundation on which

the whole work of Sdyana has been built up is the Nirukta and

Ydska^a commentary on it. Being himself thoroughly acquainted

with all departments of Brahmanical theology, philosophy, and Sans-

krit grammar, he brought to bear all this vast knowledge on the

elucidation of the Vedm. As all the principal Yedic sacrifices were

in use in his time (and are so even now-a-days), he could easily

obtain from the S'rotriyas, or sacrificial priests, the explanation of

many a ritual term which would otherwise have remained dark.

Thus his work may be justly regarded as the great storehouse of

what India produced in the line of Yedic interpretation, showing us

how the Vedas have been understood by the Brahmans during more

than two thousand years.

Kow the principal question arises : Does Sdyana's work represent

the uninterrupted chain of traditional interpretation from the most

ancient times, or only the results of Brahmanical scholarship which

was brought to bear on the Vedas to comprehend their meaning

which had been lost altogether? To be just and impartial, we can

neither wholly affirm the first nor the second question. If any-

body might be inclined to believe, as has been reaUy the case, that

Sayana gives us everywhere that sense of the Vedic hymns which

the Rishis had recorded in them, such an opinion could be easily refuted

by merely adverting to the fact that in many cases Sdyana proposes

several explanations of the same passage, or of a particular word.

Since a word can never have had two or more meanings in a par-

ticular passage, except it be a pun, it is evident that he propounds

in such cases different opinions of various scholars, including his

own. No doubt a large proportion of the interpretations to be found

in his work is nothing but the result of Brahmanical scholarship
;
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but at tlie bottom of the whole there lies a remnant of ancient tradi-

tion, part of which we have seen embodied in the NiruUa,

From all this we may conclude that the value of 8dyana\ com-

mentaries must be very great, as we learn from them the opinions

of the greatest divines and scholars of Hindustan on the sense of the

Yedic hymns. Although we may have in many instances good

reasons to doubt the soundness and correctness of their views re-

garding the sense of obscure passages, in which the Yedic songs

abound, we find them very trustworthy guides in the interpretation

of the Bruhmanas, principally as far as the explanation of sacrificial

terms is concerned, since they were partly performers of Yedic sacri-

fices themselves, or had, in their capacity of Agnihotris, performed

them on their behalf.

For Europe, the Veda has been a sealed book until very lately.

It is true, Henry Thomas Colehroohe, who fully deserves the honour

of being regarded as the greatest European Sanskrit scholar who has

lived as yet, has given us already, towards the beginning of this cen-

tury, the first trustworthy information on the Vedas and their contents

•from original sources ; but owing to the great difiiculties offered by

the Yedic idiom, and the peculiar nature of the contents of the

Vedas, it took about thirty years before another scholar ventured

upon translating a larger portion of the ancient hymns, which form

the most important and interesting part of the Vedas. It was

Frederic Rosen who had the great courage to undertake, solely aided

by Suyana, the translation of the first 121 hymns of the Rigveda;

but his premature death prevented that enterprising scholar from

continuing and finishing his highly important work, which, how-

ever, served other scholars in Europe as the key to unlock the

treasures of primitive Indian thoughts. Now quite a rush was

made upon the Veda; each wanted to be first in the field Since,

in consequence of his labours, Soyanas commentary was prominently

brought forward as the ouly means for disclosing the hidden sense

of the Yedic hymns, the publication of this gigantic work was

deemed an absolute necessity for the furtherance of YeJic studies.

It is, therefore, highly creditable to the late Court of Directors,

that they provided the means for its publication, and entrusted the

edition of it to the able hands of Max Miiller, which I am glad to

learn has now, after the lapse of 25 years, been completed. During
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this time great activity lias been displayed everywhere in Vedic re-

search ; most of the Yedic works were not only published, but even

attempts were made to explain them in perfect independence of

Brahmanical tradition and commentaries. Even long before Sayana

could be placed in a correct and readable form in its entirety in the

hands of scholars, he was declared by some a wholly unsafe guide,

who was not worth the trouble of having many years and much

money spent on being edited. The main argument brought against

him was, that he was only a scholastic interpreter, who does not

give the true sense of the hymns, which had been entirely lost to

the Brahmans, presenting to us either his own views or those of

other Brahmanical scholars who do not deserve any more credit.

Instead of determining the meaning of words by appeal to the

Niruhta, or to ancient customs and rites or etymology, the principal

stress was now laid on the comparison of parallel passages in which

the same word or phrase occurs. The proceeding adopted by those

who advocated an independent interpretation was as follows. They

first collected all the passages in which a particular word and phrase

occurred; then they tried, in most cases without any reference to

Sayana'8 interpretation, or any other Indian authority, to determine

the meaning by guessing at it from the general context or sense

of the passage or verse, as far as they believed they understood it;

if the sense arrived at in this manner appeared to suit all the

passages compared, they thought they had settled the meaning.

Particular care, however, was taken to explain correctly the gram-

matical forms.

^Notwithstanding the comparison of parallel passages being a power-

ful help towards clearing up obscurities which are by no means to

be neglected, as is generally done by the native commentators, its

importance must not be overrated. Its application, principally in

the Vedic hymns, is not always a safe way to arrive at trustworthy

results. The main difficulty here is, that the hymns, the parallel

passages of which are compared, are neither of the same age, nor

of the same poet, nor did they originate at the same localities, nor

under the same circumstances. Now it is self-evident that one and

the same word could change its meaning at different periods, or was

used in a different sense by different poets, or at different places

;

we cannot help admitting that there are a good many expressions
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whicli were peculiar to certain localities or periods or poets. Such

words are often better explained by a sound etymology than by the

comparison of parallel passages, by which quite disparate meanings

may be thus intermingled. Besides, a large number of Yedic hymns

has been composed only for sacrificial purposes, and even for special

rites, in which many a word has a technical meaning ; whereas

others are allegorical and mystical, in which many words are not

to be taken in their natural, but in a merely figurative sense. For

settling the meanings of words in such hymns, a mere compari-

son of parallel passages taken at random from any place is also

insufficient.

The remarks I have made here on the comparison of parallel

passages are not meant to discredit their application, but only to

caution against regarding them as the only means for solving all

difficulties in the Yedic hymns. I am not, however, the first to

raise doubts as to the infallibility of this method, for this

had been already done by such an eminent Sanskrit scholar as the

late Theodor GoldstilcJcer, whose untimely death is to be deeply

deplored.

The real merits of this method, just as those of any other, are

best tested by the results produced. The first the interpreter of

a difficult passage must aim at is to make out a clear sense ; if the

translation proposed be obscure, or defies even all common sense,

its correctness is questionable from the very first. But even if it

prove to be clear and intelligible, it is by no means the only sure

test that the translator has hit on that sense which was originally

intended by the author. "We cannot pronounce a translation to be

correct before we are fully satisfied with the manner by which the

meaning has been arrived at, that is, before all grammatical and

lexicographical difficulties have been cleared away and satisfactorily

explained. Hence no translation of difficult hymns or verses can

be accepted, if it be not accompanied with a commentary, in which

respect Max Miiller has made a good beginning in his notes on twelve

hymns addressed to the Storm-gods. If an unintelligible rendering

of Yedic passages is almost a sure test of its incorrectness, there is,

on the other hand, a translation which tallies thoroughly with our

modem ideas, and reads like a modem song, no longer the expres-

sion of the thoughts of the ancient Rishis. It must be in thorough
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accordance with the notions and conceptions of the Vedic age, and

society in general, the nature of the country in which they originated,

and the views of the respective poets in particular. In this respect

a modem Hindu interpreter is surely in a better position than a

European one ; for he does not only know his country, its climate,

etc., better, but he moves in a society and practises a religion and

customs which have grown out of the shoots and sprouts of the

Vedic age ; whereas our modem civilization has its roots in Hellas,

Eome and Palestine—Hindu and Christian civilization have nothing

in common. Besides, a Hindu interpreter has a great advantage over

every European interpreter, in the important fact that in some parts

of India, especially in the Mahratta and Guzerat countries, the Yedic

form of worship, which almost exclusively consists in a series of

sacrifices, is still extant, and practised up to the present day by the

so-called Agnihotris. This enables him to explain a good many ex-

pressions occurring in the hymns with certainty at once ; whilst the

European interpreter has nothing to offer but vague guesses regarding

most words that refer to sacrificial matters.

Now, if translations of Yedic hymns made in Europe were tested

by the application of all those helps which a Hindu, or even a

European residing in India under certain circumstances may enjoy,

the apparently clear sense arrived at by guessing at the meaning

under comparison of a certain number of parallel passages often

proves to be a mere illusion; for in many cases the modem and

Christian ideas of the interpreters creep in and alter the original

sense. When epithets of the Vedic gods, such as dhiyuvasu, are in-

terpreted as meaning 'devout,' or 'rich in devotion,' then we can-

not look upon such a rendering as the adequate expression of the

thoughts of the Rishis, since no Hindu has ever viewed his gods in

this light from the most ancient times down to the present. When

we are further told that the original meaning of the word hrahma

was ' devotion,' then this assumption rests only on a misapprehen-

sion of Brahmanical ideas and the nature of Vedic sacrifices ; for

anything like what we Christians call * devotion ' was strange to the

Brahmanical mind in ancient India, the earliest traces of such a

notion being found in the worship of Krishna, which no one will

trace to Vedic sources. In the same manner it is just as little in

accordance with Hindu conceptions to interpret the common Sanskrit
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word punya as conveying the sense of ' morally good,' or ' righteous,'

since our idea of righteousness or goodness is strange to the Hindu
mind.

However, the Christian notions which those modem interpreters

who scorn native commentaries and information obtained from Brah-

manical priests principally import into the Yedas, are not the only

source of their shortcomings; for others proceed from a somewhat

imperfect acquaintance with Indian rites, customs, and sacrifices.

When they believe, for instance, that Vedi is something like our

altar, and Veda a kind of broom for sweeping it, one has only to

look at both to see that the Vedi is a hole with slightly elevated

walls of clay strewn over with Kusa-grass, and the Veda a small

bunch of such grass tied together, which is far too small to be used

for sweeping the so-called altar, on which, however, the grass must

remain as long as the sacrifice lasts.

Besides, the difficulties of such interpreters as rely upon their

powers of conjecture as the principal source of information are often

increased by the very simple fact that a good many meanings said to

be exclusively Yedic, with which the dictionary is enriched, cannot

be reconciled in any way with the sense attributed to the same word

in good and trustworthy native vocabularies and the classical Sanskrit

literature. When the meaning of a word occurring in the Yedas

differs from that attached to it in the common Sanskrit language,

which is frequently enough the case, then a connecting link must

be sought for to show how the later sense was developed out of

the earlier one. Thus the word mahha, 'sacrifice,' is said to mean

'merry,' 'gay,' in certain passages of the hymns; but as there

cannot be shown in any reasonable manner how the meaning of

'sacrifice' originated out of that of 'merry,' the latter is doubtful

from the very first, and proves more so on further examination of

the passages.

Although the results arrived at by the independent interpreters

prove in many cases not more, in some even less, satisfactory than

those obtained by the Hindu scholars, they are very valuable in other

respects. As they carry on their researches in a more methodical

way, and bring to bear on them their philological training and ac-

quaintance with comparative philology, difficult grammatical forms

and complicated syntactical constructions are often better explained

15
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by them than by the native commentators, who entirely depend upon

Pdnini for their grammatical knowledge.

Notwithstanding all that has been achieved as yet by Hindu and

European interpreters, we are still far from being able to understand

the Vedic hymns as well as we do the Psalms and the songs of

Homer. If Vedic interpretation is to make any progress, it will be

indispensable to write thorough commentaries on a suite of hymns

like those which we possess on the Psalms and the Prophets. All

those interpretations that have as yet been stored up in dictionaries

are nothing but first attempts at deciphering the Yedic hymns, but

not the decipherment itseK. ^

Though the difficulties to be surmounted be far greater than most

people think, there is, however, some hope that we may, in the end,

by the application of all the helps that Brahmanical scholarship,

the still existing rites and comparative philology can afford, arrive

at that sense which the Rishis recorded in their songs and prayers,

opening thus fully up the rich mine of the most primitive thoughts

of the whole Aryan race.
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WHO WROTE THE RAGHUVAMSA,

AND WHEN?

By SHANKAR PANDUEANG PANDIT.

Doubts have been raised whether Kalidasa the author of the Raghu-

vam^a is identical with that Kalidasa who composed the dramas and

the poems of Kumarasambhava and Meghaduta. Dr. "Weber, in his

very learned essay on the Eamayana, thinks that ''there is at least

some amount of doubt whether we are right in ascribing it (the

Raghuvafhsa) to the author of the dramas and of the Megha-

duta." I propose here to show that there exists no doubt that the

Raghuvamsa is the production of the great Kalidasa. In the first

place, I may observe that no one in India has up to this time enter-

tained any doubt as to the great poet's authorship of that poem.

On the contrary, the tradition handed down from one generation of

scholars to another for many centuries is that the same author that

composed the dramas also composed the poems. One form in which

the tradition has existed, and exists to this day, is the very large

number of commentators, who, writing in different centuries and

in different places, all ascribe the work to the great poet Kalidasa

—

Mahdhmi-Kdliddsa. I have come across no less than nine of these

commentaries, and not one of them has a doubt as to who was the

author of the poem on which they oomment. Of these, one gives his
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date, viz. Binaka/ra,^ to be Samvat 1441, or a.d. 1385. And though

the dates of some of the others are not known with precision, there

are very weighty grounds for my holding that one of them, i.e.

Charitravardhana, was the source from which Dinakara borrowed

wholesale in compiling his commentary. This Charitravardhana

must, therefore, be placed considerably prior to the date of Dinakara,

and that would take us back to the thirteenth and possibly to the

twelfth century. Ifeither Dinakara nor Charitravardhana are, how-

ever, the oldest commentators we know of on the Raghuvaih^a. Both

refer to older commentators in numerou^laces, and sometimes refute

and sometimes follow them. Charitravardhana names Vista/rakdra

and Krishnahhatta, and Dinakara names Krishnabhatta among those

they refer to. That a large number of older commentaries existed

in the time of Dinakara, i.e. nearly 500 years ago, is stated by

Dinakara himself, who says in his Introduction, that ''although there

already exist various commentaries on the poem, nevertheless, as he

hopes to show a difference in interpretation, he therefore takes the

trouble of writing a new one." ' The references to older commen-

tators in Charitravardhana are even more numerous than in Dinakara.

Now if these, or any of these various commentators who preceded

Dinaka/ra and Chdritra/va/rdhana, had attributed the poem to a Kali-

dasa other than the great Kalidasa of the dramas, Dinakara or

Charitravardhana would certainly have noticed the fact, and would

have even refuted the ascription before themselves ascribing it in the

clearest possible terms to the great Kalidasa. *' To write a commen-

tary," says Dinakara, '' on the Raghuvam^a, is for me, a humble

man of human abilities, to aspire to the glory of learned men. May,

therefore, the Goddess of Speech confer her favour upon me." The

following shows in what estimation Dinakara holds Kalidasa, the

author of the Eaghuvamsa: ''The light," says he, "of the moon

excites the ocean though inanimate. In the same strange manner
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the poetry of S'rl Kalidasa enriclies my mind with the wealth of

light." '

We have then the distinct statement of Mallinatha, in his Intro-

duction to his commentary on the Raghuvamsa, that " he has under-

taken to write commentaries on the entire three Kavyas of Kalidasa,"

where the words cjjj^^ eRTf^^T^"^ ^T°M'4*<H are more definite

than cRTf^^T^^ "^tftF ^T^f^ would have been, and appear to

me to mean '* the well-known three Kavyas of Kalidasa." Mallinatha

hereby assigns the Raghuvamsa, the Kumarasambhava, and the

Meghaduta to Kalidasa. To Mallinatha there is no doubt who that

Kalidasa was. It was, namely, that Kalidasa,'^ "the real purport of

whose poetry is known to Kalidasa alone, or to the goddess Sarasvati,

or to the four-mouthed god Brahma himself, but not to others like

me." ITow the age of Mallinatha has not yet been ascertained with

certainty. The late Dr. Bhau Dajl opines that ''he lived some time

after the fourteenth century." This limit is probably correct, as he

quotes the Haimakosa. At the same time, he can hardly be much

later, as MSS. of his commentaries are met with in India as old as

three and four centuries. Mallinatha refers in numerous places to

older commentators, and names especially NdtJia and Dakshindva/rta,

who are both referred to under their names by Dinakara and Charitra-

vardhana also. Now if either Ndtha or Bakshindvarta had attributed

the Raghuvamsa to a Kalidasa other than the great one, Charitra-

vardhana, Dinakara, or Mallinatha would have noticed the fact.

We have thus a tradition, more than six or seven centuries old,

that the Raghuvamsa is the work of the great Kalidasa—a tradition

that does not recognize another Kalidasa.

That the Raghuvamsa and the Kumarasambhava were composed

Introduction 3, 4.

Introduction 6.
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by the same Kalidasa we are told both by Dinakara and by Chari-

travardhana, who, while commenting on E,agh. vii. 15, and referring

to the eleven stanzas that precede it, observe, ''Though these stanzas

are also found in the Kumarasambhava, nevertheless, as they are

intended to show that the same author wrote both the poems, no

blemish attaches to the fact." ^

Eut the internal evidence from both the three poems, as also the

dramas, tending to prove their common origin, is so abundant that

we cannot escape the conclusion that either one and the same author

wrote them all, or that there were t^ individuals in one living

in the same place at different times. Por it is impossible to suppose

that a plagiarist who had borrowed wholesale from an extensively

read, most celebrated, and generally admired author, who feigned

his master's modesty, copied his thoughts, expressions, virtues, and

defects, was able so far to impose upon a host of keen-sighted critics,

that they were unable to see him in his proper light, and regarded

his productions as those of his master whom he had robbed, and

quoted them as models of correctness, elegance, beauty, and origin-

ality in their treatises on glossaries, poetry, and drama.

To the readers of the three works—the Raghuvamsa, the Kuma-

rasambhava, and the Meghaduta—the same unaffected simplicity of

expression, the same Hvely imagination, the same richness of illus-

tration, the same fondness for the scenery of the Himalaya, the

Vindhya, and the banks of the Ganges, the same love of dwelling

upon the peacefulness of rural and hermitage life, the same fondness

for field sports, the same intimate acquaintance with court life, that

prevail throughout them, is so striking that certain passages require

only to be put side by side to show their common origin. The

analogies between the dramas and the poems are necessarily fewer

than those between the poems themselves, owing to the difference

between the kinds of composition of the poems and the dramas.

But as far as this difference can admit of analogies, these are quite

numerous and characteristic of Kalidasa. Between the Kaghuvanisa

containing nineteen cantos of verse, and the S'akuntala consisting of

^T^ ^^: Dinakara ad he. ^^^^ "^cJiT: ^WTTtf^TTRfxT t^%
fI^T^^«fi^«fi^TrW ^"^J Charitravardhana ibid.
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seven acts, of which the greater part is prose, there cannot be much

that is analogous. The necessity of confining himself to the story

of love of one man and his mistress in the dramas affords little lati-

tude to the poet to indulge in dwelling upon some of his favourite

ideas. But where such scope is afforded, as, for instance, in the two

poems of Eaghuvaihsa and Kumarasamhhava, the analogous and even

identical passages are quite numerous—perhaps too numerous. So

also where between one drama and another the analogies may be

expected to be greater than between a drama and a Kavya, the S'a-

kuntala, the Yikramorvasi, and the Malavikagnimitra fuUy answer

the expectation.

The repetition of thought and expression being therefore con-

spicuous throughout the poems and the dramas, and the theory of

plagiarism being untenable, because of their having been quoted for

many centuries as works of the same Kalidasa, it only remains to

admit their common origin.

Let us see what analogies the Kumarasamhhava presents to the

Raghuvamsa. "We will first quote some of the passages, where the

analogy or identity is at once striking, and then refer to such as,

though analogous, nevertheless differ in their expression.

Raghuvamsa. Kumarasamhhava.

^gfrii 1.1.

m f^rv^ iTT^rrft fft: ii. 27.

Ht^ ^T^^f^^^^'^^: 16. 32.

* * *

ftcfT vi. 79, 80.

f^nr: ii. 21.

^^TJ^xiv. 11.
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f^WTf^ff^Tf^m^t I
i"- 37. ^anft^ ^fTgfT^^ xi. 37.

^^'^^TnCtT?! ^ffT ffTT^* xiii. 4.

f^TTf^t f«TT^^^^: ib. 33. ft^Tf^mf^f^iW^ft^vii. 1.

t^m^'^rrft^ ^^wr: «*• 24.

^<^^w u^^^*^M*^K^ »*. 60. w^f5wr*rrgT'n^t#: xiii. 7.

12.

w^^^ xiv. 14. ^?:fRHT'n!^^nrr ^^^ i. 24.

xr^ xr?nfR%jf i^ * * iv. 5.

^m; i^' 29. f^^Tj^^ «*rt*id^ ^iTfl'cr^n;^ xiv.

16.

^^ftRT^i*. 72. 'WfTiTfT^^^'T fT(?r^:xiv.26.

^^frRn^cft^^^%^ TTf%» vi. 22. ^ f^^JiTT'nift 'nft^ xiii. s.

^^^cTRTft^ * ib.55. f%I^J?^ ii. 52.
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56.

^RT^ wtft ff 5i^Mii|: II
ib- 6. ^fixTH ^^fxrff t^xrni: ii

vii. 57.

As the five stanzas from vii. 7 to 11 are identical with Kumara-

samhhava vii. 58 to 62, I do not quote them. Eaghuvamsa vii. 12

is also mutatis mutandis the same as Kumarasambhava vii. 64, thus :

—

Eaghuvamsa.

W^HT ^^f^^ Tlf^^ II

The verses that follow are also

M^*^< ^^^^ ^W[ I

^n^ ^frnrt ^i^*iMg^H vh. 13,

14.

Kumarasambhava.

^^1(41 •II ^fx;^ 3rf%^ II

nearly identical.

vii. 65.

xng: "RWRT f^WtHt%T2ifi; II
ib,

66.
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ib. 20.

g^d4^fM«!ldi 11^ II
i^' 23.

d<^«t5i<fl*<IJHI^

IT^TT'! «r\^
I

^-T <* *iS M<*i I

'*INK^<H<<^Ui^H5 II
i*. 24.

<*«*ll**<lO «*i«1«*l^'!^1

f^wrff%: g^m^HTT^ I

^Enrf%^%^ ^^fm^^ II
ib. 77.

cT^: ^iTRf^g *id<iRr

^^•*{^"^Hif^ ft^^TrOf w iff-

75.

^^N^^rf^rg^^^ I

S^^chiiTlfM^di W^ II
ib. 81.

d<()M<I^I^U!Jm^^<5lH

^nj5^ fh[«di|en<ifd^H

^'^TTwnifTjm[ij5 II »*. 82.

^i^i^diOMui*i'<4Hcrm: »•*. 25. ^^m^t^ninT^^frT^ 11 «*• ss.

The passages here given occur while the poet describes the cele-

bration of a marriage and the performance of the ceremonies con-

nected therewith.
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The following are selected from a description of a battle, attention

having already been drawn to some of them by Yitthal S'astri ^ of

Banaras :

—

TTfrf : tr^Tf^ Tt^ T^IT^ ^rfrr: trfrRift^TRl <U! IM Tf^

^'rlT IWWWXTfT^r^;^ vii. 34. g^T^ gtl^ iU\^ ^^f%f«T

f^cTJ xvi. 2.

flir^ ifTT: t^. 38. f%^^V(l!^|sl\f^<f|q4ffW: vii.

26.

41.

WcMl^^iit ftSTT^^iT^ II
ilf' 44, fff^-^Tj; xvi. 35.

^nr: »*• 44.

^^ ^^m^ ^;^ li
ib. 48.

g^ift- II
ib. 45.

Wherever the poet gets an opportunity to manifest his identity,

as, for instance, when he comes to describe similar incidents, he rarely

ever disappoints our expectations to meet with analogous illustrations.

1 The Pandit, vol. i. no. 10, pp. 141, 142.
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Here he is, in one place making the husband moum the death of his

wife, and in another the wife that of her husband :

Raghuvamsa.

^ftfTT fff|;zm^*ll^dl II
viii.46.

^^TTlft ^^ f^ Tf^ I

^i^nrmT^ftT't ^ 't^ ii »*• 47.

^ TnfK f^fTrf^iifrfTini 11
f*.

56.

Kumarasambhava.

fg^ WR^^ Ht^J^dl I

^T^^ Md^tlil ^irfV II
iv. 31.

34.

T^HH<i 9i<\\'tt\H^^\*{ ib. 70. f^^fri cftV»|4|.K*|*<U^HH I »*. 22.

"Who that compares the description of spring in canto ix. 24, 27,

of the Raghuvamsa, with that in the third canto of the Kumara-

sambhava 25-39, will fail to observe such an analogy between them

as can only be explained if their author is the same ? But I feel

I have quoted quite a sufficient number of passages, which will, I

think, convince any one of the identity of the author of the two^

poems. If further evidence be still required, there is much of it

in the tenth canto of the Raghuvamsa, where there occur several

stanzas in the prayer of the gods to Vishnu which are almost iden-

tical with some in a similar prayer addressed on a similar occasion

to Brahma in the second canto of the Kumarasambhava. Compare,

for instance, stanza 16 with Kum. ii. 16; 20 and 24 with 9; 25

with 13; 33 with 16; 36 with 17; 45 with 46; 46 with 45; 47

with 61 ; 48 with 62.

It is no exaggeration to say that there are other verses in the

' Compare particularly Raghu. ix. 25 with Kum. ii. 25, Raghu. ix. 35 with Kum.
iii. 64, Raghu. ix. 67 with Kum. iii. 32.

J
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two poems too numerous to quote here, the striking similarity of

which admits of no other explanation than that they proceeded from

one and the same autlior. As some of them are noteworthy, I will

quote a few of them here. Speaking of Mathura, founded by S'atru-

ghna, the poet says (xv. 29), ^aTTf^^n^^'t ^f^^^fW^ftrfTT*

a description into which he unconsciously glides when describing in

the sixth canto of the Kumarasambhava the city of Oshadhiprastha

(v. 37), ^^^^Rt?iTr^ ^^fct ^^^^^i ^^Tf*r^jr^^»rit if§r-

cHMOT^ftlfT*^- The following verses, lamenting the state of the

pillars and windows of the houses of deserted Ayodhya and the city

of the Gods, differ but slightly :

Ragh.xvi. 17. Kum. xiii. 37-

In fact the whole of the description of the depopulated capital

of the TJttarakosalas, given in the sixteenth canto, may be said to

be reproduced in the thirteenth canto of the Kumarasambhava,

where the city of the Gods has suffered the same fate through the

ravages of the Asuras as Ayodhya had through neglect of the de-

scendants of Eama. In both, the state of the bathing ponds attached

to the houses is deplorable (Eagh. xvi. 13, Kum. xiii. 38, 39). The

flower-trees in the gardens of each, of which the boughs were before

gently bent down and the flowers plucked tenderly through kindness

by the ladies, were now either cut down or rudely violated (Eagh.

xvi. 19, Kum. ii. 41, xiii. 32). In both, the net-work of the windows

through which the beautiful eyes of young women were accustomed

to peep out, are now spread over by the cobwebs of spiders (Eagh.

xvi. 20, Kum. xiii. 40).

The nineteenth canto of our poem has its counterpart in the

eighth of the Kumarasambhava. IN'otably stanza 18 will suggest

comparison with Kum. viii. 59, and stanza 28 with Kum. viii. 11.

Among individual analogies the following are noteworthy. efi7"CI-

f^^^rr cRftTTO^ Itagh. i. 46, ^7HT2ffH^t ^^f^TJ^^l ^^m.
vii. 18 ; the description of a hermitage, Eagh. i. 50-53, Kum. viii.

38 ; the feeling of an agreeable sensation with the eyes closed
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^Tn^^TOftf^nmt^^ ^: f^^ifgci^^vtma'i '^^ i^agii. iii.

26, xiv. 2, ^^ 'q ^^ftiORfdl^lf ^'fy Kum. iii. 36 ; the

setting sun leaving his splendour behind him in the person of fire,

t^% f^<t m: ^rf^^ ^cTHpr: irfrn^ Eagh. iv. i, ^^-
TMMR^M^^H'I ^^ni- ^ii- 41 ; ^^^f^*^ Ragh. vi. 13, Kum.

iii. 56, Meghaduta ii. 2 1|% <nl^l^*i^*l» ^tc. ; the march of an

army raising clouds of dust which rise up to the skies and hide the

sun from the sight, Ragh. vii. 36, Kum. xiv. 19, 20 ; the heads of

fighting warriors carried away by vultijres the moment they are

severed by sharp-edged discs, Ragh. vii. 43, Kum. xvi. 27 ; a mirror

soiled by warm respirations, Ragh. vii. 65, Kum. ix. 15 ; age is not

the criterion of those that are endowed with natural lustre ^^PETt

ff •T ^^t ^TO^^B Ragh. xi. 1, Kum. v. 16 (see also Yikramorva^i,

Act V. 18, •! ^^ ^^:^M\ WrS^^ ^«*l4^^H^:); a road that is

made unsafe by way-layers, f^a^nl©^ trf%r Ragh. xi. 14, fTTT^TTT-
^P^^ftdlct. ^'hc^ Kum. xii. 2; all the ominous pheno-

mena referred to in Ragh. xi. 58-61 have their parallels in Kum. xi.

13-24
;
passing through the skies in a Yimana or balloon,

'

^l<ij^ : t;^

ftRTRT f^TTI^TR: Ragh. xiii. 1, ^nft f^Rl^^ t^f^T^: Kum.

xi. 4; the flowing of numerous rivers into the ocean compared to

the many wives of a man kissing him, Ragh. xiii. 9, Kum. viii. 16;

the manner of practising the penance styled M^rf^^TVlif, Ragh.

xiii. 41, Kum. v. 20; a river with its waves compared to a woman
that embraces with her arms, Ragh. xiii. 63, Kum. x. 32 ; the

husband or wife so separated that they are not to be seen by each

other again, "W^nlW^ft^^^T Ragh. xiv. 49, fMil^cM-dn^^H'

T1|«T'^ Kum. iv. 2 ; the Valakhilyas heralding the passage of the

sun and singing psalms to him, Ragh. xv. 10, Kum. viii. 41 ; dust

turned to mud and mud to dust, Ragh. xvi. 30, Kum. xiv. 42 ; a

talisman of victory is IRrf^T^t ^^•fj Ragh. xvi. 74, Kum. xiv. 2

;

the S'irisha flower is the standard of tenderness f^^^gmff^ilofi^j*^-

Wr5: Ragh. xviii. 44, ftpCt^Y^lftR^I '^M I ^T^' "^T^ <T^^t%1^

^ ftfl4i: Kum. i. 41.

Before quitting the subject of the Kumarasambhava, it is neces-

sary to call attention to the fact that Kalidasa not only expresses

similar thoughts in similar phrases in the two poems, but employs

the same metres in both of them for treating the same subjects.

Thus it is remarkable that prayers are chanted in the anushfuhh
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metre (Eagh. x. Kum. ii.); a marriage celebrated in the upajdti

(Eagh. vii. Kum. vii.) ; death lamented, no doubt suitably, in the

viyogini (Eagh. vii. Kum. iv.) ; the fallen condition of Ayodhya and

the city of the Gods pathetically regretted in the wpajdti (Eagh. xvi.

Kum. xiii.) ; and the rathoddhatd devoted to the amorous pastimes

of lovers (Eagh. xix. Kum. viii.). The coincidence does not appear

to be accidental, but seems, at least to me, to owe its origin to a

natural desire of the poet the more easily to reproduce in one of

the poems some of his favourite passages from the one he had

written before.

To turn now to the beautiful little poem of Meghaduta. Even

Prof. Weber, in his essay on the Eamayana, seems to admit that

this poem is by the author of the dramas. And as it is not doubted

that the Sakuntala and the Yikramorva^i belong to one and the

same KaHdasa, it may be worth while to see what evidence those

two dramas and the Meghaduta cumulatively afford, tending to solve

the question of whether the three poems belong to the Kalidasa

who has given us the dramas. For this purpose, as what has been

said above will have quite satisfactorily established that the Eaghu-

vamsa and the Kumarasambhava are to be assigned to the same

Kalidasa, it will only be necessary that the evidence of parallel

passages to be found in the dramas and the Meghaduta may bear

upon either of those two poems.

Beginning with the S'akuntala, the benedictory stanza reminds

us that the author is a devotee of S'iva, the deity which is invoked

at the commencement of the Eaghuvaih^a, the Vikramorva^i, and

the Malavikagnimitra, and which constitutes one of the heroes of

the Kumarasambhava, and is reverentially alluded to in the Megha-

duta (i. 37-40, Bombay Edn.^. One of the eight forms [tanus)—
viz. the Sun—specified in the I^andi is alluded to as such in Kum.

viii. 52. Passing on, we come to the modest standard of excellence

the poet proposes to himself, viz. the satisfaction of the good to

undergo whose just criticism is as gold passing through a crucial test,

W ^f^'ft^Ttlif^t ^^^ T^^ etc. (S'ak. Act i. 2, Bom. Edn. of

S'ake 1783). The same modest test inspired the poet's request to

the audience in the Yikramorva^l (Act i. 2). Both should be com-

pared with Eagh. i. 2, 3, 4, 9, 10. The S'irisha, the Navamalli, and

the Patala flowers are the same favourites in the Eagh. and the Kum.
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that they are in the dramas. The affection of love {Vihdra or

Vilcriti) suddenly felt by S'iva (Kum. iii. 69) in the presence of

Kama surprises that divine practiser of austerities similarly to S'&-

kuntala struck with the same passion in her father's hermitage in

the presence of King Dushyanta (Act i. fiji W ^^ ^ij "^f^-

^ dcHclUlf^TtfWt t^^JITTW ^muD^f^ ^tTT). The following

two stanzas on hunting are but paraphrases of each other in different

metres

:

Eagh. ix. 49. S'ak, Act ii. 5.

And so the following, in which the deer, the birds, and the trees

of the forest express their sorrow in ways best suited to them, in

one for the misfortunes of Sita, and in the other for the departure

of Sakuntala from the hermitage

:

Eagh. xix. 69.

^ I ^M I Ti I pel^jj|tT^» I

^n^TnfTre^^f^ff "^^ II

Sak. Act iv. 12.

The marriage of the mango tree with a creeper, spoken of in

canto viii. stanza 60, readily reminds one of that beautiful passage

in the S'akuntala (Act iv. 13) in which S'akuntala's foster-father

expresses satisfaction at the connexion that she had formed, and

promises soon to bring about the other match, when bidding adieu

to his daughter. The mind, according to Kalidasa, remembers

unconsciously the associates of a former life—a theory which he pro-

pounds in the following stanzas :
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Ragh. vii. 15. S'ak. Act V. 2.

^^^'i^^^^f^ «<cgf^cftft^:i

1^' II

"WTio does not see the close relationship between the following

three sets of questions, each asked by a king inquiring about the

health of a hermit and the peace of his hermitage ?

Eagh. V. 5, 7, 6. S'ak. Act v. 9. Kum. v. 32, 35, 34.

cnrat ftwift ^-

ftfw:i

cw: I

^^^^ftfq I

f^ cT^^fl^ll

Trr^i!f^:ftgi

j{^^ TT^: II

wfiff^^^l

*<i^*<m<^MM'Rii

The ancestors of Dushyanta show the same anxiety for their

^^fTftgi

See also Ragh. xviii. 49.

16
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sacrificial cake and oblation as those of Dillpa, at the prospect of

their races being left without a male to offer them in future :

Ragh. i. 66, 67. S'ak. Act vi. 22.

fTTT: li ^ if: ^% fif^xRTfn fif^sf^-

iKf^ '%4^ 'T^T ^jif^rr^Mff cftf?T i

^r^T I ifif lTOf?frc|«h^d ^RT^ Tfftflfe

The Kumarasambhava is not the only poem in which Kalidasa

speaks (i. 1) of a long mountain range as dipped with its two ends in

the eastern and the western seas

—

"II^ImO <ft^rfif^ '4'li^ "pEUcf:";

the Hemakuta is also " '^<^T^<^7T9( |e| J| |^: " S'ak. Act vii. The

curse under which Dilipa was labouring, and which had made him

heirless, was the result of an accidental transgression by him in not

having bowed down to and walked round the heavenly cow Surabhi,

who was sitting under a tree when he passed by.

^clot Hl Rl ^t ^f^^ff% if ^ift^^rf?! I Tl^fTf ^ITR i- 75-77.

King Dushyanta is more cautious, and avoids a similar error, and on

being told the sage Maricha lived on the Hemakuta, at once remarks

:

^ ff ^iirdsh*<un^ir«f ^^rfftf ^^^#*(«i ^^^f^ ^r^gft^^rf^ i

The following are a few of many analogous short phrases and

illustrations to be found in the S'akuntala and the Raghuvam^a:

Trfx;^Tf overflow, XTS^ ^frrfTTTf (J^f^Jf;) ^Slfftf Act ii., IJim-

f<«( if^uH ^ftfir: Act v., trf^^Tifirrr^^^l^fi^r^ ^^^: Ragh. viii.

73 ; the simultaneous setting and rising of the sun and moon re-

spectively, Ragh. xi. 24, S'ak. iv. 2, If^ ^ to set foot on, to enter

upon, :^ft ^ <*ir<<l Act iv., ^T% ^fift^lftr ^ JifTT^^t^
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Act iv. 19, Kum. iii. 33, v. 21, viii. 13, vi. 14; "'ft^^^'irR; mis-

taking a name, Act vi. 2, Ragh. xix. 24, Kum. iv. 8 ; ftrf%^^^^-

«%|ljj^«d^^^Uj, etc., from which the flowers had d/ropped >d^^«iqi-

'rl^TT^: ^^tn^: Ragh. vii. 6
; ^cf-^Hc^fMcT: pleased with the

exploit, S'ak. Act vii. 1, Eagh. xi. 21 ; King Dilipa following the

sacred cow seemed like unto vidhi (the performance of religious

works), ^1^^ ^l "<<] I Q[(^«tt^MP<T Ragh. ii. 16. The same simile

is used to compare the union of Dushyanta and S'akuntala, ^f^ t%Tf

t%ftr%f?T tVclif . ^Wnnf^ Act vii. 29. The simile being

very unusual, and one of those that are characteristic of Kalidasa,

its occurrence in the two works is particularly valuable as bearing

upon the present inq[uiry.

King Pururavas, soon after his union with Urvasi, goes with this

his new bride into the forest of the mountain Gandhamadana, to

enjoy himself. Similarly S'iva and Parvatt iu the Kumarasambhava

resort to the same place (canto viii. 28) after their marriage, and

there is considerable similarity between the beautiful descriptions of

the various objects S-'iva shows to his wife and King Pururavas ob-

serves in his bewilderment during the temporary loss of his wife,

the offended nymph. As in the Yikramorvasl (Act iv. stanza 5),

so in the Eaghuvamsa (xiii. 29), the appearance of wild plantain

trees growing on the slopes of mountaius in the rainy season furnishes

the poet with an illustration for the eyes of a woman that are

reddened by anger or some other cause. One of Kalidasa's favourite

ideas, a doe stopped and prevented from joining the herd by her

fawn ''loving the udder," finds expression iu the following lines

:

Ragh. ix. bb. Yikram. Act iv. 32.

King Nala (Ragh. xviii. 6) retires to the forest and forms friend-

ship with the beasts thereof ^^"^i^ ^ t^tTi MI^ S*<^^^«^T'^ Xfif-

^^iCf, which little differs from the following in the YikramorvasJ,
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Act V. 17. The elephant is as fond of the fragrant sallakl plant

in the Vikramorvasl,

as in the Kumarasambhava,

Of short phrases the following seem to be interesting : ir4l^^^l

i.e. service by rotation, Kum. ii. 36, ^^t^|c|TTM^IliU!> Vikram.

Act iv. ad init.; TnnWf^<?t TtW^ ^^t v. 3, which is evidently

the same as i^4,rMHI^^^«> quoted before. We may also notice

the allusion to the descent of the Moon from Atri (Eagh. ii. 75,

Yikr. Act v. 21), and the allusion contained in the following lines,

probably to cantos xii. and xiii. of the Kumarasambhava: ^| <U ifj

enc|<i<jyAsiV: ^iT^^T^ni^ B I ^ifirRrw ^fT%^ t^rmir ^^^rrr
Vikram. Act v. 23. Lastly, the blessing pronounced at the end of

the fifth Act may be compared with Ragh. vi. 29, the poet alluding

probably to personal experience that wealth and learning are natu-

rally disinclined to associate with each other.

The Yikramorvasi furnishes a pretty large number of analogies

to the Meghaduta, both in thoughts, expressions, and allusions.

We can only notice such of them as are prominent. The one (Act

ii.) describes the light of the sun as '^l^c^T'TllfMfd^dd^^f%-

TT^t "HWrTR stanza 1, the other (ii. 3) tiT^5?ftft^l«fd^dfr*(t^-

ffTT'Rn* T?^t^:. In ^ct ii. the king says f^J T^^ ^^ITTf^fTr

^IPZmi^ ft^^f^cleH:, and further on ^g^^TTT^^^f^TTt iRt

% (Act ii. 6), with which we may compare the ^^HTTT^J'I %<T»»

etc., of Meghad. ii. 47. Again, the day is easily spent in the ordi-

nary duties of life, but the night is restless cRT^nrfX7ftWW» etc..

Act iii. 4; Meghad. ii. 27, ^RrnrnCT* etc. ;Hhe face of a woman

with the dishevelled hairs hanging over it compared to the rising

moon as yet hidden in the darkness of the night, ; Act iii. 6 >d^ij-

iI^^jjl|T^> etc., Megh. ii. 23 ; the river whose stream is obstructed
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by rocks occurring in its way, Act iii. 8, Megh. i. 19 X^ 5^'^^M^-

fiR^ fc|«mMI^ f^^UITJT- The nymph is offended that the king

fixed his eye on TJdayavati, a Yidyadhara's daughter, as this latter

was playing on the sand bank of the Mandakini, Act iv. ad init.

Wm ^Tir Tm.Rl*i|l ftli^l^^f^ ft^. Wliat else than an ex-

planation and a paraphrase, such as the author who wrote the above

alone could give, is the following ?

The anxiety and apprehension felt by lovers at the approach of

the rain-cloud may be a common property of all poets writing, as it

were, to a pattern furnished by the teachers of the Alankarasastra

;

but what should make the same word sannaddha be us€d in the

following stanzas, except the circumstance that the same poet wrote

them both ?

Yikram. Act iv. 1. Meghad. i. 8.

Again, the words iT^^% H^f^ ^f^RtW?l^T^f% %rf > etc.,

Megh. i. 3, are only a paraphrase of Chitralekha's words: ^[f?fTJf

Yikram. Act. iv. Praves.

The following is said of the lightning, the associate of the rain-

cloud :

Act iv. 1. Meghad. i. 41.

The lightning here referred to as the only light that benighted

persons look to when other lights fail, is again referred to in the

same Act, ^^^ T{^%jR d MRUJ

I

WmI (M ^rf^^^I- In the

estimation of the good, the performance of service to suitors is more
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important than their own interests, and their only reply is the grant-

ing the suit itself, ^ivSlc^rff J^rl^T «U!R<fsh9<!< Act iv. 15,

Meghad. ii. 53, "R^ ff TKlff^g ^dl^TiH^dl^f^^^- The circles

of light in the following stanzas deserve, I think, particular atten-

tion:

Vikram. Act v. 2. Meghad. i. 4S.

The allusion to the nichula tree in Act iv. stanza 4, and Meghad.

i. 14, is not in itself of much value except for the tradition which

Mallinatha has preserved and handed down to us, that the latter

passage contains an occult allusion to a contemporary poet, fellow-

student, and friend of Kalidasa, nicknamed Nichula, and to Ding-

naga, one of his (Kalid^sa's) rivals,^ whose histrionic gestures (ac-

^IjS^'^ Katavema ad loc.

* The passage certainly very well bears the double construction put upon it by the

scholiast. It is remarkable neither the Sanskrit-German Worterbuch nor Monier

"WiUiams seems to be aware of the passage, as neither of them notices the tradition

and not even the name of Nichula. Here is the passage : n5f^2"4|fTJ ^I^T*?!^

tr; I wr^ ^^^^^^ I f^^J|l4l^<^ qnRt<^i^«rdM^^iq%-

^^ i^f^j^mr^^wrftr ^^xsnf% ^fT^ ii i ^t^-
«i^^ f<^^HiNi4^ ^ in^5^— fTt^ f^f^f^fir tgiT

f€%: ^<^<!Ri^4^i<*f^(HTW^Trf^"g f^t?^: ^^ ^*jfMrT ^-
^i^fir II ^if^'^TrarR tt "fffir ^^twW^ ii ^NnWt ^jwt

T^ftf fing^iTfc(5id'^^'5«f*f4[uiiTii^ ^^f^'|^Rf%(2rrF: ii
The

S'abddrnavakosa recognizes Nichula as a proper name, being that of a poet:

^T^ ^rf^^ ^Tf^g^: ^r^cl% II
MaUin. ad loc.
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cording to Mallinatha, censures accompanied by gestures of the hand)

the poet ridicules and tells his own poem to avoid.

Now the Meghaduta abounds in passages bearing ample testimony

to its having been written by the author of the Kumarasambhava,

the Raghuvaihsa, and, as we have already seen, the Yikramorvasl.

In the first place the poem has for its subject that particular passion

in the delineation of which KaUdasa excels, and to dwell on which

he always seeks opportunities. Then, as in the Kumarasambhava,

the Yikramorvasl, the S'akuntala, and partly in the Eaghuvamsa, the

Himalaya and those divine forests, mountains, rivers, and cities

which the poets love to associate with that abode of the Gods,

chiefly occupy the poet's attention. Moreover, illustrations derived

from sources so familiar to the reader of the dramas and the Eaghu-

vamsa and the Kumarasambhava, are found in the Meghaduta to an

extent which, considering the size of the latter, is not small. Allu-

sions to the same events, objects, and circumstances strengthen the

evidence afforded by the illustrations. The following instances leave

little doubt that the same poet that wrote the Cloud Messenger was

also the author of the Raghuvamsa: the vaprahriyd or vaprakrldd

of an elephant or bullock, Megh. i. 2, 56, ii. 52, Eagh. v. 44 ; the

effect of the rain-cloud and its friends the peacock, the Kadamba-

flower, thunder, and the plantain flower, on lovers separated from

their wives, Megh. i. 3, Eagh. xiii. 26, 29 ; a mountain spoken of

as the breast of the earth, Megh. i. 18, Eagh. iv. 51 ; a city de-

scribed as a colony from heaven, Megh. i. 31, Eagh. xv. 29, and

Kum. vi. 37 (quoted before), Yikram. Act ii. I^ ^"rfW "^W^"T^
^"ftf^ ; the same allusion to TJjjayint, the river Sipra, and the shrine

of Mahakala S'iva, Megh. i. 31, 32, 38, Eagh. vi. 32, 34; the pigeons

occupying the inner side of the eaves of houses, Megh. i. 42, Yikr. iii.

2, Malavika. ii. 13 ; the Ganges seeming to join the Jamna elsewhere

than at Prayaga, the place of the actual confluence (this, I think,

appears to be one of those ideas that, if I may say so, are Kalidasa's

private property), Megh. i. 55, Eagh. vi. 48 ; sitting on a rock

cooled by the vapours of the Ganges, and perfumed with musk or

other natural resin deposited on it, ^|^«lHf ^Tf^"^^ •nfi?-

^^TRTT^ I <T^T Xr^ TR^^^^ TTTO ^t g^K^ Meghad. i. 56,

IffT^TRT ^'Wt^J^reftf^crrf^ ^^^El'P^f'T ftr^cf^rrf'T, Itagh. vi. 51,

quoted before, where the citation from the Kum. may also be com-
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pared ; the dry bambus, filled with the wind, sound like flutes, and

the sylvan deities sing to their music their songs of victory in honour

of some hero

:

Ragh. ii. 12. Meghad. 1. 60.

The marble walls of Kailasa, transparent Kke glass, and used by

the Goddesses for mirrors, are as upperfRost in the poet's mind in

the Meghaduta i. 62, fi^T^^ f^^II^f^cfT^R^^. as they were

when he described them in the Kumarasambhava

:

'TH^'O'R^T^qTJr^ft: I
ix. 40-44.

So the trees buzzing with humming bees (Megh. ii. 3, ^^f^fJiTf-

?fJT"^gg'5^T: , etc., Ragh. ix. 32, xvi. 47). The following are each

a description of the blessed condition of a city on the Himalaya

:

Meghad. ii. 4.

Kum. vi. 44.
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Again
Meghad. 66.

Kum. vi. 42.

The banished Yaksha, though seeing (Megh. ii. 43) the proto-

types of his absent wife's beauty in the objects around him, finds

no more consolation in them than did Aja in those of his wife's

(Ragh. viii. 58, 59).

Similarly, when, lamenting their separation from their beloved

wives, the one is deceived by a dream and the other gives vent to

his sorrows, both awaken the sympathy of the sylvan deities or

of the trees they haunt, and make them shed tears of compassion

in the shape of gum or dew-drops

:

Meghad. ii. 45. Eaghu. viii. 69.

^^^^^g I

^^^%I[T* ^fTt% II

"We may further compare the emaciated wrists of the Yaksha,

who was ^if^i^W^^Wir^^: (Meghad. i. 2), and King Dush-

yanta, who says his ??ftr^5«rirrc^f«R^'5r^ W^ ^^ ^HTT "RfWT^^
(S'ak. iii. 13, the bracelet is further alluded to in Act vi. 3). Hope

supports the hearts, tender as flowers, of young women when they

are separated from their husbands, ^I^^^: ^T^TflJ TTR^

ITf^^t 5Er^:TTrf?T irinf^ill^ ftWt^ ^Wft (Meghad. i. lO);

T^^srt^ f%m^^ ^^^'^'t ^TfT^f^, ''hope renders sorrows of

separation, though great, bearable" (S'ak. iv. 30). The prominent

allusion to Skanda's birth and his leadership of the celestial armies in
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rff^^Wt (Meghad. i. 47), repeated in Eaghu. ii. 75 and vii. 1, ap-

pears to me to point not only to the story of Skanda, but also to the

Kumarasambhava, canto ix. (see especially stanzas 13, 14). We
may also refer to Meghad. i. 11, ^g^T ^^«IU|^W ^ffSr! *IM"-Ml?Sfn:

^tWi: ^TfT^:, and Yikramorva^l ^^T^^T f^ift f^T ^Wt<^-
«*^d^I1 (Act iv. 14), t(iy|(M<: lTf?rnfW% Wt^ ^ VI'

^^tJ*^^ t%^ ^^Uj|i| ^: (Act iv. 15), in which passages the

Kajahamsa or flamingo is represented as preparing itself, on seeing

the rain-cloud and hearing the thunder, to migrate, and furnishing

itself with the stalks of lotuses as "food on the road"
(H T^iVH)? ^^

be eager to proceed towards the Manasa lake. I pass over many
analogous short phrases and allusions in the Meghaduta, and the

Kumarasambhava, and the Raghuvamsa, as I trust I have adduced

sufficient evidence in vindication of Kalidasa's authorship of the

last work.

Now if it be, as I trust it will be, admitted that I have succeeded

in showing that the same Kalidasa that wrote the Kumarasambhava

also wrote the Eaghuvamsa, there is one important fact that, inde-

pendently of the internal evidence quoted above, not only shows

that that Kalidasa who composed the dramas and the Meghaduta

also composed the Eaghuvamsa and the Kumarasambhava (I leave

the Eitusamhara and other works attributed to Kalidasa for the

present out of consideration, as the present inquiry does not extend

to them), but also contributes very much to our being able to arrive

at a sound conclusion regarding his age. I refer to the fact that

Kshirasvaml, the celebrated commentator on the Amarakosa and a

grammarian, quotes the Kumarasambhava under the name of Kali-

dasa. One of the passages quoted is as follows

:

^^^ft^^ ^T?f g, etc., Amara, ii. ^g^ST* 39.

Kshirasvaml: ft[^ ^^^T^*^ ftrg^ftT^ ^ ^ilH^ ^^f*^f?r

fcfcfsj: II
Kum. iii. 35.

It is clear that Kshirasvaml quotes the Kumarasambhava as a work

of Kalidasa, and it is thereforei beyond doubt that the Eaghuvamsa
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also must be the work of Kalidasa, as both, the works have been

shown to belong to the same identical author.

But it is not necessary to infer the existence of the Eaghuvamsa

in the time of Kshlrasvami. For we find it frequently quoted by

him in the same commentary. Among the quotations are the follow-

ing:

^m I Trt% ^t^^Tfi'^Tm; i- S, on ii. ^g^^o 41.

iv. 67 on ii. ^HU|c( <> 124.

irnTttf^^ifiif?!^^^^ viii. 93 on ii. WIT^** 53 iii. ^ 123.

^orw^'i 4 ^wft ^Rrr^^(^r(t ^. 3o on u. ^^q® 57.

There are several other passages quoted, but those above given

will suffice to prove that the Eaghuvamsa existed and was considered

a standard work when Kshirasvaml lived.

I^ow as regards the date of Kshirasvami, the Rdjatarangini enables

us to assign him to the middle of the eighth century of Christ. It

states that Jayapida, the mighty Emperor of Kasmira, '' who brought

back learning to Kasmira, the country of its birth, from distant

countries whither it had fled, and who caused the Mahabhashya, that

was well nigh lost, to be brought from other countries, and inter-

preting it caused it to be studied in his empire. Having received

his knowledge from the Professor of the science of lexicography

named KsMra, Pandita Jaydpida was reckoned among the wise."

The name KsMra, for Kshirasvdmi, does not by any means interfere

with the identification, as Svdmi is merely an honorific affix like

dchdrya in Sanha/rdchdrya and Semdehdrya. The shorter was the

real name, as is shown by the title of his work on grammar called

KsMratarangini. And as we know of no other KsMra who was

both grammarian and lexicographer and also a teacher of lexico-

graphy, the KsMra mentioned by the Eajatarangint is beyond all

doubt the celebrated commentator on the Amarakosa. The date of

Jayapida, the son of Yappiya and successor of Sangramapida, varies

from A.D. 754 to a.d. 772, according to three different calculations.

Now from the manner in which Kshira quotes the Kumarasambhava

and the Eaghuvamsa, viz. with the simple introduction of ^^t^T^

,

"as may be seen, as for example," and Jf^ *'as," without adding

the name of the author quoted from, it is clear that those works
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were perfectly well known at that time, and known to be so authori-

tative that they might be quoted to support or refute the author

whom Kshtra was interpreting in his commentary. To obtain such

celebrity and authority, the poems must have been written at least

one or two centuries before. And this takes us back to the middle

of the sixth century.

Dr. Aufrecht, in an analysis of Kshirasvami's commentary, pub-

lished in the May number of the Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgen-

landisehen GeselUchaft, assigns that commentator of Amarasimha to

between the eleventh and twelfth centuries, on the ground that he

quotes under the name of S'ribhoja a ^Jossary attributed to Bhoja-

deva, the author of the SarasvatikantMlharam, and that he is quoted

by Vardhamdna, the author of the Ganaratnamahodadhi. ISTow Bhoja-

deva of Dhdrd is believed to have lived in the middle of the eleventh

century, which date will, I understand, shortly be confirmed by the

recent discovery by Dr. Biihler, of Bombay, of Bhoja's Karana, called

Rdjamrigdnha. But even if it be proved that this Bhojadeva was

the author of the Sarasvatikanthdlhciram, his date will throw no

light on that of Kshirasvdmi. Por, in the first place, no glossary is,

as far as I know, attributed to Bhojadeva of Dhdrd; and, secondly,

the S'ribhoja so often cited by KsMrasvdmi is evidently a petty com-

mentator on the Amarahosa, who may perhaps have written a glossary

of his own. But it is in his capacity of commentator on the Amara-

hosa, rather than that of author of a glossary, that he is generally

referred to by KsMrasvdmi. In the second and third Kandas to-

gether of the latter' s commentary this S^rihhoja is cited twelve

times, but only one of these twelve passages may perhaps appear to

refer to a glossary by S'ribhoja, the remaining ones being all re-

ferences to what is doubtless a commentary on the Amarahoia. I^ow

it is hard to believe, without any evidence of the fact, and when

even the names do not agree fully, that the author of the Sarasva-

tikanfhdbharana could have stooped to write a commentary on the

glossary of Amarasimha, or that the King of Dhara could have cared

to think that he could immortalize his name by purchasing the

authorship of such a petty work.

The authorship of the Rdjatarangini ought not to be lightly dis-

carded, except on the evidence of indisputable facts. And as long

as there is no evidence to connect the 8'ribhoja of KsMrasvdmi with
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the author of the Kanthdhharana, or the King Bhqjadeva who lived

at Bhdrd m the middle of the eleventh century, except the partial

coincidence of names, the Rdjatarangirii ought to decide the question

of KsMrasvdmVs date.

It will be observed that Kshira&vami quotes from the Kumara-

sambhava in a manner that shows that he either knew only one

Kalidasa, or that he considered the work he was quoting from to

belong to the celebrated Kalidasa, who had only to be named to be

recognized. Surely if the Kumarasambhava was the production of

a Kalidasa more modern than or different from that of the dramas,

he would either have named the poem itseK, instead of its author,

or the latter with a distinctive designation, such as ^fH«f^^Tf%^T^>
or some similar appellation. The conclusion is therefore unavoidable

that in the middle of the eighth century of Christ the Kumarasam-

bhava was considered as a work of the great Kalidasa. Of course,

it is not probable that an eminent grammarian and scholar like

Kshlrasvaml, extensively read in Sanskrit literature, as is shown by

his quotations, might have mistaken a spurious work that was

fathered by its real author upon the great poet for one composed by

the latter.

Some further evidence throwing light on Kalidasa's authorship of

the Raghuvamsa, and also on his date, is afforded by a certain passage

in Pratihdra Indurdja^s commentary on the Alankdrasdstra of Bhattod-

hhata. Dr. Biihler has recently discovered a MS. of this com-

mentary in the celebrated Bhdnddra or Library of MSS. at Jesselmir,

which is dated Samvat 1160, corresponding to a.d. 1104. The com-

mentary must be much older than the date of that MS., and the

Alankdrasdstra of Bhottodhhata, which is the subject of the com-

mentary, must be older still. Now the passage referred to may be

rendered as follows : ''In this manner is the figure of speech called

Dlpaka defined and illustrated by the author. I^ow a question arises

here : the author has before, in enumerating the figures of speech,

mentioned the figure Upamd first, and then the Bipaka, in the words

^q4j \ tV"?^ ^f^T- He ought, therefore, in obedience to the prin-

ciple that definitions should be given in the same order as that of

enumeration, to have defined Upamd first, and then the Bipaka. How
is it then that the Bipaka is here defined first? The answer is,

that this author has here followed the order of part of the Kuma-
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rasambhava that lie himself wrote, and there the figure Bipaht is

illustrated before the Upamd, and it is for the purpose of keeping

the same order that the order of enumeration has here been disre-

garded." The words in the original regarding the Kumdrasambha/Da

are: ^"^T^^ ^«<»m ^"V'^^f^cffWTT^t^^Sft^ ^<l^<U!9«n-
I|fCf^: which would seem to imply that there was in the time of

Bhattodhhata a Kumdrasambhava that had not been written by him

—

and in all likelihood the Kumdrasamhhma of Kalidasa. It may be

here mentioned that the verses quoted in the BhattodhhatdlanMra as

from his own Kumdrasamhhava, are not found in that of Kalidasa.

If then the words teTi M ^Pq d^*i \ \n*m in our passage^ are in-

tended to distinguish Bhattodhhata^s Kumarasambhava from that of

Kalidasa, the latter must be placed prior to the time of the Bhoja-

deva of Dhara, or the middle of the eleventh century.

In connexion with the authorship of Kalidasa, it may be men-

tioned here that by the commentary of Kshirasvaml, the Meghaduta

and the Yikramorvasl are also proved to be prior to his date, as he

quotes them both. That commentary further shows that the Mdgha-

hdvya, the Kirdtdrjuniya, the Uttara/rdmacha/rita, and probably the

Venisamhdra, were as well known and considered as standard works

as the Raghuvam^a when Kshirasvami lived.

The conclusions, then, that the facts given above lead us to are :

1

.

That the Kalidasa of the dramas was also the Kalidasa of the

poems Raghuvamsa, Kumarasambhava, and Meghaduta

;

2. That this Kalidasa lived considerably prior to the middle of

the eighth century ; and,

3. That therefore all stories connecting him with a King Bhoja

that reigned at Dhara in the eleventh century are to be

rejected as without foundation.

1 The whole passage is : TJ^^Tf^^^ ^rf^d+J^l^rf ^ \ ^ ^^^TRH

^5 ^5r^I5 ^^ M^TtJ ^lT?^li^ ?T<1^ chV!(*<[<(l '^(^^ ^rf^rffJTf^
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REMARKS ON THE PRIORITY OF

THE ANCIENT SYSTEMS OF MEDICINE.

By THOMAS A. WISE, M.D.

;

Late of the Medical Staff of the Bengal Army
;

AuTHOB OF the " Ancient System of Hindu Medicine," etc.

Both sacred and profane history render it probable that when man-

kind emerged from their primitive home, they possessed great energy

and organic activity, accompanied with a corresponding degree of

intellectual force. This enabled them to select a fruitful country as

their home, where they soon became rich and powerful, and at an

early period assigned a particular class for the acquisition of know-

ledge. These individuals, distinguished for their power of observation

and sound reasoning, opened a vast and interesting field for the

exercise of their mental faculties, in the region of abstract specu-

lation. Their knowledge and progress in civilization was aided by

their possessing the advantage of high rank in a regular and peace-

able government, and a religion abounding in moral precepts.

The most ancient traditions and records of the Western nations refer

to the '* learning and wisdom of the East," without any distinct men-

tion of the race or nation. Modem investigations tend to prove

that the original seat of the Indo-Germanic, or Aryan family of

man, was the high table-land contiguous to the lofty range of moun-

tains extending eastward from the Caspian Sea.

Thence they descended to the fruitful plains in a southern and
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eastern direction, and at an early age another portion of the Aryan

race commenced their wanderings towards the mysterious West. In

both countries they distinguished themselves by their knowledge of

the medical profession, and each prepared systems of medicine, the

priority of which remains still an undecided question.

The age in which the ancient Hindu system was arranged cannot

be directly stated; in consequence of their despising dates, as they

considered life a transitory state of trial and suffering, and history as

of too little importance to occupy the attention of rational beings.

It is hoped that the following deductions will aid us in arriving at

an approximate date when the two great works on Hindu medicine

were composed, and enable us to compare them with the Greek system.

The perishable material on which the ancient Hindu MSS. were

written, rendered it necessary to have them frequently copied, in the

course of ages, by scribes, often ignorant of the subject, and some-

times, perhaps, careless in their transcriptions. In ancient times

these sources of error were to a certain extent avoided. The MSS.

were regarded as of a sacred character, and only a limited few were

permitted to copy them.

The sacred Hindu Yedas were more studied than the ancient Hindu

medical shastres; as the latter were not considered sacred, greater

liberties were taken with them, interpolations and clerical errors

were introduced by illiterate transcribers. These causes render it

very difficult to discover the age of the writings, except by com-

paring them with other Sanscrit works, the age of which is known.

The ablest Sanscrit scholars allow that Charaka and Susruta, the two

great commentators of the Ayur Veda, the supposed sacred revelation

regarding medicine, are more recent than the grammarian Panini,^ as

neither work is mentioned by him, while both are noticed several

times in the Mahabharata. Professor Wilson supposed this great epic

was written the second century before Christ ; and, like Panini, was

added to, in the course of centuries. Hessler, in his work on Susruta,

considered that it was written a thousand years before Christ.''

We have, at this early period, two systems of Hindu medicine, com-

1 He died B.C. 693. See Goldstiicker's learned history on Pimm's Place in San-

scrit Literature, p. 83 et seq. He lived before Sakea Muni, the founder of the

Buddhist religion, who died about 543 b.c.

2 A. F. Hessler, Comment, et Annot. Susr. Ayur Veda, 1862, p. 4.
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plete in all their parts, founded on anatomy, exhibiting an extensive

knowledge of materia medica, and the practice of medicine, an

expertness in the manipulations of pharmacy, and a bold and skilful

knowledge and practice of surgery. We find the Hindu systems of

medicine were originally written on the ancient form and construc-

tion of the Sanscrit language ; so old, as to be considered the produc-

tion of the deity, when there was no prejudice of caste, before

Polytheism was introduced into the Hindu religion, and in. the heroic

age, previous to the Mahabharata.

In considering the Greek system of medicine, we find their physi- 1

cians and philosophers were indebted to the East for a portion of

their knowledge. Pythagoras and Plato obtained many of their
|

philosophical ideas from the Hindus, and the internal evidence of the !

Greek works proves that the Schools of Hippocrates derived a con-
|

siderable share of their knowledge from the East. Galen mentions
J

that Hippocrates was often at Smyrna in Asia Minor, ^ and Mercurialis

believed that he travelled in Lybia in Africa, and Scythia in Asia.^
i

Hippocrates may have visited this northern country to examine the

enlightened and skilful Indo-Scythian people, whom Alexander the \

Great found so expert in the cure of diseases ; and in these northern

parts of Asia he may have consulted the Hindu sages, and studied

their drugs and medical records. The learning he was in search of

was there ; and the following statements prove his acquaintance with

their writings :
—

1. The systematic works of the Hindus were most probably prepared

from the third to the sixth century b.c. ; and long before the age of

Hippocrates, the original Ayur Yeda existed, from which the other

classical works were derived.

2. As medicinal plants have their properties developed in particular •

soils and climates, they indicate the nations among which they were

first used for medicinal purposes, and explain the antiquity of the

cultivation of medicine by certain races. The names and medicines

recommended in the medical works of Hippocrates often indicate the

schools of medicine from- which they were borrowed. "We find that

Hippocrates used in his practice a number of Indian plants, imported

from that country into Greece, for their weU-known properties ; such

1 In Lib. de Articul. Comment. 1. _^ Variar Lection, Lib. 2, ch. 18.

17
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as Sesamum Indicum, Lin., Syperanthera morunga, Cardamomum,

Amomum, Zaurus cinnamomum, Valeriana Jatamonsi, BoswelUa thuri-

fera, Galbanum ammoniacum, Sagapenum assafoetida, etc.^ He also used

black and long pepper, ginger, cassia, spikenard. Calamus a/romaticus,

etc., which are all the products of India or neighbouring countries.

3. The internal evidence of the works of the School of Hippo-

crates proves them to have been compilations, derived in part from

nations further advanced than the Greeks in the knowledge of par-

ticular departments of the healing art. The ancient Hindu physi-

cians considered dissection as a necessary part of the education of the

medical practitioner. Their method wjjs rude and imperfect, but

many of their conclusions were correct, as we have proved by the

result of their osteological enumeration, and the accuracy of their

description of the internal organs, and of the large vessels of the body.^

The ancient Hindu surgeons performed the most difficult operations
;

such as the Csesarean section, embryotomy, lithotomy, etc. The first

description of the last-named operation was given by Susruta, and

was afterwards made known by Celsus,^ who derived his information

from Egyptian surgeons, and they again acquired their knowledge

from the East. Hippocrates, the judicious surgeon and benevolent

practitioner, allowed, it is incorrectly stated, the performance of this

operation only by uneducated quacks.*

From these facts it would appear that at an early age the Hindus

had made very considerable progress in the healing art, which enabled

them to prepare systematic works on medicine, based on their own

practical knowledge of anatomy, to which, at that time, the prejudice

of mankind in general was so much opposed. Susruta informs us

that an accomplished physician must possess an acquaintance with

books, or theoretical knowledge, with the dissection of the human

body, or anatomy, and a familiarity with the appearance of disease,

or practice of medicine. This knowledge explains how the ancient

system of Hindu medicine was so complete in all its parts, and

^ Royle's Essay on the Antiquity of Hindu Medicine, p. Ill et seq.

2 History of Medicine among the Asiatics, vol. i. s. i. p. 131, and 158 seq.

3 De Re Med., lib. v. ch. 26.

* This injunction in the oath that was taken before entering upon the practice of

the medical profession among the Greeks, was most probably a Mahommedan inter-

polation.
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warrants the inference that several centuries were required to com-

plete them.^ "While the nations of the "West have been slowly-

advancing, and mutually aiding one another, during the last two
\

thousand years, the Hindus, by the depressing influence of Brah- !

manical intolerance and internal warfare, are now in a lower social
}

condition than they were three or four centuries before the Christian
'

era.

1 See Prof. Wilson, I.e. ; and note on Mill's Hist, of India, vol. ii. p. 232.
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THE HAMITIC SECTIOlSr

THE Exorrus

THE EGYPTIAN MOISTUMEI^TS

By HEIN^EY BKUGSCH BEY.

His Highness the Khedive of Egypt, Ismael Pasha, has granted me

the honour of representing his country at the International Congress

of Orientalists in London. On this occasion this enlightened prince,

to whom the study which I follow is so much indebted, has wished

me to express in his name to the illustrious members of the Congress

his most lively sympathies and his sincere admiration for the precious

works with which they have enriched science, in bringing to light

through their researches the remote ages of those happy countries of

the East, which have been the cradle of humanity and the centres of

first civilizations.

As His Highness has condescended to choose me for his delegate

in London, I owe this distinction less to my modest merits than to the

speciality of my last researches on the subject of the history of the

Hebrews in Egypt.

Knowing the intense interest with which the English public follow

all the principal discoveries in connexion with the sacred traditions

of Holy Scripture, His Highness the Khedive has desired me to
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offer to the honourable Congress the most striking results of my
studies, founded on the interpretation of the Egyptian monuments.

In offering you thus a page of the history of the Hebrews in Egypt,

I would flatter myseK that I may hope to secure your attention and

satisfaction, so as to justify in this manner the great confidence with

which His Highness has so kindly honoured me.

I will speak of the Exodus of the Hebrews ; but before entering^

upon my subject, permit me to make one observation. It is

to state that my discussion is based on the one hand on the text

of Scriptui-e, of which I have not changed a single iota ; on

the other on Egyptian inscriptions on monuments, explained after

the rules of a just critic, entirely devoid of anything of a fanciful

nature.

Since nearly for twenty centuries, as I am going to prove, the trans-

lators and interpreters of Holy Scripture have wrongly comprehended

and wrongly translated the geographical notions contained in that

part of the biblical text which refers to the description of the sojourn
|

of the Hebrews in Egypt, the fault,' it is certain, is not with the
:'

sacred tradition, but with those who, ignorant of the history and the

geography of past times, contemporary with the event of the history

of the Hebrews in Egypt, have been obliged to reconstruct at all

price the Exodus of the Hebrews on the scale of their feeble know-

ledge, not to say their complete ignorance.

According to Scripture, Moses, after having obtained permission

from the Pharaoh of his time to lead the children of Israel to the

desert, fatigued by the severe labour of building the two towns of

Pitom and Ramses, departed with his people to the town of Ramses,

arrived together at the station of Sukkoth and Etham; at this last

encampment he turned, took the way towards Migdol, encamped

afterwards against Migdol and the sea (remark that there is not a

word about the Sea of Seaweed), opposite the entrance of Khiroth in

sight of Baalzephon. Then the Hebrews pass by the Sea of Seaweed

(translated by interpreters as the Red Sea), they remain three days

in the desert without finding water, arrive at Marah, where the

water is bitter, and end by encamping at Elim, the station having

sweet water sources and little date woods.

Many savants who have occupied themselves with reconstructing

the path of the Hebrews upon that given by Holy Scripture are
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of different opinions, and draw different results as to the marcli of

the Hebrews. But all these savants, with the exception of two,

unanimously agree that the passage through the Ked Sea should be

regarded as the most probable point of their route.

I dare not exhaust your patience in enumerating all the roads

reconstructed by these savants, who certainly had the best intentions,

"but who fail in one thing very essential to the rest, the necessary

geographical knowledge of ancient Egypt. But more than this,

to discover the route of the Hebrews they have consulted Greek

and Eoman geographers who flourished 1000 years after Moses,

and have marked the resting-places of the Hebrews by the Greek

and Latin names of the geographers of Egypt, under the reigns of the

Ptolemies and Caesars.

If a lucky chance had preserved the manual of the geography of

Egypt, which, according to the texts engraved on the walls of the

temple of Edfou, was deposited in the vast library of the god Horus,

which had this title "the book of the towns situated in Egypt,

with the description of all that took place in them," we might

dispense with all trouble of finding the places quoted in Holy

Scripture. We should only have to consult this book to know where

we are, as regards these Biblical names. Unfortunately this work

has perished, with many other papyri, and science has regretted more

than once the loss of a book so important as regards the antiquity

of Egypt. But this loss is not irreparable ! The monuments and the

papyri, above all those of the dynasty of Eamessids, contain in

themselves by thousands of texts and notices of a purely geographi-

cal nature, allusions . sometimes of a topographical position, and

further still, a very considerable number of inscriptions engraved on

the walls of the temple contain pictures more or less extensive, by

which we are able to determine in an exact manner the political

division of Egypt, and the complete list of the departments of the

country, accompanied by a host of curious details.

Here are the detached leaves of the lost book of which I have just

spoken. It is necessary to receive it carefully, to compare one with

the other, to endeavour to fill up the gaps, and finally to prepare

from them the inventory.

Occupied for twenty years with this work, at the commencement

of this year I succeeded in putting together the membra disjecta of
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this grand body of the geography of Egypt, which is composed,

according to the index of my collections, of more than 3600 geo-

graphical names. In applying the rules of a sound and calm

criticism to these rich materials without letting myself be misled

by any casual homonymy of foreign proper names, compared with

Egyptian names, I have been forced to traverse Egypt from all

sides to know the ancient soil in its modem aspect, and to convince

myself with my own eyes of the changes of the land, which the soil

in different parts of the country has undergone in the course of past

centuries.

Having terminated my labours in this manner, which had the sole

inconvenience of sometimes exceeding my strength, but which have

never fatigued my patience, I have the honour to present the result

under the form of a precis to the honourable Congress as a mark of

respect and esteem due to the illustrious savants of this assembly.

As I myself experienced a profound satisfaction in having, in

some measure, arrived at the aim which I had proposed twenty years

ago, it would be, on the other hand, my greatest reward to know by

your judgment that I have saved a good part of the lost book of the

geography of ancient Egypt. The application of the geographical

notions determined and laid down in this precis, which will make

the subject special at this Conference, will furnish you with a good

proof of the utility and importance which the knowledge of these

ideas brings to historical science.

May I be allowed to commence my explanation with a remark

relative to the general topography of the country we are about to

traverse, to discover and follow the traces of the Hebrews during their

stay in Egypt. All the savants who have been engaged upon the

same subject agree that this country was situated on the eastern side

of lower Egypt, and to the west of the ancient branch, the Pelusiac,

which has disappeared from the map of modem Egypt, but whose

direction is clearly indicated by the position of the ruins of many

large towns anciently situated on the borders. Commencing by the

south of the country in question, the town of An, the same that

Holy Scripture designates by the name of On, we must recognize

the position of the Heliopolite nome of classic authors.

After that the mounds of Tell Bast, near the modern towns of

Zagazig, allow us to fix the ancient site of the town of Pibast, a
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name that Holy Scripture has rendered by the very exact transcrip-

tion of Piheseth, while the Greeks have called it Buhastus. It is the

chief town of the ancient Buhastite nome.

Pursuing our road toward the north, vast ruins near a modem
town called Qour by the Copts, and Faqour by the Arabs, settled all

the doubts about the situation of the ancient town of Phacoussa,

Phacoitssai or Phacoussan, which, according to the Greek tradition,

was regarded as the chief town of the Arabian nome. It is the

same place to which the monumental lists have given the appellation

of Gosem, a name which is easily recognized in that of Guesem of

Arabia, proposed by the version of the Septuagint as the geographical

translation of the celebrated land of Goshen.

Due north between the Arabian nome, with its chief town Gosem, and

the Mediterranean Sea, the monumental lists make us acquainted with

a district of which the Egyptian name "the point of the north" indi-

cates at once its northern position. Greek authors called it the Seth-

roites nome, which is apparently derived from the appellation Set ro

hutu, "the country of the mouths of the rivers," which the ancient

Egyptians applied to this part of their country. While classic anti-

quity employed the name of Heracleopolis parva, that is to say,

" little Heracles' town," to designate its chief place ; the monumental

lists mention the same place under the name of " P«Yom," adding " in

the country of Sukot." Here at once are two names of great im-

portance mentioned in Holy Scripture under the same forms, the

Pithom and the SuJckoth of the Hebrews.

Without stopping for a moment at this curious discovery, I pass

to the last district on this side situated in the neighbourhood of the

preceding, between the Pelusiac and Tanitic branches of the Nile.

It is the nome that the Greek authors, after its chief town, the great

city of Tania, have called the Tanites nome.

The Egyptian monuments designate it by a compound name, which

means "the commencement of the Eastern country," quite in accord-

ance with its topographical position. Its chief town is sometimes

called Zoan, sometimes Pi-ramses, "the town of Ramses." We
still have with us two names which Holy Scripture has very well

preserved in the two names Zoan and Ramses of the Egyptian town.

As these new geographical definitions which I have just proposed

necessarily lead to a deduction, I do not hesitate for a moment to

!(;•
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declare that I voluntarily take upon myself all the responsibility,

both for the accuracy of the philological reasoning as well as for the

determination of the geographical position, which I have just brought

to your knowledge.

After these remarks I return to Pitom and Eamses. When you

have entered at Port Said, from the side of the Mediterranean into

the maritime canal of Suez, your vessel traverses from one end to the

other a great plain before stopping in the south at the station called

by the engineers of the canal El Kantara. But during this passage

abandon all hope of gratifying yourseK with the prospect of green and

smiling meadows, of woods of date and palm trees, which give so pic-

turesque a character, like unto a perfect garden of God, to the interior

of Lower Egypt, covered with numerous villages, and intersected by

thousands of canals. This vast plain extends on both sides of the

maritime canal, so that your eye, which glances over the great space

to the extreme edge of the horizon, cannot find a single point of

repose. It is a sea of sand, with an infinite number of islets covered

with reeds and thorn bushes, separated one from another by lagoons,

the banks of which, edged with a sort of white crust, reveal the

presence of salt water. ^N'otwithstanding the blue sky, the angel of

death has extended his wings over this sad wilderness, where the

least sign of life appears to be an event. It is only now and then

that you meet with two or three miserable tents of some poor

Bedouins, who have wandered to seek food for their lean cattle in

this desert.

But the scene changes as soon as the Nile in the two months of

January and Eebruary has commenced to cover the land of Lower

Egypt with its waters. The vast and sandy plains disappear under

the surface of immense lakes. Rushes and reeds forming large beds

marvellously grow up to a great height, and millions of aquatic birds

disposed along the banks of the lagoons, or united in flocks upon the

islets of the marsh, begin to fish, disputing with man the rich spoil

of the waters. Then come the boats manned with fishers of the Lake

Menzaleh, who, during two or three months of the winter, are

diligently employed in carrying on their fishing for **the fassikh,"

salt fish, for the supply of the inhabitants of the Delta and Upper

Egypt.

Such is the general character of this country, which I have thrice
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traversed, at different periods of the year, and such are the impressions

I have brought back from my reiterated visits. Here are these plains

at the present day, half desert, half lagoons and marshes, which

answer to the territory of the ancient district of the Sethroite nome,

"the eastern point," according to the monuments, the chief town of

which was called Pitom, the town of Pithom of the Bible.

In ancient times this district comprised the two banks of the

Pelusiac branch of the Delta, from the western side nearly to the

eastern border of the Tanitic branch. The marshes and the lagoons,

with a rich vegetation of rushes, reeds, lotus, and above all the

I

papyrus plant, was to be met with on the border of this sea. These

i places were called by the Egyptian word athu, or by the foreign

; word Souf, that is to say, '^ papyrus marshes " of the Egyptian text.

i As well as these, there were ponds and lakes, called by Semitic name

Birhata, which extended themselves nearly to the neighbourhood of

Pitom. The canals, of which we found two near the town of Pelusium,

run in all directions over the district, each bearing a particular name,

which are found in a Semitic language spoken by the inhabitants of

the district in question. The town of Pitom, identical with that

of HeracleopoKs parva, the chief place of the Sethroite nome of the

time of the Greeks and Romans, was situated half way on the grand

route of Pelusrum and Tanis ; this information, given on the authority

of itineraries, forms the only means of determining the position of the

bordering district of Tanis towards the frontier.

The Egyptian texts give us evident and incontestable proofs that

all this country, which formed the district of the Sethroite nome, was

designated by the name of Suku or SuJcot. The strange origin of

this designation is indicated by the monuments, and proved by their

conformity with the Hebrew words sok, sukkah, in the plural sukkoth,

which conveys in the first sense tent. Nothing can displace this

particular appellation, and these analogies are found in the names of

Scenae Mandrorum, Scenae Yeteranorum, Scenae extra Gerasa, given

by the ancients to three places situated in Egypt. In these names

the word Scenae, ''tents," signifies, then, the same as the Semitic-

Egyptian word Sukotf which recalls to our minds the name of

Sukkoth, which Scripture has applied to the first station of the

Hebrews when they had quitted the town of Ramses. This name
'' tents " owes its origin to the encampments of the Bedouin
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Arabs, who, with the permission of the '^ Pharaohs," have established

their homes in the vast plains of the country of Suhhoth, and who,

in the early ages of the history of Egypt, have there put in practice

the manners, the customs, and the religious belief peculiar to their

race, and diffused the use of Semitic words, which ended by being

officially adopted by the Egyptian authorities and scribes.

It is thus that the greater part of the proper names cited on the

monuments and in the papyri designating the towns, villages, and

canals of the district of Suhkoth, and of the adjacent nome of Tanis,

can only be explained by means of the vocabulary of the Semitic

language. And it is thus that very often the existing Egyptian

names have been changed, so that the Semitic name contains the

exact translation of the meaning of the Egyptian name. In this

case the Semites have employed the same process that the Greeks and

Romans employed to render the proper names of the geography of

Egypt, by the translation of a word corresponding in their own lan-

guage. On this occasion the proper names of the divinities of the

classical mythology have gone so far as to be placed against the names

of the gods and divinities of the Egyptian pantheon. Thus we find in

the classic authors such names of cities as Andronpolis ('' the town of

men"), Gynaicon-poli (''the town of women"), Leontonpolis ("the

town of lions "), Crocodilon-polis, Lycon-polis, Elephantine, that is

to say, the towns of crocodiles, of wolves, of the elephant, etc., which

offer true translations of the corresponding Egyptian names. So also

authors speak of towns called Dios-polis, Hermo-polis, Helio-polis,

Aphrodito-polis, that is to say, the towns of the gods Zeus, Hermes,

Helios (the sun), and of the goddess Aphrodite, to render in Greek

the Egyptian names No-Amon (" the town of Amon"), Pi thui ("the

town of Thot"), Fitom ("the town of the solar god Tom''), Pi

Hathor ("the town of the goddess Hathor "). The Hebrews have

done the same. Thus it was at the entrance of the route which

conducted to Palestine, near the lake Sirbonis, a little fortification, to

which the Egyptians, already at the epoch of the nineteenth dynasty,

have given the name of Anhu, that is to say, "the wall" or "the

enclosure," a name that the Greeks, according to their custom, had

translated by calling ta Gerrhon, in the plural ta Gerrha. The

Hebrews have equally rendered the sense of the Egyptian name,

designating the military post on the Egyptian frontier by the name
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of Shour, whicli in their language absolutely signified the same

thing as the word Anhu, and the word Gerrhon in Greek, that is to

say, "the wall." It is this place Shour which is called in Scrip-

ture, not only as a frontier place between Egypt and Palestine, but

also as the spot, the name of which applied to the eastern part of

the desert of the coast of Egypt.

Thus also the Hebrew word Souph, the meaning of which is

[

** seaweed, reeds, rushes, and papyrus plant," the sense of which is

made sure by the dictionaries of the Hebrew language, which has

been employed to designate a town situated on the Egyptian frontier,

at the opposite end of the pharaonic Jiighway, which led to the

south of the Dead Sea, equally as it has been employed to give the

name to the yam Souph, "the Sea of Seaweed," only contains the trans-

lation of the Egyptian word Athu, which still signifies the same

thing as the Hebrew word Souph, that is to say, " seaweed or papy-

rus plant," and which has designated by a general term all the

marshes and lagoons of Lower Egypt, characterized by the richness

of their vegetation, composed of papyrii and reeds. The Egyptians,

on their part, knew so well the sense of the Hebrew word, that they

adopted the foreign word Souph, instead of the word Athu of their

own language, not only to express the name of the town of seaweed

Souph in Hebrew, but also the sea of seaweed, the yam Souph, to

which we shall recur hereafter.

After this remark, of a philological nature, which has appeared to

me indispensable for the understanding of my subject, I return to the

town of Pifom, the chief town of the country of Suhot, upon which the

Egyptian monuments furnish us with many curious facts. I commence

with the divinity worshipped at Pitom and in the district of Suhot.

Although the lists of nomes and Egyptian texts expressly designate

the solar god Tom, the same who had splendid temples in On

^ Heliopolis, as the tutelar god of Suhot; they nevertheless add that

• the god Tom only represents the Egyptian god corresponding to the

;
divinity of Pitom, who is called by the name oi Anhh, and sumamed

"the great god." The word Anhh, of Egyptian origin, signifying

\ "life," or he who lives, the living. It is the only time a like

« name for a god which appears to exclude the idea of idolatry is met

j

with in Egyptian texts. And in reality when the presence of the

families of the Semitic race, who, at all periods of the history of
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Egypt, have resided in the country, including the Hebrews, is taken

into consideration, it is impossible to refuse to recognize the traces of

a religious remembrance which generally passed into the monumental

tradition of the Egyptians. I dare not decide this question, if the ;

god—''he who lives"—of the Egyptian text is identical with the
j

" Jehovah " of the Hebrews. However, all leads to the belief, if it is
j

recalled to mind that the name of Jehovah contains the same mean-
\

ing as the Egyptian word Ankh, *'he who lives." According to the i

monuments, this god, in honour of whom was celebrated a grand

festival on the 13th day of the second month of summer, was served,

not by priests, as other divinities of the Egyptian pantheon, but by

two young girls, sisters, who bore the honorific title of Ur-tz, that is

to say, ''the two queens." A serpent, to which the Egyptian texts ft

gave the epithet "the magnificent, splendid," was regarded as the i

living symbol of the god of Fitom. It bore the name of Kereh, that »

is to say, "the smooth" (KepgG calvus, and the Hebrew word H/^ !

"smooth, bald"). Again, this serpent transports us to the encamp-
\

ment of the children of Israel in the desert: it reminds us of the
j

brazen serpent of Moses, to which the Hebrews had presented as an
\

offering the perfumes of incense, until King Hezekiah decreed the \

abolition of this ancient serpent-worship.

The relation between Pitom and Suhot does not finish there.

According to the monumental indications, the town of Pitom, the

capital of the district of Sukot, had a surname which it owed to the <

presence and existence of its god Ankh, "he who lives," and which,
j

in Egyptian terms, was pronounced p-aa-Anhh, "the domicile of the
j

god Ankh.^^ In accordance with this name the district of Sukof was >

called in another msiJiRer p-u-ni-paa-AnM, "the district of the abode
j

of him who lives." Add to this monumental name the Egyptian za,

so known to designate the governor of a town or of a district, and you

will have the title of Za p-u-nt-p-aa-Anhh, "the governor of the dis-
\

trict of the abode of him who lives," which a Greek, in the time of
'

the Ptolemies, would have rendered by this translation, the "nomarch
;

of the Sethroite nome." And now consult Scripture : it will tell you ^

that the Pharaoh of Joseph honoured his vizier with the long title of
j

Zaphnatpaneakh, letter for letter exactly corresponding with the long
|

Egyptian wor^oFwhich I have just proposed the analysis. Besides,
|

according to the recital of Scripture, when Joseph made himself
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known to his mucli astonished brethren, he said to them, Gen. xlv. 8,

—" So now it was not you that sent me hither, but God : and He

hath made me a father to Pharaoh and lord of all his house." The

first title in Hebrew is pronounced ab en pirao. The translators of

this passage, commencing with the Septuagint, have believed they can

there recognize the Hebrew word ah, "father."

The Egyptian texts show us that, far from hieing Hebrew, the

iiWeai en pirao designated the first employe or officer especially at-

tached to the house of Pharaoh. Several of these precious historical

papyri of the time of the nineteenth dynasty, which the British

Museum possesses, and of which the textsfunder form of simple letters

and communications, were composed by the scribes and employes

of the court, allude to these ah en pirao, superior officers of Pharaoh,

of which the high rank is clearly indicated by the style, full of respect,

adopted by the scribes of inferior rank.

All these observations, the number of which I could easily augment

by other examples, serve to prove generally the presence of a strange

race on the soil of Suhot, and particularly to give incontestable evidence

of the intimate relations between the Egyptians and the Hebrews.

Egyptian texts for use, as well as for internationally speaking the

words belonging to their language, furnish us with direct proofs

which certify the existence of foreigners in the district of Pitom.

The Egyptian texts, at the head of which is the famous papyrus

of the British Museum, tell us continually of these hiru-pitu on the

Egyptian officers charged with the superintendence of these foreign

races, who resided in the country of Sukot. These same texts ' ac-

quaint us with the adon (a word of entirely Semitic origin) or

superior chiefs of Sulcot, magistrates who served as mediators in the

relations with the Egyptian authorities of these people. This service,

which was not always of a peaceable nature, was supported by a

corps of police (the Mazaiou), of which the prefect (the Ser) was

chosen amongst a number of grand personages of the court of the

Pharaohs. The Egyptian garrison of the two fortresses constructed

on the frontiers of the nome of Suhot watched the entrance and de-

parture of foreign persons in the territory in question. The first,

called Khetam (that is to say, the fortress of Sukot), was situated near

the town of Pelusium. It defended the entrance in Suhot from the

Arabian side. The other, named by a Semitic word Segor or Segol,
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that is to say, the bulwark of Suhot, hindered foreigners from crossing

the frontier on the south side, and of setting foot on the adjacent

district of Tanis-Ramses. So that these two places were situated

on the two ends of the route which was traversed in the midst

by lakes, marshes, and canals—the plain of SuJcot. The descrip-

tion which a Eoman author (Pliny) has left us of the nature

of the highways of this country may serve to prove that already

at the commencement of our era the high road of the district

of Sukot resembled in some manner the road of the present day,

which only the Eedouins of the country are able to pass along

with their families. As it is easy to conceive beforehand, the

marshy district of SuTcot did not permit, at first, the foundation of

towns in the interior of this district. Also the Egyptian texts, ac-

cording with the indications of classic authors, only speak of the

cities and places situated on the frontier. I venture to fix your at-

tention upon that fortress situated on the eastern side of the nome of

Sukot, on the border of the Arabian desert, in the neighbourhood of a

basin of sweet water, and called by its Semitic name, adopted by the

Egyptians, Migdol, that is to say, ''the Tower," and by its purely

Egyptian name Samout. The situation of this locality is fixed by the

position of Tell es Samout, a modem name given to certain masses of

ruins, and which recalls to mind the ancient appellation of Samout.

Already, at the period of the eighteenth dynasty, almost 200 years

before the days of Moses, this place was regarded as the most northern

point of Egypt, as on the side of the south the town of Elephan-

tine or Souan (the Assouan of the present day), the most southern

point of the country. When the King Amenophis lY. assembled all

the workmen of the country to go from the town of Elephantine up

to Samout (Migdol), the Egyptian text, which has preserved for us

this information, does not say anything else than, in another sense,

the prophet Ezekiel (xxx. 10, and xxix. 6) in prophesying to

the Egyptians the devastation of their country going from Migdol

up to Seve (Assouan), on the "frontier to the country of Kush.

While remarking that Migdol is the only place of this name I have

met with in the geographical texts amongst the number of more than

3000 names, the probability already is that the Migdol of the prophet

Ezekiel does not differ from the Migdol of the Exodus.

It is time to quit the district of Sukot, and to follow Pitom, the
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ancient highway which led up to Zoan Tarns, the capital of the neigh-

houring district, a distance of twenty-two Roman miles, according to

the itineraries of antiquity. A sandy plain, as vast as it is sad at the

present day, named San, in remembrance of the ancient name Zoan,

and covered with gigantic ruins of columns, pillars and obelisks,

statues, sphinx, tablets, and building stones ; all these remains, cut in

the hardest material of all the granites of Syene, present to you the

position of the town of Tanis, of which the Egyptian and classical

authors agree to give the epithet of a grand and splendid town in

Egypt. According to geographical inscriptions, the Egyptians have

given to this plain, with the centre of Taais, the names Sokkot Zoan,

"the plain of Zoan," a name the origin of which goes back to the

epoch of Ramses II. The author of the seventy-eighth Psalm, in

the twelfth and thirteenth verses, used exactly the same expression

while wishing to remind the contemporaiy Hebrews that which

God did before their ancestors, "the children of Israel," in Egypt,

and "in the plains of Zoan." This remarkable coincidence is not

accidental, for the knowledge of the Hebrews in all that regarded

Tanis is proved by the notice of an annalist quoted in Scripture,

that the town of Hebron was built seven years before the foundation

of Zoan.

If the name of Zoan, which the Egyptians as well as the Hebrews

have applied to this great city, and which means a station where

animals are loaded before going on their journey, is of an origin purely

Semitic, two other names, equally given to the same place, and in-

scribed upon monuments discovered at San, reveal to us their origin

from the Egyptian language. These are the names of Zor and Fi-

rdmses. The first, Zor, sometimes Zoru in the plural, which has the

meaning of "the strong place" or of " strong places," agreeable to

the character of the countries situated towards the east, and furnished

with a great number of fortifications, of which Tanis has not been the

weakest.^

The second appellation, Pi-ramses, the town of Ramses, dates

from the time of the second king of that name, the founder of all

those gigantic buildings, the vast ruins of which still astonish the

' The Egyptian name of Mazor, applied to this same country, shows us the origin

of the Hebrew word given in Holy Scripture to the same region.
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traveller at the present day. It was in this new town, which was

built quite near the ancient Zor^ and which is so often mentioned in

the papyri of the British Museum, that Ramses II. caused to be erected

sanctuaries and temples in honour of a circle of divinities called the

gods of Ramses. The King made himself to be distinguished by a re-

ligious worship, and the texts of a later period often mention the god

Rameses, surnamed ''the very powerful." I cannot omit to cite the

name of the high priest who presided at the different religious services

in the sanctuaries of Zor Rameses. According to the Egyptian texts,

the priest bore the name of Khar-tot, that is to say, ''the warrior."

The origin of this name is very strange for persons so peaceable, and

is sufficiently explained by Egyptian myths about the divinities and

the town of Rameses. Except for these religious legends, the interest

which attaches to this title is suggested at least by the fact that Holy

Scripture gives the same name to the priests whom Pharaoh called to

imitate the miracles done by Moses. The interpreters of Scripture

agree that the name of Kartumim given in the Bible to the Egyptian f

magicians, in spite of its Hebrew colour, is visibly derived from an \

Egyptian word. Here this word Khartot, which not only furnishes I

us with the means of discovering the meaning of the word Khartu- \

mim, but also the new proof of the scene of the interview between
!

Moses and Pharaoh, took place in the town of Zoan Ramses. '

The Egyptian monuments, especially the papyri, are filled with

dates which have reference to the building of the new city of

the sanctuaries of Ramses, and the stone and brick work, with

which the workmen were over-burdened to finish their task quickly.

These Egyptian documents furnish details so precise and so special

on this kind of work, that it is impossible not to recognize in them

the most evident connexion with the Bible account of the hard

servitude of the Hebrews on the occasion of the building of certain

constructions at Pitom and Ramses. One must be blind not to allow

oneself to see the light which commences to clear away the shadows

of thirty centuries, and which allows us to transport to their proper

places the events which the good fathers of the Church, excellent

Christians otherwise, though bad connoisseurs of antiquity, who
would have upset us almost for ever if the monuments of the Khedive

and the treasures of the British Museum had not come in good time

to our aid.

18
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To displace the position of tlie town of Eamses, notwithstanding

the evidence of the Egyptian documents, would introduce irreparable

confusion into the geographical order of the nomes and the villages of

Egypt.

It is in this town of Zoan Eamses, that towards the year 1600

B.C., the twenty-second year of his glorious reign, Thothmes III.

departed, at the head of his army, to attack the land of Canaan;

it is in this town where, in the fifth year of his reign, Ramses II.

entered as a victor, after having gained his victories over the

Khetien people, in which, six years later, the same Pharaoh con-

cluded the treaty of peace and allian^ with the chief of these

people. It was this town, of which its great plains served as

ground where the cavalry and troops of the king executed their

war manoeuvres. It is this town, of which the port was filled

with Egyptian and Phoenician vessels, which held the commerce

between Egypt and Syria. It is this town that the Egyptian

texts especially name as the boundary of the proper Egyptian

territory, and as the commencement of the foreign soil. It is this

town, of which an Egyptian poet has left us a beautiful descrip-

tion, contained in one of the papyri of the British Museum. In the

same town Ramessids preferred to reside to receive the foreign

ambassadors, and to issue his orders to the officers of his court. Here

the Children of Israel experienced the suff'erings of their long and

cruel slavery ; here Moses performed his miracles before the Pharaoh

of his time ; and, lastly, it is the same town from which the Hebrews

departed when they left the fertile land of Egypt.

"We will follow them now station by station.

Travellers by land, who would leave Ramses to put themselves en

route for the eastern frontier, have two roads to follow. The one leads

in a north-eastern direction from Ramses to Pelusium, half way they

pass by the town of Pitom, situated at an equal distance from Ramses

and Pelusium. It is unpleasant, on this route of Pliny, to cross the

lagoons, marshes, and the whole network of canals in the country of

Sukot. According to what the monuments tell us, this way was not

very often frequented, it served for ordinary travellers without

baggage ; while the Pharaohs, accompanied by cavalry, chariots, and

troops, preferred the second road, the great Pharaonic highway, the

sikkeh-es-soultanieh of the Eastern people.
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This last is composed of four stations, a day's journey the one from

the other. These are Ramses, 'Hhe bulwark," Suhot, Khetam, and

Migdol. We already know the names and the positions of these

stations, with exception of the third, Khstam. The word Khetam,

which the Hebrews have rendered JEtliam, has the general sense of

** fortress," as I have proved above in distinguishing it from the other

Khetam which existed in Egypt, and especially from the Khetam

in the province of Sukot, situated near Pelusium. The Egyptian

texts add very often to this word the explanation '

' that it is situated

in the province of Zor," that is to say, Tanis Eamses.

There is not the least doubt of the position of this important situa-

tion, of which we even possess a drawing, represented on a monument

of Sethos I. of Karnak. According to this representation the place

of Khetam was situated upon the banks of a river (the Pelusiac

branch of the Mle), and the two opposite parts of the fortress are

joined by a large bridge—by a qanthareh as it is called in Arabic.

At a little distance from these two fortresses, and behind them, is

found the town, inhabited, and called in Egyptian Tahenet. This

name calls to mind at once the name of Daphnai, given by the

Greek historian Herodotus to an Egyptian fortress, and the follow-

ing observations are sufficient to furnish the greatest certainty to the

proposed indications. Eirst of all, Herodotus speaks of Daphnai

conformably with the fortresses, according to the Egyptian represen-

tations. He gives them the surname of '' Pelusiac," on account of

the position of the Pelusiac branch. Herodotus especially mentions

that there was in these Pelusiac Daphnai in his days, as in times past,

an Egyptian garrison, which guarded the entrance into Egypt from

the side of Arabia and Syria. The ruins of these two fortresses,

situated opposite one another, are still in existence; and the name

Tell-Befenneh, which they bear, at once recalls to mind the Egyptian

name of Tahenet, and that of Daphnai, given by Herodotus. The

remembrance of the bridge, the qantha/rehy which joined the two

fortresses, is also preserved to the present day, for the name of guisr-

el-qanthareh, ''the dyke of the bridge," is applied at the present time

to a place situated towards the east, at a little distance from Khetam

—must be regarded as the last reminiscence of the only passage

which, in ancient times, allowed of an entrance into Egypt, without

wetting the feet, from the western frontier.
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Having thus found, by their ancient names, and by their modem
positions, the four geographical points which Holy Scripture calls

Ramses^ Sukkoth, Mham. and Migdol, situated a day's journey from

one another, I hasten to answer the question, if the Egyptian texts

prove to us the existence of a highway which, by these intermediate

stations of Sukkoth and Mham, conducted from Ramses up to Migdol.

Once more the response is the most affirmative in the world.

A lucky chance— let us rather say Divine Providence—^has pre-

served to us in a papyrus of the British Museum, the most precious

souvenir of the epoch contemporary with the sojourn of the Hebrews

in Egypt. It is a simple letter, tracedfmore than thirty centuries

before our day, by the hand of an Egyptian scribe, to give his motives

for his departure from the royal palace at Bamses, caused by the

flight of two servants.

''Thus," he said, ''I started from the room of the royal palace,

the ninth day of the third month of summer, towards the evening,

after the two servants. And I arrived at the bulwark of Sukot

on the tenth day of the same month. They informed me that they

(that is to say, the two fugitives) had deliberated to pass towards the

south side. The twelfth day I arrived at Khetam, There they com-

municated to me that the grooms who came from the country [of the

lagoons of Suf, as they called it], that the fugitives had crossed the

country of the Wall, to the north of Migdol, to the King Seti

Meneptah."

Replace in that precious letter the mention of the two servants by

the name of Moses and the Hebrews
;

put into the place of the

scribe who pursued the two fugitives the person of Pharaoh, who

followed the traces of the children of Israel ; and you have the exact

description of the march of the Hebrews related in Egyptian terms.

Also as the Hebrews, according to the account of the Bible, departed

the fifteenth day of the first month from the town of Ramses, our

scribe the ninth day of the eleventh month of the Egyptian year

quitted the palace of Ramses to prepare himself for the pursuit of the

two fugitives.

Also, as the Hebrews the day following their departure arrived at

Sukkoth^ the Egyptian entered Sukot the day after his departure from

Ramses.

Also, as the Hebrews stopped at Mham the third day after their
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going forth from Eamses, the Egyptian scribe the third day of his

journey arrived at Khetam, where the desert commences.

Also, as the two fugitives pursued by the scribe, who dares not

continue his way in the desert, had taken their course to the north

towards Migdol, and towards the place called in Egyptian '' the

Wall," in Greek ^'Gerrhon," in taking Shour in the same sense

the Hebrews " turned themselves," as Holy Scripture tells us, to-

wards the north to continue their road, and to enter in the lower lakes

of Sirbonis.

Add one single word to these topographical comparisons, and it

would be diminishing their value. The truth is simple, it does not

want further demonstration.

According to monumental indications, in accordance with what the

classic traditions tell us of it, the Egyptian route led from Migdol to

the Mediterranean, up to the Wall of Gerrhon (Shour of the Bible),

situated at the extremity of the lake of Sirbonis. This last, well

known to the ancients, has fallen a long time into oblivion, and yet a

century ago a French traveller in Egypt naively owned, that to speak

of the lake of Sirbonis would be as if you spoke German to the

Arabs.

Separated by a tongue of land from the Mediterranean, which

offered in ancient times the only Egyptian way into Palestine, this

lake, or rather this lagoon, covered with a rich vegetation of rushes

and papyri, but in our day almost dried up, hid the unforeseen

danger, owing to the nature of its borders and by the presence of its

fatal gulfs, of which an ancient classic author has left us the following

description.

** On the side of the Levant, Egypt is protected partly by the IsTile,

partly by the desert, and by the swampy plains under the name of

Ba/rathra (gulfs). There is in Coele-Syria, and in Egypt, a lake,

which is not very large, of a prodigious depth, and in length about

200 stadia. It is called Sirbonis.

"Its basin being like a ribbon, and its sides very wide, it happens

that it covers itself with a mass of sand, which is brought there by

the continual south winds. This sand hides from sight the sheet of

water which intermingles itself with the soil. It is thus that whole

armies have been swallowed up in ignorance of the place, and having

mistaken their way. The sand slightly trodden on, leaves at first the
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trace of the steps, and attracts by a fatal security others to follow, until,

warned by the danger, they seek to save themselves at the moment

when there remains no means of salvation. For a man thus engulfed

in the mud can neither move nor extricate himself, the movements of

the body being hindered ; neither could he come out of it, having no

solid support to raise himself up. This intimate mixture of the water

and the sand constitutes a kind of substance on which it is impossible

either to walk or to swim. Thus, those who found themselves

engulfed there are dragged away to the bottom of the abyss, since

the stores of sand sink with them. Such is the nature of these plains,

to which the name Ba/rathra (gulfs) perfectly suits."

The Hebrews, on approaching this tongue of land in the north-east

direction, found themselves thus confronted by these gulfs ; for, ac-

cording to the Egyptian texts, opposite Khirot (that is the ancient

name which answers exactly to the gulfs in the lake of seaweed)

near the place Gerrhon. Thus will be perfectly understood the

Biblical expression Pihahiroth, a word which literally designates

"the entrance to the bogs," and agrees with the geographical situa-

tion. This indication is finally pointed out by another place, of the

name of Baalzephon, which, according to the discovery of an eminent

Egyptologist, Mr. Goodwin, is found in one of the papyri of the

British Museum, with its Egyptian writing Baali-zapouna, designat-

ing a divinity whose part is not difficult to recognize. According to

the indication, extremely curious, by the god Baalzephon^ ''the

master of the north," the Egyptian texts represented under his Se-

mitic name the Egyptian god Amon, the great falconer, who crossed

the lagoons, the master of the northern countries, and above all of the

marshes, and to whom the inscriptions give the title of the master of

Khirot, that is to say '' gulf " of the papyrus lagoons. The Greeks,

according to their habit, have compared him to one of their correspond-

ing divine types. And it is thus that the god Amon of the lagoons

presented himself, from the time of the visits made by the Greeks to

this region, under the new form of a Zeus Kasius. The geographical

nickname of Kasios given to this Zeus explains by itself the Semitic

Egyptian name, the region where his temple was built. It is Hazi

or Sazion, ''land of the asylum," which is perfectly in accordance

with the position of the sanctuary, situated at the point of the

extreme Egyptian frontier on the eastern side.
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On this narrow tongue of land, bordered on one side by the Medi-

terranean, on the other by the lagoon of seaweed, between the point

of entrance to the Kiroth or gulfs, towards the west, and the sanctuary

of Baalzephon towards the east, where this great catastrophe occurred,

I cannot but repeat that which I have already said in another place on

the same subject.

After the Hebrews crossed on foot the shallows which extend them-

selves between the Mediterranean Sea and the lake of Sirbonis, a high

tide took the Egyptian horsemen and the captains of the chariots of

war who pursued the Hebrews. Baffled in their movements by the

presence of their frightened horses, and by their chariots of war thrown

into disorder, it happened to these soldiers and horsemen, that which

in the course of history has sometimes happened, not only to simple

travellers, but also to whole armies. The miracle it is true ceases

then to be a miracle ; but, let us confess it in all sincerity, Divine

Providence maintains always His place and His authority.

When, in the first century of our era, the geographer Strabo, a

wise man and a great observer, was travelling in Egypt, he entered

in his journal the following notice :

*' At the time of my sojourn in Alexandria there was a high tide at

the town of Pelusium, and near to Mount Casios. The waters inun-

dated the country, so that the mountains appeared to be islands, and

the road near to them, leading towards Palestine, became practicable

for ships."

Another fact of the same nature is related by an ancient historian.

Diodorus, in speaking of a campaign the Persian King Artaxerxes

directed against Egypt, makes mention of a catastrophe which

happened to his army in the same place :

'' When the Persian King," said he, '' had united all the troops, he

made them advance towards Egypt. Having arrived at the Great

Lake, where they found places named * gulfs,' he lost part of his

army, because he was ignorant of the character of this region."

Without wishing to make the least allusion to the passage of the

Hebrews, these authors have made known in their notices historical

facts which perfectly agree with all that the sacred books tell us of

the crossing of the Hebrews through the sea.

Far from diminishing the value of these sacred traditions on the

subject of the departure of the Hebrews out of Egypt, the Egyptian

J. lA^ -UVfi^
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monuments, on the faith of which we are obliged to change onr ideas

on the passage through the Eed Sea—traditions cherished since our

infancy,— the Egyptian monuments, I say, contribute rather to

furnish us with the most striking proofs of the truthfulness of

the Biblical accounts, and thus to re-assure the weak-hearted and

the sceptical on the supreme authority and authenticity of Holy

Writ.

If for more than eighteen centuries translators have wrongly

understood and wrongly translated the geographical notions contained

in Holy Scripture, the fault is not with the sacred history, but with

those who, not knowing the geography ^f ancient times, have en-

deavoured to reconstruct at any price the Exodus of the Hebrews

according to the level of their slight knowledge.

Permit me to say the last word upon the country of the march of

the Hebrews after their passage across the ^' gulfs." Sacred books

tell us, ** Then Moses made the Israelites to go forth, and they drew

towards the desert of Shour ; and, having marched three days by the

desert, they did not find any water : from thence they came to Marah,

but they could not drink the waters of Marah because the waters were

bitter. For this reason the place was called Marah, which is bitter.

Then they came to Elim, where there are twelve wells of water and

seventy palm trees, and they camped there near the waters."

All these indications agree, as may be expected beforehand, with

our new ideas on the subject of the march of the Jews. After having

reached the Egyptian fortress, close to the sanctuary of Baalzephon,

situated on the heights of Mount Casios, the Hebrews found them-

selves in front of the highway which led from Egypt to the country

of the Philistines. Agreeably to the orders of the Eternal, who

forbad them to follow this road, they turned to the south, and

thus arrived at the desert of Shour. This desert, that is to say the

Wall, called after a place named in Egyptian ''the "Wall," and in

the Greek " Gerrhon," a word which equally signifies "the "Wall,"

lay to the east of the two districts of Pitom and Ramses. There was

in this desert a road, little frequented, leading to the Gulf of Suez in

our time, a road the Roman author Pliny has characterized in the

following terms: *' Asperum montihm et imps aqua/rum,^ ^ that is to

say, mountainous and deprived of water.

The bitter waters of the place Marah are recognized in the bitter
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lakes of the Isthmus of Suez. Elim is the place which the Egyp-

tian monuments designate by the name of Aa-lim or Tent-lim, that is

to say, '* fish town," situated near the Gulf of Suez on the northern

side.

When the Jews arrived at Elim, the words of Scripture—''hut

God made the people make a circuit by the way of the desert, by the

sea of seaweed "—were finally confirmed.

To follow the Hebrews, station by station, until they arrived at

Mount Sinai, is not our task; it is beyond this Conference, I can

only say that the Egyptian monuments contain all the materials

necessary to find again the road, and to place against the Hebrew

names of the different stations their corresponding Egyptian names.
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DES MESURES EGYPTIENNES,

ReSQLTAT DES ETUDES DU PaPYBUS MATHEMATIQUE DU MuSEE BbITANNIQUE.

PAR

Mr. le Professeur A. EISENLOHR,

DE l'Universit^ de Heidelberg.

Nos connaissances des mesures de rancienne Egypte, jusqu'ici encore

tres imparfaites, seront augmentees considerablement par le papyrus

mathematique, nomme Papyrus Rhind d'apres son ancien possesseur.

De ce papyrus Mr. le Dr. Birch a donne une breve notice dans la

Zeitschrift fiir aegyptische Sprache, 1868, p. 110). II y a deux ans

lors de mon sejour a Londres que je trouvais I'occasion de prendre

notice de ce document. Depuis ce temps j'ai fait ce papyrus I'objet

d'une etude serieuse et j'espere en pen d'en publier une traduction

avec commentaire. Pour le moment, Messieurs, je vous propose de

vous communiquer quelques renseignements sur la metrologie egyp-

tienne fondes sur ce document.

Quant k I'age du papyrus mathematique, la preface k la premiere

page du papyrus nous donne d'excellents renseignements. On y lit :

" Get ecrit a ete redige I'an 33, mesori (tel ou tel) sous le roi Eaauser

d'apres le modele d'anciens ecrits faits aux temps

du roi (les premiers signes de son nom manquent) . . atu ( . .

J par le scribe Aahmesu a ete faite cette copie."

Les mots ** par le scribe Aahmesu " ne se rapportent pas a la redac-.

(s ,1h
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tion des anciens ecrits, dont parle le texte, mais a la copie, qui a ete

faite sous le roi Eaauser. Peut-etre nous possedons aussi I'ancien

original meme dans un rouleau de cuire, qui se trouve egalement au

Musee Britannique et contient k ce que m'a dit notre president, Mr. le

Dr. Birch, un sujet pareil. Mais ce rouleau a resiste jusqu'ici ^ tous

les efforts de deroulement. Que notre papyrus est une copie, et pas

I'original, c'est confirme par une foule de fautes d'ecriture, des lacunes

et des liaisons de choses, qui n'ont pas de rapport entre elles. Le

deuxieme nom royal dont la premiere partie est efface se lisait proba-

blement Ea-en-matu ( O /wwvs ^^ ^ ce qui Qorrespondrait,
V —=^ o (^ I I I

moins les marques du pluriel, au nom du roi Amenemha III. de la

12 dynastie (environ 2000 a. Chr.).

Ce serait sous son gouvernement, que I'ecrit original aurait ete

redige. Jusqu'ici on n'a pas encore trouve un roi Eaauser dans les

listes royales. Penser ici a Eaenuser (No. 30 de la liste de Seti a

Abydos) de la cinquieme dynastie n'est pas bien possible. Le nom du

scribe Aahmesu ( y^"''^
{\\r^® ) ^^^^ eclaircira peut-etre sur la date

de la redaction de la copie. Le nom Aabmes appartient d un roi de

la 17 dynastie et les Egyptiens aimaient prendre leurs noms propres

d'apres les noms des rois regnants ou decedes depuis peu. En ad-

mettant cela I'original du papyrus aurait ete redige environ en 2000

a. Chr., la copie en 1700. L'ecriture assez archaique en serait en

parfait accord.

Des Mesuees de Capacite des Cereales.

Le papyrus mathematique ayant en vue specialement des inter^ts

pratiques et consistant, comme les ecritures matbematiques d'Heron

d'Alexandrie d'une serie de problemes, ayant rapport a la vie sociale

et avec predilection a 1'agriculture, on ne peut-etre etonne que les

mesures de ble y sont appliquees frequemment. II serait assez difficile

de fixer le rapport de ces mesures entre elles ainsi que leur valeur

absolue, si le papyrus meme ne nous en pretait un excellent' moyen.

A la page 18 ^ 20 de ce document se trouve une table comparative

des mesures cereales avec la mesure **Hin," une mesure specialement,

mais pas exclusivement, appliquee aux liquides. Or la capacity du

'*Hin" a ete determine par Mr. Chabas d'apres des vases, inscrits de
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leur calibre en "Hin," et d'apres les recettes d'Edfou du parfum

Kyphi, publieos par Mr. Dumichen, dans lesquelles nn *'Hin" de

vin ou d'eau est fixe a 6 "Tenu." La valeur du "Tenu," connue

par le poids de 5 " Kat " egal a un demi '* Tenu " de la collection du

feu Mr. Harris pour 90*717 grammes, a foumi d Mr. Chabas la valeur

du Hin k 0*455 jusqu'd 0*46 litres. J'ai inscrit sur cette table le

commencement du tableau comparatif, que j'ai trouve au Papyrus

mathematique

:

0^=10 ra„ ^1 \^\ \ ra"^'

/= U „ „

II vous sera connu que les Egyptiens n'aimaient pas k se servir

d'autres fractions que de celles qui ont le nombre un pour numera-

teur (Zahler) k la seule exception de f. S'ils voulaient, par ex.,

exprimer i, ils ecrivaient i, i, \.

L'une de ces colonnes, celle de la gauche, vous montre les partitions

d'uno mesure qui est ecrite »^, 1'autre colonne vous donne la valeur

de ces partitions en ''hin" ou *'hinu," variante d'ecriture, 10, 5, 2^,

\\. Nous en concluons que la mesure cereale des anciens Egyptiens

equivalent d 10 *'Hin" (ce sont 4*5 litres) etait divisee en i, i, i, iV,

•sV, 6^. Dans la suite du tableau comparatif nous trouvons des autres

signes, qui" sont composes de ces premiers elements, egalement ex-

primes en Hin. Les voila

:

^ compose de ^+ c:, =7^ Hin.

£ „ ^+/ =-6i „

Au meme tableau nous empruntons encore d'autres signes d'une

valeur plus petite. Ces sont les suivants

:

• = si^ o^= -h Hin.

2= Tfrr <^= A „
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'NovLB pouvons encore completer ce tableau par d'autres signes pris

des differents passages du meme papyrus

:

•\-^4'3"2 ^C—-4 * 3 2"^^ 1 2 8 )}

^—-6*320' '^^^=6 *8 2^^^^16 >)

Ot~— 6*320 *N^-^6 * 3 2^ 1 9 2 )}

Le resultat scientifique de cette liste consiste en ce que nous ap-

prenons que les Egyptiens avaient une mesure pour les cereales con-

tenant 4^ litres, divisee en ^, -J-, i, -j^-, -^, -^, et une autre mesure, le

320ieme de la premiere dont on avait aussi la pluralite g-fo-, T2iy> Tair,

et les fractions f de -glo-, i, i, i, i-, e-s^j et ainsi de suite.

Le signe hieratique <V correspond au signe hieroglyphique ^...t^

qui represente un hoisseau. N^ous le trouvons frequemment employe

dans le grand calendrier de Medinet-Abou, et aussi dans les fragments

du massif de Kamak, qu'on appelle Table statistique. Mr. Diimicben

voulait donner k cette figure la prononciation sa. II prend cette

mesure pour le quart d'un '' Tama " -Tj- et pour le double du ^^BenaV

Le papyrus matbematique ne connait ni Tama, ni Dena, mais il prete

a ce signe du boisseau la prononciation he^a
j TTJ" ^^.''' (cf • Taf

18 et 19, Ko. 71-78 de ma traduction) ; —Quant a la mesure repre-

sentee par le point nous en trouvons le nom egalement dans le texte

du papyrus. II se Ht ro et s'ecrit de cette maniere i

.

Mes savants confreres me demanderont sans doute : quel est le sens

de ce tableau comparatif ? De quelle sorte sent ces mesures, comparees

avec la mesure Hin'i On pourrait d'abord croire, qu'une de ces colonnes

(celle d gauche) consistait en poids et I'autres en mesures de capacite,

mais ce n'est pas possible, parcequ'aucune substance n'est mentionnee

dont tel poids serait egal h. tel volume et chacun sait que le volume

des substances differentes varie selon le poids. C'est pourquoi notre i

tableau ne peut-etre autre chose qu'une comparaison de deux mesures
,

de capacite, dont I'un, le Bescha, appartenait aux cereales, et I'autre,
j

le Sin, aux liquides.

Du Bescha on avait aussi les pluralites [ I 5 Bescha, '^ 6 Bescha, 3 7

Bescha, ^ 8 Bescha. Dix Bescha I . avaient un nom particulier, le nom
j

CD PirOf et il existait aussi une mesure contenant cent Bescha, dont
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le nom ne m'est pas certain. Cette demi^re mesure avait les parti-

tions i >, i X , et i, correspondant d 50, 25, 33^ Bescha.

Resumons nos resultats. ]N"ous avons :

1) Une mesure, dontj 'ignore le nom, peut-etre

an=lO Piro^lOO Bescha=1000 B:in=460 Litres.

2) piro |. =10 Besclia=: 100 H:in=: 46 Litres.

3) J J^J '^ /•"^ Besclia= 10 Hin= 4*6 Litres.

4) ro= -^ Hin.

La mesure de 460 litres n'est pas non plus la plus grande mesure,

dont les calculs du papyrus mathematique font usage. C'est la partie

la plus interessante de ce papyrus, dont nous puisons la connaissance

d'une derniere mesure pour les cereales. Yous me permettrez peut-

etre. Messieurs, de vous faire penetrer un peu dans le fond du papyrus.

Nous trouvons la une serie de problemes, qui cherchent a fixer le calibre

de certains grands vases, de cuves ou de magasins servants pour contenir

des cereales. Ces vases etaient de forme differente. En partie il avaient

une base ronde, en partie une base carree. II s'agit de determiner

leur capacite pour une certaine mesure de froment. Les dimensions

de ces vases sont donnees en aunes egyptiennes, dont nous savons par

I'excellent memoire de Mr. Lcpsius, que I'etendue est de 0*525 metres.

Comme nous le ferions nous-memes on calcule d'abord I'area de la

base. Pour trouver I'arene d'une base carree on n'a qu'a multiplier

les cotes, dont 1'extension est donnee en aunes. Mais pour les vases de

base ronde, c'est plus difficile. Yous savez. Messieurs, que pour

obtenir I'arene d'un cercle nous multiplions le radius au carre ou ce

qu'est la meme chose la moitie du diametre au carre avec un nombre

defini que nous appelons tt :

TT r^ ou
4

c'est la formule pour trouver I'arene d'un cercle. Le cbiffre pour tt

est, comme on sait, 3-14. . . iN'ous ne pouvons supposer que les anciens

Egyptiens dans les temps recules de la reaction de notre papyrus

(2000 a. Chr.) avaient eu deja une formule aussi exacte de la circon-

ference d'un cercle. Mais ils se servirent d'une formule qui s'approche

de plus pres de la solution du probleme de carrer un cercle. C'est la

formule {^By, si 8 est le diametre, qu'ils appliquaient pour trouver
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I'ar^ne du cercle. Ainsi si le diametre du cercle est 9 on construit

d'apres notre papyrus un carre egal a ce cercle en prenant pour le

cote du carre huit parties de ces 9. Cela est represente par un dessein

qui se trouve au bas du papyrus ^
Exprimee en chiffres, la difference entre le nombre de Loudolf et le

nombre des Egyptiens semble assez grande 3*16 au lieu de 3-14, les

Indiens avaient trouve 3*1416 Archimede 3*142. Mais pour juger

avec equite il faut considerer que les Egyptiens ne cherchaient pas a

trouver 1'extension de la circonference en rapport au radius, mais d

construire moyennant le diametre du cercle une figure carree du meme
contenu.

Ayant trouve par ces deux formules la base d'un vase conique et la

base d'un vase carre, il semble qu'il ne leur restait pas faire autre chose

que de multiplier I'arene de la base avec la hauteur. Mais ce n'est pas

ainsi que I'a fait notre calculateur. Au lieu de faire la multiplication

avec la hauteur, il prend li de la hauteur. Ainsi si la base a 100

aunes carres et la hauteur 10, il ne multiplie pas 10 4 100, mais 15 k

100. Je ne puis m'expliquer cela autrement que par la forme singu- ,

liere des vases ou des magasins de ble dont se servaient les Egyptiens. \

Si vous regardez les illustrations de ces cuves dans I'oeuvre splendide

des Denkmaler ou dans les Etudes de Mr. Pleyte, vous verrez que ces

cuves n'avaient pas des cotes perpendiculaires, mais des cotes obliques,

de cette forme environ /^ . ^ous pouvons tres-bien admettre qu'd

cause de cette forme singuliere des vases la multiplication avec li de

la hauteur donnait le volume assez exact.

Pour I'Egyptien qui etait homme de pratique et pas homme de

theorie, il ne suffit pas de savoir le volume de sa cuve en cubes d'aunes,

mais il lui semblait plus necessaire d'en connaitre la capacite pour tel

ou tel quantite de ble. Pour trouver cela, il divisait le nombre obtenu

par son calcul par le nombre 20 et cela lui donne la capacite de la

cuve ou du magasin en une certaine mesure de ble. II n'est pas difficile

d'extraire de ces calculs le volume de cette mesure de ble. L'aune

egyptienne ayant 0*525 metres, une cube d'aune contient 144*7 litres,

et 20 fois de plus, c'est a dire 2894 litres est le volume de cette plus

grande mesure de ble. Cette mesure ne semblant pas en rapport avec

les autres mesures de 460, 46 et 4*6 litres, que nous avons traites

d'abord, avait peut-etre 64 fois la mesure de 46 litres.

Messieurs, je devrais encore parler des mesures de longitude simples
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et carrees, servant a calculer I'etendue des champs, qui sont employees

par I'auteur du papyrus mathematique. Mais cela m'entralnerait dans

une investigation un peu longue et j'ai deja assez abuse de votre

patience en vous entretenant d'un objet aussi aride. Pourtant je ne

puis m'empecher de dire un mot sur la metbode employee dans le

papyrus pour determiner la hauteur et la declivite des pyramides.

Cela se fait aujourd'hui tres-simplement par les regies de la trigonome-

trie, mais aux temps des anciens Pharaons on ne pent s'attendre a cela.

Cependant on trouve dans les problemes traitants des pyramides une idee

de la metbode trigonometrique. On se proposait de trouver moyen-

nant la base, qu'ils appellaient ucha tebt T vX^^ -''^
w!
^) ®^ moy-

ennant la ligne oblique ascendante, qu'ils appellaient piremus

(^^ ^v ^ I CD y ou je vois I'origine de la denomination TTVpafiL^,

une troisieme valeur, nommee seH 1 M ) qui correspond a ce que

nous appelons le cosinus de Tangle inclus par les deux lignes donnees.

Ce cosinus est exprime dans les fractions de I'aune, les schop ^^Z^.

La base h ayant 360 aunes, la ligne ascendante a 250 aunes, "/^ il

b

divise la moitie de 360 c'est a dire 180 par 250, ce que fait i, i, -gV

d'une aune; changeant ces fractions d'aunes en shop (I'aune avait 7

shop) il vient a 5-^ shop pour le sekt, le cosinus de Tangle inclus.

J'ajoute qu'une pyramide de 360 aunes de base et de 250 aunes

d'arete inclinee ne se laisse pas s'executer, parceque la moitie de la

base au carre divisee par I'arete au carre doit toujours etre moins que

2, ce que n est pas le cas avec oTaz •

Messieurs, arrive a la fin de mon discours, je sens le devoir de vous

remercier de la patience avec laquelle vous m'avez suivi dans les

details de la metrologie egyptienne, je ne me flatte pas d'avoir pu

vous inspirer un interet pour cette matiere prosaique, mais je serais

bien content si j'ai reussi de fixer votre attention a un des livres les

plus merveilleux de I'antiquite, le papyrus mathematique du Musee

britannique.
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POINTES DE FLECHBS EN SILEX DE OIJAEGLA,

Camp devant Tougourt^ 25 Mars^ 1872.

A MoNSrEUE LE MiNISTEE DE l'INSTRUCTION PUBLTQUE.

Dtirant la periode douloureuse de renvahissement de la Prance, les

idees etaient naturellement portees ailleurs qu'aux recherclies scien-

tifiques, et il est probable que tous les correspondants du ministere

avaient remis, conime moi k des temps meilleurs le cours de leurs

etudes favorites.

Depuis, nous avons du entrer en expedition, sous les ordres de M.

le General de Lacroix, pour etouffer dans son foyer I'insurrection la

plus formidable que les annales Algeriennes aient eues jusqu'a ce jour

k enregistrer.

Depuis buit mois, notre eolonne expeditionnaire a parcouru succes-

sivement les montagnes de la Kabilie, la region des plateaux du Tell,

et elle vient enfin de terminer ses operations dans 1'extreme sud de

la province de Constantino, au Souf, a Tougourt et a Ouargla, ou elle

a retabli le calme apres I'etre empare de Bou-Mezerag el Mokrani,

I'un des principaux cbefs de la revolte.

Mais mon but n'est point de vous faire ici un rapport sur les evene-

ments militaires ou politiques qui viennent de se produire, et si j'ai

dit quelques mots de notre expedition, c'est afin d'expliquer les cir-

constances qui m'ont mis a meme de faire, dans I'extreme sud, certaines

decouvertes fort interessantes au point de vue etbnographique et

arcbeologique.

II y a une dixaine d'annees, un archeologue anglais, M. Cristy,

commengait avee moi les premieres fouilles^ de dolmens et autres mon-

19
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uments de forme dite Celtique de I'Algerie, dont j'ai signale d cette

^poque le resultat satisfaisant (Societe archeologique de Constantine,

Memoires, 1863). M. Cristy attachait surtout une grande importance

d la decouverte des silex tallies ayant servi a un usage quelconque

aux populations des ages primitifs. II me montra unc collection fort

curieuse de ces silex, sortes de types ou modeles differents, qu'il avait

recueilles un peu partout, dans ses nombreuses et lointaines explora-

tions, en Europe, en Asie et en Afrique.

Depuis cette epoque, j'ai, d mon tour, dans toutes mes courses dans

la province, clierclie des silex tallies; 11 s'en trouve en tons lieux, dans

les montagnes comme dans la plaine, m^s 11 eut fallu beaucoup de

complaisance et d'efforts d'imagination pour reconstltuer une forme

exacte ou attrlbuer une destination speciale aux fragments que j 'avals

vus jusqu'lci. C'est autour de Ouargla, k 200 lieues environ du

littoral et au milieu des dunes de sable, qu'il m'etait reserve d'obtenir

un succes complet et convaincant.

Entre la ville Sabarienne de Kegouga et celle de Ouargla, a 4 kilo-

metres environ avant d'arriver k cette derniere,^egjtraverse de grandes

dunes de sable sur lesquelles brlUent au soleil une infinite d'eclats de

silex blancs. Naturellement, j'exploral ce quartier pendant la marche

de la colonne et ou doit juger de ma satisfaction lorsque je pres con-

stater I'existence, au pied de la dune de sable, de I'emplacement d'un

ancien atelier ou les silex tallies couvraient litteralement le sol sur un

espace d'une dixaine de metres carres.

La recolte fut abondante
;
plus d'une centaine d'echantillons assez

bien conserves etaient en ma possession. Je fis immediatement part

de ma trouvaille au General de Lacroix, mon chef, et a mes amis, le

docteur Eeboud et M. le Yeterinaire Souvigny, qui glanerent aussi des

silex tallies.

Ceux la meme qui souvent avaient souri et m'avaient plaisante a

propos de mes recbercbes de petits couteaux perdus pa/r les ancienSy

6taient obliges de se rendre 4 1'evidence ; les plus incredules etaient

convalncus en examlnant cette quantite d'objets aglomeree sur un

seul point, oeuvre palpable de 1'Industrie humaine et non point pro-

duite par le fait d'un hazard capricleux.

Ces silex sont generalement tallies en pointes de fleches. La dessin

ce joint I'indique suffisamment, et, pour plus d'exactitude dans I'image

de la forme et de la dimension, j'ai applique les objets eux-memes sur
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le papier et en ai suivi fidelement les contours avee la pointe du

crayon. Le INTo. 1 est la pointe de fleche du type le mieux reussi, les

autres sont generalement ei trois facettes, c'est-a-dire presque triangu-

laires comme nos lames d'epee. Tin cote est entierement plat et les

deux autres ferment une arete plus ou moins vivo et saillante dont les

bords sont tranchants.

La matiere est un silex blanc, souvent transparent et quelquefois

teinte de rose ou de brun. Les eclats en sont nets. Des echantillons

aigus, plus gros que les pointes de fleches, devaient avoir la destina-

tion d'etre montes au bout de lances ou de batons servant d'armes

defensives, tandisque les autres s'adaptaient aux armes de jet. T^ous

n'avons pas besoin de rappeler ici que I'arc et la flecbe—mais celle ci

montee en fer—sont aujourd'hui encore en usage cbez les Touareg de

notre Sahara central.

Les echantillons que nous possedons permettent de suivre la fabrica-

tion de la pointe de fleche depuis son extraction de la gangue jusqu'^

6on acbevement complet.

Sur les traces de pareilles curiosites, j'ai continue mes recherches

autour de Ouargla, entr'autres au djebel Krima ou les silex tailles se

trouvent egalement.

A quej peuple faut-il maintenant attribuer ces vestiges d'un age et

d'une civilisation primitive? Faut-il les faire rembnter aux Ethiopiens

pSerodote, aux Getules de I'epoque romaine ? Les ouvrages des

auteurs anciens me manquent ici pour me livrer a des recherches

serieuses et tenter de resoudre cette question. ISTous aliens nous homer

a rappeler ce que la tradition locale, qui ne remonte pas tres-haut, dit

au sujet des anciens habitants du pays.

Sept grands centres de population existaient jadis aupr^s du djebel

Krima. La contree aujourd'hui aride et envahie par les sables, etait

arrosee par de grands cours d'eau, I'OuedMezab, I'Oued IS'eQaetl'Oued

Mia, qui ne coulent plus aujourd'hui, mais dont le lit est encore re-

connaissable. Toute la contree etait relativement verdoyante; des

troupeaux de gazelles, des bandes d'autruches couraient la plaine, qui

leur offrait alors des herbages abondants, qu'arrosaient les cours d'eau

et des pluies periodiques. Et en effet, les indigenes nous prouvent la

vraissemblance de cette tradition, en nous montrant k chaque pas une

infinite de debris d'oeufs d'autruche provenant de couvees anciennes de

ces grands echassiers. Aujourd'hui c'est desert, rien n'y vit presque
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plus. La temperature se serait considerablement modifiee et aurait •

amene par ses consequences, un boulevef^ement complet dans la nature

du pays.

La population la plus ancienne que signale la tradition locale,

s'appelait les Sedrata. Quelle est I'origine de ces Sedrata ? Paut-il

voir en eux la fraction des Eenata, race berbere k laquelle Ibn-

Kbaldoun attribue la fondation d'Ouargla? Je le repete, dans mon
modeste bagage de campagne, je n'ai ici aucune ouvrage a consulter.

En tous les cas, les vestiges laisses par cette population sont nom-

breux; j'ai parcouru les ruines qui joucbent le terrain sur des espaces

considerables, entre le djebel Krima et Ouargla. On voit par des

tronqons de vieilles racines, que des plantations importantes de dattiers

y existaient autour. Le djebel Krima qui s'eleve an milieu de la

plaine sablonneuse, k une douzaine de kilometres au Sud de Ouargla,

est une vaste table gypseuse d'une centaine de metres de hauteur et

d'une vingtaine d'hectares de superficie. C'est le plus bel observatoire

que I'on puisse imaginer pour etudier Tborizon et la direction que le

veuj; imprime aux dunes mouvantes de sable qui a I'oeil, du haut de

cette vigie naturelle, produisent I'effet d'autant de lames ou de vagues

de la mer allant se briser centre une plage. Sauf la conleur du sable,

I'effet d'optique est exactement le memo et d'un aspect saisissant.

J'aurais voulu assister sur ce sommet k I'une de ces tempetes de ven^
et de sable qui, k deux ou trois reprises, ont envahi notre cara|B

pendant le sejour d'un mois que nous avons fait a Ouargla. Les

dunes commeuQaient k fumer, comme disent les indigenes, c'est a dire

qu'une poussiere de sable impalpable, s'elevait flottante, semblable k

de la fumee, puis au bout d'un instant, le ciel devenait jaune et noir,

au point de ne rien voir k deux pas de soi. Une poussiere aveuglante

et aspbyxiante, poussee par un vent violent, ne permettait aucun

mouvement. Malheur a la caravane ou a la colonne de troupes,

surprises en route par de telles tempetes Sahariennes. II faut arretej

aussitot la marche et attendre que le beau temps revienne. Si on

n'avait ni vivres, ni eau, on serait perdu.

La table de Krima est couverte de ruines d'habitations. Les rues

et les compartiments interieurs des maisons, construites en mortier de

platre, sont parfaitement reconnaissables ; les eclats de silex y sont

nombreux, ainsi que les tessons d'une poterie rougeatre d'une tenacity

de- grain extreme. Au milieu du plateau est un large puits qui n'a
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pas moins de 112 metiui. de profondeur. Comme les abords de la

table sont partout tallies d pic, sauf un on deux passages ou existent

des rampes fort raides, les preniers habitants de cette ville aerienne

—

les Sedrata de la tradition locals peut-etre—y trouvaient un refuge

OiSsure centre leurs ennemis.

Demierement le Cherif Bou CLoucha, apres lequel nous courions

dans les sables, a eu un instant la peu.see d'etablir son quartier general

sur ce point, d'ou il aurait pu nous voir venir de loin. Dej^ il avait

fait recurer le puits et construire deux montants a son orifice, pour

supporter la poulie destinee d faciliter 1g puisage de I'eau necessaire

a son monde. Mais il jugea plus prudent de continuer a vivre en

rase campagne et de n'etre limite dans ses courses que par I'horizon.

Enfin les centres que je viens d'indiquer n'existent plus, peut-etre les

descendants de ceux qui les peuplerent se sont-ils depuis disperses

dans les oasis d'Ouargla, de !N'egouqa, d'El Golea et du Mazab ; c'est

probable, la tradition locale semblerait, du reste, I'indiquer suffisam-

ment.

La viUe d'Ouargla, qui ne compte pas moins de 1400 maisons (flans

son enceinte n'a tout au plus que 2000 habitants. La cause du depeuple"--*

ment tient. aux emigrations pour echapper aux depredations et si

I'oppression des nomades. EUe tient aussi k ce que I'element negre

ne lui apporte plus son contingent depuis que la conquete frangaise a

aboli le commerce des esclaves negres amenes du Soudan par les

caravanes des Touareg. Les sedentaires ou habitants des oasis, pro-

venant du croisement avec la race negre, dont generalement ils ont

conserve la couleur, sont doux et patients; ils sont devenus les clients,

les serfs en un mot, du nomade, qui se complait dans la vie pastorale,

patriarcale et indolente. Le sedentaire a conserve de ses ancetres des

idees superstitieuses resultant d'un [melange de croyances payennes et

musulmanes, souvent incomprises et qu'ils ne savent pas expliquer.

lis suspendent dans leurs maisons et memo dans leurs jardins, des os,
j

des comes et des cranes de differents animaux, pour se preserver du
|

mauvais oeil. Parfois, c'est I'image de la main, aux cinq doigts !

deployes, destines a repousser I'influence de tout malefice.

Mais ce qui nous a le plus frappe, ce sont les dessins ou moulures

en platre, appliquees en relief au dessus du tympan de la plupart des

portes d'habitation. Ces figures ne sont autres que cet embleme de la

divinite qui sert de frontispice aux pierres funeraires numidiques
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decrites si souvent par mon ami le dr^«^'exir Reboud. (Yois croquis,

2^0. 2.)

Serait-ce iiii vague souveDif des troyances des premiers peuples

puniques qui, par I'effet de Thalntuoe, so serait transmis de generation

en generation jusqu'a nos jours, chez ces habitants de I'ancienne

Gretulie ? Seraieut-ils contemporfins des hommes combattant avee la

fleche a pointe de silex ? O'es^ fort possible I En tous les cas, le

docteur Eeboud qui ^ vu comj^e moi et avee moi ces images de la

divinite paienne. ue manquera *pa8, j'en suis persuade, de signaler leur

existence a\ec toute la con^petence que nous lui connaissons dans ce

genre d'etudes. ^^

CHARLES FEEAUD,

InterprSte principal de l'armeb,

CORRESPONDANT DU MiNISTERE DE l'INSTRUCTION PUBLIQUB

POUR LES TRAVAUX HISTORIQUES.
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DEUX

COMMUNICATIONS EGYPTOLOGIQUES,

PAB.

J. LIEBLEIN.

Ce sont seulement deux petites comimiiiications que je demande la

permission de faire au Congres.

A Bergen, une ville I^orvegienne, il se trouve une caisse de momie

d'une epoque recente, probablement du temps Eomain. L'inscription

de cette caisse est remarquable^ en ce qu'elle est,, pour quelques

parties au moins, ecrite exclusivement en hieroglyphes phonetiques,

sans des signes ideographiques. La deesse JS^out p. ex. est appelee

:

y ,

^^
In

I ^ I > *'^out, la grande deesse, qui a enfante les

AA/VAAA
I

dieux ; " ici le mot ^
i ,

'' les dieux," est ecrit sans le determinatii

ordinaire :
|

. Cependant, c'est sur une autre phrase de cette in-

scription que je veux attirer I'attention des savants. La deesse que

j'ai deja nommee, dit: '' Je viens a toi, Osiris, je suis ta mere Nout

qui s'etends sur toi, Je fais ta protection, ou, je suis derriere toi, je

donne le souffle du nord dans ton nez," etc. Ici le phrase :
'' Je fais

ta protection," ou, " je suis derriere toi" est ecrite: ^^ >/ ^v
AAAAAA ra WVAAA/

<4^^ ^::z:pf> ' ^^\ oiMfr» est sans doute une recente forme

, **le lieu du dos." Mr. Brugsch a emis 1'opinion, il y
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JAAAAAA
est conserve dans le copte JUierterfCA,

gl AAA/W\

post, et la forme hieroglyphique de I'inscription de Bergen Vv

oMiHI*, qui est tout-a-fait identique avec le copte JUtefterfCA, prouve

J/\A/\AAA

eg^ = AA6ft6rfC^.

A cette occasion je veux faire observer que les personnages princi-

paux du Papyrus Salt sont probablement nommes sur une stele du

Musee britannique No. 267, dont j'ai doj^e la genealogie dans mon

Dictionnaire de noms No. 684.

Dans le Papyrus Salt sont nommes :

^^
u | M?^ i ^^r^ T ^

**le chef des travailleurs Neb-nofer," son fils I H ^' *'Nofer-

hotep," et un personnage appele 'Mk
fn M m^ > '' Ouat'-mes." Sur

la stele No. 267 du Musee britannique sont representes

:

M^ r|

^
^^-^]\ QT'

*'^® ^^^^ ^^^ travaux dans la

maison de la verite Neb-nofer," ^*I m, ''son fils Nofer-

hotep," et un personnage nomme ^Mk (n ' '
" Ouat'-mes." Dans les

deux monuments la filiation, les titres et les noms sont les memes ; il

y a done lieu de croire que les personnages sont identiques, ou qu'ils

au moins appartenaient a la memo famille. Ces memes personnages

sont peut-etre nommes sur un monument du Musee de Turin (Sala a

mezzogiomo, Legno No. 36) ou nous retrouvons :
( ^ ^ j M i

^::37 T ^ >
*' (ie chef) des travaux Neb-nofer " et son fils

1 m, *' Nofer-hotep " (Yoyez : mon Diet, de noms No. 929).

Sur le monument de Turin le roi ( (1 ^"^^of ] 111, Mi-Amon Ra-

meses," est nomme. ^^ ^'

1 Zeits. der agypt. Sprache fiir 1864, p. 7.
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THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SECTION.

ADDEESS

M. E. GRANT DUrF, Esq., M.P., President.

The Section which meets to-day deals with no narrower a subject

than the art, architecture, and archaeology of all Eastern countries.

A paper on the Mosque of St. Sophia, a paper on the Temples of

Kioto, a description of the jewelry of Yizianagram and of the Palace

of Khiva, would quite legitimately belong to it. The range of pos-

sible topics being thus so enormous, anything like a general introduc-

tion to the subject before us would be absurd. A far less ambitious

attempt is likely to be more useful," and so I propose to devote most

of the time at my disposal to mentioning certain facts which are

likely to be new to some of my hearers with reference to the recent

^progress of archaeology in India. I am the rather led to take this

course because the only reason which could possibly induce those who

organized this meeting to ask me to preside over our deliberations to-

day is that, although I have never had an opportunity of giving much

attention to Eastern Art and Archaeology, I have been far longer

connected with the Government of India than most English poli-

ticians. In_ Mr. Markham's interesting volume entitled Indian^

Surveys will be found a very clear and sufficient account of the

beginnings of Indian archaeology and of its history down to the

year 1860, when, more primary necessities having been supplied, its
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promotion was first recognized as a regular part of the duty of

Government. 1861-62 was the first year of General Cunningham's

activity as a Government archaeological surveyor, and from that

period down to 1866, when the survey was stopped for a time, he

did a great deal of useful work. In the year 1870 the survey was

re-established under improved conditions by the Duke of Argyll,

then Secretary of State for India, and General Cunningham was

again appointed to take charge of it. He proceeded to India, or-

ganized his staff, and set about his work without delay. General

Cunningham himself visited during the cold season of 1871-72 a

great variety of places in the Gangetic Yalley from Mathura to

Lakhisarai, and he described the results of his investigations in a

long report amply illustrated. He also explored the great Mahome-

dan cities of Gaur, Sunargaon, and Delhi; but the account of these

explorations has, so far as I am aware, not yet appeared. By no

means the least generally instructive part of his report is the division

into groups which he proposes to make of the archaeological remains

of India, which is as follows

:

Hindu Styles.

1. Archaic, from B.C. 1000 to 250.

2. Indo-Grecian, from B.C. 250 to 57.

3. Indo-Scythian, from b.c. 57 to a.d. 319.

4. Indo-Sassanian, from a.d. 319 to 700.

5. Mediaeval Brahmanic, from a.d. 700 to 1200.

6. Modem Brahmanic, from a.d. 1200 to 1750.

Mdhomedan Styles.

1. Ghori Pathan, with overlapping arches, from a.d. 1191 to 1289.

2. Kilji Pathan, with horseshoe arches, from a.d. 1289 to 1321.

3. Tughlak Pathan, with sloping walls, from a.d. 1321 to 1450.

4. Afghan, with perpendicular walls, from a.d. 1450 to 1555.

5. Bengali Pathan, from a.d. 1200 to 1500.

6. Jaunpuri Pathan, from a.d. 1400 to 1500.

7. Early Mughal, from a.d. 1556 to 1628.

8. Late Mughal, from a.d. 1628 to 1750.

In the hot season of 1871 General Cunningham's assistants, Mr.
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Beglar and Mr. Carlleyle, explored, under his control, Delhi and

Agra respectively, and reported very fully upon these cities, dwell-

ing, of course, chiefly upon what was not supplied in previous

accounts. In his report on Delhi, which was published this year at

Calcutta, Mr. Beglar argues in favour of the opinion that the famous

Kutb Minar is of Hindu origin, an opinion from which General

Cunningham emphatically dissents, in a preface to his assistant's

report. Mr. Beglar also believes that the Hindus had a much larger

share in the architecture of the Kutb Masjid as it now stands than

his superior officer will allow. General Cunningham observes

:

*'In the following report Mr. Beglar admits that the pillars have

been more or less re-arranged, but he contends that they occupy their

original positions in the colonnade of a single Hindu temple, and

that their present height is exactly that of the original Hindu colon-

nade. Consistently with this view, he is obliged to condemn the

record of the Mahomedan builder of the Masjid regarding the de-

struction of twenty-seven Hindu temples as a false boast. This

opinion I consider as quite indefensible. The Mahomedan conqueror

could have no possible object in publishing a false statement of the

number of temples destroyed, nor in recording a lie over the entrance

gateway of his great Masjid. I therefore accept the statement as

rigidly true. It is, besides, amply confirmed by the made-up

piUars of the colonnade on three sides of the court, which, as I

have shown in my account of Delhi, must certainly have belonged to

a great number of different temples. '^

I should be curious to know whether any one present who is

acquainted with Delhi would subscribe to the following verdict of

Mr. Beglar's, who is throughout less complimentary, as it appears

to me, than his predecessors have been, to the earlier Mahomedan

architects. With regard to this question, as well as to General

Cunningham's division of the styles, it would be extremely interest-

ing to hear the views of Mr. Fergusson, whose long and distinguished

labours in connexion with Indian architecture are known to every

one, and for a fitting presentment of whose remarkable work on Tree

and Serpent Worship the India Office deserves, I think, some credit.

After describing and criticizing the Alai Darwaza, Mr. Beglar says

:

''How great is the difference between the Hindu Kutb and this

gateway. There not a line of ornament is introduced that does not
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point and emphasize some constructive feature ; every feature there

has an office to perform, and performs it well ; it is emphatically a

structure possessing harmony. The Alai Darwaza, on the contrary,

has little of architectural ornament, and owes its heauty more to the

carvings executed by Hindu workmen, the last expiring effort of

Hindu art in Delhi, than to any remarkable harmony of arrangement.

Indeed, on d priori grounds, we should expect this want of apprecia-

tion of truthful ornamentation among the Mahomedans, a barbarous

and warlike people, whose religion narrowed their minds, naturally

none of the most liberal, and demanded the suppression of aesthetic

feelings. They could not be expected fb reach a high standard in

architecture within a short time ; still less, then, could they be ex-

pected shortly after their conquest of India to produce structures

worthy of admiration for harmony ; and this is precisely what has

happened, for, with all the aid of elaborate ornamentation, carved,

be it remembered, by Hindu hands, they have not produced any

structure which commands admiration independent of mere beauty of

ornamentation (for which the Hindu workman deserves credit), or of

sheer greatness of size, and as soon as they attempted to build without

the aid of Hindu workmen, they produced what certainly is grand

from sheer massiveness, but what is utterly devoid of that combina-

tion of qualities which produces in our minds the idea of beauty,

independent of colour, carving, material, or mass. It is only after

the Mughal conquest that Mahomedan architecture begins to be

beautiful."

I have not myself seen these buildings, though I trust to have

done so before many months have gone by, and should like to hear

what some of those present have to say about these criticisms. In

the cold season of 1871-72 Mr. Beglar examined a number of places

between the Jumna and the Nerbudda, to the south-east of Agra;

but his report, if published, I have not yet seen, nor have I seen the

result of Mr. Carlleyle's explorations in Eajpootana during the same

period. In the cold season of 1873-74 the greater part of the Central

Provinces was explored by General Cunningham and Mr. Beglar, the

former of whom made, at a place called Bharahut, nine miles to the

south-east of the Sutna Eailway station, and 120 miles to the south-

west of Allahabad, some very remarkable discoveries. When Prof.

Max Miiller, in the course of the noble address which he yesterday
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delivered to us (and wMcli again and again forced me to think of a

remark which the great Alexander von Humholdt made to me at

Berlin rather more than twenty years ago—that, namely, it was an

honour to England that she afforded a career to such men), approached

the subject of these discoveries, I confess I was somewhat horrified.

"Why, I said, here is the unhappy President of the Archaeological

Section going to be robbed of the most interesting fact which he had

to state. Happily, however, my great Aryan colleague only alighted

upon the fact for one moment—fertilizing it, no doubt, when he did

so, like one of those insects to which Sir John Lubbock gave the

other day, at Belfast, a new interest, as the hon. member for Maid-

stone is apt to do to everything he touches. And so, I dare say, it

will not be amiss if I give some part of General Cunningham's own

account of what he has found. In a memorandum published in the

'* Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal " for last May,

General Cunningham observes

:

" In our maps the place is called Bharaod, and I believe it may be

identified with the Baodaotis of Ptolemy. It is the site of an old

city, which only sixty years ago was covered with dense jungle. In

the midst of this jungle stood a large brick stupa, 68 feet in diameter,

surrounded by a stone railing 88 feet in diameter, and 9 feet in

height. The whole of the stupa has been carried away to build the

houses of the present village, although it has been prostrated by the

weight of the rubbish thrown against it when the stupa was exca-

vated. When I first saw the place, only three of the railing pillars

near the eastern gate were visible above the ground, but a shallow

excavation soon brought to light some pillars of the south gate, from

which I obtained the measurement of one quadrant of the circle. I

was thus able to determine the diameter of the inclosure, the whole

of which was afterwards excavated, partly by myself and partly by

my assistant Mr. Beglar. In many places the accumulation of rubbish

rose to eight feet in height, and as the stone pillars were lying flat,

underneath this heap, the amount of excavation was necessarily

rather great; but the whole work did not occupy more than six

weeks, and aU that now exists of this fine railing is now exposed to

view."

And again

:

"Among the scenes represented there are upwards of a dozen of
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the Buddhist legends called Jatakas, all of which relate to the former

births of Buddha. Luckily these also have their appropriate inscrip-

tions or descriptive labels, without which I am afraid that their

identification would hardly have been possible. I look," continues

General Cunningham, '' upon the discovery of these curious sculp-

tures as one of the most valuable acquisitions that has yet been made

to our knowledge of ancient India. From them we can learn what

was the dress of all classes of the people of India during the reign

of Asoka, or about three-quarters of a century after the death of

Alexander the Great. We can see the Queen of India dressed out in

all her finery, with a flowered shawl or i^slin sheet over her head,

with massive earrings and elaborate necklaces, and a petticoat reach-

ing to the mid-leg, which is secured round the waist by a zone of

seven strings, as well as by a broad and highly ornamental belt.

Here we can see the soldier, with short, curly hair, clad in a long

jacket or tunic, which is tied at the waist, and a dhoti reaching below

the knees, with long boots, ornamented with a tassel in front, just

like Hessians, and armed with a straight broad sword, of which the

scabbard is three inches wide. Here we may see the standard-bearer

on horseback, with a human-headed bird surmounting the pole. Here,

too, we can see the King mounted on an elephant, escorting a casket

of relics. The curious horse-trappings and elephant-housings of the

time are given with full and elaborate detail. Everywhere we may

see the peculiar Buddhist symbol which crowns the great stupa at

Sanchi used as a favourite ornament. It forms the drop of an ear-

ring, the clasp of a necklace, the support of a lamp, the crest of the

Royal Standard, the decoration of the lady's broad belt, and of the

soldier's scabbard."

In a recent paper in the Academy, Prof .
^
Max Miiller gave a warn-

ing on this subject, which he did not repeat yesterday, but which

seems important. He said

:

" Much depends on the date of these ruins, and here it is impossible

to be too cautious. General Cunningham assigns them to the age of

Asoka, 250 b.c, chiefly, it would seem, on account of the characters

of the inscriptions, which are said to be the same as those found on

the Sanchi stupa. But to fix the date of a building in India by the

character of the inscriptions is a matter of extreme difficulty. The

letters used for the earliest Buddhist inscriptions soon acquired a kind
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of sacred character, and were retained in later times, just as in Europe

the old style of writing is preserved on architectural monuments of a

later age. With all respect for the learning of those archaeologists

who unhesitatingly fix the date of any building in India by its

architectural style, or by its sculptures and inscriptions, we sometimes

wish that they might imbibe a little of that wholesome scepticism

which Sanskrit scholars have acquired by sad experience. If, how-

ever, the date of the Bharahut ruins should prove beyond the reach

of reasonable doubt, we should have in the sculptures and inscriptions

there found a representation of what Buddhism really was in the

third century e.g."

So much for the work of General Cunningham and his assistants

;

but their work did not stand alone. In October, 1871, the Duke of

Argyll called the attention of the Bombay Government to the im-

portance of the production of a complete survey of the rock temples

of "Western India, and after some correspondence Mr. Burgess, the

editor of the Indian Antiquary, was appointed to conduct an archseo-

logical survey in that Presidency. He entered on his duties in

January of this year, and in three months had returned to Bombay,

bringing fifty-four photographs, between twenty-five and thirty in-

scriptions, about forty ground plans, sections, drawings of columns,

etc., and forty sketches of sculptures. I understand that Mr. Burgess

is at present engaged in drawing up a report upon these. If the

results turn out satisfactory, as there is every reason to expect, I hope

the Government of India may see its way to allotting more money

than it has yet done to the investigation of the archseology of Western

India by so active and competent an observer. Perhaps Mr. Burgess,

who is in the room, will be prevailed on to address us to-day. These,

gentlemen, are the most recent doings of our official archaeologists in

India, and I am convinced that with every decade we shall have a

better and better report to give of the care which is being bestowed

by the present rulers of India on the works of their predecessors.

We are fond of denouncing ourselves for want of proper attention

to these matters. There are few things that Englishmen like so little

as being denounced by other people, but there is nothing they like

so much as denouncing themselves. Cool-headed observers, however,

looking at the enormous amount of absolutely necessary work that

had to be done before the first beginnings of a civilized polity were
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laid in India, which was rapidly going to utter ruin when we first

grew strong there, will be inclined to condone our insufficient attention

to the preservation and illustration of ancient monuments in the past,

if we only now attend to them sufficiently; and having had the oppor-

tunity of seeing a good deal behind the scenes in matters Indian,

I think I may say very positively that those who administer the

Government of India consider themselves more and more in all things

relating to science, art, and literature in India, as trustees, not only

for their own countrymen and for India, but for the whole civilized

world. That is a view which I strongly hold myself, and which,

should circumstances again place me in an influential position in

connexion with the Government of India, I shall always do what I

can to carry into effect. I had hoped at one time that a building

which should have contained the India Museum, the great India

Library, and rooms for the Asiatic Society, might have risen at "West-

minster, as a fitting monument of the presence in the India Office of

the Duke of Argyll, the one man of high scientific attainment whom
the conflicting tides of English politics ever carried into the great

place of Secretary of State for India. The fall, however, of the

Gladstone Government swept the Duke of Argyll away from the

India Office, just as the great deficit of about six millions which he

found upon attaining to power—a deficit for which I ought in justice

to mention, hard times, and not his predecessors, were responsible

—

had under his auspices been filled. I trust that the realization of

my hopes will be only deferred, and am well content that if the

thing is done, the honour of doing it should belong to our successors

in power.

I hope some of our visitors from the other side of the water

have taken, or will take, an opportunity of visiting the India

Museum. They will find it under the care of Dr. Forbes Watson

and Dr. Birdwood, although in an inconvenient locality, extremely

full of interest. Among other things their attention should be

directed to the system by which Dr. Forbes Watson has tried to

diffuse among our manufacturers a knowledge of the beautiful textile

fabrics of India, so incomparably superior from an aesthetic point of

view to anything which the looms of Western Europe have yet pro-

duced. Before concluding, I wish to mention to our foreign visitors

the paper which is published by the India Office every year, giving
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an account of the *' Moral and Material Progress of India." It is

very little known upon the continent of Europe, and its wider

diffusion would, I think, correct many errors about our doings and

not doings in the East which are rather widely prevalent. It can

be obtained through any respectable bookseller in London, and is

extremely cheap.

Thanking you for the kindness with which you have listened to

this address, I now declare the Section of Eastern Art and Archaeo-

logy to be open.
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THE

NASIK CAVE INSCRIPTIONS,

BY

Professor RAMKRISHNA GOPAL BHANDARKAR,M.A.

In the following translations of the Nasik Cave Inscriptions I have

mainly followed Mr. West's excellent lithographs, given in vol. vii. of

the Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society's Journal. Lieutenant Brett's

copies, from which Dr. Stevenson translated them, were also consulted.

But finding that neither collection was satisfactory in every respect,

I visited the Caves myseK about three weeks ago, and compared the

copies with the originals. I found a difference in several cases. These

have been indicated in their proper places. I was accompanied by my
friend Mr. Abaji Vishnu Kathavate, himself a Sanskrit scholar, who

was of much assistance to me. I have translated all the inscriptions

with the exception of 'No. 23, which consists of a few small and in-

complete lines. The numbers used are those of Mr. West's copies.

The order in which I have arranged my translations is as follows :

—

1. Gautamiputra's Inscriptions, Kos. 26, and 25.

2. Ushavadata's Inscriptions, Nos. 17, 19, 18, 16, and 14.

3. Inscriptions of private individuals containing the names of kings.

4. The rest.
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No. 26.

^^^ TfT^^^ ^cT'ft^ ^^ftrfl^ ^'^'^T^T^^^RTff^rTf'TX:^^
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ftrt t^>it7T cut away ^R cut away ftp^T^rf^^T'^^^rf^^^

<iS. TUm ^ %XSR t^^^ ftf^Tfi^ iTfT^^ ^*l«*l^ %^rT^T^

flT^^^ 'q TJT cut away XJ^ft ftg^lfclWiW^g^ ^^Tf?I 'H^'

Though covered over with a black oilf paint, this inscription, with

the exception of a few letters at the end, could be easily read. It is

intelligible throughout, though not without a few difficulties ; and the

words can be readily traced to their Sanskrit originals. The letters

not occurring in Mr. West's lithograph, and such as are different there

from what I found them to be in the original, are underlined here, as

in other inscriptions.

Lines 2, 3. Some of the names cannot be identified. "RrfT^'f ^^

perhaps ^^I^ in Sanskrit. May this be S'rl S'aila on the Krishna ?

—

'^%^ is very likely the ChaJcora mentioned in some of the Puranas.

Por the rest see Wilson's Yishnu Purana and Yaraha-Mihira, chap. xiv.

!<• 6. 'I^J|l<^|cf or ?i<^|<,M* The right-hand stroke indicatory of

^ is distinct in the original.

L. 8. ^IJJ^go makes no sense. "^ must very likely be read before

it, though it does not occur ; and then the word would correspond to

^f^*mq«2®. ^eji"^ must have been intended for ^ETT'^ • Engravers

not seldom make such mistakes. it^T ^^^ ha.^Q nothing to do here,

for Gautamlputra is compared to ancient kings, and not to gods, in the

compound. Dr. Stevenson's lljcfitf^ will not do ; for what is wanted

here is an old Puranic king.

L. 9. fcff^iq' offers some difficulty. If taken as corresponding to

f^fftW, there is nothing in the following words which it may with

propriety be made to qualify. f^TfflSl ^^T* would hardly be good

sense ; for the fight is with mortal enemies, and not with the wind,

Garuda, etc. Nor would the compound ending with the word look

well as an adverb. The letter representing cha may not unlikely have

been engraved for dha, which it greatly resembles ; and with a small

stroke to the right, m would be nd, and the whole word would be
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f^r^UIT* This yields pretty good sense ; for what seems to be intended

is that he propitiated the wind, Garuda and the rest by some processes,

and then obtained an easy victory over his enemies. i||(ii|^ f^T^-
^\^, etc., stand for ^TT^TJ^j ^^^^T^^ etc., instrumental singulars in

Prakrit.

L. 10. f?TTi^ or more properly "fif^f^ (see I^o. 25, 1. 8), corresponds

to fTi;fT'T (see ]N'o. 1 7, middle of 1. 3, and IS'o. 1 5, 1. 7), and was the name
of the hill on which these cave-temples are excavated. It occurs in 'No, 9,

No. 1 1, 1. 2, No. 25, about the end of 1. 9, and also in 1. 11 of this. Dr.

Stevenson makes *'Kanha mountain" of it in one place (p. 43), ''the

rays of the setting sun" in another (p. 50), and ''wilderness" in a third

(p. 55), Joum. B.B. E. A. S. vol. v. ^^^^^^if ought to. be ^^T^l-

•n*ll«l (see Is. 12 and 13 below) = ^ $( 1 ^ ^Tl ij [^IT^ which was the

name of a Buddhistic sect (see Wassiljew, p. 230).

L. 11. f^Tfif .—^UjW(x(d«1 is the reading of both Lieut. Brett and

Mr. West ; but I could distinctly see ^ instead of tf and %I!f^ the

genitive, is wanted here, f^if= WPTR. "^R^FRl^^^^^:
gen. " of the venerable lady." fMIJlf^Xf^?;; is unintelligible.

SA]!fSKEIT OF No. 26.

^^T:'T^i^T;'ni^ f^ign^r^ifTiiN^^a ^afirR:*<^^l^^^^^-
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f?7f ^^TsT^ cut away ftj'^T^^lf^TfT'l^^fir^T ft'TT'f^Tf^f^-

^^' TTff^ '^ ^^'r^ %c8TTTr f^f^Tt ^17^^ "^^^^t: %tt-

^irm: frni^T^fr^ 't cut away ti^^^: fq^^fcf^^ftv^^cft^^Tfir^^

TfiANSLA-TION.

This cave-temple, a benefaction, the greatness of which is not excelled

by the best(l) of Vimanas (celestial cars), is caused to be constructed

on the summit of Trirasmi, which is like the summit of , on the

13th thirteenth day, in the 2nd second fortnight of Grlshma(2), in the

year 19 nineteen of the King S'rl Pudumayi, the son of Yasishthl, by

the Great Queen Gautami, the presiding genius of power, taking

delight in veracity, charity, forbearance, and abstinence from killing,
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devoted to religious austerities, self-restraint, vows and fasts, and

acting (3) in everyway as befits the title of '' daughter (4) of royal

sages," and the mother of Satakarni, Gautamiputra (the son of

Gautami), the King of Kings, whose might [firmness] is equal

to that of the mountains Himalaya, Meru, and Mandara ; who is

King of Asika, Asmaka, Mudhaka, Surashtra, Kukura(5), Apa-

ranta, Antipa, Yidarbha, Akara, and Avantl, and lord of the moun-

tains Yindhyavat, Pariyatra, Sahya, Krishna-giri, Malaya, Mahendra,

S'reshtha-giri, and Chakora ; whose orders are obeyed by the circle

of all kings, whose pure face resembles the lotus blown open

by the rays of the sun, whose beasts of burden have drunk (6) the

waters of the three seas, whose look is as graceful and lovely as the

full disk of the moon, whose gait is as pleasing as that of an excellent

elephant, whose arm is as stout, rounded, massive, long and beautiful as

the body of the lord of serpents, whose fearless hand is wetted by the

water poured in granting (7) asylums, who serves his living {lit. not

dead) mother, who has well arranged the times and places proper for

[the pursuit of] the triad (8), whose happiness and misery are the

same as, and not different from, those of his citizens, who has quelled

the boast and pride of Kshatriyas, who is the destroyer of the S'akas,

Yavanas, and PalhaVas, who spends the [revenue got from] taxes

levied only according to the law, who does not like to destroy life

even in the case of enemies who have given offence, who has increased (9)

the families of the best of Brahmans, who exterminated [lit. left no

remnant of] the race of Khagarata, who has established the glory

of the family of S'atavahana, whose feet are adored by the whole

circle of kings, who has stemmed [the progress of] the confusion of

the four castes, who has conquered the host of his enemies in innumer-

able battles, whose great capital is unapproachable to his enemies and

has its victorious flag unconquered, to whom the great title of king

has descended from a series of ancestors [lit. men of his family], who

is the abode of learning, the support of good men, the home of glory,

the source of good manners, the only skilful person, the only archer, the

only brave man, the only supporter of Brahmans, whose exploits rival

those of Eama, Kesava, Arjuna, and Bhlmasena; who holds festive

meetings on the occasion of the summer solstice, whose prowess is equal

to that of Kabhaga, Nahusha, Janamejaya, Sagara, Yayati, Rama, and

Ambarisha; who conquered the host of his enemies in the brunt of
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battle in a curious and wonderful manner in virtue of his innumerable

worships and observances, and by means of rites concerning the wind,

Garuda, Siddhas, Yaksbas, Eakshasas, Yidyadbaras, ghosts, Gandbarvas,

Charanas, the moon, the sun, the constellations and planets ; who erects

his neck high in the sky like (10) mountains and trees [lit, who goes

or makes towards the sky], and who has brought prosperity to his

race. The great Queen, the mother of the Great King, and the grand-

mother of the Great King, gives this cave to the congregation, the host

of mendicants of the Bhadrayaniya school. The Lord of patha,

desirous to please and to serve the venej^able lady, the great Queen,

grants a village on the south-western side of the Trirasmi mount for

the sake of the Chaityas (images) in the cave-temple, in order thus

to prepare a bridge for the fame and religious desert of her father and

husband.

Notes.

The syntactical connexion of the sentence ending with ^%|«14(^

in the tenth line is IfnT^^^T^ 'jft^^TT f^T:fT'T^^trfftl''§T T^
H^H «hl(\d'l I

The words from "^TW^^^ ^ the first line to

—

^«*<"^ in the ninth, are epithets of IH^^fW; ^^^ ^^^^ ^^1^«MI

to —ftvt^nrr'nTr of ^flrnft.

(1). My friend remarked, when we came to this part of the inscrip-

tion, that below the plinth of the verandah of the cave, were carved

figures of men with poles on their shoulders, giving to them the

appearance of Yimana-bearers, like the modem palkl-bearers, and to

the cave that of a Yimana.

(2). It appears to have been the custom in some parts of the country

in those days to mark the Ritu or season instead of the month. Each

season is composed of two months, and consequently four pakshas or

fortnights. Grishma comprehends Jyeshtha and Ashadha.

(3). ^•rf^^n HH M^T is in form passivey while the active sense is

required. It may have been a mistake of the engraver.

(4). Daughter or daughter-in-law.

(5). A portion of modem E-ajaputana appears to have been known

by the name of Kukura ; for it is called Kiuchelo by Hwan Thsang,

which General Cunningham identifies with Gurjjara (Ancient Geogr.

of India, p. 312). But Gurjjara is nowhere mentioned as the name of
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a country ; and supposing there was a country of tliat name, its posi-

tion ought to be farther to the south. The Gurjjara dynasty which

the General connects with that country reigned at Eroach (see Journ.

B.B.E. A. S. vol. X.). Kukura answers to Kiuchelo better than Gurj-

jara. Aparanta must be the western coast below the Sahyadri ; for

Kalidasa represents Eaghu, in the fourth canto of the Eaghuvansa

(si. 52, 53, and 58), to have crossed the Sahya to conquer that country,

and to have by means of his immense army made the sea to appear

''as if it touched the Sahya mountain." Anupa was a country on

the Upper JS'armada, with Mahishmati for its capital (see Raghuvansa,

canto vi. 37-43).

(6). According to the usual Sanskrit idiom (Pan. ii. 2-36) if^fj ought

to be placed before f^^W^cft^ • ^^t there are exceptions, as noticed

in Pan. ii. 2-37. Such expressions as *ir^^f%fT^ ^^^ ^iT^"^^
(Mai. Madh. act vi.) are not uncommon. Jagaddhara's remark in this

case is iTT^^f^RT T^^ TTT^B ^^f^ Midi f*!^^^^T^^^ (JT^: I

According to him, therefore, adjectives may be placed after the noun

in Prakrit where this cannot be done in Sanskrit.

(7). Properly the phrase ought to be translated thus, ''Whose fear-

less hand is wetted by giving the water of asylum or safety." But

there is no object or propriety in comparing safety to water. The

expression ought to be lff*|i|<^T^^^' The compound, however,

may be dissolved as '^*I'?r'^t^%"5T ^^MH^ t>ut this is hardly good.

(8). The triad is ^^ "religious merit or desert," "^T^ "wealth,

possessions, or worldly interests," and <gRTT "desires or pleasures."

(9). To put a Brahman in a condition in which he may "increase

and multiply" his race has always been considered an act of virtue.

Ushavadata is praised in Inscription ^o. 17 for "having given eight

wives to Brahmans," i.e. given them the means of marrying.

(10). The termination ^sH" showing "manner" or "variety," which

in Sanskrit is applied only to numerals, seems to be appended here to

common nouns. Hence ij^l^^^ means "in the manner of moun-

tains and trees."

By far the greater part of Dr. Stevenson's translation of this in-

scription is wrong, and wide away from the true sense. His "Yaraja,

lord of the circle of Lanka," " Surya going to the region of th^ lotuses

at the suggestion of Chhaya," "the spotless sister," "Kshatriya flam-

ing like the god of love, "the four institutes, one for the sick and in-
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firm," ''Umakliela, the queen," etc., etc., have all disappeared in my
translation. I need not criticize it further. Any one who will com-

pare both with the original wiU perceive the truth of my remark.

It will be seen that the cave was caused to be constructed and

assigned to the mendicants by Gautaml, the mother of S'atkarni

Gautamiputra, and not by his wife or widow, as supposed by Dr.

Stevenson and all subsequent writers.

Below this inscription there is another composed of about three

lines in smaller characters, which is difficult to read. The time at my
command was so short that I had to come away without comparing

Mr. "West's transcript with it. But I do not think such a comparison

would have been of much use. The engraver was evidently in haste,

and wanted to compress much matter within the short space at his

disposal, in consequence of which the letters are badly formed. The

difficulty is increased by a portion in the middle of each line being

destroyed. The context is thus cut off. I have, however, been able,

by comparing the two copies, to make out the following :

—

No. 26a.

^^' ^^^k^\m\ ^rrRr^^gcTt f^'O^CTff^ ^iujm*<Rt ^i\w^

^rff ^ T^ ^^WK cut away if J[jc(^ im %pr ^Z^RTTW ^^^5 "W

%^ ^^T^H^t^ft ^rfWR ^<Tt TlfR ^[PTTRm g^%ff ^T^^

%Pr trfZT^^r^ ^51^^<ft [g] TT^^ WR [f^]W^^ cTT cut away HTTf

cut away %if ^l^TO^^fl ^rf^Ti^ ^^^^ [t^^lTftfTt] TIJTO ^ TT-
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"Wlien a reading not noticed below is not found in one of tlie copies,

it should be looked for in the other.

L. 12. "^^TTJJ looks like "^JT^, but what is required is a Prakrit

word having the sense of ^^rr«RT.—^^if'T'Tfl is the instrumental

plural occurring again in No. 25, 1. 5. The ^^^ of the singular seems

to have the plural termination attached to it in this case, as in the

Marathi plural JJ^H •ft ( = •Tflf), the singular being T^WR. The

verb or participle of which ^Trf^TTfl is the agent in the instrumental

case is wanting, probably lost in the portion of the inscription destroyed.

It should be some word signifying " given "—TJcTO". The t seems to

have been badly cut in the rock or confounded by the copyists with v.

—Mi^V!|<^%= "Rfif^RH^ whence the ^ ought to be f^. The word

occurs in the next line in the form of xrfil{V!|<^%= irfTfR^^W.

—

^n «(VsJ«f^?3 may also be read as 'rt'=l^*lMK= ''district of Govar-

dhana."—fff^nSF is somewhat difficult. Mr. West has fH%W- I prefer

the former, and refer it to the Sanskrit Tfr^rT'f or t^^TPT-—H^i<4«tf^.

The ^ looks like ^, but there can be little doubt that ^ is the correct

reading, since the word occurs near the end of 1. 10 and in the middle

of 1. 13. In the latter place it is distinct in Lieut. Brett's copy,—

TTfir^^- The first letter is t^ in Lieut. Brett's, and unreadable in

Mr. West's. It must be xj, for the word is repeated in the next line,

where the xf is distinct. In the latter place the letter that looks like

^ must be corrected to m, as we have got it here.—^^^^ff. The

vowel of the last letter is not distinct. The vowel occurs in the last

line about the end.—tf^ . The vowel of the first letter is wanting in

Mr. West's, but some mark denoting it is to be seen in Lieut. Brett's,

though on the left side of the letter. Mr. West suspects the existence
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of ^ after ^, but that letter is not required here unless we read the

whole word as XHTT-

L. 13. J||4n* This is nominative singular, but the sense requires

the accusative
—

'^^fl^T appears to be the first person plural of the

perfect. In Sanskrit, however, the root ^^ first class takes the

Atmanepada terminations. Or if one ^ is considered redundant, and

consequently to have crept in by mistake, the form is of the root
A

^. But the Prakrits generally have not preserved the Atmanepada.

—^^<«hl«i = '^l<4cnini*l* The dots representing ^ sometimes

stand for ^ as in 1. 5 of IN'o. 12, in which^case the word is ^WT^IT't.

The plural is used as expressive of respect.—tt«i^M^ might be taken

as corresponding to tl«i^M<lH or ^^MQ^. "R^ or XI1[ means a

''road" or ''path," but ^T^r does not yield an appropriate sense. The

letter, however, which looks like ?T may also be read as f%, in which

case the expression is tlf^^M**!^ " together with the ditches (such as

wells) and roads." The expression occurs further on in this line and

in the next.

—

^qntf. The isosceles triangle which represents "^ has

in several cases in this inscription lost one of its sides. Taking the

first letter, therefore, as '^, the word nearest to ^^t^ifq which makes

sense is fc( i\

{

(xj^ or ftqifMd^ "abandoned."— ^c||«ie|)Uj(i[o(|<^

is somewhat unintelligible. The first word is very likely ^c||«| =
^^l*1IH) the second must be one having the sense of " a mendicant

"

or " beggar," and the third ^i%= cjn^J so that the whole expression

appears to mean " for the sake of gods and beggars and mendicants."

Generally these are the objects of charity. {See ^•H'cR^^^ below.)

The first letter is not distinct, as it looks like T§.—*n«l«li must be a

mistake for ^ft^^^I^.—•f^^TT^ or if the "if is taken with the preced-

ing to give it the form of the instrumental singular, gtl^"^ is hardly

intelligible. But ^<^ may be read as t%tT^ or "fttx^TSTr= f^T^TT

and "if^ may be traced to "if^, in which case the expression is •f^t%nrr
" attended [lit. begirt] with prosperity."—^<!j^m<!l is perhaps the

same man as ft^mf^rT, mentioned in I^o. 25, 1. 2.—^^RTJT is difficult.

It may be the representative of ^^.
L. 14. "^R^^, etc. These expressions are commented on in the

notes on 1. 4, No. 25.—fui<5|Vj[ should be fUjoiV^ [see Is. 5 and 11,

No. 25.
—

'^rf^irr'nT'T= ^"Rl'TP^nW looks well as an epithet of

r«if^<^V4<4!^f^, but is made part of the compound ending with

^^ti«n«i, which in Sanskrit will not do.
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SInskeit of No. 26a.

tH^^"^ ... cut away . . TJcf^ cTO ^HR^ irfTTWT^^^^igT^

<^^. in*^lJ*^^^ ^f^^cra 'TH^f^Mi ^^i^^R^cft^^T'T^ TTfir-

TRTT^^^^g^^^^rf^^R^'l I . . cut away . . cut away [fif^] ^5T

Teanslatiox.

The prosperous Pudumayi, the lord of ITavanara(l), commands

Tarvakshadalana, the Royal Officer in Govardhana:—The village in

the Govardhana district, in the southern division, which [was granted]

on the thirteenth day of the second fortnight of Grlshma, in the year

nineteen of our (reign), by the Lord of Dhanakata, as a permanent

provision for the keeping up of this said cave-temple, was disapproved

by the mendicants of the place, the Bhadrayaniyas in congregation,

residing in the Queen's cave-temple, and given [back]. In its place

we granted, by [issuing] mandates, another village of the same area

as the former, along with the wells and roads, as a permanent provi-

sion for the keeping up of the cave-temple of the great venerable lady
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(or grandmother) which is the bridge of religious desert to the donor;

and the management of the village, which was disapproved hy the

Bhadrayaniyas in congregation, was placed in the hands of the body

of the protectors of the mendicants, [and of?] the body of the re-

cluses(2), for purposes concerning gods and beggars [generally]. "We

[now] grant the village to Buddha, the best of Jinas, the destroyer of

the ignorance {lit. sleep) of the crowd of mortals, by [issuing] com-

mands to the prosperous Yishnupala, the Royal Officer residing in

Gonabana. It is not to be entered on or interfered with by others,

not to include what has been granted [before] or may be dug out, and

not to be subject to the rules (in matters of revenue) applicable to

[other parts of] the country, and to include all that may grow on it.

[We grant] with these restrictions this village, along with the wells,

roads, and appurtenances. This charter (composition) is engraved

here by the General, the talented Akshatasattva, at the command(3)

of the very respectful composers of all mandates (or charters).

Notes.

(1). I translate ^crif"?^fc(|4T\ as ''the Lord of Navanara," upon the

analogy of the expression ^•icndt«n«il. ITavanara must have been

the name of Padumayi's capital. But it may be translated as " the

new lord of men." «r^^Tlft> however, in the sense of a King, is

hardly to be met with, and the epithet '^[^ or ''new," as applied to

the King, can have so significance, since about the time that it was

used in this inscription he must have been more than nineteen years

on the throne.

(2). A distinction seems to be intended here between a fH"^ and a

TTjrflfff. The former term signifies a regular Buddhistic mendicant,

and the latter any one who has abandoned the world and devoted him-

self to the life of a recluse.

(3). Command, i.e. the respected person composed the charter, and

was engraved as composed. The word ^luja niay here be translated

" at the dictation of."

The Lord of Dhanakata spoken of in this inscription was Gautami-

putra; for the title occurs before his name in No. 25, 1. L He

appears to be represented here to have granted a village on the thir-

teenth day of the second fortnight, etc., which is the date of No. 26.
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This, therefore, must he the same grant as that mentioned in 1. 11 of

that inscription. From No. 26a we see that the Ehadrayaniyas dis-

approved the village granted to them by Gautamiputra, whereupon

Pudumayi gave them another in its place, and the old one, which for

some time had been devoted to charitable purposes generally, was

assigned to the Buddhists by this charter.

Govardhan appears from this inscription, and from 'No. 25, to have

been the capital of the province during the reign of these princes.

There is a village of that name at present about three or four miles

from the hill where these caves are constructed.

No. 25.

cH^ ^Tftfit [gfx;^^] f^cTTT^ TifW '^ [ fT] ^ %!^ trftmt

Tinr "^m^^ ftr^^^^T [f^r] w^ [en] ^iwrfir^ W ff ^qT%<t.

^. T^ ^rnftgcm ^TfT^ifipr ^Tf^f^ "^^ Trg^V^ tt^hrt-

^% TT^^^ff ^^r^'qrf^ rf (ft I[fr^ xi^f^fcn^ tH^if ^T^I^XU^f
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^0. ^cHET f^T^^Hf! <^00 TJrf^ ^ %rTO Trft^Tt f^ffiT'T ^m^^

This inscription is faintly cut, and tne surface of the rock is so

uneven that the natural indentations appear like letters or parts of

letters. Hence neither of the published copies is satisfactory. Though

Mr. West's is superior as a whole to Lieut. Brett's, the latter is in

several places better than the former. With the assistance of these

two I was able to make out a good deal, but there are several diffi-

culties which cannot be satisfactorily cleared up.

Line 1. §«fT<ft • What is marked as ^= ^ in Mr. West's copy has

the mark of the vowel T above it, and looks so much like the letter

which he has taken to be X = ^5 ^^^^ ^ ^^"^^ P^* down both as «IT-

ifY-—ftol^lRl* The sense requires that Mr. West's ^ should be

taken as ft.—fTT^. [o looks distinctly like j^=t7r^. "fiT^^TT

should be f?|^cf j\ which represents the Sanskrit <fV^l[n;' Hema-

chandra gives ^TT? ^T ^^^ "^TT^ ^s the Prakrit forms of 1[TT'^-

(l\f^fM4NU|—1[TT I ^T"t I ^TT !)• The vowel marks are not distinct

here. It is "^TKJ in ^r. West's, but ^TT i^ Lieut. Brett's. It

must very likely be ^fx;
.—

'^^'cfi^.cfif. The first letter should be read

w (see No. 26a, 1. 12). The dot on ^ and the right hand stroke of gj

must be mistakes. There appears to be a letter like ^ = ^ after

this word, but nothing satisfactory can be made out of it.—4«||(«|.

2^ when looked at from a certain position looks like ^i = '^jfR;

and it must be so, for if it were simply Hfl, the nether loop would

not be so much below the level of that of the next T^. The loop,

therefore, must be another letter, i.e. "^.—^ftff^jTft. "^ must

have the mark of \, though I did not see it distinctly.—^^^fljr*

J is distinctly jf

.

Line 2. "-^WRq^fTT. The first two letters are H-X = '^'^; A
must be X •

—
"^RT^^f^^* The sense of this cannot be determined
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with perfect certainty, but it must refer to the direction in which

the field lay. In Ko. 26, 1. 11, the word "^tH'^^'Nl^ meaning ''south-

west" occurs, and ^tTTT^TT in No. 19. The expression may there-

fore have been intended for ^XJ'^l^f^Tlf^^ .—-^I^ohl^cfit^ probably

corresponds to "^R^T^Wt^P^ ("^^T^RTf^cRT^;).—fiT^ffif. ^ and _[

have been put together by Mr. West, but they appear separate in

Lieut. Brett's copy.

Line 3. The mark for a hundred has a side stroke, though the copies

do not give it. It therefore signifies ''two hundred."—^f^f^cfif.

The first letter is omitted in Mr. West's copy, but there is a per-

pendicular stroke to represent it in Lieut. Brett's. The context

requires the fM .—dfch<Ri«l nnist very likely be "Clf^^if= "^^^T-

llfT'l.-—^liat looks like ^^ must be cTH, for the phrase TJcf^ cT^

occurs in Ko. 26a.

Line 4. ^^HH^^ ^^T^^ ^^W^T^^ ^^^^f^^ftf^. Mr.

West's copy is not faithful to the original here. The third word is

not distinct even in the original ; but it must be as I have put it, for

these expressions occur in 1. 10 below, and in the last line of IN'o.

26a. In this inscription, however, we have '^T!'?^^*I^cR or "^PCJ-

^r^'T^eJi for the fourth expression. These phrases correspond to

^'^Tz^RiT^^fC or ^?r^^T^^^«rr^Tf^wi;, "^^Trfr^^w^r^r^-
^^J^ or ^^^^^^rrifJ^j etc., occurring in copperplates of a later

date (see Joum. E.A.S. vol. i. n.s., B.B.R.A. S. vols. i. and x., and

B.A.S. vol. vi.). "^XTT^'^t is to be traced, I think, to "^TTT^^J^j

^^T^^ to ^iTT^^J^, "^^lUI^I^^ or ^^TIF^TT«fi^ as it may be

read, to ^i<^i«t<5llfl^ or W^f^T^eR^^ and the last probably to

^^l§ftlf^«rf^^^j or more in conformity with Sanskrit usage, to

"^^T^^ft'I"^'^? *.«. "not to be controlled or dealt with in point of

revenue in the same manner as other parts of the country," i.e. "not

to be subjected to taxes."—^ll(rrf^«T. The if appears to form part

of the termination, the nasal portion of the ff of the instrumental

plural being written separately.

Line 5. l^cl ^ ^%f! is the reading of Lieut. Brett's copy. It should

he TJft "^ fl ^?t.—I found Xjf^Q^TT instead of Xjf^fTt-—'t^ f^T^^ is

the reading of the original, as of Lieut. Brett's copy, f^ff ought to

be f^ftf, the word occurring in the same circumstances in 1. 14,.

No. 26a.—"gf^%Iir= ^ft^'J " a learned man." Compare ^^^^-
•n«lt f%f'T^'^«fi^» in 1- 14, No. 26a. These charters were written by

learned men for those officers.
—

"^ISffT ought either to be "^ITTIJ^if=
21
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^I'SlpH or should be taken as forming a compound with the follow-

ing word.—^??%«T« Mr. "West's copy is inaccurate here ; the other

is better. Iprft' represents the Sanskrit f^lft^ or if there is a fif

in the blank, f^f^Tjft ''placed," i.e. ''engraved."—i?^WTftT^1% must

be iT^TOTf^'Tff . (See 1. 12, No. 26a, and the note).—^HIT- The

perpendicular stroke to the right hand is wanting in the case of "^.

Line 6. xrf^^ or XRT«fi is very likely J"^= "^^^ "the preced-

ing" or "former."

—

dlMiJl*!* The mark of "^ in fTT is distinct

in the original and in Mr. Brett's copy. "^NfifcIT ^^7 ^^ve been in-

tended for f^l^iUlfd = TTWr^rfTT-

Line 7. ^t^. I do not know whift to make of this. If ^ were

to be taken as the copulative particle, f^ alone would not signify any-

thing, and the context seems to require that the sense should be "the

Queen of S'atakarni Gautamiputra," and not "Satkarni Gautamlputra,

and the Queen," because in line 9 we have the word^ffejl "got from

the father," i.e. patrimony, which expression would not suit in the

case of the King. Perhaps it may be ^prr= ^n^T or ^^=^^.
It may notwithstanding be ^i|^T= 'A\^\ ; the "^ may have existed,

though it is not now seen, or it may be ^^ or ^^, equivalent to

^7^, a term of honour used before the names of women, as it is in

Inscription l^o. 24.—efl^^T^. I distinctly saw the word, though in

the copies it is found in a mutilated form. The ^ for f^ may be a

mistake of the engraver or owing to a defect in the rock.—"^TT^.

There must have been ^pFf in the blank before ^; for the following

name is the same as in 1. 6, and it is preceded by ^*\t\ there.
—

'^nW*

f?f . I saw this word distinctly.
—

'JJI'^^ilir. What seems like ff^^fl|

may be ift^V'f* and the first three letters countenance this suppo-

sition. It is difficult to say what the next four letters stand for.

Perhaps the word is c|VS|c|r^ = ^|i^^ or f^3cf%= "HTBItT meaning

" situated."

Line 8. ^mTf%- The ff is not unlikely f^, and I saw something

like 2$ below it. The expression, then, is ^^irf^=^^.—Xl^rf-

f^^r^f^ - The copies are defective here, but I could discern these

words in the original.
—

"^ST^^??. Lieut. Brett's copy is accurate here

and in the case of the next word, where, however, the rf ought to have

the mark of ^, as it has in the original. ^^T'^t^- Here, again, I

found Lieut. Brett's copy to be correct.

Line 9. "if^^rfTT. The older copy is better here also. TJ^^f?! ^
^if- The first two letters are very illegible in the original ; the second
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looks like j\ ; but it appears likely that the two stand for T|e|i ; for it

is in this way that the sentence yields any sense. Had the word

'^J^ in the last line been ^"HTt* and had there been ^ after ^Tf

,

I should have taken these two letters to represent «f^, and their

appearance would support this reading; for the sense in that case

would be :
— '* Formerly a village and a field were granted to the

mendicants. The field is one hundred (nivartanas), and the village

nine. At the place where there is the grant of nine hundred is crown-

land on the boundary of the town, etc."
—

'^if^ must be ^T^.—«TTT-

Bw is a locative, for Sanskrit nouns ending in «^^ become masculine

nouns ending in ^ (Yar. Pr. Pr. iv. 18).—^cf^. So I read it. In Mr.

West's copy it looks somewhat like ^TT^j but in Lieut. Prett's

decidedly more like ^cTcfij and this gives good sense.

Line 10. The words in this line have been remarked on before.

Line 11. f^fxj ^f<^«T. See notes on 1. 5 above. What looks like

^rS must be f^ft.—XTf^Kff ^TfTfRf^ •
'^^ see from 1. 4 that these

should be the words here ; but the original is so bad that Mr. "West has

got some characters which look like the usual marks for the figure 10.

Lieut. Brett's copy is better. tlf^^\f<5iq. Perhaps the name of the

engraver= TrfH^TTTf^ff like VlTt^<l occurring in Inscription IS'o. 1 1

.

—^I^q«ll fft= '^TSf^J^rn^j the ^ being probably a mistake for ^.
Line 12. "qt%f?f«f is not unlikely xjfgfcfflT^'

A good many of the anusvaras in the foregoing transcript do not

occur in the two copies of the inscription referred to. Some of these

I found in the original myself, and others have been put in only when

the context undoubtedly required them.

Sanskrit of 'No. 25.
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fw^^ [f^] Nth I ^fT^TM»nT?t ^^

^^ I ^^^incJi^ ^?R^^^^ TT^igffH: i

«i^%^^rQi^^ cm Tjci^ n^f^cTT^t [^«i:] ftr^t [^^:] tr^-

^^(^^ ^8 ^isjTT?% 8 ? f^^t ^0

1

Tkanslation.

To the Perfect One. Victorious is Senanl (leader of the army of

the gods), who is on the gate of the Vijayatirtha(l) in Govardhana.

The prosperous S'atakarni Gautamlputra, the lord of Dhanakataka,

commands Vishnupalita, the Eoyal officer in Govardhana : We grant

to the men in the village(2) who have renounced the world, the

field in the village (measuring) two hundied 200 mvartana8{S) which

is to the south-west, and is at present enjoyed by TJsabhadasa. We
grant the appurtenances also of this said field. It(4) is not to be

entered on or interfered with by others, not to include what has been
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granted (before) or may be dug out, and not to be subject to tbe rules

(in matters of revenue) applicable to (other parts of) the country, and

to include all(5) that may grow on it. [We grant] with these

restrictions (various conditions) this said field and these appurte-

nances. This charter {lit. composition) is engraved by the Eoyal

officer S'ivagupta, at the dictation of a learned man. The great lord

gave another field in the previous year, 19, on the . . . day of the 4th

fortnight of Yarsha, for the sake of the ascetics.

To the Perfect One. This is a Royal command to be issued to

S'ramaka, the Eoyal officer in Govardhana. S'ramaka, the Eoyal

officer in Govardhana, should be given this command at the orders of

King S'atakarni Gautamlputra, and of the Great Queen(6) the honoured

Yasishthi, the mother of the King. Formerly a field was granted in

the south-westerly direction in the village to mendicants who had re-

nounced the world, living in the cave-temple, which is our benefaction,

on Mount Trirasmi, the haunt (of ascetics) situated in Govardhana.

That field measures one hundred, and the village, nine hundred. On

the boundary of the town, at the place where the field measuring one

hundred lies, there is a field belonging to the Crown which is our

patrimony. Out of this field we grant one hundred nivartanas lying

in the openings of Trirasmi(7) and the appurtenances of the plot. It

is not to be entered on or interfered with by others, not to include

what has been granted or may be dug out, and not to be subject to

the rules applicable to (the other parts of) the country, and to include

all that may grow on it. [We grant] with these restrictions (various

conditions), this said field and its appurtenances. Pratibharakshita,

the Eoyal officer, engraved this charter here at the dictation of

a learned man. In the year 24, 4th fortnight of Yarsha, on the 5

fifth day. For the sake of the worshipful (persons) this charter(8)

was written (composed) on the 10th of the fourth? fortnight of

Grlshma in the year 24.

l^OTES.

It will thus be seen that this inscription consists of two charters con-

taining grants of land to the mendicant priests and recluses. The first

was issued by S'atakarni Gautamlputra, and the second by Yasishthi

his Queen. Dr. Stevenson thinks it to be a deed of sale executed by
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the proprietor of Govardhana, as lie calls him, conveying the field over

which this cave is constructed to Gautamiputra's agent, and thinks

the second part to be merely a repetition of the first. The cave is

excavated out of the rock, and there could be no field there to convey.

His translation therefore is wrong in many places.

(1). «ri^%4«it$( cannot be connected with ^TT^* since this latter

forms the second part of a compound word. It must, therefore, be

taken with the preceding. Yijayatlrtha must have been the name of

a shrine or sacred place in Govardhana, and an image of Senanl must

have been placed or carved out on its gate, as is not unusual in Hindu

houses or temples.

(2). "^ng for ^7?^ seems to refer to the village spoken of in 1. 2.

The village must be one near Govardhana and Trirasmi.

(3). Nivartana is thus defined :
—

'^U1^Q«1 ^T%T R^^U^I V^-
^liR^, Brihaspati

; ^TTTf%^ t^U^^i t^W^ **^ 1 Of^^^^, Matsya, both

quoted by Hemadrl (Danakh. Ed. Bib. Ind. p. 505).

(4). The epithets ^M1%^1^> etc., qualify ^^^^in 1. 3.

(5). mIX^IAH 1- 5 is in the accusative, wherefore t^cT'^TTt is to be

understood, or the accusative may be connected with the f^TTUTt
occurring in 1. 3.

(6). If the expression ^^1^ were taken as equivalent to HThT* ^''St

or some such word, the sense would be: "At the orders of the Great

Queen of King S'atakarni Gautamlputra, the honoured Vasishthi."

(7). Trirasmi is used in the plural in Inscription iN'o. 17. The name

probably derived its origin from the fact that there are three hills in

one line, detached from the adjoining ranges, on one of which the

caves exist. Between these hills there are plains or valleys ; and the

field conveyed by Yasishthi was perhaps in one of these.

(8). fif^^:. This word originally signifies any piece of composi-

tion. It is then applied to the piece of composition issuing from a

king. Hence the legal word fif^i^, which signifies any hereditary

office conveyed by a royal charter. The word is used in Inscription

Ko. 18, 1. 4.

No. 17.
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?. iTxn^^w ^T'f^cT^wl ^>fr^^% 'S^^^^ ^^^5? ^ TT^cfR

T^ ^Wfif^ "^ ^ffrf^^^g ^T^% .... ff^^ ^cT^fH^ ^^-

8 . ^ ^ ^^nn 3RTt^^ ^^R^fH ^cm ^^^^ '^ ^^^^ ^"^

No. 19.

f^^ T^ffr^m%^ ^^cTT'f '^rgf^iR f^T^^^m ^^Tfi'O ^f^^rfir.

Teanslation.

, To the Perfect One. This cave and these small tanks were caused

to be constructed on the mounts Trirasmi(l) in Govardhana, by the

benevolent Ushavadata, the son-in-law of King Kshaharata Satrap

!N'ahapana(2), son of Dinlka, who gave three hundred thousand cows,

presented gold, and constructed flights of steps on the river Bamasaya,

gave sixteen villages to gods and Brahmans, fed a hundred thousand

Brahmans every year, provided (the means of marrying) eight wives for
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Brahmans at Prabhasa(3), tlie holy place, constructed quadrangles(4),

houses and halting-places at Bharukachchha, Dasapura, Govardhana

and Sbrparaga, made gardens, tanks and wells, charitably enabled men

to cross Iba, Parada, Damana, Tapl, Karabena, and Dahanuka by

placing boats (5) on them; constructed Dharmasalas and endowed

places for the distribution of water, and gave capital worth a thousand

for thirty-two Nadhigeras(6) for the Charanas(7) and Parishads in

Plnditakavada, Govardhana, Suvarnamukha, Sbrparaga, Ramatlrtha

and in the village of !N'anagola. By the command of the Lord I went

in the rainy (8) season to Malaya to release Hirudha the TJttamabha-

dra(9). The Malayas fled away at the «bund (of our war music), and

were all made subjects of the Kshatriyas, the TJttamabhadras. Thence

I went to Poksharani, and there performed ablutions, and gave three

thousand cows and a village.

Notes.

The first part of this inscription is in Sanskrit. The latter part

contains a mixture of Sanskrit and Prakrit.

(1). For Trirasmi see note, 1. 10, No. 26, and 1. 9, No. 25.

(2). I think upon the whole this way of interpreting the expression

is more in consonance with known facts than making Nahapana satrap

of a king named Kshaharata.

(3). Prabhasa, as Dr. Stevenson says, is a place near Pattan Som-

nath, or Somath itself. Bharukachchha is now known to be Broach.

Dasapura must be some place in Gujarat or in the Marathl country

bordering on Gujarat. It occurs in Inscription No. 1. Sbrparaga

is Supara near Bassein. The Damana and Dahanuka must be rivers

flowing into the sea at those places in the Tanna District. Tapl is

weU known. The others I am not able to identify. Ramatlrtha is,

I am told, a small place near Sopara. TJshavadata's charities do not

seem to have gone further to the north than Gujarat, or further to

the south than the northern district of the Poena Zillah. The ex-

pedition to the south described in the Inscription was occasional, the

object being to assist a friendly race of Kshatriyas.

(4). '^mi ^T^T is a house with an open quadrangle in the middle

and halls on four sides. It has an entrance in each of the four

directions ^g: ^T^ ^^T^Tf^^^ H^fftg'^'^ II ^^ cT^^ET^cftH^
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mi ^q«tm^^, Mastya Pur. lTf?!^ni is what is in these days called

an ^l^^'^, a place where travellers put up and are fed without

charge.

(5). ®^f^cBTTRT3^!?rcTT:«fiT^- ^TfW or ^Tf^^fiT may he taken

as one name, and ^T •fl^ or •TRT another, and the words trr^cf'Coli^Tir

as forming one compound with them and the rest. But the word ifl^T

is here in such a position that one cannot but think it was intended to

signify a ''boat." Then ilTTr would be instrumental singular, and

would stand at the end of the long compound. Eut the several rivers

could not have but one boat ; and if the word "i^ formed part of the

compound, the sense would not be appropriate, for it would appear

as if what TJshavadata did was to render the ''passage across" possible

by means of the boats of Iba, Parada, etc. ; but the sense required is

not the boats of Iba, Parada, but the passage of Iba, Parada, etc., bi/

means of a boat. Hence I think there ought to have been one "iff

more, with a dot above it, so as to make it °4l^*U<*Hi' «n^T UMd<-
^r^TJT; and probably that letter must have been omitted by the

engraver through mistake, as writers often do when they have two or

more similar letters to write in succession.

(6). ^Tf^^i^lcl*i^lT^raf^. I have translated the expression as

in the text, since there is a similar expression in IS'o. 16 (^^fi;cR

^^m*?#), and in ^o. 18, in the last line, which must be so translated.

I do not know what sense to attach to •fT^'H^ or •fj^'j"^ as it is

written in I^o. 16. Since even in this Sanskrit inscription the word

stands thus, it must signify something which was usually called by

this name alone, and not by its Sanskrit analogue, supposing it had

any. Perhaps it may be traced to «IT«^J|^, a place where anything

religiously auspicious was performed, since the gift is to Charanas and

Parishads. Dr. Stevenson's supposition that it signifies some currency

will not do at all.

(7). I think we must read here ^^^ instead of ^T^^*

(8). ^bfll^fj is intended in this Sanskrit-Prakrit inscription for

^^I'^icft or ^Ti<ff.

(9). This was the name of the Kshatriya race whom TJshavadata

went to assist.

Dr. Stevenson's translation of this is correct except in three or four

places.
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No. 19.

This forms portion of 'No. 17, and is mostly a mixture of Prakrit and

Sanskrit, like the latter part of ISTo. 17.

^rf%njf?f^l^='?lf%TiJ^f% "in the hands of Asribhuti." This

expression occurs in 1. 5 of No. 12, and 1. 13 of No. 26a. Since

the body of mendicants was itinerant, it was necessary to entrust

the benefactions to some persons.
—

"^T^Tplrf^fl <^ • This expression

seems to correspond to ^(^fnirf^, and must be taken to qualify

^"^^. The meaning would then be, ''which field measuring seven

hundred" (probably nivartanas). The ^sual Prakrit representative

of ^7T is 'Writ but ^fxTcf is not unlike the character of this in-

scription, which is rather corrupt Sanskrit than Prakrit. Or,

tlfMntta<=n«i*l^ may be taken as one noun forming the name of

a place. I was told at JN'asik that there is a place of the name

of ^TrTJT = ^TFTJT in t^e vicinity.—"^^rfflif f^T^^^TO = ^^cTt

fH^^"^Rr; not good grammar.—+1 15H ^ 1
• I saw a faint perpen-

dicular stroke below, representing the vowel ^. The expression seems

to signify "the chief sustenance." (Compare the use of ^^ in ^^-

^X..) It may be taken as corresponding to i^sMl^T^. Or if the

stroke is not real, the expression is ^*h^iO = TT'IT^tI' ''provision

for journey." But beggars can hardly be under the necessity of taking

provisions with them while on a journey, for they go begging.

The Sanskrit of the inscription is therefore as follows

:

fii: 8000 ^(^rrnrrf^ 't^t^t^ ^tttt^tt^ fl[^^rm: i ii<t-

^T^R ^^^ ^^cT^igf^^^ fH^f*^^ g^lTft ^?ft^f?f

.

Teanslation.

He, Ushavadata, has also given a field in the possession [lit. in the

hands] of Asribhuti, the son of a Brahman (named) Yararha. It was

bought for the sum of four thousand Karshapanas, measures seven

hundred, and is in the north-westerly direction from the boundary of

the town. This shall be the chief support of mendicant priests from

the four quarters residing in my cave.

Notes.

Dr. Stevenson's translation of this is altogether wrong. The grantor,
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according to him, was a person whose father was from the city of

Sataka, and mother of the province of Ilttararha. He seems to have

divided the words beginning with ^ thus :
—

'^TO ftff ^fT^«f1T^ THET

^^TT^T^j and in doing so he neglected the grammar of the sentence,

the text, and the following word f^^^lZT. He was, however, misled

to some extent by the copy of the inscription he had before him. He

also represents the donor to have given '' a cave to the dejected," and

speaks of "a sin-removing abode for the Buddhistic priesthood."

m. 18.

^' Ti<fr ^m %% ^¥fm^ fH^^ ^tftr^ Ti%^€ f^fr^ ^K-

^^ ^rr^^ 8^ ^rrfi!^^^ tR^t ^Tr^^% B o

.

Line 1. ^cfT- This looks like l^Tf in the original, but there is little

doubt that it must be ^TTT.—"^^^Olf^j or properly Ml'f^is ''per-

msment capital."—^^mSJ^T^^. Though there is no mark of the

obliteration of any letters after this, still there is no doubt some are

wanted at the end of the first and second lines and perhaps of the

third. Probably at some later time somebody must have smoothed off

that part of the rock. At the end of this first line what is wanted is

the number of the sahasras or thousands bestowed and also the termi-

nation fif (ftr) after tl^trii.

Line 2. TT^nn= "JT^TcRT ''laid out at interest, invested."—^|V!|c||^

= TT^^^-—gf^ = ^f^ '' interest."—trf^= "fffrr^ " what is

worth a Karshapana" (see Yartika on Pan. v., 1, 25). After f^IoRT, ^
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and words expressive of the amount deposited or invested, together

perhaps with that of the interest, are required.

Line 3. c(^^^H. This is to be traced to ^^tl^^^fTR;. The word

<=I^N^ii occurs in Inscription No. 12. Buddhistic mendicants gene-

rally wandered about during fair weather, and resided in one place

during the four rainy months ; and then they held what was called

their vass, corresponding to "^^y and read what was called hana (see

Hardy's Eastern Monachism, chap. xix.). ^^f^'?|=:fcj^rt||. Por

it is clear (see translation) that he left two thousand Karshapanas for

providing chivarikas. The donor in J!nscription "No. 12 leaves a

hundred Karshapanas, and directs that the one mendicant residing in

his cave should be provided with a chlvarika ; so that if one hundred

suffices for one, two thousand ought to suffice for twenty. And the cave

in which this inscription occurs has accommodation for so many, for

there are sixteen cells in the interior, and two larger ones at the two

ends, each of them sufficient for two.—f^f^f^^, or properly ^c(f^^,

is the garment worn by Buddhistic mendicants. c( | <^i4^= "^Tft^i

meaning '
' belonging to or given in the rains " or '

' annual.
'

' The robing

month among the Buddhistic mendicants was the third of the rainy

season, when laymen presented garments to them (see Hardy, chap, xii.).

That was a regular ceremony ; hence these gifts. Endowments of this

nature are recorded in Inscriptions Nos. 12 and 21, and in Nos. 16, 17,

18, 24, 39, 44, at Kenery (see Mr. West's copies, Joum. B.B.R.A.S.

vol. vi.), in which latter the words ^^^Jpftfif, tjf^, qtiq>!<ti, ^IV^-

f?^^, and eiK^Ueli occur. In the first of these (No. 16) we have

distinctly the words TJlflf ^ ^^T^B cfHd^ ftl^^ fqcirV«n=U.fl^l^-

^ir^fft"^^ f^'pl^ ^^f^clff^ I—T?T^^. I take this to be

equal to Tn^tf ''less by a quarter." The interest of two thousand

was one hundred; of this capital ''a quarter less," i.e. seventy-five.

—

ch^JUj. I have not been able to determine the sense of this word ; but

probably it means something connected with the Buddhistic rite of

Kasina (Spence Hardy's East. Mon. chap. xxi.).

Line 4. f«fJ|4{iJHI^* Instr. sing.='*by the assembly or corporation

of the town," or ''by the townspeople generally." It may be taken as

Gen. or Loc. Sing. also.—^For f^^Vt see note. Inscription No. 25.

—

"Ri^«IITr"^' ^T nieans "a door" (see note, Inscription No. 25), andXR^ifi

*

' a slab, " "the door of a slab of stone
." It should rather be ^"^XR^^

="on the slab of the door" (see note 6, Inscr. No. 26).— cf|f?f=
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^f?f. After the figure for 40 there is a vertical stroke, which does

not seem to signify anything; or if it does, it perhaps shows that there

is no odd number after 40.

Line 5. ^^I^Tftis not Prakrit.—^^f^ is a mistake for ^Tff?^.—^^-
^^fnt^'t- It is difficult to say what ^cfTf^ oi cflf^ corresponds to.

Sab-skeit op 1^0. 18.

^IT^ ;^ooo ^: iifTf^rSIcT^ I ^xiT^^f^^finfiT [^ «^°°« ?] I

? . Tm^T^JFT ^^% ^^TTwf fH^xirt f^imj 11%^^^^^

q. "qir^^fif^^ H^^fft[^:] ^^T^[?«i:] WTWWT^[%^:] ^

Tkanslation of Ko. 18.

This cave has been dedicated by Ushavadata to the [mendicant]

priesthood of the four quarters. He has also given a permanent

capital of [3000 three (1)] thousand Karshapanas. These Karshapanas

are deposited with the guilds residing in Govardhana ; with the body

of weavers 2000, interest a hundred Karshapanas; with the other

body of weavers [1000 a thousand]. Prom this [interest should be

given] a garment in the rainy season to each of the twenty mendicants

residing during the rains in my cave. From the thousand (2) laid out

at an interest of three-quarters of a hundred Karshapanas, kusana

[should be provided]. This good deed has been published in the

assembly of the town (or amongst the townspeople), and this inscrip-

tion on the slab-door praises it. Moreover, in the year 41, on the
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fifteenth of the hright half of Kartika, and in the previous year 40,

on the fifteenth, he gave 4000 four thousand Karshapanas and a

capital of thousands of Suvarnas for [the acquisition of] thirty-five

golden katadis, to the worshipful gods and Brahmans.

Notes.

(1). I gather that the sum he deposited was three thousand from

Inscription No. 16, which also mentions this endowment.

(2). This must have been the thousand deposited with the other

body of weavers.

Dr. Stevenson's translation of this is wrong, with the exception

of that of the first line. He did not understand -^Icjl^eji, «(|<^^4f,

gf%J, ^TJ^, and such other words.

No. 16.

R. g ^4lehM^iJ ^3^^^cT^ ^t^^^ ^^fii-^iq ^^^ ^^-

B- f^ firftr v*"* ^^ ^rgf^Hiif ^ x^f^ %% ^^tctt'i nfr

^?rf>wt[HT]^ Ti<fr f^^Rcfi ^f^f^ 5^^*»»° ^nf^^W^^M-

The first two lines of the above form an independent inscription,

which is the same as No.. 20.

^cf'^c^ from ^l|cf<^ch^ "an inner apartment." From the same

word comes "iTt ^ /• ^ provincial Marathl word having the same
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Teanslatioi^ of No. 16, Lines 1, 2.

To the Perfect One. This apartment is the benefaction of Dakha-

mitra, the daughter of King Kshaharata Satrap Kahapana and wife of

TJshavadata, son of Dinlka.

Line 4. f^tHftf. Two or more letters which are required before

the first fif must have dropped. There is, however, no indication of

the existence of any in the original. T<TT ^^ least is wanted so as to

make the first word ^rflf^ •—^T^TffT^t • This may be the genitive of

the present participle ^[^c^Sk., ^^irT Pr., or may be equivalent to

"^^T^nTJ ''living during the rains."

Line 5. "^f^^ftWr or '^f>Wrwr= ^^HT^J ''bearing interest."

As to the rest, see notes on Ko. 18.

Sanskiht of No. 16, Lines 3-6.

8- [^Tn]f^ ftftr ?*»*»*» ^^r^c^qr^] '^gf^^^ ^frf^iTiRT^

Tkanslation of No. 16, Lines 3-6.

To the Perfect One. In the year 42, in the month of Yaisakha, the

son of Dinika, and son-in-law of King Kshaharata Satrap Nahapana,

gave three thousand 3000 to the priesthood from the four quarters re-

siding (1) in this cave during the rains, as capital for [providing]

garments and kusana. Out of this sum, on 1000 the interest is three-

quarters of a hundred [*.«. 76] Kar8hapanas(2). These Karshapanas,
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bearing interest are not to be repaid. Out of tbis [sum] two thousand,

wbicb is tbe capital bearing an interest of one hundred Karsbapanas,

is for garments (3). A capital of 8000 for Nadigeras was given in

Kapurabara and tbe village of Cbikbalapadra. All tbis [inscription]

on tbe slab-door praises tbe good deeds.

KOTES.

(1). Tbe syntactical connexion, wben c|^rl| is tbe reading, is •"^-

f%if^^ ^^mt ^: ^^ ^f%T2ift c!# ^^TR ^TiTtiT I witb ^^\-

4^|«i: there is no difficulty.
^

(2). Out of tbis interest hiiana was to be provided (see Ko. 18 and

below).

(3). Lit. ''Two are cblvarika-tbousands, those that are the capital

bearing an interest of 100 Padikas." ^\qff^;^^ ^f^ ^^fT[efi^-

From this and iPsTo. 18 it appears clear that Xlshavadata gave three

thousand Karsbapanas;—two deposited with one body of weavers,

bearing an interest of 100 Padikas or Karsbapanas, from which

cblvarikas or garments were to be provided, and one with another

body of weavers, bearing an interest of 75 Padikas, out of which

kusana was to be given. Lines 4 and 5 of tbis and 3 of No. 18 are

thus consistent with each other.

"We see from tbe above that tbe cave was dedicated to the use of

mendicants in tbe year 42, and from No. 28 that Ushavadata bestowed

other charities in tbe years 41 and 40. What era these are to be

referred to will be considered in the remarks.

Nearly the whole of Dr. Stevenson's translation of this is wrong.

No. 14.
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These lines are complete on the right-hand side, but incomplete on

the left, the rock having broken off on that side. There is, therefore,

not one sentence complete. Still the general sense is clear, as will be

seen from the following

Teanslation^ of IS'o. 14.

1. Son-in-law of Satrap I^ahapana 1

2. Usual deeds of TJshavadata, the S'aka(l)

3. In Checkika, city of Dahanuka, Kekapura

4. In each village, in Ujjayini (2), Sikha

5. [Feeding] a hundred thousand worshipful Brahmans

6. [Giving] a hundred [thousand] cows to the worshipful Brahmans

7. Given to gods and Brahmans

8. On (3) the fifteenth of the bright half of Chaitra, Kshahara

9. TJsha[vadata] who gave a hundred thousand cows

10. On the river Banasa

11. 2nd of bright half

The inscription thus appears to be of the nature of 'No. 17, recording

nearly the same charities.

Notes.

(1). This has been usually taken to be S'aka, as if there were no

doubt about it, but it is not quite safe to do so in the mutilated state

of the inscription.

(2). This is not without doubt.

(3). Another inscription seems to begin here, since Kshaharata

appears again.

22
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1^0. 6.

Sanskrit. »

[This] cave was caused to be constructed by the S'ramana officer

of Krisbna-raja of the S'atavahana race, residing in ITasika.

;^|^ is well known to be the Prakrit form of Krishna (Yar. iii. 33).

«T]R|c|ie|) belonging to or inhabitant of Nasika. The termination Ho[^

or ^l^ is added upon the analogy of the words embraced in Pan. iv.

2, 121-130. This inscription is not translated by Dr. Stevenson.

This Krishna-raja was the second king of the Andhra-bhritya

dynasty of the Puranas, as will be shown in the remarks.

No. 3.

8.

To the Perfect One. In the year 2 of the King, the Lord, the

prosperous Pulumai, the son of Yasishthi, in the 4th fortnight of

Hemanta, on — day. Before this, by the householder or husbandman

Dhanama.

No. 27.
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To the Perfect One. In the sixth year of the King, the prosperous

Padumaya, the son of Yasishthi, in the — fortnight of Grishma, on

the fifth? day.

No. 4.

Line 2. cfi;(i||. '^^ or ^^ may be the name of the lady or a term

of honour used in her case, as ^^ or ^^ in the case of those spoken

of in Inscription ]S'o. 24. Probably the ^^ of dramatical language is

the same as this.

Line 3. ^^rrf^^f?!^ ^^^W=^?fifiR%^^^^. Or if the 55f,

which with the vertical stroke looks like ^, is to be so taken, ^Xf-

f^^fil ^I^SRT'I^= ^^f^^cT ^^*ITt«l^. This will not necessitate

'^^ being considered a mistake for Jfif. '^g|j'%= ^?^^. ^v=i\^ is

the word we should expect to find in such a case ; but Uc^ has the sense

of "cutting," and with "^cj^, of ''cutting out," which would do very

weU in the present case. % in ^3^^ is the representative of f^f^^r^.

Sanskrit of 'No. 24.

8- ^i^^fH^^^r^^^Tfrftrf^.
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Teakslation of No. 24.

To the Perfect One. On the fifth day, in the 3rd third fortnight of

Hemanta, in the 7th seventh year of the King, the Lord, the prosperous

Tajna S'atakarni, Gautamiputra, the Cave of Yasu, Lady(l) Senapati,

the wife of Bhavagopa, the Senapati (commander-in-chief), inhabitant

of Kesi was, the S'ramana(2) having died, carried to completion, after

having been under excavation for many years, for [or by] Yamana(3),

the ascetic of Bopaki [or for the ascetic of Bopaki honoured by good

men], and given for the use \_liL protfiption] of mendicant priests

from the four quarters.

Notes.

1. She is called ^«f mf^jlf ^o* because she commanded any army,

but because she was the wife of the S^wRT ot commander of the

army. The only way I can think of, of conveying this sense when

another expression ^e|jfjl|^ HThT ^^^ ^Iso to be translated, is that

adopted in the text.

2. The S'ramana must have been the husband of the lady.

3. I am not quite satisfied with this. I was attempting so to con-

strue the expression ^Mf^^fTf^ ^TT'W as to yield the sense

'' having done so-and-so, or while this was doing, the S'ramana died ;"

but hav€ not succeeded. So the best way is to take the genitive and

interpret it by the prepositions *'for" or ''by." And there is Hema-

chandra's authority for it. rfT^^%^ I fTr^"^ f%fffl?^ ^^gSf<*i^-

Dr. Stevenson's translation of this is mistaken in many places. He

takes the third line to consist of names only.

Who is the Gautamiputra here spoken of ? Dr. Stevenson translates

*' descendant of King Gotamiputra." But there is no word here

which means "descendant." And this King Yajna is called Gau-

tamiputra in the other inscriptions in which he is named (see Kenery

Caves, No. 44, Joum. B.B.R.A.S. vol. vi.). It appears to have been a

custom in the case of these kings to apply to them an epithet ex-

pressive of their being the sons of certain mothers. The Great

Gautamiputra was so called because he was the son of Gautami,

though his real name was S'atakarni. Pudumayi was called Yasishthl -
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putra because he was the son of Yasishthi. In the same manner,

Yajna S'atakarni must have been called Gautamlputra because his

mother also was named Gautaml.

m. 15.

The language of this inscription is Sanskrit, with the exception

of but a few words. It is considerably mutilated towards the end.

Even in the first part the letters are not fully formed, and have to

be determined by the sense and context. In most cases, however,

my readings are obvious, and can admit of little doubt.

M . ^f^^RT ^^^ JIUiMchf^ f^^g^^

§. ?ng^iffifM^i^ ^^xrrftr^^T t^^^TT^ ^Em^-

^^' WT ipnf^ w^ MOO ft^rPi^^^iw iprr

1 • fipr is doubtful.

4. 'i|TM«I^R is unintelligible, efixf^^nf: may be ««*||q^^l!|':

in which case the name is '^fM«l^«^^ and the cfj the last syllable of

the preceding word.

6. cjjfif^R^ is very likely c()fi^G|)iJ|. The first two letters are

unintelligible, but they may have been intended for ^^TrT or ^cT.

so that the whole compound is ^fTHqi^qqiqi or ^fTcR^cff^T.

8. The three letters after ^^(% are unintelligible. They may
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have been intended for f^f'^THT'l or ^tl«l*l,-—^^l^T^T' One or two

letters are lost here. Probably the word was ^H ^ ^•t •

9. cDffi^qi was probably intended for ctTlRicn.

10. The first two letters before ^itf^cR are unintelligible. They

may have been intended for %^. This and the succeeding lines

have lost a good many letters.

Teanslation.

To the Perfect One. On the 13th daj of the fourth fortnight of

Grishma in the 9th year of the king Vlrasena, the Abhira, the son

of S'ivadattabhira and of Damarl, a permanent capital was deposited

as follows with the guilds residing now or in future in Govardhana ?

by the worshipper Vishnudatta, the daughter of Karnavarman, wife

of Rebhila Ganapaka (the leader of a host), and niece (or adopted

daughter) of Visvavarma Ganapaka (the leader of a host), for the

benefit and good of all creatures, and for providing medicine to the

body of the mendicant priests residing in the caves on mount

Trirasmi :—A thousand Karshapanas with the guild of the weavers,

two thousand with the -guild of the engineers, five hundred

with the guild of , and hundred with the guild of the

grinders of sesamum (oilmen). These Karshapanas together

with interest

This is a new inscription, and was not translated before.

No 1.

8 rrfr^t^

To the Perfect One. [This] cave and [these] two tanks are [the

benefaction] of the S'aka Damachika, writer [or engraver] and usurer

[or carpenter], son of Yishnudatta and inhabitant of Dasapura. One

of these tanks is intended for [the spiritual good of] my father

and mother.
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^f%f?f^ r= ^f^eff^ probably '
' an usurer, " or= ^^^ '

' a carpenter.
'

'

'No. 2.

9. t%^ ^5frai ^T^rf^^lW

To the Perfect One. Tank of Damchika, the S'aka, writer [or en-

graver] and usurer [or carpenter].

Ko. 5.

This cave is the benefaction of Marma, a worshipper.

No. 8.

Benefaction of I^andhabhikagama, inhabitant of Nasika.

I^OS. 9 AND 10.

These two are parts of one inscription, both together forming but

one sentence. No. l6 is the first and No. 9 the second part.

L. 1. The first letter does not occur in Mr, West's copy. Lieut.
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Brett's has it. The initial letter of the second word, read as U,
may have been intended for ^, in which case we have the genitive

^T^rnr^^-—in Tt$^^^ the ^ may have been intended for ^,
in which case the expression would mean ** native of f^^^ji." In

such inscriptions it is usual to mention the native places of the

persons named.—^IJf^. This syllable occurs at the end of each of

the three names of men. Yery likely it is an honorific termination

corresponding to our modem Marathi iTRR appended to the names

of mahars, and traced to the Sanskrit «ii«(cf|.—cR^V^. This may be

^^^ or %^J^. ^
L. 2. d d Mi n!fch|i(= d^M l Rt<*i|l or HCTlf^T^I^. The first

means "protectress of a fortress" and the second ''of soldiers," but

^dmf^^ is an unusual expression. Perhaps it is (idMI<d4)^

used as an attribute of the following noun, and meaning ''native

of" or "residing in rtdMlRl «!)•'' dd I «*T<1 «*l'^^ = " native of

Hil«*l<^" perhaps, but it would not do to take it so if the word

•ndHl<^c^^ were to be interpreted as proposed last. This word,

however, may be read as H^T^TOR^ra = H^^fiTTt^F^I^* "one

whose look and deeds are commendable." In this inscription no

difference is perceptible between the letters t and hh.

Ls. 3, 4. Some vowel-marks, which undoubtedly are required,

are wanting. I have not attempted to reduce the proper names to

their corresponding Sanskrit forms.

Sanskeit.

R. ddMl^cf|i|<I^HI(*|i^lft^dU!<*i^ ^^WTt^-

Teanslation.

This chaitya-temple was established on the mountain Trira^mi by

the worthy Ku^i, the daughter of Bali^ltanaka, the king's officer,

residing in Rahala, the wife of Agiyatanaka, the king's officer re-

siding in Tatapalika, whose look and deeds are commendable, and the

mother of Kapananaka.
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Dr. Stevenson treated these as two separate inscriptions. I need

not make any remark on his translations of them.

No. 11.

To the Perfect One. This is the cave of the charitable Indragni-

datta, the son of Dharmadeva, a !N'orthemer, a Yavanaka, native of

Dattamitrl, excavated on Mount Trirasmi. The interior of this cave is

a shrine for a Chaitya, and there are tanks also. This cave was caused

tobp constructed with a view to [the spiritual good of] mother and

ther, and is dedicated to the mendicant priesthood of the four

quarters, for the worship of all Buddhas, by Dharmarakshita and

his son.

^(^<^1^= ^*^'tKI^ ''belonging to or inhabitant of the l^orth"

(Yart. on Pan. iv. 2, 104). ^iTUfir^ was the name of a town in

Sauvlra in the vicinity of Sind. In the Sid. Kaum. this is given as an

instance of a Sauvlra town under Pan. iv. 2, 76.

Dr. Stevenson's translation of this contains several mistakes. He
makes the father of the donor ''prince regnant under Datamitraka."

This inscription shows how wide the fame of our Trirasmi was

spread. It also points to the settlement of the Greeks near Sind and

to their adoption of Buddhism. ^rTTftr^ niay be Demetria.

No. 12.

^. %f%^TTJTTO %^R^F TTTTU^rer
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M- ^H f^ "Qlft ^^^^ra ^:j^^[cR t^^-

This cave is the benefaction of Ramanaka, a merchant, native of

Chhakalapaka. It is dedicated to the mendicant priesthood of the four

quarters. He has also given a permanent capital of a hundred Karsha-

panas into the hands of the townspeople. From that a garment should

be given in the rainy season to the ascetic living here during the rains.

^^^^ is very likely •RiT " a merchant." ^^ in the fifth line may
mean '*the congregation of the mendicant priests." For the rest see

notes to Inscription No. 18.

Dr. Stevenson's translation differs a good deal from this.

Ko. 13.

To the Perfect One. [This] cave is the benefaction of Ramanaka,

the son of S'ivamitra, the writer.

No. 21.

This cave is the benefaction of the worshipper Mugudasa, a Khatika

(a butcher) ( 1 ) and his family. Dharmanandi, the son of the worshipper

Bodhigupta, has given a field in the "Western (2) Kanhahini for this

cave. From this field a garment [to] an ascetic.

(1). ^^iftcfi may have been the name of a tribe. It may also

correspond to ^Hz^ ' * a butcher. '
' The vernacular word for a butcher,

^ft^ or ^iTZ^> is very near to this.
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(2). '^TrfX/^t^—TW is a termination applied to nouns in the sense

of ''belonging to," or ''existing in." f^"^^ ^^ \ ^^^ ^1^:^ TW ^3W T^fft f^rft TTaSRft" ^{^W. I . /. jft^ . . . ^^T^—
Hemacliandra. The same termination in the form of ^[^ exists in

Marathi. 'sJImT^^ therefore seems to mean "Western." ^PD[]|f^^

must have been the name of something.

No. 22.

This cave is the benefaction of Mugudasa, a fisherman, and his family.

IN"©. 24.

To the Perfect One. [This] cave is the benefaction of the merchant

Yaragahapati, [one] apartment, of his wife the worthy I^andasrl,

[another] apartment, of his daughter the worthy Purushadatta. The

cave thus composed of four parts is dedicated to the mendicant priest-

hood of the four quarters.

Line 2. ^^ may perhaps be traced to ^"^T. or if read as ^H, to

^.
Line 3 . ^H^Rff^ fT- TfT probably from ^ITn

'

' a hollow, " " a cave.
'

'

Remaeks.

•As I have observed before, the cave numbered 26 by Mr. "West was

constructed and assigned to Buddhist mendicants of the Bhadraya-

niya school by Gautaml, who is distinctly mentioned as the mother

of the Eling Gautamiputra S'atakarni, whose exploits are described
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in the inscription. Gautamlputra therefore was so called because

he was the son of Gautami, while his own proper name was Sata-

karni. Pudumayi is called Yasithl-puta or Yasishthi-putra for the

same reason. Yasishthl, as I have pointed out, granted the field

conveyed in the second charter in Inscription Ko. 25. She is there

spoken of as the Queen of Gautamiputra, if we accept the interpre-

tation given in the note ; and even if we follow that adopted in the

text, and understand them as issuing orders conjointly, there could be

no reason why their names should be so coupled together unless that

relation existed between them. PudumlJyi therefore was the son of

Gautamiputra, and not his father, as the late Dr. Bhau Daji thought.^

Gautaml is described as the mother of a king and grandmother of a

king, while Yasishthl is mentioned simply as the mother of a king.

Gautaml therefore appears to be the more elderly of the two, which

she could not be if her son were the son of Pudumayi, whose mother

was Yasishthl.

No. 26 is dated in the year 19 of Pudumayi, when Gautaml, who is

spoken of as dedicating the cave in the present tense, must have been

alive. Her son Gautamiputra S'atakarni issued the charter No. 25

(first part) the next year, and is represented in No. 26 and No. 26a

as having granted a village in the same year for the support of the

inmates of the cave-monastery of his mother, though his name does

not expressly occur. He must, therefore, have been alive when the

cave was dedicated. As noticed above, Gautaml is spoken of as

the mother of the Great King and the grandmother of the Great

King. There is no object in such a statement, unless the son and

grandson were kings at the time when the statement was made.

How could Pudumayi then come to be king during Gautamiputra'

s

lifetime ? Instances are not wanting in Indian history of sovereigns

appointing their sons as governors or kings of distant provinces.

A^oka was King of Kashmere during the lifetime of his father, and

Agnimitra, of Yidisa while Pushpamitra reigned at Pa^aliputra. In

the same manner, Pudumayi seems to have ruled over this side of

the country, since the inscriptions containing dates at Nasik and

Karlen are dated from the commencement of his reign, while his

father Gautamiputra S'atakarni reigned at his own capital. Gautaml

-

^ Journ. B.B.R.A.S. vol. viii. p. 237.
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putra S'rl Yajna Satakarni was one of their successors, whose name

occurs in these inscriptions. The elder Gautamlputra is mentioned in

1^0. 26 as having ^' established the glory of the Satavahana race ;"

whence it appears that the dynasty called Andhrabhritya in the

Puranas was known by the name of S'atavahana.

Gautamiputra is spoken of in I^Tos. 25 and 26a. as "the Lord of

Dhanakata, or Dhanakataka." Hwen Thsang mentions a country

of the name of Tonakietsekia, which name is properly considered

as the Chinese representative of Dhanakataka. This, General

Cunningham identifies with the ancient Dharanikot, situated on

the river Krishna, in the Guntur district of the Madras Presidency.

From the bearings given by the Chinese traveller, it does appear that

Dhanakataka is to be looked for somewhere in that part of the

country. That Gautamiputra' s Dhanakataka was the same as or

situated near Dharanikot is confirmed by the fact that coins of the

Satavahana dynasty are found in that district. These being leaden

coins, the place where they are found may very reasonably be re-

garded as that of their original circulation. Some of these are

figured by Sir "Walter Elliot in plate xi. attached to his article in

the Madras Literary Journal, vol. iii. new series. Of these, one

(No. 96) has for its legend sata Kanisa ranno, another (No, 101)

has Gotamiputasa, and a third (No. 105) Ranno Gotamiputasa sari-

yanna-satakanisa} The legend on a fourth (No. 100) may be read

Putumavisa, though I am somewhat doubtful. The Puranic name

of the dynasty also indicates that its original seat, or the province

over which its kings immediately ruled, must have been somewhere

in the Andhra or Tailanga country. At first, the princes of the

family must have been subject to the paramount sovereigns of

Pataliputra, and were hence called hhrityas or servants of those

sovereigns ; and afterwards they raised themselves to supreme power.

The three princes named above are not the only ones of this

dynasty that are named in the inscriptions. There is another of

the name of Krishnaraja spoken of in N^o. 6 as belonging to the

^ General Cunningham reads this as Rajuya Gotamiputa Satakanisa, but I observe

the letters sari after Gotamiputasa distinctly, and others further on which look hke
yanna. He reads the legend on No. 100 as Fudumdvisa, and does not give that on
No. 101, but I have Uttle doubt it is Gotamiputasa. (See Anc. Geogr. of India

p. 541.)
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race of S'atavahana. The characters iji this inscription are fai*

older than those in IsTos. 25 and 26. The va, consisting of a

circle with a vertical stroke above, is very much unlike the

isosceles triangle of these latter, and this letter and the da, made

up of a small rectangle with the left-hand side wanting and with

two vertical strokes upwards and downwards, as well as the general

style, look more like those of Asoka inscriptions than those of

these later ones do. This in itself shows that a considerable interval

of time must have elapsed between Krishnaraja and Gautamlputra.

And this is confirmed by the Puranas, which, though there is not so

much agreement amongst them as might be desirable, in the case of

this dynasty, place about nineteen kings between Krishnaraja, who

stands second in the list, and Gautamiputra.^ There are two other

circumstances that deserve remark. In the time of Krishnaraja the

capital of the province seems to have been iNTasik (Nasika), for his

officer or general resided there, as we gather from '^o. 6, while in

Gautamlputra's time it was Govardhana. There is still a village near

Nasik of the name of Govardhana, as I have observed before. The

other circumstance is that while out of the five kings, beginning with

Gautamiputra, the names of three occur in the cave inscriptions on

this side of India, not one out of the nineteen successors of Krishna-

raja is mentioned. This would tend to show that the S'atavahanas

possessed these provinces in the time of Krishnaraja, but that some

time after him they were deprived of them by another race of kings,

who must have held them till Gautamlputra regained them and re-

established the power of his dynasty. And in '^o. 26 he is mentioned

as having exterminated the race of Khagarata and ** established the

glory" of his race. The dynasty of Khagarata therefore must have

ruled over these provinces during the interval. But what other indi-

cations have we of the existence of this dynasty ? In the first place

we have the inscriptions of Ushavadata, which mention a king of

the name of Kshaharata Nahapana, who is also called Kshatrapa or

Satrap. Kshaharata looks very much like Khagarata, and the cha-

racters in these inscriptions occupy a middling position between those

of ITo. 6 and No. 26. Kshaharata IS'ahapana therefore may well have

been the founder of the dynasty which displaced the S'atavahanas some

1 See Wilson's Vishnu Purana, chap. xxiv. book iv.
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time after Krishnaraja. And coins of a race of kings calling them-

selves Kings and Kshatrapas or Satraps have been found in Gujarat

and elsewhere, and amongst them one of [N'ahapana himself. There

are two inscriptions also in Gujarat, which mention some of these

kings. Very likely therefore it was this dynasty that Gautamlputra

displaced.

A passing examination of the coins of the S^atavahana dynasty

mentioned above points to the same conclusion. If we look at the

figures of the coins bearing the devices of a horse, four wheels,

and a pyramid composed of arcs of circles with a wavy line below

and a crescent on the top, we shall find that these are alternative

emblems. Some of the coins have the first and the second, others

the first and the third, and the rest the second and the third. The

first two occur on Ko. 96 and Ko. 92, the former of which bears

the legend Satahanisa Ranno. This was the name of one of the

earlier kings of the dynasty. Of the coins which bear the third

emblem, those which have a legend at all contain the names of

Gautamiputra and his successor. I^ow this third device is universally

seen on the reverse of Sah coins ; it does not occur on a S^atavahana

coin of a king earlier than Gautamlputra, while it does occur on

his and on those of his successors. This would show that the device

was borrowed from the Sahs, and was perhaps used by the S'ata-

vahanas to indicate their conquest of them. And since it occurs

first on Gautamiputra' s coin, it must have been he who overthrew

them. An examination of more coins of this dynasty, if available,

would throw further light on this subject. But so far as my present

information goes, the fact tends to confirm what we have gathered

from other sources, viz. that Gautamlputra put an end to the Sah

dynasty.

These inferences would be rendered highly probable, or almost

certain, if what is known or believed with regard to the dates of

these kings were made to harmonize with the similar information

we have with regard to the dates of Krishnaraja and Gautaml-

putra. The coins of the Satrap or Sah dynasty bear dates, but it

is not known to what era they are to be referred. For the dates

of the S'atavahana kings the only authorities are the Puranas.

Though there is no very satisfactory agreement amongst them as

to the names and number of the individuals composing the dynasty,
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the period of its total duration, given by all, nearly corresponds.

Starting from the date of Chandragupta Maurya, which is generally

believed to be 315 b.c, and deducting 294, the number^ of years

for which the intervening dynasties reigned, we have 21 b.c. as

the date of the foundation of the Andhrabhritya dynasty; and

going on further in the same way we have 2 a.d. for Krishna-

raja's accession; and 319 a.d. for that of Gautamiputra. N'ow if

we take Kahapana to be the founder of the S'aka era, and refer all

the Sah dates to that era, the information got from the caves and

the inferences based on it are perfectly consistent with these dates.

Nahapana's career of conquest must have ended in a.d. 78, when the

era began; and this agrees with what we have stated above that the

S'atavahanas were deprived of the province of IS'asik some time after

Krishnaraja. In the same manner, if the statement that Gautami-

putra exterminated the race of Khagarata is true, the last of the Sah

dates must come up near enough to 340 a.d., that being the date of

Gautamiputra' s death, or of the end of his reign. This last date, if the

era is S'aka, is, according to Mr. Fergusson,'^ 376 a.d., in which case it

would not agree with the other, but there is a mistake here. Mr.

Justice I^ewton, whom he follows, assigns 235 ^ a.d. to Svami Eudra

Sah, the 25th in his list, on the supposition that the era is Yikrama's,

whence it appears that he reads the figure on the coin of that monarch

as 291. But if we turn to the copies of the figures given by him at

page 28, vol. vii. Journ. B.B.R.A.S., we shall find that there must be

some mistake as to the right-hand stroke on the mark for a hundred

in the last of the three dates given under Svami Rudra Sah. For the

first of these is 224, the middle figure being the mark for 20, since the

circle has one diameter;* and the second 192, the mark for a hundred

having no side stroke. It is impossible then that the king, whose

date is 192, should be reigning in 291. It is extremely probable

that this king, No. 18 in Mr. Nevrton's first list (Journ. B.B.R.A.S.

vol. vii.) or No. 25 in his second (vol. ix.), whose date appears

thus to have been misread, or improperly engraved, is the same

^ "Wilson's Vishnu Purana, chap. xxiv. book iy.

^ Journ. R.A.S. vol. iv. new series.

' Journ. B.B.R.A.S. vol. ix. p. 18.

* See the numerals in the Nasik Cave Inscriptions and my paper p. 67, vol. x.

Journ. B.B.E.A.S.
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person as 'No. 12 in the former or IsTo. 19 in the latter. For the

name of the individual and of the father is the same in both

cases. There is only the prefix svdmi, ''lord," in the former,

which makes no difference, and the date 192 in the one case and

197 in the other. The final date of the Sahs therefore is that of

1^0. 17 (p. 28, vol. vii. B.B.R.A.S.), which is 250, for the figure

resembling the letter ^ sa stands really for 50, as I have shown in

my paper^ on the Yalabhl dates. This date in the era of the S'aka

kings is 328. About that time then, i.e. about nine years after his

accession, the Sahs must have been conquered by Gautamiputra. If,

on the contrary, we should take the era to be Yikrama's, ;N"ahapana's

date would be about 60 b.c, i.e. he reigned 62 years before Krishna-

raja; which, it will be seen, does not agree with the evidence of the

caves, the S'atavahana dynasty having been in possession of IN^asik in

A.D. 2. In the same manner, the final date, which, according to Mr.

Newton and Mr. Fergusson, is 235 a.d. on the hypothesis that the era

is Vikrama's, but which really should be 196 a.d. in conformity with

my reading of the dates, is so remote from Gautamiputra's 319 a.d.,

that he can in no sense be said to have exterminated the '*race of

Khagarata." The Vikrama era will therefore not do. The objection

brought by Mr. Fergusson against the S'aka is that if the dates were

referred to it, the Sahs would overlap the Guptas by a. considerable

period. But this period has now been reduced to about ten years,

the Guptas being supposed to have come into power in 319 a.d. And

a difference of ten years in the uncertain condition of our chronology

is almost nothing. Besides, there is nothing to show that the Guptas

obtained possession of the countries over which the Sahs ruled in 319,

or immediately after. Thus the date 319-340 a.d. for Gautamiputra,

and the S'aka era for the Sah dates, alone appear to be consistent with

what we find in the cave inscriptions about that monarch and the S'ata-

vahana dynasty. The dates in TJshavadata's inscriptions therefore,

viz. 42, 41, and 40, would be 120, 119, and 118 a.d. respectively.

The other inscriptions show that in the early centuries of the

Christian era Buddhism was flourishing in this part of India. Mendi-

cant priests from all quarters assembled at Trirasmi during the rains,

and held what is called their vass ; and laymen made presents to

1 B.B.R.A.S. vol. X. p. 72.

23
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them, especially of garments, during the robing month. For this

purpose it was usual for persons who possessed the means, to deposit

sums of money out of the interest of which the garments were given.

The followers of Buddhism appear to have belonged principally to the

artisan and labouring classes. Brahmanism was not in a condition of

decline. TJshavadata made as many presents to Brahmans as to the

Buddhists ; and in these Buddhistic cave inscriptions they are spoken

of with reverence. Gautamiputra also takes pride in calling himself

the protector of Brahmans, and credit is given to him for averting the

confusion of castes, i.e. destroying the effects of foreign inroads on

Brahmanism and the system of castes and re-establishing them.

Inscription No. 15 is dated in the ninth year of a king named

Yirasensa, who is called an Abhira or cowherd. The Puranas place

a dynasty of that name after the Andhrabhrityas, and it was one

of the many that ruled over the country, contemporaneously it

would appear. They must have come into power after 416 a.d.,

and, according to the Yayu Purana, ruled for 67 years. The
A

Abhiras do not seem to have been very powerful kings, and pos-

sessed only this part of the country. The traditions about a Gauli

rdjya current in the Nasik and Elhandes districts not unlikely

refer to them.
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THE ETHNOLOGICAL SECTION

ADDEESS

Pbofessoe EICHARD OWEIS^, C.B., Presidei^t.

With diffidence and misgiving I have yielded to tlie wish of our

President, my esteemed friend and colleague, Dr. Eirch, to undertake

the honourable and responsible office of President of the Ethnological

Section of the Congress of Orientalists, now assembled in London.

These feelings naturally arise from consciousness of the slight rela-

tion of my habitual studies to the immediate objects of the present

distinguished Assembly. Some results of ethnological observations

in Egypt, submitted this year to the Anthropological Institute, and

^evious reports to the Eritish Association, on lower, probably older,

more Eastern races, form the narrow ground for a claim to be re-

garded 'as~a fellow labourer in the work which so many more eminent,

ethnologists have here met together to promote. Eut if my help in

your great aim be small, my grateful sense of the value of your

consideration, and more especially of your teachings, is deep and

genuine.

In presence of the distinguished founder of this Congress, Pro-

fessor Leon de Eosny, I am at once reminded of the vast debt which _
physical ethnology owesto the bold yet true views originating in
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French intellect and on French ground, whereby first was broken

down the barrier that had arrested our estimate and conception of

jpast time in connexion with the existence of the human race and the

origin of its varieties. The name of Boucherjde Perthes is wedded

imperishably with this discovery ; and that of the late estimable and

indefatigable Ed. Lartet is closely associated therewith, through his

confirmation and expansion of the insight of the philosopher of

Abbeville into the true meaning of the geological and palaeontological

phenomena of his neighbourhood. "Worthy successors have these

great names found in living French ethnologists, of whom De

Quatrefages and Paul Broca may be cit^ as types. To acknowledge

the value of the labours^ researches, genius of the philologists of

J&erman^ would be too hard for me were I to aim at adequacy.

Ethnologists feel their indebtedness thereto at almost every doubtful

point in the track of inquiry, more especially when it leads east^

ward. I am happy to believe that no country has more willingly

discounted the German claims for such indebtedness than England,

or has with more pleasure made a home welcome and acceptable to

the distinguished linguistic philosophers who may honour another than

the Fatherland, as a notable one has done this island, in choosing it

for a continuous residence and field of research and instruction. But

there is a mighty Empire to the east of Germany, whose services

to ethnological science are perhaps less known and appreciated in

England. Every conquest in the heart of Asia by Russian valour,

endurance, and military skill has also borne its scientific fruit, has

been attended by the peaceful victories of ethnology ; more especially

as regards the linguistic evidences which lie at the foundation of the

dark problems of beginnings and affinities of races. A vocabulary

"or grammar of some Finnish or other dialect speedily follows the

track of the invading force. Some score of established varieties of

speech budding out of Finnish roots have been the fruit of pains-

taking researches of a people in whom the faculty of easy acquisition

of foreign languages seems innate. The j)hilological works of a

Castren, Sjogren, Scheffren, Wiedemann, Middendorf, crown those

names with honour ; their contributions enrich almost each successive

volume of the TVanaactions of the Imperial Academy of Sciences of

Petershv/rg—a mine of wealth which amply rewards the exploration

of the ethnological student. One wishes that such a scientific staff
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could have followed the track of our victorious troops in Abyssinia

and Ashantee, and the example of Russia we may hope to be followed

in future manifestations of the power of Great Britain among remote,

primitive, and little known races of mankind. That example has

been followed—rather, I should say, anticipated—by distinguished^.

_ scholars, warriors, administrators in our great Indian Empire. The

contributions to ethnology which enrich the Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society amply attest the sympathy of the rulers of India

with the aims of science. The like testimony will be found in the

valuable and original memoirs published by cognate associations in

the capital cities of India. To the present centralized administra-

tion of India, ethnology is indebted for the issue of descriptions

and photographs of the various races, castes and outcasts, traders,

labourers, soldiers, outlaws, etc., natives of the vast territories of

that mighty conquest. It is known to ethnologists, and partly ex-

plicable by the physiologist, that the portrait artist cannot perfectly

succeed with the face of a race different from his own race. In the

most finished and costly illustrations of ^voyages and travels by

European experts, with aid from Governments, the portraits of abor-

igines proclaim almost as well as the title-page the nation of the

artist. A Papuan, e.g., will have a Erench, German, or English cast

of physiognomy, according as he has sat to a limner of one or other

country. Formerly honoured by conversing on this matter with the

Prince Consort, His Royal Highness was pleased to show me a collec-

tion of ethnological photographs, which, at his instance, and for that

reason, had been made for him by officers capable of practising the

wonderful art in remote lands. A like encouragement has been held

out to the accomplished officers of the Indian Service, and already

the result rises to five 4to. volumes (1872) on^he Peojple of India,

edited by J. Eorbes Watson, M.D., and John "William Kay, K.C.S.I.,

F.R.S.j with instructive notices of the subjects of the photographs.

TMs_g[e^t_wo^ and priceless contribution to Eastern ethnology has

been brought out in its present elegant form at the India Office,

under the auspices of the late Minister for India, his Grace the Duke

of Argyll, with whose name may be associated, as a recipient of the

acknowledgments of ethnologists, that of the late Secretary for

India, my colleague in this Congress, and esteemed friend, the Presi-

dent of the Archaeological Section.
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Of home ethnologists, more especially those who have brought to

bear linguistic attainments upon man's ancient history, I need not

aUude to the eminent ones who share with us our present work,

but I may be permitted to name Jlobert Gordon Lathamj T.R.S^

The noble edition of our classical English Dictionary places the

name of its author alongside the imperishable one of Samuel Johnson

;

but Latham^s_ori^al works give him a distinct and lasting pedestal

of fame as an_elucidator of the affinities of human races, and as

a guide in the scientific teaching of our language. May we

recognize it as a tribute to British contributions to ethnology^jthat

London has been honoured this year hj the presence of the. most

distinguished Continental labourers in this field of science? For

myself, as an archaeologist, I belong to that other species defined

by my master in palaeontology, the immortal Cuvier, '' antiquaire

d^une nouvelle espece ;
" and my habitual researches relate to

periods transcending those expressed by the terms of historical

estimates of past time. In that relation mainly stand the few

studies I have been able to devote to the proper subjects of the

present Section, and ^perhaps the sole service I may render to the

Congress is to exemplify hindrances to the progress of geology,

which possibly may stUl tend to divert from its true course the

science of Oriental races and families of mankind.

The^Pa^uans of New Guinea^ with cognate dark-skinned, broad-

nosed, prognathic peoples of Australia, !N'ew Hebrides, IS'ew Caledonia,

and neighbouring islands, bespeak by affinities of their rude dialects,

as well as by physical characters, a low and early race of mankind,

which, in some respects indicating kinship with the Bushmen of

South Africa, are yet sufficiently distinct to suggest a long term of

existence in another and distant continent. Zoological and geological

evidences concur, as in a degree exemplified in Wallace's * Malay

Archipelago,'' to point to a prehistoric race of mankind, existing

generation after generation on a continent which, in course of gradual,

non-cataclysmal, geological change, has been broken up into insular

patches of land : there^uch race is still open to ethnological study.

"Wending westward to regain the proper field of our Congress, we

have evidences of as early—if I say '^ primitive" it is because we

know none earlier—bipeds, in the trans-Gangetic peninsula and

Indonesian Archipelago. These Nigritos, in India, have fled before
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invaders from the sub-Himalayan range, represented by Burmese and

Siamese ; before invaders from the south, the Malays, with their

maritime advance in civilization; before later immigrations from the

north, with the religion and literature respectively of the Aryan

Hindoos and the Arab Mussulmans. Fragments of the dwarf

Mgrito stratum may be picked up—a scanty one in Engomho, the

largest island off Sumatra, in the Mergui Archipelago, another in

the Mcobar Isles, a third in the Andamans. The Mgritos who

have survived such changes, and have been caught, so to speak,

upon a new continent, as in Hindostan, have preserved themselves

in mountain fastnesses and forests, have fled before later immi-

grants, have never assimilated therewith, have always been looked

upon by them as prior in time, and now are verging towards extinc-

tion. In speculating, therefore, on the place of origin of Mincopies

and Hill-tribes, I would impress upon ethnologists to set aside ideas

of the actual or present disposition of land and sea as being necessarily

related thereto, and to associate with the beginning of such low forms

of humanity a lapse of time in harmony with the latest geological

changes of the earth's surface. In such observations {e.g.^ as the

estimable voyager "Wallace uses, when he remarks on the high

probability that the ^'Mgritos of Bengal have had an Asiatic rather

than a Polynesian origin"

—

op. cit. vol. ii. p. 424), no facts sup-

porting the assumption of such degree of probability have come to my
knowledge. From such as have come, I infer that the birth-land of the

Mincopies, e.g., was neither Asiatic nor Polynesian as these terms are

understood in modem geography. A contributor to the Transactions

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal writes :
— '* Some may be of African

origin or of mixed African descent ; their woolly hair and other signs

apparently afford such a solution" (Mr. Day, P.Z.S., Olservations on

the Andamanese, June, 1870, p. 153). The question of the African

origin I have sounded in my Report on the Psychical and Physical

Characters of the Mincopies, in Reports of the British Association, 1861.

As to the hypothesis that *' the Mincopies and Australians are not

a pure race, but hybrids between true negroes and a Malayan or.

yellow race" (Quatrefages, Uniti de VEspece Humaine, 12mo., 1861,

p. 173), I will only repeat my remark—"the cardinal defect of

speculators on the origin of the human species seems to me to be

the assumption that the present geographical condition of the earth's
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surface preceded or co-existed with the origin of such species"

{Reports of British Association, 1861, p. 8).

^^JThe Andamanese, or Mincogies, of whom I exhibit photographs,

suggest the same relation to geological change of surface as the

Papuans. Their islands are in the Bay of Bengal, but so much as

may be deduced from their poor unsettled language shows relation-

ship with the Mon or Peguan dialects rather than with the continental

Burmese living on the coast nearest the Andamans. Sus andamanensis

and some "Bats" are the sole known mammals, besides the Mincopies,

which may be called indigenous to the islands. A Tupaia is suspected

to stiU exist in the woods; but how q^any species may have been

extirpated by the unceasing chase of hungry Mincopies, Zoology may

never know; unless some cavern, with bones and teeth in its breccia or

sediments, affords materials to the palaeontologist. I infer that the

now island homes of the Mincopie race were above water before the

nearest continent assumed its present size and shape. The fossils

of giraffes and hippopotamuses in ^N^ewer Tertiary deposits on slopes

high up the Himalayas significantly point to the (geologically)

recent elevation of that grand mountain chain, and therewith probably

to the movements resulting in the present configuration of the

southern Asiatic land.

Notwithstanding their proximity to the mainland and to the

course of Indian traffic, the Mincopies maintained themselves until

the needs of the Mutiny war led to one of their islands becoming

a penal settlement, apart from higher races of mankind. These

races had till then failed, as they still fail with the Papuans of

Kew Guinea, to get a footing and begin the work of elevation of

the aboriginal race. This arises from the unmitigated, uncompromis-

ing hostility, by force and fraud, to any invaders, accidental or inten-

tional, whom the aborigines had it in their power to extirpate. Such

hostility, hatred, and dread can only be compared with that which

the brute species in a state of nature entertain towards man. An
island of Quad/rumana would conduct themselves, to the extent of

their destructive and repellent faculties, in like fashion towards

biped immigrants. The Mincopies, like the Papuans, seem to realize

instinctively their fate through contact with a higher race, by which,

however benevolent the intention, such fate would be to be improved,

like the Tasmanians, off the face of their native land. Our country-
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men, since tlie occupancy of one of the islands, have done their utmost

to raise and civilize the natives. Young female Mincopies have been

taken in hand by kindly-disposed ladies, have been dressed and trained

as English girls. Some of the scholars tried to get back to the larger

island by swimming. Of those retained to the time of puberty and

then returned to their tribe, all threw off their European clothes and

reverted to the simple pudendal leaf, and they showed no sense of

shame before their teachers. The xjincture of the males—three or

more girths of a strong flexile tendril wound round the abdomen

—

leaves the generative organs conspicuous, as in the photographs;

and of such nakedness they have a prelapsarian, or, speaking zoologi-

cally, quadrumanous, unconsciousness. Of ideas of another life

they afford glimpses. The widow dreams of her dead husband;

to the widower, in his slumber, returns his departed wife: the

pangs of hunger and the thoughts of successful chase excite the

vision, in which a deceased notable hunter or fisher revisits the

dreamer, and an unusual haul of fish or capture of game is the result.

This seems to be the foundation of the Mincopies' faith in a future

life of successful chase and cessation of hunger pangs. The widow

carries about with her till re-married the skull of her deceased spouse.

The Australian widow is more practical, and converts his cranium

into a drinking vessel. I cannot obtain from friendly residents,

through whom I receive materials for studying the Mincopies, any

fact or evidence of an *' inherent impulse moving them to turn their

thoughts and questionings towards the sources of natural phenomena."

Such impulse may arise after primeval man has made the requisite

advance. But the subjects of Oriental ethnology, represented in the

photographs exhibited, stand on a lower step, and even these may

be primeval only in the sense that we have not yet got evidence

of still inferior bipeds.

There is, of course, another hypothesis which may commend itself

to a few of my hearers, as it does to a large proportion of the reading

classes of this country. It is that which, in the terms of the Venerable

Archdeacon Squire, would affirm that the Andaman Islands, like

Egypt, were *' colonized about 130 years after the Flood by emigrant

Asiatics, descendants of Ham or Cham, the son of I^oah." Such

hypothesis the Archdeacon rests upon *'the Scriptural account of

the general destruction of the world by the Deluge, which all
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Christians admit, or, at least, ouglit to admit" (Preface to the

Translation of Plutarch ''De Iside et Osiride," p. v.). Fain wonld

I have found facts to square with this conscience-enforcing principle,

and hard was the struggle against the prepossessions of sacerdotal

education in being brought, by the course of daily duty, face to

face with phenomena subversive of the idea of the distribution of

mankind from the plain of Shinar at the Biblical date of the building

of Babel. The evidences of the antiquity of man in Europe, discovered,

with a glimpse of their significance, by Toumol and Christol, in 1826;

by Schmerling, with more insistence of their meaning, in 1833 ; rightly

discerned and persistently advocated by ^Qpucher de Perthes in 1838
;

finally confirmed by Prof. Prestwich, of Oxford, have multiplied

to demonstration. I will only remark that the shell mounds of the

Andaman Islands exemplify the grade and mode of existence of

stone-weaponed humanity at this day, identical with that of the

accumulators of *'kitcliing middens" in the J^orth of Europe in

pre-historic times.

My latest ethnological observations relate to the race that founded

the civilization of ancientJEgypt. Permit me briefly to premise

evidence of the antiquity of the subjects on which those observa-

tions were made. The want of this preliminary has vitiated studies

akin to my own, and far superior to them in extent and devotion of

research. As an example I may refer to the vast body of illustrations

of the craniology of mummified Egyptians, with which the honoured

name of Morton is associated. The subjects of his conscientious

and accurate observations had been gathered in the great graveyards

and labyrinthic sepulchres of Egypt, but of their relation to any

given reign or dynasty there is little or no evidence—none certainly

that can be called trustworthy in regard to the first six dynasties.

The skulls figured in Morton's great work are of ancient Egyptians

it is true, but of such as may have died at any period of a range over

some 4000 years.

My studies are not merely of skulls, but of them clothed with

flesh ; not of their dead remains only, but I may say of the living

men and women contemporary with Kings of the Third, Fourth,

and Fifth Dynasties. Portrait sculpture had advanced to such per-

fection at that remote period, that each individual of the upwards

of fifty statues, from the sculpture closets of family tombs, has its
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distinct individual physiognomical character, and would be worthy

of the study of a Lavater; they unquestionably impressed me with

the conviction of their faithful likeness to the individuals named.

Associated inscriptions in the tombs yielding these precious ethno-

logical evidences give the reigns of the Phras under whom the

individuals lived and died. It remains to determine the period of

such reigns and the relation of such period to the comparatively

small amount of the history of ancient Egypt that can be paralleled

with inductively determined periods of the contemporary history of

other nations.

jN'o documents are more important in ethnology, or the scientific

history of races, than those which we owe to the most philosophic

and knowledge-loving of the Pharaohs of the Greek dynasty,—the re-

cords, namely, written and preserved by the hereditary priesthood of

"Egypt and of Judaea respectively. Through Ptolemy Philadelphus

these first, by the Greek translations he caused to be made, became the

property of the human intellect. In the evidences and beliefs of the re-

spective antiquities of these people so recorded, there then was seen to be

great discrepancy. Egypt had risen from a long, misty, mythical period

to a kingdom ruled and administered by one mortal Phra or Pharaoh,

at a period of time, according to Manetho, contemporaneous with the

creation of the world according to Esdras. A later Phra (Koufou-

Cheops) was building his pyramid, according to the Egyptian chro-

nicle, when the whole world was under the waters of a universal

Deluge according to the Hebrew chronicle. What ought to be the

attitude of the ethnologist before the Manethonian and the Septua-

gintal documents ? As an investigator of the relative dates, periods,

nature, and causes of the changes in the crust of our globe, and of the

organisms which have worked the vital form of force thereon, I must

answer, to cast away all partiality to the respective authorships of

those documents, all assumption or presumption of the superior claims

to recognition of the origin of the one or of the other, to test them

by facts which are open to discovery, and on which the truth-getting

faculty of man can found scientific conclusions. The ethnologist can

no otherwise attain to durable results.

In regard to the Hebrew document this test has been comparatively

recently applied by the Organization or Society, in the initiation of

which I gladly took part, known as the ''Palestine Exploration
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Pund," and the results already obtained have been most acceptable

to Biblical scholars. A like investigation of the remains of edifices,

works of arts, monumental records, akin to that on the ** Moabite

stone," has been carried on in Egypt for a longer period and with

richer results. Gladly, and feeling it a high privilege, do I avail

myself of this opportunity to express my homage of gratitude to

Lepsius, my deep sense of the inestimable value of his services de-

voted to Egyptology, in trying travel, with risks to life and health,

guided by the highest linguistic attainments, especially of the hiero-

glyphic characters, and by the rare gift, instinctive as it seems, of

the discoverer, in the discernment of jigns of light not caught by

the eyes of ordinary travellers. And most ungrateful should I be if

I did not, at the same time, acknowledge my deep indebtedness for

such ethnological fruits as I may have gathered in my ovm travels

and sojoumings in Egypt to the worthy successor of Lepsius in the

researches most essential to our estimate of Manetho's lists—I allude

to Auguste Mariette Bey, the present Director of the Service of Con-

servation of the Antiquities of Egypt ; the founder, arranger, curator,

and expositor of the Museum of Antiquities in the possibly Petrine

Babylon, now a suburb of Cairo. Erom the specimens with which

he has enriched that museum were the photographs taken which I

now exhibit.

Believing that the succession of Kings and Dynasties could in a

great degree, and will in a fuller one, be worked out on evidence of

Egyptian antiquities, yet the periods or durations of reigns rest

mainly on the Manethonian lists. "Were the records yielding such

lists true? The following have afforded the most instructive tests

and answers to the question. 1st, the Turin Papyrus, or list of

rulers of Egypt from the Mythical period to the Nineteenth Dynasty;

2ndly, the Kamak Tablet or fresco of Thotmes III., now in Paris

;

3rdly, the like monument of Rameses II., from Abydos, in the

British Museum; 4thly, and above all, the mortuary inscription

from the tomb of the priest Tounar-i, now in the Museum of

Boulak.

To these add the names of Kings on sepulchral tablets and scarabs

of contemporary priests, generals, officials, etc. So tested, verified

and supplemented, the Summary of the Sebbenytic Priest, as known
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to us by the citations of adverse critics, errs, as miglit be anticipated,

on the side of omission, not on that of alleged purposely deceptive

additions and exaggerations of reigns.

Such help as can be gleaned from the fragments of the first, in

testing the transcribed record of Manetho, confirms it. The second

has contributed to determine the names of the kings of the Thirteenth

Dynasty, again, in the main, in accordance with Manetho, not con-

tradictory. The third document yields sure grounds for the classifi-

cation of Kings of the Eighteenth Dynasty, and served, under the

sagacious study of Lepsius, to determine the place in Egyptian history

of the classical Sesostris—^the Sesortasen or Osirtasen of the grand

TweKth Dynasty of the middle Empire. In their results, so far as

they can be applied to test its accuracy, the summary of the sacred

chronicles of Egypt comes out as veridical in the main. The most

regrettable deficiency in the '' Table of Abydos " in the British

Museum is the commencement of the series of defunct ancestral

Phras to whom Eamses pays homage ; for what testimony more con-

clusive of the genuineness of the lists of kings and reigns preserved

in the priestly archives could be adduced than that the names of

such kings and the numbers of dynasties, reigning, according to those

archives, from 5000 years to 4000 years B.C., and quoted by the

Royally-entrusted Priest 300 years B.C., should tally with the lists

recorded by a priest who died in the reign of a Barneses 1400 years

B.C. ? It is truly marvellous, and of priceless value to the Egypto-

logist, that such records should have been handed down, faithfully

chronicled and safely kept, through 4500 years of vicissitudes, changes

of dynasties, usurpations, wars, invasions, destructions, and partial

conquests of the land of Eg3rpt.

May I trespass with a few words on the monument from Sakkara,

which, with the Statue of Cephren, is of itself worthy of a visit to

Cairo ? The epitaph or mortuary inscription discovered by Mariette

in the tomb of the High Priest Tounar-i, who lived and died in the

long reign of Bameses II., proclaims the defunct to be " justified
"

and privileged to enter that heavenly mansion to which defunct kings

were admitted. Of this august assembly the Priest gives 55 names.

No doubt these fall short of the number recorded by Manetho as

succeeding each other between Menes and Bamses, but then Tounar-i

saw only the ''justified kings." Neither Thotmes nor Bameses ad-
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mitted indiscriminately all their predecessors in their complimentary

frescos. But the touchstone in the Sakkara tomb is this—it gives the

names of two kings of the First Dynasty, of six kings of the Second, of

eight kings of the Third. Those names occur in the Manethonian trans-

lation of the Book of Egyptian Kings, submitted to a monarch of the

Thirty-third Dynasty. It is trite to comment upon the usage of Mane-

tho's precious record by Jewish and early Christian writers. He was

charged with making dynasties successive which had been contem-

porary, etc. ; but this was imputed on no foundation of observed

facts, simply on the assumption that a certain chronology, resting on

no scientific basis, must be accepted as b^g a Divine revelation, and

any statement opposed thereto must be put down or explained away.

So a living professor of history, in reference to Syncellus's reduction

of Manetho's chronicle to 3555 years before the conquest of Egypt

by Alexander, remarks :
*^ Even this view, however, seems to be ex-

travagant, for it places the accession of Menes in the year B.C. 3883,

which is considerably before the Deluge according to the highest compu-

tation" (Bev. Canon Bawlinson, Translation of Herodotus, vol. ii. note

2, at p. 1). The hieroglyphical characters, the then dead language,

known and used solely by the learned Egyptian priesthood, were not

understood by Josephus, Clemens Africanus, Tatianus, or George the

Monk ; they had access to the Chronicles of Egypt only through the

translation by Manetho, every copy of which has perished. Eusebius in

his ' Chronicon, ' or ' Endeavour to synchronize the Hebrew with other

histories, and reduce them to a regular series of Biblical Chronology,'

seems to have known this ''translation" only by the abstracts of Julius

Africanus. But an historian of the present day has not this excuse for

closing his eyes to the evidence of the monuments of a people who ex-

celled all others in the pains they took to leave imperishable records

of their annals. The hieroglyphic inscriptions they bear can now be

read. Manetho stands before this testimony and waits judgment.

If, for example, statues and laudatory memorials of the kings of a

Memphite dynasty were found only in Lower Egypt, and those of

kings of an Elephantine dynasty only in Upper Egypt, there would be

ground for suspicion that the Egyptian Priest had aggrandized the

rule of both series of limited monarchs, and had lengthened out

their history by making certain dynasties successive which had, in

fact, reigned contemporaneously. There were periods, indeed, when
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Upper and Lower Egypt had respectively their own Pharaohs, but

the normal relations of such were hostile. Manetho records such

conditions of the Monarchy, and notes some of the Theban kings as

contemporaries of the Shepherd Kings reigning at Tanis. But a

Pharaoh of the lower country permitted not his usually hostile con-

temporary in the upper country to dedicate to himself monuments at

Tanis ; nor would a Theban king permit a Hycksos one to set up his

abhorred image at Elephantine. The discovery, therefore, by Mariette

of such monuments of one and the same Pharaoh or dynasty of Pharaohs,

occurring the whole length of Egypt, from north to south, is a scien-

tific fact testifying to the truth of the lists of the successive Kings

recorded by the Egyptian priests. Testimonies by contemporary

sculptors have proved, for example, the Sixth Dynasty, which chose for

its capital Elephantine, to have succeeded the Eifth Dynasty, which

chose for its place of business Memphis. They have similarly and

satisfactorily demonstrated the Eourteenth Dynasty of Xois to have

.succeeded, in time, the Thirteenth Dynasty of Thebes. In sum, the

study of these various testimonies, and especially of those later ones,

which have tempted me to repeat three times my first visit with his

Royal Highness the Prince of Wales to Egypt, has begot a convic-

tion that the chronology I have the honour to exhibit (pointing to

the Diagram) to the present Section best squares with the scientific

evidence at present bearing npon it.

In illustration of the Egyptian people of the oldest Dynasties, I sub-

mit the following evidences : 1 . A photograph of life-size statues of a

Prince and Princess, relatives of the last King of the Third Dynasty,

near whose pyramid at Meydoum was their sepulchre. The hierogly-

phics have a certain simplicity, not to say rudeness, in accordance with

this high antiquity. 2. I next submit the photograph of a life-size

statue of Cephren, a Phra of the Fourth Dynasty, builder of the second

Great Pyramid at Ghizeh. One cannot fail to be impressed with the

individuality of this noble piece of sculpture. The King is seated on a

simple but elegant throne, the whole carved out of one slab of the rare,

beautiful, and most intractable mineral called diorite. The face, with

European features, refined, intellectual, has a calm, dignified expres-

sion, free from the conventionality of the statues of later monarchs, the

anatomy of the frame as true as in such work from the chisel of

Michael Angelo (Plate III. Pig. 4). "What was the period of incuba-
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tion of Egyptian sculpture before reaching such perfection in both the

creative and mechanical parts of the noblest of the arts ? 3. This

photograph is of a statue, in wood, one-third of the natural size, of

a functionary of the Fourth Dynasty. Of this work of art Mariette

justly remarks :
" Rien de plus frappant que cette imager en quelque

chose vivante d'un personnage mort il y a six mille ans. La tete surtout

est saissisant de veriUy 4. Photograph of a similar statue of a

female, of the same period, of the same perfection of execution. 5.

A seated statue in granite of a priest of the Fifth Dynasty.

Not any of these physiognomies, if clothed in modem dress, would

suggest that they were extra-Europeajj. The forehead is good in

shape and size ; the nose well-formed and proportioned, straight or

slightly arched, with thin, not broad, but finely modelled alae ; mouth

not more prominent than in the highest existing races ; lips rather

full in some, but in these less so than in the statues of the later

Empire, and this feature may be matched in modem society.

And these are the people whom we were taught, as children, to.

believe to have been degraded blacks—descendants of Ham ; and

whom, as ethnologists, we have been lately bidden to regard as

Australian by origin.^ This view I have tested by evidences collected

in Egypt, in a paper submitted to the Anthropological Institute,*

and refer to it only by reason of its adoption, or quotation, by my
esteemed friend, the President of our Turanian Section, in his Opening

Address,^ in which the inhabitants of Australia, the Hill-tribes of

India, and the ancient Egyptians are referred, *' on physical characters

alone, without reference to language or history," to one and the same

type or race, which Prof. Huxley terms *' Australioids." Referring

to that author's original memoir, the physical characters ascribed

to the Egyptians are :
" the dark skin, the black, silky, wavy hair,

the long skull, the fleshy lips, and broadish alae of the nose, which

we know distinguished his remote ancestors" {pp. cit. p. 405).

The grounds of that "knowledge" are not given. The above physical

characters are affirmed to cause those ''remote ancestors" "to approach

1 Huxley, " On the Geographical Distribution of the Chief Modifications of

Mankind," Journal of the Ethnological Society of London, January, 1871.
"^ " Contributions to the Ethnology of Egypt," Journal of the Anthropological

Society, vol. iv. 1874.

3 Academy^ September 26th, 1874, p. 350.
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the Australian and the ' Dasya ' more nearly than they do any other

form of mankind" (ib. th.); but it does not appear that any evidence

whatever of the physical characters of those ancestors was in pos-

session of the writer. I, therefore, submit to the Ethnological

Section, a comparison based on observation of the '* physical cha-

racters" of the Australians with those of the remotest ancestors of

the Egyptians in which such characters have been noted.

In the frescos in which the African races are associated with ancient

Egyptians and Syro-Aramaeans, a blackish or dark chocolate brown

tint distinguishes the dark-skinned races from the red ochreous tint

of the Egyptian, and the tawny or yellowish skin of the Assyrian.

In the statues of the individuals of the Third Dynasty the male is

so tinted ochreous, while the female has a lighter colour. The

racial character of skin-tint or complexion is significantly manifested

by such evidences of the depth of colour due to individual exposure.

The male wears only the ''kilt"; the female has a sleeveless garment,

suspended by shoulder-straps, and reaching to the ankles. The

primitive race-tint may be more truly indicated by this Princess,

who lived, according to Manetho and Mariette, 6000 years ago, than

by that showing the effects of exposure in her scantily-clad husband.

The squaw of the dark-skinned Australian, or the most favoured

female of the hareem of an Ashantee king, in whatever degree pro-

tected from the outer influences, shows as dark a hue as the king

himself or his meanest slave.

In photographs of a living native of Australia which I communicated,

with those of the sculptured features and lineaments of the body of

the ancient Egyptians, to the Anthropological Institute,^ the members

who had accepted the '' Australian hypothesis " were enabled to

exercise the speculative faculty in accounting for the obliteration,

in the ancient Egpytians, of such simial characters, in the Australian,

as the depressed bridge and broadened alae of the nose. And how

the heavy beetled brow became reduced, and the depression it

overhung in the Australian became filled up, in the Egyptian. The

vertical line dropped from the nose-tip in the Australian touches

the under-lip ; the alveolar " prognathism " to which this is due

has to be reduced, in the ascensive course from such hypothetical

"remote ancestors," to Egyptian ''orthognathism," which is as de-

1 ep. cit. June, 1874.

24
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cided (as shown in the subjects of Plate II. and of Plate III. Fig. 1,

of the Memoir above quoted) as in Europeans.

Materials for comparison of the hair in ancient Egyptians with

that in their alleged progenitors are scanty. The wig in the British

Museum negatives the negro woolly character as it does the AustraUoid

"raven-blackness." It is glossy, of a brown or deep auburn colour.

"Whence, it may be asked, did the ancient Egyptians derive their

habit of shaving or close-cropping the hair ? If we are to seek

it in and through some remote ancestral source, we must go to the

Andaman Isles, instead of Australia, for shaven bipeds sufficiently

low in the scale to fit the assumptiojj of the grade of such source.

But neither race of savages practise circumcision. Common sense,

however, repudiates the notion of the necessity of inheritance in

reference to the initiation, by the ancient Egyptians, of such practices.

Head-shaving and circumcision were operations performed by the

ancient Egyptians in order to remove or diminish inconveniences

due to climate. The cause of the conditions of climate being un-

known, and the effects such as to suggest omnipotence in the Causer,

the secondary results or influences upon the thinker might be held

to be the mode of command to which he paid obedience by the

practice of removing unessential troublesome parts of his body.

There is no evidence, or indication, that the ancient Egyptians

practised circumcision or shaving by direct supernatural injunction,

or that they adopted the operations from a more ancient race so

miraculously favoured. The evidence is ample that the Egyptians

did practise both circumcision and abstinence from pork centuries

before slave-labour was availed of and imported by a Thotmes or

a Kameses.

In comparing the skull of an ancient Egyptian of the Fourth

Dynasty with one of an Australian, the first differences are seen to

be due to the better-developed brain in the former: acquisition of

vertical mass at both the fore and the hind lobes of the cerebrum

diminishes, in the Egyptian, the convexity of the upper curve of

the cranium in profile, and gives the appearance, in that direction,

of flatness, such as is seen in the profile of Ka-Hotep (pointing

to a diagram from the photograph). The breadth of the cranium

is relatively greater, and the sides of the hemispheres being de-

veloped both vertically and transversely, the upper curve in that
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direction, in the cranium, resembles tliat shown in the photograph

of the head of the same ancient Egyptian. In the Australian the

want of this development causes the roof of the skull to slope

from the mid-line, or '' roof-tree," downwards and outwards; and

the cranium, viewed from behind, present's a sub-pentagonal con-

tour, with the angles rounded off: this character is not present in

the skulls of the ancient Egyptians. The lower fore and hind lobes

of the cerebrum in the Australian are associated with corresponding

minor rise of those parts of the calvarium, and the upper curve, in

profile, is more convex than in the old Egyptian skull compared. But

in some individuals of the Fourth Dynasty the brain, retaining the same

dimensions of length and breadth as in the subject of the statue of

earlier date, has a better vertical development of the mid-lobes, and

consequently the profile curve resembles that of the Australian, and

this by reason of the still higher type of brain raising the vault of the

larger skull in a corresponding direction. If a term of craniological

art were invented to express the convex contour of the profile view

of the calvarium, it might be predicated of both the Australian and

the Egyptian; but it would deceive if used as evidence of unity of

type or race. Similarly both skulls may be called '' dolichocephalic,"

because the long diameter exceeds the cross one; but the absolute

length of the cranium is greater in the Egyptian, and yet is relatively

less, compared with the transverse diameter, than it is in the Austra-

lian ; because the brain in that low race, though absolutely shorter,

is relatively narrower, by reason of the want of lateral expansion of

the hemispheres. It is thus more typically or eminently ''dolicho-

cephalic." The value of the argument for identity of race between

the ancient Egyptian and the Australian, through predicating ''doli-

chocephalism " in both, may thus be appreciated, the true conditions

being explained.

With these nigritic differences are associated the more marked ones,

of the tuberous cheek-bones, the thick super-orbital ridge made pro-

minent by the sunken origin of the small flattened nasal bones. Such

simial characters of the Australian being associated with strongly

marked prognathism, and, above all in relation to questions of descent

and affinity, with relatively larger crowns and more complex fangs of

the molar teeth.^ The skulls and dentition of the ancient Egyptians

1 Odontography, p. 453, plates 118, 119. 4to. 1840.
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are as distinct from those of Australians in the above characters as

are those X)f the highest known races of mankind at the present day.

The sum of my observations and comparisons leads me to the recog-

nition of a nearer affinity, in the oldest Egyptian skuUs, to those of

the handsomer races of Central Africans noted by Livingstone, than to

those of any well-defined Asiatic, European, N'egro or Mgritic race.

With our palaeontological evidence of the antiquity of the human

species, 7000 years seems but a brief period to be allotted to the

earliest, the oldest known, civilized and governed community. That

a race with the physiognomical characters here exhibited, and con-

trasted (pointing to the diagrams), shfTuld have risen so early to

that high estate, along the Nile, accords with the unique blessed-

ness of the soil and climate of Egypt, and with the high racial

characters of the people flourishing under its antediluvian Pharaohs.

This term, of course, is arbitrary, for Egyptian records tell nothing

of a cataclysmal deluge. Greology demonstrates that, within the

historical period and long anterior thereto, the land of Egypt

traversed by the Mle was never visited by other than its annual,

commonly beneficent, overflow. The deposits of that overflow,

which a diluvial torrent would have swept out of the valley which

the Nile has excavated, testify as strongly as do the volcanos of

Auvergne and the cataract of Niagara against the operation of

such geological dynamic at the Septuagintal ^ date or any earlier.

The instructive layers of the fluviatile deposit, like the leaves of a

grand old book, in part read by Horner and Hekekyan-Bey, have

since -been displayed throughout their extent by later engineering

operations. They testify to as great a duration of time past for their

successive deposition as the mythical period of Manetho, anterior to

his historical one, would require. No hint is given in that dim

glance into the past of any exodus from other lands into Egypt.

The individual who first 'raised the conscience of the primitive people

in the Nile Yalley, and who suffered, as is usual with such, from the

evil ones whose violence and rapine he rebuked, was an autochthon

;

and, as is the wont in the rise and progress of a so benefited human

race, he became at a later period a divinity, a judge, Osiris. The

^ Bishop Russell, the latest writer of eminence on Sacred Chronology, which is

mainly that of Hales and Jackson based on the Septuagint, dates the ' Flood ' at

6060 years from the present year, 1876.
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deeds of the warrior Horus, similarly handed down and mag-

nified, formed the basis of another Demigod ; but he likewise is

Egyptian—no sign or hint of being borrowed elsewhere. The cranial,

facial, and other physical characters of those Egyptians who lived

and died nearest to the period when Gods and Demigods ceased in

the flesh to govern Egypt yield no evidence on which I can rest that

they were a colony of Asiatics. Evidence is still needed—at least

it is not yet forthcoming—to demonstrate the posteriority of Egyp-

tian civilized man to any such advanced race in other lands. There

are, doubtless, linguistic elements, as in that which recognizes the

worth of woman,—^her right to a vocal sign significant of sex,

—

evidencing affinity with tongues called " Semitic." But whether such

affinity be due to migration from a hypothetical centre, Asiatic or

European, whether to Egypt from any other land, or from Egypt to

any other land, are problems which still wait for solution.

Permit me to trespass with the following remarks, which seem in

some measure to bear upon this pregnant ethnological question. The

Isthmus of Suez is geologically a recent bridge between Asia and

Africa ; it was completed at the newer Miocene period. Eecent, how-

ever, as this period is in geology, it was sufficiently long ago to allow

the forces originating species to establish such specific grade of distinc-

tion between large classes of animals dwelling respectively in the two

seas which the Isthmus divides. No sheU, no fish, for example,

native of the Eed Sea, is met with in the Mediterranean, and recipro-

cally. Only the zoological mind can conceive, or attempt to grasp,

the lapse of historical time so indicated. It is amply sufficient for

the rise of such a race as the photographs exemplify.

If Egyptian civilization sprang from an Asiatic colony, whether

at Squire's date or an earlier period, the route by land must have

been by the Isthmus. "We have evidence that Asiatic immigrants

did take that route to Egypt, and, subduing the northern autoch-

thones, established themselves in the delta, and there founded their

capital Tanis (San=Zoan), in the delta, in a position eastward of the

Bubastic branch, strategically chosen as against succeeding immigrants

and invaders. Here is a condition which throws ^some light upon

the question, and more directly, I think, than the linguistic evidence.

The proved immigrants were Syro- Aramaeans, perhaps migratory

shepherd sheiks, typified by Lot and Abram, with their fighting
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followers, or, it may be, of more northern origin. They came in,

at or after the Fourteenth Dynasty, about 2500 years after Menes.

"Where were the capitals of the ancient Pharaohs? The earliest

one might not be far from the country of the mythical or pre-historic

race of Osiris, of Horus. Its site should indicate, as in the case of

the Hycksos, the nearest point of contact with the Fatherland. Is

it in the delta? By no means. Is it in Nubia? No. It is about

midway between the northern and southern extremity of the oldest

empire, at the locality to which the Greeks gave the name of Abydos,

as they converted the Egyptian Taba into their Boeotian Thebes.

If Mariette-Bey perseveres in his explorations of the mounds of

Abydos which mark the site of ancient Thinis, the capital of the

Pharaohs of the First and Second Dynasties, we may expect more

light on that most ancient, and therefore most interesting, chapter in

the Manethonian history of Egypt.

Subsequently, and apparently in connexion with hydrostatic works

regulating the bed of the Nile and recovering land, at that time

nearer to the sea than now, the capital is moved northward to within

ten miles of the present Cairo, on the Lybyan bank. It becomes the

far-famed city of Memphis, with its great graveyards at Ghizeh and

Sakkara. After three dynasties have reigned there, the sixth goes

further south than the primitive capital, and chooses the Isle of

Elephantine.

I confess that these large, patent, indisputable facts do not en-

courage the adoption of any hypothesis of immigration under present

knowledge. I do not say that they establish Egypt to be the locality

of the rise and progress of the earliest civilization known in the

world, but they justify an expectant attitude and beget a determina-

tion to persevering and continued research.

Assuming that learned Rabbis best know what their ancient writers

meant in penning their cosmogony, chronology, and history, and that

we have just entered upon the 5635th year of the world's age, and,

furthermore, that the human species started afresh from the three

sons of one Aramaean patriarch 2000 years after, there arises the

ethnological question in what period of time the varieties of such

species and subjects of our studies were established. "What is the

earliest date, on scientific grounds, of their existence ?

Now here, as in most other scientific problems, we get the first
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help from Egypt. If I were to select from ancient history a founder

of ethnological science, I should take Thotmes III., of the Eighteenth

Dynasty. He was the first and greatest collector of ethnological

specimens, unconscious, of course, of their relation to our science.

The last of Mariette-Bey's pregnant discoveries is a record (by Thot-

mes), in more detail than any other, of the countries, localities, and

cities from which, in the course of his victorious campaigns, he ob-

tained, for service, his examples of human races as at that date

established. Thotmes may thus claim to be the oldest geographer

as well as ethnologist. What were those races? In what degree

had the human characters deviated from the IToachian or Syro-

Aramaean type ? This founder of ethnology shows us both the kinds

and degrees of such variations. *'How so?" you may ask. By
coloured figures of his captives, suppliants, tribute-bearers. The

walls of temples at Thebes are enriched with such frescos. The

British Museum possesses parts of one at least 3000 years old, with

its colours seemingly as fresh as when laid on. You may have con-

templated that priceless ethnological testimony when you honoured

us with your presence on Tuesday last. You would there see, first,

the Egyptian subjects of Thotmes, his own people, bronzed and

tanned, conventionally ochreous in tint, with well-developed mus-

cular legs, in form and features repeating the ethnic characters in

the contiguous magnificent sculptured representations of the monarch

himself. Secondly, before him bow the Rutennou tributaries, with

lighter complexion and hair, with a prominent hooked nose, with the

full beard and other characters marking them as cognates of the

Hycksos, of the Philistine or Palestine family, represented by modem

Jews, and by the people whose features are preserved in our Assyrian

sculptures. Thirdly, there is the unmistakable typical negro—black

skin, retreating forehead, flat squab nose, prominent thick lips,

receding chin, legs slightly bowed, poor calf, long tendo achilles,

projecting heel, crisp woolly hair, short scanty beard. These bear

the gold, ivory, leopard skins and other characteristic productions of

the Soudan. In them you see the veritable progenitors of the

enslaved and slave-hunting tribes of late subjected to the wholesome

discipline of Sir Samuel Baker.

"With this evidence of extreme varieties of mankind 1500 years

B.C., which subsequently have undergone little or no amount of
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change, the probability is great that in the time of Thotmes,

3000 years ago, there existed also red men in America, Maories in

the Pacific, Mongols in China, Ainos in Japan, Papuans in New
Guinea, Tasmanians, not then extinct, nearer the Antarctic circle,

Esquimaux at the opposite pole, and on the African continent dark-

skinned people with Egyptian features, and a wide dispersion of

sub-varieties of the Negro race. Physiology compels a retrospect

far beyond historical periods of time for the establishment of

these varieties. Geology lends her aid in expanding our concep-

tions of time past in relation to the existence of the source of

these varieties—the last, highest organit form that ''naked and on

two legs" trod the earth. "What evidence, not merely faith-exciting

but knowledge-giving, have we of the earliest manifestation of Assy-

rian or Semitic civilization—^that is to say, of literature, architectural

and sculptural art, established ritualistic religion, priest and warrior

castes, administrative officials—^parallel in time with the evidence of

such which Egypt has yielded? The Hycksos kings, in the course

of their 500 years' usurpation of the delta, accepted the civilization,

the arts, and, in part, the religion, of the higher race which they

had partially subdued. When finally driven out—and they were

pursued by the victorious Amosis as far as Palestine, as that preg-

nant contemporary record translated by M. Chabas teaches— they

took with them such accession of ideas as they had acquired in

Egypt. One invasion and conquest is the parent of another; the

subjugated in turn becomes the subduer. The Amenophises, the

Thotmes, extended the conquests of Amosis, the founder of their

Dynasty ; they overran Palestine and pushed onward, through

Coelo-Syria and by Carchemis, to the plains watered by the Euphrates

and the Tigris, bringing back from the confederation of tribes of the

subdued ''Kaharina," ''Kanana," and ''Rutennou," such slaves as

they wanted for their mighty works in Egypt. In that hard school

were trained additional teachers of the Assyrian and neighbouring

populations. But how far above and beyond these glimpses of possible

outward courses of the stream of Egyptian civilization stands its

native source, brightly flowing through the first Twelve Dynasties,

three thousand years before the time of Menepthah, the Pharaoh,

probably, of the Exodus. The commencement of the Twenty-second

Dynasty is contemporaneous with the reign of Jeroboam.
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To come downJ;o that better determined period of Hebrew history.

In the reign of Sesac, or Sheshonk, of the Twenty-second Dynasty,

about 1000 B.C., the kingdom of Judaea, through the conquests of

David and the administrative capacity of the son (Solomon), who had

secured the succession, with usual results in Eastern semi-civilized

states to the rightful heir, was at its apogee.

What was the neighbouring nation or state most advanced in reli-

gion, letters, arts, administration, at that period? This becomes a

question for the ethnologist of eastern races. To answer it on the

grounds on which a geologist, a century ago, interpreted his pheno-

mena, would be futile—could have no better result. ^

Of Chaldaea, of Assyria, at this period, little is contemporaneously

recorded in response to our question, as to relative rise in civilization.

Por the builders, perhaps architects, of his Temple and palaces

Solomon has recourse to Phoenicia. Hiram supplies his powerful

neighbour. The explorers of the ''Palestine Pund" have found

Phoenician characters, not Cuneiform ones, on stones of thePirst Temple.

Does Solomon seek a foreign alliance by marriage ? His embassy

to that end is not to any Assyrian court—if such then existed

—

but to an Egyptian one. So highly did he esteem this alliance, that

a royal palace, or hareem, was expressly built for the Egyptian

bride. The collateral testimonies to events in the next reign of

Hebrew history, such as the bas-reliefs at Kamak supply, justify

scientific acceptance of the Biblical records of the respective con-

ditions of Palestine, Tyre and Egypt in the time of Solomon. To

the ethnologist it affords significant evidence of the relative antiquity

of Assyrian and Egyptian civilization and status at the time of

Solomon and Eehoboam.

The subjugation and heavy taxation of the Ten Clans of Samaria,

or '' Tribes of Israel," was the achievement of their near and power-

ful neighbour, seated on his rock-fortress, which his father David

had wrested from the Edomites.

The revolt of Israel was not fomented by Assyria, but by Egypt.

To that land fled Jeroboam, and to him the wily usurper of the

throne of that Pharaoh whose daughter Solomon had married, as-

signed an Egyptian princess, and secured the co-operation, or

neutrality at least, of Israel in the raid which Sheshonk meditated

upon Jerusalem.
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The boasted Temple no sooner lost its builder than it was sacked

and despoiled of all that was precious—the ''three hundred shields of

beaten gold" and *'all the vessels of pure gold" were borne off

in triumph to the new Temple at Kamak, on the wall of which

the records of Sheshonk's victorious campaign are still patent; and

amongst the most interesting and instructive evidences with which

that mighty wilderness of mural records abounds.

Where, again, we ask, was Chaldsea, or Assyria, in this march

of events ? Still, it would seem, in the low condition—may we not say

semi-barbarous?—in which the subjugation by Pharaohs long anterior

to Sheshonk had kept or left the Ruteanou, as they are termed in

Thotmes' annals. Centuries after Thotmes the ten tribes of Israel

recover their freedom, their independency, through Egypt's aid, in

Rehoboam's reign. The fugitive prince Jeroboam returns and becomes

their first king, through the interventi(*Q of his royal connexion,

and Israel has a history of its own.

!Not until the reign of Hoshea, the eighteenth successor of Jeroboam

I., do we find Assyria so advanced as to achieve, by Shalmaneser, the

conquest of Samaria, and impose its slavery upon the Ten Tribes.

These, and such as these, are the considerations which must weigh

vrith the philosophical ethnologist and historian in propounding any

theory, worthy of acceptance, of the origin of Egyptian monarchy

or of the chronological relation thereto of Chaldaean civilization.

It would be no exaggeration, in view of the conditions of "Wood-

ward's bequest to Cambridge, and those under which the gifted

Buckland wrote his "Reliquiae Diluvianae," and beneath the social

opprobrium that long hung over whomsoever ventured to interpret

geological and palaeontological phenomena adversely to dogmatic

chronologies and stories of physical phenomena, to lament the loss

of a century or more in attaining our present glorious liberty of

looking, thinking, and prophesying on the antiquity of our planet

and of the creatures that have enjoyed thereon the powers and

privileges of life

!

The ethnology of the so-called Semitic races of mankind seems

not yet to have attained that Kberty. She still, I fear, hugs her

chains, or a remnant of them. I appeal, therefore, to my fellow

Orientalists, to cast away prepossessions as to time, place, afllnity,

race, for which there may not be rightly-observed, well-determined
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data, and to bring to bear on the dark vistas of tbe past, in human

history, the pure dry light of science.

After chemistry, no science has been so sorely tried as biology,

through changes of abstract terms; yet, when expressive of new

and true generalizations and purgative of false notions, the gain

has abundantly repaid and rewarded the trouble. Geology has

abandoned the term *' diluvial " as applied, in relation to. the I^oachian

deluge, to any sedimentary formations. In England we have found

it inconvenient and misleading to use it even as an arbitrary desig-

nation. May the time be soon at hand when truer terms—and no

one fitter to propound them than Max Miiller—wiU be applied, in.

ethnology, to groups of peoples and of tongues now called. re-

spectively Hammonic, Semitic, and Japetic I

*^* Numerous photographs of native races, Pharaohs and other

Egyptians of the oldest empire, were handed round to illustrate the

paper, and a large map of Egypt, as well as a chronological table

of the Manethonian dynasties, hung against the waU, to which the

learned President of the Section frequently pointed.
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ORIENTAL PROVERBS AND THEIR USES,

In Sociology, Ethnology, Philoj^ogy, and Education.

By the Rev. J. LONG,

Late of Calcutta.

Oeiental Proverbs embrace a very wide range, but I shall limit

myself in this paper to that branch of them relating to India, and

in use among the 240,000,000 British subjects of that vast continent.

Those of Burma, China, and Eastern Asia are a distinct and in-

teresting class, but little is known of them, though it is to be hoped

that measures will be adopted for their publication and translation.

It is singular how Oriental Proverbs seem to be ignored in modem
European works on Proverbs; writers on Proverbiology appear to

be scarcely conscious of the rich treasure of folklore which exists

in Eastern lands. Bohn makes no allusion to Oriental Proverbs in

his popular and excellent works on Proverbs. Archbishop Trench,

in his valuable Lectures on Proverbs, does not notice Oriental

Proverbs; and Kelly, in his interesting volume, "The Proverbs of all

IN'ations Compared," pays scant attention to the Oriental branch,

though it would throw much light on the diversities of form as-

sumed by the same idea among peoples long and widely separated,

yet of the same great Aryan stock.

These, like other writers, forget the old maxim Ex oriente Itix.
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One reason of this doubtless was the distance of Oriental subjects

from the European horizon of thought, and particularly those re-

lating to folklore, which require for their full comprehension personal

contact with the common people.

On the other hand, while Burkhardt,-Eoebuck, Freytag, Erpenius,

Pocock, etc., etc., laboured nobly in the. science of Proverbiology,

Orientalists themselves have not given of late that prominence

Jo Proverbs which they deserve, being, as defined by Aristotle,

''Eemnants, which, on account of their shortness and correctness,

have been saved out of tiie wreck and ruins of ancient philosophy."

Proverbs are truly fragments of wisdom and oral tradition floating

down the stream of time, and we need a Colebrooke to notice them

in this point of view, as they may perhaps afford a clue to certain

affinities of Buddhism and Brahmanism, of the Pali and Prakrit

languages.

Some Orientalists, however, like Lord Chesterfield, may think the

study of proverbs mean and vulgar, unworthy the dignity of

scholars,—for such the remarks of D'lsraeli^are not inappropriate

:

''Proverbs, those neglected fragments of wisdom which exist among

all nations, still offer many interesting objects, for the studies of the

philosopher and historian and for men of the world, they still open

an extensive school of human life and manners."

^Oriental studies will be more valued by the public at large when

thej are shown to deal with subjects that come home to the bosom of

^ery human being—when philosophy is brought from the clouds to

dwell among men. ]M[any shrink from Oriental studies in these days

of utilitarianism and hand to mouth knowledge; they think that,

like metaphysics, they lead to no investigations of practical utility

;

that they do not pay in a commercial, money-making age : hence

Orientalists are too often regarded as a species of modem mummies,

investigators of dry roots, Old Mortalities making rubbings on

tombstones.

I am old enough, however, to remember when the study of even San-

skrit was regarded of as little use as is now the study of the Schoolmen

of the Middle Ages, but a wonderful revolution has taken place in_

this respect in public opinion : one cause of it I ascribe to the writ-

.

ings of the President of the Aryan Section of this Congress, Professor

Max Miiller, who, in his "History of Sanskrit Literature," and
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"Chips from a German Workshop," has pointed out, in such a popular

and fascinating style, the value of Sanskrit in relation to linguistic

and social subjects. I can bear testimony to the revival of a zeal

for Sanskrit studies in India among the rising alumni of the country

on similar grounds. I myself published a little work for village

schools, " Sanskrit Roots and Bengali Derivatives," and in a few

years it has gone through eight editions.

We may hope then for a revival of an interest in Oriental Proverbs,

and especially in a day whenJEolklore is so successfully and enthusi-

astically cultivated in England, Germany and Russia; when even

ballad societies are popular, and when^ it is a received maxim,

''Mhil humani a me alienum puto."

The study of the masses is important in every point of view ; they

are now becoming politically our masters, and we should therefore

know them.

The way in the East for the study of Proverbiology is also smoothed:

the days of Halhed are passed away for ever, when he complained

'Hhat the Pandits were to a man resolute in rejecting all his solici-

tations for instruction in their dialect, and that the persuasion and

influence of the Governor-General were in vain exerted to the same

purpose." I myself have pursued inquiries regarding native literature

in various parts of India, and everywhere, from the Pandits of Kash-

mir to those of Benares, Puna, and Travankur, have I found every

facility offered me, while the editors of the native press threw open

their columns to aid in my investigations.

In these days of utilitarianism and discursive study, no subject,

can gain a hold on the public mind except it be connected with

'objects historical, social, or religious. Oriental studies are in this

respect winning their way, owing to the connexion they have with

linguistic subjects, with the knowledge of man in his social de-

velopment, with the history of religions, and with the interpretation

of Scripture.

* On these grounds Indian proverbs may claim attention in relation to^

I. Sociology, or the life and opinions of the masses in India.

II. Ethnology—^the origin of the Hindu race—the aboriginal tribes

—^history and antiquities.

III. Philology— the archaic words and dialectic forms in local

proverbs—^their affinities with the Turanian and Aryan.
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lY. Education, Religion — the use of proverbs in female and

peasant education—in missionary teaching and preaching—^in popular

literature—^in illustrating Scripture.

I.

—

Sociology.

"We are too apt, after the manner of certain ethnologists, to judge

the mental calibre of Eastern races by the colour of their skin, the

peculiarities of their hair, or the size of their brain, ignoring the

mind, of which language gives the expression and manifestation.

!N"ow proverbs, as '' bearing the stamp of their birthplace, and

wearing the colouring and imagery of their native climes," are most

valuable guides for sounding the depths of the popular mind, so

difficult to reach in the East. The wisdom of many is condensed in

the wit of one ; the people are made to describe themselves, and are

by proverbs, as it were, put into the witness-box on trial ; the inner

life and national peculiarities are, as it were, photographed; they

depict themselves, and are not surveyed through European spectacles.

An Italian writer remarks: ''Days, months, years, centuries^L.pass

^way; in this interval words change their meaning, thoughts their

hue; but proverbs remain alone firm and unflinching at their post,

giving illustrations of the daily battle of life ; they are the sponta-

neous generation of the people, who keep them as their hereditary

property." This is strikingly shown in Indian proverbs. We have

heard much of Portuguese, Dutch, and~T'reiich influence in India,

but proverbs show that this was a mere surface wave; the depths

below .were stiU and quiet, the foreigner did not influence those

'' short sentences drawn from long experience."

"While the social life of the East is so little known to Europeans

who are unable to lift the veil that hides domestic manners and

customs, or to penetrate the Oriental's house, which is more his castle

than the Englishman's is, proverbs project a ray of light into the

dark recesses, they make the occupiers stand out to the light of day,

the Zenana's veil is rent, and woman appears with her "inner man

of thie heart." Proverbs are the stronghold of the Oriental woman;

in them she expresses her intense and most secret feelings ; she makes

them her soul. Thus Burkhardt, in his Armel el Mesr (Arabic and
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English, 1830), has, from the proverbial sayings in vogue at Cairo,

illustrated the manners and customs of the Egyptian people.

How strongly are the predatory dispositions of the Turkomans

shown in these proverbs used by them

:

*'If thy enemy take thy father's tent, join him and share the

plunder."

"He who has worshipped the sword's hilt needs no further

pretext."

*' Ko grass grows where the Turk's horse treads."

"What changes have been rung on jfhat is called the want of

natural affection, the ingratitude, of the natives of India; and it

has been said they have not a word in their language to express

gratitude. But proverbs tell a different tale ; they show that grati-

^de^r the memory of the heart pulsates in the Oriental as well as

in the^ Western. A grateful person is termed landhi, or kritagya, i.e.

who knows what is done ; an ungrateful one is nimahhdrany one who

destroys hisjalt. As the Bengali proverb says

:

*' "WTiose food he eats, his praises he sings,

"Whose salt he eats, his qualities he respects."

There is nothing the European in the East is more apt to form a

false estimate of, with regard to the natives, than in relation to the

intelligence and moral qualities of the common people, especially

those so-called dumb animals the rayats, and the so-called enslaved

women. Because the lower classes are not deep in booklore, they are

supposed to be as dull as ditch-water ; it is true they are not ''books

in breeches," they have not book-cram, but they have a strong under-

current of information derived from observation, popular tradition,

and conversation illustrated by proverbs. Their management of

proverbs and keen observation of the phenomena of nature, show

them to be a people of natural acuteness, who read through a man's

character very soon.

Many pleasant hours have I spent in Bengal among the rayats by

the side of a tank, or under the palm-tree's shade, talking on what

was to them the cheerful topics of plants and proverbs, and in hear-

ing their racy remarks. I was often reminded in a mango grove, of

Bacon's aphorism, *'The genius, spirit, and wit of a nation are

discovered in its proverbs"—^they are truly the lokukti,^! people's
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utterances, welling up from minds which for ages have been con-

signed by a despotic priesthood to the Sorbonian bog of ignorance.

The feelings of the people' in relation to their superiors, whether

priests or nobles, are often depicted in striking words in their

proverbs. I remember one day in Calcutta talking with a European

gentleman, who had just arrived in India, on the condition of the

rmjats, a Zemindar who was present said the rayats were well treated

by the landlords. I said the rayats' proverbs did not seem to indicate

that state of things, and I quoted the well-known Bengali proverb

—

^^ Mumlmaner murghi posha

Jamiddrer hhdlahdsM,—
i.e. the same love the Musulman has to his fowls (which he keeps for

slaughter) the Zemindar has to his rayat; or, as a Musulman Governor

of Bengal said, '' The people were like sponges which retained the

water until it was convenient to squeeze it out."

This investigation of proverbs gives a more genial view of the

common people. Itjs too much the practice of Europeans in the East

to call natives niggers or black fellows. They see only their dark

side, and rank them as barbarians, though they themselves would find

it very difficult to give an accurate definition of civilization. Matters,

however, are greatly improved since Colebrooke wrote the following

words:—*'^ever mixing with the natives, a European is ignorant of

their real character, which he therefore despises. "When they meet,

it is with fear on one side and arrogance on the other. Considered as

a race of inferior beings by the appellation of black fellows, their

feelings are sported with, and their sufferings meet no more com-

passion than those of a dog and monkey."

II.

—

Ethnology and Histoey. •

Proverbs have been very properly styled the coins of history. They

are records of the past, not graven on stone, but on the fleshly tablets

of the heart. Like the etymology of words and proper names, they

throw light on geography, antiquities, and local history. They give

us in a condensed form the voice of tradition, so valuable regarding

1 The term wMrygr applied to natives is used chiefly by officers of the Queen's Army,

who dislike the Hindus, "hateful and hated," on the principle of the Russian

peasants, who call the devil tchertf or the black fellow.

25
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a people which, though full of intellectual life, and delighting in

abstract science, has so few historical records.

While the Mohammedan and Persian writers have given us such

valuable works on Indian history, with the exception of the Raja-

ta/rangini we have no political history from the Hindus. We have,

however, in their dramatic literature a clue to much of the social and

intellectual history of the people, their manners and feelings. The_

Bengali popular drama, dealing largely in proverbs, is very rich in

this respect. I sent more than two hundred pamphlets on this

subject to the Paris Exhibition, and the Commissioners were pleased

to award me a medal for it.

I have published a collection of 6000 Bengali Proverls, and have

prepared a translation of them with notes. They throw light on the

Bengalis, who were always a subject and submissive race, and hence

did not choose to criticize their conquerors in their proverbs. Still

we have various references to points of local history, to eminent

characters, notices of temples, and places of pilgrimage, which might

be used, as Pergusson does architecture—throwing light on antiquity

from fragments surviving the wreck of time. What an inkling, for

instance, is given as to the interference of the Moslems in Bengali

social life in that pithy Bengali Proverb

—

^^Ash the Kdzi (a Moslem judge), the Hindu has no holidaysV

Or in reference to the poor and proud Moslem noble

—

*' Like a Hindu's cow, or a Musalman''s bastard,

One is of little use, the other vicious and contemptible.^^

The problem relating to the migrations of nations from their original

seat in Central Asia—how and in what order they proceeded and

settled in Europe and Southern Asia—is still unsolved. The gram-

matical and lexicographical affinities of their respective languages

afford a certain clue, so do' their village municipal systems, common

to the Teutonic, Slavonic, and Indian races, as also the tribal or

communal rights in land which existed among the New Zealand

tribes, the Kelts, the Slavs of Kussia, and the Hindus of India.

I

Maine's ''Village Communities of the East and West" gives a good

1 popular view. of this subject.

Proverbs, as going back to j)re-historic days, may shed some light

on this subject. We give illustrations of this from the village
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communal system that existed on the same principle both, in India

and Kussia, as well as in England at an early period.

The Russian Proverbs say of the Mir^ or village comnmnity,

'* What the Commune has arranged is God's decision^

" Over the Commune there is no Judge, hut God.^''

" The neeh and the shoulders of the Commune are hroad, if will carry

aiir

*' The Commune sighs and the rock is rent asunder.
^^

*'A thread of the Commune becomes a shirt for the naked.''

^

*' The Commune is answerable for the country^s defence.^
^

The Bengali Proverbs say of the village council, composed of ten,

seven or five persons,

^' Where ten persons are gathered together, God is in the midst.
'^

^' What ten persons say has a foundation.'"

** The power of ten persons is equal to a lion's.''^

*' From the mouth of ten persons truth."

^' Seven thieves assembled can divide even peas."

*' Tenflowers together make a nosegay."

The Aborigines of India_are a portion of that outcast race which

once occupied all America, IN'orthem Europe, Africa, Australia, and the

Isles of the Pacific. A great problem connected with the Aborigines,

or Basyas, in India, is ^ow they came there, and where they came
^

from, and how they intermingled with the Aryans ; whether they

came from Western Asia, through Scinde and the Panjab, or from

!N'orth-Eastem Asia, or, lastly, whether they are of Mongolian

origin. Their small eyes, high cheek-bones, hairless face, broad, short

nose, lend some countenance to the last theory, as also the fact that

it is now generally admitted that aU Eastern and Southern Asia,

including India, was occupied by tribes speaking a Turanian lan-

guage.

The stone monuments^ extending in an unbroken chain from India,

thi'ough Persia, the Mediterranean Coasts and Prance, to Britain

and Scandinavia, together with identical superstitions, traditions,

etc., also indicate a common influence.

Among the Aborigines we have no clue in buildings or books.

Language, as given in their proverbs, may therefore be some guide

through the darkness of antiquity, throwing light on the origin
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of those mysterious children of the mist, as they came in suc-

cessive layers into the plains of India.

To use the language of Max Miiller, '* Every line, every word, is

welcome, that bears the impress of the early days of mankind."

In accordance with this principle, efforts should now be made to

collect, translate, and annotate the proverbs of the Aborigines through

TSdia. What Hodgson and others have done for their languages,

should now be completed by collecting and translating their proverbs.

When in the Kilgiri hills, I obtained a collection of Badaga Proverbs,

translated into English ; but these contained only a selection chosen

to illustrate the use of proverbs in ;^eaching, and showing the

Badaga people's notions of right and wrong.

III.

—

Philology.

After eliminating the Sanskrit or Semitic elements from the Indian

languages in their Prakrit and modem form, we come to a primitive

or Turanian element common to those languages which were spoken

through India before the Brahminical invader crossed the Himalayas

and drove the Aborigines to the hills and Lakshin Aranyea^ or

forests of the great south. ^

As in the Romance languages of Europe there are many words not

derivable from Latin, but imported from the Teutonic, Arabic, or

other languages, and which are to be found in proverbs, so is it with

the Bengali, Hindi, Telugu, Mahratha, etc., in their non-Sanskrit

elements, in which are to be found what the Spaniards call the

sayings of old wives by their firesides. These archaic words and

forms in proverbs may give us some clue as to the steps by which

Sanskrit passed into the Prakrit, and then into the modem vernacular

^ The aborigines were formerly very numerous in India. In an account of the

Bhar tribe, by Mr. Sherring, we have the statement that 700 years ago the whole

of the Benares Province and a large portion of Oude were chiefly in the hands of

aboriginal non-Aryan tribes, until the fall of Delhi and Kanauj in the twelfth century

set free the great Kajput families, who gradually ousted the aborigines from their

landed possessions ; the latter had occupied the valleys, and were gradually driven off

to the hilli, as the Brahmans cleared out the forests and polished off the swine-eating,

spirit-drinking, black races, who led a wild gipsy life ; these, however, were more

civilized than is commonly thought, but degenerated in their impenetrable

girded about with the deadly terai.
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form, and how the languages were affected by the successive waves

of conquest.^

*While much has been written on palaeography and the adapted

alphabets of the Aryan races, this subject of comparative pro-

verbiology of the East in relation to the migration and affiliation

of language has been little dwelt upon. Mr. E. Thomas, who has

rendered such service to history and antiquities in relation to coins,

has referred to the use to be made of Alphabets in connexion with

the progress of Aryan immigration from the Oxus into the Provinces

of Bactria and along the Hindu Kush; and of the line of march of

the Aryans entering as a pastoral race into the Panjab ; he supposes

that the Devanagari was appropriated to the expression of the Sanskrit

language from the pre-existing Pali or Lat alphabet, which may have

been a very archaic type of Phoenician, the Pali itself having been

the current writing of India b.c. 250. Mr. Thomas thinks the

Sanskrit character is derived from the Dravidian—a rather startling

point for Orientalists. Some light may be thrown on this intricate

subject from investigating any connexion between Dravidian and

Sanskrit Proverbs.

Comparison is now used as an important instrument of research,

as we see in comparative mythology, in the comparison of fables

of different nations, in the comparison of the village systems of the

East and West, in the comparison of the grammatical and lexico-

graphical structure of languages, and in comparative anatomy ; but

in the comparison of the proverbs of the East and West, especially

in their archaisms, we have a new and untrodden field. Excluding

proverbs that "bear the stamp of their birthplace, and which wear

the colouring and imagery of their native climes," there are those

which arise from the feelings and expressions of a common nature,

which bear strong affinities, as if derived from a common birthplace.

IV.

—

Education, Religious Instrtjction.

In relation to the important subject of Female Education in the

East, Oriental Proverbs show that women are not such dull unobser-

' The Poems of Chand, about the twelfth century, are some of the earliest speci-

mens of the modem Hindi vernacular. They ought to be consulted for archaisms in

proverbs, as the language was probably formed a century previously.
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vant beings or so submissive to their husbands as popular report

affirms. !N"ative females are fond of proverbs, and can wield them

with such effect as to be able to carry on a scolding match for half

an hour in sharp language, plentifully interlarded with proverbs, and

far eclipsing Billingsgate in point.

In teaching females and rayats great use may be made of this love

of proverbs to illustrate European and Biblical ideas. I have for

many years practised that myself, and found it most useful, and I

have met with various works in French and Italian which take

popular proverbs as the texts for moral and religious instruction.

Such works abound in Spanish, like those of Cervantes, who, in his

Don Quixote, was one of the first to point morals with proverbs.

The tendency for many years in Indian popular literature has been

to adopt, after the Pandit fashion, a stilted pedantic style, sesquipedalia

verba—Johnsonian, not Addisonian. This has been found a great

hindrance to female and mass education, strewing the path of know-

ledge with thorns. Happily there has been a reaction of late years

in favour of a racy nervous style, chalita hatha, drawing . largely on

proverbs for illustration. Our Indian Dictionaries unfortunately omit

these racy proverbial expressions.

Slowly but surely missionaries in India are advancing in their

knowledge of the undercurrent of native opinion; but their pro-

gress would have been more accelerated had the principle been

acted on that, to impress the Oriental mind effectually, you must

acclimatize the foreign idea in the Oriental way by similes, meta-

phors, proverbs, which arc solvents to a new idea. Long ago.

Bishop Latimer, addressing his Saxon audience, found this the

shortest and pleasantest way to their understandings. Buddha

Ghosa's sermons are, in this respect, well deserving the study of

the Christian missionary, as are also the productions of the Jesuit

missionaries in South India, who adopted Oriental metaphors and

the flowery language of the East. See the works of Beschi for

example. The profoundest thoughts of ancient times were given in

the form of autras, or aphorisms ; the proverbs, as expressing popular

wisdom, are their modem substitute.

The Proverbs of Solomon and the Book of Ecclesiastes, which reads

like a fragment of Hindu philosophy, require annotations from com-

mentators who have studied the proverbial philosophy and aphoristic
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wisdom of the East, of wliicli proverbs are the popular expression.

Are not these as necessary for a Scripture commentator as the study

of trigonometry would be for a mathematician ?

It is stated of the Divine Founder of the Christian religion, that

without a parable spake he not to the people. He adopted the

principle which pervades so much the Scriptures, of clothing

naked abstract truth in the graceful garb of metaphor. Christ, in

fact, acted and taught as an Oriental Guru, a character which none

of the European writers of Christ's life has invested him with, not

even Dr. Earrer, one of the latest and best of them. One reason,

doubtless, for the common people hearing Christ gladly was owing to

the free use of parables and proverbs in illustrating the lofty truths

of his religion. The preachers of dreary platitudes in sermons have

no precedent from Christ.

Mr. Metz, a German missionary in the Mlgiri hills, published

an interesting book on the hill-tribes of that region, with a trans-

lation of some of their proverbs. In his preface he states: ''A

knowledge of their proverbs and old sayings I have found of great

service to the missionary cause. Often when the persons to whom I

have been preaching have been listless and indifferent, a happily-

selected proverb, quoted in exemplification of what I was saying, has

had the effect of exciting an interest in the discourse and of fixing

their attention."

Preaching to Orientals must have point instead of platitude. Even

their works on grammar, jurisprudence, medicine, are cast in a poetic

mouldy and they have long acted in the spirit of Bacon's aphorism,

" Proverbs are the tools of speech which cut and penetrate the knots

of business and affairs."

Some have represented preaching to Hindus as useless, on the

ground that people cannot understand the subject of Christian

dogma. This objection is feasible if the style of preaching to

Orientals be as dry and skeleton-like as is that of some country

clergymen in England to farmers and day labourers.

In 1869 a work was published in Madras, the Baza/r Book, or

Vernacular Preacher's Companion, containing addresses on thirteen

prominent points of the Hindu religion, with a few poetical quota-

tions, selected with great care from Hindu works, intermixed with

proverbs and proverbial sayings. The book was designed to utilize in
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favour of Christianity tlie metaphors of native literature employed

by some of the leading Madras poets.

In 1871 I published in Calcutta a work with the title of Christian

D'uth in an Oriental Dress, furnishing illustrations of the Scripture

from Oriental proverbs, similes, emblems. I found the subject in this

form understandable by even the lowest peasants. A secoM ajod^

improved edition is preparing for the press.

Desideeata.

The present is a transition state in the East. The spread of educa-

tion and the influx of European ideas are sweeping away many of the

recollections of the past. Local dialects are gradually disappearing,

and words and proverbs, which might throw invaluable light on the

dark recesses of the history of the language and people they are con-

nected with, are flitting away with them. Old traditions are dying

out, and it is remarkable in Bengal how inferior the new class of

Pandits is in their knowledge of traditional folklore and Pauranic

interpretation to the men of the last generation. I have observed

many painful illustrations of this.

Now is the time for collecting proverbs, songs, local traditions,

folklore, aided as we may be by the educated natives, and the editors

of the native newspapers ; the Asiatic Societies of Bengal and

Bombay, the Social Science Association of Bengal, and the Directors

of Public Instruction in the different Presidencies, may also give

their aid.

"What are required are

From India.

1. The Proverbs in the fifteen leading languages of India, classified

in the division of Aryan, Semitic, and Turanian, and compared as to

their subjects, affinities, variations, and early use.

2. The collection, classification and comparison of the proverbs

of the aboriginal and wandering tribes of India, such as the Sonthals,

Khonds, especially the tribes in the Himalayas, Central India, and

the Nilgiris.
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3. Sanslcrit Proverbs as distinguished from aphorisms and maxims.

Boehtlingk's excellent Spriichworter are not strictly proverbs, but

similes, aphorisms and proverbial sayings. We need a selection of

Sanskrit Proverbs from the Yedic or Pauranic writings, similar to

those extracted from the Scandinavian Edda.

4. Dictionaries of the Indian languages, giving the meaning of

archaic words in proverbs, with illustrations.^

5. The Tartar or Turanian Proverbs of India compared with those

of Central Asia.'

From Europe.

1. The proverbs of the Gipsy tribes in Europe compared with those

of the Gipsies or Nuts of India in their origin and affinities. I have

met Gipsies on the banks of the Yolga near Samara in Russia, as

well as in Moscow, where they have been settled for several centuries.

2. The Kelticf Magtjar, Finnish^ and Slavonic"^ Proverbs in their

Oriental affinities.

3. Russian * Proverbs in their relations to Oriental ones.

1 Dr. Dahl, in his great Eussian Dictionary, Tolkovovui Slovar Jhivago Veli-

korusskago, illustrated by proverbs, has set an example to Europe and India of a new

style of dictionary, with its quotations of common words drawn from the people's

sayings, the tongue of the domestic hearth, and of the inner life of a people.

'* Dr. Caldwell, in his Dravidian Grammar, states that the Toda tribes of the

Nilgiris in South India have an affinity with the Finns and Lapps in their language,

as well as with the Ostiaks of Siberia, and that the Dravidian languages of South

India are allied to those of tribes which overspread Europe before the arrival of the

.

Goths and Celts.

The Eastern Iranians were the founders of Central Asian civilization, and Sir H.

Rawlinson has shown that the belief in a very early empire in Central Asia, coeval

with the institution of the Assyrian Monarchy, was common among the Greeks long

anterior to Alexander's expedition to the East.

3 The Slavs are semi-Oriental in their customs and modes of thought. I was

deeply impressed with this aspect in my visits to Russia, especially in relation to their

proverbs, which have an Asiatic colouring about them, very perceptible to any one

acquainted with the Indian mind. Their proverbs on women are especially satirical

and caustic.

* Russia has made great progress in the collection of her proverbs. There is Dr.

Dahl's great collection of 25,000, in richness and variety equal to the Spanish,

the result of the investigations of a quarter of a century, arranged and classified

according to subjects. I published six years ago in Calcutta an English translation

of 600 of them, which excited much attention on account of their point and wit as

well as their Oriental ring. I had them translated, and, through the liberality of

Lord Napier, I offered prizes for the best comparison between them and Bengali

Proverbs.
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From Africa and America.

1

.

The Proverbs of the Indiana of America, in the light they throw

on the Eastern origin and migration of those tribes.

1 met at Hartford, Connecticut, Mr. Trumbull, the greatest living

scholar in the Indian languages. He might aid in this.

2. The Negro Proverbs of America.

When travelling lately in the United States, I made inquiries in

various quarters as to the proverbs in use among Kegroes. A Kegro

clergyman, the Rev. Dr. Crummel, of "Washington, is instituting in-

quiries on this subject, and the Smithsonian Institution of Washing-

ton will assist him.

Captain Burton, in that valuable work '' The Wit and Wisdom of

Africa," remarks :
'' The West African tribes are those who delight

most in proverbs, even more than the Spaniards ; but in America the

I^egroes, like the Brazilian descendants from the Portuguese, seem to

have lost many of them." Burton and Koelle have, however, given

sufficient proverbs to vindicate, in spite of some anthropologists, the

claim of the African to a place in the great human family. He

may be monkey-faced, but who could conceive of a gorilla uttering

a proverb ? ^

But the great desideratum is not the mere collection of proverbs,

but the interpretation of them. This can only be given by those

living among the people who speak them. The meaning is often very

obscure, arising not only from the use of words not found in a

dictionary,^ but also from references to local usages or traditions,

HiKerding and the Philo-Slavs of Russia have done much to direct the attention

of Russian scholars to explore the rich mines of thought in Russian proverbs. See

on this Snegirev's Ruskie v svoikh poslovitzakh, a most valuable work, commentating

on, classifying and comparing Russian proverbs.

' Here are a few African proverbs

:

" Wisdom is not in the eye, but in the head."

" I will^ay thee when fowls get teeth."

" As to the future even a bird with a long neck cannot see it, but God only."

" Women are more numerous than men, for men who listen to women's sayings

are counted as women."
2 We have in the case of the Vedas the great controversy between "Wilson and

Colebrooke on the one side, and some leading Germans, as Roth, Rosen, on the

other, as to the value of the traditional interpretation of the commentators; with

respect to proverbs, a similar controversy cannot arise, as there are no dictionaries

giving the archaic words.
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or to stories which, they point, their language being concise or epi-

grammatic.

The meaning or meanings of proverbs is the crux, for they are

often used in various senses, and are applied in a different way by

different people. Hence I made it a rule when preparing a translation

of my 6000 Bengali Proverbs, when there was any obscurity in the

interpretation, to take the opinion of three intelligent natives, each

from a different locality; the common people and women who use

these proverbs I found were the best interpreters of them.

In some proverbs the perfume is lost in the process of translation,

others are untranslatable. The love of poetry, which made the

Hindus enshrine their dictionaries and mathematical works in verse,

has caused them to use words for the sake of the metre, which are

untranslatable, like as in the Scotch :

*^ Every mickle makes a muckle."

Professor Wilson states that the Sanskrit language consists, for a

great part of the language, of botany and mythology ; their mytho-

logy is the main structure, their botany the chief decoration of their

poetical composition. The same remark is applicable to proverbs.

The Telugus, for instance, express the idea of a dog in the manger by

the Tirupati ha/rler. Tirupati is a shrine near Madras, one barber has

the monopoly of shaving all the pilgrims ; they come in crowds, but as

he can only shave a few at a time, numbers have to wait ; still he

will not allow another barber to do what he cannot do himself.

Pinally, one must be careful to explain to natives what a proverb

really is. I recollect when with Colonel Dalton, who has written so

ably on the Kol tribes, we could not make a Kol understand what

was meant by a proverb.
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EXAMINATION OF THE

FEAGMEISTT OF lEON

FROM THE

GREAT PYRAMID OF GTZEH

By St. JOHN YINCENT DAY,

Assoc. Inst. C.E., F.R.S.Ed., etc.

"Whilst not a little controversy has taken place upon tlie question

whether the Proto-Egyptians were acquainted with and used iron,

it has escaped the notice of every Egyptologist, without exception,

that the most convincing testimony in confirmation of the use of

that metal in the earliest age which the human intellect has yet

fathomed existed in our national treasure-house, the British Museum.

When Colonel Howard Yyse was conducting his famous researches

in Lower Egypt during the third decade of the present century, one

of his assistants, Mr. Hill/ ''discovered a piece of iron in an inner

joint, near the mouth of the southern air channel, which is probably

the oldest piece of wrought iron known. It was sent to the British

Museum with the following certificates :

—

" This is to certify that the
.
piece of iron found by me near the

mouth of the air-passage in the southern side of the Great Pyramid

^ See " Pyramids of Gizeh." By Colonel Howard Yyse. Eraser, London, 1840.

pp. 276-6.
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at Gizeh, on Friday, May 26, was taken out by me from an inner

joint, after having removed, hy Masting, the two outer tiers of the stones

of the present surface of the Pyramid ; and that no joint or opening

of any sort was connected with the above-mentioned joint, by which the

iron could have been placed in it after the original building of the

Pyramid. I also showed the exact spot to Mr. Perring on Saturday,

June 24th. J. R. Hill.

'' Cairo, June 2bth, 1837."

** To the above certificate of Mr. Hill, I can add, that since I saw

the spot at the commencement of the blasting, there have been two

tiers of stones removed, and that if the piece of iron was found in

the joint pointed out to me by Mr. Hill, and which was covered by

a large stone, partly remaining, it is impossible it could ha/ve been placed

there since the building of the Pyramid. J. S. Peeeing, C.E.

" Cairo, June 2lth, 1837."

" We hereby certify that we examined the place whence the iron

in question was taken by Mr. Hill, and we are of opinion that the

iron must have been left in the joint during the building of the Pyramid,

and that it could not ha/ve been inserted afterwards.

''Ed. S. Andeews.

''James Mash, C.E."

" The mouth of this air-channel has not been forced ; it measured

Si inches wide by 9^ inches high, and had been effectually screened

from the sands of the desert by a projecting stone above it."

There is probably no other relic in the whole vast Egyptian col-

lection—which in the sense of diminishing those difficulties which

have arisen in accounting for the means by which the various hard

stones used in ancient Egypt were dressed and cut with the finish

and precision which they to this day retain—so important as this

solitary specimen of iron. And even the testimony which it affords

could not have descended to our times, but for the fortunate cir-

cumstance of its being walled up quite out of the reach of the

atmosphere deep down in the solid masonry of the building which

has enshrined it, and the absence of which protection has permitted

what other iron was used in those primeval days to pass out of sijght

by decay and rust.

The author first drew attention to the fragment of iron under
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reference in a paper communicated to the Philosophical Society

of Glasgow on April 12th, 1871/ and almost simultaneously with

the publication of that paper Dr. Lepsius had communicated to the

Eoyal Academy of Sciences, Berlin, his learned paper' on the metals

mentioned in the Egyptian Inscriptions, wherein he marks out the

difficulties regarding the ancient use of iron in Egypt, noting in

particular the uncertainties as to the hieroglyphic rendering for that

metal.

The author having early in 1873 sent a copy of the aforesaid

paper to Dr. Lepsius, that Prince of Egyptologists wrote with respect

thereto as follows :

—

'* There was no doubt for myself that the use of iron in Egypt

was at least as old as the quarries of granite, and granite blocks are

found abundantly in the oldest Pyramids. But the fact had escaped

my notice, as well as the notice of "Wilkinson, that Colonel Yyse's,

or rather Mr. Perring's researches, had brought to light the piece

of iron hermetically isolated of which you speak. Also the other

fact was new to me, that iron may be worked before it becomes fluid,"

etc., etc.

Having met Dr. Lepsius at the recent Congress of Orientalists in

London, our conversation naturally turned to a subject on which,

from different stand-points, both he and the writer had carried on

independent researches, which in point of time coalesced in proving

that iron was known to the Proto-Egyptians. When examining the

fragment of metal together. Dr. Lepsius, judging from its form,

suggested that the fragment had been part of a scraping tool for

finishing stone surfaces, and inquired of the writer if he thought it

might not be steel. Such a suggestion certainly did not present any

difficulty, for the manufacture of steel by the Greeks, who got their

information from Egypt in later times, is described by Aristotle, and

not a little singular is it that Leiht-ze, the Chinese philosopher

contemporary with Aristotle, also describes the use of steel in China,

thus rendering it highly probable, that when nations so entirely

differing and widely separated as the Greeks and Chinese, are found

to possess at the same time the use and manufacture of a substance

1 Vide Proc. Phil. Soc. Glasgow, vol. vii. p. 476.

2 Die Metalle in den ^gyptischen Inschriften, von C. R. Lepsius, aus den

Abhandlungen der Konigl. Akademie der "Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1872.
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SO important as iron, that such use and manufacture constituted a

portion of that stock of knowledge common to all mankind at some

far remote epoch.

Considering then in this light the degree of probability of con-

firmation attaching to Dr. Lepsius' suggestion, it occurred to the

writer that its value might be estimated by a simple mechanical

test—namely, by attempting to drill a hole in the fragment. The

conclusions to be drawn from such a test would be :

—

1st. That if the drill easily penetrated the metal, it might be

concluded that its condition was that of Iron.

2nd. If on the other hand the metal resisted the cutting action

of the drill, then it might be concluded upon as 8teel.

Some members of the Congress, especially Dr. Lepsius and Mr.

Bonomi, pressed the importance of this test being made upon the

attention of Dr. Birch, who consented to expose the fragment for

being tested in the manner indicated, and on the morning of Sep-

tember 18th, certain members of the Congress accompanied Dr. Birch

to the Museum for this purpose.

The test was made by the writer, and the following certificate with

respect thereto was drawn up by Dr. Birch, and attested by those

whose signatures are appended to it :

—

'^ British Museum, \^th September, 1874.

" An examination by drilling of the fragment found in the channel

of one of the air-passages of the Great Pyramid, in the excavations

undertaken by Colonel Howard Vyse. It was found that the fragment

was of Iron, the drilling having penetrated it."

/ S. BmcH.

St. John Y. Day.

Signed^ R. Lepsitjs.

Chas. Seagae.

J. Bonomi.

P.S.—Since the above was written, the author pressed upon the

notice of the Trustees of the British Xnseum the importance of

having this old piece of iron analysed chemically—and to this request

the Trustees consented, instructing Dr. Plight to make the analysis

—

and which has accordingly been done. The analysis will be found in

the author's " Prehistoric Use of Iron," in course of publication.
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NOTES ON THE CASTES

AND ON

CERTAIN CUSTOMS ©F THE DARDS.

By FEEDEEIC DEEW.

Those of the Dard race to which the following notice refers inhabit

the districts of Astor and Gilgit, and certain parts of Ealtistan.

The more important caste divisions of the Dards seem to be the

following:—Eonu, Shin, Yashkun, Kremin, Dum. As to the one

.called Eonu, I am in doubt what weight may be attached to the

division. It seems to be a caste less generally occurring than the

others ; still, in the Gilgit valley there are certainly some families

of a caste called by that name which ranks the highest of all.

The other four divisions, to which I shall now confine attention,

are the same as are stated regarding the Chilasis in a report by

Captain Ommaney to the Panjab Government; one of Dr. Leitner's

informants also, a native of Sazln, speaks of the same four primary

divisions. Dr. Leitner himself adds the names of many other castes
;

these, I think, are only sub-divisions of some of those enumerated.

"With the thought that such circumstances as the division into

castes, and the relative social position of those castes, may, if not

now, yet eventually, when more facts for comparison are known,

throw light on the history of the Dard race, I now bring forward

what little information I have collected.

Beginning with the lowest, we find the Dums, who are few in

number, acting as musicians and dancers.
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!N"ow these occupations are followed by the Marasis of the Panjab

and by the Doms of other parts of India. These latter tribes, who

are of the lowest castes, are recognized as belonging to the non-

Aryan Indians. The fact of the same part in the social system

being played by a tribe held as the lowest among the Dards, also

leads one to speculate on the former existence of a pre-Aryan people

in the area now chiefly occupied by the Dards.

The existence of any remnants of these pre-Aryan tribes has

hitherto only been known as far northward as the outer ranges of the

Himalayas. I will now put together what facts I know that may

enable us to trace them further in, that is to say, among the higher,

the snowy, mountain ranges.

Immediately north of the Panjab, in the outermost hills, the low

castes who represent the non-Aryan element—those whom the Hindus

consider as outcasts—are very distinct. In spite of an admixture of

blood that has undoubtedly taken place, they show a darker skin, a

frame more slim, and less fine features, than are possessed by the

higher castes, who are decided Aryans. Here the low castes bear the

names Dhiyar (these being iron-workers), Megh, and Dum.

Going higher up, among mountains that are ten or twelve thousand

feet high, we find among the hill-races, there commonly called

Pahari^ representatives of the same low castes under the same names;

but they have been raised in physiognomy from those of the lower

hills in a way paralleled by the change observed in the higher castes

also of the two localities.

"We next come to Kashmir. There the lowest caste is one called

Batal. To the Batals is relegated the lowest kind of work, and from

them also come the singers and dancers. These people are kept

socially very distinct from the rest of the Kashmiris. The parallelism

of their position with that of the Dums, etc., of the regions first

mentioned, is such as to justify our thinking that we are following

up the same or closely allied tribes.

I^ext is Ladakh. Here the population seems thoroughly Tibetan.

But here also there is a low caste, the name of which is Bem; it

supplies the blacksmiths and the musicians ; as to dancing, the whole

population is given to that. I think it possible that these Bem also

may be allied in origin to the low castes of the other countries,

although so much assimilated to the Tibetans.

26
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The coincidence certainly is striking, that in every, or almost every,

case, those castes who are of the very lowest estimation—those who

are held as unclean and outcasts—should follow the same occupations,

and I myself incline to connect them all together in origin, and to

consider that they were all pre-Aryan inhabitants of the various

countries, who have become, by a partial non-observance of the rules

against intermarrying, in various degrees assimilated in blood with

the various races—whether Dogra, Kashmiri, Tibetan, or Dard—who

conquered them and occupied their country. The importance of such

a conclusion, if it be a true one, consists in this, that it gives

to these earlier inhabitants of India a <huch greater extension over

the Himalayas than has generally been allowed to them, that it

traces them far into the snowy regions, among the very highest

mountains.

Eeverting now to the Dards, we come (reckoning from below) to

the second caste. This is called Kremin, It is not a numerous caste.

As to occupation, the Kremins seem to correspond to the Kahdrs of

Hindostan, the Jiwars of the Punjab. They act as potters, millers,

and carriers. Thus they seem to be analogous to the Sudras of India.

If so, they would probably be the produce of intermixture of blood

of the Dards proper and the race that the Dums belonged to. They

would most likely be the descendants of those of the earlier race who

most quickly came into social communion with the invaders.

The next higher caste, called Yashhun, is, in most of the parts of

Dardistan that I have visited, the most numerous of all. In Astor

and Gilgit the Yashkun form the main body of the people, whose

occupation is agriculture.

Above them come the Shin. The Yashkun and the Shin have a

physique equally fine, and as far as I know they follow the same

occupations. Still the Shin are distinctly recognized as socially

higher than the Yashkun. The only characteristics peculiar to the

Shin with which I am acquainted are one or two exceedingly strange

customs.

The way in which the Shin regard the cow is, especially to any

one coming from the side of India, most astonishing. They abhor

the cow. They look on it almost or quite in the same way as that in

which an ordinary Muhammadan regards the pig. Of necessity they

make use of cattle for ploughing, but they touch them and have to
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do with them as little as possible. They will not drink cow's milk,

nor will they make butter from it. They will not bum that so

common fuel in the East, cow-dung. Lastly, when a cow calves,

they will put the calf to the udder with a forked stick, and will not

touch it with their hands.

I have found some other customs accompanying this peculiar one

of the Shin. At one place, for instance, they would not eat fowls

nor touch them.

In spite of these peculiar customs, the Shin and the Yashkun seem

to be closely allied. They probably already existed as one nation at

the time when the Dards dispossessed the earlier inhabitants of these

regions.

So much for the succession of the castes. I now wish to bring

forward another fact respecting the Dards. It is this, that while

nearly all of them within the districts named are Muhammadan,

there are some communities of them, occupying certain out-of-the

way villages in the Indus valley, who have adopted the Buddhist

faith. ^ The people of these villages obey the Lamas as spiritual

leaders, though none of them have become Lamas themselves.

The close connexion of these villages with Ladakh, as evidenced,

or as brought about,, by their adoption of its religion, has resulted in

some but not most of them losing their Dard tongue and acquiring

the Tibetan.^ The two races, however, keep quite distinct ; no assi-

milation of blood is going on.

These Buddhist Dards must, I take it, be of the Shin caste ; they

hold in an extreme degree to the custom concerning cows above de-

scribed. They seem to have reached their present habitat in one of

the earlier of the Dard migrations southwards ; in all probability they

came in contact with the Buddhist Ladakhis before they came in

contact with Muhammadanism ; and that they passed from their early

idolatry to the idolatrous form of the Buddhist faith.

In conclusion, I wish to guard myseK against being thought to be

at all positive in favour of the theory I have put forward as to the

origin of the lowest castes among the Dards and the neighbouring

races. It is to be counted merely a tentative one ; the chief use

' The principal of these villages are Garkon, Dah, and Hanu.

a It is in the villages of the Hanu valley that Ladakhl is spoken.
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of it may be to direct the inquiries of future travellers to the

subject.

As to the higher castes of the Dards, their origin is a question of

extreme interest ; the only facts concerning it that are clear to me

are these, that they entered the country in question—that is to

say, Gilgit, Astor, and Baltistan, and reached to the borders of

Ladakh—from the north-west or north, and that they did so by

more than one movement.
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SrR LES CAUSES QUI OKT EAYORISfi

LA PROPAGATION^ DU BOUDDHISME

HORS DE L'INDE.

Par L. FEER.

}

La propagation du Bouddhisme, de cette religion, indienne par son

origine et par son esprit, portee chez un si grand nombre de peuples

entierement differents de celui au sein duquel elle avait pris naissance,

est certainement im des evenements les plus remarquables de I'histoire.

Kous ne nous proposons pas ici de I'etudier dans tons ses details d'une

maniere approfondie et complete ; ce serait un travail immense. jN"ous

voulons simplement donner un apergu des causes qui out fait accepter

le Bouddhisme par tant de nations asiatiques. Cette question qui

interesse d la fois la race aryenne et des races non-aryennes rentre

naturellement dans les etudes ethnographiques.

Les religions ont en general, a leur origine, un caractere exclusive-

ment national et local. Won seulement chaque peuple a ses dieux,

sa religion propre, mais chaque tribu, chaque ville, chaque famille,

chaque individu a la sienne. Le Judaisme lui-meme n'a point fait

exception a la r^gle; meme en tenant compte des declarations for-

melles qui le representent comme devant etre la religion unique,

universelle, et annoncent la diffusion du culte de Jehovah sur toute

la surface de la terre, on est oblige de reconnaitrc que le Mosaisme
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n'en reste pas moins la religion des enfants d'Israel, le culte special

et privilegie d'une race particuliere.

Deux religions seulement ont pris un caractere essentiel d'univer-

salite— le Christianisme et le Bouddhisme. Nous laissons de cote

I'Islamisme (quoiqu'il pretende aussi a I'universalite), parce qu'il

* n'est au fond qu'une monstrueuse heresie cliretiemie, et que son

triomphe se lie etroitement d la domination d'un peuple, ou d'une race^

la race Arabe. C'est a cause de cela qu'il s'est propage des Torigine

par les annes, et que ses succes ulterieurs ont toujours eu I'apparence

d'une conquete. line religion universelle, qui a la pretention de se

faire accepter par tons les hommes ne p^t pas attacher son existence

et ses progres aux triomphes de la force, paroe que la superiorite

constante, indefinie d'un peuple sur tons les autres est une cliimere et

une impossibilite, que les succes de la force sont necessairement

-variables, et qu'une cause destinee a gagner le genre humain doit

raisonnablement etablir sur d'autres fondements son existence et sa

grandeur.

Cependant I'experience demontre que la persuasion toute seule, bien

qu'elle fut le moyen reel et avoue, employe par les religions qui aspirent

k I'universalite, n'a jamais suffi pour assurer leur etablissement, et

que la force a toujours concouru d leurs progres. Le triomphe du

Christianisme aux premiers siecles n'a ete decide que le jour ou Con-

stantin, le prince, le chef de I'empire, en devenant Chretien, fit de sa

nouvelle religion la religion officielle, celle de I'etat romain. I^ous

Savons ce qu'ont fait les missionnaires Anglo-Saxons pour rendre les

Germains Chretiens, mais nous savons trop aussi ce qu'a fait I'epee

de Charlemagne. Pendant tout le moyen-age, les conducteurs de

I'Eglise n'ont pas pu remplir leur mission sans le secours du bras

seculier, c'est-a-dire de la force. Lors de la Reforme du xvi® si^cle,

I'adhesion ou I'hostilite des princes a eu une part considerable dans

I'adoption des principes nouveaux ou dans la conservation des usages

etablis ; et nous voyons constamment, dans I'histoire de I'eglise

chretienne, la force appuyer et quelquefois remplacer la persuasion.

Le Bouddhisme, sl certains egards, semble plus ennemi encore de la

violence que le Christianisme :
^ Car jamais on n'a vu les disciples de ^ak-

yamouni manier I'epee comme les princes de I'eglise et les abbes du

^ Le Christianisme est tr^s pacifique par lui-mdme ; mais les Chretiens ne le sont

pas toujours.
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moyen-age, unir systematiquement la religion et la guerre comme les

ordres religieux et militaires fondes en Terre-Sainte, ou tomber sur un

champ de bataille comme le reformateur Zwingli ; le Bouddhisme,

malgre cela, a profite du secours de la force. La tradition ne nous

montre-t-elle pas ^akyamuni protege par des rois tels que Bimbisara

et Prasenajit? Plus tard la puissance de rois et de conquerants

celebres, tels que AQoka et Kanishka, contribuerent a asseoir le Boud-

dhisme dans la Peninsule indienne. Au dehors de I'Inde, an Tibet,

en Chine, le Bouddhisme ne fut accepte et* ne s'acclimata qu'apres des

luttes longues et penibles ; il prosperait sous les princes qui I'ap-

puyaient, il declinait et parfois disparaissait sous les princes qui se

declaraient contre lui. On ne pent done pas dire que la persuasion

seule ait fait son succes, et il faut bien avouer que la force a contribue

pour une large part a sa propagation.

Mais s'il est necessaire de constater cette intervention de la force,

gardons-nous d'en exagerer I'importance, et n'allons pas jusqu'a nier

ou diminuer outre mesure le role de la persuasion. De quelque

autorite que disposent les dynasties et les princes, leur puissance a

des limites. Sans doute, ils reussissent trop souvent a prevaloir

contre le voeu des peuples et a imposer leur volonte personnelle

;

mais ils subissent ordinairement 1'influence du milieu dans lequel ils

s'agitent, et souvent, croyant faire ce qui leur plait a eux-memes, ils

font ce qui plait au grand nombre et executent la pensee de tons.

Dans les affaires religieuses surtout, dans celles ou la conscience, c'est-

d-dire ce qu'il y a de plus libre et de plus personnel dans I'homme,

est particulierement interessee, il existe, entre la ligne generalement

suivie par le prince et les aspirations du peuple, une certaine har-

monic, une entente tacite qui permet de considerer le resultat definitif

comme I'expression de la volonte nationale, quels qu'aient pu etre,

dans une foule de circonstances, les abus de la force, les violences du

pouvoir arbitraire et les ecarts des volontes individuelles. II y a 14

une question tr^s difficile, tr^s delicate, tres complexe, qu'on ne pent

pas resoudre ou plutot trancher d'une mani^re generale, et qui

exigerait pour tous les cas particuliers un examen serieux et appro-

fondi. Nous renfermant ici dans celui qui nous est soumis, la propa-

gation du Bouddhisme, question encore fort vaste, puisque, si Ton

veut etre complet, il faut I'etudier separement pour chacun des peuples

ou il a penetre, nous croyons pouvoir affirmer que le role de la persua-
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sion a ete plus considerable que celui de la force dans le developpement

geographique de cette religion, l^ous n'avons par la pretention

d'etudier dans tons ses details une question si vaste et si multiple;

nous ne chercherons pas a determiner avec precision la part de la force

et celle de la persuasion dans la propagation du Bouddhisme, ou le

caract^re propre qu'elle a revetu chez chacun des peuples qui I'ont

regu ; s'il nous arrive de toucher d ces points delicats, ce ne sera que

par hasard et en passant. Kotre intention est uniquement de chercher

a determiner les causes de la seduction que le Bouddhisme a pu

exercer d'une maniere generale sur les peuples non-aryens, en un

mot, les causes morales qui I'ont fait #librement accepter par les

peuples chez lesquels il domine.

II.

, Au premier rang des motifs qui ont entraine la persuasion, il faut

placer la vie exemplaire du Bouddha ^akyamouni. '

' S'il avait ete Chre-

,
tien," dit Marco-Polo, *' il eut ete un grand saint avec notre Seigneur

\
Jesus-Christ." Si un chretien du temps des Croisades a ete ainsi

frappe par la vie de (Jakyamouni, quelle n'a pas du etre I'impression

faite par cette vie sur des peuples non chretiens, la plupart ignorants

et grossiers ! Du reste, quand Marco-Polo exprime son admiration

pour le Bouddha, il n'est que I'echo des Bouddhistes au milieu des-

quels il passa un partie de sa vie. II est done juste d'accorder une

grande influence d la vie du fondateur du Bouddhisme, telle que les

livres canoniques de cette religion nous la font connaitre.

Mais on sait que I'existence de ^akyamouni n'est pas renfermee dans

les etroites limites d'une seule vie, que, d'apres les donnees boud-

dhiques, il a vecu mainte et mainte fois, donnant, dans chacune de ses

apparitions, les plus beaux exemples (quoique souvent fort extrava-

gants) de moralite et de devoument. Quand M. Bergmann etait chez

les Kalmuks du Yolga, la fiUe du chef lui demanda un jour s'il

pouvait lire sans pleurer le Maha-Yessantara.^ Ce texte est connu

par Tanalyse qu'en a donnee M. Spence Hardy ;
* c'est le recit de

* " Ob er den Uschandarchan ohne Thranen lesen kbnne," cit6 par Koppen (Die

Religion des Buddha, p. 326, note)—Pallegoix raconte que, a Siam, les talapoins ra-

content tous les jours I'histoire de Vetsandou (Vessantara) au peuple, et font couler les

larmes des yeux de leurs auditeurs (Description du Royaurae Thai ou Siam, vol. ii.

p. 3).

2 A Manual of Buddhism, pp. 116-124.
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ravant-derniere existence du Bouddha ^akyamoimi, qui sacrifie succes-

sivement pour le bien des autres sa royaute, son bien-etre, ses enfants,

sa femme. Yoil^ certes un motif de persuasion puissant, irresistible

:

il y a des legendes bouddhiques, des histoires du Bouddha qu'on ne pent

lire sans pleurer.

N'ous faisons une distinction entre la demiere vie du Bouddha qui a

une base bistorique et toutes ses vies anterieures qui sont purement

fabuleuses ; mais cette distinction, les Bouddbistes ne la font pas
;
pour

eux, rexistence du Bouddha est une avec un grand nombre de phases

diverses. Et ce n'est pas la une particularite qui soit propre a ^akya-

mouni. TJne foule de personnages bouddhiques ont ainsi leur histoire

embrassant une longue serie de siecles et de vies successives; les

bouddhistes peuvent savoir ce que fut, si telle ou telle epoque, tel ou

tel personnage eminent de leurs annales religieuses; et ils le savent

par des revelations du Bouddha. Le systeme a meme ete applique a

des personnages qui ont vecu depuis la fondation du Bouddhisme ; non

seulement leur passe est explique, mais leur avenir est devoile. Cette

science divinatoire du passe et du futur, qui joue un si grand role

dans la litterature bouddhique, les recits plus ou moins frappants

qui I'etablissent ont du necessairement exercer une grande influence.

Si nous joignons a cette pretendue science les prodiges et les faits

merveilleux qui I'accompagnent et en sont la consequence, puisque,

selon les idees bouddhiques, la science produit la puissance, on devine

aisement quelle impression ce deploiement de sumaturel a du faire sur

les esprits. La science et la puissance merveilleuse dont le Bouddhisme

se vante de posseder le secret et qu'il enseigne ou expose avec une

singuliere precision de details pent done, a bon droit, etre consideree

comme une des causes les plus actives de sa propagation.

Et cependant ce merveilleux n'a peut-etre pas eu autant de credit sur

les ames que la moraliU par laquelle le Bouddhisme se distingue.

C'est k la moralite que tout revient, c'est de la moralite que tout

depend dans 1' enseignement de ^akyamouni. Cette science qui donne

un pouvoir sumaturel n'est autre que la science du bien; tons ces

recits des existences successives du Bouddha et des autres personnages

n'ont de raison d'etre, de base, que dans la morale. La doctrine

de la transmigration des ames n'a pas seulement seduit les imagin-

ations par les recits plus ou moins touchants qui servent a I'expliquer,

ou par I'apparence de science divinatoire qu'elle suppose, elle a
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aussi touche et surtout gagne les coeurs par la satisfaction donn^e

au sentiment moral. Tout est en effet calcule a montrer le rapport

necessaire qui existe entre le bien moral et le bonheur exterieur, entre

le mal moral et le malheur : e'est une sorte'de morale en action qui

montre constamment toute bonne oeuvre recompensee, toute mauvaise

ceuvre punie, le bonheur s'acquerant par 1'effort continu de la vertu,

le vice, et par tant I'infortune, ne disparaissant que par une serie

d'expiations et une lutte perseverante centre le mal. On pent dire

que le Bouddhisme est une religion essentieUement morale, en ce sens

que relement moral y domine de bien baut toute autre genre de con-

siderations. La doctrine de la transarigration des ames, expression

la plus complete et la plus facile a comprendre de la pensee morale du

Bouddhisme, lui a conquis les ames. Ce ne sent pas les savantes

discussions sur le moi, sur le vide^ sur le Nirvdna, qui ont fait le

succes de I'oeuvre de ^akyamouni. Tout au plus ont-elles contribue a

donner une haute idee de la profondeur d'esprit des savants qui s'y

livraient; elles n'ont pas entraine les foules; et si le Bouddhisme

n'avait pas eu d'autres moyens de persuasion, il serait demeure une

simple ecole de philosophic. La doctrine de la transmigration des

ames au contraire, doctrine simple et facile a saisir, explication claire

et satisfaisante en apparence des contradictions et des mysteres de la

destinee humaine, semblait faire aux evenements de la vie une juste

application des principes de la morale naturelle ; des lors, elle avait

tout ce qu'il fallait pour devenir populaire. En faisant aisement son

chemin dans les esprits d I'aide des narrations qui la rendent si in-

telligible, elle a contribue, plus qu'aucun autre point de la doctrine, a

faire accepter le Bouddhisme dont elle fut et sera toujours le dogme

fondamental.

IN'ous avons enumere trois causes qui ont agi sur les esprits :
1° les

faits de la vie historique et legendaire du Bouddha ;—2° la science du

passe et de I'avenir, et le secret du pouvoir sumaturel que le Boud-

dhisme attribue a sea plus eminents adeptes ;—3° la doctrine de la

transmigration et la sanction morale dont elle est la garantie et

1'instrument tout a la fois. II resulte de cette simple enumeration, et

des observations precedentes, que ces trois causes sent connexes,

qu' elles rentrent les unes dans les autres, que la demiere est la prin-

cipale et, pour ainsi-dire, la seule ; car la transmigration des ames les

resume toutes j et nous insistons de nouveau sur Pinfluence immense
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que cette theorie, si bien expliquee et commentee par toute la littera-

ture bouddhique, a du exercer. En ouvrant k I'activite des etres un

champ immense, en facilitant le relevement de toutes les decheances,

en jetant aux plus hautes fortunes la menace d'une chute redoutable,

elle encourage toutes les esperances, adoucit toutes les calamites, fait

appel a la conscience, entretient les meilleurs sentiments, combat les

plus mauvaises tendances, et semble offrir la meilleure solution des

plus aceablantes difficultes.

III.

Apres I'influence capitale de la doctrine, celle de la constitution de

la societe bouddhique a une grande place. La societe bouddhique

n'est autre chose, on le sait, qu'une confrerie de moines. Les laiques

sont seulement tonus d'adherer a cinq preceptes moraux, que nul

homme de bien no pent rejeter, et de rendre d la personne et k

I'oeuvre du Bouddha un hommage peu compromettant. Le plus grand

sacrifice qu'on exige d'eux consiste dans 1'obligation de nourrir les

moines; il est considerable, d la verite, et le systeme religieux qui

fait vivre aux depens du public, de la societe generale, une societe

particuliere de mendiants, est un lourd fardeau pour la population,

blesse une foule d'interets prives, en meme temps qu'il cheque la

raison et la justice. Mais nous pouvons comprendre aisement qu'il

ait reussi en Asie, puisque nous voyons qu'il a fleuri longtemps en

Europe. Le monachisme, en effet, pent reussir d certaines epoques

et chez certaines races; ces hommes qui paraissent renoncer d tous

les avantages de la vie ordinaire, qui etonnent par une existence

si etrange, et par une saintete plus ou moins reelle, mais etalee avec

ostentation devant le public, impriment le respect a la foule. Si,

des le principe, comme il arrive toujours, I'institution monastique

se distingue par la sincerite, la conviction, la vertu de ceux qui

en sont membres, elle pent s'assurer pour longtemps une grande

veneration. Or, il n'est pas douteux que ^akyamouni a eu un grand

nombre de disciples convaincus et respectables jusque dans leur

extravagance. Aujourd'hui encore, malgre des abus scandaleux,

malgre la faineantise et I'indignite du plus grand nombre des moines,

il en est qui se distinguent par 1'observation rigoureuse des regies

de leur ordre. D'ailleurs les merites garantis par les livres religieux
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aux laiques qui pratiquent le don, le sentiment que ces laiques

ont besoin de raclieter leurs fautes par des offrandes couteuses,

la liberte que la religion leur laisse en dehors de I'accomplissement

de ce devoir et des autres conditions peu nombreuses qu'elle leur

impose, sont autant de motifs qui les invitent a supporter la societe

monastique. Les services que les moines rendent en repandant

avec une certaine liberalite une instruction tr^s insuffisante, mais

preferable a I'ignorance absolue, ajoutent encore a I'interet que letlr

situation et la tradition leur assurent. On pent done avancer sans

crainte la proposition que la constitution de la societe monastique a

considerablement seconde les progres du Bouddbisme. Les moines

sont rendus respectables par la regie severe qui leur est imposee, et

les laiques ne sont pas rebutes par des observances multiples et

genantes.

ly.

L'etat social des peuples qui ont re9u le Eouddbisme, compare

k celui du peuple qui le leur a envoye, est aussi un important

element d'appreciation, lorsqu'on veut se rendre compte des succ^s

du Bouddbisme; mais ici on ne pent plus parler d'une maniero

generale ; il y a des distinctions a faire. L'etat social n'etait pas

le meme partout; et ces diversites, en creant aux missionnaires

bouddhistes des situations differontes, ont egalement diversifie la

nature de I'influence qu'exigeait le succes de leur entreprise.

La plupart de ces peuples etaient, avant leur conversion, dans

un etat de barbaric plus ou moins complet, dont le Bouddbisme seul

les fit sortir. Ceylon, I'Indo-Cbine, le Tibet furent dans ce cas.

Pour ces pays, I'bistoire commence avec 1'introduction du Boud-

dbisme ; avant que le nom de ^akyamouni fut porte aux tribus qui

les babitaient, ces tribus ne comptaient pas parmi les nations. Le

Bouddbisme les degrossit, les eclaira, les civilisa, leur donna une

existence nationale; les missionnaires indiens apparurent a ces

peuples enfants et ignorants comme des hommes superieurs, des

instituteurs et des initiateurs. Apres avoir subi a I'origine 1'as-

cendant des missionnaires venus du dehors, ces peuples ont na-

turellement conserve avec respect I'enseignement religieux qu'ils en

avaient regu.
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Ce qui vient d'etre dit ne saurait s'appliquer aux Mongols, sans

restriction. Peroces, grossiers, absolument incultes, il est vrai, les

Mongols etaient cependant parvenus en peu d'annees de I'obscurite

la plus complete a la plus haute fortune, ils avaient subjugue de

nombreux pays et surtout un grand empire jouissant d'une antique

et florissante civilisation, quand le choix du prince leur fit adopter

le Bouddhisme. Des considerations politiques paraissent avoir ete

le principal motif de ce changement; le peuple ne fit gueres autre

chose que suivre docilement et servilement la voie tracee par son

souverain; et si 1'introduction du Bouddhisme parmi les Mongols

se reduisait a ce seul fait, accompli sous le regne de Koubilai-

Khan, il serait impossible de I'expliquer par I'impression serieuse

et profonde que la religion aurait faite sur les esprits. Mais I'oeuvre

du petit-fils de Gengis-Khan ne fut pas durable ; apres la chute de

leur vaste domination, les Mongols, rentres dans I'obscurite, perdirent

la religion qui leur avait ete donnee au temps de leur grandeur.

Cependant, ils revinrent au Bouddhisme par la suite, et I'accepterent

alors dans des conditions tout a fait nouvelles, en vertu d'un choix

plus libre. L'influence du clerge tibetain fut preponderante dans

ce mouvement de retour; et I'on pent dire que la seconde in-

troduction du Bouddhisme parmi les Mongols a quelque analogic

avec I'etablissement de cette religion chez les peuples barbares qui

n'en avaient jamais entendu parlei. Mais s'il y a analogic, il n'y

a pas parite; car le souvenir de ce qui s'etait fait sous Koubila'i

n'^tait pas absolument perdu, et des lors on ne pent comparer entre

eux ces deux evenements qu'en faisant certaines reserves.

A plus forte raison devra-t-on en faire, s'il s'agit de 1'introduction

du Bouddhisme du Chine. Ce fut la certainement le plus singulier

episode de sa propagation. En Chine, les missionnaires bouddhistes

se trouvaient en face, non plus de tribus grossieres, ignorantes,

sauvages, mais bien d'un peuple constitue depuis longtemps en

nation reguliere, possesseur d'une civilisation tres ancienne, chez

qui la science et 1'etude etaient en honneur. II etait relativement

facile de gagner des populations barbares, incultes, en etat d'enfance,

auxquelles on apportait I'ecriture, dont on perfectionnait la langue,

dont on polissait les moeurs qu'on appelait en quelque sorte a une

vie nouvelle ; il etait bien plus ardu de faire accepter des doctrines

et des institutions etrangeres a une nation civilisee, dont rintelligence
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etait cultivee depuis langtemps, qui avait une litterature deja fort

etendue, et qui pouvait opposer aux discours de ^^^^J^^ouni les

(Buvres d'un Lao-tseu et d'un Confucius. Mais precisement le credit

dont jouissait recrivain le plus distingue de la Chine, Confucius, fut,

selon toutes les apparences, ce qui favorisa le mieux I'introduction du

Bouddhisme. Confucius et son ecole avaient tellement reduit la part

de Telemcnt religieux dans leur enseignement qu'on y sentait une

veritable lacune ; aussi la porte etait-elle ouverte a toute doctrine qui

saurait contenter les besoins des ames auxquels 1'ecole officielle ne

donnait qu'une satisfaction incomplete. Le Bouddhisme entra par

cette porte : ses recits merveilleux frappefent les esprits avides de nou-

veaute, conquirent la popularite, et remplacerent les enseignements

purement moraux et philosophiques de Confucius, ou, du moins, ils se

firent une large place a cote de cot enseignement. Les lettres resterent

fideles a la litterature et a la philosophic nationale ; la masse du

peuple accepta les enseignements de I'etranger et se laissa seduire par

I'austerite des *'fils de ^akya." Ainsi le Bouddhisme gagnait la

population tout entiere dans les pays barbares, ot les classes in-

ferieures dans les pays civilises, resultat facile a prevoir qui donne

a son oeuvre de propagation une physiognomic generale et uniforme,

mais avec des differences de detail qu'il n'est pas permis de negliger.

Un dernier trait nous reste a signaler parmi les causes qui ont

du assurer le succes du Bouddhisme,—c'est sa flexibilite. Le

Bouddhisme est pourtant une religion controversiste au plus haut

degre; et neanmoins, il sait temperer cette ardeur par un re-

marquable esprit de tolerance et de justice. Les disciples de

^akya enseignent leur doctrine, proposent leurs institutions, se

vantent publiquement de posseder la verite ; mais ils ne condamnent

formellement aucun culte. Meme dans leur lutte centre leurs

adversaires naturels, les brabmanes, ils etaient loin de proscrire le parti

oppose : ils s'elevaient bien centre certaines theories, ils montraient

I'inanite de certaines pratiques ; mais ils supportaient la contradiction,

et surtout ils avaient I'art d'emprunter a I'adversaire tout ce qui

n'etait pas absolument contraire a leur propre enseignement. Ainsi

tous les dieux du Brahmanisme figurent dans leurs legendes; ils y
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sont, a la verite, subaltemises, travestis, revetus du costume

bouddliique, mais ils ne sont pas exclus ; les Indiens qui accordaient

leur adhesion a I'oeuvre de Qakya n'etaient done pas contraints a

reJeter totalement les objets primitifs de leur adoration et k rompre

tout si fait avec leurs traditions et leurs usages. Ce que le Eoud-

dhisme avait fait dans I'lnde d I'egard des croyances brahmaniques,

il le fit dans les autres pays a I'egard des idees religieuses qu'il y
trouvait. De la vient qu'on rencontre cbez tons les peuples boud-

dhistes une foule de pratiques et de croyances qui n'ont rien de

bouddhique par le fond et par I'origine, mais que le Bouddhisme

a tolerees, quelquefois memo adoptees, en leur faisant subir dans

la forme quelques modifications qui les mettent mieux en harmonic

avec la religion dominante. II n'est pas douteux que cette politique

habile et heureuse a altere la purete du Bouddhisme, et qu'il y a une

grande difference entre le Bouddhisme ideal des livres sacres, et le

Bouddhisme pratique des differents peuples. C'est la le resultat presque

inevitable de la propagation d'une religion qui pretend k I'universalite.

Le christianisme, bien moins tolerant que le Bouddhisme, bien plus

implacable centre I'erreur, a du parfois user, peut-etre a son insu,

d'une flexibilite pareille, et il n'a du sa large diffusion au moyen-

age, et memo des les premiers siecles, qu'a la facilite avec

laquelle, il a laisse subsister et a adopte meme une foule de

pratiques et de croyances pa'iennes. Le Bouddhisme, s'il avait

ete dans son genie de condamner et d'anathematiser tout ce qui

s'ecartait de la purete de sa doctrine, eut toujours ete force de faire

des concessions aux superstitions populaires ; a plus forte raison, a-t-il

du etre pousse k ces concessions par la moderation qui le caracterise,

par le remarquable esprit de tolerance qui, des I'origine, en a fait une

religion de controverse reconnaissant a la cause opposee le droit

d'exister, plutot qu'une religion d'autorite affirmant la verite et

anathematisant I'erreur. Les peuples auxquels on proposait une

religion nouvelle sans leur demander le sacrifice complet de ce qu'ils

etaient accoutumes jusque la a croire et k respecter, n'avaient aucun

motif de resistor avec obstination a des innovations si pacifiques ; ils

etaient ainsi disposes des I'abord a ecouter les recits merveilleux des

actions du Bouddha, a recevoir k la fois ses enseignements et sa

confrerie.

En resume, les motifs qui ont persuade les peuples et les ont decides
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a accueillir le Bouddhisme peuvent se classer sous quatre chefs

principaux.

1° Le caractere merveilleux et surtout moral des recits par lesquels

le Bouddhisme appuie ses enseignements et, en particulier, sa doctrine

fondamentale de la transmigration des ames.

2° La simplicite de la regie fixee pour les laiques, et la severite de

celle qui est imposee aux moines, combinaison qui laisse aux premiers

plus de liberte, et rend les seconds plus respectables.

3° L'etat d'inferiorite sociale ou les lacunes de I'enseignement re-

ligieux chez les peuples qui ont accueilli le Bouddhisme, et qui, par

les circonstances m ernes, etaient predisposes en sa favour.

4° Les precedes habiles et moderes du Bouddhisme a I'egard des

croyances ou des pratiques religieuses des autres peuples.

Parmi ces causes d'un ordre different, quelques unes ont pu agir avec

une intensite particuliere chez tel ou tel peuple ; et c'est a demeler la

part preponderante d'influence exercee par I'une ou I'autre que

I'histoire complete, minutieuse, detaillee de la propagation du Boud-

dhisme devra s'appliquer ; mais toutes ces causes ont agi avec plus ou

moins de puissance, et cela naturellement, par leur propre vertu, inde-

pendamment de la pression exercee par certains hommes et surtout par

les princes.
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MEETINGS

Sept. 14.—IifArGTniAL Meeting. Royal Institution, 21, Albemarle

Street.

President: S. Biech, LL.D., F.S.A. Hon. Seeretaries : Prof.

EOBEET K. DOTTGLAS, M.E.A.S. ; W. R. COOPEE.

Sept. 15.

—

Semitic Section-. Rooms of the Royal Society of Litera-

ture, 4, St. Martin's Place, Charing Cross.

President : Sir Henky Rawlinson, K.C.B., P.R.S., M.R.A.S.

Secretary : W. S. W. Yaijx, F.R.S.

Sept. 16.

—

Tuhanian Section. King's College, Strand.

President: Sir Walter Elliot, K.C.S.I., M.R.A.S. Secretary:

Prof. Douglas, M.R.A.S.

Sept. 17.

—

Aryan Section. Royal Institution, 21, Albemarle Street.

President: Prof. Max Mullee, M.A., LL.D., M.R.A.S. Secre-

tary : Prof. Eggeling.

Sept. 17.

—

Hamitic Section. Rooms of the Society of Biblical

Archaeology, 9, Conduit Street.

President: S. Biech, LL.D., F.S.A. Secretary: W. R. Coopee.

Sept. 18.

—

Aech^ological Section. Royal Institution, 21, Albe-

marle Street.

President: M. E. Geant Dupf, M.P., M.R.A.S. Secretary:

E. Thomas, F.R.S., M.R.A.S.

Sept. 19.

—

Ethnological Section. Royal Institution, 21, Albemarle

Street.

President : Prof. R. Owen, C.B. Secretary : R. Ctill, F.S.A.

Meeting to decide where the Third International Congress of Oriental-

ists is to be held, and to nominate its President.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE SECOND SESSION

INTEEISTATIONAL

CONGRESS OF ORIENTALISTS,

LONDON.

On Monday, the Hth of September, the Second, or London " Inter-

national Congress of Orientalists," commenced its sittings under the

Presidency of Dr. Samuel Birch, Keeper of the Oriental Antiquities

in the British Museum. The first meeting of the Congress took place

in the evening, at 8*30, in the Rooms of the Royal Institution,

21, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly; when the President commenced

the proceedings by reading his Opening Address.

During the proceedings Professor Albrecht Weber received the

following telegram from that distinguished Orientalist, Professor

Ascoli, of Milan, who was appointed Italian Delegate to the London

Congress of Orientalists

:

London.

—

From Milan, Sept. 13. Au Professeur Albrecht "Weber,

au Congrks des Orientalistes par honU de Messrs. Triibner & Co.,

57 & 59, Ludgate Hill^ London.

II reale ministero Italian© della pubblica istruzione mi ha incaricato
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di assistere nella mia qualita di cultore degli studi linguistici orientali

a codesto congresso. Mi duole che impedimenti insuperabili mi vietino

di obbedire all' onorevole incarico, e intanto mi permetto di avanzare i

miei rispettosi saluti ed auguri al congresso, e di assicurare gli onore-

voli suoi membri che se 1'Italia sard scelta la sede della futura riunione

le autoritd e i privati andranno certamente lieti di manifestame la

lore contentezza nel miglior modo che per loro si potra.

G. D. AscoLi,

Preside della Reale Aeademia Scientifico-Letteraria di Milano.

At the conclusion of the President's Address, Professor Leon de

Bosny, the President of the First Congress (Paris), and Delegate to

the London Congress, delivered the following speech

:

Monsieur le President, Messieurs et Savants collegues,—II m'appar-

tient, comme President de la premiere Session du Congres International

des Orientalistes, de remercier publiquement I'iUustre President de

cette Assemblee et tous les Membres du Comite central d'organisation,

du zele eclaire, du devouement incessant avec lequel ils ont mene a

bonne fin les preparatifs de cette seconde Session.

Lorsque les Delegues de tous les Pays de I'Europe ont propose au

Congres de Paris, de confier k la docte Angleterre le soin de poursuivre

Poeuvre inaugur^ en France, ils n'ont point doute un seul instant que,

dans la grande metropole de la glorieuse Albion, cette oeuvre serait

continuee de la fa9on la plus brillante et la plus fructueuse pour le

progres de nos etudes.

Les Congres scientifiques intemationaux sent appeles, je crois, k

signaler une ^re nouvelle pour le progres des Sciences et des Lettres.

Ces Congres reunissent en effet des conditions de succes qu'il serait

difficile, pour ne pas dire impossible, de rencontrer dans tout autre

genre d'association. Prevenus une annee k I'avance, les savants du

monde entier, convoques a ces grandes assises de I'erudition et de la

pensee, preparent k loisir leurs meilleurs travaux, murissent leurs

idees, completent leurs decouvertes ; et lorsque le jour de la Reunion

est arrive, ils savent que le resultat de leurs efforts et de leur intelli-

gence, sera simultanement apprecie, par les juges les plus autorises de

toutes les nations civilisees. Ils savent en effet que la grand publicite,

—que la science n'a pas toujours raison de dedaigner,—fera connaitre

leurs services tous les hommes amis des travaux de 1' esprit.
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Mais la n'est pas seulement Futilite de ces Reunions intema-

tionales.

Leur plus beau titre d la sympathie des hommes honnetes, est cer-

tainement d'apprendre aux nations a se connaitre, a s'encourager, a

s'estimer mutuellement.

Au Congres de Paris, le Delegue de votre grande cite, nous disait

en termes qui ont emu tous les cceurs franQais, que TAngleterre, en

ambitionnant I'honneur de tenir la seconde Session dans sa capitale,

devait nous rappeler que I'Angleterre avait toujours tenu d marcher a

cote de la Prance dans les voies de la Justice et de la Civilisation.

Permettez-moi d'ajouter a mon tour, qu'en nous offrant aujourd'hui

la plus gracieuse, la plus courtoise des hospitalites I'Angleterre nous

foumit 1'occasion de constater que sur le terrain neutre de la science,

il ne saurait naitre dans le coeur d'aucun savant d'autres sentiments

que ceux d'une cordiale estime, pour quiconque s'efforce d'arracher

une verite au vaste domaine de I'inconnu.

Mr. Shankar Pandurang Pandit, who was commissioned by Lord

Northbrook to represent the Indian Empire at the Congress, also made

a short speech expressive of gratitude for the kindness and hospitality

with which he had been received in England.

Tuesday, September 15.

The members of the International Congress of Orientalists met in

the British Museum at ten o'clock. Dr. Birch and other officers of the

institution doing the honours on the occasion. The proceedings were

of an informal character.

At 2*30 P.M. the Orientalists assembled in the Rooms of the Royal

Society of Literature, 4, St. Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square, where

the meeting of the Semitic Section was to take place ; but the small-

ness of the space, which would only accommodate about 80 persons,

necessitated the adjournment of the meeting to the Royal Institution,

21, Albemarle Street, after the proceedings had already commenced.

Sir Henry Rawlinson, K.C.B., opened the Section with an address^

after which Professor Oppert addressed the meeting in French on

the Median Dynasty.

On the conclusion of Professor Oppert' s Address, Professor Schrader,
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of Jena, rose at the call of the President of the Section, and made a

few critical remarks in German on the theories advanced by his learned

colleague. In the course of his reply he objected to the theories of

Prof. Oppert, firstly, that the Turanian character of the second kind

of Cuneifoi^ Inscriptions, and of the so-called Accadian language of

old Babylonia, was not certain, and that it would be best to avoid

this name in order to prevent misunderstanding ; secondly, that

there is not sufficient ground to believe that the language of

the second kind of Cuneiform Inscriptions is of the same origin

as the language of the proto-Chaldean^ or the Accadians ; thirdly,

that the evidence in support of the view that the names of Ctesias

are the Persian translation of the so-called Turanian names of Hero-

dotus is not given by Dr. Oppert, and that it is on the whole

very improbable that the Persians had given such a translation of

Median names. It would be hard to find an analogy in history of

such a translation of names.

Then examining Professor Oppert's chronological views, Professor

Schrader, who said that he had nothing to object to Professor Oppert's

explanation of the passage of Sargon, added that he dared not pro-

nounce a decisive judgment before the Congress upon the theories of

Professor Oppert relating to the cyclical numbers of Eerosus, because

he is not in a position to examine the calculations of which Professor

Oppert gives only the results ; but he would not conceal his doubt

that the origin of the cyclical numbers of Berosus is to be found in

such a combination of the Sothiac and Lunar periods, as Professor

Oppert supposes. Professor Schrader concluded that it may be as

Professor Oppert maintains ; but he added that there is not sufficient

ground to assert that it is as Professor Oppert supposes. Further

examinations and investigations may, he thought, throw light upon

the subject.

Professor Schrader was followed in French by M. le Baron Textor

de Eavisi.

Professor Schrader was, on account of the lateness of the hour,

compelled to give up the idea of reading an essay prepared by him,

on the Transliteration of the Cuneiform Character of the Assyrian

Syllabary into Roman Letters, which wiU shortly be published.

A paper on the First Person of Dr. Hincks's Permansive Tense in

Assyrian terminating in -Ku, was taken as read ; and, after some re-
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marks by the President, announcing a fresh discovery of an inscription,

supposed to be Carian, at Ephesus, the Section closed its session with

a vote of thanks to the President.

"Wednesday, Septembee 16.
*

On Wednesday morning, at eleven o'clock, Sir Bartle Frere, Presi-

dent of the Eoyal Asiatic Society, and Lady Frere received the

members of the International Oriental Congress at their residence,

"Wressil Lodge, Wimbledon Common ; and later in the day (from two

to six P.M.) Dr. Hooker received the members of the Congress at his

residence, Kew Gardens.

The evening meeting, at 8*30, was devoted to the Turanian Lan-

guages. The Section was opened in the theatre of King's College by

an Address by the President, Sir Walter Elliot, K.C.S.I.

Professor Hunfalvy then read a paper, in which he showed by

numerous facts adduced from Hungarian, Wogul, Ostiak, and Finnish,

that the established notion of Turanianism seems to be not well

founded, and that it leads students into many errors. He endeavoured

to show, consequently, that the same genealogical method of studying

which has created the Aryan and Semitic linguistic science must also

be applied to the Turanian languages, and that before such a perfect

science can be formed every comparative study of them must be un-

availing.

During the sitting of this Section M. le Baron Textor de Ravisi

made some remarks, of which the following is a resume

:

Le TimMvani.—Le tres-honorable President de la Section toura-

nienne. Sir Walter Elliot, ayant ete I'heureux et digne posscsseur du

manuscrit original du grand poeme Hindou le Timhdvani (il en a fait

don k la Bibliotheque au departement des Indes), le Baron Textor

de E-avisi, ancien gouvemeur de la colonie fran9aise dans I'Inde,

fait part au Congr^s du compte-rendu analytique de ce poeme. II

figurera dans les Memoires des Travaux du Congres sous le nom de

M. Julien Vinson, jeune dravidiste frangais qui a fait des etudes dans

rinde.

Le Temb&vani ce chef-d'oeuvre de la Htterature sud de I'Inde a

pour auteur le R. P. Beschi, qui vivait au dernier si^cle.
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Importance des Hudes dravidiennes,—M. de Eavisi expose que la

langue Tamoule est digne de 1'attention de la science orientaliste.

Rendue langue savante, par son Sanscritisme, elle presente la bonne

fortune pour la science d'avoir survecu au Sanscrit. Si I'etude du

Tamoul doit etre encouragee en Prance, parceque Pondichery et

Karikal sont des colonies franqaises, d fortiori doit elle I'etre en

Angleterre, puisque 40 millions de ses sujets parlent les dialectes

dravidiques, et que le Tamoul en est la langue mere. L'Angleterre

compte dans ses orientalistes les dravidistes les plus distingues que

nous ayons.

A paper was then read by the Eev. Isaac Taylor, on the Relations

of the Etruscan and Accadian Languages.

At the conclusion of the Eev. Isaac Taylor's paper. Professor Leitner

made the following remarks :

I think this Section deserves to be congratulated on having done

what was omitted in the Semitic Section yesterday. We have, in the

papers that have been read, especially in the able communication of

Professor Hunfalvy, an indication of the present state of Turanian

studies, as well as hints for placing them on the same systematic

and prominent footing which the ''Aryan" scholars have secured for

their subject and themselves. That, in what alone can properly be

called *' Turanian," viz. the Turki group, a harmony of the vowels

exists in the agglutinated syllables, may be confirmed by such in-

stances as hac[= ' see
;

' haqmaq= ' to see
;

' haqmamaq= ' not to see
;

'

haqamamaq =. ' not to be able to see
;

' and, again, in such a. sentence

as gorilshemediksekde unudulmadi 8evdami% =. ' although we have not

been able to meet for a long time, yet have our mutual loves not been

forgotten.* Still, all this is merely suggestive for future studies in

that and kindred groups, and is by no means exclusive of the compara-

tive method so successfully applied in the Aryan inquiries. At

present, whatever we know little or nothing about, we call *' Tura-

nian," although that term has a special and exclusive significance, to

which it applies admirably, but beyond which it is altogether mis-

leading, and, indeed, obstructive to accurate and increased classifica-

tion. It is true that in this Section we have outlived the stage when

atesh= * fire * was derived from English ' hot ash
;

' but Turanians are

still in that peculiar stage of great learning which existed in another

direction, when German was derived from Latin, and Latin from
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Hebrew ; and we have yet to reach the third and highest stage,

that of positive and accurate knowledge. Thus, Etruscan, which a

common mortal might deem an Italic dialect, is, by dint of excessive

learning, made Turanian ; although we have only some thirty words out

of which to evolve a mythology and language, and not, as might be

anticipated from such noble conjectures as we have heard, a whole

literature on which to base them, and which, as Mr. Cull states, exists

for Finnish. The charms of '^ Turanian," however, are so great as

to engage, as we admired yesterday, even the attention of other

Sections. Acting with greater strictness, I venture to submit to this

Section the vocabulary and inflections of a language which does not

belong to any of the known groups, viz. the Khajuna (the language

of Hunza and JS'agyr), and which, therefore, rightly has to go before

this Section. In it, the transition of gutturals to vowels, or from a

more animal to a more human form of speech (if I may be allowed

these terms), still goes on, as evidenced by the speech of the lower

classes, when contrasted with that of their chiefs, e.g. akhatt and

gokhatt for 'mouth.' Speaking in a very popular way, a language

belonging to the Aryan group is recognized by the application of

scientific rules to the changes of a root, traceable from a conventional

centre, for, whatever may be the changes, they can be marked with

precision, however affected the root may be by diff'erent histories and

migrations—the Semitic languages may be ascertained by the wonder-

fully logical developments from a triliteral root, and are confined in

area—the Turanian, what there is of it, by the harmonious agglutina-

tion of syllables; but to this group Etruscan does not belong, nor,

possibly, for that matter, the second Medic series, with the second

persons plural yet to be discovered in all the tenses.

The Eev. Joseph Edkins, D.D., of Peking, next read a paper on

the Chinese Language at the Time of the Invention of "Writing.

Mr. Edkins was followed by Professor Leon de Kosny, who read

a paper on the most Ancient Chinese Palaeography, and to him suc-

ceeded the Rev. Samuel Beal, B.A., who addressed the meeting on

the Results of an Examination of Chinese Buddhist Books in the

Library of the India Office.
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Thuesdat, Septembek 17.

The Congress of Orientalists assembled at the Soane Museum at

ten A.M:., and afterwards, at twelve o'clock noon, in the Library of

the India OflS.ce ; and from three o'clock to six in the afternoon Dr.

Birch gave an "at home" at his oflicial residence in the British

Museum. During the morning Dr. Birch received from the French

Embassy the Order of the Golden Palms (''Palmes d'Or"), with the

Diploma.

The Aryan Section met at the Eoyal Jpstitution at 2-30 p.m., when

Professor Max Miiller delivered his Opening Address.

At the conclusion of the President's Address, Professor Stenzler, of

Breslau, read a paper on the Hindu Doctrine of Expiation.

Professor Haug then read a paper on the Interpretation of the

Yeda.

Mr. Shankar Pandurang Pandit next addressed the meeting on

Hindu Law and its Bearing on Violation of Caste.

Professor Thibaut followed with a paper on the ^ulvasutras, a class

of writings which contain the very first beginnings of Geometry

among the Ancient Indians. There are known up to the present two

Pulvasutras, ascribed to Baudhayana and to Apastamba, and forming,

as it appears, portions of the Kalpasutras of these authors ; besides

a 9^va-pari9ishta, belonging to the White Yajurveda, and claiming

Katyayana for author. Professor Thibaut concluded by pointing out

that some technical terms of later Indian mathematics find an unex-

pected explanation from their use in the ^ulvasutras.

The Hamitic Section assembled in the rooms of the Society of

Biblical Archaeology, 9, Conduit Street, Regent Street. Dr. S. Birch,

the President of the Congress, was President of this Section, which

he opened by a short Address.

Professor Lepsius then proposed the three following questions to

the Hamitic Section

:

1. The same method of transliteration of Old Egyptian sounds into

Eoman has been pretty generally adopted by Egyptologists, but

another view also obtains regarding a few signs. It would therefore

be desirable if the Egyptologists here assembled would come to a

decision that should be binding on them for the future.

2. The possession of a complete list of all hieroglyphic signs
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properly classified and arranged, with the indication as far as possible

of the figurative meaning of each sign, is a great desideratum. A
competent person ought to be found to prepare such a list, which

would then have to be submitted to scholars for the purpose of com-

pletion or rectification.

3. One of the most important steps towards the furtherance of

hieroglyphic studies would be a complete critical edition, with the

various readings of the ''Book of the Dead,'' in its three versions,

viz. " Old Empire," *' Theban Dynasties of the New Empire,"

" Psametichus." This task surpasses the competency of a single

person. But a joint recognition of the importance of such an under-

taking on the part of the Egyptologists here assembled would perhaps

serve as an incitement to obtain for this purpose the pecuniary means

and the authoritative support of a scientific academy or a govern-

ment.

The discussion of the details of these three propositions was re-

served for a special sitting of the Egyptologists (see infrd, page 439).

He was followed by His Excellency Professor Brugsch (Bey), the

Delegate from Egypt to the Congress, who read a paper on the

Lake or Sea passed by the Israelites on their Exodus from Egypt.

The Baron Textor de Ravisi then drew the attention of Oriental

scholars to the important publications of the Academical Societies of

Algiers. They are mostly written by specialists, and contain new,

useful, and interesting matter on Oriental study, translations from

the Arabic, studies on the habits of the people, and historical and

archaeological documents. M. de Ra\T.si presented to the Congress,

in the name of the great French colony, the '' Annales de la Societe

Archeologique de Constantino," the ''Eevue Africaine," and different

other interesting works ; and also two MSS. by M. Eeraud, the Chief

Interpreter of Algiers. The meeting, on the proposition of the

President, Dr. Birch, voted thanks for these valuable gifts.

After a few introductory words by the President, Dr. Birch, the

following notice was given by Professor Ebers of a great medical

papyrus he bought some years ago at Thebes, and which he is now

about to publish

:

The Papyrus-EoUs of the Ancient Egyptians, which we know of.

may not only be looked upon as the best and most trustworthy data for

the study of the realities of Egyptian Antiquity, but we owe it to
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them if we succeed in adding to the Accidence of Egyptian Grammar

a chapter on the Syntax. It is well known how important the

Papyri have also become for the Literatures of the Occidental Nations.

Our "Paper," our "Bible," even words like "Eubric" (from the

beginning of the sentence written in red, or Ruhrum), and "Pro-

tocol" (the foremost leaf glued to the Papyrus-Roll), all owe their

origin to the writings on Papyrus. Papyrus-EoUs are preserved in

all Museums and Libraries of any pretensions at all. The largest

manuscript of this kind which has been discovered up to the present

time is the large Harris Papyrus in tke British Museum ; the next

largest is the Medical Papyrus which was brought to Europe by

Ebers in 1863. Bolls treating on the Medical Science of the

Egyptians are to be met with at Berlin, London, Leyden, and

Boulaq; but they are not at all to be compared with the Ebers

Papyrus, neither in respect to their contents, nor their preservation

and size ; for while the largest of them, the Berlin Medical Papyrus,

contains twenty more or less damaged pages, the Leipsic "Ebers

Papyrus" consists of 110 pages, on which not a single character is

wanting. It is just this marvellous preservation of the Papyrus

which distinguishes it so much from all the other manuscripts.

Besides, in this Papyrus we possess the complete hooh from the time of

the Pharaohs. Both the beginning and the end have been preserved.

Here and there large empty pieces furnish us with proofs that there

could not have been any other writing, either before or after the roll

preserved to us. "We could not possibly have any better sources of

information respecting the age of the Ebers Papyrus, than a calendar

notice upon the back of it, from which we learn that in the ninth

year of a king of the fourth dynasty (presumably King Bicheris), the

IS'ew Year's Festival, the 1st of Thoth of the fixed year, and the day

of the early rising of Sirius or the Sothis Star, fell upon the same

day as the 9th of Epischi of the floating year. The astronomical

control of the calculations proves that this event took place in the

time of the Pharaohs, firstly about 3010-3007, then about the middle

of the sixteenth century b.c. The letter-forming signs and the gram-

matical forms show the Papyrus to belong to this latter period. The

ancient scribe mentions also on the back of his work a calendar event,

which happened again for the first time since the reign of the fourth

dynasty and King Bicheris (1559 b.c). Diimichen has adduced
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striking proofs of the correctness of our deductions, and has shown

how, aided by the calendar on the back of our Ebers Papyrus, the

first astronomically-established numbers are to be gained for the

chronology of the old and the beginning of the new Monarchies.

These figures or numbers come very close to those arrived at by

Professor Lepsius in a totally different way.

The contents of the Papyrus furnish a favourable testimony to the

knowledge and industry of the Ancient Egyptian medical men. The

great text consists of a series of very ancient writings, which can

partly be separated as regards their styles, and which are also expli-

citly called citations. The most important amongst them is probably

the book on Diseases of the Eye, and the Tractate on the Heart, which

commences thus: "Here begins the mystical tractate of a physician,

who knows the functions of the heart, and from which proceed vessels

to all parts of the body ; in respect of the same the physician !N'eb

sext, a priest and magician, affirms," etc., etc. I^early all diseases

are treated of, and some described. Amongst the means are Invo-

cations, but these are only meant to increase the working of the

medicines, which are taken from all the kingdoms of nature, and not

only from Egypt, but also from foreign countries, both near and far.

The quantity of doses to be applied is expressed in numbers. It

hardly admits of a doubt that we possess, in our Papyrus of the

Hermetical Books, the one on Medicine which Clement of Alexandria

calls *'The Book of Medicines." This supposition of ours is sup-

ported by Ludwig Stem's discovery of the Arabic Manuscript of Abu

Sahl Isa ibn Jahja el Mesihi, in which passages are translated from

our Papyrus, which is called ''The Book of Hermes," and which

promises to be of great importance for the right understanding of

the Papyrus. This manuscript is of incomparable value for the

History of the Medical Sciences, and none the less for the History

of Human Culture of the earliest periods; for as it shows that not

only medicaments, but also writings were borrowed from Asia during

the 16th century B.C. (viz. Ophthalmic Medicines were given accord-

ing to an Amu, i.e. an Asiatic from Byblos in Phoenicia), the con-

clusion becomes self-evident, that even in those early days the

Egyptians stood, not only in political and mercantile, but much more

so, and that is particularly surprising, in intellectual relations to their

Eastern neighbours. The Ebers Papyrus contains much interesting
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matter for students of the Old-Egyptian Grammar, and "by it the

Dictionary of Hieroglyphics will be enriched by hundreds of new

groups.

In conclusion, Prof. Ebers exhibited a perfect copy of his facsimile

of this venerable manuscript, which that learned friend of science,

John, King of Saxony, presented to the Leipsic TJniversity Library.

This roll, cut up into thirty-five pieces, of from two to three feet in

length, is now preserved in a glass case. The work, which has been

superintended by Professor Ebers himself, will shortly be published

by Mr. Wilhelm Engelmann, of Lejpsic. One hundred and ten

plates of this splendid work have been, by means of a perfectly novel

process, so artistically executed by Messrs. Giesecke and Devrient, the

eminent printers and lithographers of Leipsic, famous for their print-

ing of the *' Codex Sinaiticus," that it really is a difficult matter to

be able to distinguish the Facsimile of the Papyrus from the Original.

Professor Ebers promises to place the work, with a translation by

himself, and a complete glossary by his friend Stem, before his

fellow-labourers in a very few months.

Professor Eisenlohr, of Heidelberg, then read a paper on Egyptian

Measures from the Mathematical Papyrus of the British Museum.

A paper was presented by "W. E. A. Boyle, Esq., on the Pro-

portions of the Great Pyramid at Gizeh (or Djizeh).

Professor J. Lieblein, Adjoint k I'Universite de Christiania en

Egyptologie, then read two short communications.

A paper, Communications to the Section on his work in Badeker's

Handbook of Egypt, was then read by Professor Diimichen.

Eetdat, Septembee 18.

The Aryan Section re-assembled at ten o'clock to finish their sitting,

which was not completed on Thursday, when the Eev. Dr. Mitchell

read a paper on the Difficulty of Eendering European Ideas in

Eastern Languages, and the President proposed that a Committee of

the Congress should consider the subject for the benefit of Missionaries.

The next paper was by Mr. Shankar Pandurang Pandit, on the

Age of the great Sanskrit Poet Kalidasa.

The President then communicated a paper by Dr. "Wise on the
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Ancient Systems of Hindu Medicine, and one by Colonel Ellis,

on Disputed Points of Indian History.

Le Baron Textor de Ravisi expose qu'entre les nombreux travaux

qu'il a re9us de I'Inde de la part des missionnaires Catboliques, il

n'entretiendra le Congres que de deux d'entr'eux pour ne pas abuser

de son attention. II les a choisis a cause de I'importance bors ligne

des questions qu'ils abordent : Vinscription de la pagode d* Oodeypore

(dans le MalvaJ et la Chronologie hindoue au point de vue de Christianisme.

Inscription d* Oodeypore.—M. de Ravisi a deja fait, lui-meme, un

memoire sur la traduction latino de I'inscription d'Oodeypore par le

savant R. P. Burthey, missionnaire de Madure. La question est tres-

grave : une premiere traduction anglaise de cette inscription avait ete

pubHee, en effet, par la Societe Asiatique de Calcutta (1840) faite par

Pandit Kamala-Kauta ; or ces deux traductions d'un text hindou

repute le meme, sont completement differentes.

L'inscription a ete copie par Prinsep et transcrite du Pali en

Devanagari par le capitaine Burt. M. de Eavisi demande au Congres

de Londres, comme il I'a fait a celui de Paris (1873), que la Societe de

Calcutta soit invitee d envoyer une photographie de cette inscription

La Traduction du brahme presente, en effet, une legende sans im-

portance aucune, tandis que la traduction du missionnaire decouvre le

plus grand monument wrcheologique hindou que nous ayons, concernant le

Christianisme dans VInde.

Chronologie hindoue.—M. de Eavisi analyse, en suite, la chronologie

hindoue d'apres un manuscrit intitule : Essai sur la chronologie hindoue

ou les anciens et les nouveaux Bouddhas. L'auteur en lui faisant cet

envoi a exprime le desir de garder I'anonyme.

L'argumentation est fondee sur les dates relevees par l'inscription

d'Oodeypore et sur les deux seules indications qui existent dans les

Annales de I'Occident, concernant les temps antiques de I'Inde (con-

servees par Pline le Katuraliste). L'auteur demontre, d la suite d'une

savante dissertation sur les textes hindous, que les ^res de Yicrama-

dittya et de Salivayana sont chretiennes et que I'astrologie ou

astronomic hindoue ne pent soutenir la discussion historique et philo-

sophique.

M. Max Miiller felicite M. de Ravisi, et lui promet le concours

personnel qu'il lui a demande pour ses Etudes Hindoues.
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During the meeting of the Aryan Section, a number of Sanskrit and

Prakrit MSS., chiefly selected by Professor Eggeling from the collec-

tion of the Eoyal Asiatic Society, were exhibited. They were in-

teresting, partly as being remarkable specimens of calligraphy, and

partly on account of the character and material used. The most im-

portant among them were a number of ancient Jaina palm-leaf MSS.

Pour of them, dating from the 12th to the 14th centuries, had been

sent home for the inspection of the Members of the Congress by Pro-

fessor G. Biihler, of Bombay, by whom they had been found, with

many others of the same kind, on his recent official tour through

Eajputana.

Mr. Yaux then proposed a vote of thanks to Prof. Max Miiller, the

President of the Section, which was seconded by Sir Mutu Coomara

Swamy, who, at the same time, in the name of his countrymen, ex-

pressed his gratitude for the interest which European scholars take in

their ancient literature. The President then declared the meeting of

the Aryan Section closed.

The Archaeological Section of the Congress met on the morning of

Friday the 18th, at eleven o'clock, at the Royal Institution, when

the President, M. E. Grant Duff, Esq., M.P., delivered an Inaugural

Address.

At the conclusion of the President's Address, Professor Eggeling

read a paper on the Inscriptions of Southern India.

The Inscriptions were most of them on copper-plates, and were

exhibited at the Meeting.

In the discussion that followed. Sir "Walter Elliot, Mr. L. Bowring,

Dr. Caldwell, and Mr. J. Burgess severally bore witness to the large

number of inscriptions, some of them of very great importance,

scattered broadcast over the parts in which they had resided, and ex-

"pressed their opinion as to the utter insufficiency of individual action

in this respect, and the desirability of some steps being taken to rescue

those documents from oblivion.

Professor E. G. Bhandarkar, M.A., of Bombay, then read a paper

on the Nasik Cave Inscriptions.

Dr. Hyde Clarke, Corresponding Member of the American Oriental

Society, presented a Note on some Ancient River !N"ames of India

and India extra Gangen, in their Relations with similar Ifames in

America.
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Professor Leitner then drew attention to " Graeco-Buddliistic

"

sculpture as follows

:

It will, probably, be found that Muhammadan Architecture in

India has not been overrated, but my object in rising is to inform you

that a fact has now been established, of which during many years

there had been more than a suspicion in India, as well as the conjec-

ture of Mr. Fergusson and others in England. I mean that the

collection, which I shall have the honour of showing you to-morrow,

leaves no room for doubt that the invasion of Alexander the Great

and the existence of the Bactrian Kingdom left visible traces of the

influence of Greek Art on Buddhist sculpture. This is proved by

inscriptions, by historians, and by the total dissimilarity of the Graeco-

Buddhistic sculptures excavated on and beyond the Panjab Frontier

with anything found elsewhere in India. Only where Alexander is

known to have penetrated, these marvellous relics are found. No
petty line of Eajahs, ensconced in some remote sub- alpine nook in the

Himalayas, is known to have existed and to have developed a pure

School of Art ; but the question to an artist was settled when critics

called those very specimens '' degenerate Buddhistic," which, for

purposes of comparison, I had actually procured from Cyprus and the

foot of the Mysian Olympus, and had placed, without as yet labelling

them, alongside the sculptures dug up in India. The commanders

under Nearchus and subsequent rulers of Bactria and Aria were

Cypriotes, and so a point had to be established by specimens from

Cyprus. You will, however, find in the collection—so as to settle

the matter beyond all doubt—Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Barbaric,

Hindu, and other sculptures, all placed there for the 'purpose of

showing that we are dealing with a great new fact and no mere

theory. The Hindu, to whom this world was nothing, sought to ex-

press omniscience by innumerable eyes, and onanipotence by many

arms, but he never rose, as did the Buddhist, when taught by the

Greeks, to the conception of the beauty and due proportion of the

human form. People who have not been to India or who have not

studied Art may deny the ''Grseco-Buddhism" of the sculptures;

but the sculptures underwent a searching examination by leading

scholars at Yienna and elsewhere ; and since 1870 the term has been

accepted, and introduces us to the exact interpretation of the historical

and religious scenes which you will see to-morrow carved in stone.
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From three to six p.m. J. W. Bosanquet, Esq., Treasurer of the

Society of Biblical Archaeology, gave a garden party to the members

of the Congress, at his residence, Claymore, Enfield.

Satttrday, September 19.

On this, the last day of the International Congress of Orientalists,

the members visited the South Kensington Museum at ten a.m. The

Director of the Museum, Mr. Cunliffe ^wen, did the honours of the

institution, and exhibited to the assembled Orientalists the treasures

of the library, consisting of several scarce and valuable Oriental

manuscripts.

At the Albert Hall adjoining, Dr. Leitner explained his collection

of curiosities and antiquities from Central Asia, etc.

Colonel G. G. Pearse, E.A., then moved a vote of thanks to

Professor Leitner for his able and instructive lecture, and above

all for his public spirit in devoting himself during so many years

to the acquisition and dissemination of important facts connected

with the archaeology, philology, ethnology, and education of the

East, and his devotion to the cause of science, as evidenced by bring-

ing his splendid collection to Europe. The vote was carried by

acclamation.

On Saturday, the 19th, the Ethnological Section met at the Royal

Institution at 2*30, when the President, Professor Owen, C.B., de-

livered an Opening Address.

Immediately after the conclusion of his speech. Professor Owen

was obliged to leave, and his place was filled by M. E. Grant Duff,

Esq., M.P., who called upon Dr. Forbes "Watson, Reporter on the

Products of India, and Keeper of the India Museum, for a paper

on the Foundation of an Indian Institute for Lecture, Inquiry and

Teaching.

Dr. Forbes Watson then read an abstract of his paper.

A paper was then read by Dr. Bachmaier, Secretary of the Anthro-

pological Society of Munich, and Director of the Munich Gallery,

48, Great Marlborough Street, on *'Pasigraphy," a system of Universal

Writing by means of numbers. The method is as follows :—The

most indispensable words of a given language, say about four thousand,
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are numbered, and the same figures are used to denote the respectively-

equivalent words in another language, thus enabling an Englishman

and a German, for example, though each may be ignorant of the

other's tongue, to exchange ideas in writing. Thus the notion hook

is expressed by the common symbol 553 in every one of the dozen or

so of Pasigraphical Dictionaries already published, or in course of

preparation. Herr Bachmaier disclaims the merit of having originated

this genial and fruitful idea, which may be clearly traced back to the

former half of the seventeenth century, and whose germ seems to be

found even in the writings of Cicero. N"ay, the very method was

anticipated by the ingenious Cave Beck of Ipswich, in his now very

scarce work, published April 30th, 1657, entitled '' The Universal

Character by which all the ^N^ations in the World may understand one

anothers Conceptions, reading out of one Common Writing their own
Mother Tongue." On the other hand, Herr Bachmaier may fairly

claim the credit, not only of having greatly simplified the system, but

also of having recalled public attention to the value of '^ Pasigraphy "

as an important lever of human progress. Dr. Bachmaier presented

300 copies of his Pasigraphical Dictionaries in English, French, and

German, to the members of the Congress.

Mr. Erederick Drew, late Trade Commissioner in Cashmere, next

read a paper on the Castes and Certain Customs of the Dards.

Dr. Leitner said, at the conclusion of Mr. Drew's paper :

—

It may not be considered to be out of place for the discoverer of the

races and languages of Dardistan to offer a few remarks when a paper

is read on Dard castes. Mr. Drew deserves great credit for having

added a few new facts, which are substantially correct, and which he

could not have elicited had he not studied my publications. Had Mr.

Hayward done so, he would, probably, not have been murdered, for I

could have informed him of the precise relations of his murderer, Mir

Yali of Yasin, with the Maharaja of Kashmir, and he might have

added to my Yocabularies, instead of trying to go over the same

ground. It is absolutely necessary for me to mention this, as some

Society may again wish to undo history and send out a man to gain

the credit of making inquiries at first hand, but really send him to

his destruction by not supplying him with the Dialogues, History,

etc., etc., which I was the first to commit to writing from the mouths
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of the Dards, and which are the ke^y to their confidence. Nothing

could be more desirable than that those who follow me should point

out my errors, as long as they will add to our knowledge, which they

can only do by availing themselves of the labours of their predecessors.

As I have only published the actual results of my inquiries, and never

mentioned anything about my own adventures and views, there is

nothing in the already issued parts of Dardistan which can be con-

signed to the waste-paper basket. That the Dard languages are, at

least, contemporaneous with Sanskrit has been confirmed by my sub-

sequent investigations in the languagea^-altogether eleven—^between

Kabul and Kashmir ; but what we want is not imaginative philology,

but actual researches among the nations abroad. There is too much

lihrary knowledge and too little living knowledge of languages and races.

When any great philologist is unable to ask for food in any of the

languages on which he is an authority, one is almost tempted to

question his claim to leadership. The severity of these remarks is

justified by the cliquism or routine condition to which some Asiatic

Societies are tending, and out of which Congresses such as these are

meant to rouse them.

This brings me to another subject which it was understood I was to

bring before you to-day had there been time—namely, the account of

the Oriental movement in Northern India, its great past and pro-

spective success, and its bearing on the researches of most of the

Sections of this Congress. Many here know the value of that move-

ment on the studies of Orientalists in Europe, and are prepared

to support it. Much of what has been noticed in the Address

of the President of the Aryan Section has been due, either directly

or indirectly, to the unceasing efforts of the promoters—native

and European— of the Panjab University movement since 1865,

efforts which have now received the sanction of an enlightened

Government, and without a full knowledge and appreciation of

which the best summary of Oriental progress must necessarily be

incomplete.

The next paper was one by Basil H. Cooper, Esq., B.A., on the

Date of Menes (b.c. 4736), Egypt's Protomonarch according to Diodo-

rus, Manetho, the Turin Pharaonic Papyrus, and Hieroglyphical

Monuments bearing Dates of the Thirty-Year Cycle, mentioned on

the Rosetta Stone.
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Then followed a paper on the Andamans and Andamanese, by Dr.

Dobson.

The Eev. J. Long, from Calcutta, then presented to the Congress

a paper on Oriental Proverbs, and their Use.

M. Duchateau, Secretary to the French Delegation, not having

received a paper by M. Madier de Montjau, Etudes ethnographiques et

commerciales sur Vextreme Orient, which was to have been read in this

Session, asked the President to take note of the fact of its non-arrival,

so that it might be embodied in the '' Memoirs of the Congress."

Professor Oppert here addressed the meeting in English as follows :

In the name of the foreign members present, I beg to express my
thanks to the English members of this Congress for the great and

cordial hospitality with which they have received us. The savants

here assembled from all parts of the world will carry with them a

pleasant impression of their reception, a better one than they could

have expected, as the fear was, that in the presence of so many great

interests, the Congress would pass off unnoticed, but this fear was

unfounded. The English public has not only received with a marked

interest the communications made to the different Sections, but also

the newspapers have filled their columns with the records of the

proceedings of the Orientalists—some of them even giving the

speeches as delivered in extenso.. It is difficult to create, but still

more difficult to preserve ; if to the Paris Congress belonged the merit

of inaugurating these great meetiugs of Oriental scholars, to that of

London belongs the honour of having consolidated the undertaking

and of assuring its continued existence.

Professor Oppert at this point thanked Professor de Bosny for his

efforts.

The President then thanked Professor Oppert, and declared the

sitting of the Section closed.

The last duties of the Congress being to decide where the Third or

next year's International Congress of Orientalists should be held, and

to select a President for the same, they proceeded to that business,

and, on the recommendation of the Council, St. Petersburg was fixed

on. Count Woronzoff Dashkow was nominated President, with an

acting committee, consisting of W. "W. Grigorieff, Professor of
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Oriental History and Dean of the Faculty of Oriental Languages

in the University of St. Petersburg; K. P. Patkanoff (an eminent

Armenian scholar), and D. A. Chwolson (a distinguished Hebrew

and Arabic linguist), both Professors of the same Faculty, and H.

A. Kuhn, who is charged with the exploration of antiquities in

Central Asia. Thus closed the London meeting of the International

Congress of Orientalists.

During the course of this sitting, the members were invited to visit

the Christy Museum of Pre-Historic Antiquities, Victoria Street,

which they did at 3.30 p.m. ^
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EGYPTOLOGY

In accordance with the Propositions of Professor Lepsius, made to

the Hamitic Section of the Congress of Orientalists, a Special Con-

ference of Egyptologists was held at the residence of Dr. Eirch, by his

invitation, on Saturday, September 19, 1874. The eight following

Egyptologists were present : Dr. Birch, Professor Lepsius, Professor

Ebers, Professor Brugsch (Bey), Dr. Ludwig Stem, Professor Lieblein,

Professor Eisenlohr, and Mr. Le Page Renouf. The following ''Pro-

tocol " was resolved upon

:

Pkotocol of the Separate Meeting of Egyptologists of the Hamitic

Section.—Saturday, Sept. 19, 1874.

The three propositions which were brought before the Hamitic

Section by Professor Lepsius concerned exclusively Egyptian Philo-

logy. They were, therefore, according to a resolution of the Section,

discussed in a special sitting of the Egyptologists at the house of the

President of the Congress and of the Hamitic Section, Dr. Birch,

September 19, at 9 a.m. There were present: Professor Lepsius,

from Berlin, in the chair; Dr. Birch; Mr. Le Page Renouf; Professor

Brugsch, from Gottingen ; Professor Ebers, from Leipsic ; Professor

Eisenlohr, from Heidelberg; Professor Lieblein, from Christiania; and

Dr. L. Stem, from the Egyptian Museum at Berlin.

I. The first business concemed the transcription of the Old Egyp-

tian sounds. As in the case of all transcriptions of foreign tongues,

the main problem was rather to fix for every sound a conventional

and universally current mode of writing, than to discuss afresh the

principles of transcription in general, or even to take up a narrower

ground, and to determine the exact pronunciation of each sound.

E.g. it was acknowledged that the transcription a, with dot above,
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and of a for the hieroglyphs "Reed" and ''Arm" respectively, does

not answer to the original purport of these two signs, since, like their

linguistic analogues, the Hebrew letters "Aleph" and "Ain," they

have a consonantal value. But since the transcription of the two

hieroglyphs as above has been universally introduced, no change

ought to be made in this respect. In like manner it was admitted to

be an inconvenience that the weak-sounding hieroglyph, called the

Maeander, denoted by the unpointed h, is far more rarely used in the

Old Egyptian texts than the knotted cord, the symbol for which is

the h with a dot beneath, and that, accordingly, it seems more to the

purpose to put the diacritical point under the strong, instead of under

the weak, h. Eut here, also, no change was made in the usage

already introduced, and this so much the more, inasmuch as in the

linguistic alphabet, also, the simple aspirate h is always written

without any diacritical point or mark of distinction. In like manner

for the hieroglyphs of the Two Parallel Diagonals=« and the Doubled

Reed=2, or the former i lengthened ; for the Bowl=^, the Throne=^,

with dot below, the Anglez^^' ; for the Semicircle=^, the Hand=^,

with dot or point below, and the Snake=^, with acute accent to the

right, the received marks of distinction were retained. For the

hieroglyphs Inundated Garden and Pool also, although they are not

interchangeable with one another in the Old Egyptian roots, it was

taken as a settled point that the pronunciation of both was one and

the same, or, at any rate, that they should both have the same nota-

tion. Accordingly the transcription for both remains s, surmounted

by the inverted circumflex accent.

On the other hand, for the sugartongs-shaped Lasso or Noose the

new sign ^, identical with the Greek Theta, was accepted, after Pro-

fessor Brugsch Bey had communicated a series of Old Egyptian words,

in which, judging from comparison with other languages, this hiero-

glyph must have been pronounced li^Apingly, or with an assibilation.

The linguistic value of the sound Q is the assibilated T sound of the

English th. Hence this form of the Greek Theta, used, like the other

transcriptions, in the Lepsian Missionary Alphabet, seemed the proper

transcription of the Lasso hieroglyph, and as against differing propo-

sitions this obtained the majority. It was acknowledged that the

Lasso does not interchange with the other T's in the Old Egyptian

roots. But since, on the other hand, this interchange is very fre-
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quent in the grammatical terminations, it was resolved to stick to the

new transcriptions in transliterating the roots only. Thus is obtained

the following alphabet of 25 sounds (Lauten), so far agreeing with

the tradition preserved by Plutarch, that the Egyptians possessed an

alphabet of 25 letters, on which tradition Brugsch Bey has always

laid great stress: (1) Eagle=«; (2) Reed=«, with dot above; (3)

Arm=a; (4) Pair of Parallel Diagonals=f- (5) Doubled Eeed=2;

(6) Chick=:w; (7) Bowl=:y(;; (8) Th.Tone=k, with dot below; (9)

Angle=^; (10) Sieve=%, or Greek Chi; (11) M8eander=A; (12)

Knotted Cord=^, with dot below; (13) Semicircles^; (14) Hand

=t, with dot below
; (15) Snake=i^, with acute accent to right; (16)

Lasso:=^, or Greek Theta; (17) Chairback, or Crotchet, and sub-

stantially identical . with our own Crotchet S=*; (18) Inundated

Garden=:5, with inverted circumflex accent over it, sounding like our

ah; (19) Square, or, as Dr. Birch, the Window-blind=^; (20) Leg=
b; (21) Cerastes Serpent=/; (22) Mouth=r; (23) Lion Couchant=^;

(24) Owl=:w
; (25) Zigzag, or Water Line:=w.

II, Next to the important question of the transliteration of the Old

Egyptian characters into their equivalents in the Missionary Alphabet,

the perfect cataloguing of the hieroglyphs seemed the most pressing

interest of Egyptological science. It was agreed that it is eminently

desirable to possess a recognized complete list of the hieroglyphical

signs, arranged according to classes. IsTot only should these classes

themselves be fixed and determinate, but the individual signs should

be assigned to their respective classes, not arbitrarily, but according to

definite rule. Por the purpose of such arrangement the objects repre-

sented by the hieroglyphs rather than the sounds indicated must be

mainly kept in view. In a word, the method introduced by Cham-

pollion himself, and adopted, after him, in the various more or less

exhaustive enumerations of the late Yicomte de Rouge, and Drs.

Brugsch Bey and Birch, must be steadily followed. Professor Eisen-

lohr proposed that the hieratic forms of the hieroglyphs also should be

added to the list, so far as they are known. This addition to the

resolution was carried. It seemed.the best plan that one of the savants

should prepare and draught the list, and that this should then be

circulated among the members of the body for confirmation, correction,

completion, and enlargement. It is confidently expected that the

directors of museums in particular will note whatever new and ad-
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missible signs may be found in their respective collections. Among
the savants present Dr. Ludwig Stem alone was found both able and

willing to undertake the preliminary labour of draughting such a list,

and his offer to do so was accepted by the assembly with thanks.

III. From this subject the Egyptologists passed to consider another

of great interest and importance. It seemed of special moment for

the furtherance of Egyptian studies that an edition of the Bible of the

Old Egyptians, the Eitual, as ChampoUion called it, or the Book of

the Dead, as Lepsius styles it, as critical and complete as possible,

should be steadily kept in view. Such edition should present a three-

fold recension of that most venerable monument of Egyptian speech,

archaeology and religion, i.e. it should give us the Book of the Dead

as its text existed—1. Under the Old Empire ; 2. Under the Theban

Dynasties of the !N'ew Empire ; 3. Under the Psammetici (Dynasty

XXVII.). The first steps towards the realization of this grand project

must be the selection of a thoroughly qualified Egyptologist, to make

a circuit of the different museums and other collections of Egyptian

papyri and other monumental remains, in order that he may make

himself acquainted with the different materials to be taken account of

for such a purpose. Eor it would not suffice merely to request the

directors of museums or private possessors to communicate information

respecting such materials ; communications of this kind would neither

be complete, nor would they be based upon the same views as to what

sort of information is desirable.

In order, however, to render possible the carrying out of such an

undertaking, which far transcends the powers of an individual, from a

pecuniary point of view, as well as for the purpose of securing for the

plan the guarantee of the higher authority, it will be necessary to

enlist the support of some National Academy or some Government, or

of both. Professor Lepsius expressed his readiness to back such a

proposal at Berlin with all his influence.

The next question concerned the person who might be qualified and

willing to undertake such a journey of literary and antiquarian re-

search. A special committee must be appointed to determine in detail

the principles on which such an edition should be based, and this com-

mittee would also express its opinion as to the sort of materials to be

amassed from the different museums, and as to the requisite amount.

The editing itself of the several portions of the Book of the Dead, on
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the termination of the preliminary labours and researches, would be

shared among different Egyptologists willing and competent to parti-

cipate in such a work. This division of labour would be settled by

agreement of the committee with the several collaborateurs.

The nomination of this committee will not be timely until the

means for carrying out the undertaking shall have been secured. Por

the work of collecting all the materials M. Edouard ;N"aville, of

Geneva, was proposed, and his acceptance of the commission was

unanimously deemed desirable. Since, unhappily, he was detained

through temporary ill-health from appearing at the Congress, it was

understood that a proposal to this eff'ect would be made to him on the

part of the President of the Congress and of the Hamitic Section,

Dr. Birch.
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THE MANSION HOUSE BANQUET.

According to the invitation of the Eight Hon. the Lord Mayor,

Sir Andrew Lusk, Bart., M.P., the members of the International

Congress of Orientalists met on Saturday evening, September 19, at

the Mansion House, to partake of his hospitality. The '' Loving

Cup " having gone round, the Lord Mayor, in a characteristic speech,

proposed the health of the Queen and the Eoyal Family, and ''Success

to the International Congress of Orientalists." He said that " one

touch of nature made the whole world kin," and it had occurred to

him that Oriental and Occidental people were all able to dine, and

that he could not do better than take them on that common ground,

and request the honour of their presence that evening. He then

called upon Professor de Eosny.

Professor Leon de Eosny having responded,

The Lord Mayor then proposed "The present Members of the

Oriental Congress," coupling with the toast the names of Dr. Birch,

Professor Lepsius, and Mr. Shankar Pandurang Piandit; each of whom
returned thanks in appropriate speeches.

Sir Bartle Frere next rose, and said he felt himself fortunate in

having entrusted to him a toast which did not require many words to

recommend it to unanimous approval, viz. ^* The Health of the

Lord Mayor."

The Lord Mayor, in returning thanks, said, though he could not

respond in Sanskrit, Egyptian, or Bengali, yet he felt truly grateful

for the compliment paid him. He went on to say that he had a toast

to interpolate—" The health of His Holiness the Patriarch of Syria,"

the head of a Church founded by St. Peter, and also of, perhaps, the

most primitive and simple Christian Church which had come down to

the present time.
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The Patriarck responded in his native language, and his speech was

interpreted by Mr. E. T. Kogers, late H.B.M. Consul at Cairo.

The Lord Mayor next proposed '' The Presidents of the Sections,'*

Sir H. Eawlinson, M. E. Grant Duff, Esq., M.P., and Professor Max
Miiller.

Sir H. Eawlinson, in responding on behalf of the Semitic Section,

said: Oriental scholars, like all other scholars, belonged to \h.e genm

irritalile, and he believed there were none in that assembly who had

passed their literary life without having given and received hard

blows. !N^ow personal intercourse softened the asperity of literary

controversy, and those who had been opposed on literary subjects

would find on meeting, that, although they might differ on certain

matters, they were still gentlemen and scholars, and in their future

controversies they would adopt to each other a more kindly tone from

having met together at the social board.

Mr. M. E. Grant Duff, M.P., then returned thajiks in a brief

speech, to leave time, as he said, for the President of the Aryan

Section, who had been so pointedly challenged by the Lord Mayor.

Professor Max Miiller then rose, and in a speech, alluding to

Eastern, and comparing it with Western, hospitality, and bringing in

the Eastern myth said to be the origin of ''Dick Whittington and

his Cat," told the Lord Mayor he might rest assured that after the

truly Eastern banquet of to-night—a banquet which, in the grateful

remembrance of all here present, will rank as the thousand and

second Arabian Nights entertainment—he wiU for ever be known

among Oriental scholars as the hospitable, magnificent, and truly

Oriental Lord Mayor of London.

The health of the Lady Mayoress having been proposed by Prince

Charles of Eoumania, and acknowledged by the Lord Mayor, the

company retired.
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YISIT TO THE

BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY.

On Monday, September 21, a large gathering of members of the

Congress was held in the Library of the British and Foreign Bible

Society, Queen Yictoria Street, E.G. The Eev. R. B. Girdlestone,

who is the head of the Translation and Editorial Department, took the

Members round the room, and showed specimens of some of the earliest

printed translations of the Bible in various languages. The attention

of the savants was also directed to the Oriental MSS., specially the

Ethiopic Biblical MSS., in which the library is very rich. Specimens

of the Society's versions in about 200 languages and dialects were

exhibited, and many of them proved very attractive, such as the Re-

vised Tamil Bible, the various Chinese versions, Bibles in the South

Sea Languages, the African and Korth American Indian versions. It

may be mentioned that last year the Congress at Paris awarded i

bronze medal and diploma to the British and Foreign Bible Society in

consequence of the excellence of the versions exhibited on the occasion.
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the Ceylon Civil Service.—VIII. An Endeavour to elucidate Rashiduddin's Geographical Notices
of India. By Col. H. Yule, C.B.— IX. Sassanian Inscriptions, explained by the Pahlavi of the
Parsis. By E. W. West, Esq.—X. Some Account of the Senbyd Pagoda at Mengdn, near the
Burmese Capital, in a Memorandum by Capt. E. H. Sladan, Political Agent at Mandal6; with
Remarks on the Subject by Col. Henry Yiile, C.B, — XI. The Brhat-Sanhita ; or. Complete
System of Natural Astrology of Varaha-Mihira. Translated from Sanskrit into English by Dr.
H. Kern. -XII. The Mohammedan Law of Evidence, and its influence on the Administration of
Justice in India. By N. B. E. Baillie, Esq.—XIII. The Mohammedan Law of Evidence in con-
nection with the Administration of Justice to Foreigners. By N. B. E. Baillie, Esq.—XIV. A
Translation of a Bactrian Pali Inscription. By Prof. J. Dowson.—XV. Indo-Parthian Coins.
By E. Thomas, Esq.

Vol. V. In Two Parts, pp. 463, sewed. 18«. U. With 10 full-page and folding

Plates.
Contents.— I. Two Jdtakas. The original Pali Text, with an English Translation. By V.

Fausboll.—II. On an Ancient Buddhist Inscription at Keu-yung kwan, in North China. By A.
Wylie.—III. The Brhat Sanhita; or. Complete System of Natural Astrology of Varaha-Mihira
Translated from Sanskrit inta English by Dr. H. Kern.—IV. The Pongol Festival in Southern
India. By Charles E. Gover.—V. The Poetry of Mohamed Rabadan, of Arragon. By the Right
Hon. Lord Stanley of Alderley.—VI. Essay on the Creed and Customs of the Jangams. By
Charles P. Brown.—VII. On Malabar, Coromandel, Quilon, etc. By C. P. Brown.—VIII. On
the Treatment of the Nexus in the Neo-Aryan Languages of India. By John Beames, B.C.S.—
IX. Some Remarks on the Great Tope at Sanchi. By the Rev. S. Beal.—X. Ancient Inscriptions
from Mathura. Translated by Professor J. Dowson.—Note to the Mathura Inscriptions. By
Major-General A. Cunningham.—XI. Specimen of a Translation of the Adi Granth. By Dr.
Ernest Trumpp.—XII. Notes on Dhammapada,^ with Special Reference to the Question of Nir-
vana.' By R. C. Childers, late of the Ceylon Civil Service.—XIII. The Brhat-Sanhita ; or.
Complete System of Natural Astrology of Varaha-mihira. Translated from Sanskrit into English
by Dr. H. Kern.—XIV. On the Origin of the Buddhist Arthakathds. By the Mudliar L. Comrilla
Vijasinha, Government Interpreter to the Ratnapura Court, Ceylon. With an Introduction by
R. C. Childers, late of the Ceylon Civil Service.—XV. The Poetry of Mohamed Rabadan, of
Arragon. By the Right Hon. Lord Stanley of Alderley. —XVI. Proverbia Communia Syriaca.
By Captain R. F. Burton. -XVII. Notes on an Ancient' Indian Vase, with an Account of the En-
graving thereupon. By Charles Home, M.R.A.S., late of the Bengal Civil Service.—XVI II.
The Bhar Tribe. By the Rev. M. A. Sherring, LL.D., Benares. Communicated by C. Home,
M.R.A.S., late B.C.S.—XIX. Of Jihad in Mohammedan Law, and its application to British
India. By N. B. E. Baillie.—XX. Comments on Recent Pehlvi Decipherments. With an Inci-
dental Sketch of the Derivation of Aryan Alphabets. And Contributions to the Early History
and Geography of Tabaristdn. Illustrated by Coins. By E. Thomas, F.R.S.

Vol. VI., Part 1, pp. 212, sewed, with two plates and a map. 8*.

Contents.—The Ishmaelites, and the Arabic Tribes who Conquered their Country. By A.
Sprenger.—A Brief Account of Four Arabic Works on the History and Geography of Arabia.
By Captain S. B. Miles.—On the Methods of Disposing of the Dead at Llassa, Thibet, etc. By
Charles Home, late B.C.S. The Brhat-Sanhita; or. Complete System of Natural Astrology o'f

Varaha-mihira, Translated from Sanskrit into English by Dr. H. Kern.— Notes on Hwen
Thsang's Account of the Principalities of Tokhdrist^n, in which some Previous Geographical
Identifications are Reconsidered. By Colonel Yule, C.B.—The Campaign of .^ius Gallus in
Arabia. By A. Sprenger.—An Account of Jerusalem, Translated for the late Sir H. M. lilliott

from the Persian Text of Ndsir ibn Khusrfi's Safandmah by the late Major A. R. Fuller.—The
Poetry of Mohamed Rabadan, of Arragon. By the Right Hon. Lord Stanley of Alderley.

Vol. VI., Part II., pp. 213 to 400 and Ixxxiv., sewed. Illustrated with a Map,
Plates, and Woodcuts. 8s.

Contents. - On Hiouen- Thsang's Journey from Patna to Ballabhi. By James Fergusson,
D.C.L., F.R.S. -Northern Buddhism. [Note from Colonel H. Yule, addressed to the Secretary.]
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—Hwen Thsang's Account of the Principalities of Tokh&ristln, etc. By Colonel H. Yule, C.B.—
The Brhat-Sanhita; or, Complete Syslem of Natural Astrology of Varaha-mihira. Translated
from Sanskrit into English by Dr. H. Kern.—The Initial Coinage of Bengal, under the Early
Muhammadan Conquerors. Part II. Embracing the preliminary period between a.h. 614-634
fA.D. 1217-1236-7). By Edward Thomas, F.R.S.—The Legend of Dipankara Buddha. Translated
n-om the Chinese (and intended to illustrate Plates xxix. and l,, 'Tree and Serpent Worship ').

By S. Beal,—Note on Art. IX., antd pp. 213-274, on Hiouen-Thsang's Journey from Patna to

Ballabhi. By James fergusson, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Vol. VII., Part I., pp. 170 and 24, sewed. With a plate. 8s.

Contents.—The Upasampada-Kammavacd, being the Buddhist Manual of the Form and
Manner of Ordering of Priests and Deacons. The Pdli Text, with a Translation and Notes.
By J. F. Dickson, B.A., sometime Student of Christ Church, Oxford, now of the Ceylon Civil

Service.—Notes on the Megalithic Monuments of the Coimbatore District, Madras. By M. J.

Walhause, late Madras C.S.—Notes on the Sinhalese Lanf^uage. No. I. On the Formation of
the Plural of Neuter Nouns. By R. C, Childers, late of the Ceylon Civil Service.—The Pali

Text of the Mahqparinibbdna Sutfa and Commentary, with a Translation. By R. C. Childers,

late of the Ceylon'Civil Service.—The Brihat-Sanhita ; or, Complete System of Natural Astrology
of Varaha-mihira. Translated irom Sanskrit into English by 'Dr. H. Kern.—Note on the
Valley of Choombi. By Dr. A. Campbell, late Superintendent of Darjeeling.—The Name of the
Twelfth ImSm on the Coinage of Egypt. By H. Sauvaire and Stanley Lane Poole.—Three
Inscriptions of Parakrama Babu the Great from Pnlastipura, Ceylon (date circa 1180 a. u.). By
T. W. Rhys Davids.—Of the Khardj or Muhammadan^and Tax ; its Application to British
India, and Effect on the Tenure of Land. By N. B. ETBaillie.-Appendix : A Specimen of a
Syriac Version of the Kalilah wa-Dimnah, with an English Translation. By W. Wright.

Vol. VII., Part II., pp. 191 to 394, sewed. With seven plates and a map. 8».

Contents.—Sigiri, the Lion Rock, near Pulastipura, Ceylon ; and the Thirty-ninth Chapt<
of the Mahavamsa. By T. W. Rhys Davids.—The Northern Frontagers of China. Part I.

The Origines of the Mongols. By H. H. Howorth.—Inedited Arabic Coins. By Stanley Lane
Poole.— Notice on the Dinars of the Abbasside Djnasty. B3' Edward Thomas Rogers.—The
Northern Frontagers of China. Part II. The Origine.- of the Manchus. By H. H. Howorth.
—Notes on the Old Mongolian Capital of Shangtu. By S. W. Bushell, B.Sc, M.D.—Oriental
Proverbs in their Relations to Folklore, History, Sociology ; with Suggestions for their Collec-
tion, Interpretation, Publication. By the Rev. J. Long.— Two Old Simhalese Inscriptions. The
SahasaMalla Inscription, date 1200 a d., and the Ruwanwseli Dagaba Inscription, date 1191 a.d.
Text, Translation, and Notes. By T. W.Rhys Davids.— Notes on a Bactrian Pali Inscription
and the Samvat Era. By Prof. J. Dowson.—Note on a Jade Drinking Vessel of the Emperor
Jahfinglr. :]^ Edward Thomas, F.R.S.

Vol. VIII., Pact I., pp. 156, sewed, with three plates and a plan. 8s.

Contents.— Catalogue of Buddhist Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Possession of the Royal
Asiatic Society (Hodgson Collection). By Professors E. B. Cowell and J. Eggeling.—On the
Ruins of Sigiri in Ceylon. By T. H. Blakesley, Esq., Public Works Department, Ceylon.- The
Patimokkha, being the Buddhist Office of the Confession of Priests. The Pali Text, with a
Translation, and Notes. By J. F. Dickson, M.A., sometime Student of Christ Church, Oxford,
now of the Ceylon Civil Service.—Notes on the Sinhalese Language. No. 2. Proofs of the
Sanskritic Origin of Sinhalese. By R. C. Childers, late of the Ceylon Civil Service.

Vol. VIII., Part II., pp. 157-308, sewed. 8s.

Contents.—An Account of the Island of Bali. By R. Friederich.—The Pali Text of the Mahft-
parinibbana Sutta and Commentary, with a Translation. By R. C. Childers, late of the Ceylon
Civil Service.—The Northern Frontagers of China. Part III. The Kara Khitai. By H. H.
Howorth.—Inedited Arabic Coins. II. By Stanley Lane Poole—On the Form ;0f Government
under the Native Sovereigns of Ceylon. By A. de Silva Ekanayaka, Mudaliyar of the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, Ceylon.

Asiatic Society.—Transactions op the Royal Asiatic Society of
Great Britain and Ireland. Complete in 3 vols. 4to., 80 Plates of Fac-
similes, etc., cloth. London, 1827 to 1835. Published at £9 5s. ; reduced to

£5 5s.

The above contains contributions by Professor Wilson, G. C. Haughton, Davis, Morrison,
Colebrooke, Humboldt, Dorn, Grotefend, and other eminent Oriental scholars. .

Asiatic Society of Bengal.—Journal of the Asiatic Society op
Bengal. Edited by the Honorary Secretaries. Bvo. 8 numbers per annum.
4«. each number.

Asiatic Society of Bengal.—Proceedings of the Asiatic Society
OF Bengal. Published Monthly. Is. each number.

Asiatic Society (Bombay Branch).—The Journal of the Bombay
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. Edited by the Secretary. Nos.
1 to 29. 6s. each number.

Asiatic Society.—Journal of the Ceylon Branch of the Eoyal
Asiatic Society. 8vo. Published irregularly. 7*. 6c?. each part.

Asiatic Society of Japan.—Transactions of the Asiatic Society
OF Japan, from 30th October, 1872, to 9th October, 1873. Bvo. pp. 110,
with plates. 1874. 7s. 6d. From 22nd October, 1873, to 15th July, 1874.
8vo. pp. 249. 1874. 7s. 6d.
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Asiatic Society (North China Branch).—Journal of the North
China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. New Series. Parts 1

to 8. Each part 7*. Gd.

Aston.—A Short Grammar of the Japanese Spoken Language. By
W. G. Aston, M.A., Interpreter and Translator, H^B. M.'s Legation, Yedo,

Japan. Third edition^. 12mo. cloth, pp. 96. 125.

Atharva Veda Pratigakhya.—See under Whitney.
Auctores Sanscriti. Edited for the Sanskrit Text Society, under the

supervision of Theodor GoLDSTiicKER. Vol. I., containing the Jaiminiya-

Ny§,ya-Mala-Vistara. Parts I. to V.,. pp. 1 to 400, large 4 to. sewed. 10«.

each part.

Axon.—The Literature of the Lancashire Dialect. A Biblio-

graphical Essay. By William E. A. Axon, F.R.S.L. Fcap. 8vo. sewed.

1870. Is.

Baba.—An Elementary Grammar of the Japanese Language, with
Easy Progressive Exercises. By Tatui Baba. Crown Svo. cloth, pp. xii. and
92. bs.

Bachmaier.—Pasigraphical Dictionary and Grammar. By Anton
Bachmaier, President of the Central Pasigraphical Society at Munich. ISmo.
cloth, pp. viii. ; 26 ; 160. 1870. 3s. Qd.

Bachmaier.—Pasigraphisohes Worterbuch zum Gebrauche fur die
DEUTSCHE Sprache. Vcrfasst von Anton Bachmaier, Vorsitzendem des

Central -Vereins fiir Pasigraphie inMiinchen. 18mo. cloth, pp. viii. ; 32 ; 128
;

120. 1870. 2s. Qd.

Bachmaier.— Dictionnaire Pasigraphique, precede de la Grammaire.
Redigd par Ajjtoine Bachmaier, President de la Soci^t^ Centrale de Pasi-

graphie a Munich. 18mo. cloth, pp. vi. 26 ; 168 ; 150. 1870. 2s. ^d.

Ballad Society's Publications. — Subscriptions—Small paper, one

guinea, and large paper,, three guineas, per annum.

1868.

1. Ballads and Poems from Manuscripts. Yol. I. Part I. On the

Condition of England in the Reigns of Henry VIII. and Edward VI. (includ-

ing the state of the Clergy, Monks, and Friars), contains (besides a long

Introduction) the following poems, etc. : Now a Dayes, ab. 1 520 a.d. ; Vox
Populi Vox Dei, a.d. 1547-8; The Ruyn' of a Ream'; The Image of

Ypocresye, a.d. 1533; Against the Blaspheming English Lutherans and the

Poisonous Dragon Luther; The Spoiling of the Abbeys; The Overthrowe

of the Abbeys, a Tale of Robin Hoode ; De Monasteriis Dirutis. Edited

by F. J, Furnivall, M.A. 8vo.

2. Ballads from Manuscripts. Yol. II. Part I. The Poore Mans
Pittance. By Richard Williams. Contayninge three severall subjects :

—

(1.) The firste, the fall and complaynte of Anthonie Babington, whoe, with

others, weare executed for hlghe treason in the feildes nere lyncolns Inne,

in the yeare of ouv lorde—1586. (2.) The seconde contaynes the life and
Deathe of Roberte, lorde Deverox, Karl'e of Essex : whoe was beheaded in

the towre of london on ash-wensdaye mornynge, Anno—1601. (3.) The
laste, Intituled " acclamatio patrie/' contayninge the horrib[l]e treason that

weare pretended agaynste yowr MaeVstie, to be donneonthe parliament bowse
The seconde [third] yeare of yowr MajVstts Raygne [1605]. Edited by F. J.

Furnivall, M.A. 8vo. {The Introductions^ by Professor W. R. Morjill,

MA., of Oriel Coll., Oxford^ and the Index, are published in No. lO.J

1869.

3. The Roxburghe Ballads. Part I. With short Notes by
W. Chappell, Esq., F.S.A , author of "Popular Music of the Olden
Time," etc., etc., and with copies of the Original Woodcuts, drawn by Mr.
Rudolph Blind and Mr. W. II. Hooper, and engraved by Mr. J. H,
RiMBAULT and Mr. Hooper. 8vo.
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1870.

4. The Koxbueqhe Ballads. Vol. I. Part II.

1871.

5. The Roxbfeghe Ballads. Vol. I. Part III. With an Intro-

daction and short Notes by "W. Chap'PEll, Esq., F.S. A.

6. Captain Cox, his Ballads and Books ; or, Robert Laneham's
Letter : Whearin part of the entertainment untoo the Queenz Majesty at

Killingworth Castl, in Warwik Sheer in this Soonierz Progress, J 575, is

signified ; from a freend Officer attendant in the Court, unto hiz freend, a

Citizen and Merchant of London. Re-edited, with accounts of all Captain

Cox's accessible Books, and a comparison of them with those in the

COMPLAYNT OF SCOTLAND, 1.548-9 A.T). Bv F. J. FuRNIVALL, M.A. 8V0.

1872.

7. Ballads from Manuscripts. Vol. I. Part II. Ballads on
Wolsey, Anne Boleyn, Somerset, and La^y Jane Grey ; with Wynkyn de

Worde's Treatise of a Galaunt (a.b. 1520 a. d.). Edited by Fklderick J.

FuBNivALL, M.A. With Forewords to the Volume, Notes, and an Index. Bvo.

8. The Roxbtjrghe Ballads. Vol. II. Part I.

J873.
9. The Roxburghe Ballads. Vol. II. Part II.

10. Ballads from Manuscripts. Vol. II. Part II. Containing
Ballads on Queen Elizabeth, Essex, Campion, Drake, Raleigh, Frobisher,

Warwick, and Bacon, " the Candlewick Ballads," Poems from the Jackson
MS., etc. Edited by W. R. Morfill, Esq., M.A., with an Introduction

to No. 3.

1874.

11. Love-Poems and Humourous Ones, written at the end of a volume
of small printed books, a d. 1614-1619, in the British Museum, labelld

" Various Poems," and markt
^'f!^^'

. Put forth by Frederick J. Fubnivall.

12. The Eoxburghe Ballads. Vol. II. Part III.

1875.

13. The Roxburghe Ballads. Vol. III. Part I.

Ballantyne.—Elements of Hind! and Braj Bhaka Grammar. By the
late James R. Ballantyne, LL.D. Second edition, revised and corrected

Crown Svo., pp. 44, cloth. 5s.

Ballantyne.—First Lessons in Sanskrit Grammar; together with an
Introduction to the Hitopadesa. Second edition. Second Impression. By
James R. Ballantyne, LL.D., Librarian of the India Office. Svo. pp. viii.

and 110, cloth. 1873. 3s. 6d.

Bartlett.—Dictionary of Americanisms: a Glossary of Words and
Phrases colloquially used in the United States. By John R. Bartlett. Second
Edition, enlarged and improved. 8vo., pp. xxxii. and 524 cloth. I6s.

Bate.—A Dictionary of the Hindee Language. Compiled by J.

D. Bate. Svo. cloth, pp. 806. £2 12*. 6d,

Beal.—Travels of Fah Hian and Sung-Yun, Buddhist Pilgrims
from China to India (400 a.d. and 518 a.d.) Translated from the Chinese,

by S. Beal (B.A. Trinity College, Cambridge), a Chaplain in Her Majesty's

Fleet, a Member of the Royal Asiatic Society, and Author of a Translation of

the Pratimoksha and the Amithaba Siltra from the Chinese. Crown Svo. pp.
Ixxiii. and 210, cloth, ornamental, with a coloured map. 10s. 6d.

Beal.—A Catena of Buddhist Scriptures from the Chinese. By S.

Beal, B.A., Trinity College, Cambridge; a Chaplain in Her Majesty's Fleet,

etc. Svo. cloth, pp. xiv. and 436. 1871. 15«.
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Beal.—The Eomantic Legend of Sakhya Bfddha. Prom the
Chinese-Sanscrit by the Rev. Samuel Beal, Author of "Buddhist Pilgrims,"

etc. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. 400. 1875. 12s.

Beames.—Outlines of Indian Philology. With a Map, showing the
Distribution of the Indian Languages. By John Beames. Second enlarged and
revised edition. Crown Svo. cloth, pp. viii. and 96. 5s.

Beames.—Notes on the Bhojpfei Dialect of Hindi, spoken in

Western Behar. By John Beames, Esq., B.C.S., Magistrate of Chumparun.
Svo. pp. 26, sewed. 1868. \s. 6d.

Beames.—A Compaeatiye Grammar of the Modern Aryan Languages
OF India (to wit), Hindi, Panjabi, Sindhi, Gujarati. Marathi, Uriya, and
Bengali. By John Beames, Bengal C.S., M.H.A.S., &c.

Vol. I. On Sounds. Svo. cloth, pp. xvi and 360. 16s.

Vol. II. The Noun and the Pronoun. Svo. cloth, pp. xii. and 348. 16s.

Bellairs.—A Grammar of the Marathi Language. By H. S. K.
Bellairs, M.A., and Laxman Y. Ashkedkar, B.A. 12mo. cloth, pp. 90. 5s.

Bellew.—A Dictionary of the Pukkhto, or Pukshto Language, on a
New and Improved System. With a reversed Part, or English and Pukkhto,
By H. W. Bellew, Assistant Surgeon, Bengal Army. Super Royal Svo.

vp. xii. and 356, cloth. 42s.

Bellew.—A Grammar of the Pukkhto or Pukshto Language, on a
New and Improved System. Combining Brevity with Utility, and Illustrated by
Exercises and Dialogues. By H. W. Bellew, Assistant Surgeon, Bengal Army.
Super-royal Svo., pp. xii. and 156, cloth. 21s.

Bellew.—From the Indus to the Tigris: a^PTarrative of a Journey
through the Countries of Balochistan, Afghanistan, Khorassan, and Iran, in

1872 ; together with a Synoptical Grammar and Vocabulary of the Brahoe
Language, and a Record of the Meteorological Observations and Altitudes on
the March from the Indus to the Tigris. By H. W. Bellew, C.S.I., Surgeon
Bengal Staff Corps, Author of " A Journal of a Mission to Afghanistan in

1857-58," and "A Grammar and Dictionary of the Pukkhto Language."
Demy 8vo. cloth. 14s.

Bellew.—Kashmir and Kashghar. A Narrative of the Journey of
the Embassy to Kashghar in 1873-74. By H. W. Bellew, C.S.I. Demy
Svo. cl., pp. xxxii. and 420. 16s.

Bellows.—The Bona-Fide Pocket Dictionary of the French and
English Languages, on an entirely New System, showing both divisions on
the same page, distinguishing the Genders by different types, giving Tabular
Conjugations of all the Irregular Verbs, explaining difficulties of Pronunciation.

By John Bellows, Gloucester. Revised and corrected by Auguste Beljame,
B. A., University of Paris ; Professor, National College, St. Louis ; late of the

Royal High School, Edinburgh, etc. : Alexandre Beljame, M.A. and Fellow of
the University of Paris; Professor, Nat. Coll, Ljuis-le-Grand ; Official

Interpreter to the Paris Tribunals : and John Sibree, M.A., University of

London. Second Edition. 32mo. [In preparation.

Bellows.—English Outline Vocabulary, for the use of Students of the
Chinese, Japanese, and other Languages. Arranged by John Bellows. With
Notes on the writing of Chinese with Roman Letters. By Professor Summers,
King's College, London. Crown Svo., pp. 6 and 36S, cloth. 6s.

Bellows.—Outline Dictionary, for the use of Missionaries, Explorers,
and Students of Language. By Max MUller, M.A., Taylorian Professor in the
University of Oxford. With an Introduction on the proper use of the ordinary
English Alphabet in transcribing Foreign Languages. The Vocabulary compiled
by John Bellows. Crown Svo. Limp morocco, pp. xxxi. and 368. 7s. &d.

Benfey.—A Grammar op the Language of the Vedas. By Dr.
Theodor Benfey. In 1 vol. 8vo., of about 650 pages. [In preparation.
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Benfey.—A Practical Grammar of the Sanskrit Language, for the

use of Early Students. By Theodor Benfey, Professor of Sanskrit in the

University of Gbttingen. Second, revised and enlarged, edition. Royal 8vo.

pp. viii. and 296, cloth. lO*. 6d.

Beurmann.—Vocabulary of the Tigre Language. "Written down by
MoRiTZ VON Beurmann. Published with a Grammatical Sketch. By Dr. A.

MERX.of the University of Jena. pp. viii. and 78, cloth. Ss. 6d,

Bhagavat-Geeta.—See under Wilkins.
Bibliotheca Indica. A Collection of Oriental Works published by

the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Old Series. Fasc. 1 to 231. New Series.

Fasc. 1 to 326. (Special List of Contents to be had on application.) Each
Fsc in 8vo., 2s. ; in 4to., 4s.

Bigandet.—The Life or Legend op Gaudama, the Buddha of the
Burmese, with Annotations. The ways to Neibban, and Notice on the

Phongyies, or Burmese Monks. By the Right Reverend P. Bigandet, Bishop of

Ramatha, Vicar Apostolicof Avaand Pegu. 8vo. sewed, pp. xi., 538, and v. £2 2s.

Birch.—Fasti Monastici Aevl Saxonici^ or, an Alphabetical List of
the Heads of Religious Houses in England, previous to the Norman Conquest,

to which is prefixed a Chronological Catalogue of Contemporary Foundations.
By W. De Grev Birch. 8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and 114. 5s.

Bleek.—A CoMrARATivE Grammar of South African Languages. By
W. H. I. Bleek, Ph.D. Volume I. 1. Phonology. II. The Concord.
Section 1. The Noun. 8vo. pp. xxxvi. and 322, cloth. I65.

Bleek.—A Brief Account of Bushman Folk Lore and other Texts.
By W. H. I. Bleek, Ph.D., etc., etc. Folio sd., pp. 21. 1875. 2^. 6rf.

Bleek.—Heynahd in South Africa; or, Hottentot Fables. Trans-
lated from the Original Manuscript in Sir George Grey's Library. By Dr.
W. H. I. Bleek, Librarian to the Grey Library, Cape Town, Cape of Good
Hope. In one volume, small 8vo., pp. xxxi. and 94, cloth. 3s. Gd.

Blochmann.—The Prosody of the Persians, according to Saifi, Jmi,
and other Writers. By H. Blochmann, M.A. Assistant Professor, Calcutta
Madrasah. 8vo. sewed, pp. 166. 10*. 6d.

Blochmann.—School Geography of India and British Burmah. By
H. Blochmann, M.A. 12mo. pp. vi. and 100. 2s. 6d.

Blochmann.—A Treatise on the Huba'i entitled Bisalah i Taranab.
By Agha Ahmad 'All With an Introduction and Explanatory Notes, by H.
Blochmann, M.A. 8vo. sewed, pp. 11 and 17. 2s. (id.

Blochmann.—The Persian Metres by Saifi, and a Treatise on Persian
EhymebyJami. Edited in Persian, by H. Blochmann, M.A. 8vo. severed,

pp. 62. 3s. Gd.

Bombay Sanskrit Series. Edited under the superintendence of G.
BiiHLER, Ph. D., Professor of Oriental Languages, Elpbinstone College, and
F. KiELHORN, Ph. D., Superintendent of Sanskrit Studies, Deccan College.
1868-70.

1. Panchatantra IV. AND V. Edited, with Notes, by G. BUhler,
Ph. D. Pp. 84, 16. 6s.

2. NiGOjfBHATTA's Paribhashendusekhara. Edited and explained
by F. KiELHORN, Ph. D. Part I., the Sanskrit Text and Various Readings.
pp.116. 10s. 6d.

3. Panchatantra ii. and hi. Edited, with ISfotes, by G. BiiHLER, Ph. D.
Pp. 86, 14, 2. 7s. 6d.

4. Panchatantra i. Edited, with Notes, by P. Kielhorn, Ph.D.
Pp. 114, 53. 7s. 6d.

5. KIlidIsa's Raghuvamsa. With the Commentary of Mallinatha.
Edited, with Notes, by ShankarP, Pandit, M.A. Part I. Cantos I.-Vl. 10s.6d.
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6. KIlidAsa's MIlavizAgnimitra. Edited, with Kotes, by Shanzae
P. Pandit, M.A. 10s. Qd.

7. NIgojibhatta's PaeibhIshendtjsekhara Edited and explained
by F. KiELHORN, Ph.D. Part II. Translation and Notes. (Paribhashas,

i.-xxxvii.) pp. 184. 10«. &d.

8. Kaltdasa's Eaghuvamsa. With the Commentary of Mallinatha.
Edited, with Notes, by Shankar P. Pandit, M.A. Part II. Cantos VII.-
XIII. 105. M.

^

9. Nagojibhatta's PaeibhIshendusekhara. Edited and explained
by F. KiELHOKN. Part II Translation and Notes. (Paribhashas xxxviii.-

Ixix.) 7s. Qd.

10. Dandin's Dasakumaracharita. Edited with critical and explana-
tory Notes by G. Buhler. Part I. 7s. &d.

11. Bhartrihari's Nitisataka and Yairagyasataka, with Extracts
from Two Sanskrit Commentaries. Edited, with Notes, by Kasinath T.
Telang. 9s.

12. Nagojibhatta's ParibhIshendusezhara. Edited and explained
by F. KiELHORN. Part II. Translation and Notes. (Paribhashas Ixx.-

cxxii.) 7s. Qd.

13. Kalidasa's Raghuvamsa, with the Commentary of Mallinatha.
Edited, with Notes, by Shankar P. Pandit. Part III. Cantos XIV.-
XIX. 105. Qd.

14. Vikramankadevachaeita. Edited, with an Introduction, by G.
Buhler. 7s. Qd.

Bottrell.—Traditions and Hearthside Stories of "West Cornwall.
By William Bottrell (an old Celt). Demy 12mo. pp. vi. 292, cloth. 1 870. 6's.

Bottrell.—Traditions and Hearthside Stories of West Cornwall.
By William Bottrell. With Illustrations by Mr. Joseph Blight. Second
Series. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. iv and 300. Qs.

Boyce.—A Grammar of the Kaffir Language.— By William B.
BoYES, Wesleyan Missionary. Third Edition, augmented and improved, with
Exercises, by William J. Davis, Wesleyan Missionary. I2mo. pp. xii. and
164, cloth. 85.

Bowditch.—Suffolk Surnames. By N. I. Bowditch. Third Edition,
8vo. pp. xxvi. and 758, cloth. 7s. 6d.

Bretschneider.— On the Knowledge Possessed by the Ancient
Chinese of the Arabs and Arabian Colonies, and other Western Coun-
tries mentioned in Chinese Books. By E. BKETt<CHNEiDER, M.D., Physician
of the Russian Legation at Peking. 8vo. pp. 28, sewed. 1871. Is.

Bretschneider.—Notes on Chinese Medieval Travellers to the
West. By E. Bretschneider, M.D. Demy 8vo. sd., pp. 130. 5s.

Brhat-Sanhita (The).—See under Kern.
Brockie.—Indian Philosophy. Introductory Paper. By "William

Brockie, Author of " A Day in the Land of Scott," etc., etc. 8vo. pp. 26,
sewed. J 872. Gd.

Brown.—The Dervishes; or, Oriental Spiritualism. By John P.
Brown, Secretary and Dragoman of the Legation of the United States of
America at Constantinople. With twenty-four Illustrations. 8vo. cloth,

pp. viii. and 415. 14^.

Brown.— Sanskrit Prosody and [N'umertcal Symbols Explained. By
Charles Philip Brown, Author of the Telugu Dictionary, Grammar, etc.. Pro-
fessor of Telugu in the University of London. Demy 8vo. pp. 64, cloth. 3*. 6d.

Buddhaghosha's Parables : translated from Burmese by Captain H.
T. Rogers, R.E. With an Introduction containing Buddha's Dhammapadam,
or, Path of Virtue ; translated from Pali by F. Max Muller. 8vo. pp. 378,
cloth. 12*. 6rf.
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Burgess.—Aech^ological Survey of Western India. Report of

the First Season's Operations in the Belgitm and Kaladgi Districts. Jan. to

May, 1874. By James Burgess. With bQ photographs and lith. plates.

Royal 4to. pp. viii. and 45. £2 2s.

Burnell.—Catalogue of a Collection of Sanskrit Manuscripts. By
A. C. Bdrnell, M.R.A.S., Madras Civil Service. Part 1. Vedic Manuscript*.

Fcap. 8vo. pp. 64, sewed. 1870. 2s.

Burnell.—The Samavidhanabrahmana (being the Third Brahmaua)
of the Sama Veda. Edited, together with the Commentary of Sayana, an

English Translation, Introduction, and Index of Words, by A. C. Burnell.
Volume I.—Text and Commentary, with Introduction. 8vo. pp. xxxviii. and

104. 12s. 6d.

Burnell.—The Vamqabrahmana (being the Eighth Brahmana) of the

Sama Veda. Edited, together with the Commentary of Sayana, a Preface and
Index of Words, by A. C. Burnell, M.R.A.S., etc. Svo. sewed, pp. xliii.,

12, and xii., with 2 coloured plates. 10s. 6d.

Burnell.—The DEVATaDHYaYABRaHMANA ibeing the Fifth Brahmana)
of the Sama Veda, The Sanskrit Text edited/with the Commentary of Sayana,

an Index of Words, etc., by A. C. Bcrnell, M.R.A.S. Svo. and Trans.,

pp. 34. 5s.

Burnell.—On the Aindra School of Sanskrit Grammarians. Their
Place in the Sanskrit and Subordinate Literatures. By A. C. Burnell. Svo.

pp. 120.. 10s. 6d.

Burnell.—Dayada9A9loki. Ten Slokas in Sanskrit, with English
Translation. By A. C. Burnell. Svo. pp. 11. 2s.

Burnell.—Elements op South-Indian Paleography, from the 4th
to the 17th century a.d. By A. C. Burnell. ^to. boards, pp. 98. With
30 plates. 1875.

Buttmann.—A Grammar of the New Testament Greek. By A.
Buttmann. Authorized translation by Prof J. H. Thayer, with numerous
additions and corrections by the author. Demy Svo. cloth, pp. xx. and 474.

1873. 14s.

Calcutta Review.—The Calcutta Review. Published Quarterly.
Price 8s. 6rf.

Caldwell.—A Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian, or South-
Indian Family of Languages. By the Rev. K. Caldwell, LL.D. A
Second, corrected, and enlarged Edition. Demy Svo. pp. 805. 1875. 28s.

Callaway.—Izinganekwane, Nensumansumane, Nezindaba, Zabantu
(Nursery Tales, Traditions, and Histories of the Zulus). In their own words,
with a Translation into English, and Notes. By the Rev. Henry Callaway,
M.D. Volume I., Svo. pp. xiv. and 378, cloth. Natal, 1866 and 1867. 16«.

Callaway.— The Religious System of the Amazulu.
Parti.—Unkulunkulu; or, the Tradition of Creation as existing among the

Amazulu and other Tribes of South Africa, in their own words, with a translation

into English, and Notes. By the Rev. Canon Callaway, M.D. Svo. pp. 128,
sewed. 1868. 48.

Part II.—Amatongo; or. Ancestor Worship, as existing among the Amazulu, in

their own words, with a translation into English, and Notes. By the Rev.
Canon Callavjtay, M.D. 1869. Svo. pp. 127, sewed. 1869. 4s.

Part III.—Izinyanga Zokubula ; or. Divination, as existing among the Amazulu, in

their own words. With a Translation into English, and Notes. By the Rev.
Canon Callaway, M.D. Svo. pp. 150, sewed. 1870. 4s.

Part IV.—Abatakati, or Medical Magic and Witchcraft. Svo. pp. 40, sewed. Is. 6d.

Calligaris.—Le Compagnon de Tous, ou Dictionnaire Polyglotte.
Par le Colonel Louis Calligaris, Grand Officier, etc. ( French—Latin— Italian

—

Spanish—Portuguese—German—English—Modern Greek—Arabic—Turkish.>
2 voU. 4to., pp. 1157 and 746. Turin. M 4s.
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Campbell.—Specimens of the Languages of India, including Tribes
of Bengal, the Central Provinces, and the Eastern Frontier. By Sir G.

Campbell, M. P. Folio, paper, pp. 308. 1874. £1 11*. 6^.

Carpenter.—The Last Days in England op the Rajah Eammohtjn
EoY. By Mary Carpenter, of Bristol. With Five Illustrations. 8vo. pp.
272, cloth. 7s. Hd.

Carr.—e-c|j5er^r^J^-e5'oj^§'. a Collection- of Telugu Peoveebs,

Translated, Illustrated, and Explained ; together with some Sanscrit Proverbs

printed in the Devnagari and Telugu Characters. By Capmin M. W. Caur,
Madras Staif Corps. One Vol. and Supplemnt, royal Svo. pp. 488 and 148. 31s. 6rf

Catlin.—0-Kee-Pa. A Religious Ceremony of the Mandans. By
George Catlin. With 13 Coloured Illustrations. 4to. pp. 60, bound in cloth,

gilt edges. 14s.

Chalmers.—The Origin of the Chinese; an Attempt to Trace the

connection of the Chinese with Western Nations in their Religion, Superstitions,

Arts, Language, and Traditions. By John Chalmers, A.M. Foolscap Svo.

cloth, pp. 78. 2s. 6^.

Chalmers.—The Speculations on Metaphysics, Polity, and Moeality
OF " The Old Philosopher" Lau Tsze. Translated from the Chinese, with

an Introduction by John Chalmers, M.A. Fcap. 8vo. clotb, xx. and 62. 4s. &d.

Charnock.—LiTDus Patronymicus ; or, the Etymology of Curious Sur-

names. By Richard Stephen Charnock, Ph.D., F.S.A., F.R.G.S. Crown
8vo., pp. 182, cloth. 7s. 6c?.

Charnock.—Verba I^ominalia ; or Words derived from Proper Karnes.

By Richard Stephen Charnock, Ph. Dr. F.S.A., etc. Svo. pp. 326, cloth. 14s.

Charnock.—The Peoples of Transylvania. Founded on a Paper
read before The Anthropological Society of London, on the 4th of May,
1869. By Richard Stephen Charnock, Ph.D., F.S. A., F.R.G.S. Demy
Svo. pp. 36, sewed. 1870. 2s. M.

Chancer Society's Publications. Subscription, two guineas per annum.

1868. First Series.

Canterbtjry Tales. Part I.

I. The Prologue and Knight's Tale, in 6 parallel Texts (from the 6 MSS.
named below), together with Tables, showing the Groups of the Tales,

and their varying order in 38 MSS. of the Tales, and in the old

printed editions, and also Specimens from several MSS. of the

" Moveable Prologues" of the Canterbury Tales,—The Shipman's

Prologue, and Franklin's Prologue,—when moved from their right

places, and of the substitutes for them.

II. The Prologue and Knight's Tale from the EUesmere MS.
TTT

^^ ^^ ,^ ^^
Hengwrt „ 154.

,, „ „ „ Cambridge „ Gg. 4. 27.

„ „ „ „ Corpus „ Oxford.

„ „ „ „ Petworth „

,, „ „ „ Lansdowne ,, 851.

Nos. II. to VII. are separate Texts of the 6-Text edition of the Canterbury

Tales, Part I.

1868. Second Series.

1. On Early English Pronunciation, with especial reference to Shak-
spere and Chaucer, containing an investigation of the Correspondence of Writing

with Speech in England, from the Anglo-Saxon period to the present day,preceded

by a systematic notation of all spoken sounds, by means of the ordinary print-

ing types. Including a re-arrangement of Prof. F. J. Child's Memoirs on the

Language of Chaucer and Gower, and Reprints of the Rare Tracts by Salesbury

1X1. »
IV. >>

V. n
VI. )>

^11. )>
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Chaucer Society's Publications—continued.

on English, 15*7, and Welsh, 1567, and by Barcley on French, 1521. By
Alexander J. Ellis, F.R.S., etc., etc. Part I. On the Pronunciation of the

xivth, xvith, xvuth, and xviiith centuries.

2. Essays on Chatjcer; His "Words and Works. Part I. 1. Ebert's

Review of Sandras's E'tude stir Chaucer, considere comme Imitateur des Trouveres,

translated by J. W. Van Rees Hoets, M. A., Trinity Hall, Cambridge, and revised

by the Author.— II. A Thirteenth Century Latin Treatise on the Chilindre: "For
by my chilindre it is prime of day " {Shiptnannes Tale). Edited, with a Trans-

lation, by Mr. Edmund Brock, and illustrated by a Woodcut of the Instrument

from the Ashmole MS. 1522.

3. A Temporary Preface to the Six-Text Edition of Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales. Part I. Attempting to show the true order of the Tales, and
the Days and Stages of the Pilgrimage, etc., etc. By F. J. Furnivall, Esq.,

M.A., Trinitv Hall, Cambridge.

1869. First Se^es.

VIII. The Miller's, Reeve's, Cook's, and Gamelyn's Tales : Ellesraere MS.
IX. „ ,y ,y „ „ „ „ Hengwrt „
X. „ „ „ „ ,,. „ „ Cambridge,,

XI. „ „ r, ,, » » M Corpus „
XII. „ „ ,. „ „ „ „ Petvvorth „
XIII. „ „ „ „ „ „ „ Lansdowne,,

These are separate issues of the 6-Text Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, Part II.

1869. Second Series.

4. English Peontjnciation, with especial reference to Shakspere and
Chaucer. By Alexakdeb J. Ellis, F.R.S. Part II.

1870. First Series,

XIV. Canterbury Tales. Part II. The Miller's, Reeve's, and Cook's
Tales, with an Appendix of the Spurious Tale of Gamelyn, in Six

parallel Texts.

1870. Second Series.

5. On Early English Pronunciation, with especial reference to Shak-
spere and Chaucer. By A. J. Ellis, F.R.S., F.S.A. Part III. Illustrations

on the Pronunciation of xivth and xvith Centuries. Chaucer, Cower, Wycliffe,

Spenser, Shakespere, Salesbury, Barcley, Hart, Bullokar, Gill. Pronouncing
Vocabulary.

1871. First Series.

XV. The Man of Law's, Shipman's, and Prioress's Tales, with Chaucer's own
Tale of Sir Thopas, in 6 parallel Texts from the MSS. above named,
and 10 coloured drawings of Tellers of Tales, after the originals in the

Ellesmere MS.
XVI. The Man of Law's Tale, &c., &c. : Ellesmere MS.
Xyil. ,, „ „ „ Cambridge „
XVIIl. ,, ,, ,, ,, Corpus „
XIX. The Shipman's, Prioress's, and Man of Law's Tales,from thePetworth MS.
XX. The Man of Law's Tales, from the Lansdowne MS. (each with woodcuts

of fourteen drawings of Tellers of Tales in the Ellesmere MS.)
XXI. A Parallel-Text edition of Chaucer's Minor Poems, Part I.:—'The

Dethe of Blaunche the Duchesse,' from Thynne's ed. of 1532, the

Fairfax MS. 16, and Tanner MS. 346; ' the compleynt to Pite,' 'the

Parlament of Foules,' and * the Compleynt of Mars,' each from six M SS.

XXII. Supplementary Parallel -Texts of Chaucer's Minor Poems, Part 1., con-

taining • The Parlament of Foules,' from three MSS.
XXIIL Odd Texts of Chaucer's Minor Poems, Part I., containing 1. two MS.

fragments of * The Parlament of Foules ; ' 2. the two difFeriiig versions
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Chaucer Society's Publications—continued.

of ' The Prologue to the Legende of Good Women,' arranged so as to

show their differences; 3. an Appendix of Poems attributed to Chaucer,

I. 'The Balade of Pitee by Chauciers;' ii. 'The Cronycle made by
Chaucer,' both from MSS. written by Shirley, Chaucer's contemporary.

XXIV. A One-Text Print of Chaucer's Minor Poems, being the best Text from
the Parallel-Text Edition, Part I., containing: 1. The Dethe of

Blaunche the Duchesse ; 2. The Compleynt to Pite ; 3. The Parlament

of Foules; 4. The Compleynt of Mars; 5. The A B C, with its

original from De Guileville's Felerinage de la Vie humaine (edited

from the best Paris MSS, by M. Paul Meyer).

1871. Second Series.

6. Trial Fore-words to my Parallel-Text edition of Chaucer's Minor
Poems for the Chaucer Society (with a try to set Chaucer's Works in their right

order of Time). By Fredk. J. Fuunivall. Part I. (This Part brings out,

for the first time, Chaucer's long early but hopeless love)

1872. First Series.

XXV. Chaucer's Tale of Melibe, the Monk's, Nun's Priest's, Doctor's, Par-

doner's, Wife of Bath's, Friar's, and Summoner's Tales, in 6 parallel

Texts from the MSS. above named, and with the remaining 13 coloured

drawings of Tellers of Tales, after the originals in the Ellesmere MS.
XXVI. The Wife's, Friar's, and Summoner's Tales, from the Ellesmere MS., with

9 woodcuts of Tale-Tellers. (Part IV.)

XXVII. The Wife's, Friar's, Summoner's, Monk's, and Nun's Priest's Tales,

from the Hengwrt MS., with 23 woodcuts of the Tellers of the Tales.

(Part III.)

XXVIII. The Wife's, Friar's, and Summoner's Tales, from the Cambridge MS.,
with 9 woodcuts of Tale-Tellers. (Part IV.)

XXIX. A Treatise on the Astrolabe; otherwise called Bred and Mylk for

Children, addressed to his Son Lowys by Geoffrey Chaucer. Edited
by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat, M.A.

1872. Second Series^

7. Origii^als and Analogues of some of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales.
Part 1. 1. The original of the Man of Law's Tale of Constance, from the
French Chronicle of Nicholas Trivet, Arundel MS. 56, ab. 1310 a.d., collated

with the later copy,ab. 1400, in the National Library at Stockholm ; copied and
edited, with a trnslation, by Mr, Edmund Brock. 2. The Tale of "Merelaus
the Emperor," from the Early- English version of the Gesta liomanorum in Harl.
MS. 7333; and 3. Part of Matthew Paris's Vita Ofa Primi, both stories,

illustrating incidents in the Man of Law's Tale. 4. Two French Fabliaux like

the Reeve's Tale. 5. Two Latin Stories like the Friar's Tale.

1873. First Series.

XXX. The Six-Text Canterbury Tales, Part V., containing the Clerk's and
Merchant's Tales.

1873. Second Series.

8. Albertano of Brescia's Liber Consilii et Consolationis, a.d. 1246
(the Latin source of the French original of Chaucer's Melibe)^ edited from the

MSS. bv Dr. Thor Sundby.

1874. First Series.

XXXI. The Six-Text, Part VI., containing the Squire's and Franklin's Tales.

XXXII. to XXXVI. Large Parts of the separate issues of the Six MSS.

1874. Second Series.

9. Essays on Chaucer, his Words and Works, Part II. : 3. John of
Hoveden's Fractica Chilindrif edited from the MS. with a translation, by Mr.
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Chaucer Society's Publications—continued.

E. Brock. 4. Chaucer's use of the final -^, by Joseph Payne, Esq. 5. Mrs.

E. Barrett-Browning on Chaucer : being those parts of her review of the Booh

of the FoetSy 1842, which relate to him ; here reprinted by leave of Mr. Robert
Browning. 6. Professor Bernhard Ten- Brink's critical edition of Chaucer's

Compleynte to Pite.

1875. First Series.

XXXVII. The Six-Text, Part VII., the Second Nun's, Canon's-Yeoman's, and
Manciple's Tales, with the Blank-Parson liink.

XXXVIII. to XLIII. Large Parts of the separate issues of the Six MSS. bringing

all up to the Parson's Tale.

XLIV. A detailed Comparison of the Troylus and Cryseyde with Boccaccio's

Filostrato, with a Translation of all Passages used by Chaucer, and
an Abstract of the Parts not used, by W. Michael Rossetti, Esq.,

and with a print of the Troylus from the Harleian MS. 3943. Part I.

XLV., XLVI. Ryme-Index to the Ellesmere MS. of the Canterbury Tales,

by Henry Cromie, Esq., Mj\.. B#t;h in Royal 4to for the Six-Text,

and in 8vo. for the sepai-ate Ellesmere MS.

1875. Second Series.

10. Originals and Analogues of Chaucer^s Canterbury Tales, Part II.

6. Alphonsus of Lincoln, a Story like the Prioress's Tale. 7. How Reynard
caught Chanticleer, the source of the Nun''s-Priest's Tale. 8. Two Italian

Stories, and a Latin one, like the Pardoner's Tale. 9. The Tale of the Priest's

Bladder, a story like the Summoner's Tale, being ' Li dis de le Vescie a Prestre,'

par Jakes de Basiw. 10. Petrarch's Latin Tale of Griseldis (with Boccaccio's

Story from which it was re-told), the original of the Clerk's Tale. Jl. Five

Versions of a Pear-tree Story like that in the Merchant's Tale. 12. Four
Versions of The Life of Saint Cecilia, the original of the Second Nun's Tale.

11. Early English Pronunciation, with especial reference to Shak-
spere and Chaucer. By Alexander J. Ellis, Esq., F.R.S. Part IV.

12. Life Kecords of Chaucer. Part I., The Robberies of Chaucer by
Richard Brerelay and others at Westminster, and at Hatcham, Surrey, on
Tuesday, Sept. 6, 1390, with some account of the Robbers, from the Enrol-
ments in the Public Record Office. By Walford D. Selby, Esq., of the

Public Record Office.

13. Thtnne's Animadversions (1599) on Speght's Chaucer\ TForhs,
re-edited from the unique MS., by Fredk. J. Furnivall, with fresh Lives of

William and Francis Thynne, and the only known fragment of The Pilgrim's

Tale.

Childers.—A Pali-English Dictionaby, with Sanskrit Equivalents,
and with numerous Quotations, Extracts, and References. Compiled by Robert
C^SAR Childers, late of the Ceylon Civil Service. Imperial 8vo. Double
Columns. Part I. pp. 1-276. 2is. Part II., pp. 346. Complete in 1 Vol.,

pp. xxii. and 622, cloth. 1875. £3 3s.

The first Pali Dictionary ever published.

Childers.—A Pali Grammak foe Beginnees. By Pobeet C. Childees.
In 1 vol. Svo. cloth. [In preparation.

Childers.

—

Notes on the Sinhalese Language. No. 1. On the
Formation of the Plural of Neuter Nouns. By R. C. Childers. Demy Svo.

sd., pp. 16. 1873. Is.

China Review; oe, Notes and Queries on the Fae East. Pub-
lished bi-monthly. Edited by N. B. Dennys. 4to. Subscription,;^! 10«,

per volume.

Chintamon.—A Commentaey on the Text oe the BnAGAVAn-GfTX

;

or, the Discourse between Krishna and Arjuna of Divine Matters. A Sanscrit

Philosophical Poem. With a few Introductory Papers. By Hurrychund
Chintamon, Political Agent to H. H. the Guicowar Mulhar Rao Maharajah
of Baroda. Post Svo. cloth, pp. 118. 6s.
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Christaller.—A Dictionaey, English, Tshi, (Asante), Akra ; Tshi
(Chwee), comprising as dialects Akan (Asant^, Ak^m, Akuapem, etc.) and
Fante ; Akra (Accra), connected with Adangme ; Gold Coast, West Africa.

Enyiresi, Twi ne' Nkran
j

Enlisi, Otsui ke Ga
nsem - asekyere - nhoma. | wiemoi - asisitSomo- wolo.

By the Rev. J. G. Christaller, Rev. C. W. Lochee, Rev. J. Zimmermann.
16mo. 7^. &d,

Christaller.—A Geammar of the Asante and Fante Language, called

Tshi (Chwee, Twi) : based on the Akuapem Dialect, with reference to the

other (Akan and Fante) Dialects. By Rev. J. G. Christaller. 8vo. pp.
xxiv. and 203. 1875. 10s. 6^.

Clarke.—Ten Geeat Eeligions : an Essay in Comparative Theology.
By James Freeman Clarke. Bvo. cloth, pp. x. and 528. 1871. 14*.

Clarke.—Memoie on the Compaeatiye Geammae op Egyptian, Coptic,
andUde. By Hyde Clarke, Cor. Member American Oriental Society ; Mem.
German Oriental Society, etc., etc. Demy Svo. sd,, pp. 32. 2s.

Clarke.—Heseaeches in Pee-histoeic and Peoto-histoeic Compaea-
tive Philology, Mythology, and Archeology, in connexion with the

Origin of Culture in America and the Accad or Sumerian Families. By Hydb
Clarke. Demy 8vo. sewed, pp. xi. and 74. 1875. 2s. Qd.

Colebrooke.—The Life and Miscellaneous Essays of Heney Thomas
Colebrooke. The Biography by his Son, Sir T. E. Colebrooke, Bart., M.P.,
The Essays edited by Professor Cowell. In 3 vols.

Vol. I. The Life. With Portrait and Map. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. xii. and 492.
14s.

Vols. IL and III. The Essays. A New Edition, with Notes by E. B. Cowell,
Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Cambridge. Demy Svo. cloth, pp.
xvi.-544, andx.-520. 1873. 28s.

Coleridg^e.—A Glossaeial Index to the Printed English Literature of
the Thirteenth Century. By Herbert Coleridge, Esq. 8vo. cloth, pp. 104,
28. 6d.

Colleccao de Yocabulos e Erases usados na Provincia de S. Pedro,
do Rio Grande do Sul, no Brasil. 12mo. pp. 32, sewed. Is.

Contopoulos.—A Lexicon op Modeen Geeek-English and English
Modern Greek. By N. Contopoulos.

Parti. Modern Greek-English. Svo. cloth, pp. 460. 12s.

Part II, English-Modern Greek. Svo. cloth, pp. 582. I5s.

Conway.—The Saceed Anthology. A Book of Ethnical Scriptures.
Collected and edited by M. D. Conway. 4th edition. Demy Svo. cloth,

pp. xvi. and 480. 12s.

Cowell and Egg^eling.—Catalogue of Buddhist Sanskeit Manusceipts
in the Possession of the Royal Asiatic Society (Hodgson Collection). By Pro-
fessors E. B. Cowell and J. Eggeling. Svo. sd., pp. 56. 2s. 6d.

Cowell.—A SHOET Introduction to the Oedinaey Peakeit of the
Sanskrit Dramas. With a List of Common Irregular Prakrit Words. By
Prof. E. B. Cowell. Cr. Bvo. limp cloth, pp. 40. 1875. 3s. 6d.

Cunningham.—The Ancient Geogeaphy of India. L The Buddhist
Period, including the Campaigns of Alexander, and the Travels of Hwen-Thsang.
By Alexander Cunningham, Major-General, Royal Engineers (Bengal Re-
tired). With thirteen Maps. Svo. pp. xx. 590, cloth. 1870. 28s.

Cunningham.—The Bhilsa Topes ; or, Buddhist Monuments of Central
India : comprising a brief Historical Sketch of the Rise, Progress, and Decline
of Buddhism ; with an Account of the Opening aud Examination of the various
Groups of Topes around Bhilsa. By Brev.-Majcr Alexander Cunningham,
Bengal Engineers. Illustrated with thirty- three Plates. Svo. pp. xxxvi. 370,
cloth. 1854. £2 2s.
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Cnimiiighaiii.— Aech^ological Sukvey of India. Four Reports,

made during the years l8,02-63-64-r'5. By Alexander Cunningham, C.S.I.,

Major-General, etc. With Maps and Plates. Vols. 1 to 5. 8vo. cloth. £6.

Dalton.—Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal. By Edward Ttjite

Dalton, C.S.I. , Colonel, Bengal Staff Corps, etc. Illustrated by Lithograph

Portraits copied from Photographs. 3S Lithograph Plates. 4to. half- calf,

pp. 340. £6 6«.

D'Alwis.—Buddhist Nirvana ; a Review of Max Miiller's Dhamma-
pade. By James D'Alwis, Member of the Royal Asiatic Society. 8vo. sewed,

pp. X. and 140. Us,

D'Alwis.—Pali Translations. Part First. By James D'Alwis,
Member of the Royal Asiatic Society. 8vo. sewed, pp. 24. 1«.

D'Alwis.—A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit, Pali, and Sinhalese
Literary Works of Ceylon. By James D'Alwis, M.R.A.S., Advocate of

the Supreme Court, &c., &c. In Three Volumes. Vol. I., pp. xxxii. and2H,
sewed. 1870. 9is. &d. \^ols. II. and III. in preparation.

Davids.—Three Inscriptions of PARaKRAMA Banu the Great, from
Pulastipura, Ceylon. By T. W. Rhys Davids. 8vo. pp. 20. Is. firf.

Davids.—Sigiri, the Lion Eock, near Pulastipura, and the 39th
Chapteu of the Mahavamsa. By T. W. Rhys Davids. Svo. pp. 30. \s. 6d.

Delepierre.— Supercheries Litteraires, Pastiches Suppositions
d'Autrur, dans les Lettres et dans les Arts. Par Octave Delefieuke.
Fcap. 4to. paper cover, pp. 328. i4s.

Delepierre.—Tableau de la Litterature du Centon, chez les Anciens
et chez les Modernes. Par Octave Delepierre. 2 vols, small 4to. paper cover,

pp. 324 and 318. 2U
Delepierre.—Essai Historique et Bibliographique sur les Kebus.

Par Octave Delepierre. Svo. pp. 24, sewed. With 15 pages of Woodcuts.
1870. Ss. 6d,

Dennys.—China and Japan. A complete Guide to the Open Ports of
those countries, together with Pekin, Yeddo, Hong Kong, and Macao ; forming
a Guide Book and Vade Mecum for Travellers, Merchants, and Residents in

general; with 56 Maps and Plans. By Wm. Prederick Mayers, F. R.G.S.
H.M.'s Consular Service ; N. B. Dennys, late H.M.'s Consular Service; and
Charles King, Lieut. Royal Marine Artillery. Edited by N. B. Dennys.
In one volume. Svo. pp. 600, cloth. £2 2s.

Dennys.—A Handbook of the Canton Vernacular of the Chinese
Language. Being a Series of Introductory Lessons, for Domestic and
Business Purposes. By N. B. Dennys, M.R.A.S., Ph.D. Svo. cloth, pp. 4,

195, and 31. £l 10s.

Dickson.—The PaTiMOKXHA, being the Buddhist Office of the Con-
fession of Priests. The Pali Text, with a Translation, and Notes, by J. F.

Dickson, M.A. Svo. sd., pp. 69. 2*.

Dinkard (The).—The Original Pehlwi Text, the same transliterated
in Zend Characters. Translations of the Text in the Gujrati and English
Languages; a Commentary and Glossary of Select Terms. By Peshoton
DusTOoK Behramjee Sunjana. Vol. I. Svo. cloth. £1 Is.

Dohne.—A Zulu-Kafir Dictionary, etymologically ex[)lained, with
copious Illustrations and examples, preceded by an introduction on the Zulu-
Kafir Language. By the Rev. J. L. Dohne. Royal Svo. pp. xlii. and 418,
sewed. Cape Town, 1857. 21s.

Dohne.—The Pour Gospels in Zulu. By the Rev. J. L. Dohne,
Missionary to the American Board, C.F.M. Svo. pp. 208, cloth. Pietermaritz-
burg, ISbti. 6s.
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DOOlittle. A VOCABTJLAEY AND HANDBOOK OF THE ChINESE LaNGFAGE.
Komanized in the Mandarin Dialect. In Two Volumes comprised in Three
Parts. By Rev. Justus Doolittle, Author of " Social Life of the Chinese."

Vol. I. 4to. pp. viii. and 548. Vol. II. Parts II. and III., pp. vii. and 695.

£1 11*. Qd. each vol.

Douglas.—Chinese-English Dictionajiy of the Veenactjlae or Spoken
Language of Amoy, with the principal variations, of the Chang-Chew and
Chin-Chew Dialects, By the Kev. Carstairs Douglas, M.A., LL.D., Glasg.,

Missionary of the Presbyterian Church in England. 1 vol. High quarto,

cloth, double columns, pp. 632. 1873. £3 3s.

Douglas.—Chinese Language and Literatuee. Two Lectures de-

livered at the Royal Institution, by R. K. Douglas, of the British Museum,
and Professor of Chinese at King's College. Cr, Svo. cl., pp. 118. 1875. 5s.

Dowson.—A Geammae of the Uedu or Hindustani Language. By
John Dowson, M.R.A.S. 12mo. cloth, pp. xvi. and 264. 10s. 6^.

Dowson.—A Hindustani Exeecise Book. Containing a Series of
Passages and Extracts adapted for Translation into Hindustani. By John
Dowson, M.R.A.S., Professor of Hindustani, StaflF College. Crown 8vo. pp.
100. Limp cloth, 2s. Qd.

Early English Text Society's Publications. Subscription, one guinea

per annum.

1. Early ENifLisH Alliterative Poems. In the West-Midland
Dialect of the Fourteenth Century. Edited by R. Morris, Esq., from an
unique Cottonian MS. 16s.

2. Arthur (about 1440 a.d.). Edited by F. J. Euenivall, Esq.,

from the Marquis of Bath's unique MS. 4s.

3. Ane Compendious and Breue Tractate concernyng ye Office
AND Dewtie OF Kyngis, etc. By William Lauder. (1556 a.d.) Edited
by F. Hall, Esq.,D.C.L. 45.

4. Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (about 1320-30 a.d.).

Edited by R. Morris, Esq., from an unique Cottonian MS. lO^.

5. Of the Orthographie and Congruitie of the Britan Tongue
;

a treates, noe shorter than necessarie, for the Schooles, be Alexander Hume.
Edited for the first time from the unique MS. in the British Museum (about

1617 A.D.), by Henry B. Wheatley, Esq. 4s.

6. Lancelot of the Laik. Edited from the unique MS. in the Cam-
bridge University Library (ab. 1500), by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat, M, A. 8s.

7. The Story of Genesis and Exodus, an Early English Song, of
about 1250 a.d. Edited for the first time from the unique MS. in the Library

of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, by U. Morris, Esq. 8s.

8 MoRTE Arthure; the Alliterative Version. Edited from Robert
Thornton's unique MS. (about 1440 a.d.) at Lincoln, by the Rev. Georgb
Perry, M.A>, Prebendary of Lincoln. 7s.

9. Animadversions upfon the Annotacions and Corrections of
some Imperfections of Impressiones of Chaucer's "Workes, reprinted

in 1598; by Francis Thvnne. Edited from the unique MS. in the
Bridgewater Library. By G. H.Kingsley, Esq., M.D., and F. J. Furnivall,
Esq., M.A. 10s.

10. Merlin, or the Early History of King Arthur. Edited for the
first time from the unique MS. in the Cambridge University Library (about
1450 A.D.), by Henry B. Wheatley, Esq. Part L 2s. Qd.

11. The Monarche, and other Poems of Sir David Lyndesay. Edited
from the first edition by Johne Skott, in 1552, by Fitzedward Hall,
Esq., D.C.L. Part I. 3s.

12. The Wright's Chaste "Wife, a Merry Tale, by Adam of Cobsam
(about 1462 a.d.), from the unique Lambeth MS. 306. Edited for the first

time by F. J. Furnivall, Esq., M.A. Is. 2
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13. Seinte Maeherete, ]7E Meiden ant Martyr. Three Texts of ab.

1200, 1310, 1330 A.D. First edited in 1862, by the Rev. Oswald Cockayne,
M.A., and now re-issued. 2s.

14. Kyng Horn, witli fragments of Floriz and Blauncheflur, and the

Assumption of the Blessed Virgin. Edited from the MSS. in the Library of

the University ofCambridge and the British Museum, by the Rev. J. Rawson
LUMBY. 3*. Gd.

15. Political, Religioits, aio) Love Poems, from the Lambeth MS.
No. 306, and other sources. Edited by F. J. Furnivall, Esq., M.A. Is. 6d.

16. A Tretice in English breuely drawe out of
J>

book of Quintis
essencijs in Latyn, ]> Hermys ]> prophete and king of Egipt after ]> flood

of Noe, fader of Philosophris, hadde by reuelaciouM of an aungii of God to him
sente. Edited from the Sloane MS. 73, by F. J. Fuknivall, Esq., M.A. U.

17. Parallel Extracts from 29 Manuscripts of Piers Plowman, with
Comments, and a Proposal for the Society's Three-text edition of this Poem.
By the Rev. W. Skeat, M.A. 1*. ^

18. Hali Meidenhead, about 1200 a.d. Edited for the first time from
the MS. (with a translation) by the Rev. Oswald Cockayne, M.A. Is.

19. The Monarche, and other Poems of Sir David Lyndesay. Part II.,

the Complaynt of the King's Papingo, and other minor Poems. Edited from
the First Edition by F. Hall, Esq., D.C.L. 3s. 6d.

20. Some Treatises by Kichard Rolle de Hampole. Edited from
Robert of Thornton's MS. (ab.l440 a.d.), by Rev. George G.Perry, M.A. 1*.

21. Merlin, or the Early History of King Arthur. Part II. Edited
by Henry B. Wheatley, Esq. 4s.

22. The Romans or Partenay, or Lusignen. Edited for the first time
from the unique MS. in the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge, by the

Rev. W. W. Skeat. M.A. 6s.

23. Dan Michel's Ayenbite op Inwyt, or Remorse of Conscience, in
the Kentish dialect, 13i0 a.d. Edited from the unique MS. in the British

Museum, by Richard Morris, Esq. lOs. 6d.

24. Hymns OF THE Virgin AND Christ; The Parliament op Devils,
and Other Religious Poems. Edited from the Lambeth MS. 853, by F. J.

Furnivall, M.A. 3*.

25. The Stacions of Rome, and the Pilgrim's Sea-Voyage and Sea-
Sickness, with Clene Maydenhod. Edited from the Vernon and Porkington
MSS., etc., by F. J. Furnivall, Esq., M.A. Is.

26. Religious Pieces in Prose and Verse. Containing Dan Jon
Gaytrigg's Sermon ; The Abbaye of S. Spirit ; Sayne Jon, and other pieces

in the Northern Dialect. Edited from Robert of Thorntone's MS. (ab. 1460
A.D.), by the Rev. G, Perry, M.A. 25.

27. Manipulus Vocabulorum : a Rhyming Dictionary of the English
Language, by Peter Levins (1570). Edited, with an Alphabetical Index,
by Uenry B. Wheatley. 125.

28. The Vision of William concerning Piers Plowman, together with
Vita de Dowel, Dobet et Dobest. 1362 a.d., by William Langland. The
earliest or Vernon Text ; Text A. Edited from the Vernon MS., with full

Collations, by Rev. W. W. Skeat, M.A. 75.

29. Old English Homilies and Homiletic Treatises. (Sawles Warde
and the Wohunge of Ure Lauerd : Ureisuns of Ure Louerd and of Ure Lefdi,

etc.) of the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries. Edited from MSS. in the Brit-

ish Museum, Lambeth, and Bodleian Libraries ; with Introduction, Transla-
tion, and Notes. By Richard Morris. First Series. Part L 7s.

30. Piers, the Ploughman's Crede (about 1394). Edited from the
MSS. by the Rev. W. W. Skeat, M.A. 2*.
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31. Instructions roE Paeish Pkiests. By John Myrc. Edited from
Cotton MS. Claudius A. II., by Edward Peacock, Esq., F.S.A., etc., etc. 4*.

32. The Babees Book, Aristotle's ABC, XJrbanitatis, Stans Puer ad
Mensam, The Lytille Childrenes Lytil Boke. The Bokes of Nurture of
Hugh Rhodes and John Russell, Wynkyn de Worde's Boke of Kervynge, The
Booke of Demeanor, The Boke of Curtasye, Seager's Schoole of Vertue, etc.,

etc. With some French and Latin Poems on like subjects, and some Fore-
words on Education in Early England. Edited by F. J. Furnivall, M.A.,
Trin. Hall, Cambridge. 15s.

33. The Book of the Knight de la Tour Landry, 1372. A Father's
Book for his Daughters, Edited from the Harleian MS. 1764, by Thomas
Wright Esq., M. A., and Mr. William Rossiter. 8s.

34. Old English Homilies and Homiletic Treatises. (Sawles Warde,
and the Wohunge of Ure Lauerd : Ureisuns of Ure Louerd and of lire Lefdi,

etc.) of the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries. Edited from MSS. in the

British Museum, Lambeth, and Bodleian Libraries ; with Introduction, Trans-
lation, and Notes, by Eichard Morris. First Series. Part 2. 8s.

35. SiE David Lyndesay's Works. Part 3. The Historie of ane
Nobil and Wailzeand Sqvyer, William Meldrum, umqvhyle Laird of

Cleische and Bynnis, compylit be Sir Dauid Lyndesay of the Mont alias

Lyoun King of Armes, With the Testament of the said William e Mel-
drum, Squyer, compylit alswa be Sir Dauid Lyndesay, etc. Edited by F.
Hall, D.C.L. 2s.

36. Merlin, or the Early History of King Arthur. A Prose
Romance (about 1450-1460 a.d.), edited from the unique MS. in the

University Library, Cambridge, by Henry B. Wheatley. With an Essay
on Arthurian Localities, by J. S. Stuart Glennie, Esq. Par.tllL 1869. 12s. v

37. Sir David Lyndesay's Works. Part IV. Ane Satyre of the
thrie estaits, in commendation of vertew and vitvperation of vyce. Maid
be Sir David Lindesay, of the Mont, alias Lyon King of Armes. At
Edinbvrgh. Printed be Robert Charteris, 1602. Cvm privilegio regis.

Edited by F. Hall, Esq., D.C.L. 4s.

38. The Vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman,
together with Vita de Dowel, Dobet, et Dobest, Secundum Wit et Resoun,
by William Langland. (1377 a.d.). The "Crowley" Text; or Text B.
Edited from MS. Laud Misc. 581, collated with MS. Rawl. Poet. 38, MS.
B. 15. 17. in the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge, M'S. Dd. 1. 17. in

the Cambridge University Library, the MS. in Oriel College, Oxford, MS.
Bodley 814, etc. By the Rev. Walter W. Skeat, M.A., late Fellow of
Christ's College, Cambridge. 10s. Qd.

39. The ''Gest Hystoriale" of the Destruction of Troy. An
Alliterative Romance, translated from Guido De Colonna's "Hysteria
Troiana." Now first edited from the unique MS. in the Hunterian Museum,
University of Glasgov/, by the Rev. Geo. A. Panton and David Donaldson.
Part I. 10s. M.

40. English Gilds. The Original Ordinances of more than One
Hundred Early English Gilds : Together with the olde usages of the cite of
Wynchestre ; The Ordinances of W^orcester ; The Office of the Mayor of
Bristol ; and the Customary of the Manor of Tettenhall-Regis. From
Original MSS. of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries. Edited with
Notes by the late Toulmin Smith, Esq., F.R.S. of Northern Antiquaries
(Copenhagen). With an Introduction and Glossary, etc., by his daughter,
Lucy Toulmin Smith. And a rreliminary Essay, in Five Parts, On the
Histouy and Development of Gilds, by Lujo Brentano, Doctor Juris

Utriusque et Phiiosophise. 216-.

41. The Minor Poems of William Lauder, Playwright, Poet, and
Minister of the Word of God (mainly on the State of Scotland in and about
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1568 A.D., that year of Famine and Plague). Edited from the Unique
Orififinals belonging to S. Christie-Miller, Esq., of Britwell, by F. J.

Ftjrnivall, M.A., Trin. Hall, Camb. 3s.

42. Beenardus de Cura eei Pamuliaeis, with some Early Scotch
Prophecies, etc. From a MS., KK 1. 6, in the Cambridge University

Library. Edited by J. Rawson Lumby, M.A., late i^ellow of Magdalen
College, Cambridge. 2s.

43. Ratis Raving, and other Moral and Religious Pieces, in Prose and
Verse. Edited from the Cambridge University Library MS. KK 1. 5, by J.

Rawson Lumby, M.A., late Fellow of Magdalen College, Cambridge. 3s.

44. Joseph of Aeimathie : otherwise called the Romance of the
Seint Graal, or Holy Grail: an alliterative poem, written about a.d. 1350,

and now first printed from the unique copy in the Vernon MS. at Oxford.
With an appendix, containing "The Lyfe of Joseph of Armathy," reprinted

from the black-letter copy of Wynkyn de Worde ;
" De sancto Joseph ab

Arimathia," first printed by Pynson, a.d. ^616 ; and " The Lyfe of Joseph of
Arimathia," first printed by Pynson, a.d. 1520. Edited, with Notes and
Glossarial Indices, by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat, M.A. 5s.

45. King Alfred's West-Saxon Version of Gregory's Pastoral Care.
With an English translation, the Latin Text, Notes, and an Introduction
Edited by Henry Sweet, Esq., of Balliol College, Oxford. Part I. lOs.

46. Legends of the Holy Rood ; Symbols of the Passion and Cross-
Poems. In Old English of the Eleventh, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Cen-
turies. Edited from MSB. in the British Museum and Bodleian Libraries;
with Introduction, Translations, and Glossarial Index. By Richaud
Morris, LL.D. 10s.

47. Sir David Lyndesay's "Works. Part V. The Minor Poems qi
Lyndesay. Edited by J. A. H. Murray, Esq. 3s.

48. The Times' Whistle : or, A Newe Daunce of Seven Satires, and
other Poems : Compiled by R. C, Gent. Now first Edited from MS. Y. 8. 3.

in the Library of Canterbury Cathedral ; with Introduction, Notes, and
Glossary, by J. M. Cowpbr. 6s.

49. An Old English Miscellany, containing a Bestiary, Kentish
Sermons, Proverbs of Alfred, Religious Poems of the 13th century. Edited
from the MSS. by the Rev. H. Morris, LL.D. 10s.

60. King Alfred's West-Saxon Version of Gregory's Pastoral Caee.
Edited from 2 MSS., with an English translation. By Henry Sweet, Esq.,
Balliol College, Oxford. Part II. 10s.

51. pE Liflade of St. Juliana, from two old English Manuscripts of
1230 A.D. With renderings into Modern English, by the Rev. O. Cockaynb
and Edmund Brook. Edited by the Rev. O. Cockayne, M.A. Price 2s.

52. Palladitjs on Husbondrie, from the unique MS., ab. 1420 a.d.,
ed. Rev. B. Lodge. Part l. lOs.

53. Old English Homilies, Series II., from the unique 13th-century
MS. in Trinity Coll. Cambridge, with a photolithograph ; three Hymns to
the Virgin and God, from a unique 13th-century MS. at Oxford, a photo-
lithograph of the music to two of them, and transcriptions of it in modern
notation by Dr. Rimbault, and A. J. Ellis, Esq., F.R.S. ; the whole
edited by the Rev. Richard Morris, LL.D. 8s,

54. The Vision of Piers Plowman, Text C (completing the three
versions of this great poem), with an Autotype ; and two unique alliterative

poems: Richard the Kedeles (by William, the author of the Vision) \ and
The Crowned King ; edited by the Rev. W. W. Skeat, M.A. 18s.

55. Generydes, a Romance, edited from the unique MS., ah. 1440 a.d.,
in Trin. Coll. Cambridge, by W. Aldis Wright, Esq., M.A., Trin. CoU.
Cambr. Parti. 3s.

» 4. »
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56. The Gest Htstoeiale or the Desthuction op Teot, translated

from Guido de Colonna, in alliterative verse ; edited from the unique MS. in

the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow,, by D. Donaldson, Esq., and the late Eev.

G. A. Panton. Part II. 10s. 6(/.

67. The Eaely English Yersion of the ''Cursoe Mundi," in four

Texts, from MS. Cotton, Vesp. A. iii. in the British Museum ; Fairfax MS.
14. in the Bodleian ; the Gottingen MS. Theol. 107 ; MS. R. 3, 8, in Trinity

College, Cambridge. Edited by the Rev. E. Morris, LL.D. Part I. with

two photo- lithographic facsimiles by Cooke and Fotheringham. 10*. 6rf.

68. The Blickling Homilies, edited from the Marquis of Lothian's
Anglo-Saxon MS. of 971 a.d., by the Rev. R. Mouris, LL.D. (With a

Photolithograph). Part 1. 8s.

69. The Eaely English Yeesion of the *'Cuesoe Mundi;" in four

Texts, from MS. Cotton Vesp. A. iii. in the British Museum ; Fairfax MS.
J 4. in the Bodleian ; the Gottingen MS. Theol. 107 ; MS. R. 3, 8, in Trinity

College, Cambridge. Edited by the Rev. R. Morris, LL.D. Part II. 15s.

60. Meditacyuns on the Sopee of oue Loede (perhaps by Kobeet
OF Brunne). Edited from the MSS. by J. M. Cowper, Esq. 2s. 6g?.

61. The Romance and Peophecies of Thomas of Eeceldoune, printed
from Five MSS. Edited by Dr. James A. H. Murray. 10s. M.

62. The Eaely English Yeesion of the ^'Cuesoe Mundi," in Four
Tests. Edited by the Rev. R. Morris, M.A., LL.D. Part IIL 15s.

63. The Blickling Homilies. Edited from the Marquis of Lothian's
Anglo-Saxon MS. of 971 a.d., by the Rev. R. Morris,. LL.D. Part IL 4s.

Extra Series. Subscriptions—Small paper, one guinea ; large paper

two guineas, per annum.

1. The Romance of William of Paleene (otherwise known as the
Romance of William and the Werwolf). Translated from the French at the

command of Sir Humphrey de Bohun, about a.d. 1350, to which is added a

fragment of the Alliterative Romance of Alisaunder, translated from the

Latin by the same author, about a.d. 1340 ; the former re-edited from the

unique MS. in the Library of King's College, Cambridge, the latter now
first edited from the unique MS. in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. By the

Rev. Walter W. Skeat, M.A. 8vo. sewed, pp. xliv. and 328. £l 6s.

2. On Eaely English Peonunciation, with especial reference to

Shakspere and Chaucer ; containing an investigation of the Correspondence
of Writing with Speech in England, from the Anglo-Saxon period to the

present day, preceded by a systematic Notation of all Spoken Sounds by
means of the ordinary Printing Types ; including a re-arrangement of Prof.

F. J. Child's Memoirs on the Language of Chaucer and Gower, and reprints

of the rare Tracts by Salesbury on English, 1547, and Welsh, 1567, and by
Barcley on French, 1521 By Alexander J. Ellis, F.R.S. Part I. On
the Pronunciation of the xivth, xvith, xvnth, andxviiith centuries. 8vo.

sewed, pp. viii. and 416. 10*.

3. Caxton's Book of Cuetesye, printed at Westminster about 1477-8,
A.D., and now reprinted, with two MS. copies of the same treatise, from the

Oriel MS. 79, and the Balliol MS. 354. Kdited by Frederick J. Furni-
vall, M.A. Svo. sewed, pp. xii. and 58.. 5s..

4. The Lay of Havelok the Dane; composed in the reign of
Edward L, about a.d. 1280. Formerly edited by Sir F. Madden for the

Roxburghe Club, and now re-edited from the unique MS. Laud Misc. 108, in

the Bodleian Library, Oxford, by the Rev. Walter W. Skeat, M.A. Svo.

sewed, pp. Iv. and 160. \0s.

5. Chaucee's Teanslation of Boethius's ''De Consolatione
Philosopiiie." Edited from the Additional MS. 10,340 in the British

Museum. Collated with the Cambridge Univ. Libr. MS. li. 3. 21. By
Richard Morris. 8vo. 12*.
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6 The Romance op the Chevelebe Assigne. Re-edited from the
unique manuscript in the British Museum, with a Preface, Notes, and
Glossarial Index, by Henry H. Gib-bs, Esq., M.A. 8vo. sewed, pp.
xviii. and 38. 3s.

7. On Eaely English Peontjnciation, with especial reference to

Shakspere and Chaucer. By Alexander J. Ellis, F.R.S., etc., etc.

Part II. On the Pronunciation of the xiiith and previous centuries, of

Anglo-Saxon, Icelandic, Old IVorse and Gothic, with Chronological Tables of

the Value of Letters and Expression of Sounds in English Writing. 10s.

8. QuEENE Elizabethes Achademy, by Sir Humphrey Gilbert.
A Booke of Precedence, The Ordering of a Funerall, etc. Varying Versions

of the Good Wife, The Wise Man, etc., Maxims, Lydgate's Order of Fools,

A Poem on Heraldry, Occleve on Lords' Men, etc., Edited by F. J.

FuRNivALL, M.A., Trin. Hall, Camb. With Essays on Early Italian and
German Books of Courtesy, by W. !\^Ro8Setti, Esq., and E. Oswald,
Esq. 8vo. 13*.

9. The Fraternitye of Ya<:!aboni>es, by John Awdeley (licensed

in 1560-1, imprinted then, and in 1565), from the edition of 1575 in the

Bodleian Library. A Caueat or Warening for Commen "Oursetors vulgarely

called Vagabones, by Thomas Harman, Esuuiere. From the 3rd edition of

1567, belonging to Henry Huth, Esq., collated with the 2nd edition of 1567,

in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, and with the reprint of the 4th edition of

1573. A Sermon in Praise of Thieves and Thievery, by Pauson Haben or
Hyberdyne, from the Lansdowne MS. 98, and Cotton Vesp. A. 25. Those
parts of the Groundworke of Conny- catching (ed. 1592), that differ from
Harman' 8 Caueat. Edited by Edward Viles & F. J. Furnivall. Bvo.

7*. 6rf.

10. The Pyrst Boke of the Introduction of Knowledge, made by
Andrew Borde, of Physycke Doctor. A Compendyous Regyment of a
Dyetary of Helth made in Mountpyllier, compiled by Andrewe Boorde,

of Physycke Doctor. Barnes in the Defence of the Berde : a treatyse

made, answerynge the treatyse of Doctor Borde upon Berdes. Edited, with

a life of Andrew Boorde, and large extracts from his Breuyary, by F. J

.

Furnivall, M.A., Trinity Hall, Camb. 8vo. IBs.

11. The Bruce ; or, the Book of the most excellent and noble 'Prince,

Robert de Broyss, King of Scots : compiled by Master John Barbour, Arch-
deacon of Aberdeen, a.d. 1375. Edited from MS. G 23 in the Library of St.

John's College, Cambridge, written a.d. 1487 ; collated with the MS. in the

Advocates' Library at Edinburgh, written a.d. 1489, and with Hart's

Edition, printed a.d. 1616 ; with a Preface, Notes, and Glossarial Index, by
the Rev. Walter W. Skeat, M.A. Part I 8vo. \'2s.

12. England in the Reign of King Henry the Eighth. A
Dialogue between Cardinal Pole and Thomas Lupset, Lecturer in Rhetoric

at Oxford. By Thom s Starkey, Chaplain to the King. Edited, with

Preface, Notes, and Glossary, by J. M. Cowper. And with an Introduction,

containing the Life and Letters of Thomas Starkey, by the Rev. J. S. Brewer,
M.A. PartlL 12«.

{Fart J., Starkey'8 Life and Letters, is in preparation.

13. A Supplicacyon for the Beggars. Written about the year 1529,
by Simon Fish. Now re-edited by FREDERrcK J. Furnivall. With a

Supplycacion to our moste Soueraigne Lorde Kynge Henry the Eyght
(1544 A.D.), A Supplication of the Poore Commons (1546 a.d.), The Decaye
of England by the great multitude of Shepe (1550-3 a.d.). Edited by J.

Meadows Cowpeb. Qs.

14. On Early English Pronunciation, with especial reference to
Shakspere and Chaucer. By A. J. Ellis, F.R.S., F.S.A. Part III.
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Early English Text Society's Publications—continued.

Illustrations of the Pronunciation of the xivth and xvith Centuries. Chaucer,
Gower, WyclifFe, Spenser, Shakspere, Salesbury, Barclay, Hart, Bullokar,

Gill. Pronouncing Vocabulary. 10«.

15. Egbert Ceowley's Thirty-one Epigrams, Yoyce of the Last
Trumpet, Way to Wealth, etc., 1550-1 a.d. Edited by J. M. Cowper, Esq.
12*.

16. A Treatise on the Astrolabe; addressed to his son Lowys, by
Geoffrey Chaucer, a.d. 1391. Edited from the earliest MSS. by the Rev.
Walter W. Skeat, M.A., late Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge. 10s.

17. The Complaynt of Scotlande, 1549, a.d., with an Appendix of
four Contemporary English Tracts. Edited by J. A. H. Murray, Esq.
Part I. 1(»5.

18. The Complaynt of Scotlande, etc. Part II. 85.

19. Oure Ladyes Myroure, a.d. 1530, edited by the Rev. J. H.
Blunt, M.A., with four full-page photolithographic facsimiles by Cooke and
Fotheringham. 24*.

20. Lonelich's History of the Holy Grail (ab. 1450 a.d.), translated
from the French Prose of Sires Robiers de Borron. Re-edited fron the

Unique MS. in Corpus Christi College. Cambridge, by F. J. Furnivall, Esq.,

M.A. Parti. 8«.

21. Barbour's Bruce. Part II. Edited from the MSS. and the
earliest printed edition by the Rev. W. W. Skeat, M.A. 4s.

22. Henry Brinklow's Complaynt op Roderyck Mors, somtyme
a gray Fryre, unto the Parliament Howse of Ingland his naturall Country,
for the Redresse of certen wicked Lawes, euel Customs, and cruel Decreys
(ab. 1542); and The Lamentacion of a Christian Against the Citie
OF London, made by Roderigo Mors, a.d. 1545. Editedby J. M. Cowper,
Esq. 9s.

23. On Early English Pronunciation, with especial reference to

Shakspere and Chaucer. By A. J. Ellis, Esq., F.R.S. Part IV. 10s.

24. Lonelich's History of the Holy Grail (ab. 1450 a.d.), translated

from the French Prose of Sires Robiers de Borron. Re-edited from the

Unique MS. in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, by F. J. Furnivall,
Esq., M.A. Part II. 10*.

25. The Romance of Guy of Warwick. Edited from the Cambridge
University MS. by Prof. J. Zupitza, Ph.D. Part I. 20s.

Edda Saemmidar Hinns Froda—The Edda of Saemund the Learned.
From the Old Norse or Icelandic. By Benjamin Thorpe. Part I. with a Mytho'
logical Index. r2mo. pp. 152, cloth, Zs. 6d. Fart II. with Index of Persons and
Places. 12mo. pp. viii. and 172, cloth. 1866. 4s.: or in 1 Vol. complete, 7s. 66?.

Edkins.—Introduction to the Study of the Chinese Characters.
By J. Edkins, D.D., Peking, China. In one vol. roy. 8vo. of about 300 pages.

[/« preparation.

Edkins.—China's Place in Philology. An attempt to show that the
Languages of Europe and Asia have a common origin. By the Rev. Joseph
Edkins. Crown 8vo , pp. xxiii.—403, cloth. 10$. 6d.

Edkins.—A Vocabulary of the Shanghai Dialect. By J. Edkins.
8vo. half-calf, pp. vi. and 151. Shanghai, 1869. 21s.

Edkins.—A Grammar of Colloquial Chinese, as exhibited in the
Shanghai Dialect. By J. Edkins, B.A. Second edition, corrected. 8vo.

half-calf, pp. viii. and 225. Shanghai, 1868. 2 Is.

Edkins.—A Grammar of the Chinese Colloquial Language, com-
monly called the Mandarin Dialect. By Joseph Edkins. Second edition.

8to. half-calf, pp. vui. and 279. Shanghai, 1864. £i 10s.
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Eger and Grime; an Early English Eomance. Edited from Bishop

Percy's Folio Manuscript, about 1650 a.d. By John W. Hales, M.A.,

Fellow and late Assistant Tutor of Christ's College. Cambridge, and Frederick

J. FuRNivALL, M.A., of Trinity Hall, Cambridge. 1 vol. 4to., pp. 64-, (only

100 copies printed), bound in the Roxburghe style. \0s. 6d.

Eitel.—Handbook for the Student of Chinese Buddhism. By the Eev.

E.J. KiTEL, of the London Missionary Society. Crown 8vo. pp. viii., 224, el., 18«.

fJitel.—Fexg-Shui : or, The Rudiments of Natural Science in China.

By Rev. E. J. Eitel, M.A., Ph.D. Demy 8vo. sewed, pp. vi. and 84. 6».

Eitel.—Buddhism : its Historical, Theoretical, and Popular Aspects.

In Three Lectures. By Rev. E. J. Eitel, M.A. Ph.D. Second Edition.

Demy 8vo. sewed, pp. 130. bs.

Elliot.—The Histoey of India, as told by its own Historians. The
Muhammadan Period. Edited from the Posthumous Papers of the late Sir H.
M. Elliot, K.C.B., East India Company's Bengal Civil Service, by Prof.

John Dowson, M.R.A.S., Staff College, Sandhurst.

Vols. I. and II. With a Portrait of Sir H. Bft Elliot. 8vo. pp xxxii. and 542,

X. and 580, cloth. 18s. each.

Vol. in. 8vo. pp. xii. and 627, cloth. 24«.

Vol. IV. 8vo. pp. X. and 5e)3 cloth 21s

Vol. V. 8vo. pp. xii. and 576, cloth. 21*.

Vol. VL 8vo. pp. viii. and 574, cloth. 1875. 21s.

Elliot.—Memoirs on the History, Eolkloee, and Distribution of
THE Races of the North Western Provinces of India ; being an
amplified Edition of the original Supplementary Glossary of Indian Terms.

By the late Sir Henry M. Elliot, K.C.B., of the Hon. East India Company's
Bengal Civil Service. Kdited, revised, and re-arrangtd, by John Beames,
M.H.A.S., Bengal Civil Service; Member of the German Oriental Society, of

the Asiatic Societies of Paris and Bengal, and of the Philological Society of

. London. In 2 vols, demy 8vo., pp. xx., 370, and 396, cloth. With tvpo

Lithographic Plates, one full-page coloured Map, and three large coloured

folding Maps. 36s.

Ellis.—On Numerals, as Signs of Primeval Unity among Mankind.
By Robert Ellis, B.D., Late Fellovir of St. John's College, Cambridge.

Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and 94. 3s. 6d.

EUis.—The Asiatic Affinities of the Old Italians. By Eobeet
Ellis, B.D., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, and author of "Ancient
Routes between Italy and Gaul." Crown 8vo. pp. iv. 156, cloth. 1870. 5s.

Ellis.—Peruvia Scythica. The Quichua Language of Peru: its

derivation from Central Asia with the American languages in general, and with

the Turanian and Iberian languages of the Old World, including the Basque,

the Lycian, and the Pre-Aryan language of Etruria. By Robekt Ellis, B.D.
8vo. cloth, pp. xii. and 219. 1875. 6s.

English and Welsh Languages.—The Influence of the English and
Welsh Languages upon each other, exhibited in the Vocabularies of the two
Tongues. Intended to suggest the importance to Philologers, Antiquaries,

Ethnographers, and others, of giving due attention to the Celtic Branch of the

Indo-Germanic Family of Languages. Square, pp. 30, sewed. 1869. Is.

English Dialect Society's PubUcations. Subscription, 10s. 6d. per
annum.

1873.
1. Series B. Parti. Reprinted Glossaries. Containing a Glossary

of North of England Words, by J. H. ; five Glossaries, by Mr. Marshall
;

and a West- Riding Glossary, by Dr. Willan. 7s. 6d.
2. Series A. Bibliographical. A List of Books illustrating English

Dialects. Part I. Containing a General List of Dictionaries, etc. ; and a
List of Books relating to some of the Counties of England. 4s.
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English Dialect Society's Publications

—

continued.

3. Series C. Original Glossaries. Part I. Containing a Glossary
of Swaledale Words. By Captain Harland. 4^.

1874.

4. Series D. The History of English Sounds. By H. Sweet, Esq.
As. Qd.

5. Series B. Part II. E-eprinted Glossaries. Containing seven
Provincial English Glossaries, from various sources. Is.

6. Series B. Part III. Kay's Collection of English "Words not
generally used, from the edition of 1691 ; together with Thoresby's Letter to

Ray, 1703. Re- arranged and newly edited by Rev. Walter W. Skeat. 8*.

6*. Subscribers to the English Dialect Society for 1874 also receive

a copy of * A Dictionary of the Sussex Dialect.' By the Eev. W. D.
Parish.

1875.

7. Series D. Part II. The Dialect of West Somerset. By F. T.
Elworthy, Esq. 3*. Qd.

8. Series A. Part II. Containing a List of Books Eelating to

some of the ('Ounties of England.. 6s.

9. Series C. A Glossary of Words used in the ITeighbourhood of

Whitby. By F. R. Robinson. Parti. 7s. 6^.

10. Series C. A Glossary of the Dialect of Lancashire. By J. H.
Nodal and G. Milner. Part I. 2s. Qd.

Etherington.—The Student's Grammar of the Hindi Language.
By the Rev. W. Etherington, Missionary, Benares. Second edition. Crown
8vo. pp. xiv., 255, and xiii., cloth. 1873. 12s.

Faber.—A systematical Digest of the Doctrines of Confucius,
according to the Analects, Great Leauning, and Doctrine of the Mean,
with an Introduction on the Authorities upon Confucius and Confucianism.

By Ernst Faber, Rhenish Missionary. Translated from the German by P.

G. von Moellendorff. Svo, sewed, pp. viii. and 131. 1875. 12^. Qd.

Facsimiles of Two Papyri found in a Tomb at Thebes. With a
Translation by Samuel Birch, LL.D., F.S.A,, Corresponding Member of

the Institute of France, Academies of Berlin, Herculaneum, etc., and an
Account of their Discovery. By A. Henry Rhind, Esq., F.S.A., etc. In
large folio, pp. 30 of text, and 16 plates coloured, bound in cloth. 21«.

FausboU.—The Dasaratha-Jataka, being the Buddhist Story of King
Rama. The original Pali Text, with a Translation and Notes by V. Fausboll.
Svo. sewed, pp. iv. and 48. 2*. 6d.

Fausboll.—Five JItakas, containing a Fairy Tale, a Comical Story,

and Three Fables. In the original Pali Text, accompanied with a Translation

and Notes. By V. Fausboll. Svo. sewed, pp. viii. and 72. 6s.

Fausboll.—Ten Jatakas. The Original Pali Text, with a Translation
and Notes. By V. Fausboll. Svo. sewed, pp. xiii. and 128. 7*. Qd.

Fausboll.—JlTAKA. See under JItaka.

Fiske.—Myths and Myth-Makers : Old Tales and Superstitions in-

terpreted by Comparative Mythology. By John Fiske, M.A., Assistant

Librarian, and late Lecturer on Philosophy at Harvard University. Crown Svo.

cloth, pp. viii. and 252. 10s. 6rf.

Foss.—Norwegian Grammar, with Exercises in the Norwegian and
and English Languages, and a List of Irregular Verbs. By Frithjof Foss,
Graduate of the University of Norway. Cro^n Svo., pp. 50, cloth limp. 2s.

Foster.—Pre-Historic Races of the United States of America. By
J. W. Foster, LL.D., Author of the "Physical Geography of the Mississippi

Valley," etc. With 72 Illustrations. Svo. cloth, pp. xvi. and 416. 14s.
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Fumivall.—Education in Eaelt England. Some Kotes used as

Forewords to a Collection of Treatises on '* Manners and Meals in the Olden

Time," for the Early English Text Society. By Frederick J. Furnivall,
M.A., Trinity Hall, Cambridge, Member of Council of the Philological and
Early English Text Societies. 8vo. sewed, pp. 74. \s.

Fu So Mimi Bukuro.—A Budget op Japanese Notes. By Capt?.

Pfoundes, of Yokohama. 8vo.

Gautama.—The Institutes of Gautama. Edited with an Index of

Words. By Adolf. Friederich Stenzler, Ph.D., Prof, of Oriental Languages in

the University of Breslau. 8vo. cloth, [Nearly readg.

Garrett.—A Classical Dictionaky op India, illustrative of the My-
thology, Philosophy, Literature, Antiquities, Arts, Manners, Customs, etc., of

the Hindus. By John Garrett. 8vo. pp. x. and 798. cloth. 28s.

Garrett.—Supplement to the above Classical Dictionary of India.
By John Garrett, Director of Public Instruction at Mysore. 8vo. cloth, pp.
160. 7s. 6rf.

Giles.—Chinese Sketches. By HeriHirt A. Giles, of H.B.M.'s
China Consular Service. 8vo. cl., pp. 201. 10*. 6d.

Giles.—A Dictionary of Colloquial Idioms in the Mandarin Dialect.
By Herbert A. Giles. 4to. pp. Q5. £\ %s.

Giles.— Synoptical Studies in Chinese Character. By Herbert A.
Giles. 8vo. pp. 118. 15s.

Giles.—Chinese without a Teacher. Being a Collection of Easy and
Useful Sentences in the Mandarin Dialect. With a Vocabulary. By Herbert
A.Giles. 12mo. pp 60. 5s.

Giles.—The San Tzu Ching ; or, Three Character Classic ; and the
Ch'Jen Tsu Wen ; or, Thousand Character Essay. Metrically Translated by
Herbert A. Giles. 12mo. pp. 28. Price 2s. Qd.

God.—Book of God, By ©. 8vo. cloth. Yol. I. : The Apocalypse,
pp. 647. 12s. 6rf.—Vol. II. An Introduction to the Apocalypse, pp. 752. i4s.

—

Vol. III. A Commentary on the Apocalypse, pp. 854. 16s.

God.—The Name of God in 405 Languages. *A7y<i(rT<sf> ©e^J. 32mo.
pp 64, sewed. 2rf.

Goldstiicker.—A Dictionary, Sanskrit and English, extended and
improved from the Second Edition of the Dictionary of Professor H. H. Wilson,
with his sanction and concurrence. Together with a Supplement, Grammatical
Appendices, and an Index, serving as a Sanskrit- English Vocabulary. By
Theodor Goldstucker. Parts I. to VI. 4to. pp. 400. 1856-1863. Qs. each.

Goldstiicker.

—

Panini : His Place in Sanskrit Literature. An Inves-
tigation of some Literary and Chronological Questions which may be settled by
a study of his Work. A separate impression of the Preface to the Facsimile of
MS. No. 17 in the Library of Her Majesty's Home Government for India,

which contains a portion of the Manava-Kalpa- Sutra, with the Commentary
of Kumarila-Swamin. By Theodor GoLDSTiicKBR. Imperial 8vo. pp.
268, cloth. £2 2s.

Goldstiicker.—On the Deficiencies in the Present Administration
OF Hindu Law; being a paper read at the Meeting of the East India As-
sociation on the 8th June, 1870. By Theodor GoldstUcker, Professor of
Sanskrit in University College, London, &c. Demy 8vo. pp. 56, sewed.
\s. 6d.

Gover.—The Folk-Songs of Southern India. By Charles E. Govbr.
Svo. pp. xxiii. and 299, cloth 10*. 6d.

Grammatography.—A Manual op Reference to the Alphabets of
Ancient and Modern Languages. Based on the German Compilation of F.

Ballhorn, Royal Svo. pp. 80, cloth. 7s. 6d.
The " Grammatography" is offered to the public as a compendious introduction to the reading

of the most important ancient and modem languages. Simple in its design, it will be consulted
with advantage by the philological student, the amateur linguist, the bookseller, the corrector of
the press, and the diligent compositor.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX.

Afghan (or Pushto). Czechian(orBohemian) . Hebrew (current hand). Polish.

Amharic. Danish. Hebrew (Judseo-Ger- Pushto (or Afghan).
Anglo-Saxon. Demotic. Hungarian. [man).Romnic(ModernGreek
Arabic. Estrangelo. lUyrian. Russian.
Arabic Ligatures. Ethiopic. Irish. Hunes.
Aramaic. Etruscan. Italian (Old). Samaritan.
Archaic Characters. Georgian. Japanese. Sanscrit.

Armenian. German. Javanese. Servian.

Assyrian Cuneiform. Glagolitic. .Lettish. Slavonic (Old).

Bengali. Gothic. Mantshu. Sorbian (or Wendish).
Bohemian (Czechian). Greek. Median Cuneiform. Swedish.
Bflgls. Greek Ligatures. Modern Greek ( Romaic) Syriac.

Burmese. Greek (Archaic). Mongolian. Tamil.
Canarese (or Carnataca). Gujerati(orGuzzeratte). Numidian Telugu.
Chinese. Hiei-atic. OldSlavonic(orCyrillic). Tibetan.

Coptic. Hieroglyphics. Palmyrenian. Turkish.
Croato-Glagolitic. Hebrew. Persian. Wallachian.
Cufic. Hebrew (Archaic). Persian Cuneiform. Wendish (or Sorbian).
Cyrillic(or01d Slavonic). Hebrew (Rabbinical). Phoenician. Zend.

Grassmann.—"Worterbtjch zum Eig-Yeda. Yon Hermann Grassmann,
Professor am Marienstifts-Gymnasium zu Stettin. 8vo. pp. 1775. £1 \Qs.

Green.—Shakespeare and the Emblem-Writers : an Exposition of
their Similarities of Thought and Expression. Preceded by a View of the

Emblem-Book Literature down to a.d. 1616. By Henry Green, M.A. In

one volume, pp. xvi. 572, profusely illustrated with Woodcuts and Photolith.

Plates, elegantly bound in cloth gilt, large medium 8vo. £l lis. Qd\ large

imperial 8vo. 1870. £2 Us. 6d.

Grey.—Handbook op African, Australian, and Polynesian Phi-
lology, as represented in the Library of His Excellency Sir George Grey,

K.C.B., Her Majesty's High Commissioner of the Cape Colony. Classed,

Annotated, and Edited by Sir George Grey and Dr. H. I. Bleek.

Vol. I. Part 1.—South Africa. 8vo, pp. 186. 7s, 6d.
Vol. I. Part 2.—Africa (North of the Tropic of Capricorn). Svo. pp. 70. 2s.

Vol. I. Part 3.—Madagascar. Svo. pp. 24. 1«.

Vol. II. Part 1.—Australia. Svo. pp. iv. and 44. Is. 6d.

Vol. II. Part 2.—Papuan Languages of the Loyalty Islands and New Hebrides, compris-
ing those of the Islands of Nengone, Lifu, Aneitum, Tana, and
others. Svo. p. 12. 6d.

Vol.11. Part 3.—Fiji Islands and Rotuma (with Supplement to Part II., Papuan Lan-
guages, and Part I., Australia). Svo. no. 34. Is.

Vol. II. Part 4.—New Zealand, the Chatham Islands, and Auckland Islands. Svo. pp.
-76. ds.6d.

Vol.11. Part 4 (coniwmo^iow).—Polynesia and Borneo. Svo. pp. 77-154. 3«.Qd.
Vol. in. Part 1.—Manuscripts and Incunables. Svo. pp. viii. and 24. 2s.

Vol. IV. Part 1.—Early Printed Books. England. Svo. pp. vi. and 266.

Grey.—Maori Mementos: being a Series of Addresses presented by
the Native People to His Excellency Sir George Grey, K.C.B., F.R.S. With
Introductory Remarks and Explanatory Notes ; to which is added a small Collec-

tion of Laments, etc. By Ch. Oliver B. Davis. 8vo. pp. Iv. and 228, cloth. 12*.

Griffin.—The Kajas of the Punjab. Being the Hi^ory of the Prin-
cipal States in the Punjab, and their Political Relations with the British Govern-
ment. By Lepel H. Griffin, Bengal Civil Service; Under Secretary to the

Government of the Punjab, Author of " The Punjab Chiefs," etc. Second
edition. Royal 8vo., pp. xiv. and 630. 216-.

Griffith.—Scenes from the Ramayana, Meghaduta, etc. Translated
by Ralph T. H. Griffith, M.A., Principal of the Benares College. Second
Edition. Crown Svo. pp. xviii., 244, cloth. -Gs.

Contents.—Preface—Ayodhya—Ravan Doomed—The Birth of Rama—The Heir apparent—
Manthara's Guile—Dasaratha's Oath—The Step-mother- Mother and Son—The Triumph of
Love—Farewell?—The Hermit's Son—The Trial of Truth—The Forest—The Rape of Sita—
Rama's Despair—The Messenger Cloud—Khumbakarna—The Suppliant Dove—True Glory-
Feed the Poor—The Wise Scholar.
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Griffith.

—

The EImXyan of YiLMiKi. Translated into English verse.

Ey Ralph T. H. Griffith, M.A., Principal of the Benares College, Vol. I.,

containing Books I. and II. Demy 8vo pp. xxxii. 440, cloth. 1870. 18«.

Vol. II., containing Book II.. with additional Notes and Index of Names.
Demy 8vo. pp. SO^', cloth. 18s.

Vol. III. Demy 8vo. pp. v. and 371, cloth. 1872. 155.

Vol. IV. Demy 8vo. pp. viii. and 432. 1873. I8«.

Vol. V. (Completing the Work.) Demy 8vo. pp. 368, cloth. 1875. 15 >.

Grout.

—

The Isizulu : a Grammar of the Zulu Language ; accompanied
with an Historical Introduction, also with an Appendix. By Rev. Lewis Grout.
8vo. pp. lii. and 432, cloth. 2ls.

Gubematis.

—

Zoological Mythology ; or, the Legends of Animals.
By AxGELO DE GuiJERNATis, Pfofcssor of Sanskrit and Comparative Literature

in the Instituto di Studii Superiori e di Perfezionamento at Florence, etc. In
2 vols. 8vo. pp. xxvi. and 432, vii. and 442. 28s.

Gundert.—A Malayalam and English Pictionaet. By Eev. H.
GuNDEUT, D. Ph. Royal 8vo. pp. viii. and 1 116. £2 \0s.

Hafiz of Shi'raz.

—

Selections from his Poems. Translated from the
Persian by Herman BicKN ELL. With Preface by A. S. Bicknf.ll. Demy
4to.

, pp. XX. and 384, printed on fine stout plate-paper, with appropriate

Oriental Bordering in gold and colour, and Illustrations by J. R. Herbert,
R.A. £2 2s.

Haldeman. — Pennsylvania Dutch : a Dialect of South Germany
with an Infusion of English. By S. S. Haldeman, A.M., Professor of Com-
parative Philology in the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 8vo. pp.
viii. and 70, cloth. 1872. 3^. (id.

Hans Breitmann Ballads.—See under Leland.

Hardy.

—

Christianity and Buddhism Compaeed. By the late Eev.
R. Spence Hardy, Hon. Member Koyal Asiatic Society. 8vo. sd. pp. 138. 6«.

Hassoun.

—

The Diwan op Hatim Tai, An Old Arabic Poet of the
Sixth Century of the Christian Era. Edited by R. Hassoun. With Illustra-

tions. 4to. pp. 43. 3s. 6d.

Haswell.

—

Grammatical Notes and Vocabulary of the Peguan
Language. To which are added a few pages of Phrases, etc. By Rev. J. M.
Harwell. 8vo. pp. xvi. and l(iO. \5s.

Haug.

—

The Book of Arda Yiraf. The Pahlavi text prepared by
Destur Hoshangji Jamaspji Asa. Revised and collated with further MSS., with
an English translation and Introduction, and an Appendix containing the Texts
and Translations of the Gosht-i Fryano and Hadokht Nask. By Martin
Hadg, Ph.D., Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology at the Uni-
versity of Munich. Assisted by E. W. West, Ph.D. Published by order of
the Bombay Government, avo. sewed, pp. Ixxx., v., and 316. £1 5«.

Haug.—A Lecture on an Original Speech of Zoroaster (Yasna 45),
with remarks on his age. By Martin Haug, Ph.D. 8vo. pp. 28, sewed.
Bombay, 18G5. 2s.

Haug.

—

The Aitareya Brahmanam of the Big Yeda : containing the
Earliest Speculations of the Brahmans on the meaning of the Sacrificial I'rayers,

and on the Origin, Performance, and Sense of the Rites of the Vedic Religion.
P'.ditcd, Translated, and Explained by Martin Haug, Ph.D., Superintendent of
Sanskrit Studies in the Poona College, etc., etc. In 2 Vols. Crown 8vo.
Vol. I Contents, Sanskrit Text, with Preface, Introductory Essay, and a Map
of the Sacrificial Compound at the Soma Sacrifice, pp. 312. Vol. II. Transla-
tion with Notes, pp. 544. £2 2s.

Haug.—An Old Zand-Pahlavi Glossary. Edited in the Original
Characters, with a Transliteration in Roman Letters, an English Translation,
and an Alphabetical Index. By Destur Hoshbngji Jamaspji, High-priest of
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the Parsis in Malwa, India. Revised with Notes and Introduction by Martin
Haug, Ph.D., late Superintendent of Sanscrit Studies in the Poona College,

Foreign Member of the Eoyal Bavarian Academy. Published by order of the
Government of Bombay. 8vo. sewed, pp. Ivi. and 132. 15s.

Haug.—An Old Pahlavi-Pazanb Glossary. Edited, with an Alpha-
betical Index, by Destur Hoshangji Jamaspji Asa, High Priest of the

Parsis in Malwa, India. Revised and Enlarged, with an Introductory Essay on
the Pahlavi Language, by Martin Haug, Ph.D. Published by order of the

Government of Bombay. 8vo. pp. xvi. 152, 268, sewed. 1870. 28s.

Heaviside.

—

Amebjcan Antiqtjities ; or, the New World the Old, and
the Old World the New. By John T. C. Heaviside. 8vo. pp. 46, sewed. Is. 6d.

Hepburn.—A Japanese and English Dictionaey. With an English
and Japanese Index. By J. C. Hepburn, M.D., LL.D. Second edition.

Imperial Svo. cloth, pp. xxxii., 632 and 201. 6/. 8s.

Hepburn.

—

Japanese-English and English-Japanese Dictionaht. By
J. C. Hepburn, M.D,, LL.D. Abridged by the Author from his larger work.
Small 4to. cloth, pp. vi. and 206. 1 873. 12*. 6d.

Hemisz.—A Guide to Conversation in the English and Chinese
Languages, for the use of Americans and Chinese in California and elsewhere.

By Stanislas Hernisz. Square 8vo. pp. 274, sewed. 10s. 6c?.

The Chinese characters contained in this work are from the collections of Chinese groups,
engraved on steel, and cast into moveable types, by Mr. Marcellin Legrand, engraver of the
Imperial Printing Office at Paris. They are used by most of the missions to China.

Hincks.

—

Specimen Chapters of an Assyrian Grammar. By the late
Kev. E. Hincks, D.D., Hon. M.R.A.S. Svo., pp. 44, sewed. Is.

Hodgson.

—

Essays on the Languages, LiTERATrRE, and Religion
OF Nepal and Tibet ; together with further Papers on the Geography,
Ethnology, and Commerce of those Countries. By B. H. Hodgson, late

British Minister at Nep&l. Reprinted with Corrections and Additions from
" niustrations of the Literature and Religion of the Buddhists," Serampore,
1841 ; and "Selections from the Records of the Government of Bengal,"
No. XXVII, Calcutta, 1857. Royal Svo. cloth, pp. 288. 4«.

HofBnann.

—

Shopping Dialogues, in Japanese, Dutch, and English.
By Professor J. Hoffmann. Oblong Svo. pp. xiii. and 44, sewed. 3^.

Howse.—A Grammar of the Cree Language. With which is com-
bined an analysis of the Chippeway Dialect. By Joseph Howse, Esq.,
F.R.G.S. Svo. pp. XX. and 324, cloth. 75. 6d.

Hunter.—A Comparative Dictionary of the Languages op India and
High Asia, with a Dissertation, based on The Hodgson Lists, Official Records,
and Manuscripts. By W. W. Hunter, B.A., M.R.A.S., Honorary Fellow,
Ethnological Society, of Her Majesty's Bengal Civil Service. Folio, pp. vi. and
224, cloth. £2 2s.

Hunter.

—

Statistical Account of the Provinces of Bengal. By
W. W. Hunter, LL.D., Director-General of Statistics to the Government of
India, etc.. Author of * The Annals of Rural Bengal,' etc. In 6 vols. Demy
8vo.

^
IShortly.

Ikhwanu-s Safa.—Ihkv^Inu-s SafI ; or. Brothers of Purity. De-
scribing the Contention between Men and Beasts as to the Superiority of the
Human Race. Translated from the Hindustani by Professor J. Dowson, Staff
College, Sandhurst. Crown Svo. pp. viii. and 156, cloth. 7^.

Indian Antiquary (The).—A Journal of Oriental Eesearch in Archaeo-
logy, History, Literature, Languages, Philosophy, Religion, Folklore, etc.

Edited by James Burgess, M.R.A.S., F.R.G.S. 4to. Published 12 numbers
per annum. Subscription £2.

Inman.

—

Ancient Pagan and Modern Christian Symbolism Exposed
AND Explained. By Thomas Inman, M.D. Second Edition. With Illustra-

tions. Demy Svo. cloth, pp. xl. and 148. 1874. Is. 6d.
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Inman.—Ancient Faiths Embodied in Ancient !N'ames. By Thomas
Inman, M.D. Vol. I. Second edition. With 4 plates and numerous wood-
cuts. Royal 8vo. cloth, pp. xliv. and 792. 1872. £\ 10s.

Vol. II. Second Edition. "With 9 plates and numerous woodcuts. Royal 8vo.

cloth, pp. xvi. and 1028. 1873. £1105. [Vol. III. in preparation.

Jaiminiya-Nyaya-Mala-Vistara—See under Atjctores Sansceiti.

Jataka (The), together with its Commentary. Now first published
in Pali, by V. Fausboll, with a Translation by R. C. Childers, late of the

Ceylon Civil Service. To be completed in five volumes. Text. Vol. I.

Part I. Roy. 8vo. sewed, pp. 224. Is. M.

Jenkins's Vest-Pocket LexicoiL— An English Dictionary of all

except Familiar Words ; including the principal Scientific and Technical Terms,
and Foreign Moneys, Weights and Masures. By Jabez Jenkins. 64mo.,

pp. 564, cloth. \s. 6<l.

Johnson.—Oeiental Eeligions, and their Eelation to Universal
Religion. By Samuel Johnson. Large ftro., pp. vi. and 802, handsomely
bound in cloth. 24s.

Kern.—The Aetabhatiya, with the Commentary Bhatadlpika of
Paramadigvara, edited by Dr. H. Kern. 4to. pp. xii. and 107. 9s.

Kern.— The Brhat-SanhitI ; or, Complete System of Natural
Astrology of Varaha-Mihira. Translated from Sanskrit into English by Dr. H.
Kern, Professor of Sanskrit at the University of Leyden. Part I. 8vo. pp. 50,
stitched. Parts 2 and 3 pp. 51-154. Part 4 pp. 155-210. Part 5 pp. 211-266.
Part 6 pp. 267-330. Price 2s. each part. [Will be completed in Nine Parti,

Khirad-Afroz (The Illuminator of the Understanding). Ey Maulavf
Haffzu'd-din. A new edition of the Hind6st&ni Text, carefully revised, with
Notes, Critical and Explanatory. By Edward B. Eastwick, M.P., F.R.S.,
F.S.A., M.R.A.S., Professor of HindQstkni at the late East India Company's
College at Haileybury. 8vo. cloth, pp. xiv. and 321. 18s.

Kidd.—Catalogue op the Chinese Library of the Eotal Asiatic
Society. By the Rev. S. Kid». 8vo. pp. 58, sewed. Is.

Kielhorn.—A Grammar of the Sanskrit Language. By F. Klelhorn,
Ph.D., Superintendent of Sanskrit Studies in Deccan College. Registered
under Act xxv. of 1867. Demy 8vo. pp. xvi. 260. cloth. 1870. 10s. 6rf.

Kilgour.—The Hebrew or Iberian Kace, including the Pelasgians,
the Phenicians, the Jews, the British, and others. By Henry Kilgour. 8vo.
sewed, pp. 76. 1872. 2s. 6d.

Kistner.—Buddha and his Doctrines. A Bibliographical Essay. By
Otto Kistner. Imperial 8vo., pp. iv. and 32, sewed. 2s. Qd,

Koch.—A Historical Grammar of the English Language. By C. F.
Koch. Translated into English. Edited, Enlarged, and Annotated by the Rev.
R. Morris, LL.D., M.A. [Nearly ready,

Koran (The). Arabic text, lithographed in Oudh, a.h. 1284 (1867).
16mo. pp. 942. 7s. M.

Kroeger.—The Minnesinger of Germany. By A. E. Kroeger. 12mo.
cloth, pp. vi. and 284. 7«.

Contents.—Chapter I. The Minnesinger and the Minnesong.—IT. The Minnelay.—III. The
Divine Minnesong.—IV. Walther von der Vogelweide.—V. Ulrich von Lichtenstein.—VL The
Metrical Romances of the Minnesinger and Gottfried von Strassburg's ' Tristan and Isolde."

Lacombe.—Dictionnaire et Grammaire de la Langue des Cris,
par le Rev. Pere Alb. Lacombe. 8vo, paper, pp. xx. and 713, iv. and 190. 21s.

LagimKaumudi. A Sanskrit Grammar. ByVaradaraja. With an English
Version, Commentary, and References. By James R. Ballantyne, LL D., Prin-

cipal of the Snskrit College, Benares. Svo. pp. xxxvi. and 424-, cloth. £\ lis. 6^.
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Legge.—The Chinese Classics. With a Translation, Critical and
Exegetical Notes, Prolegomena, and Copious Indexes. By James Legge,
D.D., of the London Missionary Society. In seven vols.

Vol. I. containing Confucian Analects, the Great Learning, and the Doctrine of

the Mean. 8vo. pp. 526, cloth. £2 2s.

Vol. IL, containing the Works of Mencius. 8vo. pp. 634, cloth. £2 2*.

Vol. III. 'Part I. containing the First Part of the Shoo-King, or the Books of

Tang, the Books of Yu, the Books of Hea, the Books of Shang, and the Pro-

legomena. Royal 8vo. pp. viii. and 280, cloth. £2 2s.

Vol. III. Part II. containing the Fifth Part of the Shoo-King, or the Books of

Chow, and the Indexes. Royal 8vo. pp. 281—736, cloth. £2 2s.

Vol. IV. Part I. containing the First Part of the She-King, or the Lessons from

the States ; and the Prolegomena. Royal 8vo. cloth, pp. 182-24'4. £2 2s.

Vol. IV. Part II. containing the First Part of the She-King, or the Minor Odes
of the Kingdom, the Greater Odes of the Kingdom, the Sacrificial Odes and
Praise-Songs, and the Indexes. Royal 8vo. cloth, pp. 540. £2 2s.

Vol. V. Part I. containing Dukes \in, Hwan, Chwang, Min, He, Wan, Seuen,

andCh'ing; and the Prolegomena. Royal 8vo. cloth, pp. xii^ 148 and 410.

£2 2s.

Vol. V. Part II. Contents :—Dukes Seang, Ch'aon, Ting, and Gal, with Tso's

Appendix, and the Indexes. Royal &vo. cloth, pp. 526. £2 2s.

Legge.—The Chinese Classics. Translated into English. With
Preliminary Essays and Explanatory Notes. By James Legge, D.D., LL.D.
Vol. I. The Life and Teachings of Confucius. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. vi. and

338. 10s. M.
Vol. II. The Life and Works of Mencius. Crown 8vo. cloth, j^. 412. \2s.

Vol. III. The She King, or Book of Ancient Chinese Poetry, with a literal

Translation and in English Verse. \_In the press.

Leigh.—The Religion of the World. By H. Stone Leigh. Tirao.

pp. xii. 66, cloth. 1869. 2s. Qd.

Leland.—The English Gipsies and their Language. By Charles
G. Leland. Second Edition, Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. 276. 1874. 7s. Qd.

Leland.—The Breitmann Ballads. The only Authorized Edition.
Complete in 1 vol., including Nineteen Ballads illustrating his Travels in Europe
(never before printed), with Comments by Fritz Schwackenhammer. By Charles
G. Leland. Crown 8vo, handsomely bound in cloth, pp. xxviii. and 292. 6s.

Hans Breitmann' s Party. With other Ballads. By Charles
G. Leland. Tenth Edition. Square, pp. xvi. and 74, sewed. Is.

Hans Breitmann' s Christmas. With other Ballads. By Charles
G. Leland. Second edition. Square, pp. 80, sewed. Is.

Hans Breitmann as a Politician. By Charles G. Leland. Second
edition. Square, pp. 72, sewed. Is.

Hans Breitmann in Church. With other Ballads. By Charles
G. Leland. With an Introduction and Glossary. Second edition. Square,

pp. 80, sewed. 1870. Is.

Hans Breitmann as an Uhlan. Six N'ew Ballads, with a Glossary.
Square, pp. 72, sewed. Is.

Thefirst four Parts may be had in one Volume :

—

Breii'mann Ballads. Four Series complete. Contents : — Hans
Breitmann's Party. Hans Breitmann's Christmas. Hans Breitmann as a Poli-

tician. Hans Breitmann in Church. With other Ballads. By Charles G. Leland.
With Introductions and Glossaries. Square, pp. 300, cloth. 1870. 4s. &d.

Leland.—Pusang ; or, the Discovery of America by Chinese Buddhist
Priests in the Fifth Century. By Charles G. Leland. Cr. 8vo. cloth,

pp. xix. and 212. 7s. Qd.

Leland.—English Gipsy Songs. In Rommany, with Metricnl English
Translations. By Charles G. Leland, Author of "The English Gipsies,"

etc.; Prof. E. H. Palmer; and Janet Tuckey. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. xii.

and 276. 7s. Qd.
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Leonowens.—The English Governess a.t the Siamese Cottrt -

being Recollections of six years in the Royal Palace at Bangkok. By Anna
Hakriette Leonowens. With Illustrations from Photographs presented to

the Author by the King of Siam. 8vo. cloth, pp. x. and 332. 1870. 12«.

Leonowens.—The Romance of Siamese Haeem Life. By Mrs. Anna
H. Leonowens, Author of "The English Governess at the Siamese Court."
With 17 Illustrations, principally from Photographs, by the permission of J.

Thomson, Esq. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and 278. 14«.

Lobscheid.- -English and Chinese Dictionaey, with the Punti and
JSIandarin Pronunciation. By the Rev. W. Lobscheid, Knight of Francis
Joseph, C.M.I.R.G.S.A., N.Z.B.S.V., etc. Folio, pp. viii. and 2016. In Four
Parts. £% %s.

Lobscheid.—Chinese and English Dictionaey, Arranged according to

the Radicals. By the Rev. W. Lobscheid, Knight of Francis Joseph,
C.M.I.R.G.S.A., N.Z.B.S.V., &c. 1 vol. imp. Svo. double columns, pp. 600,
bound. £2 85.

Ludewig (Hermann E.)—The Liteeat^re of Ameeican Aboeiginal
Languages. With Additions and Corrections by Professor Wm. W. Turner.
Edited by Nicolas TKiiBNER. Svo. fly and general Title, 2 leaves ; Dr. Lude-
wig's Preface, pp. v.—viii. ; Editor's Preface, pp. iv.— xii. ; Biographical
Memoir of Dr. Ludewig, pp. xiii.— xiv. ; and Introductory Biographical Notices,

pp. xiv.— xxiv., followed by List of Contents. Then follow Dr. Ludewig's
Bibliotheca Glottica, alphabetically arranged, with Additions by the Editor, pp.
1—209; Professor Turner's Additions, with those of the Editor to the same,
also alphabetically arranged, pp. 210—246; Index, pp. 247—256; and List of
Errata, pp. 257, 258. Handsomely bound in cloth* 10*. 6d.

Macgowan.—A Manual of the Amot Colloquial. By Rev. J.

Macgowan, of the London Missionary Society. Svo. sewed, pp. xvii. and 200.
Amoy. 187L £\ Is.

Maclay and Baldwin.—An Alphabetic Dictionaey of the Chinese
Language in the Foochow Dialect. By Rev. R. S. Maclay, D.D., of the
Methodist Episcopal Mission, and Rev. C, C. Baldwin, A.M., of the American
Board of Mission. Svo. half-bound, pp. 1132. Foochow, 1871. £4 4«.

Maha-Vira-Charita ; or, the Adventures of the Great Hero Rama.
An Indian Drama in Seven Acts. Translated into English Prose from the
Sanskrit of Bhavabhijti. By John Pickfokd, M.A. Crown Svo. cloth. 5«.

Maino-i-Khard (The Book of the). —The Pazand and Sanskrit
Texts (in Roman characters) as arranged by Neriosengh Dhaval, in the

fifteenth century. With an English translation, a Glossary of the Pazand
texts, containing the Sanskrit, Rosian, and Pahlavi equivalents, a sketch of
Pazand Grammar^ and an Introduction. By E. W. West. Svo. sewed, pp
484. 1871. 16«.

Maltby.—A Peactical Handbook of the Ueita oe Odita Langttage.
8vo. pp. xiii. and 201. 1874. 10s. 6d.

Manava-Kalpa-Sntra ; being a portion of this ancient Work on Yaidik
Rites, together with the Commentary of Kumarila-Swamin. A Facsimile of

the MS. No. 17, in the Library of Her Majesty's Home Government for India.

"With a Preface by Theodor GoldstUcker. Oblong folio, pp. 268 of letter-

press and 121 leaves of facsimiles. Cloth. £4 4*.

Manipulns Vocabulonun; A Rhyming Dictionary of the English
Language. By Peter Levins (1570) Edited, with an Alphabetical Index, by
Henry B. Wheatlf.y. Svo. pp. xvi. and 370, cloth. 14*.

Manning.—An Inquiry into the Character and Origin op the
Possessive Augment in English and in Cognate Dialects. By the late

James Manning, Q.A.S., Recorder of Oxford. Svo.pp. iv. and 90. 2s.

March.—A Comparative Grammar of the Anglo-Saxon Language
in which its forms are illustrated by those of the Sanskrit, Greek, Latin,
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Beyrout). Containing Five Comedies, called Comedies of Fiction, on Hopes
and Judgments, in Twenty-six Poems of 1092 Verses, showing the Seven Stages

of Life, from man's conception unto his death and burial. By Emin Ibrahim
ScHEMEiL. In one volume, 4to. pp. 166, sewed. 1870. 6s.

ScMagintweit.—Buddhism in Tibet. Illustrated by Literary Docu-
ments and Objects of Religious Worship. With an Account of the Buddhist

Systems preceding it in India. By Emil Schlagintweit, LL.D. With a

Folio Atlas of 20 Plates, and 20 Tables of Native Prints in the Text. Royal

8vo., pp. xxiv. and 404. £2 2s.

Schlag^tweit.—Glossary of Geographical Terms from India and
Tibet, with Native Transcription and Transliteration. By Hermann de
Schlagintweit. Forming, with a ** Route Book of the Western Himalaya,

Tibet, and Turkistan," the Third Volume of H., A.,andR. de Schlagintweit's
"Resultsof a Scientific Mission to India and High Asia." With an Atlas in

imperial folio, of Maps, Panoramas, and Views. Royal 4to., pp. xxiv. and

293. £4.

Shapurji Edalji.—A Grammar of the Gujarati Language. By
Shapurji Edalji. Cloth, pp. 127. lOs. Qd.

Shapurji Edalji.—A Dictionary, Gujrati and English. By Shapurji
Edalji. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. xxiv. and 874. 21«.

Sherring—The Sacred City of the Hindus. An Account of

Benares in Ancient and Modern Times. By the Rev. M. A. Sherring, M.A,,
LL.D. ; and Prefaced with an Introduction "by Fitzedwakd Hall, Esq., D.C.L.
Svo. cloth, pp. xxxvi. and 388, v?ith numerous full-page illustrations. 2l5.

Sherring.—Hindu Tribes and Castes, as represented in Benares. By
the Rev. M. A. Sherking, M.A., LL.B., London, Author of *' The Sacred City

of the Hindus," etc. With Illustrations. 4to. cloth, pp. xxiii. and 405. £4: 4s.

Sherring.—The History of Protestant Missions in India. From
their commencement in 1706 to 1871. By the Rev. M. A. Sherring, M.A.,
London Mission, Benares. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. xi. and 482. 16s.

Singh.—Sakhee Book; or, The Description of Gooroo Gobind Singh's
Religion and Doctrines, translated from Gooroo Mukhi into Hindi, and after-

wards into English. By Sirdar Attar Singh, Chief of Bhadour. With the

author's photograph. 8vo. pp. xviii. and 205. 15s.

Smith.—A Vocabulary of Proper Names in Chinese and English.
of Places, Persons, Tribes, and Sects, in China, Japan, Corea, Assam, Siam,
Burmah, The Straits, and adjacent Countries. ByF.
China. 4to. half-bound, pp. vi., 72, and x. 1870. 10s. 6^.

Smith.—Contributions towards the Materia Medica and I^atural
History of China. For the use of Medical Missionaries and Native Medical
Students. By F. Porter Smith, M.B. London, Medical Missionary in

Central China. Imp. 4to. cloth, pp. viii. and 240. 1870. jgl Is.

Sophocles.—A Glossary of Later and Byzantine Greek. By E. A.
Sophocles. 4to., pp. iv. and 624, cloth. £2 2s.

Sophocles. —BoMAic or Modern Greek Grammar. By E. A. Sophocles.
8vo. pp. xxviii. and 196. 7.<. Qd.

Sophocles.—Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods
(from B.C. 146 to a.d. 1100). By E. A. Sophocles. Imp. 8vo. pp. xvi. 1188,
cloth. 1870. £2 85.

Steele.—An Eastern Love Story. Kusa JXtakaya: a Buddhistic
Legendary Poem, with other Stories. By Thomas Steele, Ceylon Civil

Service. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. xii. and 260. 1871. Qs,

Stent.—The Jade Chaplet, in Twenty- four Beads. A Collection of
Songs, Ballads, etc. (from the Chinese). By George Carter Stent,
M.N.C.B. ll.A.S., Author of" Chinese and English Vocabulary," "Chinese and
English Pocket Dictionary," " Chinese Lyrics," " Chinese Legends," etc. Cr.

8o. cloth, pp. 176. 5«.
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Stent.—A Chinese and English Vocabulary in the Pekinese
Dialect. By G. E. Stent. 8vo pp. ix. and 677. 1871. £110*.

Stent.—A Chinese and English Pocket Dictionaet. By G. E.

Stent. 16mo. pp. 250. 1874. 10*. &d.

Stokes.—Beunans Meeiasek. The Life of Saint Meriasek, Bishop
and Confessor. A Cornish Drama. Edited, with a Translation and Notes, by

Whitley Stokes. Medium 8vo. cloth, pp.xvi., 280, and Facsimile. 1872. 15s.

Stokes.—Goidelica—Old and Earlj'-Middle Irish Glosses : Prose and
Verse. Edited by Whitley Stokes. Second edition. Medium 8vo. cloth,

pp. 192. IBs.

Stratmann.—A Dictionaey of the Old English Language. Compiled
from the writings of the xiiith, xivth, and xvth centuries. By Francis
Henry Stkatmann. Second Edition. 4to., pp. xii. and 594. 1873. In

wrapper, £1 lis. 6rf. ; cloth, £1 14s.

Stratmann.—An Old English Poem of th^Owl and the I^ightingalb.

Edited by Francis Henry Stratmann. 8vo. cloth, pp. 60. 3s.

Strong.—Selections feom the Bostan of Sadi, translated into English

Verse. By Dawsonne Melancthon Strong, Captain H.M. lOth Bengal

Lancers. 12mo. cloth, pp. ii. and 5Q. 2s. Qd.

Surya-Siddhanta (Translation of the).— A Text Book of Hindu
Astronomy, with Notes and Appendix, &c. By W. D. Whitney. 8vo.

boards, pp. iv. and 354. £1 lis. 6d.

Swamy.—The l)ATHivANSA; or, the History of the Tooth-Relic of

Gotama Buddha. The Pali Text and its Translation into English, with Notes.

By M. CooMABA Swamy, Mudeli^r. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. 174. 1874. 10s, ed.

Swamy.—The DathAvansa; or, the History of the Tooth-Relic of

Gotama Buddha. English Translation only. With Notes. Demv 8vo. cloth,

pp. 100. 1874. es.

Swamy.—Sutta NipIta; or, the Dialogues and Discourses of Gotama
Buddha. Translated from the Pali, with Introduction and Notes. By Sir M.
CooMARA Swamy. Cr. 8vo. cloth, pp. xxxvi. and 160. 1874. 6s.

Sweet.—A History of English Sounds, from the Earliest Period,

including an Investigation of the General Laws of Sound Change, and full

Word Lists. By Henry Sweet. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. iv. and 164. 4«. 6^.

Syed Ahmad.—A Series of Essays on the Life of Mohammed, and
Subjects subsidiary thereto. By Syed Ahmad Khan Bahador, C.S.I., Author

of the " Mohamm'edan Commentary on the Holy Bible," Honorary Member of

the Royal Asiatic Society, and Life Honorary Secretary to the Allygurh Scien-

tific Society. 8vo. pp. 532, with 4 Genealogical Tables, 2 Maps, and a Coloured

Plate, handsomely bound in cloth. 30s.

Taittin'ya-PratiQaJdiya.—See under Whitney.

Tarkavachaspati.—Vachaspatya, a Comprehensive Dictionary, in Ten
Parts. Compiled by Taranatha Tarkavachaspati, Professor of Grammar
and Philosophy in the Government Sanskrit College of Calcutta. An Alpha-

betically Arranged Dictionary, with a Grammatical Introduction and Copious

Citations from the Grammarians and Scholiasts, from the Vedas, etc. Parts I.

to VII. 4to. paper. 1873-6. 18s. each Part.

Teohnologial Dictionary.—Pocket Dictionary of Technical Teems
Used in Arts and Sciences. English-German-French. Based on the

arger Work by Karmarsch. 3 vols. imp. 16mo. Ss. sewed. 10*. 6d. boards.

The Boke of Nurture. By John Russell, about 1460-1470 Anno
Domini. The Boke of Keruynge. By Wvnkyn de Worde, Anno Domini
1513. The Boke of Nurture. By Hugh Rhodes, Anno Domini 1577. Edited

from the Originals in the British Museum Library, by Frederick J. Fubni-
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VALL, M.A., Trinity Hall, Cambridge, Member of Council of the Philological

and Early English Text Societies. 4to. half-morocco, gilt top, pp. xix. and 146,

28, xxviii. and 56. 1867. U. Us. &d.

The Vision of William concerning Piers Plowman, together with
Vita de Dowel, Dobet et Dobest, secundum wit et resoun. By William
Langland (about 1362-1380 anno domini). Edited from numerous Manu-
scripts, with Prefaces, Notes, and a Glossary. By the Rev. Walter W. Skeat,

M. A. pp. xliv. and 158, cloth, 1867. Vernon A. Text ; Text 7s. 6c?.

Thomas.—Early Sassanian Inscriptions, Seals and Coins, illustrating

the Early History of the Sassanian Dynasty, containing Proclamations of Arde-

shir Babek, Sapor I., and his Successors. With a Critical Examination and
Explanation of the Celebrated Inscription in the H&.ji§ibad Cave, demonstrating

that Sapor, the Conqueror of Valerian, was a Professing Christian. By Edward
Thomas, F.R.S. Illustrated. 8vo. cloth, pp. 148. Is. Qd.

Thomas.—The Chronicles of the PathIn Kings of Dehli. Illus-

trated by Coins, Inscriptions, and other Antiquarian Remains. By Edward
Thomas, F.R.S., late of the East India Company's Bengal Civil Service. With
numerous Copperplates and Woodcuts. Demy Svo. cloth, pp. xxiv. and 467.

1871. 28s.

Thomas.—The Revenue Resources of the Mughal Empire in India,

from A.D. 1593 to a.d. 1707. A Supplement to *' The Chronicles of the Path^n
Kings of Delhi." By Edward Thomas, F.R.S., late of the East India

Company's Bengal Civil Service. Demy 8vo., pp. 60, cloth. 3s. M.

Thomas.—Comments on Recent Pehlvi Decipherments. With an
Incidental Sketch of the Derivation of Aryan Alphabets, and contributions to

the Early History and Geography of Tabaristkn. Illustrated by Coins. By
Edward Thomas, F.R.S. Svo. pp. 56, and 2 plates, cloth, sewed. 3s. 6d.

Thomas.—Sassanian Coins. Communicated to the iN'umisraatic Society
of London. By E. Thomas, F.R.S. Two parts. With 3 Plates and a Wood-
cut. 12mo, sewed, pp. 43. 5«.

Thomas.—The Theory and Practice of Creole Grammar. By J. J.

Thomas. Port of Spain (Trinidad), 1S69. 1 vol. Svo. bds. pp. viii. and 135. 12s.

Thorpe.—Diplomatarium Anglicum ^vi Saxonici. A Collection of
English Charters, from the reign of King iEthelberht of Kent, A.D., DCV., to

that of William the Conqueror. Containing : I. Miscellaneous Charters. II.

Wills. III. Guilds. IV. Manumissions and Acquittances. With a Transla-
tion of the Anglo-Saxon. By the late Benjamin Thorpe, Member of the Royal
Academy of Sciences at Munich, and of the Society of Netherlandish Literature

at Leyden. 8vo. pp. xlii. and 682, clotb. 1865. £\ Is.

Tindall.—A Grammar and Yocabulary of the Namaqua-Hottentot
Language. By Henry Tindall, Wesleyan Missionary. Svo. pp. 124, sewed. 6«.

Trubner's Bibliotheca Sanscrita. A Catalogue of Sanskrit Litera-
ture, chiefly printed in Europe. To which is added a Catalogue of Sanskrit
Works printed in India ; and a Catalogue of Pali Books. Constantly for sale

by Triibner & Co. Cr. Svo. sd., pp. 84. 2«. &d.

Tmmpp.—Grammar of the Pasto, or Language of the Afghans, com-
pared with the Iranian and Nortli-Indian Idioms. By Dr. Ernest Trumpp.
Svo. sewed, pp. xvi. and 412. 21s.

Trumpp.—Grammar of the Sindhi Language. Compared with the
Sanskrit-Prakrit and the Cognate Indian Vernaculars. By Dr. Ernest
Trumpp. Printed by order of Her Majesty's Government for India. Demy
Svo. sewed, pp. xvi. and 590. 15*.

Van der Tuuk.—Outlines of a Grammar of the Malagasy Language
By H. N. van der Tuuk. 8vo., pp. 28, sewed, la.

Van der Tuuk.—Short Account op the Malay Manuscripts belonging
TO the Royal Asiatic Society. By H. N. van der Tuuk. 8vo., pp. 52. 2«. Qd,
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Vishnu-Purana (The) ; a System of Hindu Mythology and Tradition.
Translated from the original Sanskrit, and Illustrated by Notes derived chiefly

from other Puranas. By the late H. H. Wilson, M.A., F.R.S , Boden Pro-
fessor of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford, etc., etc. Edited by Fitzedward
Hall. In 6 vols. 8vo. Vol. I. pp. cxl. and 200 ; Vol. II. pp. 343 ; Vol. II.,

pp. 348 ; Vol 1 V. pp. 3*6, cloth ; Vol. V. pp. 392, cloth. lOs. 6d. each.

Vol. v., Part 2, containing the Index, and completing the "Work, is in the Press.

Wade.—ifii-YEN Tzi)-Erh Chi. A progressive course designed to
assist the Student of Colloquial Chinese, as spoken in the Capital and the
Metropolitan Department. In eight parts, with Key, Syllabary, and Writing
Exercises. By Thomas Francis Wade, C.B., Secretary to Her Britannic

Majesty's Legation, Peking. 3 vols. 4to. Progressive Course, pp. xx. 296 and
16; Syllabary, pp. 126 and 36 ; Writing Exercises, pp. 48; Key, pp. 174 and
140, sewed. £4.

Wade.—"Wen-Chien Tzu-Erh Chi. A series of papers selected as
specimens of documentary Chinese, designed to assist Students of the language,

as written by the officials of China. In sixteei^parts, with Key. Vol. I. By
Thomas Francis Wade, C.B., Secretary to Her Britannic Majesty's Legation
at Peking. 4to., half-cloth, pp. xii. and 455 ; and iv., 72, and 52. £1 16s.

Wake.—Chapters on Man. With the Outlines of a Science of com-
parative Psychology. By C. Staniland Wake, Fellow of the Anthropological
Society of London. Crown 8vo. pp. viii. and 344, cloth. 7s. 6d.

Watson.—Index to the Native and Scientific Names of Indian and
OTHER Eastern Economic Plants and Products, originally prepared
under the authority of the Secretary of State for India in Council. By John
Forbes Watson, M.A., M.D., F.L.S., F.R.A.S., etc., Keporter on the

Products of India. Imperial 8vo., cloth, pp. 650. £1 lis. 6d.

Weber.—On the Eamayana. By Dr. Albeecht Weber, Berlin.
Translated from the German by the Rev. D. C. Boyd, M .A. Reprinted from
" The Indian Antiquary." Fcap. 8vo. sewed, pp. 130. bs.

Webster.—An Introductory Essay to the Science of Comparative
Theology ; with a Tabular Synopsis of Scientific Religion. By Edward
Webster, of Ealing, Middlesex, Read in an abbreviated form as a Lecture to

a public audience at Ealing, on the 3rd of January, 1870, and to an evening
congregation at South Place Chapel, Finsbury Square, London, on the 27th of

February, 1870. 8vo. pp. 28, sewed. 1870. 1^.

Wedgwood.—A Dictionary of English Etymology. By Hensleigh
Wedgwood. Second Edition, thoroughly revised and corrected by the Author,
and extended to the Classical Roots of the Language. With an Introduction

on the Formation of lianguage. Imperial 8vo., about 800 pages, double column.
In Five Monthly Parts, of 160 pages. Price 5s. each; or complete in one
volume, cl., price 26s.

Wedgwood.—On the Origin of Language. By Hensleigh Wedgwood,
late Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge. Fcap. 8vo. pp. 172, cloth. 3s. 6d,

Wheeler.—The History of India from the Earliest Ages. By J.
Talboys Wheeler, Assistant Secretary to the Government of India in the
Foreign Department, Secretary to the Indian Record Commission, author of
" The Geography of Herodotus,'* etc. etc. Demy 8vo. cl.

Vol. I. The Vedic Period and the Maha Bharata. pp. Ixxv. and 576. 18*.

Vol. II., The Ilamayana and the Brahmanic Period, pp. Ixxxviii. and 680, with
two Maps. 21«.

Vol. III. Hindu, Buddhist, Brahmanical Revival, pp. 484, with two maps. 18*.

Vol. IV., Part I., pp. xxxii. and 320. 14*.

Wheeler.—Journal of a Voyage up the Irrawaddy to Mandalay and
Bhamo. By J. Talboys Wheeler. 8vo. pp. 104, sewed. 1871. 3s. 6d.
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Whitney.—Oriental and Linguistic Studies. The Veda ; the Avesta

;

the Science of Language. By William Dwight Whitney, Professor of Sanskrit
and Comparative Philology in Yale College. Cr. 8vo. cl., pp. x. and 418. 12«.

Contents.—The "Vedas.—The Vedic Doctrine of a Future Life.—MuUer's History of Vedic
Literature.—The Translation of the Veda.— MuUer's Rig -Veda Translation.— The Avesta.—
ludo-European Philology and Ethnology.—Miiller's Lectures on Language.—Present State of
the Question as to the Origin of Language.—Bleek and the Simious Theory of Language.

—

Schleicher and the Physical Theory of Language.—Steinthai and the Psychological Theory of
Language.—Language and Education.—Index.

Whitney.—Oriental and Linguistic Studies. By "W. D. Whitney,
Professor of Sanskrit. Second Series. Contents : The East and West—Religion
and Mythology—Orthography and Phonology—Hindu Astronomy. Crown 8vo.

cloth, pp. 446. 125.

Whitney.—Atharva Yeda PrIti^Ikhya ; or, Caunakiya Caturadhya-
yik&, (The). Text, Translation, and Notes. By William D. Whitney, Pro-
fessor of Sanskrit in Yale College. 8vo. pp. 286, boards. £\ lU. Qd.

Whitney.—Language and the Study of Language : Twelve Lectures
on the Principles of Linguistic Science. By W. D. Whitney. Third Edition,
augmented by an Analysis. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. xii. and 504. \Qs. M.

Whitney.—Language and its Study, with especial reference to the
Indo-European Family of Languages. Seven Lectures by W. D. Whitney,
Professor of Sanskrit, and Instructor in Modern Languages in Yale College.

Edited with Introduction, Notes, Tables of Declension and Conjugation,
Grimm's Law with Illustration, and an Index, by the Rev. R. Morris, M.A.,
LL.D. Cr. 8vo. cl., pp. xxii. and 318. 5s.

Whitney.— SuRYA-SiDDHANTA (Translation of the): A Text-book of
Hindu Astronomy, with Notes and an Appendix, containing additional Notes
and Tables, Calculations of Eclipses, a Stellar Map, and Indexes. By W. D.
Whitney. Svo. pp. iv. and 354, boards. £\ lis. 6rf.

Whitney.—T1ittiriya-Pr1ti91khya, with its Commentary, the
Tribhashyaratna : Text, Translation, and Notes. By W. D. Whitney, Prof,
of Sanskrit in Yale College, New Haven. Svo. pp. 469. 1871. 25*.

Williams.—A Dictionary, English and Sanscrit. By Monier
Williams, M.A. Published under the Patronage of the Honourable East India
Company. 4to. pp. xii. 862, cloth. 1855, £3 3s.

Williams.—A Syllabic Dictionary of the Chinese Language,
arranged according to the Wu-Fang Yuen Yin, with the pronunciation of the
Characters as heard in Peking, Canton, Amoy, and Shanghai. By S. Wells

^
Williams. 4to. cloth, pp. Ixxxiv. and 1252. 1874. £>5 5s.

Williams.—Pirst Lessons in the Maori Language. "With a Short
Vocabulary. By W. L. Williams, B.A. Fcap. 8vo. pp. 98, cloth. 6s.

WUson.—Works of the late Horace Hayman Wilson, M.A., F.R.S.,
Member of the Royal Asiatic Societies of Calcutta and Paris, and of the Oriental
Soc. of Germany, etc., and Boden Prof, of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford.

Vols I. and II. Essays and Lectures chiefly on the Religion of the Hindus,
by the late H. H. Wilson, M.A., F.R.S., etc. Collected and edited by Dr.
Reinhold Rost. 2 vols, cloth, pp. xiii. and 399, vi. and 416. 2\s.

Vols. Ill, IV. and V. Essays Analytical, Critical, and Philological, on
Subjects connected with Sanskrit Literature. Collected and Edited by
Dr. Reinhold Rost. 3 vols. Svo. pp. 408, 406, and 390, cloth. Price 36«

Vols. VI., VII., VIII, IX. and X. Vishnu Purana, a System op Hindu My-
thology and Tradition. Translated from the original Sanskrit, and Illus-

trated by Notes derived chiefly from other Pur^nas. By the late H. H. Wilson,
Edited by Fitzedward Hall, M.A., D.C.L., Oxon. Vols. I. to V. 8vo.,

pp.cxl. and 2C0 ; 344; 344; 346, cloth. 21. 12s. 6d.

Vol. v.. Part 2, containing the Index, and completing the Work, is in the Press.

Vols. XI. and XII. Select Specimens op the Theatre of the Hindus. Trans-
lated from the Original Sanskrit. By the late Horace Hayman Wilson, M. A.,

F.R.S. 3rd corrected Ed. 2 vols. Svo. pp. Ixi, and 384 ; and iv. and 418, cl. 21«
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Wilson.

—

Select Specimens op the Theatre of the HnrDUS. Trans-
lated from the Original Sanskrit. By the late Horace Hayman Wilson,
M A., F.R.S. Third corrected edition. 2 vols. 8vo., pp. Ixxi. and 384; iv.

and 418, cloth. 21*.
CONTENTS.

Vol. I.—Preface—Treatise on the Dramatic System of the Hindus—Dramas translated from the
Original Sanskrit—The Mrichchakati, or the Toy Cart—Vikram aand Urvasi, or the
Hero and the Nymph—Uttara R&ma Charitra, or continuation of the History of
Rfima.

Vol. II.—Dramas translated from the Original Sanskrit—Malfiti and M&dhava, or the Stolen
Marriage—Mudri Rakshasa, or the Signet of the Minister—RatnAvall, or the

^^ Necklace—Appendix, containing short accounts of different Dramas.

Wilson.—The Present State op the Cultivation op Oriental
Literature. A Lecture delivered at the Meeting of the Royal Asiatic

Society. By the Director, Professor H. H. Wilson. 8vo. pp. 26, sewed.
London, 1852. 6d.

Wilson.—A. Dictionary in Sanskrit and English. Translated,
amended, and enlarged fram an original compilation prepared by learned Natives

for the College of Fort William by H. H. WftsoN. The Third Edition edited

by Jagunmohana Tarkalankara and Khettramobaua Mookerjee. Published by
Gyanendrachandra Eayachoudburi and Brothers. 4to. pp. 1008. Calcutta,

^
1874. £2 12*. 6d.

Wise.—Commentary on the Hindu System op Medicine. By T. A.
Wise, M.D., Bengal Medical Service. Bvo., pp. xx. and 432, cloth. 7s, 6d.

Wise.—Review of the History of Medicine. By Thomas A.
Wise, M.D. 2 vols. 8vo. cloth. Vol. I., pp. xcviii. and 397 ; Vol. IL,

^
np. 574. 10s.

Witners.—The English Language Spelled as Pronounced, with
enlarged Alpha bet of Forty Letters. With Specimen. By George Withers.
Royal 8vo. sewed, pp. 84. Is.

Wright.—Feudal Manuals op English History. A Series of
Popular Sketches of our National History, compiled at different periods, from
the Thirteenth Century to the Fifteenth, for the use of the Feudal Gentry and
Nobility. Now first edited from the Original Manuscripts. By Thouas
Wright, Esq., M.A. Small 4to. cloth, pp. xxiv. and 184. 1872. 16*.

Wright.—The Homes of Other Days. A History of Domestic
Manners and Sentiments during the Middle Ages. By Thomas Wright, Esq.,
M.A., F.S.A. With Illustrations from the Illuminations in contemporary
Manuscripts and other Sources, drawn and engraved by F. W. Fairholt, Esq.,

F.S.A. 1 Vol. medium 8vo. handsomely bound in cloth, pp. xv. and 612.
360 Woodcuts. £1 Is.

Wright.—Anglo-Saxon and Old-English Yocabularies, Illustrating
the Condition and Manners of our Forefathers, as well as the History of the
Forms of Elementary Education, and of the Languages spoken in this Island
from the Tenth Century to the Fifteenth. Edited by Thomas Wright, Esq.,
M.A., F.S.A., etc. Second Edition, edited, collated, and corrected by Richard
WuLCKER. [In the press.

Wright.—The Celt, the Roman, and the Saxon ; a History of the
Early Inhabitants of Britain down to the Conversion of the Anglo-Saxons to

Christianity. Illustrated hy the Ancient Eemains brought to Light by Recent
Research. By Thomas Wright, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., etc., etc. 'J bird Cor-
rected and Enlarged Edition. Numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth

pp. xiv. and 562. lis.

Wylie.—Notes on Chinese Literature ; with introductory Eemarks
on the Progressive Advancement of the Art ; and a list of translations from the
Chinese, into various European Languages. By A. Wylie, Agent of the
British and Foreign Bible Society in China. 4to. pp. 296, cloth. Price, 1/. 16s.

Yates.—A Bengali Grammar. By the late Rev. W. Yates, B.I).
Reprinted, with improvements, from his Introduction to the Beng&li Language
Edited by I.Wbnoer. Fcap. Bvo., pp. iv. and 150, bdg. Calcutta, 1864. 3«. 6d.
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